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Mr Ilios Glykofridis died on 20 October in
in that same city on

Athens. He was born
13

February 1912 and was elected

to

the

European Parliament on 17 September 1982
to replace Mr Papageorgiou. Our late colleague was a non-attached Member.
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Assembly.
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President

Mr Michel was a Member of Parliament since his election in J:une 1979. He was panicularly active in the
Committee on Development and Cooperation. His
election to the European Parliament was for him the
culmination of a very active career within the Belgian
Christian \Torker Movement of which he became
Secretary-General after outstanding work in the
Young Christian Vorker Movement and the Popular

Vogau report. Unfortunately you finished with it
before the translation came through. I assume that rhis
was rhe one on origin marking. I do not think it is
good enough, Mr President, jus[ to leave this until
information comes from the Commission, if indeed it

Family Movement.

ahead irrespective of the decision of the Commission.

I should like to add that Mr Victor Michel was a panicularly likeable Member of our Parliament, undoubtedly because of his smiling simplicity, the result of the

A second point, Mr President, concerns the other issue
you mentioned, namely the REX committee. Surely it

harmony which existed between his natural generosity
and his commitment to the most under-privileged
members of society. This harmony lent clarity to his
ideas and was the source of their success.

It is for us to entage in the struggle for

development

which is one of the major responsibilities of this Parliament with the same conviction and perseverance

ever comes from the Commission. The situation is that

two Member States are aheady using origin marking,
and I would like the House to ask that this repon goes

is inward processing and not outward processing,
which was the translation that I got.
President.

-

One point is a point of translation. Per-

haps the other point is proposal. Are you proposing to
set a dead-line for the von Vogau reporr? If so I then
have to know what kind of dead-line you are proposing because then we have to vote on it, Mr Seal.

which he showed.

I

therefore ask you to observe a minute's silence in
memory of our two late colleagues.

Mr Seal.
I would have rhought Mr President, rhar
the Commission
could have the information before us
before the next pan-session.

(Tbe House rose and stoodfor one minute in silence)

Mr Seal, we cannor decide on the information to -be proposed by the Commission. Ve can
only decide on documents being made available by
President.

3. Textile products

-

delegation ofpouer of decision to a
committee.

.The Committee on Economic

President.

and

Monetary Affairs,
to which the von Vogau report on
a regulation on the indication of the origin of cenain
textile products imported from third countries, was
referred back at rhe siming of I 1 Ocrober 1982, pursuant to Rule 35(3) of the Rules of Procedure, has
informed me that it has decided not to take an immediate decision on [he matter in view of the fact that rhe
Commission is awaiting funher information before
deciding whether to withdraw or maintain its propo-

Mr Seal.
Could v/e not ask the Commission, to
- information
provide the
in order that the Committee
on Economic and Monetary Affairs can produce the
report by the next part-session?
President.
Mr Seal, I cannot put rhar to rhe vote.
- propose
But we could
that the Committee on External

Economic Relations should come forward with a
repon by the January pan-session, in rhe expectation
that by then the European Commission will have provided the information we are waiting for.

sal.

The Committee on External Economic Relations will
be considering, with the power to take a decision pursuant to Rule 33 of the Rules of Procedure, a Commission proposal to [he Council for a directive on rhe
implementation of Anicle 18 of Directive No69/73
on the harmonization of the provisions laid down by
law, regulation or administrative action in respecr of

inward processing (Doc. l-542/82

-

Com(82)

416

Are there any comments?

I call Mr
Seal.

Mr Moreau, would you agree ro the von Vogau
report being held over until the January part-session ?
Mr J. Moreau, chairman of the Committee on Economic
and Monetary Affiirs.
(FR) Mr Presidenr, I think
that the January pan-session
would be acceptable for
our committee.

final).

Mr

parliamentary committees.'

Seal.

Mr President, I should like to commenr

- which you rushed over, namely the von
on the matter

President.
von Vogau report is rherefore held
- The
over until January.

Are there any comments?

I call Mr Rogalla.
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(DE) Mr President, before we come
Mr Rogalla.
to the plan of -work, I should like to ask you a questiorl
concerning Rule 18, paragraph 1, of our Rules of Procedure, in accordance with which you direct all th,e
work of Parliament and its bodies.

both have similar topics in mind. But unlike Mr
Rogalla I have pre-empted your advice and submitted

I

iat and in panicular the abolition of its independent
Directorate-General for Research and Documenra-

cannot put this question in writing

in

accordanc,:

with Rule 25, paragraph 2, because it does not concenl
the work of the Bureau, the Enlarged Bureau or th,:
Quaestors; it concerns that of the Secretariat.
'!flould you please
tell me whether it is correct that thr:
work of the Secretariat is covered by the supreme
principle of providing assistance and support to Mem-

of

you have mad,:
arran8ements to ensure that this pinciple is madr:
'S7ithout
known to all officials in the Secretariat?
going into detail at present, I must rcll you that I hav(:
bers

Parliament and whether

frequently had occasion to reBret that one administrative decision or another was somewhat narrow and, I
feel, not sufficiently constructive. I should be grateful
to you if you would answer my question.
President.
Mr Rogalla, I fully sympathize with your
- but it has nothing to do with Rule 1 8 ( 1 ).
point of view,
I think the best thing for you to do would be to write
to the Bureau.

(DE) Mr President, I am sorry to havt:
Mr Rogalla.
to contradict -you. Rule 18, paragraph 1, says:
'The President shall direct all the activities of Parliament and of its bodies under the conditions laicl
down in these Rules.'
Firstly, I could not ascertain from the Rules of Procedure that specific bodies exist. The word 'Organe'
(bodies), in the German translation at least, does not
appear any'where else, as far as I know.

I then came across Rule 713, paragraph Z of which
refers to the Secretary-General of Parliament, whcr
directs the Secretariat. I take it that this paragraph is
subject to the conditions referred to in these Rules ol:
Procedure. As I cannot put this question to the Bureau
in writing, because the requirements of Rule 25, paragraph2, are not met, I have decided to put,the question to you orally.

in writing, as so many other Members have, a request
under Rule 48 for an urgent debate on the need for
consideration in plenary session of proposals for the
reorganization of the European Parliament's Secretar-

tion. Then, to make sure that that was not pre-empted,

we also submimed a motion under Rule 47 of the
Rules of Procedure on the need for consideration in
plenary session of proposals for the reorganization of
the European Parliament's Secretariat and in particular the abolition of its independent Directorate-General for Research and Documentation.

In view of what you have said to Mr Rogalla, Mr

President, I am extremely disturbed, as I am sure all
other Members will be, at the very sweeping powers
that the Bureau takes unto itself. Now I am certainly
aware of
and I have no doubt that you will quote it

to me - the rule relating to the functions of

the

Bureau -and the enlarged Bureau of this Parliament. I
am also sure tha[ most Members would agree that we
would not want to get involved in purely administrative issues. But a complete reorganization and the abolition of a depanment within the Secretariat of Parliament would to me seem to be an issue that ought to be
brought to Members, or at least some form of consultative procedure should be adoprcd between the
Bureau, enlarged Bureau, the Political Groups and the
individual Members of the Parliament.

Now you, Mr President, have always said that you
would be the custodian of our individual libenies and
dignities, so I would ask you what has happened to the
resolution submitted under Rule 48 and the resolution
under Rule 47 relating to the reorganization of the
'S7e
place a lot of faith in your upholding
Secretariat.
of individual Member's liberties and I do hope that
you will perhaps allow this to become a matter for further dialogue in whatever way can be found within the
Rules.

President.

Mr Rogers,

w'e can of course change the

- a Bureau meeting. But
plenary into

I would prefer to

keep the competences where they are, and unless there
is a change in the Rules; the Bureau is clearly responsi-

for administrative affairs, including the organization of the Parliament. I would stick to that.

ble
President.

Mr Rogalla, you are suggesting that,

- Rule 18(1)
the basis of

orr

I

am required at this time tc'
iniriate a discussion with Members on the question 01:
the operation of the General Secretariat. That is in nc,
way provided for in Rule 18(1). I feel that it urould be'
better to deal with the matter in writing.

I call Mr

(Cries bf 'Hear, hear!')

I callMrs Clwyd.

Mrs Clwyd.
Rogers.

President, there has cenainly been
Mr Rogers.
- Mr
but it seems that Mr Rogalla and l
no connivance,

Mr President, I rise to bring to your

- which states:
notice Rule 25(2)

Any Member may ask questions related to the
work of the Bureau, the enlarged Bureau and the
Quaestors. Such questions should be submitted to
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Clwyd
the President in writing, published in the Bulledn
of the Parliament within thirty days of tabling,
together with the answers given.
September I wrote you a letter
asking you what action was being taken by this Parlia-

At the beginning of

ment following a report I had given you written by
two doctors, expens in air conditioning and the effects
of air condidoning and humidification on health. This
is a matter I first raised in this Parliament in 1979; ir is
a matter which has not been resolved. I have several
letters in my files: replies from Mr Opitz, replies from
your own Chef du Cabinet and replies from the previous Presidenr, Mrs Veil. Now I think thar rhe repon
I submitted to you from these two expens *"r r.riout
enough to be given the highest considerarion by you
because I believe that there are many Members in this
Parliament who are suffering from various discomfons
in their health during this Strasbourg period. This is
not exclusive to Strasbourg, may I say, it is also something which is found in Brussels too, but is does, I
think, raise questions of the responsibility of the

Secretariat,

in this Parliament were to make claims

againsr rhe
Parliament because of the effects on their health, then
the Parliament and the whole Communiry would soon
be bankrupt. Mr President, I am asking you why you

have not replied
as

President.
Mrs Nielsen, we are fully aware of the
- findings of the repons
problem. The
produced by the
doctors brought here by Mrs Clwyd have been communicated to the adminisrration. Funher research is
going on, but for the implementation of further meas-

ures we need the cooperarion

of the Council

of

Europe which is the owner of this building.

I call Mrs Buchan.

of the Parliament and yourself, as our

President, in doing somerhing immediately about this
longstanding problem. It affects people in various
ways
I will nor go into ir now
but in its exreme
form, -Mr President, it. can cause -,
damage to the lungs
which is similar to damage caused by asbestosis. Now
that is a recognized industrial disease, and if Members

period

one of the things I suffer a great deal from. I did the
same thing last week in Brussels. Is it really necessary
for us Members to start investigations ourselves in
order to get proper working conditions? After all, in
affects our work. I am willing ro make available the
results of my own investigations, but it is not a reasonable thing to expect. It must be Parliament's job to
deal properly with this problem, so rhar we do not
have to continue working under conditions which
make it impossible ro do a reasonable job. \7e have
headaches or our eyes sman or we cannor breathe.

ro my letter within the

Mrs Buchan.
I wish to raise a point
- Mr President,
of order concerning
the answer given to Mr Rogers.
At the distribution point just now I asked what happened to the resolution he referred to, since I too was
a signatory to ir. I have been told that the resolurion
was blocked. I want to know who blocked it and who
has the pover to take things rhat are signed by Members across all panies and across all sides of this House

and block them so that they are nor distributed to
other Members? Under what rule was rhar done?

specified

laid down in the Rules?

(Cries of 'Hear, hear!')

President.
Mrs Clwyd, you are posing quesrions I
am unable -to anss/er from here. I cannot even recall
wherher there was a quesrion under Rule 25(2) or
whether it was just a letter. But apart from that I think
you should be aware that we live in a complicated situation here because this House is owned by the Council
of Europe and very often decisions can only be taken
with the agreement. of the Council of Europe, which
makes matters rather complicared.

President.
Mrs Buchan, we had a prelimininary discussion on- it
the final decisions on rhe urgencies
- as
brought forward
far as the enlarged Bureau is concerned will mke place romorrow.

I call Mrs Clwyd.
Mrs Clwyd.

Mr President, I realize that you cannor
I have put ro you

- questions rhar
answer those

immediately. However, it is over 30 days and I would
like a full answer ro my quesrion as soon as possible.

I

also think that rhe Members of this Parliamenr have
full explanarion of what investigations are
taking place and what results.you have come ro. I have
been relatively patienr over three years. I am not prepared to be parient any longer. 'S7e are concerned
about external pollution, it is time y/e were concerned
about our own.
a righr to a

I call Mrs Nielsen.
Mrs Tove Nielsen.
(DA) Mr President, think it
- to conrinue pressing Ithis
admirable of Mrs Clwyd
mat-

ter. Since we know how many people really suffer
from the problem, I honestly think that it is too bad
that there is no prompr response from Parliamenr,
from the responsible quarrer. \Vhy should I, as an
ordinary Member of Parliament, myself see ro ir that
the invesrigations can be pursued under rhe right conditions? Today I have brought along a Petri dish to
determine the panicle conrenr of the air, since thar is

4. Agenda

President.
Ar its meering of 22 October 1982 the
enlarged Bureau
drew up the draft agenda which has
been distributed.

15.

1
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President

At its meeting this morning the chairmen of the political groups instructed me rc propose a certain numbr:r

contributions to that which is strictly necessary and
not necessarily take up the 100 minutes we have very

of amendments.

generously allowed them of our time?

Tuesday:

The reports by Mr Linkohr, Mr Petersen, Nlr
Schmidt and Mr Gallagher on energy problenrs
which were entered for joint debate as Itents
Nos 258 to 261 of. the agenda will be taken individually. However, the rotal speaking time will
remain the same.

Mr President, the result of that ruling
Seligman.
unfonunately - has worked out very badly becaus;e
groups have not got enough speaking time to talk on
four subjects separately. Therefore, I am asking you to
Mr

extend the speaking time, possibly by cutting the raprponeurs' times. You will notice that there are 100 minutes
ten different ten-minute periods
- allocated
ro rhe- rapporteurs. I cannot believe that they all need
ten minutes on each of their reports. So could you
possibly make it the same as Thursday when they only
there seems to be no logic in their
have 5 minutes
having different- times for Tuesday and Thursday -and thus give the groups a little more time to deal with

four separate subjects properly?
(Parliament approoed Mr Seligman\ request.)

-

I call Mr Key.

I,

therefore formally move [ha[ the joint debate

be

deferred until January 1983.

-

I call Mr Fonh.

Mr President, in the same spirit as M.r
Seligman's - suggestion, could I ask if you could
because you
approach the Commission informally
and sughave no povers, I believe, in this matter
gest [o them that they might restrict the length of theLr
Mr Forth.

Cornmittee.

I deplore these motions,

(DE) Mr
since all

the reports were unanimously accepted in Committee
by the representatives of all the groups, with an
abstention in only one instance. On the other hand, I
should of course like the whole House to be fully
involved in the discharge debate. I must, however,
remind Members that we are dealing with discharge
for 1980 and, if we adjourn it to next year, we shall
only be granting discharge for 1980 in 1983, so that
we shall get seriously behind with the whole discharge
process.

If we discuss discharge

on Tuesday, then at least the
ruling should be adopted as for Monday, namely
that the rapponeurs are only allowed five minutes, so
only seven minutes
that the groups get more time
have been allocarcd to my group, for example.
same

I

would argue in favour of going ahead with the
debate in any case and afterwards decide whether to
move an adjournment or hold the vote. \fle should not
remove this item from the agenda without funher ado,
because it would be simply bad for the image of Par-

if

President.

as

funher discussion by the committee.

President.

call the Committee on Budgetary Control.

we postponed discharge on our part for

three months yet again.

the rapponeur on the report on the
Discharge, and also on behalf of my group, seek that
the joint debate concerning my report and a number
of other reports is deferred under Rule 85(1) and
85(4). Can I ask that this whole debate take place in
January 1983? I do not want to go into a long explanation but there are issues within the resolution and in
cenain parts of the repon which I think are wonhy of

I

I

liament

Mr President, I understand from what you
Mr Key.
- said that we are discussing Tuesday's
have just
debates. Can

-

omical use of the speaking time allotted to it.

President, basically

Seligman.

President.

I

Mr Aigner, chainnan of tbe

Are there any comments?

I callMr

I do not wish to continue on that subject.
have to assume that the Commission is making econ-

President.

-

I call Mr Kellett-Bowman.

Mr President, I wish,
Mr Edward Kellet-Bowman.
the proposal put
on behalf of my group, to support
down by Mr Key that his own report on the discharge
for 1980 be deferred until January. There are, in fact,
rwo important matters which are not fully covered yet.
One will be covered by the Battersby report on the
sale of agricultural products to Russia, which forms
the reason for Parliament's deferring the discharge,
and the second is that there are still some outstanding
items on Parliament's own discharge.

I would just use this opportunity to ask Mr Key
whether it would not help him if the other reports on
the discharge were to go [hrough tomorrow and
thereby clear some of the decks for the discharge resolution in January?
President.

Mr Key, may I have your reply rc that

direct question?
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Mr Key. Yes, Mr President, I am quite willing to
accept Mr- Kellet-Bowman's view that we should take
the other items, namely, Ispra, rhe ECSC discharge,
the 1979 discharge and the Vettig reporr on cereals.
President.

-

I call Mr Aigner.

President, I would advise
against
debates on rhe individual institutions
for, in separate debates, different crireria mighr.in certain circumsrances be applied to the different institutions, and that would be wrong. !7e should therefore
either hold the entire debate and deal with discharge
or we should posrpone the whole quesrion; I should
not like ro see separate treatment under any conditions, and we should be agreed on rhar.

Mr Aigner.

separare

(DE)

Mr

On the subject of the embargo, I would remind you
that with your approval we expressly asked for a
special report. I do not believe that we shall now reach

15. 11.82

(DE) Mr President, I should like to
Mr Seeler.
repeat the requesr
which I already made in writing.
There is on rhe agenda for Thursday an oral question
from me on behalf of the Committee on External
Economic Relations on rhe GATT Conference nexr
week. It was originally on rhe agenda for the second
part-session in October but was deferred. I ask for this
item to be dealt with at [omorrow's sitting for rwo reasons.

The Council meering ro prepare for the GATT Conference in Geneva will begin nexr Monday. Preparations for rhat meeting, however, will already be started
this week. If Parliamenr wishes to make im voice
heard, it musr decide as soon as possible, if any consideration at all is to be given ro what it has to say.
t

as I have already told you, of a
personal nature. On Thursday and Friday my pany is
holding a congress, which I should like to attend. In
the past such requesrs from Members have always
been granted where possible.

My second reason is,

any conclusion different ro rhar of the previous debate.

There will be harsh criricism, but we cannor change
the rules. Under the rules, the Commission had an
obligation to deliver in accordance with irs prior
agreemenB. That is a fact that we cannot change.
Nevenheless our criticism still stands, and we therefore want a special reporr. This special repon will not
affect discharge as such, however.

On the second matter, Mr Kellec-Bowman, concerning Parliament: we are only dealing here wirh discharge on figures, and the figures are nor in doubt.
The President, rhe Bureau, the Committee on Budgetary Control and the House in plenary session retain
the right, in the event of new disclosures, to give consideration ro rhem. Ler me therefore repear my proposal once more, Mr President, to vote on whether to
have the debate tomorrow in any case and when it is
concluded
I hope we shall then still be able to get
the group -spokesmen rogerher
decide whether lo
postpone the discharge decision- again or go through
with it, for we are afrer all legislators and a decisionmaking process is at issue here. But let us have the
debate first, because then all rhe group leaders will
have been able to identify and discuss the whole ser of
problems

!

President.
Mr Seeler we discussed this question
- chairmen
with the group
[his morning. The Council
has informed us rhar rhis question will not be on the
agenda before Monday. Consequently only the personal reason you have put forward remains. \7e can
vote on it.

I call the Committee on External Economic Relarions.

Sir Fred Catherwood chairman of the Cornrnittee.
On this point, Mr President, while I enrirely accep[
that it may be that it is not formally taken by the
Council, neverrheless it does seem to me to be
extremely important, in regard rc this very critical
GATT meering, that we express a view as soon as possible. I cannor over-emphasize how critical the GATT
meeting is. Ve have Eemendous protecrionist pressure
at the momenr. This ministerial meering needs so-.

political guidance,

it

seems

[o me, from this parlia-

ment. It does seem ro me roo rhat if the reporr. is raken
at an early stage and voted on at an early stage with a
full House here, it would be enormously important. I

very much supporr

Mr

Seeler

for thar

parricular

reason.

President.
Mr Aigner, I am sorry but I cannot so
- we have
decide since
rc fix the agenda and I must
know whether or not there is to be a debate with vore.
Mr Key's proposal is clear: the presentarion of Parliament's accounrs and the discharge for 1980
debarc
and the vote
should not take place. You -have spo- proposal, Mr Kellett-Bowman has spoken against the
ken in favour of it. Ve will now vote.
(Parliament approoed Mr Key\ request)

I call Mr

Seeler.

(Parliament agreed to Mr Seeler's request)
President.

If

there are no funher quesrions abour

- shall go on
Tuesday we

to

consider \Tednesday's

agenda.

I call Sir Henry Plumb.

Sir Henry Plumb.

Mr

President, on Vednesday

- Lord Douro's report on rh;
morning we have got
enlargemenr of the Community and that repon, which
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Plumb

is in the name of Lord Douro, is supponed by Mr
Sutra and Mr Ruffolo. Now, we are looking forward
to this debate as one of the most important that we
have had for some considerable time in this plenary
session and I note that there are about 41 eminent
journalisr here from various pans of the world
not
least from some of the countries we are mlking about
and they will be here for the debate on Vednesday
-and, indeed, for a seminar which is taking place that
and I realize
day. For that reason might I suggest
- that we take
that we have to look at the Rules here
a vote on this repon on \Tednesday afternoon or evening, after the debate, if we can possibly do that. To
leave the vote until Thursday, and leave one day in

with people around who are anxious to
know what the view of this Parliament is would, I
think, be unfortunate, to say the least. Therefore I

between,

request that we do consider the possibility of voting on
'!(ednesday
that repon on '!7'ednesday afternoon or
evening at the earliest opponunity.

President.

I call Mr Nord.

-

(NL) Mr President, my group has made
Mr Nord.
a nore of-the fact that Commissioner Richard will
inform Parliament this coming !flednesday on the
Commission's reaction to the amendments adopted by

Parliament

to the Vredeling Direcdve.

Funhermore

we note that the vote on whether to consider the
motion for a resolution contained in this report is to
be postponed until the December pan-session'
Although we have no objections to this procedure we
are, nCvenheless, reluctant to let matters proceed
before voicing our critical endorsement thereof.

On

18

October this year Parliament voted on the

Commission's proposed directive. This was followed
by a Commission declaration to the effect that it
would present Parliament in its November part-session
with Commission's official reaction to the amendmenm adopted by the House to the Vredeling Directive.

Sir Henry, if you want to vote on
- it would seem that the only reasonable
Vednesday,
President.

time is 4.30 in the afternoon, at the earliest.

written communication from the Commission in

Is that what you propose?

Sir Henry Plumb.

-

\7e awaited the reaction with some degree of anticipation and I am sure that I do not speak alone in saying
that I had been looking forward to dealing with a

Yes, that is what I propose.

the

course of our parliamentary grouP meeting during the
week of 8 November last. This was not to be. lWe subsequently thought that Commissioner Richard would

inform the House today under the order of business

which foresees speaking time for the Commission's

(Parliament agreed to this request)

reaction

to

amendments adopted by Parliament on

October 1982 to the Vredeling Directive. Once
again our hopes were in vain. \7e now assume that
12

Vith regard to Vednesday's agetda, at
3 p.m. afrcr the vote and any objections to the list of
motions for urgent debate, Mr Richard will make a
statement on the amendments adopted by Parliament
President.

to the Vredeling

directive

on [he

procedure for

informing and consulting employees.

Commissioner Richard will inform the House on this
point on \Tednesday and, were it not for Mr Glinne's
self-confessed procedural difficuldes with his groupr
the House would have had half a day at its disposal to
study the Commission's standpoint and formulate its

reaction to

It was agreed this morning on the possibility of nking
on the Commission's statement, i.e. on the resolution to be voted, at the December part-session'
a vote

I call Mr Glinne.

it thereby enabling a vote to be taken

the

following day on whether to consider the motion for
resolution contained in the Vredeling Directive

a

-

thus obviating the need for a carry-over to the December part-session.

Mr

President, my group finds this a most unsatisfacI fully appreciate that the extra

tory state of affairs.
Mr Glinne.

(FR) Mr President, without in the least

to- criricize the Commission I would like rc
that the Communication to be made by Com-

inrcnding
stress

missioner Richard will no doubt be very important and
although I
rich in implications. That being the case
- be all the
it will
know nothing more at present
more necessary for the political groups to meet, to ask
for a suspension of the sitting, etc.

For this reason I think it would certainly be ill-advised
to hear Mr Richard's communication and to ake the
vote on the same day. I believe it is perfecdy reasonable to suggest that the vote take place at the next plenary session of Parliament, as you have just done.

dme will allow the Commission to reopen its discussions with the social partners concerned but why on
earth could they not have informed the House that the
intervening period between the first October partsession and that of November was unrealistically short
for the elaboration of a Commission declaration on
our amendments.

I

am afraid we now run the risk of having a similar
fate befall us as that which occurred in 'October,
namely full press coverage of Parliament's inabiliry to
reach a decision on the Vredeling Directive. \fle can
stand by for more of the same after Commissioner

Richard's statement. on

'\Tednesday,

nov/ that

it

has
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Nord
been decided to postpone the voring until the December part-session. The public may nor discern rhat rhe
real reason for this posrponement is that the Commission, in presenting its reaction at the eleventh hour,
precludes intensive considerarion by the groups in rhe

House.

ginal dmetable by taking note of rhe Commission's
reply during the plenary session and holding consulations on it within the parliamenrary groups on rhe
Vednesday and pan of Thursday of rhe same pansession before mking a vorc immediately rhereafter.
You may resr assured that rhe Commission is interesced in seeing rhis marrer dealt wirh as rapidly as pos-

(Applause)

sible.

Mr President, you appreciare the esreem in which I
have always held rhe Commission in general and in

Parliament has tabled some very perrinenr amend-

particular the Commissioner who now finds himself,
alchough he is by no means rhe first, subjeced ro this
cold douche.

I feel that there

is a lesson to be learned from this state

of affairs, namely, that the first applicarion of our new
Anicle 36 should be an appropriare one and that,
should it ever prove necessary to resorr. ro a to and fro
between Commission and Parliamenr on a drafr legislative directive of immeasurable imponance, rhe Commission will realize that it is not only necessary ro
perhaps hold consultations with concerned panies ourside Parliament bur also ro presenr its findings to the
House in good time thereby enabling us to hold the
necessary consulations prior to vote taking.

I would reiterare once again, Mr Presidenr, that we
are in no way opposed to the procedure bur would
point out that the Commission has been remiss in
coming forward with its reacrion at such a late hour

to

preclude rhe mking

session, and

as

of a vote during this pan-

we would hope rhat Commissioner
it rhat a similar state of affairs

Andriessen will see to
does not recur.

ments to the Commission's original draft rexr. The
Commission had starcd the eventual necessiry, in the
wake of Parliament's debate on the subject, of consulting the social panners once again, and rhis is what we
have done. Ir is, at rhe very least, most unusual that the
Commission should rake a srance on an issue with
ramifications as important as rhis, on the basis of only
two readings or rhar it should endeavour to finalize its
position a mere 7 days after having voiced an initial
statement on the matter.

Mr President, I deeply regrer rha[ these factors have
contrived to cause a delay of one week in the Commission's timetable but I would have rhought it possible
for Parliament rc decide in this plenary part-seision on
the admissibility of the resolution. Regarding Mr
Nord's statemenr on Anicle 36

I

would remind the

House rhar the last thing the Commission wants is to
prejudice the legitimare rights of Parliamenr as contained in its Rules of Procedure. The Commission's
realistic appraisal of the preliminary work involved
prior to submitting its reply to rhe House, with the
resultant delay which has arisen, should nor in any
way be construed as an atrempr by the Commission to
abuse this anicle. The Commission looks forward to
using rhis arricle ro assist ir ro maintain a positive dialogue with this House.

President.
Mr Nord, the debate is now gerdng
sornewhat -sidetracked but you have quite rightly
poinrcd out its relevance in the conrexr of the further
application of Anicle 36 of which rhis presents the first
case. Consequently I shall call Commissioner Andriessen to present the Commission's point of view, after
which several Members have indicated their desire ro

-

speak.

I call the Commission.

Mr

Andriessen, Metnber of the Commission.
(NL) Mr President, I appreciate Mr Nord's reacrion
and the possible desire of the House to hold funher
consularions on rhe contenrc of the Commission's
declaration on [his imponant topic. This may nor
necessarily be the case, lor it depends enrirely on rhe
contenm of rhe Commission's sraremenr ro rhe House
this coming l7ednesday morning.
Perhaps Mr Nord was right in srating rhat rhe Commission should have asked for more rhan one monrh in

which

The fact that the Commission gor rhe timing wrong on
this importanr marrer should in no way be constiued
as a lack of respect for Parliament's opinions. On the
contrary, it is the Commission's desire to lend full
weight to these opinions
a fact which I hope will be
- sraremenr
confirmed by our definitive
on \Tednesday
which got us into the present situation.

to

elaborate

its reply. Bur we considered it

nonetheless feasible for the House to mainrain rhe ori-

President.

- I

have received

a

large number of

requesm ro speak and I think it would not be right to
initiate a political debate which would be out ofplace

at the moment. Although it could do so, the Commission does nor auromarically ake Parliament,s opinion
lircrally. In this case Parliamenr needs time to consider. I feel thar it would be difficult to do this on
Thursday evening within the political groups in the
absence of any rexrs wharoever. I therefore fiel that it
would be better ro hold over the vote undl the December pan-session and to hear the Commission,s sta[ement at'Wednesday's sitring as I akeady proposed.

Are there any objections?
That is agreed.
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President

I call Mr Sieglerschmidt.

(DE) Mr President, if we are
Sieglerschmidt.
speaking in accordance with the Rules of Procedure, I
would merely point out that, according to Rule 36,
paragraph 2, a report of the committee responsible,
the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment, is
required. . . not could be, but is. . .

Mr

Mr Sieglerschmidt, there is no point in
President.
discussing that now. If we hold over the vote until
December it will be possible for us to clarify all these
matters in the intervening time.

Mr

then there
and I feel that that is possible
be no problem. Otherwise it will be considered on

sidered

will

(DE) Mr President, nothing
Sieglerschmidl.
to be clarified,- the position is clear! The Com-

-

-

Thursday.

'!/ith regard to Thursday's

agenda, Mr Dalsager will
make a statement on measures to promote butter sales
at,3 p.m.

The Kirk report on fisheries and the Vgenopoulos
report on oils and fats were not adopted in committee
and have been withdrawn from the agenda.

At the rapporteur's request, the Seefeld report (Doc.
1-834/82) on the carriage of goods by road will be
taken without debate and placed on Friday's agenda.

I call Mr von der Vring.

needs

mittee on Social Affairs and Employment must,
according to the Rules of Procedure, report to the
whole House in December.

President.

that here.

-

Good but we do not have rc establish

I call Mr Moreau.
speak

on another point; I tried without success to be recognized a moment ago before you took the vote on the
Douro and Sutra reports.

'!flhile agreeing with what you have said, I simply
wished to ask if, according to lTednesday's agenda as
you see it, there will in fact be time enough to take the
Ruffolo report, for we had asked that it be included
on 'sflednesday's agenda so that the Council could
form its opinion.
understand correctly, the course

could ruin our work here with formalities, panicularly
in relarion to time-limits. But, Mr President, the rights
of Members could also be eroded to almost nothing by
excessive generosity.

(FR) Mr President, I wish to
Mr J. Moreau.
-

If I

(DE) Mr President, I refer to
Mr von der Vring.
- with Rule 59 of the Rules of
item 282 in connection
Procedure, which lays down the time-limits for the
tabling of motions for resolutions. I know that we

of the debates

may once again make it impossible to hold this discussion on that day.I would simply like to know how you
view Vednesday's agenda and how much time you are
planning to devote to the Ruffolo report.

Permit me. to remind you that, as far as the report is
concerned, s/e were obliged to ask the Bureau to reverse a previous decision. Once again we are in danger
of having our time reduced to fit into the slot left for
us, although Parliament's opinion on this report is
indispensable before the Council enacts the legislation.
Moreau, the question you have just
President.
- Mrthe political groups and the way in
raised concerns
which they divided up their speaking time amongst
their members. Parliament has just decided that the
vote on the Douro and Sutra reports will be held at
4.30 p.m. If the political groups organize their business
in such a way that the Ruffolo report can also be con-

The Collins repon here is a report which is of special
interest to my constituents. In the past week I have
tried in desperation to obtain this text. Our group had
a meeting in Paris and we could not get hold of the
report there. It was not available. I went through my
mail at the weekend, and the report w'as not in it.

I found this text in my pigeon-hole! It was in
my mail slot here in this House at 4 o'clock this afternoonl I do not know whether Rule 59 requiring distribution 'at least twenty-four hours previously' applies
here or not, but one thing is clear: if I take my status
as a non-member of the Committee seriously and wish
to be in a position to inform myself and form an opi-

Today

nion

of my own, so that I am then able to

table

it is laughable that the rcxt reaches me
today, Monday, and I am then to study it and decide
what my attitude is to be. That cannot be brushed
amendments,

aside

with a reference to the possibility open to us of

ubling amendments.

It

says in the text that the time-limit for motions
expired on Friday of last week at 12 pm. I tabled my
amendments on supposirion based on a draft from the

Committee, but I am now forced, after reading
through the text, to mble funher, very hasty amendments. I ask you first, Mr President, to elucidate
whether it is at all admissible to include the report on
this agenda, despite the fact that it was only distriburcd on Monday. Secondly, since on past experience
I think you will disagree with me, I ask you to see
whether at least the time-limit for tabling amendments
cannot be extended to'l7ednesday.
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President.

Mr von der Vring, I musr draw your
attention to- Rule 59 which stipulates rhat a vote shall
not be opened on a text unless it was tabled not later
than 12 days before the beginning of the pan-session
which is in fact the case
distributed ar leasr
-24 hours previously,
- and
which will
also be the case if we
vote on Thursday or Friday.

latest, we can have a debare which will be cenain ro
have an impact on the Commissioner before he makes
his statement. I do not know whether that will change
his statement. However, with the written information
available and disrributed, this is the best possibiliry
afforded us by the Rules of Procedure.

Therefore from this point of view theye is no problem.
However, I interpret your comment as a request to
hold over the Collins' report on baby seals unril a larer
part-session. This point was discussed this morning
with the chairmen of the political groups'and it wai
decided nor to change the agenda for the simple
reason that this question will be considered next week
by the Council of Environmenr Minisrers. !7e felt that
Parliament could not let this opporruniry pass.

Mr Curry.

I am not talking

about procedure, Mr

President, I -am talking abour democracy.

Mr von der Vring was objecting rc the
- on baby
Collins report
seals being on Thursday's
agenda, if I understood him correcrly. Does anyone
President.

want. to keep this item on the agenda?

I call Mr Collins.

I call the Committee on Agriculture.
14s Qsllins.

Mr Curry, chairrnan of the committee.
Mr Presidenr,
you said that Mr Dalsager, the Agriculture
Commissioner, would be making a sraremenr ro this House on
dairy policy on Thursday. This policy covers a number
of important aspects. There is an exporr, aspecr; there
is an extremely expensive scheme for domesdc disposal; there are also imponant marrers affecting farm
lncomes.

Vhat is the status of the staremenr Mr Dalsager is
going to make? Is the Commissioner informing this
House, or is he consulting this House in accordance
with the promises made by Mr Cheysson when he was
sitting on the Commission benches and by Mr Jenkins
when he was President of the Commission? If the
Commissioner makes a sraremenr on Thursday, it will
be quirc impossible for rhis Parliament to react ro it

during the course of this parr-session, whereas if the
Commissioner who is here were to make a statemenl
this afternoon, rhat would give the House the opportunity to formulate its opinions, if necessary in the
form of an urgency mo[ion.

It seems to me, Mr President, thar the Commissioner
is quite simply informing this House, and as usual we
appe^r to be last in a long line of people to be
informed. It seems to me quite preposterous that we
should have this slipped in near the end of our agenda,
when the Commission could quite easily make a full
statement early on in time for this House to respond. I
trust that in choosing to make his statement on Thursd^y
and of course we appreciate rhe Commis- desire
sioner's
to be here to make the statement in
person
he intends to defer any decision unril we
- had a chance ro discuss this and ro be conwill have
sulted on it fully ar our nexr pan-session.
President.
I do think that with the writ- Mr Curry
ten information
available, and with rhe urgency

motions being dealr with on Thursday morning at the

First

of all, Mr

President,

I

do nor

- inrerprerarion of Mr von der Vring's
think that your
request is correct. Mr von der Vring was, in fact, asking for the postponement of the deadline for tabling
amendments. That is a very different thing from post-

poning the item on rhe agenda. If you care ro separare
these two, then first of all I have no objection at all to
the postponement of the deadline for amendments. If
you would like to take that point first, then perhaps
you will spare me the need to make a speech about
keeping the item on the agenda. However, I am prepared to make that speech also, if necessary, and
reserve the right to do so.
President.
Collins,'the only possibility is to fix
- Mr
the deadline
for tabling amendmenrs for romorrow
morning at 10 o'clock ar rhe larcsr. Otherwise it is not
possible to have them translated, distributed and so on.

Mr Collins.

-

If that is satisfactory to rhe people who

are making the request, then ir certainly does not meet

with my disapproval.
President.

-

I call Mr Gautier.

Mr Gautier.
(DE) Mr President, I remember that
- the Commirtee
we decided in
on Agriculture ro ask
the Bureau to consult. our Committee on rhis quesrion
too, because seal culling also has a bearing on the fishery negoliations currently in progress and on the
agreemenr with third countries.
According to certain rumours
I am not a member
- of the
of rhe Committee
the chairman
- Relations has also Committee
on External Economic
asked that
his Committee be consulred, since the Commission has
based its proposal, which I too have only received
today, on Anicle 113 of the EEC Treauy, and that is
concerned with questions of external trade.

.
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Gautier

How did the Bureau deal with these two

requests?

Should you not secure a decision?

Mr Gautier, as I explained, the ComEconomic Relations and the Committee on External
mittee on Agriculture asked for this report to be taken
later. At the same time, there is the fact that the Environment Council will deal with it next week and it
would be somewhat silly for Parliament to take a posidon a,frer the Council has taken a position. For that
reason I think the request to delay a little the moment
for tabling amendments is a reasonable one, but for all
kinds of pracdcal purposes it is impossible to go
oeyond tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock. That is the
only thing in the way of compromise which can be
President.

I call Mr von

der Vring.

Mr von der Vring in any event the docuIf you had travelled to Luxembourg by bicycle you would have received them on
President.

-

ments were on their way.

the 1Oth. That was not the case, but nonetheless distribution had already begun more than 24 hours before
the debate, pursuant to Rule 59.I realize that this is
unsatisfactory but it is nonetheless correct.

Mr

(DE) Mr President, I should
like rc refer to your -remarks on Rule 59. In the Ger-

Mr von der Vring.

man version, what this 'twenty-four hours previously'

applies

to is open to different interpretations. But I

and, if need be, refer the
you to consider
on
the Rules of Procedure
to
the
Committee
matter
ask

whether it is not absurd that a motion
has to be presented 24 hours before
the vote, but a motion for an amendment to the resolution even earlier for printing reasons' The '24 hours
before the vote' interpretation then makes no sense.
and Petitions

for a resolution

My understanding of Rule 59 is that these documents
must be distributed in writing 24 hours before the sitting begins. Only that interpretation makes

sense

from

the point of view of Members.

Ve

travelling circus also receive the documents.

I call Mr Gautier.

done.

would

I would ask Members not to get excited. Even if distribution began last Monday it so happens that I only
received the text this morning so that, as a Member, I
was not included in it. Distribution must be carried out
in such a way tha[ Members who are involved in this

have got used to hopscotch polidcs here, and there

is always a technical justification for it. But for many
Members of Parliament, who are not members of the
committees concerned, the extent to which they are
excluded from the decision-making and policy-forming process of this Parliament is gradually developing
into a scandal.
The documents on baby sealskins were
President.
- 29 October, . . ..
handed in on
Mr von der Vring.

-

President.

(DE) But not distributedl

and distribution was begun on

10 November.

Mr von der Vring.

-

(DE) Mr President,

me to add something else.

(Cries)

please allow

Gautier.

(DE)

-

Mr

President, you say that,

because the Council meets next week, it is not possible

for the rights of Parliament to be upheld. Two committees, which clearly felt that they were affected, cannot express their views for no other reason than the
Council's deadline difficulties. But cannot the Council
also meet in December and take a decision?

\7ho in fact are we, if we have to take account of the
fact that the Council meets on the 3rd and 4th? Let us
call on the Council to hold its meeting on 17-18
December or 3_-4 January, if it is only about seals in
any case. That would allow sufficient time, since the
Regulation is not due to take effect until I March
and not the least imponant
1983. If two committees
demand that they be consulted, I cannot
ones
why the Bureau does not give them the
understand
opportunity to present their views.

Mr Gautier, the committees concerned
President.
can also deliver an oral opinion this week.
I call Mr Provan.

Mr Provan.

Mr President, can I have an

assurance

from you that the opinions of those committees will be
available before there is a vote taken in this House?
There is an administrative problem in this connection
in that the two committees were not formally invircd
they had to
to deliver an opinion at the right time
ask to deliver an opinion rather than being asked to
provide one. I would have thought that in normal circumstances, where we have proposals from the Commission, it comes to the Parliament's services and they
then look at the mawers to see which committees are
affected. In this case we are seeing a withdrawal from
GATT on moral grounds for the first time ever in the
Community's history, a very fundamental move, and
also,,perhaps, the opponuniry of a common fisheries'
policy not being achieved as a consequence of the
Canadian agreement,.
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which is rc be debated next Thursday, be returned to
committee.

week.

I

Since nobody is asking for the debare on seal pups to
be delayed, it remains on Thursday's agenda.

I call Mr Barbi.

Mr Barbi.

(17) Mr President, pursuanr to the wrirI now ask once again
that, in accordance wirh Rule a2() of the Rulei of
Procedure, the oral quesrions on rhe problems of the
automobile industry scheduled for next Thursday's sitting be discussed rogerher wirh the repon which the
ten request- I submitted to you,

competent committee prepared on the same quesdon

two months ago.
President.
Mr Barbi, as you are aware [he enlarged
Bureau discussed
questions concerning motor vehicles
on several occasions. Ir decided that if rhe commirree's
repon could not be dealt with one would at leasr consider the Oral Questions within a fixed period of time.
That is why these questions are on the agenda and I
propose to keep them there.
Nonetheless I must submit the matter to rhe House.

(Parliament decided to aithdraat these items from the

agenda)

naturally have no intention of commenting on rhe
of this report; I wish merely to raise the question of timeliness. Allow me to call Parliamenr's a;rcntion to the fact that the report in question was drawn
up long before the Rome meetings of the Joint Committee and the Consultative Assembly of the ACp,
attended by representaives from some sixty Lom6
conten_t

countries.

At the time when it was written, the repon presented
to us on behalf of rhe Political Affairs Committee
could not, undersrandably, anticipate the decisions the
Consulradve Assembly would make in Rome. But
today we may well ask if it is possible to go on as if
nothing had happened. The Consultative Assembly
adopted the resolurion prepared last February by chl
Joint Commitree, and I wish to srress thar this resolution was accepted by a majority of the members of the
European Parliament who attended these meerings.
Under these circumsrances, a failure to take rhis vole
into accounr could mean rwo things, in my opinion:
on the one hand, it could indicate that the members
who voted for the resolution a week ago have forgotten it and will pay no more heed to it, which I cannot
believe; on the other hand, it could indicate thar we
consider the commitmenr made to rhe ACp countries
rc be of negligible imponance. I believe that would be
a political error which would cenainly raise doubts on
the pan of our panners in the Lom6 Convention con-

cerning the narure and quality

of the commitments
of us who are members of the Joint
Committee and the Consultative Assembly. How

I call Mrs Veil.

made by rhose

Mrs VeiL

much credibility would we have after that? How much

fact is rhat normally we do not vote on whether irems
are to be kepr on the agenda bur on whether the
agenda is to be amended. I am not sure thar everyone
understood rhat what v/e were voting on was whither

question we must ask ourselves.

(FR) Mr President, I am nor roo sure
- not had
that we have
some confusion just now. The

we would keep rhese items on the agenda, not whether
the agenda was to be changed.
President.
Mrs Veil, propose rhat they should be
- agenda. Ir Iwas
kept on the
necessary to vote for or
against; that was done and that seems to me ro have

authoriry would Parliament have? I think this is

a

Another question comes to mind: what would be parliament's position in respect to rhe Council of Minisrcrs if this latter, basing itself on rhe decisions made by
the Consultative Assembly, decides to be guided by the
resolutions adopted in Rome and not by the reiolutions approved in Parliament? I appeal to the wisdom
of the Assembly, so rhar at leasr ihe majoriry of ir
members may decide that the Scorr-Hopkini .epon
should be returned to commirree for funhir study.'

been the logical thing to do.

I

have received from the Communists and Allies
Group arequesr for referral back rc commirree, pursuanr to Rule 85 of the Rules of Procedure, the repon
(Dog. l-657/82) by Sir James Scott-Hopkins on
Southern Africa.

I call Mr Chambeiron.

Mr

(FR)

Mr President, I would like
to.explain.briefly -the reasons which led my group to
Chambeiron.

ask that the Scott-Hopkins repon on Soutli Afiica,

President.

-

I call Mr Barbi.

Mr Barbi.
(17) Mr President, I do not undersrand
why our Assembly
should nor examine the Scott-Hopkins report, which was extensively discussed in the

Political Affairs Commitree. Parliament may eventually presenr amendments ro rhe report itseli, and I
think it is time that Parliament rook a stand on this
issue.

President.

-

I call the rapporteur.
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Mr President,
Sir James Scott-Hopkins, rapporteur.
I am glad that this issue has been raised in the way that
it has and I am grateful for the two contributions that
have been made. I must confess to you, Sir, the greatest disappointment possible in the way that the agenda
has been drawn up for this particular part-session. The
idea of having this debate, which is coming on at
about 5 o'clock on a Thursday evening, with the voting caking place at 5 o'clock, not on the report but on
other repons, and then going on sometime inrc the
night with the voting on a Friday morning, is not, I
believe, in the best interests of the Parliament. This is

Mrs Kellett-Bowman, we are discussing
President.
a concrete proposal by the French Communist Group
to refer back to the committee and I am not concerned
at this state with any suggestions. \7e are discussing a
to vote on that proposal. Later
proposal
-*. and I want ausdifferent
situation but at the
may have
br,
moment there is only that proposal and we are going
rc vote on it.

an

Pursuant to Rule 56 of the Rules of Procedure
received:

issue which unfonunately,

or

fortunately,

is

you know this as well as I do.
extremely emotive
by the way, I have
There are over 100 amendments
only got 5 minutes as the rapponeur, which is really a
limle difficult.

hope that we shall not send it back to committee
because there is really nothing funher to be done at
that stage. \7e had a discussion in the Political Affairs
Commiitee following the meeting in Zimbabwe, when
which is a very good and comMr Lezzi's opinion
put
before us, and it is attached
was
prehensive one
is nothing that has changed in
io -y r.pon. There
Romi following what happened in Zimbabwe, and so
the Political Affairs Committee is fully aware of the
views of the ACP countries, and this House will also
be fully aware of them if they have done me the honour of reading my report. And as Mr Barbi so rightly
said, amendmenm can be put down. But, Mr President, may I say to you that by far the most satisfactory

(Parliament rejected the proposal to rder tbe report bach
to committee)

solution would be

for this rePon to be taken on

If they are taken on Thursday morning, that would be
accepiable. If they are taken on Thursday at 5 o'clock,
I would object rc that and I would ask for a Postponement until a future date.

have

request from Mr Fonh and then other
- aMembers that the topical and urgent debate
be put on Friday's agenda from 10 a.m.

I

Thursday morning, if that were possible. That means,
of course, putting the emergenry debates on Thursday
night, which is where they normally ought to be.

I

to

1

P.m.;

-

a request from Mr Berkhouwer, on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group, that this
debate be put on Thursday's agenda from 9
p.m. to midnight.

I call Mr Fonh.

Mr President, may I please Preface my
comments by making an observation on what has been
going on in the House for the last few minurcs. A lot
including, I regret to say some grouP
of people
- appear to be ignoring Rule 56 and makchairmen
- to change the agenda sPontaneously and
ing proposals
orally, thus causing much confusion. If, Mr President,
you were to be more strict in your ruling and insist
that even group chairmen stick rc Rule 56 and submit
their suggestions in advance and in writing, then I suggest that we would have avoided a lot of the confusion
*hi.h h"t arisen. I leave that thought with you for the
future because I believe it might be a helpful sugges-

Mr Forth.

tion.
President.

-

I call Mr

Seal.

The rapporteur has made a proposal, Mr
Seal.
President,- which you must take into account. The rapporteur has recommended that it be deferred if it can-

Mr

not be aken earlier. Now this must be taken into
account by the House.

No, Mr Seal, what can happen is that
President.
- in mind the suggestion made by the rappeople bear
po.t.ur. !7hat I have before me is a formal proposal

as to my own legitimately nbled suggestion to
chdnge the agenda, submitted with ten signatures an
hour before the sitting, may I say to the House, that I
am disappointed that you were unable to adhere to the
decision made by the House itself last session to move
urgencies to Friday and I was disappoinrcd to see them
balk on the Thursday. I have therefore resubmitted
the suggestion, and it is for the following reasons.

Now,

First of all,

I

believe that last session we got through

our business more expeditiously and efficiently than

the committee and I have to Put that to the vote'

probably ever before, and to my recollection v/e completed all the official business on the agenda.

I call Mrs Kellett-Bowman.

Secondly,

Ly the Communist and Allies Group to refer back to

The raPPorteur also made a
Mrs Kellett-Bovman.
suBgestion, which may be decided, later, about when
we take urgencies.

I believe that the urgencies were dealt with
on the Friday morning in an atmosphere and spirit of
cooperation and goodwill and were again dealt with
effectively and expeditiously, and I think this was to
the credit of the House.
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Forth

Thirdly
and think rhis has a bearing on some of
- that Ihave
the things
happened today
ir gave the
- which
House more [ime to consider mar[ers
were
deemed urgenr in order for people ro come rogether
and to concen and to conciliate and to work ou[ [ex6.
believe that if we stuck with the suggesrion
and I
- urgent
am.making it again rhis session
to have the
and topical debates on Friday, -it would allow us to
continue the excellent work we did last session and

I

will give us due rime for deadlines for amendments
and to agree rcxrs. Therefore, it is in that spirit that I
hope the House will verify the decision it so wisely
took last session ro move rhe time for topical and
urgent debates ro the Friday morning from l0 o'clock
to I o'clock.
President.
Mr Fonh, I have to point our one rhing
and that is-that when you moved to have the urgenry
debate on Friday changed, you did so under Rule 53
which limited it to one week of a specific monrh. Ir has
no permanent application.

I call Mr Nord.

Mr Nord.
(NL) Once we had the good old dmes
- and urgent
when topical
debate took plrce on Thursday evenings. That was a good time because we always
had quite a full House and a remarkable fearure was
that Members who had somerhing urgenr on Monday,
found it incumbent upon rhem to bi present in ttie
House.on Thursday evening ro back up their requesr
or at the very least, ro preside over its destiny in the
House..Subsequently the Bureau, in its wisdom, put
forward the treatmenr of topical and urgent debate
from Thursday evening rc Thursday -or.ring, which,
alas, sounded the death-knell for the good old days,
Mr Presidenr. For rhe Thursday evening sittings were
subsequently very sparsely attended, and those of
Thursday morning hardly any betrer. Then we had the
phase analogous ro rhar now proposed by Mr Fonh,
the treatment_of ropical and urgent debares on Friday
mornings. Although my group considered this solution
to be somewhat less than ideal it nevenheless had rhe
merit of putting the discussion on rhe oprimal dme for
handling rcpical and urgent debare back onro rhe
agenda. That explains my vore in favour of Mr Fonh,s
proposal last time around. Now rhat rhe affair is rollrng again my group would like ro suggesr that parliament rerurn ro rhe good old days of late Thursday
night sittings with those Members who are honeit
enough with themselves in feeling rhat a topic considered urgent on Monday was no less so on Thursday
and therefore merited their presence in the House and
the handling of the mpic in question within the same
Part-sesslon.

I would like to poinr our, in closing, Mr presidenr,
that rhe Rules of Procedure do not in any way oblige
the Bureau rc hold topical and urgent debates f6r
three hours in succession. I feel thaithe requests for

so-called urgenr debate emanaring from rhis House
are not such as to merit sacrificing our Thursday
mornings. Should a really meritorious requesr for
urgent debate sdck our from among the manifold
requesm from time to time then you, Mr President,
could always ordain rhat it be handled in isolation on

Thursday morning, while leaving the others for larcr
that evening. Consequently, it is not a question of all
or norhing but rather an atrempt ro resrore the treatment of topical and urgent debares ro rhe slor in which
you, Mr President, so asturely placed them, namely
Thursday evening.
President.

-

I call Mr Barbi.

Mr

Barbi.
(17)
President, firstly I wish to
- that Mr
Mr Fonh
I had presenred a wrirten requesr
for the elimination of the rhree quesrions fronr- the
agenda. I would also like ro express my group,s opposition to Mr Fonh's proposal ro hold the urgent dibares
on Friday. Since urgencies nearly always have ro do
with current political problems, it is strange ro suggesr
that they be discussed ar the lasr sitting of the pansession, when many members, for obvious reasons,
will not be able ro attend. I think that the proposal to
hold these discussions at the afternoon sitting'is inappropriate for the same reasons, wirh the addidonal
assure

considerarion rhat the press

is normally no longer

represented in the Chamber ar rhar stage. I will reiter-

a:e ryy. group's opinion, therefore, that the agenda
should be retained as it stands.
President.

-

I call Mr Rogers.

Mr Rogers. Mr President, it disturbs me very much
- chairmen gerring up to speak on .rr..y
to find group
lssue.

Now, as far as the agenda is concerned, I wanl ro
know firsr of all whether Mr Nord has submirted his
amendment ro rhe agenda in wriring, pursuanr ro
Rule 56.

Mr Nord.
Mr

Yes, sir.

-

Rogers.

-

If

he has done so, rhar is fine. .

.

President.
Mr Rogers, you have to assume tha[
- are
points I allow
in conformiry with rhe Rules.
(Applause)

Mr Rogers.
Vell, Mr Presidenr, on the basis of
today's ruling- I do have doubts. I am wondering how
you allowed Mr Barbi ro speak, because under R-ule 55
it says thar you will allow one speaker in favour and
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Rogers

one speaker against the motion, and
speak in favour. .

I

heard Mr Forth

.

Mr Rogers, there again you are wrong.

Rule 87 means that before the beginning of the debate,

practical terms at the beginning of the session
during which the debate on South Africa is due to take
place. You could then proPose it and withdraw it from

in

Mr Forth -was a mover and Mr Nord, speaking on
behalf of Mr Berkhouwer, is to be considered as a

the agenda.

mover too. Mr Barbi was speaking against, so that was
fully in conformity with the Rules.

sir, is it not damned silly to do that? Everybody will

President.

Mr President, I accePt your ruling. You
Rogers.
are right. But let us Bet on with the vote.

Mr

-

(Parliament rejected tbe requests of

Mr

Forth and

Mr

Sir James Scott-Hopkins.

\7ith the greatest resPect'

get all worked up about it and not know what is going
to hrppen one way or the other. If it is your wish I can
..n"inly move under Rule 87 after you have finished
this particular debate on the adjournment, and before

today's agenda. But it really does seem
damned silly to have to wait until Thursday before

*. itrrt
doing it.

Berhhouuer.)

(Applause)

President.

-

I call

Sir James Scott-Hopkins.

In view of the result of
Sir James Scott-Hopkins.
forced to ask
reluctantly
I
am
Presidint,
Mr
thaivote,
the House if they will consider a motion under
Rule 87(1) to postpone the South Africa debate until
the December pan-session' There are, I believe,
140 amendmenrc tabled, and it cannot possibly start
now until 5 p.m. on Thursday. There is no alternative
left open to me.
Sir James, at this particular moment you
President.
cannot do -that, because we are in the process of fixing'
the order of business for the rest of the week, and, as
stated in Rule 56:
. . . without amendment other than such as may be
proposed by the latter (the President),or to him in

wriiing by at least twenty-one Members, on

[he

understanding that a political group or at least ten
Members shall have the right to ProPose, at each
part-session, one amendment to the draft agenda.
has to be done in writing, but under
Rule 87 it is still possible during the part-session,
before or during a debate on an item on [he agenda,
for a Member to move that a debate be adjourned.

That means that it

Sir James Scott-Hopkins.

Mr

President,

I

time when you have finished this panicular part of the
agenda,I will do so. That is up to you, Sir.

I leave it to the House,
Sir
President.
- is aJames,
problem between Rule 55 and
because there
Rule 87. I would nor try to undermine Rule 56 to any
considerable degree because that would mean that
would open the door to all kinds of changes in the
agenda, even without giving prior warning in writing
rc the Bureau. That would mean any and every surprise would be possible. But if the House by a majority
iecision feels that your request to vote now on the
admissibility of a debate on South Africa on Thursday
is acceptable if it is declared admissible, I shall accept
that a vote be taken on the question whether we discuss it on Thursday or not? Does the majority of the
House feel that the request of Sir James Scott-Hopkins on the basis of Article 87 is admissible?
(Parliament approoed the admissibility
Scou- Hop

of

Sir /ames

hins' re,quest)

There is a clear majority who feel that the question
admissible under the orders of the day.

is

would

never query your interpretation, but Rule 87 does say:

debate on an item on the
may
move that the debate be
Member
agenda, any
ad.iourned to a specific date and time.

Before

It is an obvious issue which is necessarily going to be
put to the House and doubt is always-dangerous in
parliamentary affairs, as you know full well, Sir.
Therefore, if you want me to do it in five minutes'

or during a

I have done. It does not have to
of
the debate, in my interpretation.
day
on
the
done
be
Of course I will bow to your decision, Mr President,
but that is the interpretation that I put on it.

That is exactly what

No, Sir James, that is in clear contradicPresident,
- 56. I am very
sorry about that. I think that
tion to Rule

I call Sir James.
I request that we adjourn
Sir James Scott-Hopkins.
the debate undl the December part-session.

I propose postponing the debate to one
- pan-sessions, because I cannot promise
of the next
that it will be referred to the December part-session,
President.

which is rather crowded with a lot of budgetary matters and so on. Otherwise you would again run the
risk of falling between the Thursday afternoon and the
Thursday evening sittings.
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Presidcnt

I call Mr Barbi.

Mr Barbi.
(17) Mr President, I think thar there are
no grounds- for Mr Scort-Hopkins to fear rhar there
will nor be time enough to discuss his repon. Ve have
taken two imponant marrcrs off the agenda, which

will make it

possible

should like to make an explicit requesr for the repon
to be held over also, since there is no point in having a
separate discussion r,omorrow on action taken on discharge decisions unless the debate on the 1980 discharge is to take palce at the same time. It will then be
,wirhout reference and will not be meaningful.

to devote plenty of time to the

debate on South Africa.

President.
agenda ar

(Parliament adopted the proposal to hold ozter the debate
on South Afica antil a later part-session)

President.

-

I call Mr Key.

Mr Key.
President, can I jusr seek clarification
- Mryou
on a statement
made after I moved that my repon
on the discharge for 1980 be held over. \flhen you
actually read it our, you referred to Item l. In fact I
moved, with the agreemenr of Mr Kellett-Bowman,
that items l, 2 and,3
in fact my whole repon
be
held over, and I understand
that is the situation
according ro your sraff.

I call Mr

It is somewhat difficult rc deal with the
- plenary
fie
sitting. That is not possible.

de la Maline.

Mr de la MalCne.
(FR) Mr President, I would like
to speak after the-agenda has been decided upon. It
seems thar ar the momenr we are still dealing with
questions about the details of the agenda, but I would
like rc be recognized as soon as the agendd has been
fixed.

President.
Mr de la Maldne that is exactly what
am hoping -for.

I

I callMrs Veil.
President.

-

I call Mrs Veber.

Mrs Veber.
(DE) Mr President, it is not easy on
- to draw
the back benches
the Bureau's attendon to
oneself. I have two quesrions, which I hope are simpler
to answer than previous ones.

The first concerns my reporr, on discharges of cadmium into Communiry waters, which is the last item
on the agenda for Thursday evening. From experience, i[ looks as though these last reporus will be systematically held over till Friday morning. I should like to
make a formal requesr for these reporrs rc be scheduled for Friday morning since, for the same reason as
Mr Seeler, I cannor be present on Thursday.

Mrs Veil.
(FR) Mr President, I believe that the new
- of Rule
interpretation
87 makes ir desirable to change
Rule 56 of the Rules of Procedure, for the situadonls
becoming absurd, and a procedure does exist! you
should have been notified of any requesrs to change
the agenda an hour before the beginning of rhe sittirig.
Since we admit that Rule 82 can be applied immediircly, I think the Commirtee on rhe Rules of procedure
and Petitions should work to reconcile rhese rwo rules.
President.
fully share your view, Mrs Veil, since
- Iinro
one is getting
deep water which could be dangerous for fixing the order of business.

I call Mr Sutra.

My

second question: it surely creares difficulties for all

of Parliament if they do not have reports
If a rapponeur
does not even ger a reporr unsil Monday midday it
Members

sent to them until Thursday afrernoon.

becomes an impossible task to ensure rha; all motions
for amendmenr are handed in the proper manner on
the previous Friday. For the sake of an orderly conduct of business, rherefore, I ask rhat the time-limit for
the tabling of amendments be set for \Tednesday at
noon.

President.

-

I call Mr Irmer.

Mr lrmer.
(DE) Mr Presidenq after Mr Key,s
clarification,-I should nevenheless like rc ask whether

my,repon on acdon taken on rhe discharge decisions
is likewise ro be removed from the agenJa. If not, I

Mr Sutra. _ (FR) Mr Presidenr, a momenr ago Sir

Hgnry Plumb stressed rhe imponance of Vedn.id"y,s
debate on enlargement and informed us that journalists from all over the world would be presenr ai a seminar organized by the Commission; he even asked that
the vote be taken in the afternoon, which was agreed
to in view of the imponance of this debate.

I remind you, Mr President, thar you have authorized
a meeting of the Commirtee on Agriculture from
11 a.m. to 1 p.m. on that morning. I would not wish us
to presenr
press from all over Europe with the
-the

spectacle of an empry Assembly, considering that, with

4l members, the Committee on Agriculturi is one of
Parliament's largesr. Nor urould I wish the people who
presented amendmenr, if only to rny .epo.t
itself

of direct interest ro rhe Commirtee

-

on- Agriculture,

15.
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Sutra

to be absent, or
which adopted it a few days ago
the Presithe Minisrcr of Agriculture of Denmark,
dent-in-Qffice of the Council, to find himself before
an equally empty Committee on Agriculture. Consequently, I ask for no vote, and I leave it to you, Mr

was closed and that shortly after you uttered those
magic words, for which we had all been longing, we
had a request from Mrs'S7eber that her report on cadmium, a matter of very considerable importance, be
moved to Friday morning. Did I get that wrong?

President,,for I know that you are the one responsible
for authorizing committee meetings during the plenary session. However, I will ask you to study the matter, together with the chairman of the Committee on
Agriculture, my friend David Curry, in an attempt to
determine whether we could postpone until the next
d^y...

You got it right, Mr Sherlock. The last
President.
reports on -Thursday tend to be held over until Friday
morning.'!7e do not have a specific agenda for Friday,
because Friday's agenda is the continuation of Thurdsday night's. Unless it is a repon without debate, it is

Mr Sutra, one may not put questions to
President.
- of the
Committee on Agriculture during
the Chairman
a plenary sitdng.

(FR) I am not asking the chairman this
Mr Sutra.
- President; rather I am asking you, since
question, Mr
you are the only one who can authorize the Committee on Agriculture to meet. I ask you to withdraw
this authorization and to ask the Committee on Agriculture to receive the President-in-Office of the Council at a later date, perhaps the following day, for it
seems to me impossible for the Committee on Agricul[ure to hold a two hour meeting at precisely the time
when an important debarc on enlargement will take
place, a debate which will also include a repon by the
Committee on Agriculture, I believe there is an undesirable conflict here, and I ask you to put it right.
President.

-

I call Mr Johnson.

Mr Johnson.

Mr President, I want to take up Mrs
I would like to

Veil's point, -because it is important.

hear you confirm from the chair that the decision we
took in the case of the repon by Sir James Scott-Hopkins was a totally exceptional procedure. The decision

Bureau, which is recorded in the Bulletin of
15 November, says: 'The enlarged Bureau confirmed
that no procedural motion moved in plenary sitting
and requiring a decision by Parliament could be put to
the vote until the next voting time or until its ttrrn on
the agenda was reached.' I would like you to confirm
that this is the decision that will govern our proceedings. I would be most unhappy, Mr President, for rea-

of the

sons you can understand, if there were further
attempts to use Rule 87 as a way of changing the
agenda.

Yes, Mr
but that does not solve
President.
- Rules 87Johnson,
and 56 can still be dealt with in
the problem.

a contradictory wayt and I think that was not

the

problem of the earlier decision.

I call Mr Sherlock.

Mr President, I had the impression
that the discussion on the agenda
that you announced
Mr Shedock.

impossible otherwise

to put it on Friday

morning's

agenda.

Mr Sherlock.

-

This tendency to drift, Mr President,

is well-known [o me, as I am a regular late night performer in environment debates, which always finish up
around midnight on a Thursday, having given way to
a lot of statemenrc during the urgent debates earlier in

the day which will be totally ignored by the recipient
governments. But is this merely a slide-over which you
are acknowledging? If not, the move cannot have been
made under any rule that I know, and it is unfortunate
that it came after you had made the announcement
that we had come to the end of the agenda business.
President.

-

I call Mr Seeler.

(DE) Mr President, we decided earlier
Seeler.
- GATT report tomorrow morning. I have
to discuss the
now just been informed that the Commission representative, Mr Haferkamp, cannot. be here before 10
am. Since, as we know, according to the Rules of Procedure, it is not possible to make any funher changes
in an amendment once it has been finalized, I should
like to ask your advice on how we can make it possible
for the Vice-President of the Commission to be pres-

Mr

ent.

President.

I do not know what we can do. \7e

- the GATT
decided that

have

will be the first item on

tomorrow morning's agenda.

I call Mrs Veber.

(DE)
Mrs !/eber.
President, I want to refute
- saidMr
what Mr Sherlock
most emphatically! I had asked
to speak at the beginning of the debate on the agenda
for Thursday, immediately after Mr Seeler, in order to
request that my report be held over until Friday. Since
you did not call me, I was only able to get a hearing in
plenary sitting when you had abeady declared the
agenda to be settled. It was not a procedural error,
and I would ask you to take a fresh decision.
President.

of

Rule 56

Mrs Veber, it is not possible on the basis
change the time on which a debate

to
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Prcsident

should take place. Such a proposal must be made in

whether present now or not. Earlier this evening you

writing one hour in advance. That was not done, but

paid an eloquent tribute to one of our

experience has shown that the last item on Thursday's
agenda automatically becomes the first item to be
taken on Friday.

known, respected and loved amongst us here for his
past work. You spoke for yourself, but you spoke for
Parliament as well, regardless of political view, without attribution of loyalty, given your own previous

Are there any funher comments?

oudook on Parliament and on politics.

(Parliament adopted the agenda as amended)

Now, Mr President, I have not been able to consult
my group about remarks that Mr de la Maline has

I call Mr

de la Maldne.

(FR) Mr President, I regret that
Mr de la MalCne.
to present on behalf of my
the speech I feel compelled
group has to be made at such a late hour and before
such an empty House. I regret it even more since this
speech
forgive me
concerns you personally. If I
did not- speak to you -on this subject this morning, it
was only because I did not then know that I would be
obliged to do so.

In the course of the afternoon my group has learned
of the satement that you felt it your duty to make as
President of our Assembly following the death of Mr
Leonid Brezhnev. Neither I, nor my group, has any
intention of stirring up controversy in connection with
the death of a statesman, even though we considered
this one to be an opponent. He is dead, and we have
no wish to argue about him.
However, my Broup asked me to rcll you that it was
surprised by the statement you made
not as an individual, for as such you are free to say -what you choose
but as President of our Assembly. You felt obliged
-to say in this statement that as a person 'Mr Brezhnev
was devoted to the cause of peace'.

Ve

cannot associate ourselves with such a statemenr.

(Applause

from oarious quarters )

Ve cannot let pass without protest such a description
of one who is now dead, but under whose authority
certain events took place which are not yet over, and

which cannot be forgotten by free men: rhose of
Poland, those of Afghanistan
tv/o.

-

ro menrion only rhose

My group asked me respectfully to inform you, Mr
President, that officially it completely disassociates
itself from the statements you made on the occasion of
the death of Mr Brezhnev.
(App laus

e

from o arious

President.

-

q

uarters

)

I call Lord O'Hagan.

Lord O'Hagan.
Mr President, you have allowed rhe
previous speaker- to raise this imponant marter, which
is a matter for every Member of this Parliament,

colleagues,

made, because I was not aware of the remarks that
you are alleged to have made. I only say'alleged', Mr
President, because I have received a sort of
samizdat would not be quite the right word
text- of what
- of a ribute
you are alleged to have said in the course
which you quite properly, as President of this Parliament, paid on the occasion of the death of a world
statesman.

Mr

President, this paper in front of me says rhat you
felt that Mr Brezhnev

'6tait un' homme qui connaissait I'horreur et la
souffrance qu'inflige la guerre'.

Of course Mr Brezhnev knew all about war. Of course
he did. He waged it. He was a mass murderer.'We in
this Parliament cannot allow you as our President,
however much we respect you as an individual and a
parliamentarian and a politician, to make this son of
comment without consultation.

President, I have raised in the Political Affairs
Committee
I have not been there long, but I have
made a nuissance
of myself
quesrion of press
- theby the chairman
statemenm on the Lebanon made
of
our committee on behalf of the committee. I have
done that because I felt it was nor right for the chairman of the Political Affairs Committee ro express a
view (a) on behalf of his committee and (b) on behalf
of the Parliament without consulting Parliament as a
whole. You Mr President have made a political act
while commemorating the death of a world statesman.
I would ask you to reconsider what you have said. !7e
do not wish to pass judgment on a mistake that has
been made without consulting us, bur, Mr President, I
record for the memory of this Parliament that some of

Mr

my colleagues
some of my colleagues in
- norforme,
this group
voted
you. \7e did nor vorc for a
man who thought
President Brezhnev was a man of
peace.

I

ask

(Applause

you to withdraw what you have said.

from oarious

President.

-

quarters

)

I call Mr Poniatowski.

Mr Poniatowski.
(FR) Mr President, the remarks I
will respectfully address
ro you are similar to those of
Mr de la Maldne.
You rcld us that Mr Brezhnev was a remarkable man,
that he was a remarkable leader. Permit me ro rhink
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that he was nothing of the son. It is not remarkable to
imprison hundreds of thousands of people in labour or
concentration camps; it is not remarkable to imprison
thousands of people in psychiatric hospitals; it is not
remarkable to do what the Soviet Union did to
Afghanistan and what it is doing to Poland, and I will
not even mention the case of Czechoslovakia which

understood it, Item 252 is order of business and Item
253 was going to 5e a statement by the Commission.

Quite frankly,

I

think Mr de la Maldne abused

his

position as a group leader in getting up and raising this
matter. If he had wanted rc do it tomorrow morning,
he was perfectly entided to do so; but let him have
done so at the present time.

inaugurated Mr Brezhnev's reign.

You said that Mr Brezhnev vas a man of peace. I have
to say that during the period when he was in power in
the Soviet Union we witnessed a long series of military
operations which began with Czechoslovakia and continued with Afghanistan.

Finally,

Mr

President, as

a man of peace, his

last

speech was one long threat, a threat directed against
Europe itself. Mr President, peace to the souls of the
dead, but not peace to their deedsl
(Applause

from oarious

President.

-

quarters

)

I call Mr Habsburg.

(DE) Mr President, I

Mr Habsburg.

am not speak-

ing on behalf of- my group, but I have spoken to many
friends and really feel that what you said in your
capacity as President
deplored here.

of Parliament was unanimously

'!7e deplore your calling Mr Brezhnev who was after
all the author of the famous Brezhnev Doctrine
- one
of the greatest manifestations of contempt for national
man of peace. On the day that Brezhsovereignty
- a
nev died, the leader of the Soviet Baptists, Mr Nikolai
Petrovich Chabov, also died in the concentration camp
in which Brezhnev had imprisoned him. No-one
remembered him, who died for his faith, for the
decent principles of Christianity! On the other hand, a
man who bears the responsibility for Afghanistan, for
Poland and for Czechoslovakia was remembered. That
is why we regret what you said, Mr President.

President.

-

I

have taken serious note

of the state-

ments made.

I call Mr

One of the problems now, Mr President, is that you
and
have allowed the right wing of this Parliament
I would not vant to point the finger at some of- them,
whom I know quite well and would not want to put
into that category, but I could point the finger at some
orhers
to make statements that are really disgusting
- to a world statesman who was buried today.
in relation
(Intemrptions)

There are people who hold the view, Mr President
and may I say that Mr von Habsburg does not have
the arrogance to claim to be the only Christian present
in this House
that there are many ways of keeping
- more people. have died for the flag
the peace. I think
of St George than for anphing else: even eminent
people such as Lloyd George, Sir \Tinston Churchill,
President Kennedy or President Johnson, described as
men of peace, have waged war for what they thought
to be worthwhile purposes at the time. It is quite despicable, the way this matter has been raised in the
House and what has been said by some Members
about a person who was only buried this morning. I

think

it is inopportune and brings no credit upon

If they want to make their own private utterthey should, Mr President, but they should realize that there is more than one way of keeping the
them.
ances

Peace.

Mr Rogers, I am sorry to disagree with
President.
you. I think- that if the President of Parliament issues a
statement which finds disagreement among major political groups, it is fully in order that those political
groups express their attitude and that the President
takes it into account.
(Applause)

I call Mrs Veber.

Rogers.

Mr President, quite frankly, I think
Rogers.
- one-eyed. You are looking over at that
you are a little
Mr

side all the time in dealing with this particular issue
and you are allowing people . . .
(Cries of 'Vhere are they?')

If the right wing of this Parliament wants to attempt
rheir usual colt?s then fine; but if you would allow me,
Mr Fresident, to say this, I should like rc know under
what item of the agenda q/e are presently acting. As I

(DE) Mr President, I
Mrs'Weber.
understand
- many problems more can
imponant than
that there are
discharges of cadmium into the aquatic environment,
but I would ask you and the Members of Parliament
to conduct themselves in a more disciplined manner in
future. It is quite intolerable, when a motion is tabled,
that five other different points are dealt with and that
the motion is subsequently only half answered!

I

to answer my question whether it is
to se[ the time-limit for tabling amendments

ask you now

possible

for'l7ednesday. I got the repon at 5 o'clock this after-
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Veber
noon and have to check whether ir allies wirh the voting list which I have made our for rhe Commirtee on
the Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection, before I can decide whether the amendment
motions are adequate or nor. I therefore ask you once

proves impossible then the disrriburion of repons musr
be improved with a view to our receiving rhem in good
time. You cannot seriously expect Members to ger on
their birycles and pedal all the way to Luxembourg or

more to take a vote on this motion.

You allowed Mr Vinci to reflect rhat 'Yes, indeed the
distribudon of these reporrc began on such and such
a date' but what are we to make of such a statement?
'S7'e
are only interested in the dare of receipt ar our
homes or offices in Parliament and ir must be such as
to allow sufficient time for a thorough appraisal of the
contents of rhe definitive text with a view ro rhe
tabling of amendmenrs rherero. The definitive text of
the Ruffolo report. was published on October 29,

President.
Mr de la Maldne unfortun- Mrs Veber,
ately also interrupted
me so rhar we have not yet been
able to fix the deadline for abling amendments.l

I call Mr Alavanos.

Mr

(GR) Mr Presidenr, just a few
Alavanos.
words, because -I shink that from our side too, something should be heard about the marrer raised by Mr
de la Maldne.

Brussels to be sure of getting their copies in good dme.

1982, some-two and a half weeks ago. It is nor asking
too much to assure a more efficient distribution to the
Members. Alternatively you musr exrcnd the deadline
for abling amendmenrs. It is one or rhe orher.

In our country we have a saying that the dead have
been justified. Of course, we recognize that it is not
easy for many colleagues to accept rhe views, the
thoughts and the policy of the lare President of rhe
Soviet Union, Mr Brezhnev. Ar least, however, I

President.
You are referrinB ro a reporr. which was
entered on-the agenda by way of exceprion because it
was necessary because of the deadline to deal with it

would have thought that some self-restrainr should be

unfortunately that is the way things happen.

before the deadline in November. You are right in
principile that this should nor have taken place but

imposed on frenzied anti-sovietism, the more so since
it is but a few hours since the man was laid to rest in
the presence of the political leadership of the whole
world of today.

I

to say, in connection with the views
by the President of Parliament, that rhe
matter is not so much a procedural one, in other
also want

expressed

words whether or nor these views express the majority
opinion. The matter is one of principle and in fact we
see that the starement by the Presidenr of Parliament is
much more restrained rhan statemenrs made by Kissinger, Caner, and Nixon. So why all this passion? \7e
had thought that at leasr in the European Parliament
there would be, from the colleagues opposire, a grearer respect if not for Brezhnev rhen for rhe matters of
peace and disarmament.

President.

-

I call Mr De Goede.

Mr De

(NL)
Goede.
Presidenr, I would like to
- on theMrdeadline
add a few remarks
for tabling amendments. I am of the same sentiment as Mr Von der
Vring, speaking in connection with the Ruffolo reporr,
and Mrs Veber on her own reporr. On \Tednesday
and Friday last week I tried withour success ro ger a
copy of the Ruffolo reporr. It was finally placed in my
box today. I can swear to this and it calls for acrion on
your parr, Mr President, in conjuncrion wirh the
administration to exrend the deadline for mbling
amendmenrc, however difficult rhat may be. If rhis

1

D_eadline

Minutes.

for tabling amendmenrs

-

Speaking time: See

5.

Action taken on the opinions of Parliament

President.
nexr irem is a statement by the Com- The
missioner on
action raken on the opinions and resolutions of the European Parliamenr.l

Today we begin rhe new procedure.2

Has Mr Andriessen anphing rc add [o rhe wrirten
repon which the Commissio-n has submitted on rhis
point?

Mr

Andriessen, Member of the Commksion.
(NL) Mr President, I am delighred that we shall be
initiadng this new procedure for such an imponant
area of Parliamenr's powers of conrrol. I appreciate
that we shall all require a cenain amounr of familiarization with this new procedure before it can be
expected ro really come into irs own. There still
remains one point that has nor yer been cleared up,
namely the manner in which Parliament can mosr
effectively express itself on own initiarive reporrs. Ir is
now proposed rhat such reporrs, which have heretofore been dealt with under 'acrion raken on the opinions of Parliament' in the order of business of plenary sittings be hencefonh dealt with in rhe committees.

I understand that a remporary procedure has been set
up in the interval which will allow such repons to be
handled, while awaiting a definitive institutional pro1
2

See Annex.
See Annex
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I

can only hope that Parliament's new procedure will be instrumennl in considerably strengthening the control aspect of its powers, a point which the
Commission, although tending to get a somewhat
rough ride from the House, considers essential for a
cedure.

democratically funcdoning institution.

IN THE CHAIR: MR

ESTGEN

Vice-President

President, I am not sure how this

Mr
new procedure- works, but I am addressing myself rc
Mr Patterson.

point A of the document that has been circulated concerning the directive on voluntary part-time work.

I see that the Commission is undertaking to produce

an amended proposal, which will be completed by
early December and of which we shall be informed.

My questions are really rather simple. First of all, will
the Commission undenake to send us copies of this
amended proposal? Secondly, will the Commissioner
responsible undenake to come to the Committee on
Social Affairs and Employment of this Parliament in
order to discuss this amended proposal, because under
Rule 37 of our Rules of Procedure we reserve the right
for our President to request the Commission for extra

consultations in the event of a completely new text
being tabled for the Council? It is therefore imponant
that the comand this is a procedural matter
-mittee of this Parliament be given a -chance to see the
amended proposal and to discuss it.

Andriessen, Member of the Commission.
(NL) The Commission will of course inform Parliament in the usual manner on any amendments it has
made to the House's proposals and is at Parliament's
disposal for an exchange of views on such amended
proposals in the manner in which the House sees fit.

Mr

Mrs Kellett-Bowman.

I, too,

am no! quite sure how

the new proposals are working, Mr President, I should

like to ask the Commissioner what action the Commission is taking on the French measures introduced
on 16 October to demand that all customs documentation be in French and that certain producm be routed
through specific customs stations. \Vhat action has the
Commission taken on that?

Andriessen, Member of the Commission.
(NL) Mr President, the Honourable member's question, however imponant it may be, would aPpear to
me to lie somewhat outside this point on the order of
business. Ve are now dealing with resolutions adopted

Mr

by Parliament in the two part-sessions preceding this
present one, and their incidence on the legislative role
of the House, for we have essentially been preoccupied with consultation, have we not?
Should the House desire an exchange of ideas with the
Commission on the measures it intends to take in rela-

tion to the unilateral French decision to which the
Honourable Member has just referred, a number of
procedures have been foreseen. I feel sure that it
would be superfluous to enumerate such procedures
but I would reiterate that the Honourable Member's
question lies completely outside the present point on
the order of business and, as such with your permission, Mr President, having due consideration for parliamentary discipline, I shall refrain from going into
the matter at this point.

(17) Mr President, since in the
mention is made of certain
Commission's document

Mrs Squarcialupi.

amendments approved by Parliament and subsequently
accepted by the Commission, I would like to know
if this is in accordance with the new procedure -

whether the amendment concerning the twelve hour
those
accepted?
work schedule 'threshold' was among

Moreover, in the document itself it is asserted that the
new text will be ready at the beginning of December,
that is, I understand, in time for the next meeting of
the Council on Social Affairs. I would like to point out
that the President-in-Office of the Council told us that
this directive has little chance of success. For this
reason I would like to have an assurance on this sub-

jrc".
Andriessen, Member of tbe Comrnission.
(NL) Mr President, that pan of the Commission's text

Mr

which has been finalized confirms that the Commis-

will maintain a number, I believe even the majority, of Parliament's amendments to our original proposal. It will submit the final version of the proposal to
the Council in early December and will furthermore,
as I have just stated, inform the House in the usual
way. I am aware of the reservations which have been
expressed on the matter of the twelve hours. The
Commission is still considering the matter and at this
point in time I am unable to say whether its revised
version will contain a reference to this. At any rate no
definitive decision has been taken on the matter.
sion

The question as to what action the Council of Ministers will take on the Commission's proposals, revised
and improved as a result of debate in Parliament, is a
matter for discussion with the Council. The Commission makes every endeavour to convince the Council
of the soundness of its proposals.

Mr Tyrrell.
President, I vant to draw attention
- Mr
there is no reference in the Commisto the fact that
sion statement to action taken by the Commission fol-
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Tyrrell
lowing rhe resolurion this Parliamenr adopted on Mr
Bocklet's motion on 15 October and dealing with
measures to promote buttersales. At the same time,
Parliamenr has today been given what appears ro be an
excerpt from a press release dated 4 November 1982
which suggesrc rhar rhe Commission has decided rc
resume buttersales to rhe Soviet Union. If it has so
decided without consulting Parliament, rhat would be
a breach of undenakings given to the Parliamenr on
3 occasions. So my quesrion ro rhe Commission is this.
May I have an assurance thar they do propose ro carry
through a consultation procedure and to honour the
undenaking which has been given before any new
policy is implemented ?

Mr

Andriessen, Member of the Commission.
(NL) Mr President, there are a variety of ways in
which the Commission can inform Parliament of the
action it has taken on the opinions of the House. The
order of business under which we are now speaking is
but one of the possibilities. Others include wrirren
communications, oral explanations or a combination
of both. In the case of Mr Bocklet's resolution the
Commission felt it vital in view of the polidcal sensitivity and imponance of rhe subject to inform Parliament
somewhat earlier than is customary, in fact as soon as
it had elaborated its srandpoint. With reference ro rhe
declararion on rhe matrer which Commissioner Dalsager will be delivering to the House on Thursday the
Commission is panicularly anxious ro ascerrain Parliament's views on [he action it has taken.

Mr

(FR) Mr Presidenr, our Parliament
a -resolution concerning the teaching of

Isra€I.

adopted

human rights. The Commission declined ro ac, sr;ring
that teaching was nor a marrer within its sphere oT
comperence. I therefore wish to ask Mr Andriessen rhe

following quesrion: could the Commission nor interrlene on Parliamenr's behalf with rhe Council of rhe
Minisrers of Education, which meets regularly?

I will

also point our that there is a Commissioner responsible for matters concerning education, and there
are representatives from the Commission at the meerings of the Commitree on Youth, Culture, Educarion
and Spon.

Mr

Andriessen, Member of the Commission.
(NL) Mr President, allow me to clarify matters by
outlining the procedure which has apparenrly been
agreed to berween Commission and the Bureau'of rhis
House in dealing with such marters. The idea.was rhar
the Commission would, under this pciint on the order

of

business, inform the House

on rhe action ir

has

taken or intends to take, on Parliamen['s recommendations concerning consultations in connection wirh
own-initiative resolutions emanating from within the
House. The action taken by the Commisiion would
subsequently be reported to the relevant commitrce
responsible. Should P.arliament be of the opinion rhat

an own-iniriative merited a hearing in plenary sitting
as a resuh of the Commission's action or inaction,
then there is no doubt that a spot musr be found for
such a hearing in the House's order of business. Further consulmtions are foreseen between the Commission and the Bureau on this last point.

On the basis of the foregoing, Mr President, this
would appear to indicate rhat the quesrion, as formulated by Mr Israel lies within the wider contexr of
own-initiative resolutions and, as a resulr, outside this

point on the order of business. I would therefore
request the Honourable Member's permission in
allowing me ro convey his request to my fellow Commissioner with direct responsibility for this matter with
view to a more demiled exchange of ideas in the relevant committee.
a

Mr Hord.

Mr President, I want ro rerurn ro the
- was
subject which
raised by my colleague, Mr Tyrrell,
namely sales of subsidized butter and orher agricultural producrs ro rhe USSR.
I think thar in response ro rhe Commissioner's reply to
Mr Tyrrell it is quite clear thar he and rhe Commission
are totally misleading themselves on rhe situation rhar
prevails between the Commission and Parliament. The

situation here is that there is a clear commitment by
the Commission ro the Parliament and there are no
grounds for a variery of ways of consultation in this
contexr because Commissioner Cheysson himself gave
a pledge. I do not believi, Mr President, that the word
'inform' comes inro it. This is consultation, and I
quote Mr Cheysson's words which were rhe pledge to
Parliament given back in 1977 and repeated by Commissioner Gundelach and funhermore by the former
President of rhe Commission, Mr Jenkins, ro the effect

that the Commission undenakes to consult, not infonn,
the European Parliament through the parliamentary
committees. That is how we w.ant, Mr president, rhe
consultation process to be carried our not by some
tuppenny-halfpenny documenr thar derived iro,
press release. This is a very imponanr marter, as was"
acknowledged by previous Commissioners. They have
made it quirc clear rhat before taking any dicision
likely rc have political repercussions or financial implications, this will be done. This commitment was sraied
quite clearly, it is a clear undenaking. Therefore, I
believe, Mr Presidenr, rhat the Commission should
understand rhe commirment which rhey themselves
made to Parliament on behalf of that institution. I
hope, the;efore, in the light of rhis observation, Commissioner Andriessen will now be able to rcll parliament when the Commission is going to consult it in
way Mr Cheysson committed it io so doing back
the

in

1977.

Mr

Andriessen, Member of the Commission.
(NL) Mr President, allow me, in rhe first instance to
commenr on the nature of rhe informarion which rhe
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Commission has just made available to Parliament.
Vith all due respect I simply cannot accept the Honourable Member's conrcndon that this is not wonh the
paper it is written on.

The information in question conveys in a succinct
form the action the Commission has taken and is quite
complete as of now with regard to the central issue.
That is my first point.
Honourable
Point two, Mr
Member has pointed out, undenakings given to the
House in the past which commit the Commission to
consult Parliament on matters such as the potential
Communiry butter sales to the Soviet Union. But what
exactly has the Commission decided? The only decision taken by the Commission in relation to the
exports in question is a decision in principle to lift the
embargo on such sales to the Soviet Union. Implicit in
such a decision is that it will, at the very least, pave the
way for the resumption of such exPorts and I can well
imigine that between the Commission declaration of
intent and im eventual execution a way will be found
for the Commission to comply with the undertakings
given to the House in the past with regard to consultation.
President, concerns, as the

Mr President, I shall be more than happy to inform my
fellow Commissioner with direct responsibility for this
matrcr and I would imagine that Parliament will probably have an opportunity, rwo days from nov, to pursue it with him in greater detail.
Mr President, I am sorry to Pursue this
Mr Harris.
it is one which really is of such great
I
think
point, but
concern to this Parliament that we must really press
the Commissioner on it. Do we now understand the
position to be that he has given an undertaking that
before more butter is sold to Russia, this Parliament
will be consulrcd in the manner laid down by former
President Jenkins, by the late Commissioner Gunde-

lach, and by former Commissioner Cheysson
namely, that the committees of this Parliament will be
informed and that that process of consultation will be
carried out in accordance with those past commitments before any butter is sold to Russia? Can we have

that absolutely clear because, speaking quite personally, if that assurance is not given then I think some of
us will be tempted to put down a motion
against the Commission.

of

censure

Andriessen, Menber of tbe Commission.
(NL) Mr President, I would find it most regrettable
were Parliament to resort to the motion of censure

Mr

against the Commission on this issue, a spectre which
the Honourable Member seems to be raising. For,
after all, what have I just stated? No more than my
conviction that in the interval between a Commission
decision to lift an embargo on sales of a product to a

specific country, and the actual resumption

of

such

will be afforded numerous opportunities to express itself on the issue and that I feel it most
desirable that the House take up the matter once again

sales Parliament

with the Commissioner directly responsible at the next
available opponunity, that is, in Thursday's sitting.
Indeed, Mr President, it would appear to me to be
much more expedient that the Commissioner having
first hand knowledge of this dossier consults Parliament in what he and the House deem the most satisfactory manner. My earlier statement is no more than
an effon to allay the fears of the House by pointing
out the various opponunities for full debate and my
conviction that the Commissioner will agree terms
with Parliament on the most desirable way of giving
expression to the Commission's commitment on consultation.

For the moment, however, in view of the fact that no
decision as such has been taken, I am unable to reply
on behalf of the Commissioner responsible as fully as
the Honourable Member would like. Funhermore, I
very much doubt that the Commissioner in question
will be able rc supply such a detailed anss/er at this
stage but, I repeat, this matter can be more effecdvely
deilt with under the appropriate point on the order of
business rather than in the wake of an initial and succint report from the Commission, which was inrcnded
to be followed at the earliest available opportunity by
a more formal communication to Parliament.
President, it may be due, of course, to
- Mr
my ovrn shortcomings or to my shon-sightedness that
I can find no trace in the Commission document of the
Eisma report which was a matter on which this Parliament was consulted by the Commission, namely future

Mr Prag.

data gathering and reponing on social expenditure
and im financing in the Member States. Now the
Eisma repon made certain specific recommendations
with regard to disablement and the data to be made
available, in panicular, the data which would have
helped to ascenain the extent of disablement, the
particularly on income and
effects of disablement
and the- adaptation of job training for
employment

-

disable people.

It so happened that Commissioner Richard

replied to

the debate in the middle of the debate, so that those of

us who spoke after he had replied were unable to
know what the Commission thought. I would like to
know whether the Commission is going to adopt the

recommendations made about disablement in the
Eisma repon so that the Member States and their governmen6, the public and we ourselves are given full
comparative information about these matters which
are so imponant in the formulation and for the formulation of effective policies on disablement. I would like
specific assurances that this will be done.

I say, finally, Mr President, how regrettable it is
that so few honourable Members are present'for what
is essentially the crucial dialogue between the Com-

May
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mission and the Parliament about the acrion rhat the
Commission is taking. '!fle can talk and talk and talk
our heads off bur if we do nor even sray ro hear whar
the Commission is doing about it, .!e'e are all wasting
our time.

Can we have an assurance that rhe Commission is in
fact supporting the Parliamenr and pushing rhese three
specific projects, particularly rhe Austrian Mororway?

Mr Andriessen.
President.

Mr

Andriessen, Member of the Commission.
(NL) Mr Presidenr, the Honourable Member's ques-

tion raises a point in the new procedure on which furless a

(NL) My answer is affirmative, Mr

Mr Moreland.
I am baffled because over rhe micro- words
phone came the
in English 'The microphone
was not on so u/e were unable to interpret that'. I pres-

ther clarification will be required.

\7hat is involved here is

-

formal requesr for a rul-

ume the answer was yes.

ing from Parliament analogous ro, say, consuhation
on a Commission proposal for a regulation, bur rarher,
a ruling on a Commission repon. One could classify
these matters as lying somewhere between the two. In

Mr Andriessen.
(NL)
rhar ir is now con- and,I [osee
nected, Mr President,
repeat, my answer was

applying the new procedure rhe Commission has here-

'yat'.

tofore been somewhat rigid and has confined its written declarations to rhe ruling as such. Hence Mr
Prag's vain search in rhe Commission document for a

President.

statement on the Eisma resolution.

I

am, should the House so desire, prepared ro make
the cutoff berween what is and what is not admissible
under the new procedure in such a manner that, whenever [he Commission seeks the advice of Parliamenr,
be it on a ruling or otherwise, we shall set out our
reactions to Parliament's decisions in the repon of
proceedings which is published in connection with all
plenary part-sessions. I trust rhis goes some way
towards clarifying a procedural marrer.
As to the contenr of Mr Prag's question, I have to say
that the Eisma resolution to which he refers, has fallen
prey, at this srage, ro what I might call rhe Commission's strict adherence ro the lerrer of rhat procedure.
However, as I have just indicated, we shall henceforth
relax this rigidiry somewhar. Funhermore, I can assure
the Honourable Member that, inasmuch as ir proves
technically feasible, the Commission will be pleased ro
deal with the Eisma reporr. in the appropriate House
committee, with a view to facilirating the adoption by
the Member States and others of a policy which more
appropriately meers rhe needs of the handicapped and
disabled. Should the Honourable Member require further details may I kindly requesr him to take up the
matter with the Commissioner responsible in the
appropriare House committee.

Mr Moreland.

Mr President, I should like to refer
the Commission- to item A (2) in its document, that is
the proposal for a regularion on limired acrion in respect of transport infrastructures. As the Commission
will know, the imponant pan of this as far as Parliamen[ was concerned was no[ this relatively minor
amendmenr but rhe specific list of transpon projects
which the Commission would be pushing under rhis
panicular proposal. Parliament proposed rhat the rhree
projects should be at Domodossola, Volos, and the
Austrian Motorway or as ir is known the Pyrhn
Motorway.

-

That was a good succincr remark.t

6. \Y/aioing of Parliamentary immunity
President.

The nexr item is rhe repon by Mr Donnez (Doc.-l-832/82), on behalf of rhe Legal Affairs
Commirtee and two requesrs to waive the parliamentary immunity of a Member.

I call the rapporreur.

Mr Donnez, rapporteur.
(FR) Mr President, ladies
- I have the
and gentlemen, the reporr
honour to submit
to you is particularly succinct, inasmuch as you have
akeady made two separare decisions on issues identical
to the one in question today: the decisions of 9 March
and 16 June I 982. Ar that time, particularly on l5 June
1982, you approved the more detailed reporr I presented; this is documentl-298/82.
I will run through the facts of the case only as a reminder, for I have not the slightest doubt that the precedent established in these two earlier decisions will be

I will review the accusations
Mr Pannella. Mr Pannella, as executive director of an organ of the press, was senrenced by a
Roman courr ro pay a remitted l2OO 000 lire fine for
upheld this evening.
against

libel, following his publication of a polemical and pol-

itical arricle; on

21 November 1977, the court again

Mr Pannella to p^y a 3OO OOO lire fine, this
time for collusion, once more in connection with an
sentenced

allegedly libellous anicle.

Mr

Pannella has appealed

these two decisions and the marrer
before the Roman Coun of Appeals.

is now pending

The artorney general for this Court of
addressed

I

Appeals

our Presidenr with the requesr that pirlia-

Membership of Parliamenr: see Minutes.
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ment be asked to allow Mr Pannella's parliamentary
immunity rc be waived. I told you that this case was
identical to those I mentioned a moment ago, and in
connection with which, on 16 June 1982, you refused
the request of the Italian authorities, deciding that Mr
Pannella should retain his parliamentary immunity,
and this despite a request by Mr Pannella himself that
Parliament allow him to waive this right.
You decided specifically that the question of the waiving of parliamentary immunity was of litde importance
in itself, and that this immunity is inrcnded to safeguard the integrity of our parliamentary institution
and the independence of its members. You further
decided that the purpose of this immunity was above
all to protect our Parliament as an institution, and not
to grant privileges for the advantage of its members. It
is on the basis of these principles that I say to you
today: same issue, same response. The accusations
made against Mr Pannella by the Italian authorities
are identical to those made earlier: libel through the
medium of the press. I ask you to uphold the precedent we have set in the best interests of our institution.
For us it is indeed a question of protecting the institudon and not of acceding to the wishes of Mr Pannella,
for I believe that today he still desires to waive his
immunity. I cannot agree with him on this point; if he
were present, I would tell him so.

President.

-

The debate is closed.

The next item is the Oral Question with
President.
debate (Doc. 1-640/82) by Mr Prout, on behalf of the
European Democratic Group to the Commission:
Subject: The Cdmmission's failure to act on Parliament's resolution on a Commission Action Programme

The European Parliament adopted on the 17th of
February a resolution requesting the Commission
to present by June this year an action Programme
to make full use of its executive powers.
The Commission has not reacted on this request.

\7ill the Commission

-

srare its

policy in all areas where it detains

Powers,

rc which extent these powers have

been

used, and

President, constitutionally the ComMr Prout.
- Mr
mission is
an extremely complex institution.

Article 155 of the Treaty of Rome invests it with legislative, executive and judicial powers. It initiates all
Community legislation, administers the rules already
enacted and, together with the Coun of Justice,
ensures that the behaviour of citizens and Member
States conforms with Community law.

In performing all these tasks, it is, by vinue 'of
Article 144 of the Treaty of Rome, politically responsible to Parliament. Indeed, whilst speaking to this
House on 12January 1981, President Thorn urged us
to be
. . . ruthless whenever the Commission fails in its
msk, with the critical vigilance that is essential to
the life of European institutions.

Parliament's supervisory responsibilides under
Anicle 144

are

particularly imponant in respect of the

Commission's executive powers. Unlike the exercise of

its legislative and judicial powers, where the Council
or the Court have the final word, the sole control over
the Commission in the exercise of its executive powers
is in respect of this supervisory responsibility, and in
response to President Thorn's urgings to be ruthless,
that my group has initiated this debate. On 7 February, this House adopted a resolution calling upon the
Commission to present, by June, an action programme
on its executive responsibilities. So far, no such programme has been mbled.

Mr President, the economic success of the Communiry
depends upon our ability to establish and sustain a
genuine common market between Member States. The
legislative framework

for such a market is

largely

complete. The Commission now possesses most, if not
all, of the necessary authority to combat barriers to
trade, restrictive practices and state subsidies. The
problem now lies in its implementation.

'!7e

believe that the Commission is devoting far too
much time and manpower to initiating new legislation,
much of which is of marginal relevance to the objectives of the Treaty of Rome, and far too little time to
enforcing the rules that already exist and which form
the core of the Common Market. If as much energy,
imagination and resources had been invested in combatting barriers to trade or state subsidies as has been

consumed

in, for

example, inventing new rules of

company law, we should be much nearer to solving the

what initiatives it intends to take to
ensure that

I call Mr Prout.

It

7. Commission\failure to dct on a resolution of the EP

-

Treaties?

is the European Parliament.

The vote will be taken at the next voting time.

1.

ers in the future to make more rapid progress in the realization of the aim of the

full

use is made of these pow-

economic problems
moment.

of

Europe than we are at the
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ln 1978, for example, the Coun of Justice gave rhe
Commission a formidable addirional weapon ro combat non-tariff barriers to trade in the Cassis de Dijon
'S7hat
case.
has the Commission done since then? Ir
has increased its number of executive officers dealing
with these matters from seven to eight. How can a
staff of this size hope to tackle the number of com-

plaints, which now,

I

understand, exceed

500?

Equally, there is a vast backlog of unexamined notifications lying on the desks of the competition staff of
DG IV. The Commission has quite simply got irs
priorities wrong.

I have the
impression that the Commission is administering the
Common Market rules in a number of wholly unconnected companmenrs. For example, rhere is little poinr
in pursuing a vigorous policy against non-tariff barriers to trade in a particular industry if you do nor pursue an equally vigorous policy against State subsidies
to firms in that industry. In the absence of the latter
policy all you succeed in doing is m bring the principle
of free trade into disrepute. It is vital, therefore, rhar
the action taken in the distincr fields of Anicles 30-35
and Anicles 85-94 be properly coordinated. There is
little evidence so far that it is.
There is, moreover, a further problem.

Mr President, if voters

ger the politicians they deserve,

I suppose the European Parliament has got the
European Commission it deserves. The facr that the
then

Commission has got its priorities wrong is as leasr as
much our fault as theirs. \7e have been prepared to go
along with the often indigestible legislative diet served
up to us. In the face of rhis, I have some sympathy
with the cautious approach adopted by rhe Council to
certain types of legislative proposal. Ve simply will

not learn and nor, it appears, will rhe Commission,
that a great deal of our mosr importanr goals can be
realized independently of the Council of Ministers.
Implementi5rg existing rules is nor as exciting as
inventing new ones
bur it is a far sounder basis for
political success.

-

In one respect Parliament is not as well equipped as it
should be for monitoring the Commission's execurive
work. In pursuit of irs executive responsibiliries the
Commission has acquired in cenain cases, rhrough
primary legislation, the authority to adopt delegated
legislation without formally consulting eirher Parliament or the Council of Ministers. In practice, Member
States are consulted, usually through the network of
management of advisory committees that we so much
deplore in this House. I believe that we should be consulted on delegated legislation. This would conform
both with the Court of Justice's views about insritutional balance in rhe Community legislative process,
and also with normal pracrice in the parliamenrs of
Member Sates.
One approach might be to require that draft delegated
legislation be tabled in Parliamenr., say rwo monrhs
before its proposed dare of implemenrarion.

It need be

debated only if the appropriate commirtee recommends that a debate take place. At all events, we
should now take sreps ro negotiate an appropriate procedure with the Commission. I have tabled, Mr President, a motion for a resolution to [har effect on behalf
of my group and I hope it will get wide suppon.

I would not like to conclude on a wholly

pessimistic

note. There is so much that Parliament and Commission can achieve in this field if only we work rogerher,
and the Commission Dar shown itself capable in isolated instances of the kind of determination and imagination I am calling for on a much wider front. Their
courageous adoption of the direcive on public-sector
financial transparency in the face of heavy opposition
from Member States deserves our warmest congratulations. It is probably the most imponanr single piece of
Community legislation since direct elections, and incidentally, it was a Commission directive on which we
had no right to be consulted.
(Applause)

Presideot.

-

I call the Commission.

Mr

Andriessen, Member of the Commission
(NL) Mr President, although the overall tone of rhe
Honourable Member's intervendon was somewhat
critical, I am, nevertheless, pleased to have an opportuniry of addressing the House on rhis imponant issue.
It is obvious that the decision-making process in the
Council of Ministers has ground to a halt in quite a
number of areas. This is especially apparen[ in rhe
enforcement of the Mandare of 30 May, with which
the Commission began in 1981, and it is clear that our
success in surmounting [hese barriers and in maintaining the Community ship on a steady course will be
dictared by our ability to make the most effective use
of the powers conrained in the Treaties or those which
have accrued to us through delegation. Contrary to
what Mr Prout has jusr stated, I cannor help feeling
that it is precisely in those areas where rhe Commission possesses executive and management autonomy,
free of all Council supervision, that progress in the
various Community activities has been most marked
and I might add, in some areas quite exemplary. I am
thinking especially of rhe areas which have already

been mentioned such as competition, subvention
policy, common agricultural policy; I would also mention the Community sreel secror, an area in which the
Commission has been delegated exrensive powers or
has in other ways witnessed an extension of its responsibilities.

Mr

President, ir is correcr ro say rhar the only Community institution having sole control over rhe Commission in the exercise of its execurive powers, is the
European Parliament. I fully subscribe to the Commission President's address ro rhe House of 12 January
1981 and to his appeal for vigilance on rhe pan of the
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House in keeping the Commission on its toes. The
debate which has just taken place under the order of
business heading'Report on the action taken

by

the

Commission on the opinions of Parliament' and the
Commission's endeavours in assuring the smooth
functioning of that debate will, I trust, be seen by the
House as proof of the Commission's good intentions.

Reports of the type requested by Mr Prout, covering
wide areas of Community policy, all too often run the

risk of being, at least panly, ovenaken by events
before the ink has had time to dry. Given the multitude of areas of control which already exist, is it not,
therefore, much more effective to vigorously follow up
the Commission's actions or lack thereof on a specific
case by case basis.

Mr President, numerous opponunities are afforded
the House in controlling the Commission. Examples of
these are the Commission President's annual address
to the House and its programme of action for the
fonhcoming calendar year which highligh$ the broad
areas of Commission policy, all of which are followed
by debate in the House and by criticism where such is
deemed necessary. Funhermore such a policy has
effects in other areas too, of which the Mandate
repon of June 1981 is but one example. Its main theme
was the restructuring of Community policy, which the
Commission followed up with a series of more
detailed reports and concrete proposals of which more
will foltow. Further examples are provided by the
Commission's annual repon and its repon on competition policy, for which I have direct responsibility,
through which the Commission, while endeavouring
to take account of a maximum of Parliament's wishes,
sets out a comprehensive account of the manner in
which it has exercised its powers.

Mr President, allow me to briefly raise some points in
an effon to substantiate my blaim that the Commission
has not got its priorities wrong, not least to allay the
fears of Mr Prout. It cannot be repeated often enough
that,. in period of.economic crisis such as the Com.a
munity is experiencing, the establishment and maintenance of a genuine common market with an unresricted flow of trade remains essential and that one of
the cornerstones of that policy is the Community competition rules. The Commission has had some success
in invoking these rules to put an end to restrictive
trade practices and other infringemenm. Ve are also
endeavouring, unfoftunately with somewhat less success, to use the same procedure [o encourage cooPeration with a view to alleviating the most persistent of
the structural effects of the crisis. I would mention in
passing that I am panicularly looking forward to the
debate on the Eleventh Report on Competition Policy
which will be dealing with a number of issues in this
area.

Notwithstanding this, Mr Prout has effectively said
'All well and good, but the Commission has got its

It should pay more attention to
enforcing existing rules and less to inventing new
ones'. May I be so bold, in taking issue with the Hon-

priorities wrong.

ourable Member, as to suggest that the issues are complementary? Indeed the House has been unrelenting in
stimulating the Commission to tackle both, and rightly

so. I believe that the Commission must continue its
effons in the field on initiating new legislation while
simultaneously endeavouring to make optimal use of
its existing powers.
7 February 1982 the House adopted a resolution
calling upon the Commission to present, by June, an

On

action programme on its executive responsibilities and,
according to the strict formulation of this brief, I have
to admit that we have failed to elaborate such a report.
I am, at this point, unable to present such a finalized
report to the House. But I cannot help wondering
whether such a report would in fact create the conditions in which Parliament and Commission could most
effectively engage in an exchange of views on this
point. Is it not much more desirable to have the kind
of debate we are currently engaged in, as has heretofore been the case, in which Parliament actively follows up and criticizes the action or indeed inaction of
the Commission while leaving criticism on matters of
general Cornmission policy and priorities, which Mr

Mr President, I really must refute Mr Prout's suggestion that the Commission, in endeavouring to achieve
the dual objectives of combadng non-tariff barriers to
trade, under Ardcles 30-35 and state subsidies, under
Anicles 85-94, has been completely ineffective, and
that such a dual policy is even lacking. I consider that
the Commission is pursuing an effective policy in
a point to which
many areas of the internal market
I shall return in due course and- that, although the
Commission's policy on sate subsidies has its shoncomings, it deserves, all in all, to be judged positively.

I also feel that the Common Agricultural Policy provides a good example of a positive use of the executive
powers entrusted to the Commission. The classic management committee procedure, which in fact assumes
the responsibility of the Commission, functions
smoothly in our opinion. I have no doubt that any
attempt to remove the executive and management
powers heretofore entrusted to the Commission would
result in a considerable paralysis in Community policy.
Mr President, I shall limit my remarks on steel today.
But

I

should like to give the House a rhetorical ques-

Prout has just raised, to be discussed during the
annual debate on Commission policy which takes

tion to ponder. \7here would the Community steel
sector be to this day, in the absence of a Commission
policy designed to regulate the market and to dictate
the conditions under which industries qualify for aid?
So much for examples from the past on which, given
the limited time available, I shall'not elaborate at pres-

place in the House in February.

ent.
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I would now like ro turn,my attention to the future.
The Commission has always been ar considerable
pains to emphasize the potential powers afforded by
Anicle 155 of rhe Treaty of Rome. The Commission's
repon of October 1981 on the institurional development of the Community conrains a clear reference ro
this. Ve consider that the impending accession of
Spain and Ponugal will render a more exrensive use of
Anicle 155 all the more necessary and we should not
fail to ascribe grear imporrance ro rhis in the impending enlargement negoria[ions. Likewise I am forced to
conclude that despite the very lucid and concrere
recommendations made by the Commission ro rhe
Council as long ago as 1977 and repeated endlessly
since then the latrer has heretofore made no atrempt to
delegate increased powers to rhe Commission under

Article

155.

to rhe Commission in

combating non-tariff

barriers to trade as a result of irs ruling in rhe Cassis de
Dijon case. The Commission is of rhe opinion that

although the rext of that ruling, and of subsequent
oneg confirms the necessity of individual rulings on a
case by case basis

it

neverrheless affords opportunities

for coming to grips with non-tariff barriers

between

the Member Stares. The Commission believes funher
that it is probably berter to arrack non-rariff barriers in
such a way rarher rhan making fruitless arrempts to
initiate new legislation in this area. Bur I ought to add
here that a case by case rreatment of rhe problem is
fraught with difficulties, nor rhe least of which lies in
trying to comply ro rhe lerrer with the rigid criteria
laid down by the Coun. Ar any rate I share Mr Prout's
view that the Cassis de Dijon ruling has indeed provided us with a weapon which the Commission must
and shall use. Ir is, by the way, nor rhe only means by
which obstacles rc the free functioning of the internal
market can be removed. The Commission is also looking into other possibilities, such as a more frequent
invoking of Anicle 169 of the Treary, for example.
'V'e are also
considering a better exploitarion of Articles 101 and 102 of the Treaty in this area. I have
advocated, panly in connecrion with an earlier question in the House, rhat the Commission will be in a
position, in the very near future, to take concrete decisions on this point and I look forward ro briefing rhe
House on rhis at a later stage.

Mr

quite right in noring that the Commission, in adopting
delegated legisladon, has no formal obligarion ro consult either Parliament or rhe Council of Ministers. I
feel that this arrangement should be respected if we
wish to maintain the relations between Parliamenr and
Commission on a good footing. This does not deract
from the Commission's readiness to continue the present arrangemenr of supplying timely information ro
the appropriare House commirtee on policy measures
which have been considered by rhe Commission and, if
requested, of exchanging ideas with rhe commirree.

The introduction of a sysrem which would require
draft delegated legislation to be ubled in Parliament
before its proposed dare of implementation resembles
too much, at firsr glance, the compulsory consultation

Mr President, the Honourable Member has referred
to the additional weapon provided by the Courr of
Justice

Mr President, just a commenr on delegated legislation,
to which the Honourable member has referred. He is

President, may I poinr out thar a prerequisire for
the attainment of the various goals I have just enumerated is an increase in Commission staff. Given the
existing Commission staff on the one hand, and the
veritable flood of illegal state subsidies on rhe orher,
the case for additional snff becomes evident. I would
therefore make an urgenr appeal to Parliamenr ro look
favourably upon rhis requesr and ro suppon the Commission's endeavours in applying Anicles lOl and 102
much more forcefully.

which I cannor distinguish here as such. I have taken
the opportuniry of expressing my standpoint in such
unambiguous terms on this occasion for I feel such
clarity to be essential prior to my discussing the matter
in the Legal Affairs Committee in the not too distant
future.

Mr President, I thank the Members for their appreciation of the Commission's adoption of rhe directive on
public-sector financial rransparency. I am currendy
examining rhe ways in which rhis directive can be mosr
in assuring such [ransparency
between States and State-run concerns.

effectively applied

So much for my comments in this debate. I can assure
the House that the Commission is more than willing to
examine funher possibilities of improving the exercise
of its executive powers. I have already outlined a number of possibiliries to which the Commission is giving
serious consideration. \(ith regard to the Honourable

Member's very pertinent commenm on the internal
market, a constantly recurring theme on the Commission's order of business, and one to which we devore
considerable energy, is that of making the most effective use of resources, legal and orher, in this area with-

out incurring the opposite result to that which

is

desired, which is nor as easy as it may seem.

Mr President, I inrend to call a halt at this stage, but I
shall be pleased [o resume tomorros/ after some addidonal Members have had an opponunity ro inrervene.
(Applause).

President.
I have two speakers lefr on my list, Mr
- Nord.
Kirk and Mr
If there are no funher requesm ro
speak, I shall close rhe list of speakers and adjourn the
debate unril tomorrow.
(The sitting anas closed at 8.05 p.m.)l

1

Agenda for next sitting: see Minutes.
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ANNEX
Commission action on opinions on its proposals delivered by the European
Parliament at its September and October 1982 part-sessions

This is an accounr, as arranged with the Bureau of Parliament, of the action taken by the
Commission in respect of rhe amendrpents put forward at the September and October
1982 pan-sessions under the Parliamentary consultation procedure, and of disaster aid
accorded.

A.

Commission proposak to wbich Parliament proposed amendments tbe Commission has
dccepted infull or in part (September and October part-sessions)

1.

Directiod on ooluntary part-time utorh (Report by Mr Calvez)

The Commission has already stated its intention of adjusting its proposals in line
wirh some of rhe amendments passed by the House at the September part-session.
The preparatory work on the drafting of an amended proposal is well advanced,
and ihould be completed by early December. The House will be informed in due
course.

2.

for a Regulation on limited action
(Report by Dame Shelagh Robens)

Proposal

in

respect

of transPort inrtdsfiuctures

The Commission reaffirms its agreement to the amendment passed by the House
on 15 October. It will duly amend its proposal for expedited discussion at the
Council.
3.

1983 the research prograffime to be carried out by tbe /oint
the
European Atomic Energy Comruunity and tbe European
for
Economic Comrnunity, 1980-83 (Report by Mr Pedini)

Decision oarying

for

Researcb Centre

On 3 November the Commission endorsed the amendments passed by the House
at im plenary session on 29 October (COM(82) 725 final); the amended version
of the proposal will be dispatched to the Council as quickly as possible. The
House will be informed in due course.
4.

Commission proposak onfresb meat (Report by Mrs Krouwel-Vlam)

Acting on the opinion delivered by the House on 16 September, the Commission
has decided pursuant to Anicle lagQ) of the Treaty to amend the following proposals for Directives:

o
r

Directive on health problems affecting intra-Community trade in fresh meat;
Directive amending Directive 72/462/EEC on health and veterinary inspec-

tion problems upon importation of bovines and swine and fresh meat from
third countries;

r

Directive on certain health problems posed by antibiotic residues in fresh
meat of Community origin.

B.

Commission proposals to whicb Parliament proposed amendments the Commission
notfeh able to accept (1st and 2nd October part-sessions)

1.

Proposal for a Regulation on the recruitment of 55 members of tbe headquarters
of the European Associationfor Cooperation (Repon by Mr Lega)

bas

staff

The Commission explained at the debarc why it preferred to leave the proposal
ir stood.
C.

Disaster aid accorded since tbe last part-session

I.

Emergency aidfor tbird countries

as
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Cash

ECU
ECU
200 000 ECU
2 000 000 ECU
8 900 000
1 500 000

Ib.
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to Lebanon
to Poland
ro flood victims in Tunisia
to Rwanda refugees

Food

of cereals to Sri Lanka
5 000 tonnes of cereals to Nepal

10 000 tonnes

*lr

For the record
Comm.iss-ion proposak conceming utbicb Parliament delioered opinions in
faaour or did
not ashfor actual amendmenrs (lst and 2nd October part-sessions)

1.

Proposal for a Regulation on monitoring the implementation of Community rules
on agriculrural products (Repon by Mr Marck)

2.

Proposal for Community pan-financing of policing of Danish and Irish warers
(Repon by Mrs P6ry)

3.

Proposals

4.

Two proposals

for Regulations fixing the Community Generalized Preferences for
1983-85 and concerning the implementation of the arrantemen$ for 1983
(Repon by Mr Vedekind)
(1) laying down special arrangemenrs with respect to
olive oil producers' organizations for rhe marketing
year 1982-83, and

(2) laying

down. general rules with respecr to aid for
(Repon by
olive oil production for the marketing year 1982-83 Mr vgenopoulos)

5.

Two proposals for

(l)

a Direitive amending Directive 75/268/EEC on
mountain and hill farming and farming in cenain
less-favoured areas, and

(2) a Regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No 355/
77 on measures to improve the condirions under
which agricultural products are processed and

kercd

6.

mar-

(Repon by

Mrkaloyannis)

Proposal for a Regulation amending Regulation (EEC)
No 355/77 no common measures ro improve the condi-

tions under which agricultural products are processed
and marketed (Repon by Mr Vitale)

7.

Two proposals for

(1)

a Regulation granring financial assistance for
demonsrrarion projects in the fields of alrernative
energy sources, energy savings and hydrocarbon
substitution

(2) an EEC Regulation granting financial

assistance

for pilot, indusrial and demonstrarion projecm in
the field of liquefication and gasificarion of solid

fuels

The House also delivered opinions, without report, on the following:

(Repon by

Mr Normanton)
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Proposal for a Regulation amending Regulation No 471/76 as concerns the period of
suspension of the application of the condition on prices governing the importation
into the Community of fresh lemons originating in cenain Mediterranean countries

Proposal for a Directive amending Directive 78/176/EEC of 20 February 1978 on
waste from the titanium dioxide industry

Proposals for

(1)

a Regulation amending Regulations (EEC)

No 1508/76, (EEC) No l5l4/76 and

(EEC) No 152l/76 on imports of olive oil originacing in Tunisia, Algeria and
Morocco, 1982-83;

(2) a Regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No llSO/77 on imponation into the
Community of certain agricultural products originating in Turkey, 1982-83

o

Proposal for a Regulation on measHres to implement the agreement on occasional
international coach and bus services (ASOR)

Action taken hy the Commission on opinio)s of Parliament
The enlarged Bureau decided, in conjuncfion with the Commission, to make the following
improvements in the organization of the item 'Acrion taken':

-

the Commission's monthly wrirren cgmmunication will henceforth be restricted solely
to opinions on legislation and informhtion on aid to disaster victims. It will, moreover,
cover the legislative resolutions of the two preceding pafl-sessions in order to extend
the period during which the Comrpission might usefully respond to Parliament's
requests.

The enlarged Bureau hoped thar lvlembers might have access to the Commission's
wrirren communicarions ar rhe beginrlring of the political group meetings on [he Monday of each part-session.

-

Action raken on opinions not concelning legislation or own-initiative reports would
preferably be deali with in parliamentary committees. The Commission would forward to Members of Parliament, for pheir information, a perdiodic written communication on the action taken.

-

The enlarged Bureau would consider the extent to which it could reasonably enter on
the agenda the introduction of a thi[ty-minute ad-boc Question Time for important
marrers relating to opinions not concerned with legislation or own-initiative reports
and meeting a particular interest of lvfembers.
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the selective use of the safeguard clause
under Anicle XIX of GATT;
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c) the

treatment

of

agriculture under

GATT;
1.

President.

d)
e)
0

GATT

The next item is oral question with

- 1-804/82) by Mr Seeler, on behalf of the
debate (Doc.
Committee on External Economic Relations, to the
Commission (Doc. 1-804 / 82) :
!7'hat is the current state of prepararion of
possible

a)

GAIT

decisions on

consideration by GATT
of developing countries I

of the interests

restriction of the customs preference sys-

tem for newly industrialized countries
I

Minutes
Topical and urgent debate (Announcement):
see Minutes).

trade in advanced technology products;

the elimination of non-tariff obstacles to
trade so as to abolish concealed impon
barriers;

g)

Subject: GATT Conference of Ministers

1.

the liberalization of services;

2.

the creation of a harmonized

customs

system to achieve greater comparability
and exchangeability of information?

Does the Commission intend to recommend
that the Council deal with the following subjects in preparation for the GATT Conference
of Ministers, and if so, in what form?

a)

Measures to counteraet the growing protectionist trends in world trade (bilateral
agreements, voluntary self-restraint
agreements, export subsidies and dumpinB)'
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b)

the

oil prices, there would be very few coal mines left in

growing intervention in world trade in

Europe today. Ve also need an efficient srcel industry
and an efficient shipbuilding industry if we are not to
become complercly dependent on impons from third
countries in these imponant sectors.

Measures.

to restrict to a minimum

pursuit of foreign poliry goals?

3.

Does the Commission intend to propose to
the Council that the function of world reserve
currencies, panicularly the US Dollar, in
world trade should be discussed in Geneva?
In this context, will the Commission also
include in its preparatory work the problems

of

financing world trade,

in

particular the

terms for commercial loans?

4.

Vhich other areas for potential decisions are
to be discussed and what progress has been
reached with preparatory work?

I call Mr

Mr

Seeler

Seeler.

-

(DE) Mr President, ladies and gentle-

A great deal is said on a great many occasions about
free trade. But if we consider the situation as it is
today, free trade has never been in such grave danger.
The world economic crisis is one of the basic causes of
the ever increasing interference with free trade. The
solutions suggested are, however, the same everywhere. Expons should be increased and imports
reduced to protect the national economies and give
them the breathing space they need to recover.
But anyone who knows anything about history knows
where this policy of protectionism led in the 1930s.
Inadequate though the free trade system may be, however it may be criticized in many quaners, it must be
said that there is none better among the world trade
systems at present. The European Community alone
earns about a quarter of irc national product from

exports. Millions of jobs in the Community consequently depend on the continued existence of world
trade. I therefore feel we should take a very keen
interest in the GATT Conference of Ministers that will
be taking place in Geneva next week.

Of course, not too much should be expected of a thirtierh meeting of Ministers, but I believe the Conference must not break up without agreemen[ being
reached on a number of basic issues, the alternative
almost cenainly being a substantial increase in protec-

tionism, principally in the United Sates, but in the
Community

as

well.

The GATT system is undoubrcdly in need of improvement and development in many respects. Nor can the
European Community go on being the only advocate
of free trade indefinitely. Ve must make our partners
realize that free trade must not be a one-way street.
Nor can there be free trade in every respect at any
price. For example, the European Community must
retain its own sources of energy, panicularly coal. If
this had not been done in the 1970s before the rise in

These are, however, political decisions which must not
be allowed to affect the compedtiveness of our economy on the world market. Although subsidies merely
designed to ensure the survival of undenakings in sectors not forming part of the basic structures to which I
have just referred may ease the competitive situation in

the internal market in the short term, they are

an

obsmcle to competitiveness in the expon market in the
long run. They result in increasing demand for subsidies, and the outcome is a situation in which subsidies
count rather than performance.

The main items on the agenda for the GATT Conference next week will be world trade in agricultural
products, the question of protective clauses, the treatment of the developing countries and the inclusion of
services in the GATT system.'STorld agricultural trade
gives rise to a wide range of interesm. and problems.
For the European Community the subsidized expon of
agricultural surpluses is at present a safety valve for
our agricultural poliry. Other exponers, panicularly
the USA, also subsidize their expons, but they are not
so indiscreet about it and are all the more critical of
the Community for using its subsidies to exceed the
share of world agricultural trade it was agreed it
should have in Tokyo.

On the other hand, many developing countries would
like better access to the European market for their
products. It is therefore to be feared that a consensus
on world agricultural rade will not be reached in
Geneva, especially as several Community countries

wantto retain the present system of subsidized exports
of surpluses. I am therefore afraid there is likely to be
a subsidy war in this sector. In the USA, for example,
an export promotion programme costing 1 500 m dollars has already been prepared. It seems doubtful to
me that the European Communiry could hold out for
very long in a contest of this kind, and it is therefore
necessary

and

I

make a public appeal for this here

for the -agricultural exporting countries to meet at a
-special conference at the earliest opponunity [o agree
on rules to govern world agricultural trade. Disclosure
of subsidies and their reduction, being in the taxpayers' and consumers' interests, are just as important as
improved access to the markets of the industrialized
countries for the products of the developing countries.

I

should now like to say a few words about the safeguard clauses. Vhat this term really means is something like local protectionism. Anicle 19 of GATT
permits general impon restrictions to be imposed on

certain products.

ln

practice. however, increasingly

selective use is made of this provision. That is to say, it
is only applied to specific countries. That is the subject

of

ghe controversy. But agreement

on this can

be
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reached only if the GATT organization is granted the
right to give prior approval of such selective safeguard
measures. That is unlikely to happen, however.

The treatment of the developing counr.ries will be a
difficult subject nexr week, because they complain of
rising customs duties on their semi-manufactures.
This, they claim, is hampering the process of industrialization. The Community does nor, however, see
how it can make funher concessions in this respect,
especially as many of the poorest developing counrries
in panicular akeady have easier access ro our market
through the system of generalized preferences
in
theory at least. Conversely, the developing counrries
and particularly the
countries among
-them are obstructing thethreshold
flow of products from the
industrialized
countries to their markem on the
grounds that their infant indusries are in need of protection.

There may be opportunities here for concessions on
both sides in the medium term. The goal of the funher
development of GATT must be an increase in trade
among the developing countries, so rhar the development process ceases to be excessively geared to the
needs of the industrialized countries as it has been in
the past. In addition, the panicipation of the developing countries in world trade and thus their progressive
integration into the GATT system should run parallel
to the process of their development. But unfonunarely,
here again, there seems little hope of practical resulrc
being achieved in Geneva in this area.

I

should like to comment briefly on rhe inclusion of
in the GATT system, which is something the
Unircd States want. This does indeed seem wofth considering, especially as services now account for 90/o of
British, 4.50/o of French and 4o/o of German exporrs.
But other countries, panicularly the developing countries, have their reservations. They are afraid that this
might hamper the development of their own service
services

sectors.

The chances of a wide range of results being achieved
in Geneva are slim. It would be a success in itself if
international trade dispurcs could be contained and
the remaining free trade in the world retained, since
every step towards increased prorecrionism is, after all,

nothing other than an artempt ro expon one's own
economic difficulties to other countries. The ones ro
suffer would then be the many people joining the
ranks of the unemployed as a result of a policy of this

Seeler will show me a little indulgence, I shall do
my best to answer the excellent questions put by him.

if Mr

First, the diagnosis. I believe that we in Europe are
bound to affirm with some vigour that the maintenance of world trade is a vital feature of the Community's economic activity. If we look back to evenrs
in the 1960s and 70s, we shall see beyond any shadow
of a doubt that the increase in the wealth of the Community was proportional to the development of world
trade.

Mr President, jobs in Europe are nor dependent on
protectionism; they are dependent on an increase in
world trade. I think we must. be absolutely clear on
that point and the Commission for its part subscribes
whole-heanedly rc this view. It is essential ro ensure
that the jointly accepted and respected rules governing
international trade are confirmed and strengrhened.
That is why we looked favourably on the idea of an
analysis being made in 1982 of the present siruation of
the world trade system in relation to the pressures ro
which it is now subject.

This is also an essential aspect, Mr President, because
it provides the basis for the conduct by the Community as such of its commercial policy within international organizations such as GATT. It is therefore
imponant for us not to get rhe diagnosis wrong. Mr
Seeler and I share the same view: the system musr be
safeguarded and not adjusted in a resrictive sense; on
the other hand we must be perfecdy clear about the
situation now facing us. That being so it is essential for
each pany to make an effon to safeguard the world
system and we have had a highly animated dispute in
the negotiations now unde way in preparation for the

it necessary to point
out that a good many other industrialized counr.ries
must pursue effons to open their markets. Today the
conference; the Communiry felt

European Community market is the most open

(Applause)

I call the Commission.

-

Mr Davignoq
(FR) May

I

Wce-President of the Commission.
begin by conveying to Parliament rhe

of

all.

\7e have chosen that option but'others must make a
similar effon. \7e deliberarcly wished to commit ouron these lines and we hope that the other major
industrialized countries will do likewise. The Community is rarher tired of being criticized for protectionist activities at a rime when its major indusrrialized
panners are infinitely more prorectionisr themselves.
'!7e have spoken here
of rhe Japanese case and noted
quite clearly that the Japanese marker is nor an open
market. Ve cannot reasonably assert rhat rhe agreement on steel recently signed with the United States is
not the result of a protecrionist tendency in rhat counselves

kind.

President.

apologies of Mr Haferkamp who is unable to be present [o answer questions; since Parliament changed its
agenda at a fairly late hour yesterday, he was unable
to reach Strasbourg in time. Mr President, I think it
only appropriate to point out that the Commission
finds itself in a rather difficult position in circumstances like this when we also have a series of meerings
in Brussels, arranged by decision of the Council, and
various international commitments. Having said that, I
am personally involved in the GATT discussions and,
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try; it is cenainly not the result of a protectionist trend
in Europe. 'We must, after all, have a clear picture of
how things stand; this is one of the fundamental issues
of the conference.

Then there is the second major chapter
all the
- or agriproblems rcuching on subsidies for industry
culture. There is a tendency to call into question the
resulw of the Tokyo Round negotiations. The Community will oppose any such questionint. !7e ailopted
cenain rules during the Tokyo Round which we shall
respect and we do not wish the rules of the game to be
changed while it is in progress, just as I have pointed
out here on behalf of the Community that we would
not agree to aid given to industry in the context of
industrial restructuring with a view to achieving greater viability and competitivity being treated as a subsidy which distons international trade.
As

Mr

Seeler has reminded you, we have defined the

Ve shall go no further
than this but neither do we intend to draw back from
our present position even though some would like to
change the consensus negotiated in the Tokyo Round;
that is no way of trying to enable an international system to function. A system of this kind requires securiry
and continuity and you cannot just change the rules
because of pressure from individual qu4rters. In the
agricultural sector, because crops are likely to be betrcr this year and there may be surpluses, pressure is
being exened on the Community to make it withdraw
from its rightful place in world trade. Although we are
willing to enter into discussions, we will not change
the rules to which we have subscribed. Subsidies are
not irregular but provided for in the GATT texts. Ve
rules for agricultural products.

shall respect those rcxts.

A

second major category of problems relates to our
relations with the developing countries. Mr Presidenr,
under the circumstances prevailing today we find ourselves

in an extraordinarily difficult situation. Let

me

quote a few examples.

On the matter of the safeguard clause, you know that
the Communiry has declared its readiness to find formulae for the introduction of safeguard clauses in
accordance with Anicle 19. How can rhese safeguard
clauses be limited to deal with the limired problems
which sometimes arise? For example, if we have a
panicular difficulty with Japan and are obliged to rake
action, should that action necessarily be direcred
against the whole world and will it not affect the international system?

In this

connection the developing

countries are highly mistrustful of rhe industrialized
nations because they do not believe in our good faith
and are afraid that, to the extent thar selective measures are adopted (even if they are agreed after consultation and by consensus) the indusrialized countries
might exen pressure. I rherefore do not expec[ any
results to emerge from the GATT conference on this
point and studies of the safeguard clause will have to
continue. I believe that this is not ultimately in the

interest of the developing countries but the relationship of confidence between the panners has been seriously eroded and a great deal of work will be necessary to restore it.
Secondly, it should be noted, as we have often pointed
out, that the situation of individual developing countries differs: a distincion must be drawn between the
poorest countries and those which are beginning to
emerge onto a higher level of development. It is therefore essential to take account of all the significant elemenm of the negotiations. Take the example of major
Latin American countries such as Mexico or Brazil.
Conceivably, their level of development might enable
them to open their frontiers and take pan in an
increase in trade. However, we also know that these
rwo countries are facing a very difficult situation
because of their debrc due to the increase in interest
rates; they are therefore having to reduce their impons
to restore their national finances, their ability to pay
and to avoid creating difficulties for the monetary and
banking system. \7hen we are considering trade and
the economy as a whole we must therefore always take
account of several factors: these countries should participate in the growth of rade with an economic spinoff which would be beneficial to everyone; on the
other hand because of their debts they are experiencing difficulties connected with the money which we
have lent them. How can [hese two factors be offset
against each other? The Community has therefore
expressed a wish for consideration to be given to the
monetary impact, to the influence of interest rates on
rade. Trade is not simply the exchange of products
but encompasses all factors affecting such exchanges.

As regards new areas
freedom to provide services
and advanced technology
I believe that we shall
have to agree to fix funher -meetings in future, recog-

nising rhat these are important areas in which
exchanges must be allowed ro develop further
although concrete resulr can hardly be expected to

emerge from a three day conference. 'S7'e are all aware
of the complexiry of the problems involved. It is even
difficult to deal with questions of this kind in a homogeneous Community like ours; how much greater then
will be the problem of services and advanced technol-

ogy in relation to cbuntries on widely different levels
of development.

Mr

President, the Community's position has been

developed on the basis of proposals put forward by rhe
Commission; in all the essenrial areas ir will be able to
show the cohesion of its offensive and defensive com-

mercial policy. It is imponant for the Community to
be able to show a common front and I am happy to say
that this was possible with rhe Council and thar in the
course of the incessant negoriarions preparing for the
final results of this meeting we have heard no discordant notes in the Community chorus. On the problems
of commercial policy the Community is increasingly
pursuing an effecrive sffareg-y on irs own. Steel, rhe gas
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cal factors.

Europeans to react, as it were, by agreeing on a concept that involved a boycott on other products or the

Ve do not expect major results but, under

introduction of credit restrictions. I would regard that
as fatal: such action would be harmful to world trade

pipeline and now the GATT conference are all politi-

the particularly difficult circumstances prevailing today, we want
to prove our intention of continuing on the present
lines. \7e still stand by all the results achieved in the
Tokyo Round and by the notion that in the absence of

further consolidation of international trade our whole
economic system will be at risk; at the same time the
rules must be respected by all panners. In this area the
Community will put forward a number of considerations underlining the need to open markets; it will
draw attention to the need for some countries to put
their own house in order before critizing others.
As regards the developing countries, the Community is

quite obviously the most aware of their problems. It
will continue that policy while accepdng the diversity
and complexity of the problems facing our relations
with them.
Finally, as regards the development of the activities of
GATT, we would like rc see them extended gradually
so as to deal at a suitable pace with the problems connected with new technolog'y, services etc.

In that spirit, Mr President, we hope that the GATT
conference in a fonnight's. time will bring useful
results on which we shall of course comment in Parliament and in its committees.
(Applause)

President.

-

I call Mrs Vieczorek-Zeul.

Mrs V'ieczorek-Zeul.

(DE) Ladies and gentlemen,

have three basic comments
to make on the question
and on Mr Davignon's statement.
I

Firstly, we do not yet really have a conclusive answer
to the question regarding new ideas on or a new concept for GATT, for a General Agreement on Trade, in
the present situation in which it is apparent that most
industrialized countries, our leading trading partners
the USA and Japan, for example, are prepared to
ignore all the principles of free trade if necessary and
to try to redistribute world market shares to their own
advantage.

I need only remind you of the agreement on trade in
steel, which was in fact squeezed out of us and is
bound to result in ye[ more plannirtg and protectionism. Or of the attempts being made by the American
administration in panicular to impose more and more
restrictions on trade with the USSR on political
grounds. At this point, referring less to GATT than to
trade in this world, I should like to say that, although I
welcome the lifting of the embargo on the natural gas
pipeline, I would consider it disastrous for the \flestern

and would not be in Europe's interests.

I

should like some information in particular on the
progress made with these so-called compromises. This
leads to the question, on which I have not yet heard
Mr Davignon say anything: Are we willing to accept
the disclosure in GATT of cenain self-restraint agreemen6, certain other regulatory measures and in general to tolerate them in GATT, as it were?
The second,basic question following on from what Mr
Seeler and also Mr Davignon had to say is this: there
is surely a link between agricultural poliry and developing countries. How can the developing countries be
expected to become more closely integrated into

GATT if they are denied any other industrial and
trade concessions and access to the Communiry for
their agricultural products? Reference has been made

here to the US Governmen['s complaints about subsidized exports of agricultural products from the Communiry. I should like to say that a test for the USA's
attitude is whether it is prepared to agree to a GATT
conference of the most important exporting countries
being held to reduce subsidies and protectionist barriers to trade in agricultural products. I would ask the
Commission, which might lend the speaker an ear or
preferably both, whether it is prepared to agree to a
conference of this kind and to make this point the subject of one of its proposals at the GATT conference. If
so, ladies and gentlemen, we shall kill two birds with
one stone:

Firstly, the developing countries would have better
opportunities for exporting their agricultural products,
we would have enabled a major concession to be made
to them, the Community's budget would benefit and
even the USA would be compelled to disclose and
reduce the subsidies it grants in the agricultural sector.

If the USA

does not agree to a conference of this kind,
we shall have proof that it is only intersted in increasing its share of agricultural expons, nor in the noble
principles of free trade.
(Applause)

President.

I call Mr von Bismarck.

-

(DE) Mr Presidlnt, ladies
- like rc begin by expressing and
should
my

Mr von Bismarck.
gentlemen,

I

satisfaction at the opportunity provided by Mr Seeler's
question of holding a debate this morning with the
Commission on the eve of the next GATT conference.

But a debate is a two-sided affair, and

I

shall not
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therefoie continue undl

I

have the Commission's

attention.

depend on our willingness to come to understandings
with other peoples beyond our frontiers. I believe that

the GATT conference next week should act as a kind
(Commissioner Daoignon assures the speaker

of

his

Like Napoleon, the Counr is evidently able rc

speak

and listen at the same time. He has my admiration and
respect for this.

Davignon,

it is grarifying

that the Commission

intends to declare its faith in world trade. But nor, as
you said, defensive world trade, I would hope. Defensive trade is always trade that comes to a hah.

The European Community should be an unwavering
champion of the freedom of world rrade, and ir should
be able to put up with a grear deal from others. I do
not find the constant talk thar others should do the
same very convincing. The agreement on trade in
steel, for example, Mrs '$Tieczorek-Zeul, is the outcome of various sins that have been commitred in rhe
past. If we had nor subsidized unprofitable jobs for
years, we would not have been in rhat siruation.

I

therefore feel we should adopr a principle in this

case: GATT begins at home. As long as we go on having these endless difficulties among ourselves, like rhe
ones which have emerged in recent weeks
new certificates of origin, new languages
how are we going

I will say one thing: a friend is no use if he is not a
friend in need. If we betray GATT now, when we all
it back
again. Hence the great importance of today's debate:
it will enable the Commission to go into these negoriaappear to be in economic need, we shall nor get

of this Parliament at its
should give the Commission a srrong mandate, irrespective of our party affiliations, because
Europe's vital interests are concerned.
tions with the full supporr

back.

Ve

The question of new markets is, of course, a special
problem. But there has always been a lack of courage
to call for freedom in new markets. The market means
freedom. If there is no market, rhere is no freedom.
'!7'e
should therefore have the courage ro accepr this
principle in this Parliament and send rhe Commission
off to the GATT conference with the mandare ro preserve GATT, to extend ir and to make ir the guarantor
of our freedom.

President.

-

to convince others that we are -champions of world
rade?

The Commission should do a great deal more to
sweep away every kind of protectionism, using a very
stiff broom. Protectionism is a reflection of the faintheanedness of the unimaginative. It is half-way to disastrous failure. Anyone who puts his trust in protectionism is committing suicide. In my opinion, rherefore, GATT begins at home. '!7e shall be more
convincing if we do more in this area.

Ve must realize that any kind of bureacratism, which
after a[ spawns protecrionism, stops rhe circulation of
blood that is world trade.
'S7hat we have developing here is
a kind

of

sclerosis.

Competition alone leads ro compeririveness. In my
view, it is a great mistake to believe thar, if we prorec[
ourselves, we shall be more comperirive afterwards.
No, we shall be worse off afterwards, and it will be
jobs that suffer.
S7e must after all be aware of a few extremely important points so that we know what is at stake next week.
All peaceful foreign trade relarions depend on order
and rules. And GATT is a collection of rules we have
imposed on ourselves to ensure freedom. 'S7'e must
therefore stand by these rules, and we must also be

prepared

shall

choke if it continues to be fostered on all sides.

attention.)

Mr

of disciplinarian for our egoism, on which we

to take the iniriative in

extending them.

Trade among ourselves, help for rhe weaker countries
and the mainrenance of the foundations of freedom all

Mr

-

Spencer.

I call Mr Spencer.

Mr President, I will not conceal from

my colleagues- that

I share rhe nervousness voiced by
other Members about the exacr effect of these Jumbo
conferences, if I can call a conference of 88 Ministers
that. This panicular GAT"I ministerial conference
to me so far to have had two effects. The first is
increase in the number of speeches praising
free trade, and the second is a large number of derogations from free trade in the weeks before the conference. If you look ar rhe lisr of derogarions and at how
we actually operarc world trade, we have a protected
agriculture, we have commodiry agreemenrs, we have
State trade, we have baner, we have interfirm trade,
we have voluntary resrraint agreements. Yet we all
indulge in the hypocrisy of talking endlessly about free
trade as if it were a perfect logical system. '!7'e have an
exchange of slogans and pious wishes about free trade
where we accepr rhe logic but increasingly shy away
from the conclusions.
seems

a great

Now why is rhat? I think it can only be i:xplained by
external srress. There is a parallel, I think wirh the man
who gives up smoking. As I gave up smoking 8 weeks
ago, I speak with some personal interest in this matter.
He gives up cigarertes, but promises himself just that
one little cigar when the stress Bers roo great. \7ell, I
staned that one lirtle cigar 8 weeks ago and now I am
smoking 8 of them a day. !7e face a similar kind of
stress. In our case it is unemployment, and we allow

ourselves jusr one little protectionist idea when rhe
stress gets too grear. That srress is rhe 30 million
unemployed in rhe OECD counrries, a stress which
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Of course, the benefit from protection is clear and identifiable for one group of people whose jobs will be safeguarded in a particular
country, and yet the costs of protection are borne by
all the consumers in that country. However, there is a
direct pressure from a direct lobby.
bears on us directly.

I would argue, however,

that the stress has an even

more imponant bearing on protectionist influences in
our governmenE. That stress is caused by the uncertainty that comes from not being able rc prophesy the
future. Two things have happened in GATT which
increase that uncertainty. The major one is the eruption of the'newly industrialized countries, with massive penetration of our markets without a corresponding penetration of their markets. That undermines
confidence not iust amongst parliamentarians but
amongst a wide sweep of industrialists and the people
who work in their factories. So, unless GATT can
revive and reform itself, unless it can engender a sense
of responsibility in the newly industrialized counffies,
wirh a full assumption of their GATT responsibilities
by such countries as Japan, Singapore and Brazil, confidence in GATT as such is bound to be undermined
and the pressure for protectionism is bound rc continue.

The indication given in this debate by Vice-President
Davignon, which calls for the conclusions of the
'Tokyo Round' to serve as guiding principles of the
negotiations appears to me to be correct, although I
am obliged to add some complementary remarks.

The first is that we are not the only ones to have to
face the great questions which touch all consciences
and affect the entire world economy. The issue of the
underdeveloped countries and of the burden they
represent must therefore become a world issue to be
'Ifl'e
must not forget that at
dealt with in various ways.

the Toronto Conference the problem of the International Monetary Fund will be among the questions
raised. As you can see, the two things are closely connected.

The second remark I wish to make is that our Community bases its strength and importance on trade.'!7'e
are therefore also a Community of producers, and for
this reason there should be a proper balance between
the demands of trade and those of production. This is
another principle which should inspire our actions. It
must not be forgotten that behind freedom of trade
there are often hoaxes and attempts to lay on other
countries the burden of the unemployed, who, as Mr

a moment ago, number some
million in the OECD. Personally, I feel that it

Bismarck mentioned
So I hope that we as a Parliament

will urge that GATT

continues, that it is honest and that it aims for stabiliry.

That will require an honest assessment of where we
are novr and not just speeches about the benefits of

30

would be very risky for the Community to assume responsibility for these 30 million !

perfect free trade.
President.
(Applause)

President.

-

I call Mr Bonaccini.

Mr President, we welcome this
Mr Boneccini.
- U7)
debate, for it gives us a chance to establish some genevent whose
eral guidelines for this conference
- an
prospects are made all the more uncertain by the fact
that it is no[ known at what level these talks will be
held, nor who the participants will be, nor what tasks

will

be attempted . .

.

This occasion therefore allows us to redefine our general position and clarify our attitude toward certain
somewhat exaggerated fears expressed recently by Mr
Bismarck and Mr Spencer. Not everything depends on
us, but the illusion that if we are good everything will
turn out all right has been voiced more than once in
rhis Chamber. If I may say so, this is a political error.
\7e are not going to Geneva to participate in a choral
recitation of pater nosters; ure are going to panicipate

in rcugh

negotiations among able negotiators who
play for high stakes, both for their counuies and for
cenain powerful lobbies. Let us say candidly that many
of these lobbies are multinational in character, and
that some of them have their origins in countries other
than those represented in Geneva.

-

I call Mr Paulhan.

(FR) Mr President, ladies and gentleMr Paulhan.
men, a wide- gulf separates the solemn declarations
made by the seven Heads of States and government at
the June meeting in Versailles from the dark realities
of this autumn.

In the

areas

of economic, monetary and commercial

policy none of the conclusions reached at the Versailles summit has been followed by a desire to take
joint action to emerge from the crisis; on the contrary,
rade disputes are proliferating. That is why it is
imponant first and foremost to halt the deterioration
in the political and economic climate which characterises relations between
States.

the Community and the United

The GATT Ministerial Confererrce is being held at

a

convenient time for the Vest to assess the state of its
trade relations and envisage the future in more realistic
terms.

highlighted. The first is that of
cannot forget the fact that we
share with the United States the same values, being
attached, like them, to freedom, democracy, the right
of association and human rights.'S7esrcrn solidarity, at
this time of economic crisis, requires of each partner

Two principles

must. be

western solidarity.

Ve
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mutual respect for undenakings and an equirable distribution of the sacrifices granted in order to safe-

national monetary system. That is rhe price of success
for Europe and the whole western world.

guard freedom.

This makes the need to pursue a coherenr Communiry
strategy all the more urgenr. That strategy must. be
based on an export policy which has in the pasr been
very much the poor relation. The Community's external trade must be more organized, better structured
and more aggressive so as to ensure rhat tradidonal
patterns of trade are not constantly disturbed in future
and the employment of thousands of workers jeopardized.

Economic Relations (Doc. 1-850/82), the other from
Mr de la Maline on behalf of the Group of European
Progressive Democrats (Doc. 1-866/ 82). The vore on
the requesrc for an early vote will take place ar rhe end

of the debate.

This is true in every sector. It is true first and foremost
in agriculture where there is no reason for us to labour
under a complex of any kind. The complaints lodged
by the United States in respecr of poultry, sugar and
food products are unfounded. That being so ir is unacceptable for the Common Agriculrural Policy to be
called into quesdon at GATT; it is one of the cornerstones of our Community and indeed the only common policy at present. But here too rhe Community

administration must explain

President.
Ladies and gentlemen, I have just a shon
- to make.
announcement
I have received rwo motions
for resolutions with requesm for an early vote at the
end of the debate on this oral quesrion: one from Mr
van Aerssen on behalf of the Committee on ExrCrnal

to the American au-

thorities in an ongoing dialogue the underlying justification for our agricultural policy.

The same holds good for steel where rhe undeniable
difficulties of the American steel industry are due
essentially to the economic recession and to rhe structural problems facing American steelworks. The European steel-makers have nevertheless accepted rhe
heavy sacrifices imposed by their governmenrs as rhe
price for an agreement with the American Bovernmenr.
The effons made by the Member States cannor rherefore be disputed. The Community will have to show
firmness in the next few weeks.

\7e shall now resume the debate.
I call Mr Pesmazoglou.

Mr Pesmazoglou.
(GR) Mr President, I would like
to express a very- large measure of ,agreemenr with
what has been said by a number of colleagues this
morning, and I also wanr [o srress the global, overall
character of Mr Davignon's represenrations on behalf
of the Commission. It is very imponanr rhar we should
reain a sense of the inrcrdependence of the various
positions that the European Community must support
at the GATT conference.

Mr President, I would like to

stress

two points thar Mr

Davignon raised.

The first is the need for the Community ro assume a
serious initiadve for the stabilizarion of the international monetary system, and in this connecdon, as our
colleague said a little while ago, rhe reinforcemenr of
the European Monetary System is of che utmosr
importance. If we do not achieve this reinforcement

we shall nor have the aurhority or the credibiliry to
undenake initiatives for stabilizing and normalizing
the international monetary system.

The same holds good for energy. Up ro now no real
action has been taken because rhe Community itself
has no common energy policy. Effons musr be made
on either side in the present crisis and rigour is essential.

The other point is the most acute problem of credit for
the developing counrries. In this matter, rhe European
Community, as rhar entity which carries the grearcsr
weight in international economic affairs, ought to take
an initiative.

Now that the GATT negoriarions are due ro begin in a
few days time, preparatory talks between rhe Unircd

Mr President, I would like rc ask the Vice-President
of the Commission whether rhere are any specific

States and the Communiry are indispensable.

thoughts or plans for rhe Communiry to take up such
initiatives concerning the international monetary system and the international credit sysrem. Virhour such
initiatives our presence and the weighr of anything we
say at GATT will be of diminished significance.

Confidence must be restored in this area and also in
that of monetary policy because monerary problems
override all others in the area
tional relations.

of trade and inrerna-

Let us be quite clear abour this. !/'e cannot seek a
world monetary order, a genuinely new internarional
and monetary order, unless we ourselves show our
faith in the European Monetary System which must

be

IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN

the basis for the convergence of our Community

economic and political acrion. \(e could then negociate from a position of strength and
who knows
- of rhe
perhaps even impose an effective reform
inter-

Wce-President

President.

-

I call Mr Fuchs.
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(FR) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, we are all familiar with the disadvantages and
risks of protectionism. However, this does not imply
to my mind that in this period of crisis we should look
to free trade in its purest sense for our salvation. There
are at least three reasons for my view.
Firsdy, our principal partners do not have a pure free
rading system. Mr Davignon has most appropriarcly
reminded us of this just now. Secondly, there are
obvious social reasons which may make transitional
safeguard measures necessary. Lastly, and I almost
said primarily, for industrial reasons because as we all
know it is not possible to construct a new industry
without protection.

against that by using trade barriers. So if you have one
instrument that has Bone, you have enormous pressure
on the others. Of course the \7orld Bank can no lon-

ger help the Third !7orld, they are bankrupt
therefore until we can get

a

and

European economic

resurgence and get our economies moving again, we
are going to be in difficulties in the GATT. Therefore
it seems to me that the best that we can hope for out of
these panicular negotiations is simply to keep the system going until we have a better rate of economic per-

formance. !flhen people are doing better and do not
feel so vulnerable, we can begin to do the things in the
GATT that need to be done in relation to the newly
industrialized countries and in relation to all of the
other problems that have arisen like the services, and
so on.

Today Europe is facing the challenge of following the

United States and Japan in building the production
apparatus required for the third industrial revolution.

Is there any need for me to remind you for example
that European informatics equipment accounts for
only 100/o of the world market and 400/o of the domestic market? Should we not therefore seek a new
organization of trade somewhere between protectionism and complete freedom, fixing through joint international agreement the levels and rates of development
of trade in certain sectors at least? I wanted to put that
question to Mr Davignon.

So I would say to the Commissioner that the thing to
do is to keep the system going. If we cannot get all the
rhings that we want this time round, leave them; do
not risk breaking the system, and that includes the
problems of the multifibre agreement where I think
national governments simply must not hold out for too
hard a settlement at the present time. \fle have simply
got ro see a multifibre agreement put back in place on
whatever conditions we can reasonably obmin. I think
we are not too far from that and national governments
really must not risk the whole GATT.

I agree with Mrs Vieczorek-Zeul and Mr Seeler who have spoken on the
question of agricultural trade. Our agricultural exports

Then I would like to say that

President.

I call the Committee on

Economic Relations.

External

are not what keeps the European Comqnunity going.

Mr
Sir Fred Catherwood, chairman of the cornmittee.
President, first of all I apologize to rhe absent VicePresident Haferkamp. In September we kept him here
with a toothache until midnight. Ve thought that
Tuesday morning was a more civilized time for him to
come.

Second, I should like to congratulate Mr Davignon on
his very lucid expos6 and also on his successful conclusion of the American steel negotiations.

Ve

may not be satisfied with the results, but with his
negotiating ability we know that they are the best
results we could possibly get.

It

is our industrial expons. Europe is an industrial community and we earn our living by industrial exports
which are sold at above cost. Ve do not earn our living from agricultural exports, which are sold subsantially below cost. And we are, at the moment,

extremely vulnerable in risking our relations with
those tountries, like the United States, whose agricultural exports matter enormously to them. If we press
too far we will also risk the GATT.
President.

-

I call Mrs Le Roux.

(FR) Mr President, at the end of the
Mrs Le Roux.
Tokyo Round- the French Communists said that the
Community and the Ten were giving in rather too eas-

Then I would like to say that

I

agree very much with
Mr Seeler, which saves my saying a great deal because
he has said it all. I agree also, of course, with my col-

league

Mr

Spencer. And

I would

agree too

with Mr

Paulhan and Mr Fuchs who mentioned the European
Monetary Sygtem. It does seem [o me that we are at
the position where we are negotiating at the worst
possible time because the other instruments, the Bretton 'Woods agreement and the international system,
have collapsed. S7e no longer have an IMF that provides currency stability so we have highly unsable currencies and people are trying to protect themselves

ily to American demands on certain agricultural

and

industrial products.

The worsening deficit of the Community and of
with the
France
about 25 000 million in 1980

- attitude
United -States proves that we were right. The
of the United States and of the Community has
induced the developing countries to make a separate
declaration denouncing the attitude of the western
countries. Far from taking account of their demands,
the latter have sought on the contrary to divide them
in panicular on the question of safeguard clauses and
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the prices of cenain primary commodiries. The Community at no time decided to rear monerary problems
as a vital feature of world trade although rhe United
States used the fall in the dollar parity as an insrrumenr
of trade policy. The lasting recession facing the western countries led, for the first time in 1981, to an overall sagnation of international rrade. Today we are
paying dearly the cost of years of restricrive policy and
management options based on the limitation of markets and consumption. Ve must now seek an answer
to the real questions.

Firstly, we consider that rhe Community

musr

approach these negotiarions in a spirit of the utmost
firmness and refuse American blackmail, particularly
on agriculrure. The fact rhat rhe United Srates gave in,
not without some contradictions, on the gas pipeline

embargo shows that the Ten can, if they are so
minded, collectively defend their commercial and
indusrial interests. In this respect we welcome the fact
that the Community has already modified its position
at the insistence of the French government. Our experience of the Tokyo Round confirms rhe obvious fact
that liberalization of rrade is not sufficient. '!7'e note
that the exclusive priority given for many years in
France rc exports contributed to our structural weakness. It is rherefore essential for each country ro be
able to choose its structure of indusuial producrion,
and the type of growth and development of its domestic market which will give it rhe instruments needed
for balanced external trade.
Secondly, we hope that the interests of rhe developing
countries, particularly rhe ACP, will be taken into
considerarion. May I remind you rhar rhis is rhe rcnor
of the Vergeer reporr adopted by the Consultative
Assembly.

safeguard clause.

Ve

should also bring in origin mark-

ing throughour the Communiry so thar Community
consumers who wish to help their own industries to
survive can knov/ what they are buying and make an

informed choice when buying. \Tithout these two
measures even more jobs will be lost in textiles and our
indusry threatened with extinction.
President.

-

I call the Commission.

Mr

Davignon, Vice-President of the Commission.
(FR) Mr President, since a number of precise questions have been put to me I think ir is preferable m
answ'er them briefly.

Firstly, Mrs '!flieczorek-Zeul pur rhree questions ro
me. '!7as the lifting of the embargo accompanied by
rade policy undertakings of any kind on the pan of
the Community? The answer is no. The Community
was involved in these discussions on the lifting of the
embargo. Ve decided [o pursue a number of matters
in greater detail, notably the problem of energy
independence but there has been no change in the

Community's Common Commercial Policy in relation

to any coun[ry wharsoever. I was then asked whether
the different bilarcral or self-limirarion measures
should be dealt with in GATT. \7e look favourably on
that idea but rhis is a difficulr quesrion. \7hy? Because

anphing which is mbled

for

discussion

in GAfi

acquires an official character and an aura of respecrabiliry. There are thus two argumenr to be considered.
The developing counrries and cenain other nations do
not look kindly on the idea of GATT as a notarial

body which records acrion raken but can do nothing
itself. The problem therefore is to find a suitable formulation.

Thirdly, it would be inadmissable for rhe problem of
the rising dollar pariry and rhat of interest rares nor ro
be dealt with since the rise in the value of the dollar is
creating considerable difficulties for international
trade, panicularly by increasing the cost of some raw
materials in the energy secror ro rhe detriment of the
European and developing countries alike. Mr President, we believe that these rhree basic quesrions musr
be examined if the fonhcoming trade negoriarions are
to have any chance of succeeding.

President.

-

I call Mrs Kellett-Bowman.

I turn now to the third quesrion. In the agriculrural
sector we face a situation which varies widely from
one developing country ro anorher: some are dependent and we are rrying to take joint action wirh them ro
develop their own agricultural policy
that is the aim
- colleague,
of the memorandum submitted by my
Mr
Edgar Pisani; others are looking for markets in the
European Community. It should be norcd rhar at present the largesr share of the Communiry marker for
agricultural products is held by industrialized narions
and not by developing countries. That is rhe problem.
Soya for instance comes from rhe United Srates and
not from developing countries.

Mrs Elaine Kellett-Bowman.
Mr President, I should
like to speak on rvro marrers- on behalf of the textile
industry. Our textile industry has been decimated by

I wish to thank Mr Bonaccini for pointing our rhar rhe
outcome of rhe GATT conference does not depend

impons not from poor developing counrries bur from
newly highly-industrialized and increasingly wealthy
countries. Ve must oblige rhese countries ro accepr

remembered.

restrictions under the bilateral agreemenrs of the Muldfibre Arrangemenr on the tide of their impons currently flooding the Communiry, or face the use of the

entirely

on rhe

Community. That point musr

be

\ile are nor the most favourably

endowed, but in the last reson we shall have to apply

the GATT conclusions. That is why we must defend
our own position in an awareness that other interests
and other positions will also be developed. I believe

this to be important.
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I wish now to return to second point. Sir Fred Catherwood and Mrs Le Roux pointed out that as long as the
monetary system remains in the present situation it will
be extremely difficult to attain any security in international trade. The monetary problem weighs heavily on
our present situation and I think we must recognise
this. I am happy to note however that all the speakers
are in favour of further development of the European
Monetary System which would enable the Community
to defend its interests more effectively in the monetary
sector.

Finally, Mr President, Mr Spencer was right to point
out that GATT meetings are always an occasion for

fine

in favour of free trade; but those
not necessarily followed by many deci-

speeches

speeches are

sions on the lines advocated.

I

therefore believe

it

is

most important for us to avoid the development of
hypocritical phraseology. \7e shall not be making
great. progress at the GATT meetinb in November. To
announce or claim that we will would serve only to
create ambiguity. If in the present circumstances we
are able to bring about a real political commitment to
put an end to protectionist pressure while taking
account of our specific individual situations, we shall
have made political progress and restored fresh influence to GATT.'We are all able to speak of GATT in
abstract terms but I fail to see the value of doing so
and I am sure Parliament shares my view.'$7e are dealing with practical reality and must continue to do so.

I

shall also answer Mr Fuch's question in those terms;
any industrial strategy which we develop must quite
clearly be accompanied by an offensive commercial

strategy. This implies opening the markets of third
countries and also in the present transitional period
the GATT measures, the anti-dumping measures are
use of rules enabling us to
not protectionistic
- the
protect ourselves against abuse or against the lack of
balanced commitments from all parties.

to Commissioner Davignon for the admirable
way in which he has depudzed for Commissioner Haferkamp. I have only one request: as Commissioner
Davignon was merely deputizing for his colleague, he
was, of course, unable to give full answers to the four
questions I have abled and presented in the House.
But it would be useful for the debate and for discussions in the Committee on External Economic Relations after the GATT conference if we could have the
answers in writing. I would be grateful if you could
arrange rhis.
cular

I

also believe,

Mr Commissioner, that I can say Parlia-

ment has shown that it fully supports the line you
inrcnd to follow in Geneva next week, and I hope that
this line will lead to success for the European Community.
President.

-

The debate is closed.

shall now vote on the requests for early vote on
the motions for resolutions (Docs. l-860/82; l-866/
82) by Mr van Aerssen and Mr de la Maldne.

Ve

I propose that we mke a single vote on these two proposals since they have the same subject matter.
(Parliaruent approaed the requests for early ooting)

The motions for resolutions will be put to the vote at
the next voting time.

2. Research

next item is the report, drawn up on
President.
- The
Committee on Energy and Research, on
behalf of the
the Common Research Policy: problems and prospects

(Doc. t-654/82).

Mr President, I

have commented very briefly on the
positions expressed in Parliament which the Commission has noted with satisfaction. I believe that we are
on the same wavelength: if we are to take concrete
action we must stem the rising tide of protectionism.
After all, ladies and gentlemen, we must recognise the

fact that external protectionism would inevitably

be

followed in a few months time by protectionism within
the Communiy.

Thank you, Commissioner, for noting
the identity- of views of Parliament and those, always
judicious, of the Commission.
President.

I call Mr

Seeler.

(DE) MrPresident, I do not intend to
Mr Seeler.
prolong the- debate. I should like to thank all those
who have spoken for their interest. My thanks in parti-

I call the rapporteur.

Mr Linkohr,

rapporteur.

(DE) Mr President,

ladies

- on research policy in the
and gentlemen, the report
Community has been drawn up on Parliament's own
initiative. It pursues two aims. Firstly, it is designed to
inform Parliament on research policy, since we must,
after all, know what we want. Secondly, it puts various
proposals to the Commission, the Council and the
Member States.
I have therefore endeavoured from the
outset to find the broadest possible political basis for
the motion for a resolution. I have largely succeeded
in this, except where the views of the political panies
in this House differ widely. One such controversial
point was the involvement of research workers in
research policy, and we shall simply have to vote on

As rapponeur,

this.
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Apan from this, it musr be pointed our rhar inreresr in
the research policy is growing. I believe this is essentially due to rhree factors. Firstly, scarce resources are
forcing us to cooperate. The budgets of rhe Member
States are under srain, and money can be saved
through cooperation. Secondly, we are beginning to
sense rhat Europe is lagging behind ir two main competitors, the USA and Japan, in rechnological development. Innovatory activity is increasingly shifting from
Europe and rhe East. coasr of America to California

and Japan, from the Ailantic to rhe Pacific area.
Although we are very srrong in basic research, we
often fail ro use it rc develop products which are
technically interesting and marketable. The video
recorder, for example, was invented in Germany, but
developed into a marketable product in Japan. \7e
once led the world in optics: the opdcal indusry in
Europe is now fighting for survival.

In other words, not only are q/e losing ground in the
traditional indusrial sectors such as steel, shipbuilding
and textiles, but even the new sec[ors arb in danger.
This is due to a number of factors, rhe most imponant
surely being that this Communiry with its 220 million
inhabitants is not a uniform economic area, that differing training sysrems prevenr us from making the Community into a uniform sciendfic area. The mobility of
research workers is limited and is not encouraged to
any Sreat extent.

Cooperation is closest

in

basic research, where we
have achieved satisfactory results. Examples here are
high-energy physics at CERN in Geneva and biology.
But if we consider technological development and the
marketing of producrs, rhe Community proves to be
more of an association of ten stubborn Member States
than a uniform economic area. The success of the Airbus or, for example, the cooperation in space technology show that it does nor have m be like rhis. The
conclusion can rherefore be drawn rhat Europe will
remain at the rop of the technological ladder only if it
thinks European. Vhen Europeans cooperare, rhey
usually achieve somerhing.

I repeat: in basic research we are srill a match for the
others, and in some cases we are superior ro them
because the size of the market is not a significanr factor. In technological development and marketing, on
the other hand, we are losing ground because we are
still rco inclined to think in national categories.

The third factor thar has led ro grearer inreresr in
research policy is the growing awareness that technol-

ogy and science are increasingly shaping the lives we
lead. Research policy musr nor rherefore be seen solely
as an economic instrument.

I feel we should bear the following in mind: since rhe
late Middle Ages Europe has differed from orher advanced cultures in that it has made possible or permirrcd critical science. Descarres' Je pense, donc je iuis is a
European renet.

It

was not stated in this way

else-

where. This was also possible in Europe because the
state and the church separated.

\Thatever the explanation, the fact is that we and nor
others led the first and second industrial revolutions.
At the same rime, the bourgeoisie and the workers'
movement, democrary and the welfare state developed
in Europe. This would suggesr that the leading role we
played in the first and second industrial revolurions,
and the need to cope with the effects they had, forced
us and enabled us to crearc our own political and cul-

tural framework in the way we wanted, nor always
without conflict, but finally there emerged something

which constirures our identity. 'When we speak of
Europe roday, ir is rhese ideas of social co-existence
which define us.
Since the 1940s, however, there has been a continuing
collapse. The Europeans have largely surrendered
their leading role in technological and scientific

development ro orhers.

Playing the leading role in technological development
has something to do with the way in which people

shape their cultural and social circumsrances. I am
afraid thar the loss of the leading role during the rhird
technological revolution will force us ro behave in a
way that does not correspond to our own past, our
own tradirion. I therefore believe v/e musr make the
research poliry into a Community poliry.

I do not vranr

I have the time
- nor do and
- to iremize
all the recommendations
analyses conrained
in the
report. I hope that we can agree on the essential items.
'!7hat
is imporrant, however, is that the political will m
turn them into practical action emerges from this
debare.
(Applause)

President.

-

I call the Socialist Group.

Mr Adam.

Mr Presidenr, if rhe ideal of the Community has- any real meaning then it ought rc find
some expression in research policy; [here are so many
obvious advantages in resource allocation and in cosr.
Unfonunately, rhe research poliry: within the Community do not follow such a coherent parrern and that
is why the Socialist Group panicularly welcomes this
own-initiative repon which has been quite brilliantly
prepared by Mr Linkohr. The report comes ar a politically opponune rime: it coincides with the Council
discussions on a new' European research strategy and a
corresponding ourline programme for the nexr mul-

tiannual programme for the Joint Research Centre.

The speed of technological changes coupled wirh
shon product life poses very grear difficultiei in meeting the requirements of the democratic process and the
requiremenr of an effective research strateg.y.
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(17) Mr President, ladies and gentlePedini.
men, the Group of the European People's Party suppofts the Linkohr report, appreciates its value, and is

It

Mr

which has the confidence of elected representatives,
and an essential feature of this is that the Members of
the Committee on Energy and Research and of this
Parliament should have confidence in the specialist
groups which are advising the Commission. The
Socialist Group shares the concern which Commis-

pleased

is absolutely essential that we separate the political
objectives from day-to-day scientific management and
we need a better system for monitoring Progress, one

sioner Davignon has frequently expressed at the
energy and research meetings at the lack of objectives
and the lack of political backing. Some of the projects

put forward have taken five years to gain approval.
Now this is simply not acceptable in relation to the
speed
slowl

of current technical change. \fle are far

too

\Vhy is the Community doing so badly? I think we are
suffering from a conflict between public and private
research interests and from an unwillingness by Community countries and research institutes within the
various countries to share knowledge and cooperate
technically. Ve have got to resolve these problems in
favour of public interest. Ve need a change in attitude
every bit as imponant as an increase in the allocation
of resources. Otherwise we will simply not meet the
challenge from Japan and the United States.

I want to stress two aspects of Mr Linkohr's repon.
The first is the importance of increasing research
expenditure to 2.50/o of GDP and the second is the
need to get a shift in emphasis away from defencerelated research. The aspects are very well set out in
the explanatory statement.

The group will not support, Amendment No 13 by Mr
Seligman which seeks to involve NATO in the
research aspects of the Community, nor do we see any
need to suppon Amendment No 21 by Mr Pedini
which singles out the Super Sara project for particular
praise. \7e do not think that that is the purpose of this
rePort.

and I do not know the
There is an amendment
I have not go[ the
number, Mr President, because
complete set of amendments for this debate, which is
something that perhaps the Bureau might look into
on the panicipation of employees in the TRCs. They
must play a full pan in the decision-making Process
and have responsibility for the results and we do urge
the House to support that amendment, which is in the
name of Mr Linkohr.

This repon is not a call for the Community to do
everything, but it spells out in clear and unmistakable
rcrms the need for a coordinated strategy within the
Community. !flithout such a strategy [here is no possibility at all of industrial regeneration in Europe.

by means of several
committee, toward making it more
explicit regarding cenain points. The repon is a timely
one since a revival of the policy on sciendfic research
appears essen[ial in order to overcome the present difficult situation and to reconquer international comPetitiveness; it is timely because if we do not Present the
European Economic Community to young people as a
means for taking up the scientific challenge of our
times, we will be shirking a moral responsibility.
have contributed,

in

stress the reference made in this report to
Article 45 of the Euratom Treaty, in the hope that for
scientific research we can accomplish the joint projects
which have unfortunately so often failed to material-

Ve

ize.

Ve support the rapporteur's appeal for a greater Community commitment in the field of agricultural
research.

Ve welcome the attention paid to collaboration with
the developing countries in the field of scientific
research; we agree that sciendfic research cannot be
carried on in the Community without effective coordination to streamline Community programmes and

induce national centres

to

increase

their

efforts

directed toward European goals.

\7e too recognize the insufficiency of the funds allotrcd by the Community to scientific research and we
deplore the fact that in its most recent study of the
budget the Council saw fit to make cuts in these funds.

Ve

agree, therefore, with the report, and, contrary to
what Mr Adams said, I hope that the rapponeur will
act consistently and accept my amendment: for if it is
ffue that we want to make the Joint Research Cenre,
and Ispra in particular, a centre of safety to Guiet fears
of nuclear accidents, is seems to me equally true that
we should reaffirm our support, akeady expressed in

this Parliament (although with the opposing vote or
the abstention of Mr Adams) for the Super Sara proI believe it necessary therefore to ask Commis-'
sioner Davignon for information regarding the impleI
mentation of this imponant project, for which
Parliament has already expressed its suppon,
repeat
even if this was not mentioned in Mr Linkohr's resolution.

ject.

President.

Mr

-

I call the European Democratic Group.

Seligman.

Adam the apple

Mr

President, ever since Eve gave

of knowledge the pace of

man's

for new knowledge has become increasingly
hectic. It is one of the wonders of creation that there
seems to be no limit to the scope of research: it is an
search

I call the Group of the European PeoPresident.
ple's Pany -(Christian Democratic Group).

to

amendments
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Seligman
ever-receding horizon. \fill we ever exhausr narure's
secrets? \7ill our scientists ever discover everything
and thus complere the mission of the human race on

tries of the past rhat rhey have paid too little arrenrion
to the industries of rhe future.

eanh?

The Linkohr resolution calls for acion ro deal with all
these problems. I would, however, put. more stress on
the need to improve the spin off from defence research
by closer cooperarion with the appropriate bodies in
NATO. Mr Adam gives no reason for opposing rhis
amendmentl he just does so from a doctrinaire point
of view, presumably.

I

apologize for this flight into philosophy, but

we are discussing research.

Mr Presidenr, we congrarulare Mr Linkohr on his
peneffating reporr which should be read in all the capitals of Europe because research is an ideal function
for the European Communiry. People are beginning to
realize now rhar without adequarc research ind

development, the area of operations remaining for
European industry is going ro conrinue rc shrink and
we will be squeezed out of business by Japanese and
American high technology on one side and murderous
price cutting by Korea, Taiwan and Hongkong on rhe
other. There will not be any room left for us. So wirhout dynamic research European industry will not be
able to find jobs for our workers. Now Europe must
regain control of our technological future if we are
going to resist dicrarion and blackmail by the major
powers, as we have seen on the pipeline.

It is not rhat we do not spend enough on research
we cenainly do. European member narions spend -45
billion dollars a year on research. The roubli is that
our research expenditure is only half as producrive as
America's and Japan's, and there are several reasons
for this. Mr Linkohr has given many of rhem. The first
one is that our R Er D is not properly coordinated:
each counrry does its own thing resulting in duplication and failure to take advantage of scale.
The second reason is thar while Europe has ourstanding brain power for fundamental research, we have
failed to exploit the business opponuniries which come
from that research. Americans and Japanese are much
better organized to pick up our ideas and exploit the
mass market for them.

Thirdly, the cost of

research is outstripping our finan-

cial resources, since scientists seem to want powerful
compurers and yet rhey do no[ want to get rid of the
staff that they had before rhey had compulers.

Founh-ly, European indusry lacks rhe technological
spin off from defence expenditure which America uses

to such good purpose.

Fifthly, Members of Parliament and rhe Council of

Ministers are ill-informed technically and are therefore unqualified rc define research o6jectives and dictate priorities.

Sixthly, there is an insrinctive fear thar high technology is the cause of unemployment when in fact it not
only improves the qualiry of life but it also has always,
ever since the invention of the wheel, creared more
jobs than it has eliminated.
Seventhly, in recent years governmenr have been so
with the need to keep alive decaying indus-

obsessed

Again, in order ro improve the ability of our parliament to define research objecdves and ro monitor progress, we should esablish a close relationship with the

European Science Foundarion which has its headquarters in Strasbourg. It is designed precisely for that
purpose: to advise polidcians who are not technical. It
is also recognized by rhe Council of Research Ministers.

Finally, since industries in Member States are being
forced by recession to discard many large, speculativel
long-term research projects, such as the research into
alternative energies, the Community should see rhar its
task is ro pick up the fragments of these projecrs and,
by pooling our reseaych facilities between narions, in
the words of the great Jean Monner 'find common
solutions to common problems'.
President.

-

I call

rhe Communisr and Allies Group.

Mr Yeronesi.
(17) Mr President, this is nor rhe firsr
time that our -Assembly takes up the issue of scientific
research. This is as it should be, and it goes to demonstrate that rhe question involved is of current and lasting imponance. Even the most superficial observer can
grasp the rapid evolution of the political and economic
evaluation of rhis activity which has occurred over rhe
past few decades. Science and scientific knowledge are

no longer merely the narural

of

philosophy
the
Renaissance, the flower in the prince's lapel: they have
become a powerful productive force, an instrumenr of
economic development and progress. One has only to
follow the daily news to undersiand this precise modern significance of scientific research through its continual outstanding successes.

The fine reporr presented by Mr Linkohr

-

whom I

w-ar.mly congratulate gives a complete overall picrure

of this reality. The value of Mr Linkohr,s work is not
rhe- up-ro-date description of the general

limited to

possibilities of scientific research; ir also contiins an
acurc and exhaustive critical analysis of Communiry
research activities, points out rheir advantages and limitations, and provides operarive guidelines aimed at
making Community scientific research more dynamic
and better able ro cope with the tasks which lie before
lt.

The picrure given in the repon is summarized in the
suggestions and proposals of rhe resolution: the Itali-
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Veronesi
ans

of the Communist and Allies Group will vote in

I

speak for them in
expressing great appreciations of the motives which
accompany it. Ve hai,e no particular observations to
make. \fle wish only to emphasize cenain points
regarding which we appeal to the Commission and the
Council for a more decided commitment.

favour of the resolution, and

First: a more precise institutional definition of activities of scientific research is needed. Until now we have
been obliged to operate without a precise formal and

attain our objectives, we must establish close collaboration in the Community context: this is what is insufficient at the present time. Ve must work to establish
this new reality.

President.

-

I call the Liberal and Democratic Group.

(FR) The remarkable report by Mr
Galland.
Linkohr which- I should like to consider in more detail

Mr

industry and scientific research. There are difficulties
in this field; it is necessary to draw up rules and codes
of conduct in order to make the work of our centres
profitable for productive activity.

I shall however confine
myself to a few remarks, Mr President. The technological advance of the United States and Japan in the
research sector and the resources brought to bear by
these two countries must give us grounds for serious
concern. The response to that challenge which will
determine our own future is extremely complex but
has at least one simple aspect: Europe must invest
more in research but, above all, it must make better
use of its resources and research workers. Otherwise
in the near future our ten countries joined rcgether in
rhe Community will come to form a new economic
grouping, that of the mediocrely developed countries.
That is the real challenge . Ve therefore unreservedly
support the Linkohr repon and wish to higlight its
essential features. As regards paragraph 21, we believe
that nothing will be possible unless a statute is laid
down for European research workers making provision not only for mobility but also for career prospects. As regards paragraphs26 to31, the Joint
Research Centre in Ispra obviously has a role to play.
In this respect I was sorry to see the waY Part of your
own group voted, Mr Linkohr, in refusing, during the
budgetary procedure, to provide for Ispra the appropriations which you and I know to be necessary. As
regards paragraph 46, I personally would like rc go
further in the same spirit as the rapponeur; that is why
I have tabled an amendment seeking not to create new

Five: we wish to underline the imponance of sensitivity on the pan of the Community to the problems of
the developing countries. \7e must use all possible

- European research centres on
but to establish
this
forms of energy as extensions of existing
renewable
national centres.

legal point of reference.
Second: we must consider the allotment of resources
dedicated to research: the Linkohr report highlights
the weakness of Community financial suPPort for this
activity.

Third: the Joint Research Centre must be strengthened and restructured, for it represents a precious
financial patrimony with a potential which must not be
dispersed: on the coltrary, it is time to give a strong
dose of energy to the young, so as to win new vitality
for the forces of research.

I take this opponunity, Mr President, to express suPpon for the Super Sara project. For reasons of health I
did not attend the debate on this issue, and I wish now
to state my support for this Programme, reminding the

Assembly of its great scientific, economic, and political
importance. It represents on oPPortunity we cannot
afford to miss, all the more so because it can be
brought to a successful conclusion.

A fourth observation concerns collaboration

between

means to deal with this problem, forming technical
teams, treating specific subjects of research, and

encouraging research in loco. All this should be done

with respect for the dignity and cultural traditions of
the counries concerned.

Finally, I will repeat what I maintained in committee:
Europe has the cultural potential to face the world
challenges in this field. Ve are steeped in the classic
cultural tradidon. The Ranaissance and the Enlightenment are the binh certificate of modern science, which
was born in Europe: physics, mathematics, biology,
chemistry were born here. Ve must not forget this,
and we must have faith in this tradidon. I say this
because I think that here and there one can perceive a
cenain scientific Malthusianism, a feeling of defeadsm
which must absolutely be rejected. In the face of international competition we must avoid empty pride, but
we must also avoid unjusdfied resignation. In order to

deals with the real problems.

European centres

because

I

share your opinion on

The problem is simple: where one of our countries is
and ahead of others in research on
in the lead

we should concentrate our
renewable energies
resources and the effons of our research workers on
the results already obnined in that country. In this
way we shall be able to protress more quickly and
make better use of our research funds. The French
lead in solar energy could become a break-through for
Europe. In the sector of geothermal energy the Italian
achievements should enable the Ten to accelerate their
work. Experiments in tidal power should be developed
further in the United Kingdom while we should seek
further progress on the use of wind energy in the Federal Republic of Germany.
Mr

President,

I

come

to my

conclusion.

I

have

explained the reasons for my amendment which I hope
will gain the support of the rapporteur and Assembly;
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the Liberal Group will be vodng in favour of this
repon because we do not wish ro see rhe ren European
countries one day joining rhe ranks of.the mediocrely
developed counrries.

research objectives. I welcome its initiatives and would
point out that it must use the occasion of the present
meeting of the Council of Research Ministers ro see ro
it that its proposals do not remain a dead letrer but are

followed by pracrical acrion.
President.
I call the Group of European Progressive
Democrats.-

(Applause)

Mr Coust6.

President.

(FR)

Mr President, the subject of our
debate has considerable
implications and ramificarions.
My group believes that a European Community
Research Policy

is becoming increasingly

necessary

with each passing day for three reasons.

Firstly, because of the explosion in the cosr of
research; since research programmes are becoming
increasingly expensive their financing poses more and
more complex problems, panicularly when rhe relevant expenditure must be covered from national
budgets which are facing real problems and severe
deficits.
Secondly, competirion is so strong between Europe on
the one hand and the United States and Japan on the
other that ir is becoming increasingly necessary ro
avoid all duplication in research projects ar na[ional
and at Community level.

Finally

and this is my rhird reason

rhe rechnol-

- Europe with
ogical changes
which are confronring
completely new development needs make it essential
for us to effect substanrial transfers of financing capacity from national to Community level.

I quesdoned Mr
this European commirmenr.

Last week in rhe narional assembly

Chevinement about
Unfonunately

ir is becoming

increasingly clear that

even when we have been promised closer cooperarion

in Europe, the realiry is increasingly nationalistic and
quite clearly the desire to avoid duplication is not
being given priority.

Moreover, Mr Presidenr, despite the characreristic of
our Community which is to ensure mobility of citizens
and of capital, but above all of our citizens, y/e note

that in reality the mobility of

research workers

between our counrries is very low. In this respect the
Commission would be well advised ro see ro the practical implementation of its decisions.

\(hen written quesrions in particular are pur to rhe
Commission, it is panicularly striking ro nore [har
references are made to a few dozen people who have
moved from one country [o anorher but quite clearly
there is no real mobility which is the strength of
research in the United States where a common
research market exists together with common commercial, banking and other markets.

If I may say so rhis handicap is panicularly serious.
Admittedly the Commission has put forward precise

-

I call Mr Markopoulos.

Mr

Markopoulos.
(GR) Mr President, Mr Linkohr's repon is undoubtedly
a repon of very high
standard and I congrarulate him. It reflects all the
Community's anxiery for its future in the sectors of
research and technology, an anxiety deriving, of
course, from the enormous progress achieved in other
countries such as Japan, the Unised Stares and rhe

Soviet Union, whose repercussions on trade and
industry tend to have sad consequences for the competitiveness of the Community. However, it is clear thar
in those countries rhe progress achieved is nor merely
due to rhe allocation of financial resources and the
appropriate use of native or hired brains. Ir is largely
due to the coordinated characrer of these effons, ro
the uniform disrribution of programmes among all the
areas of those countries, and to the cenrralizarion of
the decision-making competences.

But what does the European Community mean? It
means enormous poren[ial in rechnological resources,

but concentrated in only three central countries, and
beyond that a gradedunderdevelopmen[ in the other
countries, which latter are consranrly exporting their
finest brains to the former, bu[ even moreso to America. I am very much afraid that today's Linkohr repon
tends to perperuare this situarion. By blocking the path
to new community research centres, manifestly concentrating rhe Community's efforts on rhe already
existing activities and calling for the free movement of
scientists, a thing rhat in essence means a conrinuation
of the exploitation of scientists from countries tkat do
no[ possess developed technologies, the repon ignores
the grave problem of the need to homogenize Europe
and.creates preconditions for a continuous widening

of the gap between the

developed countries in thi
EEC and rhose rhat are lagging behind in technological developmenr. Our opinion is that rhe road towards
a sffonger Europe in the research and rechnology sectors must pass rhrough the stage of equalizing the levels of the Member Stares of the EEC in these iecto.s,
thing rhat would have an immediate impact on the"
homogeneity of their industrial development as well.
This can only be achieved by an appropiiare allocation
of the essenrial efforts, which will resulr in rhe
developmenr of local porential, but panicularly of the
human porenrial which will be enabled to ..-rin in its
own counr,ry. This is true of more rhan one counrry in
the EEC, but speaking especially about my o*n, I
would like ro srress rhat we feel bad each time we
count rhe scientific ralent with which we feed foreign
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research institutes and universities. And we feel just as

bad when w'e count, our own as yet undeveloped

potentials. I have to say that we are not prepared to
remain the panners with the beautiful seaside and the
high-quality cucumbers while the expatriadon of our
scientists continues.

No doubt it is nice rc talk of aid for the developing
countries outside the EEC. But we must first ser our
own house in order.

In conclusion Mr President, we ask for rhe amendment of those points in the report that in effect divide
the Member Sates of the EEC into two groups, perpetuating the rcchnological dismnce between them,
and advocate the formulation of a more decentralized
development in research and technology as proposed
in our amendments, believing however that this repon
should be adopted.

IN THE CHAIR: MR MULLER

have to disagree with the rapponeur's assessment that,
the Member States' budgetary means in the wake of
such a division would have to be equal. It is precisely
because large scale research and developmenr of new

rcchnologies are being transferred to a Community
level that the Member States concerned should make
special allowances for the cosr involved in their
national budgets.

An advantage in this respecr lies in the fact that rhe
sum of the ten national research budgets and that of
the Community afrcr such a transfer will not be
smaller. Only then will the European Economic Community be a tangible factor for the Member States,
namely when the responsibilities both organizational
and budgetary have been fixed at Community level.
The result of this is naturally that the Community
research budget will have to be considerably increased.
An increase of +0.3 million ECU in the energy,
research etc., chapter as suggested by the House
during the last budget debate would be a srrict minimum. It will be a test case both for the Council and for
ourselves to see if the Council is prepared to go along

with these increases next month.

I

Vice-President

President.

-

I call Mr Eisma

(NL) Mr President, to begin I would
like to apologize
for my absence in the discussion
which has just taken place. The visiting Norwegian
delegation expressed a desire to be informed on the
Community energy policy and its research and

Mr

redistribution of research activities between the member States involving the latter contributing 2-50/o of
their GNP to research seems to us ro be highly unrealistic.

Eisma.

development poliry.

The report of

3 December 1981 which we are now
dealing with has been to some extent overtaken by
events in the meantime. The Linkohr reporr covers, for

example, the Super-Sara project and a Community
microelectronics and computer policy. However, the
Hguse dealt with these aspects as recently as rwo
weeks ago. Notwithstanding this I would like to congratulate Mr Linkohr on the most informative docu-

ment he has produced. I have cenain reservarions
about the draft resolution; I am nor quesrioning its
quality but rather its length
57 paragraphs is, in my

- of the opinion rhar draft
opinion, much too long. I was
resolutions in this House were [o be characterizedby
their succinctness.
Mr

will understand why, on the
of this philosophy, we would have to take issue
with his conclusion in paragraph 52. To anempr a
hope the rapponeur

basis

President, we are unreserved supponers of the
division and coordination of national and Communiry
research programmes or, as the rapporteur himself
calls it: a 'programmatical swap round'. A division at
Community level can only have advantages for the dissemination of the knowledge gained, efficiency in the
field of research and development potential. However,
in relation rc the budgetary consequences I would

Mr President, the resolution

on agricultural

places pardcular emphasis

research, microelectronic-aided

It is always disappointing to have [o nore
that whenever the topic of energy research is raised
the introduction to the resolurion invariably conrains
no or at most very little, reference to alternadve
research etc.

sources

of energy or

measures

to reduce energy con-

of research in the
human sciences the resolution is quite weak and consumption. On the coordinarion

tains hardly any reference or alrernatively proposes
that its ffeatment be posrponed to a furure dare. The
same applies to environmental research. I find this a
disappointing aspect because Community coordinarion
in, for example, health issus and research therein lend
themselves quintessentially to a Community strategy.

Mr President, the resolution expresses the
hope that the Commission will presenr its multi-annual
research programme before the end of 1982. Given
that 1982 has almost reached its end I would appeal to
the Commission to stare wherher it is intended rc publish this report next month and, if not, when.
Finally

President.

-

I call Mr Pesmazoglou.

Mr Pesmazoglou.
(GR,) Mr President, I too would
like to stress the -importance of Mr Linkohr's report
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and to congratulate its author on its very positive content. Mr President, I would like to refer to the broader
relevance of the matter to regional development in
Europe and in panicular, since I naturally also speak
on behalf of Greece, the Mediterranean south. Mr
Linkohr was quite right in observing that up to the
present research effon has had a national character
and has been unrelated rc the unity of the European
Community.
President, I believe that in our effon the create a
strong European Communiry the development of the

Mr

scientific and research porcntial in all the countries,
and panicularly in those that are industrially and
and I am of course thinking
economically weakest
is espeof rhe countries in the -Mediterranean south
cially imponant.

-

In this connection I would like to emphasize the need
for the Community to assume initiatives in two directions: one of these is the possible wider use of scientists and researchers from the less developed countries.
has been stressed by a number of colleagues and I
wish to emphasize its imponance. I also emphasize the
need, which was also stressed by Mr Galland, to establish a uniform general situation for European
researchers. The second direction that I think is pani-

This

cularly necessary is the economic and organizational
support of energetic initiatives and activities in the less
developed countries. I repeat once more that this matter is especially important for countries in the Mediterranean south, including my own country, Greece.

Mr President, I believe that if this comes to

pass, the

common effon to renew and promote research and to
apply im fruits will assume great significance and the
entire area of the Community will make progress in
rhe directions indicated and that are the only direcrions for preserving and reinforcing the international
position of the European Community.

ker for new products which we enjoyed in the case of
traditional products. That is quite cenain and when we
analyse the situation facing us today we note that we
are losing greater sharc of the market for new prod^ old products. A real effon must be made
ucts than for
here. But it will not be made if the Community fails rc
integrate its research strategy inrc the broader context

of its economic activity. As several speakers have
pointed out, research is not a separate factor. Fundamental research is no longer an ancillary activity but
one which is central to the future development of the
Community. It is essential for this fact to be recognised.

My second general remark concerns the situation
within the Community. lTithout a Community strategy for research and development, a number of countries would be unable to pursue a national policy capable of compensating for the absence of a European
policy. Do not be deluded inrc thinking that bilateral
or rilateral agreements can be a sufficient substitute;
agreements of that kind are not unimportant but can
only relate to specific areas without providing a general framework for future activities.

Mr President, the Commission is on exactly the same
wavelength as the Linkohr repon. My only possible
criticism would relarc rc the length of the resolution
which is for that very reason less incisive. But it is better to have forgotten nothing than to fail to deal with
the subject thoroughly.
'!7hat does the Commission intend m do now? I shall
confirm what I said rc the Committee on Energy and

The Commission's outline programme
at integrating our various future common

Research.

aimed

actions into an overall approach under the aegis of the

Joint Research Centre or by some other procedure,

will

be submitted early next year to enable Parliament
to consider it before the Council meeting in June. Ve

Mr

have already agreed with the German presidency that
there will be two research council meetings in the first
six months, thus meeting one of the wishes put forward in the resolution. That is akeady decided and I
think it gives us grounds for satisfaction.

Energy and Research to be followedby a number of
to enable Parliament to define its own
options. I should like to make two general observa-

A second point: what happened at the Research Council meedng just over a week ago? Two items on the
agenda of that meeting related directly to suggestions
made in this report. The integration of research inrc
industrial development
here for once we had a
pleasant surprise with the- Council which is not a com-

President.

-

I call the Commission.

Davignon, Wce-President of tbe Comtnission.
(FR) The Commission welcomes Parliament's decithis
essential
sion to draft an own-initiative repor[ on
marter. It is after all important for the discussions
between the Commission and the Committee on

pointers
rions.

mon occurrence: no! only did the Council suppon our
it also wished to strengthen its commitment by

view,
Firstly, ro the extent that we wish to pursue an offensive economic strateg'y in the Community today, it is

going beyond a mere experimental programme and
laying the basis for a future programme. That was

imperarive to include in it the dimension of research
and development. In our discussion of the GATT
negotiations we spoke of the need for Europe to preserve its manufacturing and industrial capabiliry. In the
absence of research we shall lack the share of the mar-

indeed a pleasant sulprise. \7e shall nour see whether
the budgetary Council confirms the joint approach of
the research ministers by providing the appropriadons
which we have requested and which the research ministers found appropriate.
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Davignon
'Sfle also

noted a favourable response in the Council to
the question of associating the scientifig communiry in
the development of our priorities; the Council felt that
this experiment should not be confined to one year but
extended to enable meaningful conclusions to be
drawn: this was a second pleasant surprise.
Discussions on the Super-Sara project, which was rhe
third item on the agenda, turned our very much as we

had expected: several delegations would have preferred the Super-Sara project to be suspended in view
of the argumenm put forward. That decision was nor
taken and the Council is to reach a decision by rhe end
of November. If the decision is not taken on rhe
agreed basis, the Commission will withdraw its proposal. Although we have some slight budgetary problems
in providing the appropriations needed in 1982 and
1983, following the votes by Parliament in its budgetary debate, we have found a way of solving this problem through transfers of appropriations. This point is
still open and rests with the Council.

Mr President, I shall now deal very briefly with rhe
observations addressed to the Commission in the
report. In general they correspond ro the Commission's desire to ensure that research poliry is not a
mere appendage to Community activities. \7hile we
agree on the procedure, on rhe need for mobility of
personnel and

on all similar

issues,

we

obviously

ies during discussions in the Council. It is quite clear
that the best assistance will come from committees
appointed by the Commission and no[ from representatives of the Member States who seek permanently to
interfere.

On the financial aspect, I wish to make it clear that the
set targets can only be attained if our resources are
increased. It is no use saying thar an objective is essential unless the corresponding appropriations are made
available. But it is also clear, as Mr Eisma has poinrcd
out, that this implies a transfer of resources from the

Member States to the Community. It is not simply a
matter of maintaining narional policies at their presenr
level with an increase in the Communiry budget. That
is not our aim. \7e are seeking a transfer and better
expenditure at both Community and national level
better because it will be more effective, more reliable
and give more effective results.

Mr

President, the only point on which we do not
entirely agree with Parliament is the following: we are
not convinced of the need to amend the Treaty to
achieve these aims. If the Council is allowed to believe
that amendments to the Treaty are necessary to enable
the objectives in the areas of science and research to be
attained, we will be allowing the Council, aware of the
long procidures involved, to hide behind a need which
is political rather than juridical and to refrain from

expect Parliament to accept the consequences of a
number of points which figure in rhis documenr. To
put it bluntly: you cannot advocate mobiliry of personnel and then fail to vote the appropriations needed to
make it possible; you cannot ask for staff to be rejuvenated and for their situarion to be improved unless
at the same time you approve the appropriarions
needed for this purpose. The Commission would like
to see the logical consequences drawn from these

taking essential decisions. Since the Council showed
an unexpecred willingness to acr last week I rhink it is
preferable to encourage it to take more dynamic measures instead of falling back on sterile juridical and

options.

President.

\[e

agree on the need for proper information and for
procedures for the evaluation of our various policies. I
have already explained how we propose ro set about
this. And when we presenr proposals to the Council we
agree to the definition of the time schedule which will

The vote will take place at the next voring rime.

avoid the ridiculous situation rc which Mr Adam
referred just now when the best project becomes a
poor project if it is not followed by real acdon. If a
good project is qnly discussed three years later it may

- tomorrow, when we will
more reasonable to wait until
have all the amendmenr, before voting on the repon?

then be inappropriate because circumstances will have
changed. Rapid decisions are essenrial for successful

Community policies. How can you expecr us ro
explain to the Member States the need for urgent action in a Community context if the countries concerned
do not know whether there will be any relevant policy
for two or three years. It is politically absurd ro rry to
pursue a set of Community actions if we must all then
wait for a very long time because we do not know
what is going to happen. This is nor a mere procedural
point but a vital consideration; the consultative and
management committees which have been set up must
play their pan without becoming permanenr veto bod-

administrative discussion.
(Applause)

-

The debate is closed.

I call the rapporteur.

Mr Linkohr, rap?ortear.

(DE) Vould

it not be

President.
Mr Linkohr, we shall have to wait and
see how many amendments rhere are. If by lunch time
it is found that not all the amendmenrs are in, the vore
will be deferred until tomorrow. Can you agree ro
that?

President.

-

I call Mr Coust6.

Mr

(Fry Mr President, could you clarify
Coust6.
- what is rhe real deadline
this procedure:
for tabling
amendments? This is essenrially practical problem. I
^
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have the impression that if the discussion and vote are
nken shonly we shall only be able rc table amend-

ments until 2 or 3 p.m. I think you should give an
immediate ruling on this point. Failing that I believe
that our procedure will be cumbersome and lacking in
clarity.
Presidcnt.

No more

amendments can be abled

since the deadline has passed. B,ut we shall see what
amendments have been translated and distributed. If
they are not translated and distributed the vote will be
deferred and an announcement rc this effect will be
made before the lunch break.
3. Energy

President.

The next item on the agenda is the

- 1-671/82) by Mr Petersen, drawn up on
report (Doc.
behalf of the Committee on Energy and Research, on

the report by the Commission of the European
Communities on rhe application of Regulations
(EEC) Nos 1302/78 and 1303/78 on the granting
of financial support for projects to exploit alternative energy sources and for demonstration projects
in the field of energy saving (Doc. l-980/81
COM(81) 397 final) and
the motion for a resolution tabled by Mr Seligman
and others on the enerBy policy of the European
Community in respect of renewable and new
sources of energy (Doc. 1-67'l/82).

I call the rapporteur.
Mr Petersen, rdpporteur.

(DA) Mr President, I shall

- and technical side of my
not present the purely formal
report, since Parliament already' dealt in October, in
conjunction with the Normanton report, with progress
in the activities described in my repon, which are covered by Council Regulations Nos 1302 and 378.
Suffice it to say that the Commission's progress reporr
on energy saving and alternative energy sources shows
particularly positive results in this field. This is something the Committee on Energy and Research enrirely
agrees with. The Committee on Energy and Research
is also agreed that a vigorous e,ffort in this area will
eminently serve the Community's energy policy objectives in relation, on the one hancl, to reducing dependence on oil and, on the other hand, to severing the link
between economic growth and energy consumption.

The Committee is also in agreement that energy saving
and the encouragement of renervable forms of energy
are highly expedient instrumenrc, as point 4 of the
proposed resolution says, nor only in connection with
the energy crisis but also in connection wirh the general economic crisis, because energy saving measures

of energy have a combined
economic, ecological, social and employment effect. It
can be said therefore that expansion in this field will
and renewable forms
mke the form

of

mulddimensional growth

i.e.

growth in several crucial areas simultaneously - and
not merely unidimensional growth, such as we -experienced in the happy 1950s. In short, energy saving and
renewable forms of energy point to the future and
hence indicate one of the ways out of the crisis.

This is also emphasized by the Committee on Energy
and Research which, in point 5 of its unanimously
adopted resolution text, stresses that, if the crisis is to
be surmounted, it is vital that there be a change in the
strategic factors which decide economic growth and
that renewable forms of energy and energy saving
measures clearly belong to the
{roup of such strategic
factors.

The discussion of renewable forms of energy is thus
raised to a general economic level. The renewable
forms of energy are not just a question of 'green' politics, they are a question of real economics, which will
help to bring the Community out of the crisis. Also
because the development of a renewable energy culture, with its associated domestic market, will open up
considerable scope for exports and my also take on
fundamental significance for the Community's
development aid activities, as Mr Seligman points out
in his motion for a resolution on shis question.

Finally the Commitee on Energy and Research is
unanimous in feiling that the Council of Ministers is
much too reticent with regard to appropriations for
this field and in considering that the Commission
should draw up a new and comprehensive integrated
programme for renewable forms of energy and for
energy saving measures, no[ just the programme which
already exists for 1983-87, but a comprehensive programme based on massive investment. It is not spelled
out by the Committee, but my personal feeling is thar
massive investment should mean investment in billions,
not millions of ECU. It is therefore time for rhe Commission to think big in this area instead of relegadng
renewable forms of energy to rhe petry cash depanment and thinking of them as somerhing which can

only have a marginal effect on the Community's

energy consumption. Renewable forms of energy have

a great deal to do with overcoming the crisis, and I
have presented in my explanatory statemenr to the
proposed resolution a number of considerations with
regard to the concept of crisis. !7har is a crisis? It is
there to be used, to be used for qualitadve growth, and
I urge the Commission to study these reflecrions on

crisis, so that it can presenr some solid and well
thought out proposals to rhe Council of Ministers.
The Council might then react along more effective
lines.

President.
I call the Group of the European
- (Christian-Democratic
People's Party
Group).
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Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,

Mrs Valz.

rhe

Committee- on Energy and Research unanimously
approved the interesting and far-sighted repon drawn
up by Mr Petersen. My group similarly supporm rhe
motion for a resolution.

However, this is not to say rhat we endorse the theory
advanced by the rapporteur that the use of alternative
sources of energy will be the decisive step towards
qualitative growth and indeed a new and more human
way of life. In view of rhe acrual chances of the alternative energy sources being inroduced
and a factor
which must not be overlooked in rhis-context is the
ratio of costs to benefits
we regard this as utopian.
But we agree with the rapporteur
that the alternative
energibs
solar energy, biomass, georhermal energy
- power may have a major role to play
and hydro
panicularly in developing
countries if, after analysing
the energy situation in each counrry, the industrialized
countries make the necessary know-how and adapted
technologies available.

supply a complex of electrical and non-elecrrical appli-

cation: generation of electricity, production of water
for the water supply and for irrigation by the desalinadon of sea water, the development of hothouses, rhe
farming of warm-water fish, domestic heating and
others. The electrical energy so produced will also be
able to supply the neighbouring islands, and Milos is
only one of the many geothermal areas in Greece. A
good international ecample of the developmenr of
geothermal heat was recently provided by the common
geothermal programme of ENEL and INDENI in
Italy, in collaboration with rhe labour organizations

and the local government authoriries in the Amiata
reglon.

Mr President, I would like to conclude with the proposal that the Community should encourage not only
the relevant research but also the specific programmes
for developing geothermal, solar and aeolian energy in
Greece as well, where there are both objective potentials and a wealth of human scientific resources. Precisely

All the

experts forecast thar the amounr of energy
derived from alternative sources in the year 2000 will
be very modest. The latest analysis by the International
Energy Agenry refers to an energy supply structure in
which, subject to sound economic growrh, oil will
acount for 260/o of the total, natural gas for 18.80/0,
coal for 34.20/0, nuclear power for 11.90/o and others
in others words, the alternative sources plus hydro

-power

for

90/0.

This in itself implies enormous
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for this reason I hope you will not think me

chauvinistic in proposing that corresponding European
research institutes should be founded in my counrry
too, and this would also be consisrenr with the principle of decenralizing scientific knowledge and technol-

ogy'
President.
I call the Group of European Progressive
Democrats.-

effons financially
and also in the field of research.

It is therefore a great piry that the Council of Ministers was unable to decide to double budgetary
resources for alternative energy sources, although it
may be possible to reach a compromise. The Commission still has ro demonsrrare thar the proposed 30lo
reduction of interest on investments in energy conservation is the final peal of wisdom. But on the whole it
is true that far more encouragement should be given to
the alternative energies than in the pasr, especially in
view of the prediction that oil prices will rise again in
1985.

President.

-

I call the Communisr and Allies Group.

(GR) Mr President, I asked to speak
- congratulate
I might
rhe rapponeur on his pro-

Mr Kyrkos.
so that

posals concerning

the development of

alternative

sources of energy. In Thessaloniki, the second-grearesr

city in our country, there recently took place, on
20-22 October, a conference on this subject rhat
brought together 400 scientisrs from all over rhe country and that proved the grear potential existing in my
country as well. I would like to quote a specific example. The island of Milos is an island that has up ro now
based its development on the mining and processing of
industrial minerals, but ir is also a significant georhermal area and the development of geothermal heat can

Mr Nyborg.

(DA) The forms of energy on which
for oil
all suffer from the regretrable defect rhat, like oil,

-

emphasis has been laid up ro now as substitutes

of them are limircd
unlike
renewable
- energy,the
sources of energy, such as solar
wind power,
water Power, etc.
reserves

I therefore think, along with the rapporreur, rhar a
considerable effort of research and development is
necessary and that considerable resources also need to
be set aside for this purpose. \Thether we have to think
in terms of the order of magnitude proposed by Mr
Petersen, I am not enough of an expert to judge, bur I
hope that the Commission is in a position to do so. I
also know that the Committee on Energy

and

Research has much expenise in this field, not leasr in
the person of Mrs Valz, who has just spoken. Bur I
think I detect in Mr Petersen's way of putting rhings

the political experience of one who is obliged to
demand infinitely large amounts in order [o receive
only a little, so ir is understandable if he pumps rhe
figure up a bit.

In Denmark we have had good results wirh windmills
for the generation of electriciry. One of the
requirements for the economic production of electricity using a windmill is that it should be possible to
used

sell any surplus production to an existing power sration during periods of high wind and to buy electricity
during periods when there is no wind.
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I

understand that there are certain countries in the
Community in which that cannot be done, and that is
very regrettable. The are countries which have a certain form of electricity monopoly, and we veqy much
hope that such arrangements can be discontinued, so
that this source of energy can be used to im fullest
porcntial.

of the management and content of these reguladons.
were able to arrive at solutions meeting our
wishes. !7e shall use them in applying these programmes and we shall thus obain a pilot programme
in line with the real needs. But without the necessary

Ve

funds there can be no effective programme.

I should of course
The development of new sources of energy should be
encouraged, in my opinion, even if at present they

to be of very secondary significance, for history
has many times shown that something which at first
was considered to be of no importance proved in time
and with funher research rc be of yery Breat significance after all.
seem

President.
President.

-

report

I call the Commission.

repeat that we shall continue our

rystematic evaluation of the pilot programmes because
since the document on which Mr Petersen is commenting, i.e. the first report, we have also submitted a
second paper evaluating the programmes. However, I
am most grateful to Mr Petersen for his work on this
matter.

Funher ro my remarks on the Linkohr

- now state that all amendments will be
I can

translated and distributed before lunch.

Mr

Davignon, Wce-President of the Commission.
(FR) Mr President, the repon by Mr Petersen-is

The debate is closed.

extremely clear and precise; the various speeches made
in support of the need for resolute Communiry action
in this area and the vote taken at our last pan-session
on the
of which Mr Petersen reminded you
-Normanton report on new proposals for pilot- projects,

The vote will take place at the next voting time.

clearly demonsffate the agreement which

4.

Metrology

exists

between Parliament and the Commission on the fundamental objectives.

I should like rc make two further observations. Firstly,
Parliament will have to make its own choices when it
comes to the final approval of the budget. Clearly we
shall not obtain all the appropriations requested by the
Commission from the Council for pilot projects and
we shall probably not even get all the amounts reinstarcd by Parliament in the budget even though these
were lower than the appropriations requested by the
Commission. Parliament will therefore be faced with a
real problem when there is a disparity between the
amounts advocated by it and its margin of manoeuvre;
how will it choose between the different subjecm? If
the practice of previous years is repeated the choice
will be made in favour of the more imponant appropriations at the expense of those which are felt to be
less important. Let me explain myself: the final choice
rcnds to go to the Regional and Social Funds rather
than to actions of the kind we are discussing now. I
hope that the vote taken by Parliament on the Petersen report will induce it to consider, when this matter
is discussed again in December following the budgetary Council meeting next week, how the problem can
be solved. After all there is little point in the Commission submitting ambitious reports if it is not given the
resources needed to implement them.
Secondly, I have noted the various observations on the
ideas for the development of further programmes. On
the juridical basis which will be provided by the two

new regulations, we made very subsantial progress
with the Energy Council last week especially in respect

President.

The next item on the agenda is the

- l-799/82) by Mr Schmid, drawn up on
repon (Doc.
behalf of the Committee on Energy and Research, on

the proposal from the Commission of the European Communities to the Council (Doc. l-522/82
362 final) for a decision for a five-yearCOM(82)
research and development programme in the
field of applied metrology and reference materials
non-nuclear indiiect action (1983/ 1987) (Doc.

-r-799/82).

I call the rapporteur.

Mr Schmid, rdpporteur.

(DE) Mr President, ladies
- programme we are now
and gentlemen, the research
about to discuss is a typical example of action required
of the European Community.
'!(i'hat are we talking about? In any market in rhe
world three factors are all-imponant: price, quantity
and quality. Buying apples is easy: you can counr rhem
and you can gauge their quality by'looking ar rhem.
The modern industrial world is so complicated that rhe
goods in which we trade cannol be assessed simply by
looking at them: they have to be measured.

Let me give you an example. Every year millions of
cubic metres of narural gas pass through the gas pipelines that have been laid in the European Communiry.
Slight variations in the measuring instrumenrs result in
immense economic gains or losses. There is consequently a definite economic interest in the accuracy of
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measurements. Another example: our copper indusry
purchases highly purified copper cathodes from third
countries. Their price is determined by the degree of

impuriry, and the impurities account for only one or
two millions of the total weight. Here again, there is a
need for very careful and accurate measurements,
which are not easy.

At

present, they are carried out by the calibration

institutes in the Member States of the European Community, but as the results differ in some cases, coordination is now imponant. Otherwise, we run the risk of

rcchnical non-tariff barriers arising

in trade even

among the Member States. As this is all so obvious, the
Committee on Energy and Research has decided
unanimously to approve this programme. There can be
no doubt that it is needed.

Mr

Davignon said this morning that resolutions

should be short and convincing. The rapponeur has
tried to submit a short report, and I hope, Mr Commissioner, that it is so convincing that you will find it
possible to agree .to the amendments ve propose,
because we cannot accept everything in the Council
decision.

Firstly, we want the monitoring of the results of the
research proBramme to be transferred from the Commission to independent experts who do not receive any
funds from the programme, because it is sheer nonsense to expect Commission officials to monitor themselves. Every one of them would decide that he had
done his job well. My understanding is that the Commission agrees with this. Mr Commissioner, this is the
second dme Parliament has had to call for an amendment of this kind. I would urge you to instruct your
officials to take account of this in future research programmes as a matter of course. If you share our views,
you will be saving time and money.
Secondly, the committee

felt the principle that

the

resulm of the programme are the property of the Euro-

pean Community and may be sold should be clearly
stated in the Council decision. As there has been a misunderstanding over the German text, I should mention
ar this stage that the French version is the authentic

It is true to
say that the funds involved in this new protramme
have in effect doubled and that the assistance hitherto
provided by the staff in Ispra will no longer be available in the future. I therefore appreciate that the staff
complement must be increased. But a careful calculation reveals that you do not need so many posts. Nor
was I convinced by the information your officials sent
me two days ago, Mr Davignon, For example, against
one A post for a head of division you simply put the
duties of a head of division. I just do not understand
this: he should do something else as well. You shake
your head. Perhaps you can quiedy explain to me
afterwards why your heads of division do no work
apan from heading divisions.
Second, you are asking for too many posts.

'!7e

also find that some of these people are administering three to four million unim of account, others only
a million. Combine posts and you will save the second
A post. 'V'e want to save just two A posts and the corresponding secretaries' posts.

I take the precaution of warning that, if the Commis-

sion does not agree to this, I shall take advantage of
my right under Rule 36 when we come to the vote.

I call the Group of the European
President.
- (Christian-Democratic Group).
People's Party
Mr K. Fuchs,- (DE) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I should first like to congratulate Mr Schmid
on the brevity of his repon, which I could not match.
The repon nevenheless expresses Parliament's political will clearly and unambiguously. Above all, he has
avoided repeating in his repon the very good explanatory memorandum the Commission has included in its
proposal. That would have been duplication of effort,
which must be avoided at all costs.
I would also recommend anyone who thinks a customs
union is enough to read this explanatory memorandum. It makes it clear that, if the common market is to
function really well, other requirements must be satisfied. It must, for example, be known what a given
quantity really is and what its quality is.

one.

Thirdly, the Commission is asking for a total of
20 posts. I have two comments to make on this. First, a
Council decision is not really the place for imposing
limits on resources and posts, because we of this Parliament consider that to be our own fundamenml right.

But as the Council has insisted, reference has been
made to this aspect in the proposed Council decision.
This being [he case, we want a say in the matter, and
'we are unable, Mr Commissioner, to agree to a total
20 posts without any funher details. You should at
least state how many A, B and C posts are needed. \7e

of

have therefore requested that this
defined.

be

accurately

This programme is extremely important to trade, to
genuine competition and to the environmenr This is
rightly emphasized by the Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection in its
opinion. The programme [herefore deserves the suppon which it has from the European People's Party.

\7e insist that the figures in Anicle 2 rc which Mr
Schmid has referred should be no more than indicative. I feel, however, that there is a slight inconsistency
in our entering actual figures. It might be concluded
from this that we are anticipating the budgetary procedure or even conciliation at a later date. That should
be made clear once and for all.

No
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Secondly, as is now clear from the corrigendum, I
welcome the suggestion that general scientific results
should be published as usual, but that any undenaking
wanting specific reference material for its own production process, for example, must pay for it. That is correct, and I believe we can endorse this.

I do have one request, however.

The Commission
should phrase the conditions so that small and
medium-sized firms are also allowed access, because
they are often the ones who lead the field and in many
cases have competitive disadvantages to contend with.

President.

Mr

-

I call the European Democratic Group.

de Ferranti.

Mr President, the effective working

of a common market

absolutely requires standards.
Napoleon did a very good job with the metre, and I
hope that the more democratic institutions which are
considering this matter will be doing an equally good
job with the starldards that are being evolved by the
organization we are looking at this morning.
The working group on rcchnical barriers to trade had
the opportunity to look at this in some detail. The
impression we formed was that if the work was as
good as it was claimed to be then it was saleable, and
what was needed more than anything else was a more
commercial attitude by the group: they have done
good work; they ought to be able to sell it. They
ought to be able to pay for the increased staff they
require by increased income from the people who are
anxious to use the results of their work.

I

think the amendments that Mr Schmid is proposing
in his opinion are on the whole helpful and likely to
enhance the commercial attitude which this group
needs if its work is to continue to succeed.

on norms and standards concerns 500 offices

-

this

aspect was referred to .iust now in connection with the

repofi by Mr Linkohr. That in ircelf shows the role
which the Commission can play as a federative body
or as a caalyst.

This second point is of interest to everyone because if
the Community ceases to play this panicular role no
one else can replace it. No national centre can take
valid action for the Community as a whole. The problems connected with non-tariff barriers and uncertainty as to norms and standards would rhen become
considerable. Those are rwo further reasons for
approving this programme and also explain why the
programme is being stepped up considerably: not only
because of infladon but also to allow for the scale of
its proposed activities in the next five years.

I

come now to the three amendments.

The first relates to evaluation. I willingly endorse this
amendment and the observations made by Mr
Schmidt. I myself lose no opportunity ro srress rhe
need for evaluation of all the Community's research

Ve should reach agreement with Parliament on this point once and for all. If you would like
an evaluation of each programme one year before it
comes to an end I can agree to your request. Each
future programme of the Commission will be evaluated by an independent body ar some stage in irs
implementation. \7e shall therefore either have an
evaluation for each programme or else an evaluation
in the outline programme covering afiveyear period. I
personally have no preference and since no provision
has been made in the outline programme let us have a
specific evaluarion of rhis metrology programme. One
last comment: this evaluation reporr. which will be forwarded to Parliamenr will not be a report drafted specifically for this House but for the enrire Communiry
because the Council rco is entitled to know the results.
It will be an evaluation for the Community forwarded
to Parliament. If that is the implication of rhe last line
of your first amendment I have no hesitation in
programmes.

accepting it.

IN THE CFIAIR:

MRS CASSANMAGNAGO
CERRETTI

Vice-President

President.

-

I call the Commission.

The second amendment relates to rhe dissemination of
information. I share the view rhat rhis musr be promoted, bearing in mind the commercial aspect in panicular. But I would say to Mr de Ferranti rhat we
should avoid any illusion on this score; rhe money
which is brought in will never cover the whole cosr of
the programme. The United Smres' bureau of stan-

dards does not function

on the

basis

of

money

observations on the most precise repon submitted by
Mr Schmid after which I shall indicate my position on
the three amendments which have been tabled.

recouped in this way although everyone is aware of
the imponance of rhis world instrumenr. Ve musr
therefore remain realistic. In this connection I endorse
Mr Fuchs's observation who felt that small undenakings should be able to benefit from analysis of this
kind which has a mobilizing effecr.

I think it important to remember that the acriviry
which we are conducting in rhe conrexr of this acrion

My third point is that of the budget. My own views
are closer to those of Mr Fuchs than to the ideas set

Mr

Davignon, Vice-President of the Commission.

(FR) Madam President, I want to make two general
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out in the report. Provided that we have an evaluation
procedure I believe it normal for the programme to be
conducted within the limits of the proposed appropriations, i.e. 34.7 million ECU. \flhen a programme is
initiated it is perfectly logical to evaluate the relationship existing between the results of the programme
and its cost in order to measure the degree of effectiveness. Since this programme covers a five year
period it must be adaprcd during im lifetime in the
light of the evaluation. It has been suggested that three
members of suff could be saved: 17 instead of 20. Are
we going to open a debace on this subject in plenary
sitting? I stand by the figure of 20 because otherwise
how will I find the statistician whom I need and the
person who will contribute to the dissemination of
information requested by Parliament itself? I note Parliament's views but continue to ask for 20 persons. I
undenake to provide explanations to the committee
responsible and to show why I need 20 persons.

of my colleagues on the Committee on Energy and
Research or, in fact, of the Parliament have changed
theirs either, judging by the small number of amendments submitted to it. For we are being asked to produce an energy pricing system at a time when we have

no common energy policy, no common industrial
policy, no common social policy and no common
economic policy. I find that to be very regrettable and,
given this situation, how can we be asked at this time

to draw up a common approach to

energy pricing

structures when this particular situation obmins?

And this is three and a half years after direct elections
to the European Parliament.

I would be the first to admit that there ought to be an
energy pricing system, and a common one at that, if
we are rc establish ourselves as a community. But the
differing price structures, which reflect the different
policies in the Member States, militate against this.

have tried to answer the question raised by the Committee on Energy and Research in its report and I am

I

grateful to it for supporting this project.

President.

-

I call Mr

de Ferranti.

Madam President, could I point
Mr de Ferranti.
that
there is an exhibition of the
House
out to the
standards work being done by CEN and CEN Elec.
which is in the ground floor of the IPE building at this
moment. If any Members here realize how vital it is
that standards should be the basis of an effective common market, I would beg them to go and have a look
at the exhibition and support the work of these people.

President.

I thank Mr

de Ferranti for the informa-

tion he has-provided, of which the Assembly has taken
note.

The debate is closed.
The vote will take place at the next voting time.

5. Energy

picing

structures

And there is another problem. Is the Communiry really
worried about differing pricing structures? From some
statements that I have heard in this House on other
topics I have come to the conlcusion that the answer is
no. But when one Member State or another subsidizes
cenain industries, whether it be towards energy costs
or whatever, to give them an unfair advantage, then
we shout about unfair competition and that something
ought to be done about it, etc. Now this especially
happens when we are trying to open up a market in a
certain product, or when a nation is forced to reduce
its share of a market, leading to social, economic and
all sorts of other problems or when, in fact, a free
market does not function in the way that cenain individual nations hoped that it would. Then we speak
about natural advantages, about cheap labour, about
anificially low energy prices, unfair subsidies and we
have all the resolutions which we put down in this
House.

Now I realize that there are massive amounts of statistics in the repon bu[ they are necessary in order to
show what the situation actually is at the moment.
They also show why energy prices vary and, more
important, they demonstrate how difficult it will be to
reach a common energ'y pricing system in the Community given the situation that we are in. Because at
the present time the energy pricing policies are used by

the Member States as instruments for indusrial,
The next item is the repon, drawn up on
President.
Committee on Energy and Research, on
of
the
behalf
a common approach to energy pricing structures (Doc.
r-679/82).

I call the rapponeur.
Madam President, I realpessimisdc and
frankly, since being given the rapponeurship, I have
not changed my opinion, nor does it appear that most

Mr Gallagher,

rapporteur.

ize fully that my report- is rather

employment, regional, transport and even financial
policies, especially in the present recession, the situation in this area is getting worse and worse every day.
Therefore I have all the sympathy in the world with
the people who have put down resolutions about these
unfair practices and I happen to agree with everything
they have written in them.
However, enerBy pricing policy is now being used to
try to solve the problems of certain nations in the shon
term and I believe that that is a great mistake given the
present economic recession. I do not think that will
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always be the case and I do not rhink rhar we are mak-

ing any grear artempt

cenainly nor
rhe Member
- ro produce a in
States
by cooperation
different sirua- the one we have. As I snred earlier, the
tion from
report may well be pessimistic and it cannot be otherwise, given the facts of the matter. However, I think

that

it is much more imponant to bripg a factual

report before the House rarher than make ideological
statemenm which cannor in fact be implemented, and
there I would leave my reporr.
President.

-

I call the Socialisr Group.

Madam President, I have only a few
momenm to-speak on behalf of the Socialis[ Group ro

Mr Adam.

this report. The original resolurion, of course,

has

been somewha[ overtaken by rhe subsequent acrions

of

the Commission and the Council and I think rhat we
have got to look on this reporr as a further exhortation
to those bodies to deal much more speedily with the
problem of energy pricing srrucrures.
Energy prices, of course, are rhe major factor in deter-

mining industrial and social well-being as well as in
gaining comperirive advantage and Member States'
governments have an interest in trying to maintain low
prices, panicularly in straregic industries. They have a
problem in trying to raise prices ro ensure adequate
investment and to bring in new alternative sources of
energy so there is a conflict with governmenr, a conflict in the arrangements of the suppliers, the carriers
and the consumers, all within rhe context of widely
differing resource bases, and this has led to a posirion
where prices paid for enerB'y differ more widely than is
jusdfied. Of course, the resulting accusarions of unfair
compe[ition are very difficult to substantiare as rhe
factors determining energ'y prices vary widely.

I think the rapporteur

is quite rightly pessimistic about

obtaining grearer uniformity but he does distinguish
between prices and the structure and a more uniform

stnrcture would yield the benefit of transparenT, aschoice and promore rhe rarional use of
enerry. Ve shall supporr, the repon. I have not been
able to study the amendmenr in great detail. Amendment No 1 by Mr Moreland seems [o me to add to the
text. The other amendmenrs I do nor rhink add anysist, consumer

thing to the rexr at all and we probably will vote
against them.

President.
I call the Group of the European
- (Christian-Democratic
People's Pany
Group).

Mr Protopapadakis.
(GR) Madam President, the
definition of energy prices
on the sole basis of rcchnical cost is a concept that agrees with the general
principles of a free economy in which we believe and
on which our Community is founded. However, it is a
notion that cannot be realized, and for rhat reason the

it fruitless to strive in
that direcdon and consequendy supporr.s Mr GalEuropean People's Party thinks

lagher's proposal. The reasons why the norion we are
debadng cannot be realized are, in my opinion, mainly
rwo.

The first is that the system in force rcday for fixing
energy prices has created a whole series of conditions
within the national economies of each Member State
in the Community, and in the social and developmental activities of the Stares. If we rry ro change rhis system we shall produce very grear disturbances in all
these sectors. In any case, progress in these matters
would require rhe approval of rhe narional parliaments.

The second reason is rhat technically we cannot rely
on accountancy alone to estimate what cost corresponds rc each consumer taken separately. The installations that produce enery or fuels and convey them to

the consumer do not offer just economic, but also
social and developmenral benefits to rhe social group
that they serve. Thus, accountanm who try to calculate
what cost corresponds to each consumer are mistaken
in that they ignore other imponanr facrors.
President.

-

I call the European Democratic Group.

Mr Moreland.
firsr of all I con- Madam President,
gratulate the rapporteur
on his reporr. As he will
know, anybody who learns his economics ar Nor.tingham University could not produce a bad repon on
pricing. However, I don't quite share his pessimism or
the pessimism of the other speakers. In fact, I would
suggest to him and ro the orher speakers that they
have not entirely taken into account rhe progress that
has been made in rhe last couple of years and the
whole question of energy pricing.
Energy pricing is obiiously panicularly imponant to
many industries, for example, steel where it is 25% of
costs. If you have a'different pricing structure in the
different Member Stares, this can have an effect on the
competitive position of the industry. Therefore, ir is
something thar we musr look at to make sure rhar in
energy pricing there is some reflection of costs and

world market position. So I would suggest thar we
ought to be slighdy less gloomy than the rapporreur
on this particular matrer.

It is highly imponant thar we have more rransparency
in this field. I think that there is considerable ioncern
in the Community about special deals on pricing,
special conrracts and so on and so forth, for cenain
companies and cenain indusrries. At leasr we should
be able to see rhese publicly, panicularly when there
are instances
and obviously the whole quesrion of
the assistance -to the glasshouses in Holland was one of
them
where there is a need for the Community to

-

step in and say: you can't quire do rhat, that is damaging other industries in rhe Community.
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So, in general, Madam President, I welcome this
report, but I would suggest that paragraph 4 could be
a little bit more optimistic than it is at present, because
there is a need here for movement. I think we actually
should have some words of praise for both the Commission and the Council for steps that have been
taken. In the last 18 months we have seen at least the

proposed recommendation on electricity prices go
through. 'We now have the proposal before us on gas
prices. Now I think that this should at least lay down
some framework for movement in the future. So I
would hope that the Parliament would suppon the
Gallagher repon but be slightly more optimistic than
Mr Gallagher. I think we all recognize the difficulties,
but there are ways ahead here that we can follow.

President.

-

I call Mr Protopapadakis.

Mr Protopapadakis.

(GR) Madam President, it

has

- that the German interpretajust come to my attention
tion service made a slip in translating what I said a few
minutes ago, and I therefore ask permission to rePeat
the sentence so that I can be sure it has been correctly
rendered. I said that whereas we agree with the principle put forward by Mr Moreland, it cannot in fact be
realized and therefore that we agree with the proposed
resolution of Mr Gallagher.
President.

-

I call the Communist and Allies Group.

It does not seem to us, at least at this
point, that we have obtained satisfactory results.
tion funher.

For this reason, we will not vote in favour of the reso-

lution: we will abstain.
President.

-

I call the Liberal and Democratic Group.

(FR) The present high price of oil is not
the essential cause of the imbalance in the world economy. In reality the present level is desirable if we wish
to promote the development of energy sources capable
of taking over from the readily accessible fossile fuel
deposits from which we have had the good fonune to
obtain our supplies since the beginning of the century.
The imbalance has been brought about by the sudden
and sharp nature of the price increase.

Mr Pintat.

Moreover, the fiscal and financial arrangements applicable to the various sources of energy in the consumer
countries vary widely and are drawn up more in the
light of the budgetary needs of the countries concerned than of the true market situation. In the United
States the direct tax on consumption represents less

than

100/o

of the ultimate price of all oil

products

while the equivalent figure is 400/o in many European
countries. This disparity which can be observed in
both the producer and consumer countries, resulm in
prices which are out of all proponion to the true cost
of energy. Ve should therefore outlaw as far as possible taxes or subsidies on energy products which diston
the market.

(17)tU"a"*i..rident, this question
Mr Veronesi.
- consideration in the Committee on
was given lengthy
Research, and

Of course the necessary theoretical research costs a
great deal of money and must be financed as far as
possible at European level to share to cost, but if we
wish to solve the tragic problem of the 30 million

regulate this sector were considerable.

unemployed in Europe to which reference was made
just now we must obain abundant supplies of cheap
energy as far as this is feasible. New forms of energy

the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs also discussed it exhaustively. The
efforts made by the Commission to understand and

The long road traveled by this repon implicitly underlines the difficulties instrinsic to the solution of this

problem. Mr Gallagher's accurate and painstaking
report attempted m connect each argument with
objective data. I much appreciated the effon and the
discipline with which the rapponeur dealt with this
question. The text makes it clear that this report had
to deal with a complex realiry with widely differing
economic, social, and political implications: a veritable
labyrinth where it is easy to lose one's way and from
which, at the moment, not even the wings of Daedalus
could rescue us.
Personally,

I thank Mr Gallagher:

his task was a very

difficult one. To continue the mythological metaphor,
I believe it can be said that his were the trials of Sisyphus.

are expensive and create only a limited number of jobs.

Abundant supplies of cheap energy today are the only
way of promotinB industry which will create jobs for
tomorrow.

Unlike our rapponeur, I believe that the price of
energy products may differ from country to country
depending on the panicular national circumstances.
Examples are Nonh Sea oil in Great Britain, gas in
The Netherlands, nuclear electricity in France, etc.

However, the most serious problem is that of the
enormous investments needed to control this energy.
'We
sometimes hear references to the need for a Marshall Plan for energy. It would have to be a Super
Marshall Plan because the sums needed to balance the
paymenm of the oil importing countries are ten times

larger than those brought into play by the Marshall
This is why we share the pessimism of Mr Gallagher's
report. \[e all wish to take the opportunity offered by
this debate to state our willingness to study the ques-

Plan over a five year period. There is therefore a problem of international solidarity which exceeds the capability of any single country.
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In shon, the resources of all the countries of rhe world
basis for financing an
effon of this kind and the level of contributions will be
at least as high as that imposed on America to finance

will provide the only possible

the Marshall Plan 30 years ago.

\7e in the Liberal Group believe thar shis policy for
financing energ'y supplies mus[ be based on loans and
not on a surtax which disrons rhe price of energy.
However, a rerrospective review of the effons made
by the Commission ro establish rhe strucrure for a
common energy poliry is nor parricularly encouraging.
It is high time for the Member Smtes of the Com-

to realize, as the OPEC counries already
have, that ar a time when the principal problems are
external rc our individual countries and can no longer
be decided a[ narional level, their joint interests musr
take precedence no matrer how serious may be their
divisions based on specific domestic inreresrs.
munity

President.

-

I call Mr Alavanos.

(GR) Madam President, for our part
Mr Alavanos.
we feel a sense-of optimism about the rapporteur's pessimism and abour the fact that his reporr. is certainly
more conciliatory and moderate than the original
resolution. Nevenheless, we cannor avoid expressing
our concern about whar is said in this report too, concerning the improvement of the regulations on competition and the trend rowards a uniform organizarion of
prices. Our counrry has suffered grave penalties due to

interventions in its energy policy and in the pricing
sector. I shall give two characteristic examples: First,
the recent intervention of the EEC demanding the
abolition of subsidies for the price of electric power
supplies to farmers, a thing rhat will have imponant
negative consequences for Greek farmers. Secondly,
the pressures exened by powerful Vestern European
circles to prevenr the abolition of rhe scandalous privileges enjoyed by rhe French, now narionalized, industrial concern Pechiney, which consumes a large pan of
the elecric power generated in Greece at greatly
reduced prices. For rhis reason, we think that one of
the most importanr things for our counrry would be
the formulation of an independent energ.y policy as
well, which of course would be based on collaboration
with other countries [oo, nor just with the EEC countries but with the Arab counrries and wirh our neighbouring socialist counrries, where rhere are very broad
potentials for collaboration in the energy secror.

A final commen[: we think it very significanr rha[ rhe
report. q/as based on figures mainly from Brirain and
the other eight Member States of rhe EEC, and that

Greece is ignored enrirely. '!7e fear that this is not just
a technical omission because no srarisrics were available at rhe rime. I believe that sratisrics could indeed
have been found from Greece, and I think thar this
shows a general arritude, a general understanding rhat
our trearmenr in such basic, vital marrers should be

based mainly on [he needs, figures, etc. penaining ro

the large countries.

For these reasons the European members of the Communist Pany of Greece will absain from voting on the
Gallagher report, notwithstanding rhe posirive features
we find in it.
President.

-

I call the Commission.

Mr

Davignon, Vice-President of the Commission.
(FR) As all the speakers have pointed out, this is -an

extremely important and complex matrer.

I think we musr sran by dispelling an ambiguity.
Nobody has proposed or envisaged a uniform price
situation in the Communiry. That would be contrary
to [he present reality. I say this because I am srruck not
so much by what I have heard today in Parliament as
by what has sometimes been written ro rhe effect that
the Commission is inrending ro ser up a uniform price
system in the Community: one price for elecrricity, no
matter how it is generated, one price for gas, regardless of irc origin, and so forth. Obviously that is not
our intention. \(/hat then are we rrying ro do? 'S7e are
trying to creare an awareness among the Member
States of the need to base prices on market cosrs and
conditions, in other words to have realistic prices, if
we are to develop a reasonable energy policy.

\7hat is implied by realistic prices? I have a grear deal
of sympathy with what Mr Gallagher said jusr now:
we are all in favour of free rrade except where our
panicular inrerests are ar suke. \7e are all in favour of
realistic prices unless a lower price enables a parricular
indusry or activity to be assisted. How rhen can we
strike a balance between the need for realistic prices
and provision for a number of other perfectly respecrable facrors? That is what we are trying to do and I
share the view of those speakers who said thar rhe rapporteur was perhaps a little pessimistic. In October we
forwarded a rarher imponant document ro the Council and Parliamenr on energy price formation and on
trends in Community poliry. In ir we note a degree of
convergence between the Member States.

I would like to say quite frankly ro Mr Alavanos rhar
he is wrong when he claims rhere are political reasons
for the absence of statistics reladng to Greece. I say
that to him in a spirit of cordialiry. There is no reason

why rhe Commission should not attach rhe

same

importance ro all Member Srates, especially those
which are heavily dependent on rhe evolution of the
energy situation. \7e are following rhe efforts being
made in Greece with close atrenrion; I was speaking to
thc Energy Minister only five days ago and he spoke
of the need rc reduce the dependence on oil which is
altogether excessive at present.

'!7e are
accordingly not so pessimistic because w'e are
in the process of defining the principles which will
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enable us to apply the realistic price system that we
need if we are to pursue a meaningful energy policy. If

-

the Member States which invest heavily to obtain
cheaper elecuicity find that their counterparts which
have made no such investments grant subsidies and

thus diston the competitive situation, we shall never
have an energy policy.

It is therefore imponant to continue our work and to
reflect on the structure of prices. \7hat factors come
inm play in determining a price? In this context, as we

-

poinrcd out in our October document, it will obviously
L. n.".rr.ry to give closer attention to the problems of
taxation because nxes on energy vary widely from one
counry to another. In this connection we agree with

Mr

Report by Mr Irmer, on behalf of the Committee on Budgetary Concrol, on the action
taken on the discharge decisions for 1979

(Doc.l-761/82)

-

Moreland who stressed this point: under the

Treaty the Commission has an obligation to require a
measure of transparency for energy prices to avoid any
distortion of competition. He quotes one example and
there are others. They will be found in the document
of 18 October and the Commission will continue to
take steps against distonions of competition. However
the real needs extend beyond the notion of competition. 'We must define our objectives more effecdvely
and, in that way, bring about price convergence in the
Community.
1983 we shall be completing individual studies of
each Member State to determine how they apply, at
the level of price formation, the principles which the
Commission has proposed to the Council and which
the latter has approved.

Report by Mr Gabert, on behalf of the Committee ,on Budgetary Control, on the ECSC
discharge for 1980 (Doc. 1-834/82) on the
repon of the Coun of Auditors on the financial statements of the ECSC at 31 December
1980 and the discharge to be granted to the
Commission of the European Communities in
respect of the ECSC accounts for the financial year 1980

Report by Mr \7ettig, on behalf of the Committee on Budgetary Control, on the rePort

concerning

the Guarantee Section of

EAGGF, cereals sector, drawn up by

the
the

Special Committee of Inquiry of the Commis-

sion of the European

Communities

(COM(79) 586 final) (Doc. l-954/ 80/rev)

-

Repon by Mr Vettig, on behalf of the Committee on Budgetary Control, on the budgetary costs of the common agricultural policy in
the cereals sector and the factors which may
influence these costs (Doc. 1-680/82).

In

'\7'e note therefore that the problem is complex and
that we need a framework for further progress as Mr
Gallagher poinrcd out just. now; thirdly, our discussions with the Member States show a greater awareness of the needs today and progress is being made

although much remains

to be done. The ultimate

objective is not a uniform price but convergence of the
Member States's price formation policies. I welcome
the fact that the Commission and the repon abled by

Mr Gallagher on behalf of the Committee on Energy
and Research agree on this point.

President.

-

I declare the debate closed.

I call the rapporteurs.

Mr

Edward Kellett-Bowman, rdpportear.

President, in the sphere

of rcchnology and

Madam

research,
Community activity falls under three main headings.
To mention the delegated item first, certain research

activities carried out by laboratories and by universities

of the Member States are coordinated. However, only
the cost of coordinating this work is financed by the
European Community in these cases. Secondly, there
are indirect activities which are carried out by research
workers in laboratories and in universities in the Member States. These indirect activities are financed only
in part by the Community. The direct research activities, which are carried out at the JRC, are financed in
full by the European Community. The JRC has four
establishments. These are at Ispra, Geel, Karlsruhe
and Petten. This report deals with aspects of control of

Community expenditure that concern the research

The vote will take place at the next voting time.

6. Budgetary control

establishment at Ispra.

In its consideration of Ispra, the Committee on Budgetary Control was concerned primarily with the
aspects

of cost-effectiveness, regularity and efficiency.

drawing up this report, my committee did not
intrude on the responsibilities of the Committee on
Energy and Research, which is better placed to assess
the technological aspects of the work of the JRC.

In
President.
rePorts:

-

-

The next item is a joint debate on five

Repon by

Mr

Edward Kellet-Bowman, on

behalf of the Committee on Budgetary Control, on the budgetary control aspects of the
Joint Research Centre establishment at IsPra

(Doc. t-666/82)

On 18June

1981 this House adopted

a resolution

from the committee dealing with the JRC establishment at Ispra. Concern was exPressed over a number

of points relating to the inventory, disposable move-
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able properry and the faulry financial managemenr at
the establishment, which allowed a large number of
transfers to alrer the initial esrimates. Pariiamenr was
also concerned about the need for better managemenr
informadon, for improved mobiliry, the need ro
introduce effective cost-benefit and analysis tech-

niques and rhe desirabiliry

of strengrhening the

sire

securiry. This House condemned the way in which the
administrative building was consrructed despire the

specific refusal of budgetary aurhority approval for it
in the 1979 financial year. Last year's resolurion also
asked that rhe justification foi the vehicle fleet of 180
units at Ispra be examined.

A delegadon from Parliamenr visited Ispra on l0

and

June this year. Borh the Committee on Budgetary
Control and the Commirtee on Energy and Research
w'ere represented in the delegarion. They found that
full satisfacrion had been obtained in regard ro several
of the issues that preoccupied Parliament in the resolution adopted in 1981. However, in a limited number
of cases, funher progress is required.
11

As for the inventory, the disposal of moveable propeny and the provision of an adequate flow of manatement information, the delegation found that Parliament's wishes had been responded to in full by the
management. In the past, Parliamenr was astonished at
the way in which the management of the JRC had had

recourse to very large numbers of Eansfers, to such an
extent that the wishes of Parliament, as reflected in the
budget as adopted, vere nor carried ous in the acrual

implementation of that budget. The delegation from
Parliament which visited Ispra this year was disturbed
to learn that rhe canreen ar Ispra had been extended
significantly, ar a cosr of 330 oOO ECU, without prior
budgetary approval and without recourse to the calls
for tender procedure. The Commitree on Budgenry
Control has since received assurances that there will
not be a repetition of this improper procedure.
Considerable imponance is arached to securing an
adequate degree of staff mobiliry. This would ensure
that the frusrrations of dealing with the same kind of
problems in the same surroundings for a long period
would be avoided. Moreover, researchers wbuld be
stimulated and there would be a useful exchange of
new ideas. There is little staff mobility within the JRC.
Even worse, the management is not optimistic about
the increase in staff mobility in the near future and rhis
is very disconcerring.

An imponant element in gauging the results of investment in the JRC is the analysis techniques applied.

Parliament is concerned ro ensure rhat there is value
for money; so roo are tl ; Commission and the Courr
of Auditors. If the interests of the Community's taxpayers are ro be safeguarded, the results and effectiveness of rhe cenrre's operarion must be kept in mind

constantly. Funher, administrative cosrs musr be
watched carefully and kept ro as low a level as possible.

For a variery of reasons much imponance is attached
by Parliamenr ro sire security, especially in the inrer-

of safery of personnel, security of the installation
and good management. Therefore, the commirtee was
disappointed to learn that so far no comprehensive
systematic ser of checks on a modern monitoring basis
has yet been insralled.
ests

Vhen Parliament's delegadon visircd Ispra in November 1980 the justification for a vehicle fleet of 180
unir was queried. Now it is gratifying to learn that 39
non-specialized vehicles ar Ispra have been withdrawn
from circulation. This is reflecred in savings in running
costs and in fuel consumpr.ion which are welcomed.
The remaining number of vehicles on rhe site should
now be justified on a case by case basis.

The Committee on Budgetary Control insists that the
widest possible recourse rc the calls for tender procedure should be had in relation to all supplies jnd all
services at the establishment. Further, there is a need
for ensuring that the dury-free srocks of fuel and other
supplies at the establishmenr are fully safeguarded.
As rapponeur, I have expressed the wish ro see rhar
the printing and reproduction facilities and the data
processing equipment available ar Ispra should be
coordinated with those of the orher instirurions so
to ensure maximum efficiency at Community level.

as

Panly no doubr as a result of pressure from parliament, a new management team has been installed at
Ispra. '!7e in the commirree were impressed by the
frank and posirive artirude of this new managemen[
team to the problems they faced. \7e could also say
that the personal interest being taken by Commissioner Davignon in the operation of the JRC is very
much appreciated by Members of Parliament who arl
concerned with these aspec$ of Community activity.
Ispra has been confronted by uncenainries, Madam
President, and I believe that morale would be very
much helped if funds could be found to finish thl
adminisrrative building which is now parrly built and
in mothballs so to speak and ar the same rime I think
morale would be helped if a proper building could be
provided for the professional technical training school
now rhar the committee has approved that ii should
exist in its presenr form.

The Energy Council of

4 November expressed some
doubts as to rhe critical financing of rhe Super-Sara
project ar Ispra. The Council may be assured, Madam
President, thar Ispra is now a more efficient establishmen_t and wonhy of suppon. I commend my reporr ro

the House.

Mr Irmer, rdpporteur.
(DE) Madam president, ladies and gentlemen, since the direct election of this par-

-

liament in 1979, the discharge procedure has developed inro an extremely important insrrument, which
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Parliament can use for the following purPoses: con-

trolling the executive, safeguarding budgetary rights

by convening Parliament's budgetary decisions into
practical policy, exercising influence over Community
policies and the continued development of Community law, and panicularly relations between Parliament and the Commission. I should like to take this
opportunity to stress that granting the discharge is the
only legal act which Parliament can perform entirely
on it, o*n responsibiliry. It may decide on a proposal
from the Council, but it alone takes the decision.

The consequence of a refusal to Brant the discharge,
as we have all known for a very long time, would be
the resignation of the Commission.

This year the discharge could not be granted by the
appointed time because the majority of the Members
oi-this House felt that a number of conditions should
first be satisfied by the Commission. This again reveals
the power of the instrument we have in the right rc
grant or refuse the discharge. Before it is granted, conditions may be stipulated, which the Commission must
satisfy. After it has been granted, measures required by
Parliament must be aken by the other institutions.

The report now before you deals with this second
aspect. Under Anicle 85 of the Financial Regulation
the remarks in the motion for a resolution on the discharge decisions are binding. The Commission must
take action. It has submitted a document setting out
what action it has taken on the granting of the discharge for the 1979 financialyear.
\7e have not been sparing in our criticism of the Commission, this being panicularly true of the 1979 discharge procedure. I will not therefore hesitate to say
here and now that we are extremely grateful to the
Commission for the new document, which describes
the following measures. This reaction can be regarded
as almost exemplary. The action taken on Parliament's
remarks has been excellent.

Let me illustrate this by reference to a number of
points, which must serve as examples because speaking
time is limited.

Ve

complained about the infringement of various elementary principles of budgetary procedure, especially
the principle of annuality. In this respect the Commission has done a grea[ deal to restore order, and this
must be acknowledged without reservation. It is now
much better at observing annuality than it used to be.
In particular, it has complied with our demand and
corrected a mistake concerning the entry of 203'5m
ECU from the Guarantee Section of the EAGGF. You
will recall that this amount uras sPent in 1979 without
any basis in the budget and then charged to the 1980
budget. This has been corrected in the amendments
submitted by the Commission to the account for
revenue and expenditure and the balance sheet.

Secondly, there is the question of the legal basis. In
past budgets the rate of implementation was unsatisfaaory owing to the alleged absence of an additional
legal basis. !fle have always complained about this.
The Commission has now come to share our view
without reservation. I regret to say, however, that we
have been guilty of rereating from the position originally adopted as a result of the joint declaration of
30 June 1982, which goes nowhere near as far as what
the Commission had previously agreed to do. I think
this is dangerous. The Council has already infringed
'W'e
the joint declaration on at least two occasions.
estabbasis
the
legal
must reserve the right to revert to
lished jointly with the Commission if the Council does
not improve its ways and fails to observe the joint declaration.

My third point

concerns

the Community's

own

reyenue. The Commission has suted unambiguously
that the carrying forward of any surpluses to the next

is an essential aspect of the Community's financial autonomy. In view of this statement,
we are confident that we shall not have any more rectifying budgets resulting in the repayment of surpluses
rc the Member States. That would be an attack on the
substance of the Community's financial autonomy and
so on the substance of the Community imelf.
financial year

Madam President, I cannot see lhe clock from here,
but I do have a stop-watch in front of me, and with
your permission I shall use up a little of the speaking
time allocated to my group.

Another point I wish to raise concerns the administration of the Guarantee Section of the EAGGF. \fle
were obliged to voice some considerable criticism in
this respect in 1979. The Commission then substantially improved its procedures. This resulted in extensive savings in agricultural trade in 1980 alone, that is
to say, less had to be paid in subsidies. To make it
quite clear, Parliament takes the credit for this. If I
may quote some figures, we cost 50Om ECU each
year, and the savings in agricultural trade in 1980

alone

will therefore pay for the five-year

electoral

period. That is something the general public should
reahze.

To conclude, I should like to refer to a problem area:
development aid. As you know, we have not succeeded in having the development funds entered in the
budget. This must be done, however, because unless
the development funds are administered as part of the

European Community's general budget, it seems
unlikely that a reasonable development policy can be
ensured. The errors that have been made with Stabex,

which cast doubt on the whole of the Snbex system,
are a glaring example of this, and we must insist on the

next aevelopment fund being included in full in the
general budget. As regards the policy on food aid, we
also await the proposals announced by Mr Pisani.
On the whole, it can be said that the Commission has
reacted extremely positively to our remarks on the
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implemenration of the 1979 budger. It is making a
great effort. If the Commission continues in this fashion, I have no doubt that cooperation berween the
Commission and this Parliamenr will continue to be
very fruitful.

Mr Vettig,

make adjustmenrs.

rapporteur.

(DE) Madam President,

- Committee on Budgetary
ladies and genrlemen, the
Control has instructed me ro present. t.o reports to
you, both concerning the organizarion of the marker
in cereals. The repon on the report concerning the
Guarantee Section of the EAGGF drawn up by the
Commission's Special Commitree of Inquiry was orig-

inally prepared by

Mr

Dankert. The committee

approved it in February 1981. After Mr Danken's
election as President of Parliament I agreed ro presenr
the repon.
Secondly, I wish to presenr rhe report I have drawn up
on the budgetary costs of rhe common agricultural

policy and the facrors which may influence rhese cosrs.
The Commirtee on Budgetary Control approved rhis
repon last September.

The 1982 budget includes about 2 000m ECU for rhe
policy on cereals. Expenditure on cereals accounts for
150/o of the Guarantee Section of the EAGGF and so
takes second place behind dairy products. The cosrs in
absolute terms and the rate of increase are alarming.
These costs have more than tripled from 52lm EUA in
1975 to over 2 000m ECU today. If arrangemenrs sray

as they are, the trend is unlikely

to be reversed,

because the constant increase in expenditure is enrirely

a

of rhe production of structural surof common wheat and barley in the Com-

consequence

pluses
munity.

ately, the Commission has been hesitant in following
up this proposal. This year's record harvest, granaries
that are bursting ar rhe seams and very low world market prices will, it is hoped, persuade the Council to

In the early 1950s rhe EEC was abovTTo/o self-sufficient in cereals. More cereals were produced than consumed for rhe first rime in 1978.Three years larer rhe
Community was akeady 1050/o self-sufficient in
cereals generally, and even before that had been 1 l4olo
self-sufficient in common wheat and lllo/o in barley.
The gap between production and consumprion is tending to grow. Consumprion is stagnating and even
declining, while production is increasing. The guaranteed prices are as a rule 20 to 300/o higher than world
market prices. The ever growing surpluses are thus
causing increasing expenditure on export refunds,
which will cosr some I 300m ECU in 1982. This is
equivalent to over 650/o of total expendirure on rhe
cereals sector. If we vanr to reduce expenditure in rhis
sector, we musr first tackle rhe refunds.

In im guidelines rhe Commission proposes that Community cereals prices should be approximated to those
This

of our main competitors in the world marker.

proposal should be fully endorsed, because the smaller
the difference berween rhe prices of cereals in the
Community and on the world marker, the less the
Community has to pay in exporc refunds. Unfonun-

Considerable resources could also be saved if the
Commission would change its expon policy. !7hen
what quanrities of cereals are offered for expon is now
almost entirely determined by reference to intra-Community data, little thought is given [o rhe currenr sir,uation on rhe world marker. The result is that Com-

munity cereals are principally exponed when world
market prices are extremely low, which means rhat the
refunds to be paid are high. $7hen world market prices

are relatively high, on the other hand, little

is

exported, although the costs would then be far lower.
The repon on rhe costs of the poliry on rhe cereals
market we are now considering contains various proposals on incentives [o expoft when world market
prices are high.

The Committee on Budgetary Control believes that
the Commission musr adopt an approach that complies
more closely with market trends. 7O9m ECIJ , or abour
350/o of total expendirure on the cereals market, has
been earmarked for inrervenrion in 1982. The money
will be spenr principally on various subsidies and stor-

age costs. For some years rhe intervention agencies
have been increasingly offered low-quality Cereals,
which have only just mer rhe inrervention standards
and can therefore only be sold at very low prices.

The most imponant measure for reducing intervention
costs proposed in rhis reporr. is therefore an improvement of the quality sandards applicable to cereals
taken into intervenrion. Vhere cereals do not satisfy
these standards, the obligation to take rhem into inrcrvention will cease and expon refunds will no longer be
paid. !7hen the organization of the marker in cereals
was inrroduced in 1962, the Communiry depended on
constan[ impons of cereals. The object of the organization of rhe marke
and sdll is
- increased
production. Many of rhe regulations relating
to the
organization of this marker which were appropriate
when the Community was not self-sufficienr are no
longer justifiable now that surpluses are being produced. The funds still being devoted to this goal could
well be used more appropriately and more effectively
in agriculture, and examples of how this could be donl
a,re given in the repon.

The stream of regulations and the conrinuing lack of
uniformity in rhe structure and administration of rhe
intervendon agencies are causing problems. The services responsible for the organization of the market
repeatedly complain of deficiencies, inconsisrencies,
ambiguities and the absence of a systemaric approach
in the Community's legislation. This leads to urn.".rsary administrarive expense. Legal proceedings have to
be initiared because agreemenr has not yet been
reached on precise, pracricable regularions. to quore
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from the plea enrered by one market adminisrration

justify rc the European raxpayer the spending of 135m

agency, the Commission's approach and attirude add
to the deficiencies of Community law. Not enough
effon is made, obviously, ro interprer legal provisions

ECU on subsidies, as in 1982.
Serious problems also arise in connection with the sub-

flexibly or in the light of the prevailing situation. Not
enough willingness is shown to recognize rhe spirit of

ducer

a reguladon, rather rhan its letter.

sidies for durum wheat, which are paid to every proin areas where durum wheat is traditionally
grown. It has proved difficult to find out what area is

The activities of the intervention agencies themselves

leave something to be desired.

raise problems, however. Only recendy rhe press was
again reporting on extensive sales of British cereals to

French and German intervention agencies. According
to these reports, cereals that had been rejected by British agencies because of poor quality had been bought
by French intervention agencies without further ado.
Farmers like selling to intervention agencies in rhe
Federal Republic principally because they are the
quickest to pay. The different ways in which inrervention is handled in the Member States has repearedly
resulted in extensive transfers of cereals between intervention agencies in recent years. The Community has
to pay for these transfers.
As you can see from the repon of the Special Committee of Inquiry, approval was given for the transfer
of lm tonnes of common wheat and 8oo ooO ronnes of
barley between intervention agencies from 1976 to
1979. Since 1973 the cosr to the Community of these
movemenrc has been about 100m ECU.

actually devoted ro this crop. Quality controls also
In its present form, the
subsidy is an incentive to produce surpluses. It helps
farmers who do not need support and does not give
sufficient help to those who really need it. In its guidelines the Commission proposes changes to the durum
wheat subsidy, which the Committee on Budgerary
Control endorses.

The debate on the possibility of financing rhe European agricultural market will become even fiercer next
year, because the favourable siruation on the world
market that has made it possible to reduce the agricultural budget is now over. As the repon on the cost of
the cereals market shows, considerable amounrs can be
saved or used more effectively as the market is now.
organized. But it must be organized more flexibly and

in a way that complies more closely with market
trends. Costs that are rising again must prompt the
Commission and Council ro take rapid action.
(The sitting was suspended
3

at

I

p,m. and resumed at

p.*.)t

Another sorry chapter has been 'irregularities and
fraud'. The Special Comminee of Inquiry was set up in
1973 specrfically to consider where irregularities occur
and how they can be prevenred. The report it submitrcd in late 7979 concerns the organization of the market in cereals. The Committee on Budgetary Conuol
largely agrees with the conclusions drawn. The subsidies paid to producers of cereals are obviously an
incentive to those who are nor enrirled. The rransitional compensation paid for cereals not ye[ in store at
the end of the financial year has probably not always
ended up in the right pockets.

The Special Committee of Inquiry recommends rhar
the accounts of the farms concerned should be
checked more carefully. A closer watch should also be
kept on transit transactions around rhe due date for
compensation. Funhermore, the subsidy itself should

be considered because irc justificarion when we have
surpluses is more than doubtful. It does afrcr all
account for 141m ECU of the 1982 budget.

Unclear legislation, difficult application in practice,
that is the judgment of the Special Committee of
Inquiry on aid to the production of srarch. Irregularities seem to be a particularly frequent occurrence in
this sector. The Commission wanrs ro pur a srop ro this
subsidy, and we should support it in this respecr. In rhe
meantime, an attempt must be made to bring the irregularides under control with the measures proposed
by the Special Committee of Inquiry. It is difficult to

IN THE CHAIR: MR NIKOLAOU
Vice-President

7.

'lY'elcome

President.
Ladies
gentlemen, it is with grear
- I welcomeanda delegation
pleasure that
from the Norwegian Parliament led by Mr Nordli, former Prime Minister of Norway, who are doing us the great honour of
visiting our institution for two days. They have taken
their seats in the official gallery.
(Applause)

My colleagues and myself fully appreciate the polidcal
significance of rhis firsr meering wirh the members of
the Norwegian Parliament, which is demonstrating ir
desire
a desire shared by our parliamenr
go
- the relations
- ro
beyond
as instituted by the free-trade
agreement concluded between the European Com-

1

Membership of Parliament: see Minutes.
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'!7e very much hope therefore
munity and Norway.
that the working sessions and talks which our Norwegian friends will be having during their stay in Suasbourg will give them a better understanding of the
reality of the European Parliament and will lead to a
regular dialogue between our two parliamentary institutions. Once again, I wish you welcome.

8. Question Titne

The next item on the agenda is Question

Time (Doc.- 1-850/82).

I

thank the Commissioner for the
I must say a year has passed since 1
December 1981 and the Danish State, which has a

Mr

Gontikas.

answer. However,

(Applause)

President.

that it will, of course, use the powers it has under the
Treaties if it should transpire after the investigations
have been completed and all the information has been
received that the conduct of the Danish authorities did
not comply with Community law.

perfect administrative system, must have an answer by
now. My second point is that the lawyer of the Greek
people six months ago submitted a full report to the
Danish Embassy in Athens.
President, I conclude with these words and earnestly ask the Commission to reconsider the matter, and
the services of Parliament to keep the question open.

Mr

\7e begin with the questions to the Commission.
Question No I by Mr Gontikas (H-133/82):

On 21 November 1981 rwo Greek subjects, Nicolaos Vassias and Kostis Mavros, were refused per-

mission to enter Denmark by the Danish author-

ities on the grounds that they were not carrying

enough money.

In fact, the two Greeks had

brought with them the maximum foreign currency
allowance permitted by the Greek State. Subsequently, they were refused permission to contact
the Greek Embassy in Copenhagen and were then
taken in handcuffs to Copenhagen Airpon Police
Station, where they were held for 38 hours and
then forced to return to Budapest. No explanation
was given.

This act on rhe part of the Danish authorities is a
clear infringement of Community regulations and
of the Treaty of Rome.

The incident was reported in the newspaper
Eleftherotypia on I December 1981; Greek public

(DE) The information I have, accordMr Naries.
- a report had not yet been received, is
ing to which
dated 13 October 1982 and was provided by the Danish representative to the European Communides. I

would be very grateful if you could perhaps provide
the Commission with a copy of the repon that was
submitted to the Danish Embassy in Athens.

(GR) The stance taken by the ComMr Bournias.
but we are surprised and we
mission is satisfactory,
protest at the stance taken by Denmark, a civilized
country that amazes me by creating such an incident.
'S7hat are we in Greece to say when every day v/e see
people who, though they may seem suspicious, are not
arrested. There may be some vigilance for narcotics,
but that Greek subjects should suffer such trearment
merely for not having sufficient currency is unheard
of. I think that in the end we tnust expect some satisfaction, and I say this on behalf of the group of Greek
members from the New Democracy.

opinion was jusdfiably outraged.

Vhat

measures does the Commission envisage
taking to have the Danish Government piy compensation to these Greek subjects for the financial
loss they suffered and also for the humilitation
they underwent, and what can be done to prevent
similar occurrences in future?

President.
Mr Bournias, in the first place you have
not posed -a supplementary question, you have merely
made a statement. Second, the Commissioner cannot
at [his moment ansv/er on Denmark's behalf. There
can be no attack on any particular country since the
question covers the Community as a whole, all ten
countrles.

(DE) As the
Mr Narjes, Member of the Commission.
- on 2l April
President-in-Office of the Council said
1982 in reply to the same question by the honourable

'$7e have now heard your statement, and naturally
there will be many colleagues who will agree with it,
but none the less it was not a question.

Member, the Danish authorities are investigating this
matrer. The Commission has requesrcd the Danish
authorities to report on the outcome of their activities
and enquiries as quickly as possible. The Danish
authorities have submitted an interim reply according
rc which it has not been possible to conclude the
investigations because a report. has not been received
from the Greek lawyer representing the two men. The
Commission would like to take this opponuniry to say

(DA) I should like to ask
Nielsen.
- and, I hope, confirm that
the Commissioner to ansv/er
the Danish authorities have in every respect been as
accommodating and as open in regard to a clarification and resolution of this problem as befits an efficient and proper government authority. Problems may
of course arise in any country in checking on persons

Mr Brondlund
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seeking entry and, when a sum of money is involved,
quite clearly rhat is something for which certain srandards should be laid down, although in Denmark we
have exremely generous
repeat, extremely gener- Iforeign
ous
social rules, also for
But I
- ask the Commissioner to replyimmigrants.
would
rc my concrete
quesrion.

Mr

(DE)

Narjes.

I

would not like to

become

involved in a comparison of the pracrices in the various
Member States and would ask you ro appreciate that I
am being very caurious when I say rhar the prima facie
evidence of Community law having been applied without reservation in this case is not very strong.
President.
No 2 by Mr Pranchdre, raken
- LeQuestion
over by Mrs
Roux (H-255l82):

In its resolution on farm prices for the 1982/83
marketing year, the European Parliament called
on the Commission 'to propose supplementary
measures enabling the increase in production costs

to be reduced in countries with a high rate of
inflation'.
Does the Commission inrend to acr on rhis recomto propose practical measures ar
an early date?

products when the increases due to inflation are in no
way covered and when we see that the budget of the
EEC for 1983 provides for a reduction of expenditure
on, Greek agricultural products, for example corr.on,
for which the reduction amounrs to 5% ? And all this is
happening ar a rime when the Commission and the
Council pay lip service to Mediterranean products ro
placate Greek demands in the memorandum, etc.

I would like a specific reply from the Commissioner.

Mr Tugendhat.
rcday, of all days, I could
- Cerrainly
not fail to be aware
of Greece's membership of the
Communiry; bur I would like to answer the honourable Member in two imponanr respecr.s.

First

of all, he should be aware, since

indeed been a member

Greece has

of the Community now for

some little time, rhat rhe Commission produced a
repon on this subject in March of this year which
showed no clear connecrion berween a high infladon
rate and a drop in agricultural incomes in the Member
States concerned. Various other factors
in panicular, the adjustment of'green' rates and- changes in
productivity and agricultural structures
influenced
the long-term development of agricultural- incomes.

mendation and

Mr Tugendhet, Wce-President of the Commission.
The Commission believes that rhe larest decisions on
prices and related measures for the 1982/83 marketing
year take sufficient accounr of the problem caused by
the increase in production costs in Member States with
high inflation rates.

(DE) Mr Commissioner, do you agree
Mr Gautier.
- of infladon
that high rarcs
are primarily caused by
national economic policies?

The Commission's price proposals for 1982/83 recognized that there mighr be shon-term problems and
took these into account. As to Greece in particular, the
latest available figures show that in 1981 the cost of
inputs in Greece wenr up by 23.30/o over 1980, while
production prices also wenr up by 23.3010. By June
1982, input prices had gone up by 10.60/o over June
1981, while production prices had gone up by 33.30/0.

Mrs Le Roux.

(FR) I was surprised by the dry tone

of the Commissioner's
ansv/er. I am

accustomed to
receiving answers in a somewhat different tone and I
should really like ro know what measures rhe Commission intends to rake ro rry ro reduce these prices.

Secondly . . .

President,

-

Mr Alavanos.

Mr Gautier, one question
(GR) I

Mr Gautier.

ar a rime.

am somewhat surprised at the

- reply, since he seems unaware that
Commissioner's
Greece is a member of rhe European Economic Community, and I would like ro put the following question
to him:
In the debate on the prices of agricultural products,
while on the one hand the idea of a special increase for
Greek producm y/as rejected, on the other hand the
matter of taking the inflation rare in Greece into
account was left in abeyance; as is known, this rate is
very different from the average within the Community, being up to 250/0. And I ask the Commissioner, specifically whar is happening about Greek

(DE) The repon adopted by Parlia- although
ment last year,
I myself was nor in favour,
said that the high interesr rares vere a basic cause of
the decline in incomes. From the Commission's document entitled 'Annual economic repon 1982/83' I see
that the real interest rare in counrries with a high inflation rate, such as Greece, is -70/0.In Ireland, where
inflation is at 18 .60/0, the real inrerest rate is l.1ol0,
whereas in Denmark, where inflation is averaging
10.60/0, it is 120/0. Do you nor rherefore share my
view that rhe problems have relatively little to do with
inflation rares and that they musr be mckled by reference to the individual counrry?

Mr Tugendhat.
As I have already said to Mr Gautier, I think rhe -causes of differential inflation rates lie
very largely in the countries concerned and result very
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largely from the diversity of policies or lack of policies
pursued by the Member States. Our report shows that,
conrrary to what had been expected, there was no
clear connection between a high inflation rate and a
drop in agricultural incomes, and I think that that was
a very interesting result of our study.

Mr Maher.

I would also like to point out to Mrs Le Roux who
asked for more skin on the skeleton that I had just
given a very lengthy answer to her Greek colleague.
But I would like to point out that the decisions on
prices and related measures for the 1982/83 marketing
year went a long way to help the countries with differential inflation ra[es. First of all the farmers in those
Member States with high inflation received an increase
in common prices expressed 'in national currency
which is way above the Community average and
generally speaking very close to their inflation rate.

out exactly the relationship between inflation

Secondly, special measures were adopted for some
Member States with high inflation rates, notably Ireland and Greece. These included the inroduction of
the calf premium already paid in Italy. In addition, for
Greece the prices of several agricultural producrs were

aligned immediately

on the

common prices even

before the planned date. I hope that she will regard the
skeleton as being adequately clothed.

My question is this. It is quite clear, as
Mr Howell.
- has said, that different countries in
the Commission
the Communiry are addressing themselves to the problem of inflation in different ways. It is also quite clear
that many countries are more successful at addressing
themselves to that problem than others. Can the Commission give us any indication trow it intends to link
that problem with the problem of a common price proposal which is coming up? Bearing in mind that the
United Kingdom is waging a very major polidcal battle to fight inflation; bearing in mind also that the last
price proposal was almost approved by default since
the problem of the Bridsh veto was lost sight of, and
recognizing that it will be impossible for the British

to allow any type of award in the
of 10 or 17 or 120/o which might be suggested
by the inflationary levels of other countries in the
Community; bearing in mind the political battles
Prime Minister
region

which she is fighdng with other sectors of the Bridsh
economy, most notably the British National Health
Service at the moment, does he foresee a problem here

and how does the Commissioner think

it

can

be

resolved?

Mr

Tugendhat.
The honourable Member tempts
- mine field of questions and I think
me into a veritable
I can only suggest to him that he awaic the Commission's price proposals which will be appearing shonly.
I would also like to take this opportunity ro urge the
House to support the Commission in a prudent price

policy and in the introduction of the necessary restrainm on the producdon of surplus commodities.

results

of the

have always been a bit baffled by the
on this subject

Commission's study

which the Commissiorier referred

to just a

few

momenm ago because I am at least aware, and I can
claim to be aware, of what the position is in my own
country, I wonder if in fact the Commission has adequately studied the position country by country to find
levels

and farm incomes. Ireland is a country where industrial development is quite low, where agriculture is
very imponant in [he context of the economy of the
country as a whole, where we export 700/o of all our
agricultural produce and where we are selling into a
market at prices fixed relating rc the average rate of
inflation, which was about 100/0, from a country
where the average rate of inflation was in excess of
180/o and where because we have no leeway to make
up in terms of a devaluation of the Irish Green Pound,
it is not possible for us to benefit that way unless we
devalue our currency as a whole. Of course, that is a

very difficult problem, as devaluation is a doubleedged weapon. So I would like to know whether the
Commission intends to restudy this question to see
whether in fact their first resulrc were the correcr
results because they do not seem to be working in
practice

-

cenainly in my country.

My last comment is that if the Bridsh want to ensure
that their farmers get a low level of price increase they
can devalue the British pound.
Mr Tugendhat.
I am afraid that I did not catch the
last pan of the -honourable gentleman's question. But
cenainly the Commission has confidence in the repon
which it produced. I have no doubt, however, that my
colleague, Mr Dalsager, would be very interested to
receive any further information that Mr Maher or
anybody else might bring to his attention. I would also
remind Mr Maher
I do not know whether he was
- my earlier answer; he nods that
present when I made
he was not
the answer which I gave to an early
- of
question when I pointed our that, first
supplementary
of all, farmers in those Member States with high inflation received an increase in common prices expressed
in national currency which was above the Community
average and generally speaking close to their rate of
inflation. I drew attention to the various other measures which we had introduced in respect of Ireland
and Greece. But I would ask him, if he does have any
additional information, to bring it to the Commission's
attention and we shall cenainly study it.

(FR) On the subject of countries wirh
Mr Ansquer.
a high rate of- inflation Mr Tugendhat cited measures
taken in Ireland. He referred ro the premiums for
calves. I wonder if he knows that these specific measures were aken rather belatedly and, more specifically,T to 8 weeks after the binh of calves in Ireland. I
wonder what he thinks of this provision and whether
the measures taken for the benefit of Ireland and of
Irish farmers can be corrected.

16.11.82

Mr Tugendhat.
think that, with my financial con- I point
trol hat on, I should
out that rhere is bound to be
an administrative delay, and I am quite sure that those
Members of the House who are members of the Committee on Budgetary Control would take a very dim

view if we paid ou[ money without being quite sure
that the calves had actually been born. So that would
be my reply to the honourable gentleman.

President.
Mr Gautier, I just wanted to point out
that Annex- I(la) of our Rules of Procedure reads as
follows: 'Each Member may put only one supplemen-

tary question to each question at Question Time'.
Question No 3 by Mr Coust6 will not be taken since
item 271on the draft agenda is maintained.

Could the Commission state what progress

and
plans have been made by Member States in respect

of the implementation of the Directive on social
security and sex discrimination?

Mr Tugendhet, Vice-President of the Commission.
The Directive on social security and sex discrimination
No797/EEC, adopted on 19 December 1978, will
come into force at the end of December 1984. It is,
therefore, by this latter date that national law should
be in conformity with the directive. A certain number
of steps in this direction have already been taken in
Member States and others are in preparation or still
have to be to prepared. The Commission has already
drawn up an initial inventory, based on information
supplied by national governments, and is at present
seeking to complement this information within rhe

Advisory Committee on Equal Opportunities for
\7omen and Men in order to discover precisely what
remains to be done and what problems have to be
solved. The Commission hopes to be in a position by
the end of the year to draw up its repon on this subject.

Balfe.

M^y I thank the Commissioner for rhat

- reply and ask him for an assurance thar
most helpful
all steps will be taken to make sure that rhe Member
States are in full compliance wirh rhe directive when
the operational date arrives as it has been the case that
a number of directives of the EEC have not been fully
complied

with in all Sates. This one I think

directive in Belgium and the Netherlands due to the
existence in their legislation of a disdncdon between
head of household on the one hand and family income
earner on the other. Such a legal distinction has given
rise to a situation in which a married man could
always be assured of higher social security paymenrs
than a married woman. 'S7hen can we expect. the Commission to deliver an opinion on the legitimacy or otherwise of this legal disdnction? The Commitree of
Inquiry into the Situation of 'Women in Europe has
pressed repeatedly for a clarification of this legal distinction, which still remains obscure, and time is now

running out, given that the two above-mentioned
Member States will be obliged ro adopt the new law as
.ofJanuary 1983.

Mr Tugendhat.

The Commission realizes that the
kind of problem -rc which the honourable Member has

Question No 4 by Mr Balfe (H-312/82):

Mr
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is

regarded as being symbolic and very imponant by
many people within this Parliament and within the
Communiry. So I wonder whether he could give me
that assurance.

drawn attention is a very difficult and very important

one and it believes that it is a hidden or concealed
form of discrimination for reference to be made in the
case of workers of a given sex to their marital sratus in
order to try to have differendal benefits. But, as I say,
the problem is a complex one and we have, therefore,
decided to carry out a srudy on indirect discriminarion

and

will

request the opinion

of the Advisory Com-

mittee on Equal Opportunities for Men and \7omen.

Mrs Viehoff.

(NL) \7ith reference ro equal rrear-

- and women, the Commission drew
for men
attention to the plight of wives of migrant workers
ment

within the Community and of migrant women in general and concluded that their position was much worse
even, than that of women from the Member Stares and

that a solution to the problem would call for particularly strenuous measures. Can the Commission tell me
whether these measures have been invoked, what rhey
consist in, and the progress achieved so far?

Mr Tugendhat.

I regret to

have ro say that

I am not

in a position to -give the honourable lady the information she requires. I will convey her question to my col-

league, the responsible Commissioner, Mr Richard,
and I have no doubt that he will write to her on rhis
subject.

President.

Question No 5 by Mrs Ewing, taken

over by Mr -Junot (H-313/82):

\(zill the Commission state what progress has been
made with regard to the ratification by Member
States of rhe MARPOL Convention of 1973 (and
protocol of 1978) and the STC\fl Convention of
1928 which were idenrified as two of the three
most important international shipping conven[ions

Mr Tugendhat.

-

Yes, Sir.

Mrs Maij-Veggen.- (NZ) As you are aware, difficulties have been encountered in the application of rhis

at the public hearing on marine pollution which
was held in Paris between 20 and 22 June 1978?

Mr Narjes,

Member of the Commission.
(DE) The
1973 International Convention on the prevention
of
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the pollution of the

seas by ships, amended by rhe
1978 protocol, has so far been ratified by six Member

of the Community: Denmark, France, Germany, Greece, the United Kingdom and Italy. The

its entry into force. Ve do not regard this as a suitable
way [o deal with so imponant a matter.

States

other Member States, excluding Luxembourg, which is
not concerned, are in the process of ratifying the Convencion. The two ratification thresholds which had to
be reached before the Convention could enter into
force
about 15 countries accounting for 150lo of the
- gross tonnage were achieved on 2 October
world's
- the Convention will enter
of this year. Consequently,
into force one year later, on 2 October 1983.

The 1978 International Convention on standards of
training, cenification and watchkeeping for seafarers
has so far been ratified by four Member States: Denmark, France, Germany and the United Kingdom. The
ratification procedure is still in progress in the other
Member States. To date, this Convention has been
ratified by 21 countries, which account. for 56% of the
world's gross tonnage.

That was the position at the end of September. Before
it can enter into force in accordance with international
law, it must be radfied by 25 countries accounting for
at least 500/o of world tonnage. Another four countries
are therefore needed, since the tonnage criteria have
been satisfied. Once this 25-country threshold has
been exceeded, this Convention will similarly enter
into force 12 months later.

Mr

(FR) My colleague, Mrs Ewing,
great- imponance to this problem on which

Junot.

attaches
practical developments have been long delayed. I note
with satisfaction that as regards rhe first agreemenr,

the 12-month period which will enable rhe Marpol
Convention to enter into force began to run on
2 October last. Can the Commissioner tell me what his
forecasts are? It seems thar with 21 States out of 25 we
can expect the STC\fl Convention on crews to be ratified in the near future. Could he give us some provi-

sional indications on this, without any obligarion of
course

Mr

(DE) Does
Mr Lange.
Commission believe that
- Starcs whichtheabstained
the Member
in the vore can
reasonably be expected to sign this Convention?

Mr Narjes.

(DE) As they signed the Convention,

they can also- reasonably be expected to ratify it.

(Interjection from Mr Lange: That does not dnsu)er

ny

question.)

Mr Lange, countries which abstained did not sign
they had their doubts about the Convention.

if

(DE) I will put my question again: do
Mr Lange.
you believe -that countries which abstained at the rime
of the vote can reasonably be expected to follow the
Commission's recommendarion ro sign the Convention? That was my question. Nothing else.
(DE) Ve are referring to different sets
was talking about the circumstances to which the written question refers: when is
the Convention likely to enter into force? It enters into

Mr Narjes.

of circumstances.
I

force when 25 countries have signed.

It

was also asked when it is likely to be ratified by
other countries. This quesrion concerns only those
countries which signed the Convention. This is irre-

spective of the intra-Community procedures. I was
therefore referring to the procedure ourside the Community when I said that one subject of speculation was
that the Convention would enrcr into force as a result
of intra-Community efforts if it was ratified by all the
countries concerned
Luxembourg, there- it.allAsexcept
fore
which signed
far as I know, there has
never- been a vote within the Community involving
abstentions.

?

Any reference to whether and
when the national
parliaments will ratify treaties
Narjes.

(DE)

would be little better than speculation. Since you ask,
however, perhaps I may stress one thing: if all the
other five Member Srates concerned radfied the Convention, they would bring the number up to 25. But it
is also conceivable rhat it will be ratified by third countries, which would also give us the targer figure.

At the moment it

is very difficult to say which parliament feels able to undenake this ratification process in
its own particular domestic circumstances. I take note
of your statement, however, and I would also say on
behalf of the Commission rhat we view with grave
concern the fact that on average 10 years elapse
between the signing of a convention of this kind and

President.

Mr

-

Vould you like ro pur another quesrion,

Lange?

(DE) No, I would jusr like ro make a
Mr Lange.
comment, without
raising a further question, if you
have no objection.

Mr Narjes, I asked a quesrion relating rc the signing
of this Convention and referred in this contexr ro a
recommendation made by the Commission. I deliberately refrained from including in this question the circumstances rc which you have now referred.

(DE) Mr President, I do not wanr ro
Mr Narjes.
prolong this- discussion unnecessarily, but I assume

16.
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energy for 1983-87 the field of thermal energy of

that a Member State which abstains during an intraCommunity vorc on relations with third countries or
international organizations will, where a majority vote
is sufficient and unanimiry is not required, join with
the majoriry in subsequent dealings with parties out-

the oceans?

If this is not the case, will the Commission give its
reasons, in view of the benefit rhis research could
have for ACP countries with tropical waters?

side the Community.

President.

-

I call Mr Pearce on

a

Mr Davignon, Vce-President of the Commission.
(FR) I am sorry to have to disappoint Mr Hopper -by

point of order.

President, I am somewhat dis- way Question
quieted by the
Time is going because
you have on two occasions permitted individual Members to ask two questions, which is quite contrary to

Mr

Pearce.

Mr

normal practice. Moreover, you have permitted

a

number of Members to make shon speeches instead of
asking questions. The result of this is that after an

hour's questions, we shall probably find that only
about six have been taken and all the other people who
got questions in here are deprived of answers to questions that they have put down. May I therefore urge
you, Mr President, to act strictly and to follow the
normal conventions of this House to permit one supplementary per person and to stop people making
speeches when they should be asking questions.

Mr Pearce, you yourself have taken up
some time -in making your statement. Mr Lange's supplementary question was intended to make his meaning clearer. Besides, I have already asked three or four
colleagues to phrase their questions more precisely.
President.

Your remark

is therefore unfounded.

(DA) My question concerns the ComMr Bonde.
mission's authoriry
to enter into international agreements on behalf of Member States. I should merely
like to ask the Commission whether it will give us an
assurance that, whenever it presents a proposal to deal
internally with a matter, it accompanies it with a satisfactory explanation of the facilities available to take on
external negotiating competence by way of the internal procedure, so that s/e are kept fully informed of
the extent rc which the Commission is competent to
netotiate international agreements ?
this
- the original question.
than
Do you wish to
Commissioner,

President.

funher

supplementary goes

saying that at this stage the Commission has no intention of giving priority in its research programme to
problems of the use of thermal energy from the
oceans. There are three reasons for this.

Firstly, we believe that more urgent actions can

be

conducted with more direct benefit to the developing

countries in connection with their access to possible
energy sources. Secondly, because the degree of tech-

nological uncenainty remains considerable
thirdly, Mr President, because we have already
such difficulty

as u/e saw

and
had

in our debate this morning

- the funds needed to implement our
in obtaining

-priorities that we must avoid creating any impression

among the Member States that we are placing all our
research projects on the same footing.

I

certainly would not suggest that no use will ever be
made of thermal energy from the oceans. I believe that
they constitute a reserve of energy but other forms of
energy must be developed beforehand.

I must ask the Commissioner if he is
aware that on- 9 November
only a week ago
the
- in
Council of Energy Ministers- issued a communiqu6
which they asked the Commission specifically to look
at the subject of thermal energy from the seas and to
determine whether it was a suitable subject for funher
study and has the Commission, in fact, been able in
these four short days to make the profound study of
the subject that is necessary on order to reach the
Mr Hopper.

totally negative answer which Commissioner Davignon has given us and may I add that this answer,
which I hope is not final and definitive, will cause
grave disquiet amongst underdeveloped nations
because we have here an extremely promising technological development which can produce energy, possi-

bly remarkably cheaply, in counries of exreme poverty?

answer it?

Mr Davignon.- (FR)
(DE) I can only say in general terms
Mr Narfes.
that the Commission
always provides an explanation
when it claims powers.
President.
82):

-

Question No 5 by Mr Hopper (H-417

/

Does the Commission intend to include in its new
programme for research into sources of alternative

Since

I

had the privilege of

representing the Commission at the Council meeting
to which Mr Hopper referred I am aware of what hap-

pened and the proceedings were not exactly as Mr
Hopper suggested.

\7hen we discussed energy problems and the areas to
which consideration might be given, some counries
asked us whether our regulations on pilot projects
excluded cenain sectors and we answered that they
did not. If Mr Hopper had asked me whether the
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Communiry saw thermal energ'y from the oceans as a
possible resource during this century for the developing and other countries, my answer would have been
much less negative. But he spoke of the Commission's
ourline programme for the years 1983-87. In the present state of our knowledge and of the projects submitwe canwhich were not chosen by us
ted to us
- priority for this sector. Nevenheless
if
no[ see any

Hopper in answer rc his supplementary question, if a
pilot project were submitted to us in this area and met
our objectives we could provide support for it. \7e
should then be providing assistance for external initiatives at the level of preliminary studies or pilot projects. \fle shall continue to follow this matter with the
closest attention because, given the present. energ'y
situation of the Community and of the developing

undenakings or countries propose, in the context of
pilot projects, feasible and interesting projects with a
substantial cos[ benefit, not least for the developing
countries, we shall be happy to consider them. So far

countries, we cannot adopt an arbitrary attitude eliminating any future possibilities.

we have received no such proposals.

(FR) At present the EEC is financing
Mr Paulhan.
a pilot project- on the isle of Iona in Scodand for the
installation of a heating system in an ancient monastery which is of great imponance to Celtic culture.

Is this system
energy?

to

Mr Davignon.

-

use thermal energy or what form of

Mr

(NL) $Tithout wishing to cause the
Eisma.
- any difficulty I would .iust ask
a very
Commissioner
shon supplementary.
Am I now to understand that within the conrext of the
pilot projects the Commission received no request on
the use of thermal energy from the oceans? Or, alternatively, that requests have been received, but were

rejected as offering no realistic prospectives?

I

am

afraid the distinction has escaped me.

(FR) Mr Paulhan, you have won.

There always comes a time when we cannot give a
vague answer to a question ro which we do not know
the reply.

Mr Paulhan, you win. I do not know and I will

answer

tomorrow.

It is rather hard rc match the last
Mr Moorhouse.
question for its -ingenuiry but since the Commission
does not propose to include thermal energy in its programme for research for 1983, could the Commissioner tell us whether there have been any independent
studies undertaken by, say, the private sector

we do
not entirely rely on government or the Commission
and what, if any, were the conclusions of such private
sector studies?

Mr Davignon.- (FR) Under the old regulations projects relating to thermal energy from the oceans could
not have been considered. The legal basis did not exist.
The legal basis will exist in the new regulation and we
shall therefore be able to assess such projects.
Although we have not yet received any proposals for
projects in this area this does not imply that such projects are unsatisfactory; so far we had no legal basis to
support them because the regulation on pilot projects
did not cover this particular area.
I think that I can help Mr Paulhan and
the Commissioner
on this question of the monastery in
Mr Purvis.

Scotland. The Abbey of Iona was the firsr abbey
founded in Scotland by St Columba, who brought
Christianity from Ireland to Scotland, and it is there
that all the Scottish kings are buried. So in fact the
EEC has helped to provide a headng system, using the
s/armer water of the Gulf Stream, I gather, to keep the

Scottish kings

in a state in

which they might

be

(FR) I was suddenly worried that I
Mr Davignon.
might have difficulty
in answering two successive

expected to survive.

questions but my morale is nou, improving.

I should like to ask the Commissioner if there is no

Let us be quite clear about the answer I gave Mr Hopper just now. He asked me whether there would be
operational proposals from the Commission to 6upport, on a priority basis, a precise programme for the
use of thermal energy from the oceans. I answered
that question. Does this imply that she Commission is
not following all the academic studies
and when I
say academic I do not mean utopian - being carried
out by the private sector or in liaison-with the public
authorities by various universities to use this source of
energy? My answer is no, we are maintaining close
contact, q/e are panicipating in studies and we are
cooperating with the Unircd States to follow the
development of their studies in this area; as I told Mr

for cooperation in this field, perhaps through
the International Energy Agenry. Perhaps rhe next
scope

meeting of the IEA could examine the question of the
scope for cooperation on an international basis. Perhaps it is even more appropriare to do this outside the
Community than within it.

(FR) I am grateful to the honour- his contribution
able Member for
ro my culture. As
you know, the Commission is taking parr in the working pany on the developmenr of technology which was
set up by the Yersailles Summir Conference. At that
summit a group of several participadng counrries plus
the Community was established ro examine projects on

Mr Davignon.
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this scale where the need for risk-sharing is essential. I
shall see to it that the Commission representative raises
your question in that group and perhaps later on in
more operational bodies such as the International

to move towards getting Member States actually to
apply effectively for the practical benefit of disabled
people the lessons we are continually learning from
research of the kind planned in the action programme?

Energy Agency.

network of the 15-20 districts under the Commission's action programme of social integration 9f
disabled people will begin in 1983, and will not be

The answer is yes. However, as I
Mr Tugendhat.
Member will recognize, in
am sure the honourable
order to be as effective as he and I would wish, it
would, of course, also be necessary to expand somewhat the Commission's competence and indeed its
influence. Nevenheless I very much hope that we will
be able to go some way down the road that he has

postponed to 1984?

sketched out for us.

President.

Vill

-

Question No 7 by Mr Prag (H4aa/82):

the Commission confirm that work in the

\flill

the Commission also state what work on this
programme it expects to the completed (1) by the
end of 1983, and (2) by the end of 1984?

Mr Tugendhet, Wce-President of the Cornmission.
The Commission is able to confirm that it plans to
launch a network of districts to promote the social

integration of disabled people before the end of tggl.
By early 1983 the districts themselves should have
been identified in accordance with the regulation on
the social integration of disabled people and in cooperation with the liaison group on disabiliry representing the Member States. Arrangements for Community
funding towards the first preparatory year of activity
of the districts should be confirmed by the second half
of 1983 in the context of Commission decisions on
pilot projects and studies financed through the European Social Fund. The Commission will, towards the
end of 7983, organize a workshop with representatives
of the districts to assist the local authorities concerned
in preparing their work plans.

By rhe second half of 1984 each district should have
defined more precisely im objecdves and work plans
for the duration of the project. The Commission
expects to be in a position to prepare information
sheer on each of the projects for dissemination by the
end of 1984. Successful adherence to this timetable
depends endrely on the availability of the appropriations provided in the Commission's preliminary draft
budget for 1983.

I would be the last person to scoff at the
Commission's action programme or indeed at the very
full and helpful reply which Commissioner Tugendhat
has just given me. However, I would like an assurance
from the Commission that it intends to use its influence and power of initiadve to get practical things
done for disabled people in general throughout the
Community, because these districts together will only
cover a very small proportion of the total area of the
Community. Now there is already a great mass of
research findings available on all kinds of things which
are of interest to disabled people but which are badly
or inadequately applied, if applied at all. \7ill the
Commission give us an assurance that it plans one day
Mr Prag.

Boyes.
In the past, and particularly in the Year
for Disabled- Persons, this Parliament has been lobbied
by a great number of people looking for help from the
Community. \7e should have made it our primary
objective to give them hope for the future. If I understood Mr Tugendhat's answer correctly, these very
limited projects will, as my colleague Mr Prag has
emphasized, affect only a very few people in this massive Community of ours, and even they will not start
until 1985. Parliament in its wisdom decided to recommend 32 activities, but I do not think that I have heard
of any proposals that are to be implemented in respect
of any one of them, usually because of the cost. I
would like to ask the Commissioner if the Commission
is very seriously considering one of the most fundamental needs of the disabled person, which is work,
and our recommendation, which involved zero cost,

Mr

that there should be a quota system?

\fill

the Commission please confirm to me that

it is

still considering the possibility of a quota system for
disabled persons? In this way a fair number of them
can be guaranteed work.

The Commission is certainly
Tugendhtt.
acdvely engaged -in studying all possibilities in this
field, and I have no doubt that my colleague, Mr
Richard, would be only too pleased to give the honourable Member further and more detailed informa-

Mr

tion. However,

I

would point out to the honourable

Member that quotas in favour of one group of people
necessarily limit the opponunities of other groups of
people. \flithin that context the Commission's power
and influence, as I indicated to Mr Prag, is indeed
very limited. Some Member States, including the
country from which both Mr Boyes and I come, have
made a particular effon to recruit handicapped people
into the public service, for instance. That, is true of
some countries. It is not ffue of all. However, I will
certainly convey the concern which he expressed to
my colleagues.

Mrs Maij-!(eggen.

(NL) Mr

Boyes took the words

- a cenain extent. Parliament has
out of my breath to
made urgent requests to the Member States on the
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adoption of a quota system for the disabled, who suffer a higher rate of unemployment than rhe rwo other
major neglected groups within our Community,
namely the young and women. My specific question is
this: Vhat must be the overall percen[age of disabled
persons in the Community before the Commission
decides to introduce a quora sysrem for them similar
to thar which already exists in France and rhe Federal

Republic of Germany, and how many Member States
will have to introduce their own quota system before
the Commission is forced into introducing a Community regulation?

Mr Tugendhat.

There cannot be exact answers to
I think one must recognize that

those questions, -and

circumstances, opponunities, ways

of

dealing with

problems do vary from one Member State ro another.
Mrs Maij-l7eggen knows that this is not my ponfolio
or my direct responsibility, and I hesitare therefore to
try to lay down the law in too absolure a fashion. As I
said to Mr Boyes, I will convey her views to my colleagues, but I think that the answer I gave inirially to
Mr Prag, which was
and he was kind enough to say
this
an extremely -full and detailed und explicir one
- out a programme for action, really does show
setting
that the Commission is making a serious effon in the

not committed solely at the initiative of the Commission; an application musr be made by a Member State
which must also conuiburc.

As to the second pan of Mr Alavanos's quesrion,
namely whether the social aids granted to other industries under the ECSC system are liable to diston the
functioning of the steel industry, my answer is no.

(GR) thank rhe Commissioner. I
Mr Alavanos.
- first panI of
think that in the
his answer he made himself fairly clear and from what I understand it is a matter which, at least formally, ought to be moved by the
Greek Government. As regards the second part I
would like a more specific sraremen[ from the Commissioner because rhere really are yery substandal differences, which he perhaps knows much better rhan I,
between the unemployment supplements and the provision of social security for the steelworkers in Greece
and those provided for steelworkers in Belgium,
France, or other countries. I believe this to be conrrary

to Anicle 67, paragraph 2 of rhe ECSC Treaty,

and
even more generally, with the broader spirit of dealing
with these problems. I would therefore like the Commissioner to express his rhoughm more fully on rhis

matter.

field.
Over and above the formal problem involved, does he
President.
82):

-

Question No 8 by Mr Alavanos (H-376/

The crisis in the Greek steel industry is having serious repercussions for the problem of unemployment, especially having regard to the magnirude
of employment in the Greek steel industry.
Can the Commission srare on whose authority and

for whose benefit there has been no move

[o

implement Anicle 55 (2) (b) of the ECSC Treaty?

'!7'hat amounrs have been
allocated for 1980-81
and having regard to Anicle 68 (5) what is its attitude to the serious differences in subsidy policy
and more generally the trearment of unemployed
steel workers as between Greece and other Member States such as Belgium and France?

Mr Davignoq Wce-President of the Commission.
(FR) ln reply to Mr Alavanos, I would describe the
situation as follows: the application of Anicle 56 enables the ECSC to intervene in rhe social area under
certain conditions.

Firstly, a governmenr must ask the Commission to
intervene and secondly that government must cover
500/o of the cost of intervenrion for the benefit of
workers.

'S7e

have received no applicarion of this kind

from the Greek Government. The

appropriations
entered in the ECSC budget which represent the social
componenr advocated by us wirh the suppon of Parliament, are available for actions of this kind but are

consider this to be an acceptable situation?

Mr Davignon,

(FR) am perfectly willing ro enrer
- highly Ircchnical
into a number of
details. Article 68 (5)

of the ECSC Treary allows the Commission to inrer-

vene if the merhod of financing social security provisions or the type of action raken by Member States to
respond to the unemployment problem affects the
structural comperitive situation of one industry in relation to others. Here rhe Commission quite clearly has
exclusive compercnce, i.e. it must ensure that the various national sysrems do not change rhe relationship
between the different indusuies in rhe coal and steel
sector.

The analyses which we have carried our up ro now

although we do not as yet have full derails on rhe way
in which the system operares in Greece
show that
these differences are nor large enough -to affecr the
competitive situation

of

individual undenakings. I

therefore answered Mr Alavanos to the effect thar we
had no evidence of any distortion of competition in
this area and that we are keeping the situarion in
Greece permanently under review just as we do in the
case of other countries.
President.

378/82):

-

Question No 9 by

Mr Ephremidis (H-

Greece is the only counrry in the EEC and in the
whole of Europe thar produces raisins. Today it
has stocks

of unsold raisins from last year's har-
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President
vest (95 000 tonnes composed of ZO OOO tonnes of
sultanas and 25 000 tonnes of currants, i.e.700/o
of the 1981 production) and it is expected that this

year's harvest will amount to 150 000 tonnes.
Since its accession to the EEC, Greece has been
facing strong competition from the USA, Australia, Turkey, etc., which, by reason of the preferential agreements they have with the Com-

munity and the dumping prices which they apply,
are ousting Community products in the EEC
itself, which formerly absorbed 950lo of Greek
production.

In view of the alarming situadon that has been
created in the raisin-producing regions of Greece
(Crete, Vest Peloponnese) does the Commission
intend taking immediate measures to put into real
effect the principle of Community preference, and
of protection from the imports of third countries,
to provide premiums for exports to the Socialist
and other countries, and to finance programmes
for the promotion of modern scientific methods of
cultivation and processing in order to reduce the
cost and to increase the production of Greek raisins

?

Mr Tugendhat, Vice-President of the Commission.
At the end of the l98l/82 marketing year, stocks in
Greece amounted to about 55 000 tonnes of sultanas
with no surplus of currants. During the period prior to
accession, Greece sold 330lo ro 370/o of its expons of
sultanas on the Community market. Since accession
there has been a significant increase in Greek production combined with good harvests elsewhere. Normal
protection for Greek dried grapes against imports
from non-Community countries is provided by the
Common Customs Tariff, which applies to most nonCommunity countries except Turkey, which qualifies
for a reduced rate of duty. Because of market disturbance caused by third-country impons, a safeguard

measure consisting of a minimum import price of
I 067 ECIJ per tonne for dried graPes other than Corinthian dried grapes has been established. In addidon,
the selling price of Community dried grapes has been
lowered in order to make [hem more competitive in
relation to the minimum price, taking into account the
costs of transport and market conditions. The Commission is now considering how improvements can be
made to the conditions under which agricultural products are produced, processed and marketed, giving
particular attention to the problems in Mediterranean
regions. In due course it will make proposals for raising producers' incomes by taking account of the market situation and outlook.

intervention in Greece, and can

(DE) I

have chosen one question from

- German traders complain about the
several. Many
quality of Greek raisins and say they would not take
them at any price. Does the Commission have any
information on the quality of the raisins taken into

say whether this

I am sure the whole House lisrcned
Mr Tugendhat.
with interest to -the honourable gentleman's question,
but I think that with raisins as with so many other
aspects

of life, much depends on one's personal taste.

(Laughter)

Has the Commission asked itself why
Mr Curry.
there are unsold stocks of raisins in Greece? If it has
done so, has it come to the conclusion that the price is
rco high? If it has come to that conclusion, has it also
arrived at the conclusion that this is because the price
was bid up in the course of the accession negotiations?
Has it come to the conclusion that the solution, which
is to impose a minimum import price, is precisely a
microcosm of the problems which we are facing in a
number of agricultural sectors? If it has absorbed all
that, has it come to the conclusion that in the course
of a price review it must take urgent. measures to bring
the price into balance with the market, and do I interpret the Commissioner's remarks as meaning that he is
intending to produce direct income support coupled
with a lower price in the course of a price review?
The honourable Member, like his
Mr Tugendhat.
colleague Mr Howell, tempm me into a veritable minefield of supplementary questions, and I can only ask
him to await our price proposals with the interest
which I am sure he already feels.
Does the Commission know the dif- dried grapes, sultanas, currants and
ference between
raisins? They are all the same thing, are they, or are
they different?

Mr Seligman.

(Laughter)

Mr

Marshall.

\flould the Vice-President of

the

Commission, who used to represent the City of London in another House, educate his colleagues in the
virtues of using the price mechanism as a means of
ending surpluses? Fufthermore, can we have a guarantee from the Commissioner that in considering this
problem he will bear in mind the interests of the consumer and of the food-processing industry, both of
which are too often subordinated to another vesrcd
interest?

I will certainly bear the honourable
in mind. \7e do of course
gentleman's injunctions
awach a great deal of imponance to the price
mechanism, but there are other factors and other obligations which also have to be taken into account. I
think it was a gentleman not of our own party but of
Mr Tugendhat.

Mr Gautier.

it

statement is true?
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Tugendhat

another who said, 'Polirics is a matrer
But that is indeed the case.

Mr Gontikas.

of priorities'.

Can the Commissioner srare whether

or not the Commission
wants to take cenain measures
towards subsidizing rhose areas of Greece which are
mainly occupied with the cultivation of vines.

Mr Contogeorgis.
(GR) This matter is also being
discussed with the-governments and the social panners, namely both the length of rhe working hours for
drivers and the apporrionment of working hours so as
to allow grearer freedom in selecting timembles.
Mr Rogalla.

(DE)
regards the problem of tired- has As
wheel,
the Commission also considered
whether waiting ar rhe inrernal frontiers causes riredness among both lorry and car drivers? Does the Commission have any srarisrics which pinpoint the internal
frontiers at which lorry or car drivers have to wait a
panicularly long time? Is it taking this opponunity to
refer yet again ro rhe senseless delays caused by,checks
at the internal frontiers between our Member States?
ness at the

Mr Tugendhat.

Again that question relates directly

- prices proposals which are now not
to the agricultural
very far distanr, and I would ask the honourable gentleman to await our decisions and their publication.

President.
82):

-

Quesrion No 10 by Mr Albers (H-396/

Mr

'What action does
the Commission intend ro take
on the findings of recenr srudies which show that
falling asleep at rhe wheel is attributable more ro
hours spent at work than to hours spent driving?

Mr

Contogeorgis, Member of the Commission.
(GR) As is known, several studies have been carried
out to investigate the connection between fatigue and
the reactions of drivers, a marrer that is also covered
by Reguladon No 543 of tgOg. The Commission is
looking into this marrer, as well as orher related matters arising within the scope of the harmonizarion of
Community regulations with a social conren[ relating

[o the secror of road ransporr, with a view to

rhe

stricter application of those regulations. All these matters are currently under discussion with the governments and wirh the social panners. In these deliberations we are examining among other things the possibility of defining specific limits as regards working
hours, on a weekly or on a daily basis. !7hen these
deliberations with the governmenrs and social partners
have been completed the Commission intends ro submit proposals to Council for the amendmenr of the
social harmonization of Regularion No 543, ro whatever, extenr its scope renders necessary in the light of
the studies in progress.

Mr Albers.
(NL) I am grateful to the Commis- answer but
sioner for his
I would neverrheless like to
follow it up wirh a supplementary.If ft is rrue that the
Commission is considering amending the regulation in
order to take more account of working hours than
actual rime behind the wheel then it would seem to
presenr an ideal case for investigating the possibilities

of

reducing the working hours

for road

haulage

chauffeurs and I would like to ask rhe Commissioner
whether the Commission's inquiry embraces this point
too? It is a generally recognized fact that road haulage
chauffeurs have longer working hours than the average for the industry and I must know whether rhere is
a clear reference to this in the inquiry?

Contogeorgis.

(GR) The marrer

of

border

delays has been considered
by the Commission and

a

relevant proposal was submitted in June and is now
before Council. This proposal aims to simplify many
of the formalities so as ro cunail the delay. The cost of
border delays for goods vehicles caused by the muldplicity of uncoordinated formalities is high, and this
is stressed in the proposals we have submitted.

I should like to say in response to
the last answer -that I would suggesr rhat the Commission's proposal that has been referred to only scrarches
the surface of rhe very serious border delay problems
that have been referred ro.
Mr Moreland.

But my quesrion ro rhe Commissioner relates specifically to falling asleep at the wheel. Is it nor true that all

the studies so far show that in fact a difference

between, shall we say, 8 hours' driving time, which is
current Community law, and 10 hours' driving time,
makes lirtle or no difference as regards the accident
rate? Should nor rhe Commission review this, particularly as, I think I am right in saying, certain Member
States have nor in facr introduced the law and certain
Member States abuse it badly? Indeed one wonders
whether the law is in fact now our of date since circumstances have changed since it was inrroduced
during a period in rhe 1950s when one was inreresred
in social harmonization.

Mr

Contogeorgis.
(GR) Among the matrers being
discussed,wirh the-governments and our social panners, is a fuller application of the Community's regulations with a social content in the rranspon secror.-As I
said earlier, in these deliberadons cre are examining
the length of the working day and its apportionment
in a more flexible way. From a study carried our by rhe
Bathel Institute in Frankfun it emerges that fatigue
arises nor only as a resulr of the driving hours as suih,
but more generally from rhe total hours of work by
the driver including other activiries such as loading,
unloading, etc. As I have said, all these mamers are
being discussed and we hope that towards the end of
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the first six months of next year we will be in a position to submit, on the basis of the resulrc of the studies
and the discussions with social Partners, proposals for
the adaptation of the social regulations in the transport
sector to the new conditions.

It strikes me that it would be necessary
rc define what exactly is meant by
for the Commission
work in this context. For some people driving is work;
for other people it means ravelling between work
driving to or from work. \fhat exactly is meant by
work? Vould the Commission try to define what is
meant here? I think that in that way it might be more
Mr Maher.

easy to understand what exactly ought to be done.

Mr Contogeorgis.

(GR) The meaning of work is
I mentioned earlier, for

defined in Regulation 543. As

a lorry driver work is often not confined just to

purely about transporting coal in a slurry form or
actually using it as fuel in an engine?

(FR) There are a number of technical problems and the purpose of the experiments to
whictr I referred just now is to ascertain how these
mixes will behave in boilers. The difficulty of this type
of activity is not so much to conduct the actual experiment as io ascenain how the instruments in which the
new mixture is used will behave over a period of dme.

Mr Davignon.

area we shall be working both on
e.g. into blast furnaces of a
injection
the
boilers and on
coalloil mix to examine the results obtained. I shall
therefore give no ansver in respect of transpon equipment but confine myself to [he use of energy on which
I have already replied to Mr Paulhan.

In our particular

the

driving but includes other activities connected with the
of goods and that are entrusted to the drivt
"nrpon
All thesC matters are being examined conjointly
ers.
and I repeat that there has been a study in depth, taking into account other studies by several institutes
in the matter. \7e have also maintained
"oinp.t..tt
constant contact and deliberations with the social
very
partners, and we will be ready next year to submit specific p.oposals for the application of these regulations.

Other experiments also figure among the Commis-

sion's priorities for the development of new-technologies enabling coal mixes to be transponed for wider
as you know an increase in
use in the Community
the use of coal is considered desirable in some quaflers
as a response to the energy crisis but apart from Italy,
where ions,.rmption has increased, it has fallen in all
other Community countries in a manner inversely proportional to the number of speeches made on this subject.

President.
82):

-

(H-402/
Question No 11 by Mr Paulhan

Can the Commission provide information on the
results of new combustion experiments on the
development of liquid substitutes based on fuel
oil/coal mixtures for use in power stations normally fired by heavy fuel oil, carried out inter alia
by the BP company in France?
Vice-President of the Commission.
(FR) Yery briefly, because time is short, first of all we
arc very inrcrested in experiments involving oil/coal
mixes in the context of the development of a policy
aimed at reducing our dependence on oil. In this connection we are following the BP Programme to which
Mr Paulhan referred. 'S7'e are also following a second
project in France supponed by our research- pro-

(DA) The question is about
converting solid fuels into liquid ones, and I should
like to ask the Commissioner what energy loss and
energ'y consumption are associated with this conversion, and whether the Commission is aware that processes of this kind, in which energy is used to produce
energy, can be somewhat dubious from the point of
view of energy economy.
Mr Brsndlund Nielsen.

Mr Davignot,

gr"rn-.

financed by the ECSC and we are considering

[rojects which will use coal and water insrcad of oil.

Mr Davignon.

(FR) 'W'e are trying to answer the

question put to us just now. Of course

there are losses.
of the
advantage
by
the
compensated
losses
these
Are

mixture over a sufficiently long period to be able to
assess the economic viability of the inidal inveslment
since there is a change of technology and of the
-equipment used of maintenance [hat was Mr
- losses? Those
and of energy
Seligman's question
in
our
evaluation of
threi questions will be covered
this technical project.

(FR) I am grateful to the CommisPaulhan.
sioner for filling some gaps in my knowledge on this

Mr

subject.

Can the Commissioner tell us what
Seligman.
such as corrosion or erosion
sort of difficulties
are encountered when you mix coal and oil? Panicularly in the case of coal and water, are you mlking

Mr

seems important to me to confirm one thing to Parliament ihit tt"g., nowadays the development of
"t is showing that nothing is technically
rcchnology
impossibli. But is it desirable? That is an altogether
'!7e are verifying this at
different question.
Present

It

through thise various experiments' Depending on the
ourcome we may or may not have a method of energy
substitution.
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The firsr pan of Quesdon Time

The documenrc I have mendoned were nor forwarded
to Parliamenr unril 14 October 1982. In view of the
imponance of the points discussed in them and of the
panicularly difficulr situation in the European steel
industry, Parliament needs to consider these documents very carefully. The motion for a resolution
which I am tabling on behalf of rhe Commitree on
Budgetary Control lists the problems I have briefly
outlined. It also raises anorher poinr which causes difficulties and unfonunately seems [o occur every financial year; the delay in the transfer of'Membei States,
contributions to the ECSC. These contributions are
fixed. by Council decision and rhe rule is that they
must be transferred by 31 December. In fact, almosr ail
the Membeg States are very lare in paying, and one
Member State has nor yer paid its contribution for

is

I have to inform Parliament that Mr Alex Chloros, a
Greek judge ar rhe Courr of Justice, has died. On
behalf of rhe European Parliament I offer our condolences

16. 11.82

to his family.

9. Budge tary control ( continuation)

President.
The nexr irem is the continuation of the
debates on-rhe reporrs from the Committee on Budgetary Control.

1980.

I call Mr Gabert.

The Commitree on Budgetary Control feels this situ-

Mr Gabert, rapporteur.

(DE) Mr President,

ladies

- and vorc on [he discharge
and gentlemen, the debate
in.respect of the ECSC have again been delayed somewhat this year. I believe, however, that the goal of
granring this discharge ar rhe same time as rhe debate
on the discharge in respect of the other institurions can
be achieved when we come ro considering the 19g1
financial year.
The difficulties and hence the delays have been essentially due ro rhree facrors. Firsdy, the services of the
Commission responsible for rhe accounting were nor
sufficiently well organized, and the Commission was
face.d with an increasing volume of business, especially
in the areas of borrowing and lending. Delays were
also caused by differences of opinion between the

Commission and the Coun of Audirors, it being
unclear which documenm were ro be forwarded to rhi

Coun of Auditors and what deadlines had to

be

observed. Nor was it clear how rhe Coun of Auditors
should exercise its control. In shis respect, I can say
with satisfaction rhat all these difficulties have been
overcome. The Commirtee on Budgetary Control was

able ro act as mediator in this process. The Commission and the Coun of Audirors now have an agreement, which means rhar these difficulties wili not

occur again.

As regards the 1980 financial year, it should

be

pointed our rhar the European Parliament is above all
able.to appraise the regularity of ECSC accounring,
the balance sheet and rhe accounr of revenue anIJ
expenditure. Nevenheless, the Commirree on Budgetary Control has unanimously decided [o granr the discharge bur also to draw up a separare resoludon based
on the remarks of the Coun of Auditors on economic
efficiency and the Commission's comments on these
remarks. ECSC borrowing and lending activities are
also discussed rogerher with rhe remarki of rhe Court
of Audirors and the Commission's ansver.

1

See

Annex oI U.11. 1982

ation musr be condemned and, if similar circumstances
are found ro exist ar rhe rime of the nexr audit, will
propose the steps that rhe Commission must take.
Even now ir calls on the Commission ro make urgen[
represenErions ro rhe Member Srate concerned wiih a
view ro receiving its contriburion at long last.

The Commitree on Budgeary Control recommends
Parliament ro granr rhe discharge in respect of 19g0
while adding thar a funher reporr on th. quesrions
relating ro rhe economic efficiency of the ECSC will
follow.

I

am assuming that all the insritutions concerned will
complete rhe necessary prepararions for the discharge
in respect of rhe 1981 financial year early enough f6r
the normal deadlines ro be observed next year ind in
subsequent y-ears. I recommend Parliamenr to approve
the motion for a resolution tabled by the Commitree
on Budgetary Control.
(Applause)

President.

-

I call the Socialist Group.

Mr Gautier.
(DE) Mr President, I shall try to keep
to the four minutes.
Vhen rhey are up, I would ask

you ro interrupt me.

I

will .begin by congratulating Mr Vetdg and the

Commitree. on Budgetary Control on [heir o-utstanding
re.pglt o! rhe organization of the market in cereals, oi

which

I

have a few words to say.

It differs, I am glad

from many reporrs produced by my own committee, the Committee on Agriculturi, and I should
like to consider some of the aqpects it covers.
to. say,

In therepon.Mr \flettig and the Committee on Budgetary Control discuss a number of aspects of a more
technical narure and various ,rp..tr of the organization of the market in cereals which concern-rhe

agricultural policy.
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Gautier

Vith

regard to the aspects which concern the agricultural policy, I shoutd like to say on behalf of my group
that in panicular we endorse the suggestion made by
the Commission and also the Committee on Budgetary

Control that in the long term the Community price of
cereals should be adjusrcd to the support level in the

United States, with due account taken of the special
social structures in the European Community.

feel this will have three advantages. The first
major advantage is that the cost of animal husbandry
will be reduced. '!7e must remember that some 70 to
75 o/o of agricultural incomes is derived from animal
husbandry, which is a major cost factor. Secondly,
much of ihe problem of substitutes would be removed,
and there would be no trade disputes. Thirdly, the cost
would be reduced. '!7e therefore endorse

Ve

of expons

this suggestion.

The second point, of which we are similarly very much
in favour, ,is a change in the Commission's policy on
the durum wheat subsidy. Either the Commission
should limit the durum wheat subsidy to the first 10 ha
or whatever, because there is no reason why a farmer
growing 100 or 200 ha of durum wheat should receive
or, if
that is really absurd
a subsiJy per hecrare
- limit it to 10 ha, the- money
the Commission cannot
should be used for specific regional measures.
also urge the Commission to make very sure
that the Member States actually Pay out the durum
wheat subsidy at a reasonable time. A shon time ago I
was talking to a number of farmers in the south, some
of whom had never seen a durum wheat subsidy. It
then has to be asked:what happens rc the money? Is it
kept by the Member States' administrations?

I would

I

should like to mention concerns,
paragraph 7 of the motion for a resolution on the
Community's starch poliry. \7e fully endorse the proposal that producers should be discouraged from
producing, or that the production subsidy should

The third point

Lventually be abolished, provided that the Commission

a reasonable, all-embracing concePt for a
policy on starch. It is quite clear, of course, that the
Errop."n starch industry cannot comPete with that of
develops

America and other countries if artificial levies are
imposed on maize and the industry has to operate at
inCreased costs. Bu[ the Commission should consider
how it can incorporate all starch production in the
Community in a reasonable concept and what means
can be used to this end.

This leads me to ask the Commission whether it would
not be possible, for example, to make provision for
levy-free import quotas and perhaps to include this
point in the negotiations with the United States, with
which we at present have a number of problems connected with the corn gluten sector. Perhaps this would
facilitate the negotiations with the United States in this
respect, because the negotiadons in Geneva on the
Commission's proposal will not be easy.

My penuldmate point concerns the criteria the Com-ission applies to exports. It is amazing - and I am
aware of the concern felt by many Commission offihow the Commission always exPorts cereals
cials
when- the world market price is at its lowest. The
Commission obviously assumes that it must supPort
the internal market price, which, of course, is linked to
the world market price. The question is simply
whether the far from economical procedure of exponing when the world market price is at its lowest must

be applied or whether certain forms of storage and
othei measures would not permit exports to be
delayed until a more favourable moment' which might
mean the saving of several hundreds of millions of
DM.
Finally, I should like to say that we fully support international agreements like the Sugar Agreement and
also the \7orld Grain Agreement that has been mentioned here. I believe the Commission should have a
few words with the Americans to make it clear that it
the Community and
is in the interests of both blocs
- cereals market.
to stabilize the world
the USA

-

I call the Group of the European PeoPresident.
ple's Pany (Christian-Democratic Group).
Mr

Aigner.

-

(DE)

Mr

President,

I

also wish to

speak in my capacity as chairman of the Committee on

Budgetary Control in order to save time. I shall be
very brief. I will begin by thanking the Member on the
for
or on the right from where I am standing
lefi
and
always
cautious
I
am
always
his praise, although
ask why praise has been given. The Committee on
Budgetary Control does not as a rule make any
friends. It either does not achieve what was hoped of it

because

the

machinery

is too

cumbersome or

encroaches on the terms of reference of other committees, who then say: this has nothing to do with you. I
therefore gratefully accept praise from a rePresentative
of one of these other committees, although I must say

straight away that the explanatory statement does not
tally with the resoluai our rapporteur knows
- originally in a com-tion, because the resolution was
pletely different form. At four meetings, I think it was,
we had worded the resolution so that it concerned
only the control aspects and left the substance to the
appropriate committee. How successful we were is evident only from the number of amendmenrs tabled. But
I am grateful for one thing you have said. For years,
Mr President, the Committee on Budgetary Control
has been fighting for the organization of markets to be
made more flexible and for implementation to be
aligned more closely with the situation on the market.
I agree with you on that, and we have also proved
rhai, if the Commission takes greater account of this
situation with its machinery, which is cumbersome,
and it will just have to develop various instruments, it
can
and with our parliamentary control we have, of
- managed to save hundreds of millions of units
course,
of account, if not more.
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Mr President, this has been a rare suecess for me as
chairman of the committee. I should like m thank the
Commission for the seriousness and willingness it
showed in this audit dialogue. I do not think I"shall be
so successful tomorrow, when we come to discuss the
butter business. Bur, Mr Tugendhat, I musr say ro you
that we have both learnt something, in what was often
a difficult dialogue. But in committee we never really
had the impression that our remarks or our decisions
'were nor being taken seriously or rhar
the Commission
Iacked the will to draw the necessary conclusions. I
should therefore like rc offer my sincere thants to
you, Mr Tugendhat, for being so cooperarive and
receptive to our criricism and also your officials
I
see MrDe Koster there: he is almost a fixture in-our
committee.

Nevenheless, Mr Presidenr, I cannor help remarking
on a few matrers which I view with grrue conce.n. I
have already menrioned one. The firsr is the cumber-

some machinery. Mr Tugendhat,

I

know that,

the

structure of the Commission being whar ir is, this is
simply a law which ir is difficult ro change. The many
levels involved, and the many narional influences, the
many Council committees that have a say here, and
unfortunately the fact that optimal use is nor made of
opponunities for mobility where policy and also staff
are concerned. This continues to cause us great concern. And, MrTugendhat, I really musr urge you and
your officials [o pay grearer arrenrion to this problem.
You must react more quickly ro certain things, not
only to cenain criteria governing parliamentary control but also to cenain even6, in the market for exam-

cular to paragraphs 3, 4 and, 5 of Mr Irmer's repon.
For years we have foughr for the budget to be
regarded as rhe legal basis for activities. That is a
demand we have been making for years.

Mr Presidenr, I should like to conclude by offering my
sincere thanks ro rhe rapporreurs. Nor only Mr'!Vertig, Mr Irmer and Mr Gabert, but also and above all
Mr Kellett-Bowman for his repon on Ispra. It is a pity

that the Commissioner responsible is nor

here.

Mr Tugendhat, perhaps you could pass on a requesr ro
-policy,
him. Vhat we need in Ispra is a change of
which cannot be achieved with administrative instrumenrc alone. There musr be a change of policy, and
the Commission must do what is necessary.
Secondly, staff mobility is rhe consequence of a political decision. Hence my requesr thar we join with the
rapporteur and rhe relevant Commissioner and consider this problem in grearer detail among ourselves.
Ve may then find a solution.

President, I will confine myself to thanking my
and our rapporreur and panicularly the staff of the
Coun of Auditors for rheir contributions ro rhis parr
of our work. !fle shall be having rhe actual debate on

Mr

the discharge at a later dare.
(Applause)

President.

-

I call the Liberal and Democratic Group.

ple.

Mr
Secondly, time and again, Mr Tugendhat, we become
aware of rhe absence of a fully operarive informarion
system within the Commission itself. Mr President,
when you find thar one official does not know whar
his neighbour is doing, thar they are working in parallel, bur nor [oge[her, the only conclusion is that the

internal information poliry

and anyone who

- difficult . .
ever managed a firm knows how

has

.

Brsndlund Nielsen.

-

(DA)

I

special reference ro rhe \Terrig reporr.

want to make
I should like ro

thank Mr'l7ettig for the serious work he has done,
which I also found conveyed in his speech rcday. But I
would level the criticism ar rhe report, which in the
firsr place Mr'l7ertig himself raised, namely that it is
too negarive towards rhe common agricultural poliry.
This has also been reflecred in a number of morions
for amendments, which I think are sensible ones and
which, wirhour going inro a lot of detail, I would

(The President calls on tbe speaher tofinish)

recommend.

Mr President, I did say that I would also speak as the
chairman of the committee. There are a fi* rhings I

The grain policy is an elemenr in the common agricultural policy which has functioned exceedingly well in
many respecrs. I do not feel that, ar a time when there
is hunger in rhe world and a shonage of such a basic
foodstuff as grain, that ir is right toiomplain that the
Communiry's grain production has risen io that quantities are now also available for export.

simplymusr...
President.

-

I must ask you to be brief.

Mr Aigner.

(DE) . . . but this lack of information,
- the impression,
also have
Mr Tugendhar, rhar
some officials are very obstinate in keeping information to themselves. Somerhing simply has to be done
and

I

about this.

On the positive side, I can say

briefly, of course

- should refer in panithat Members who are interesred

Parliament rightly makes strenuous efforts to uphold
its right of review, and I think that right should extend
to concerning ourselves with the manner in which the

for minimum prices and for price
movements are observed and adhered to. '$7'e have rc
concede here that, ar leasr in some periods, developments have left much to be desired with regard to the
rules laid down

aim of ensuring that the price of grain, which is ro

a
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large extent determined by Community policy, shows
a calm and stable trend. It is a source of very considerable inconvenience, not least to pigmeat producers,
when the price of grain suddenly fluctuares dramatically, and it must be possible under the presenr
arrangements for common market grain prices to
avoid the sudden onset of phases characterized by
what I would call really drastic increases in the price
of grain. I also feel that Parliament should make a protest over this: since we have this grain policy, prices
should be allowed to follow an even trend.

ations in these prices constantly prove this fact. A
reduction in cereal prices and expon refunds would be
tantamount to a deliberate reduction in the number of
jobs in agriculture at the very time when our Parliament is seeking the means of creating employment in
other sectors and on conditions which will inevitably

Also, we must not forget that we have this grain poliry
in order to achieve stable producdon. I would remind
you in that connection of an amendment mbled by
Mr Marck, which is also a very sensible one. It draws
attention to the function of the grain policy in providing a shield, for example, against fluctuations in the
exchange rate of the dollar. This is something we also

CAP provide for a long-rcrm guarantee of supplies to
European consumers; by causing a large number of
farmers to stop production we should be infringing
that basic principle. !florld prices would then inevitably begin to rise as they always do whenever there is
a shortage, however temporary, on [he marke$.

to take into

account when the Commission
comes out with ideas such as aligning ourselves with
have

rhe level of American prices.

President.
I call the Group of European Progressive
Democrats.-

(FR) I wish to commenr briefly on
Mouchel .
the two reports- by Mr \Tettig on the EAGGF Guarantee Section.

Mr

The first of these reports based on conclusions published in 1979 by the exrraordinary committee of
inquiry puts forward cenain recommendations in
particular to improve the action aken by the Community to detect and eliminate fraud involving Community regulations. This repon has been drafted
strictly in the budgerary conrext and falls within the
sphere of activity of the Committee on Budgeary
Control. On the other hand, in his second reporr, Mr

Vettig

has broadened his reflections and submirted ro
us the broad outline of a far-reaching reform of the
common agricultural poliry relating to cereals.

Ladies and gentlemen, I would draw your attenrion ro

the fact that the proposals contained in the !flettig
report on the budgemry cost of the CAP in the cereal
sector far exceed his terms of reference since the Committee on Budgetary Control is not entirled to pronounce on the principles of the CAP, expecially as the
rapporteur's proposals disregard the economic realities
and the situation of the market in the cereal sector.

Mr '\flettig

proposes that Community cereals prices
should be brought closer into line with those of competing countries but this disregards rhe fact thar our
competitors also suppon the price of their products on
the world markets.

The world market prices in no way reflect the production costs in any country of the world. Major vari-

be even more expensive.

Moreover, what point is there in effecting a price
comparison with a dollar which is currently at its highest ever level, although it may begin to fall again from
one day to the next? The underlying principles of the

'!7e

also note a distinct slackening in the growth of
EAGGF expenditure in this sector due partly to a
favourable situation on the world markets and panly
to an effort by the Commission to improve management of the markets. I repeat, this debate must not be
taken as a pretext for calling into question the principles of the CAP.

I have come to the end of my speech, Mr President.
The EPD Group cannot accepr the repon in its presit is therefore proposing to the Assembly
number of amendmenm which we consider vital.
ent form;

a

(Applause)

President.

-

I call Mrs Desouches.

Mrs Desouches.
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
- tabled by Mr \Tettig on behalf
gentlemen, the report
of the Committee on Budgemry Conrrol is surprising
in more than one respect.
This rcxt is inspired by liberal principles and advocates
an agricultural policy in total contradicrion wirh she

common agricultural policy as it is today. On rhis
point I agree wholeheanedly with Mr Mouchel. The
common agricultural poliry is not a liberal policy
because it is interventionist and aims to supporr production, maintain farmers earnings and ensure fruit

Vhat is the rapporteur proposincrease the influence of market
forces and bring Community cereals prices closer inro
line with those of ir main comperirors'. In other words
supplies for the EEC.

ing?

I

quote:

'to

he is proposing that European agricultural poliry
should be subjected to thar of its main competitors
even at the risk of seeing us relegared one day to a
situation of dependence. Vhat is the meaning in the
agricultural sector and in panicular in that of cereals,
of the influence of market forces or prices of our main
competitors when we know very well rhat world prices
are anificial, that products or producers are directly or
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indirectly subsidized and that world prices are in fact
more often than not the price of American surpluses?
Of course the common agricultural policy costs a lot
of money but it is fully justified if we wish to pursue
an independent policy.

May I also point out how strange it is, to say the least,
for the Committee on Budgetary Control to be using

etary Control. In that committee it was agreed that all
elements which seemed to indicate the need for a
reform of the CAP should first be submitted rc the
Committee on Agriculture for its opinion. I note that
the final resolution contains no reference to the above
committee, which amounts [o a flagrant violation of
the agreement. As a result, I have tabled a number of
amendments of a purely procedural nature.

purely financial arguments as a reason for proposing
such far-reaching changes to the common agricultural
I personally dislike the reladonship drawn in
the recitals berween the advocated savings and the
resolution on world hunger. If we wish to assist the
countries of the Third Vorld I think it is preferable to
maintain our production capacity so as to prevent the
United States from abusing its power. Some Members

potiry.

have advocated the creation

of a European

export

agency which could play a stabilizing role on the Pata role whose impontern of the ONIC in France
ance everyone would accept.

-

Following the same reasoning, the repon proposes
that the problem of substitution products for cereals
should be solved by aligning the price of cereals on
that of substitution products. However, it is not
necessarily a good solution to reduce Community
prices so as to increase competitiviry. There are two
competing products: manioc and gluten. As regards
manioc, Thailand and the multi-nationals have a net
margin sufficient to enable them to reduce prices further. In the case of gluteri it would be sufficient for the
United States to increase the existing subsidies for the
price ratio with Communiry cereals to become
unfavourable again. So as not to seem entirely negative, may I point out that we support the improvement
of the quality of cenain cereals and believe that it is
indeed desirable to encourage producers to grow
wheat of higher quality and varieties which are easier
to store just as it is desirable to eradicarc irregularities.
However, I do not find the tenor of the repon as a
whole acceptable.

IN THE CHAIR: MR KLEPSCH
Wce-President

As to the content of the repon, I am forced to remark
that it is singularly silent on a number of areas of the
CAP. I[ refers to payments and ignores the income
side of the poliry as a result of Community levies on
imponed cereals. This commission is all the more
sriking and is a reflection on [he report as a whole
when one realizes that the balance between income

and expenditure vras positive in the Community's
favour until 1979 only to fall into the red during the

Past rwo years.

Likewise the repon takes no account of, and makes no
reference to, the principal aim of the CAP as defined
in the Treaty of Rome, namely that of guaranteeing
Community farmers a reasonable income. Mr \flettig
seems to forget that, if cereal farmers experience a fall
in their incomes they will lose no time in switching to
other crops which will in time cause treat hardship to
smaller farmers, the end result of which will be even

grearer unemployment. Mr Vettig does not ask the
more pertinent question as to the desirability of these
shon-term consumer benefits as a result of low cereal
prices and whether this will not ultimately lead to an
even greater Communiry dependence in our food supplies.

The repon nkes just as little account of the recommendations on agricultural prices which were adopted
by the House. As a result, the European People's Pany
has tabled a number of amendments on this point.

I would like to indicate a number of contradictions in the report, of which the comparison qrith
the United States is but one. Given the enormous differences in the cost structures of both systems it is
quite impossible to compare agriculture in the United
States with that in Europe. Any comparison which fails
to take account of cost structures within each system
must be considered invalid. Here, too, we have tabled
a series of amendments.
Finally,

(Applause)
President.

-

I call Mr Marck.

(NL) Mr President, I would like to
in congratulating Mr'lTettig on his
emulare Mr Aigner
report even though I have grave reservations about its

Mr Marck.

President.

-

I call Mr Delatte.

underlying theories and standpoints.

(FR) Mr President, ladies and gentleMr Delatte.
- report is obviously difficult to present
men, the Vettig
because it is a critical report; however, I should like to

At the outset I would like rc draw attention to the fact
that the procedure followed by Mr'lTettig is contrary
to that which was agreed in the Committee on Budg-

draw the atrcntion of our colleague to the fact that the
proposed changes to the organization of the market in
cereals are misguided and to my'mind dangerous
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because they refer solely to the savings which might be
made on certain items without dealing with the market
as a whole. \fle have now become just self-sufficient in
cereals products thanks to the effons made to increase

production. At the same dme we have improved our
production costs and this point needs to be stressed:
15 years ago the European cost price was 500/o higher
than the US price but the difference today is only
15%. \7e must persevere on these lines but we shall

not

succeed

if we

discourage cereals producers

through arbftrary decisions.

May I add that Parliament should not contradict itself.
Last year in the debate on farm prices we stood out
against any arbitrary link between the price of Community cereals and that of cereals grown by our competitors. The \Tettig repon proposes a conrary attitude which does not take account of economic reality.
That is unacceptable.
Moreover, let us be quite clear that imports of substitution products will not be reduced by lowering the
price of fodder cereals. The more we lower our prices
the more exporters will lower theirs, since world market prices for agricultural products are anificial dumping prices. The result for the developing countries
would be a dramatic reduction in their earnings since
they sell these substitution products. If they practice
self-limitation and are able to sell products at a reasonable price, these countries will still have the possibility
of increasing their food crops which are at present. in
such cruelly shon supply.

Mr President, that is the reason for the amendments
which I have tabled. Unless the l7ettig report is thoroughly amended, my group will be obliged to vote
against it.

President.

-

I call Mrs Nikolaou.

whole.

Of course, this principle

of srategic

to hit, in particular, those regions within the Communiry with the weakest structures, at the levels of
both production and trade.

To be specific: firstly, the convergence of Community
and international prices will hit mainly the smallholders of the southern regions.

Secondly, the exclusion of lower qualities from intervention in the event that this should mean a modification of the lowest prescriptions for intervention, will
have a negative effect on the incomes of small producers in the disadvantaged areas, granted that they will
be obliged to supply a greater proportion of their
production outside the limits of intervention, wirh rhe
consequence that the purchase prices will be disproportionately reduced. The aim of improving quality
could be achieved by a more pronounced differentiation of the prices in correlation with the quality.

Thirdly, the review of the measures for short-term
intervention and for the monthly supplements will also
have negative repercussions on prices, and hence on
the incomes of producers, granted that with the measures proposed the producers will be deprived of the
incentive [o store their products with a view to getting
a better price for them.

In conclusion, we wish to

stress

hard grain is a basic factor

that the production of

of

income

in rhe less

favoured regions of the Communiry, both mountainous and not mountainous. The abolirion of suppon
panicularly in these regions cannot be countenanced
unless different measures are established in advance ro
counteract the negative consequences. The amendments we have submitted aim precisely to take into
account the special characteristics of such regions
when applying the measures proposed by the \flrtig
rePort.

(GR)
Mrs Nikolaou.
President, I too would
- l7ettigMr
like to refer to the
report. It is logical for the
Community to aim in the longterm to strengthen
branches and sectors of its economy that are, or rhar
can become internationally competitive so that rheir
functioning will not be based on perpetual subsidies
and hence on a permanent burden upon the social

products

the measures proposed by the !flettig report are likely

is differentiated in the case of
imponance or for the mainte-

nance of populations in disadvantaged regions. In this
spirit the \Tettig report, considered from the budgeting standpoint, is a fragmentary approach to the problem of supporting cereals within the Community. Any
reduction in the agricultural expenditure or reallocation of resources in the agricultural sector should take
place within the framework of a more general review
of the CAP, which would also take account of the
needs of an enlarged Europe. Beyond this, however,

President.

-

I call the Commission.

Mr Tugendhet, Vice-President of the

Commission.

Mr President, I listened very attentively rc the rapporteurs who presented reports on rhe discharge for the
1980 financial operations of the European Coal and
Steel Communiry, together with draft resolutions concerning the Joint Research Centre, the follow up to
the discharge for the 1979 budgeq the EAGGF Guarantee Section and the budgetary costs of the CAP in
the cereals sector. That is quite a wide range of subjects and I will endeavour in my speech to cover a

number of the points which were raised. But, inevitably, in a debate that has ranged as widely as this and
one which has also given rise to a number of points
both in the reports, the answers and in the speeches to
which I have to give specific answers, it will not of
course be possible for rhe to cover everything.
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But I urould like to begin by thanking Mr Aigner for
his extremely generous comments. As he says, we have
had a long association together, it has had its ups and
downs but regardless of the agreements and disagreements that have characterized it, we have always tried
to take the discharge procedure as seriously as possible. He and

I

have always agreed that

it

ought to

receive more attention in the Parliamenr than has hirheno been the case, and I am grateful for his remarks
which I shall certainly pass on to those officials of the
Commission who are not present, nonbly of course

the Director-General of DG XIX, Mr Strasser, but
also the officials of Directorates-General other than
his. I will of course also bear in mind the points he
made about the necessity for a speedier response in
some respects, and I am sure that they too will do so.
\7e will attempt to ensure that the appropriate selectivity is imposed on conveying that message to various
people.

Mr

President, the Commission also wishes

to thank

the rapponeurs for the work which they have produced and I would, in panicular, like to address my
thanks not just to Mr Aigner, but also ro rhe Committee on Budgetary Control for the considerable
amount of work that has gone into these reports.

I would like to stan with Mr Irmer. I

stan with him

parcly because he is dealing with the follow-up to rhe
1979 discharge decisions and therefore comes as it
were first in point of time, but also because rhe repon
which he has issued is so very posirive. The tone is

struck in the first paragraph of the draft resolution
where Parliament is invited
and here I quote
- 'ro
express its satisfaction with the fact that the follow-up
given to the 1979 discharge decisions by rhe Commiswhose constructive attitude musr be stressed
sion
has reinforced
both the political nature and the legal
and accounting significance of rhe discharge procedure'.

Mr President, with words such as these there is lirtle
need for the Commission to commenr funher on rhe
1979 follow-up. I would, however, like ro comment on
a few specific points relating to the general budget
raised in the draft resolution by Mr Irmer because I
cenainly owe him that, as well as owing him my
thanks for what he was kind enough to say.

Mr Irmer refers to the safeguarding of the financial
autonomy of the Community. In this connection, I
would like to recall that lasr July the Commission laid
before the Council and Parliament the report under

Anicle 22 of the Regulation applying the decision of
21 April 1970, concerning the replacement of financial
contributions by own resources. This repon included
proposals for revising rhe regulations. Consultations
with Parliamenr were begun and Mr Notenboom, I
believe, intends ro report on rhar progress quite soon.
This will be an opponunity for a thorough study of
the aspects raised by Mr Irmer.

The Commission's proposals include the possibiliry of
the Commission proceeding to make control visirs
under its own responsibility rather than in associarion
with the Member States. The Commission had also
proposed that assets held on its accounts with the
Member States' treasuries shall henceforth bear
interest to the benefit of the Communiry. Funhermore, the Commission has taken up again its proposal
for the revision of the Financial Regulation
which
dates from December 1980
an earlier -proposal
- the Council allowing
which had not been adopted by
the financial autonomy of the Community to be significantly strengthened.

This strengthening should, in rhe Commission's view,
occur by replacing the present requirement [o correcr
the revenue of the current financial year by the addition of the positive balance from the preceding year
with a new provision having the effect of making this
balance available for the second consecutive financial
year. Your rapporteur, that is to say rhe Parliament's
rapporteur, Mr Simonnet, has given this formula his
full suppon. Ve shall continue to make every effon
for it to succeed, along with other desirable changes
now being actively considered by Parliament in connection with the modification of the Financial Regulation.

More generally, the Commission is at present engaged
in a thorough examination of Communiry financing
and it intends to adoptvery soon a discussion paper on
which we shall seek the views of the whole Community, notably of course of this Parliament, rhe
Council, the parliaments and governmenrs of the
Member States and, I hope, of rhe general public.

I am glad
to be able ro say thar subsrantial progress has been
made, as Mr Irmer has indeed noted. These effons
will be continued within the framework of a new
Accounts Directorate to be set up in 1983 thanhs rc
the suppon of Parliament which, at the initiative of
Mr Aigner and rapponeur Jackson, agreed ro granr
the Commission a supplemenrary posr of Accounring
Director. I hope, Mr President, that rhat will remain
As regards questions relating ro accounring,

Parliament's inrention for the remainder of the budgetary procedure.

In the realm of developmenr, I nore thar the views of
Parliament and Commission are almost identical as the
rapporteur, Mr Irmer, has srongly indicated. In this
area, where the Commission has recenrly taken new

initiatives, Mr Pisani has already given Parliament
information. Your Commirtee on Budgemry Conrrol

received him a few months ago for an extremely positive encounter. The continuing support, which I know
Parliament will not fail to give, will reinforce the
Commission in rhis imporrant action. I would not wish
to leave this subject without confirming that the Commission entirely shares the conclusions of the repon
concerning the necessity of budgetizing the nexr Euro-

pean Development Fund.

Ir is obviously

maintaining

15.
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its position on this point, and the reception stnrcture

will continue to be insened into our preliminary draft
budgets.

Commission goes along with this but would point out
that a prudent price policy and continued monetary
evolution limits the extent to which MCAs may be
reduced, espercially for strong currencies.

As far as the Joint Research Centre is concerned, the
Commission has taken careful note of the points made
in the repon drawn up by Mr Kellett-Bowman. This
repon is positive in its remarks concerning the action
taken by the Commission in response to various
recommendations of Parliament. It also calls for further effons to safeguard fully the interests of European taxpayers
call which has been heeded. Par- a informed
of progress through the
liament will be kept

regular contacts which we have with the Parliament
both in its plenary and in its committee form, and I
hope that we will be able to make satisfactory progress
in this matter.

Before leaving matters related to the general budget,
Mr President, I should add that the Commission is
continuing to improve its working relations with the
Coun of Auditors. I am therefore pleased to report
that vinually all the outstanding problems of a procedural nature between the Commission and the Coun
of Auditors in relation to the annual as well as rc
special reports have been resolved in a pragmatic manner.

I now come to the draft resolution of Mr Gabert. He
for
the financial activities of the ECSC in 1980. The
catching up operation which was performed by the
Court of Auditors in this area was the result of great
proposes the grant to the Commission of discharge

effons to which the Commission made its own contribudon. Thus the timetable for the discharge from the
1981 financial year onwards can henceforth be the
same as that for the general budget and for ECSC.
The draft resolution also prdvides for an additional
report on the management of ECSC loans and borrowings, on rhe basis of the report which has been
drawn up by rhe Court of Audirors. This repon will
give an opportunity for reviewing an imponant activity which rightly enjoys'an excellent reputation on the
financial market. The grant of a discharge for 1980 is
useful from that point of view as well. The Commission has noted Mr Gaben's remarks concerning late
payments and will continue its efforts to overcome
that problem.

I

come finally to the repons of Mr'l7ettig concerning
the cereals sector. These are significant reports dealing
with an imponant sector. Many points were raised, a
'number of which have either been responded to by the
Commission in earlier proposals or are the subject of
continued active consideration by the Commission.
Here I am thinking in panicular of the co-responsibilities thresholds, the closing of the gap between cereal

prices in the Community and those of other major
producers as well as changes in the price hierarchy in
the Community. Mr \Tettig also calls for early dismantlement of the MCAs subject to greater convergence being achieved between the Member States. The

The Commission does not, however, share Mr \Vettig's views on all points. In panicular, we do not
believe that it would be in the Community interest for

to be regulated in the manner he sugges6. An export poliry cannot be pursued sporadically, geared exclusively to price changes, but requires
as is the case in the main exporting countries
-continuous
acdon aligned on the real scope for sales in
imponing countries. Any other attitude would, in the
present conditions on the external and internal markem, inevitably entail a build-up of stocks the cost of
which would be added to the refunds which, sooner or
larcr, must be found to ensure their disposal.
cereals exports

Moreover the Commission is in favour of a cereal
stockholding policy organized at an international level
a responsibility that cannot. be carried by the Com-munity alone. Finally on Mr'!fletrig's report the Commission also believes strongly that there are good reasons not, to remove monthly price increments, nor to
harmonize the structures

of

intervention agencies.

Specifically, on the price increments, their objecdve is
to allow private storage, so that abolition of these
increases would lead to very heavy intervention early
in the marketing year entailing budgeary cos$ that
could otherwise be avoided.

Mr President, I would also like just to deal with

one

or two points which have been made by other speakers
this afternoon. Parliament should take note that in
several imponant areas the explanatory memorandum
is not in accordance with the draft resolution. As far as
the various draft amendments are concerned, the
Commission has no particular comments to make
excepr for numbers 2,7, 8 and 14. These amendmenrs,
all in various ways, cas[ doubt on the wisdom of a progressive alignment of Community cereal prices upon
those of our main competitors. I would simply like to
recall that this alignment constitutes a central role in
that pan of the Commission's mandate report dealing
with what we believe to be the requirements for a
healthy development of Community agriculture. This,
Mr President, brings the Commission to the end of its
comments on [he various valuable and interesting
reports now laid before the House and the comments
on them. But the Commission would like to point out
that it feels that the debate lacks an imponant component
namely, of course, the discharge for 1980
which-has again been put off. Perhaps a decision early
in 1983 will be possible especially as the run-up to the
1981 discharge will be getting under way fairly shortly
and I cannot help feeling that it would be undesirable
from the point of view of the good order and management of our affairs if two discharge procedures for
[wo separate years were in progress at the same time.
President.

-

The debate is closed.
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President

The vote will take place at the next voting rime.

shall be prohibited, again we have a rule rhe applica-

tion of which depends solely on acrion by the Commission and can be absolutely crucial to free rade
10. Commission\failure to act on a resolution of EP

(continuation)

President.
The nexr irem is rhe continuation of the
- oral question
debarc on the
by Mr Prour (Doc. l-640/
82).

I have received a motion for a resolution tabled by Mr
Prout, on behalf of the European Democratic Group,
with request for an early vore ro wind up the debate
on this oral question (Doc. l-899/82).
The vote on the requesr for an early vote will take
place at the end of this debate.

I call Mr Kirk.
(DA) Mr President, I think everyone in
Mr Kirk.
- can agree
this Chamber
that it is crucial for the econ.Western
omic and political independence of
Europe
that the European Communities be preserved and
extended. Up to now we in Parliament have concentrated on convincing the Council of Ministers and the
governmenr of the rightness of this rhinking.'S(/e have
adopted many reports and amendments on the relationship between the institutions, we have ser up committees to draft a new and improved treary, and in
countless debates and questions ro rhe Council of
Ministers we have pressed for the Community to be
brought out of the impasse.

!/e

have a saying in Denmark: 'a bird in the hand is
better than ren on the roof', and if we are ro review
our effons since the direct elections in 1979, we have
to admit that we have concentrated on the ten birds on
the roof and that the results of our efforts are very
meagre. Today's debate is therefore very imponant. It
began yesterday, we heard Commissioner Andriessen
yesterday, and I was very pleased with what he had to
say. But the debate is precisely about the bird we have
in our hand. It is about the powers the Community has
been given which can be used by the Commission
without having ro go ro the Council of Minisrers and

the unanimiry berween the l0 countries
it is so difficulr ro ger these years. It is nor

establish

which

merely a question of administration, it is largely one of
polidcs. Vhen it says in Anicle 92 of the Treaty that
any aid granted by a Member State or through State
resources in any form whatsoever which distons or
threatens to diston competition by favouring cenain
undenakings or the production of cenain goods shall
[as a fundamental principle] be incompadble with the
common market, this is a rule which it is for the Commission to apply and its application is crucial ro economic policy in the common market. And when it says in
Anicle 30 of the Treaty that quantitative restrictions
on impons and all measures having equivalent effect

between the Member States.

Three weeks ago rhe Coun of Justice of the European
Community handed down a judgment according to
which clear operative rules in Communiry rrade agreements with third countries are direcrly applicable in
the Member States. The Court of Justice thus established the Communiry's comperence and authoriry in
the field of trade policy. It is not the first time the
Coun of Justice has emphasized rhe scope of the
Treaty's provisions. In a long series of judgmenm the
Court of Justice has determined that the Member
Sates must comply with the requirements of the

Treary on the right of establishment, free trade and
fair competition. But it is also typical that practically
all these cases have been brought by private individuals
or firms and not by the Commission. The Commission
has hitheno shied away from applying the Treaty to
the full in the areas in which it has artlo.ity to do so,
and that is dangerous for the Commission, for it
means that it has successively relegated its role ro rhar
of a secretariat answerable to the Council of Ministers.
But if that is what has happened, it is also Parliament's

fault. According to the Treaties, Parliament is the
democratically elected institution whose task is to
supervise the Commission and verify thar it is making
political use of im powers. Thar is our task and that is
one of the things we have to answer for when v/e ger
[o the next elections in 1984. Let today's debate therefore be the starting signal for cooperation between
Parliament and rhe Commission. Let us make ir our
aim to implement all the provisions in the Treaty
which only the Commission, with our assistance, can
put into effect. It is our hope rhat we shall be able to
achieve that aim.

May

I say finally

thar Commissioner Andriessen yes-

terday mentioned that one of the problems is undersaffing at the Commission. I would strongly urge the

Commission

to

reallocate priorities and give Mr

Andriessen the team needed to enable us to make proper use of the powers the Commission has been given
in those areas I have referred to. It is a question oi setting priorities for the resources we have at our disposal, and I hope very much that all Members of the
Commission will realize that rhis is of rhe urmosr
importance.

President.

-

I call rhe Commission.

Mr

Andriessen, Member of the Commission.
(NL) Mr President, I would like firsdy to commenr
on the remarks just made by Mr Kirk and secondly on
the resolurion with a request for urgent debate which
has, if I understand correcrly, just been introduced. A
few remarks on my part should prove quite timely,

as
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the House can be in no doubt as to my feelings on the
matrcr.

As far as Mr Kirk's comments are concerned

I

can

only deplore his repeated contention that the Commission has become a servant of the Council. Leaving
aside the fact that the Commission could do more to
the House
avoid giving this impression
- and I uustI feel that a
takes note of my cautious formulation
number of modifications are in the offing and they
should have the effect of removing these points of
contention. I trust, and indeed I am convinced that in
the forthcoming critical discussions we shall be having
on such issues as own resources, institutional development, Community enlargement, the Commission can
leave a different impression.

Mr President, I fully appreciate that Parliament has to
go before im electors in 1984 and be accountable to
them for its action. I understand Parliament's motives
in basing this responsibiliry on the success it has had in
controlling and supervising the Commission and I can
well imagine that Mr Kirk's statements in this context
have found their echo in the draft resolution which Mr

One final observation. In the course of my speech I
mentioned the control of the Commission's delegated
legislative powers by the Parliament. Now I am not
suggesdng that we should be consulted formally. I am
simply asking that Parliament and the Commission get

together to work out a procedure whereby we can
have a look at draft delegated legislation before it is
finally enacted. I am suggesting that if the committee
responsible for the subject-matter of that legisladon
feels that Parliament ought rc have a debate on it, it
should be entitled so to recommend. I am not suggesting that there should be some new consultation procedure super-imposed on the ones that already exist. I
am quite sure, Mr Commissioner, that this is a matter
which can quite easily be negotiated between the two
institutions.
(Parliament agreed to the requestfor an early oote)

President.

ll.

-

I call Mr Prout.

Mr Prout.
Mr President, I would like first of all to
thank Mr -Andriessen very much indeed for his last
remarks. He has responded to this oral question vrith
debate very constructively, and I look forward to a
continuing dialogue on the way in which the Commission uses its executive powers. He said that the question I abled, and the remarks I made in my speech,
were rather critical of the Commission. That may have
been rrue, but they were equally critical of Parliament.
In my view Parliament has not used its supervisory
povers over the Commission sufficiently to make sure
that the Commission uses irs executive powers to
establish a proper common market. So we are as
deeply implicated as you are, Mr Commissioner.

debate is closed.

Central America

Non-associated dezteloping

-countries

The next item is the repon (Doc. l-784/
82) drawn-up by Mr Michel on behalf of the Committee on Development and Cooperation on
President.

I.

II.

the communication from the Commission of

the European Communities to the Council
concerning special action in favour of the
economic and social development of Central
America (COM(82)257 fhal),
the proposal from the Commission of the
European Communities to the Council (Doc.
l-559/82
COM(82)481 final) for a decithe general guidelines for
sion completing

1982 concerning financial and rcchnical aid rc
non-associated developing countries (Doc.
r-784/82).

ued progress.
President.

rl.

The vote will take place at the next voting time.

the
Prout has just submitted. This resolution invites
- not
formulation is my own, Mr President, for I dare
use [he dreaded word contained in the resolution,
the par'instructs' being somewhat less mild in tone
liamentary committees, in discussion with-the Commission to examine ways in which the executive powers of the Commission could be extended. Mr President, I look upon this draft resolution as an exhonation to Parliament to elaborate a set of priorities with
the Commission in the same spirit as that expressed by
Mr Prout in his speech last night and as a stimulation
to the Commission to consider Parliament an ally in
this area too. Mr President, it is sometimes said that
criticism among friends is often better received than
among enemies and I shall choose to interpret the
implicit or explicit criticism which has been voiced in
this debarc in such a context, as a Member of a Commission which sees itself as an ally of Parliament in our
combined efforts to assure the Community of contin-

-

I

call

Mr

Bersani, who is representing our deceased

colleague.

Mr

(17) Mr President,
Bersani, deputy rapporte,4r.
ladies and gentlemen, it is with -emotion that I prepare
to take up the msk of our lamented colleague Victor
Michel in presenting this repon rc which he dedicated,
as

in so many other

cases

in his reports on world

of the rights of ACP workhunger and on the defence an attention stemming
ers in Europe, for example
- and responsibility.
from a great sense of dedication

Vith your

permission, Mr President, after the words
spoken yesterday by Mr Dankert in memory of our
colleague, I will mention his generosity and loyalry,
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his rare

selflessness

and consistenry, his ability to

The second part of the programme is aimed on

the

speak with particular effectiveness on people and
problems. His last report as well is pan of his effon in
the service of the high idea of solidariry to which he,
as a unionist, a worker, a volunteer for development in
Africa, and finally as a Member of Parliament, offered

other hand at an in-depth action, panicularly directed
at those countries which have commirted themselves to
carrying out agrarian reforms, thus dealing with the
mos[ delicate aspect of the social and political structural difficulties existing in the greater pan of this

all his energy.

region.

The present report concerns the Commission's proposal of a special measure for economic and social
development in Central America and a Council decision on the consequent completion of the general
guidelines for 1982 concerning financial and technical
aid to the non-associated developing countries.

The modest scope of the planned

Barely a month ago, on 14 October, in adopting the
resolution contained in Mrs Vieczoreck-Zeul's owninitiadve report on the situation in Central America,
our Parliament had occasion to hold a broad discussion on conditions existing in this sensitive part of the

world. By a large majority, Parliament called for
increased and more specific action in the region, as
had already been requested both for the EEC and for
the individual Member States by the European Council which met on 29 and 30 March of this year.

The Commission's current proposal, confirming the
need for a Breater Community presence in Central
America, suggests concrete measures aimed at making
a significant contribution toward strengthening economic automony and improving social conditions. The
proposal states that it is here a question of a temporary
intensification of development activities on the part of
the Community, which does not intend to take any
long-range action at present, even though, given the
structural nature of the situation in question, such
action seems to us not only desirable but necessary.

In view of the development of the relationship existing
between the counries of Central America and the
EEC since 1967, and irc recent consolidation in the
periodic talks of the Commission with the SIECA
(Permanent Secretariat of the General Treaty on Central American Economic Integration) and the Central
American group of Heads of Mission, formed in Brussels, this proposal is pan of a consisrent approach, similar to that adopted wirh rhe countries of the Andes
Pact and to thar implicit in the other Community
choices in this pan of rhe world.
The scope of this discussion and the brevity of the time
available lead me to proceed immediately to the examination of the essential content of the proposals and of
their meaning.

First of all, the nature of the special measures. The
suggested programme has two pans. The first corresponds to the need ro granr immediate aid, and is
inspired by our concern for the fight against hunger,
at the same time attempting to create the matching
funds to be used for measures of development.

complementary

financial measures, which the Commission intends to

fund by means

of a transfer on Anicle 930 of

the

amending budget, makes it advisable to intervene in
only one sector, and that a decisive one for the siruation of political and economic instabiliry prevalent in
this region. These are choices and criteria which, as
the Michel resolution maintains, deserve to be strongly
supported, with the hope that rhe Council, overcoming the remaining difficulties, will make the necessary
operative decisions as soon as possible.

The Commission's proposal, in view of the relative
inadequacy of the funds compared to the growing seriousness of the situation, serves as a complement to
other measures, in a wider context which, excellent in
imelf, still seems to raise many questions. In panicular,
there is the matter of the relationship with the bilateral
measures of the Member States, which up to now have
been reluctant notwithstanding the often-repeated
declarations of good intentions
to accept concrete
commitments of harmonization. There is also rhe mat-

ter of the relationship to orher international bodies,
especially desirable from the viewpoint of co-financing. These are objective criteria with which our Parliament has always demonstrated its agreement, and for
which it has even made specific requesrs.

In connection with the financial

aspecrs

of the pro-

gramme, we stress the need for a firm coordination of
the three financial instruments planned: rhe resources
made available by the transfer akeady menrioned; the
matching funds I referred to above; the appropriations

normally available for rcchnical and financial aid in
non-associated developing countries.

In panicular, our Parliamenr musr call for the implementation of all measures necessary to ensure that the
combined use of these funds is carried our in conformity with the objectives of the programme.
The action of the Community in the Caribbean region,
pursued in close cooperation with the countries of that
area, signatories of the Lom6 Convenrion, and in connection with action carried our on the basis of the
Treaties in many other territories and islands, has permitted us in recenr years ro make experiments in the
field of cooperation in developmenr in regions close to
Central America. This is anorher facor in favour of a
panicular European commitmenr in this pan of the
world, whose democratic development, which should
respect incontrovertible human righm too often bruully violated and be based on needed and ever more
urgent economic and social reforms, appears increas-
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to hide restructuring

ingly essential for international peace, for that broader
design of global North-South collaboration to which

such reforms have been screens

our Community, in its regional initiadves as we[],
should feel itself increasingly committed.

of big land-owners, established oligarchies and multinationals. Too many agrarian reforms have been
undenaken without giving the peasants the means of

(Applause)

working the land granted to them.

President.

-

Mrs Dury.

The action pursued by the Community must bring
about changes and ensure economic and social
development as a source of justice and universal wel-

I call the Socialist Group.
(FR)

Mr

President, on behalf

of

the

- I too wish w pay a last tribute to our
Group,

Socialist
colleage, the late

Mr Victor Michel. As Socialists we
always appreciarcd his open-minded approach, his
political consistency and his loyalty. He was not a
Member of the Socialist Group but we welcomed discussions with him because he was always open to our
ideas. I personally wish to say that Mr Michel was not
simply a colleague but also a long-standing friend; he
was an example of a particular way of being a politician.

The report which he presented to us on the special
programme for Central America and aid to the nonassociated countries comes at a time when world tension has never previously given rise to such uncer-

tainty, instability and threat for the future. This

is

panicularly true for Latin America and above all Central America, a region which is close to us in cultural
terms but for which political and economic intervendon by Europe has never been clearly defined or
implemented. The special programme of aid for Cen-

tral America is most

necessary and topical.

It

is based

on two observations.

Firstly, recognition of the fact that there can be no sta-

bility in this region as long as glaring social injustice
continues together with a situation of economic
dependence, as long as the arrogant prosperity of
some is based on the terrible exploitation of others.

The second observation is that the international community has cenain responsibilities and Europe must
assume those

of agricultural production, merely serving the interest

fare.

In common with Mr Michel and Mr Bersani I also
wish to stress the need for coordination with bilateral
programmes and projects.

Since the European Council

in March 1982 which

enable the programme for Central America to get off
the ground and was a first step towards the definition

of a common policy in Central America, it seems to
me that too little time has elapsed for us already to
expect ro see convergence on the spot. coordination
must [herefore be set in motion and developed when
this programme comes rc be implemented.

In conclusion, I note with regret that the problem of
the choice of beneficiary countries has not yet been
solved. At present Nicaragua is the only country to
have begun genuine agrarian reform but it is this very
country which is the subject of dispute.

Last week's edition of Neutsweef, and the Sunday
Times of 14 November contained fresh reports on the
United States aggressive projects against Nicaragua
aimed at the destabilisation of this region. Mr President, it seems to me [hat if we do not opt for this
country but leave it in the balance, instead of pursuing
constructive and original activities in Cenral America
we shall merely be the uninspired vassals of she United
States.

of the European
President.
- I call the Group
People's Pany (Christian-Democratic Group).

which are incumbent upon it.

In proposing this programme, however modest it may
be when measured against the problems which arise,
the Community has taken a positive initiative which is
all the more important as the logic chosen is that of
supponing immediate specific projects which can bring
about far-reaching structural changes. The sector
chosen is that of agrarian reform and the beneficiary
countries and projects have been selected in relation to
rhe abiliry and determination to carry them through.
'!7e
feel bound to approve this approach but consider
rhat all suitable precautions must be taken to ensure
that it is respected. \7e therefore stress the need for
srrict control to verify that the targets of the pro-

(DE) Mr President, ladies and
Mrs Rabbethge.
- sorrow, but also with pride that I
gentlemen, it is with
today comment on behalf of my group on the report
on Central America drawn up by our colleague Victor
Michel. He was a kind man and a fraternal friend,
who, as Mr Bersani has already said, drew up this

gramme are actually achieved.

Chamber.

The fact is that too many agrarian reforms have been
decided upon only to reniain a dead letter. Too many

Cenral America is another serious challenge for the

report with all the passion and feeling for the pooF, the
needy and the oppressed of this world whiih he
devoted to everFthing he did. I see him before me,
with his shock of white hair, calling to me: 'Ma chire
seurl' His repon was unanimously approved by the
Committee on Development and Cooperation, and I
believe we can also adopt it unanimously here in this

\[hy?

European Community's development policy, because
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it

has long been an extremely worrying trouble spot

for the world. There is a great need for the '!?'estern

camp of parliamentary democracies to be strengthened
and for an improvement in its repuration in the Third
'\7orld
as an opponent of right- or lefr-wing aurhoritarian and dictatorial alternatives. Realistic action musr

be taken to this end, but our judgment must also be
balanced.

The very fact thar in the last 150 years the countries of
the European Community have not been involved in
action taken by the USA, ofrcn on security grounds,
and are not therefore handicapped and that historical
factors mean that the European Community has a
treater understanding for the peculiarities of the traditions and cultures of Latin American societies
- inbuta
word, Hispanidad: I apologize to the interpreters,
I do not know of a good translation in my own language
the !fl'estern European countries can help to
ensure -tha[ the image of parliamentary democracy is
not sullied by occasional brushes with the USA.

The European Communiry can also, when

appro-

priate, act as the champion of Central American interests without quarrelling with its ally, the United States.

There is a need for differentiation and calm. Bur this
also entails uncompromising insistence on respecr for
human righm, tolerance and a humane way of life
especially adherence to political pluralism as an indispensable feature of democrary.

and seen groups spurred on by right- and left-wing
ideologies murdering and plundering, promprs me ro
recall Central America's firsr democratic President, the
Mexican Beniro Juarez. Born an Azrec, brought up as
a Christian by the Dominicans, trained as a lawyer ar
university, he became the most senior judge in the land
and finally Mexico's democratic President, after
Emporer Maximilian. Benito Juarez' words, now
carved into the wall of the congress building in Mexico, are food for thought,for us Europeans and for his
compatriors in Central America: El respeto al derecho
dcl ajeno es la pdz para todos _ respect for the rights of
others means peace for all.

President.

-

I call rhe European Democratic Group.

Mr C. Jackson.
Mr President, I would first of all
like to associa[e-my group with the tributes paid to
Victor Michel. His dedication to improving the European Community's work in favour of developing
countries was outstanding. But that apart, we shall
very much miss him for his kindness and the warmrh
of his personaliry.

Mr

President, there is always an urgency in developmen[ matters, but in this case the urgency is, on the
one hand, because we wish rhe money to be spent in
the 1982 budget and, on the other hand, based on reasons that are essenrially polidcal. This is an essenrially
political proposal, and my group entirely agrees with

This must be made clear ro traditional righr-wing dictatorships in Guatemala and Haid and ro rhe new
Marxist-Leninist rulers of Nicaragua alike. Anyone
who is really familiar with the countries of Latin
America
El Salvador, Honduras, Panama, Guatemala, Nicaragua,
Costa fuca, Haiti and the Dominican Republic
and nor jusr from two weeks of a
package tour -organized by the political authbrities,
but from years of living and working there, will have
no difficulry in realizing that the consrrucrive pro-

the assessmenr that rhe rensions in Central America
justify concern and, so far as the Community can provide iq acrion to help remove the causes of that instabiliry. \7e cenainly hope that rhe European Com-

gramme now proposed by the Commission and-Mr
Michel's report can be a realistic first step towards a
new kind of long-term Community acion.

used to prop up unsavoury regimes, and

munity can acr as a stabilizing and neurral influence in
Central America and we supporr the proposal.

Mr Presidenr, I must express one grave
reservation and concern about the proposal. !7e feel it
However,

most important [ha[ Community aid should nor

be

I refer here to
Nicaragua in panicular. I would like briefly ro share
with the House some information about the situarion
there.

It would

be completely wrong ro exporr, our European

dispute over priorities or confusion of terminoloW
'more market here' as against 'more social reforms
there'
to Cenrral America. Even the term 'Christian

Democratic'
means something slightly different in
Central America, just as 'Social Democrat' or'socialist' may mean something different there from what we
understand by these terms in Europe. In this context, I
very much welcome the decision taken, by the Socialist
International, according to press reports, to remain
more aloof from the so-called liberation movemenrs in
Central and Latin America in future.

The expert reporr drawn up by Mr Michel, who, like
myself, had lived and worked in rhese Central American countries and, like myself, had wirnessed civil wars

Firstly, Nicaragua has a Marxist military regime. The
military build-up there is being aided by the Soviet
Union, the Comecon countries and Cuba. There are
many thousands of so-called Cuban 'advisers' in the
country. Secondly, Nicaragua is high on the list of
countries thar do nor respect human rights. The
regime there is repressive towards the Church. It has
this year severely limited free speech. It has introduced
bans on meetings, severe press censorship and restriction of civil movements. Thirdly, such is the Nicaraguan oppression of the Miskitos American Indians that
12 000 of [hem are now refugees in nearby Honduras,
and since May this year a further 3 000 orher refugees
have crossed to Honduras. Now is land reform, I-ask
Mrs Dury, going to be based on chasing people off
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their lands? I believe that European Community aid to
this regime should be restricted solely to emergency
aid, and I wish to ask the Commission if it will agree
to re-examine those parts of its proposal that penain
to Nicaragua.

I would remind you that during the morning sitting,
when this was mentioned by Mr Linkohr, the President decided that unless all the amendments had been
distributed in all the languages by I p.m., the voting
would be postponed until tomorrow. At 1 p.m. only
the last six amendmenff q/ere available in Greek tran-

President, I have dwelt solely on my reservations
about this one country because I believe those reserva[ions are of real importance. That apart, my grouP
supports the repon and the proposal, and we hope that
it can be put into effect with all rapidity.

slation.

Mr

Mr Markopoulos, I appreciate your
President.
observation.- However, if we do not vote now there
cannot be a vote tomorrow morning but only on
Thursday.

Ve will break off the debate here. It will
President.
resume tomorrov at the end of the agenda after the
statement by Commissioner Richard.l

I

cordially welcome from the Council a former col-

league of this House,

Mr Kofoed.

Certainly, in view of the many amendments to the different repons it is extremely difficult for our translators to provide the documents in all languages in compliance with the deadlines. I know that our Greek
colleagues are particularly affected. I ask you therefore whether you are none the less prepared to vote.

(Applause)

(GR) Mr President, I regret that
- are only 27 amendments on 52
must insist. There
Anicles. This is not a large number. Of these, six
amendments are essential for us.
Mr Markopoulos.

I call Mr Balfe.

I

Mr President, funher to the interventions
made yesterday, has not the President given consider-

Mr Balfe.

ation to the motion submitted by Mr Enright and
others for urgent debate on the reorganization of the
Secretariat? I understood that this was going to be
reconsidered and that we would be debating this matter, which threatens to abolish the rights of backbench
Members in this building to have any access to what is
going on in the place. I would have expected you to
hare read this motion out as one of the motions for

urgent debate.

The President announced this morning
President.
- was not admissible. Furthermore, the
that this motion
meeting of Group chairmen has drawn up the list of
urgencies. Parliament will vote on them tomorrow'

The vote cannot therefore take

fresident.

before Thursday.

place

I call Mr Purvis on a point of order.

Mr President, I have here Amendments
Mr Purvis.
Nos 22 to 27 in German. I gather they originated in
Greek and I am therefore rather surprised at Mr Markopoulos' objections, but they are not available in
English yet. I wonder if they were, in fact, tabled
before the agreed deadline, i.e. before Friday noon,
because it does seem dn abnormal amount of time to
take to translate them. However, in any case we cannot vore Amendments Nos 22 to 27.

SCHMID REPORT
12. Votes2

,

LINKOHR REPORT
(Doc.1-654/ 82

-

(Doc.l-799/

82

President.

I call the Commission.

Research)

-

-

Metrology)

Mr Davignog
President.

-

I call Mr Markopoulos.

(GR) Mr President, I am very
much afraid that it will not be possible to vote on the

Mr Markopoulos.
Linkohr repon

because

not all the amendments

have

yet been translated inrc all the languages. In particular

I
2

Topical and urgent debate (Announcement of the list of
subjects ro be in?luded;
See Annex.

-

Vce-President of the Commissiolt.
(FR) Mr President, in our discussion this morning on
the three proposed amendments I may not have made
myself sufficiently clear on the first as regards the personnel required for this programme. I wish to say unequivocally that, regardless of the text that may be
finally adopted, the Commission is willing to discuss
again with the Committee on Energy and Research the
precise procedure to determine the number
and their qualifications

Speaking time: see Minurcs.
Proposak

for decisiot

-

Article 2

-

of

staff

Amendnent No

I
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Mr Schmid, rapporter4r.

the staremenr by Mr
- After
Davignon, after consultation
with rhe chairman of the
Committee on Energy and Research and by arrangement with the coordinarors responsible for research
policy in rhe major groups of rhe House, I withdraw
Amendmenr No

16.11.82

two days which has a section on the cereals sector.
Vithout wishing ro pass judgment on [he respecrive
merirc of the rwo reporrs, this House would look
rather silly if we were ro come up with opposite votes
on the same secror crhich are inrended m be guidelines
to the Commission in their price proposal and will be

1.

seen as guidelines

ro rhe Commission. Could I ask you
Mr Presidenr, upon the problem
which- contradicrory vores on rhe same subject might
pose for the reputation of our House and our conititutional function.

simply

!flETTIG REPORT
(Doc.680/82

-

Cereals)

Afier adoption of the motionfor a resolution

rc

reflecr,

(Applause)

President.

Mr

-

I call Mr Mouchel.

Mouchel.

President.

(FR)

Mr

President,

I

am sorry, I

asked to speak-before the vote to give an explanation
of vote. I wanred in fact to remind you of the speech

I made this afrernoon on behalf of the EPD
Group when I drew the atrention of our Assembly to
my view that it was nor rhe responsibility of the Committee on Budgetary Control to consider basic problems of the common agricultural policy, panicularly in
regard to cereals.
which

PROUT MOTION FOR A RESOLI.JTION

also tabled a number of other amendments which

were rejected; that is why, Mr President, I should
have liked an opponuniry ro srare before the vore rhar
our group was opposed ro rhe very principle of taking
this vote because we consider it extremely dangerous
to have adopted a report of this kind

dangerous for

- potiCy and for
the future of rhe common agricultural
our farmers.

-

Commission's failure to act)

President.
I would ask our Italian colleagues ro
- fact that rhe
bear with the
rexr is nor available in their
language. I trusr they will have no objection to voring.

I call Mrs Van den Heuvel.

I

'Sfle

The House will cenainly do that. your

(Doc. l-899/ 82

(Applause)

also wanted to point our rhar this was the main
reason for which our group would be obliged ro vore
against the repon.

-

appeal will contribute to this and we hope that everyone is clear about what he is voting on.

Mrs Van den Heuvel.
(NL) Yes, indeed, Mr Presi- an Italian
dent, I am by no means
Member and so I
would kindly requesr you, on behalf of the Socialist
Group, to agree to a postponement of the vorc because
a number of our colleagues have not had an opportunity of studying.rhe rexr.
President.

As

I have already said, if a Member of

the House- raises an objection the voce cannot take
place before Thursday.

(Interruptions)

I call Mr Clinton on a point of order.

Mr President, is it possible ro requesr a fresh vote following the explanations of vote?

Mr Clinton.

I wanted ro ger in on

a point of order,

- to ask if it was in order to al[ow
Mr President,

President.
No,
do that. Your Group has
- ro meI cannot
communicated
the cancellation of your explanation of vote. I would ask you ro ger in rouch wirh your

secretariat. Furthermore, the vote has already been
carried our, and I allowed you ro give your explanation afrcr the vote only because of the obvious ionfusion that prevails.

I call Mr Curry on

a

point of order.

Mr Curry, chairman of the Committee on Agriculture.
Mr President, may I simply remind rhe House rhat

- have just voted on a substantial repon on rhe cereal
we
sector.

Mr Mouchel himself will present a report in

the

chairman of the Committee on Agriculture ro make a
statemenr such as he has made. Ve are asking this
whole Parliamenr ro vore against the Mouchel repon
which we in the Committee on Agriculture voted for. I
think it was an exraordinary intervention, if I may say
so.

President.
if I had known what Mr
- Naturally,
Curry was going
to say I would not have asked him to
speak, but let us regard ir as a relevant observation.
(Tlte silting utas closed at

I

7

p.*.),

Agenda of the nexr sitting: see Minurcs.
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Vcttes

The verbatim report reproduces in the Aonex the rapporteur's opinion on the various amendmenti, togeiher with explanat.ions of vote. For details of voting please
refer to the Minutes.

DONNEZ REPORT (Doc.l-832/E2 -- Parliamentary immunitv): ADOPTED

**
VAN AERSSEN MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION(Doc. t-t6o/82-GATT):
ADOPTED
*
tr

t:'

DE LA MALENE MOTION FOR A IRESOLUTION(Doc.1-s66/82-GATT):
REJE;CTED
{-

PETERSEN REPORT (Doc. l'67

t / 82

-

Enetgy sources) : ADOPTED

The rapponeur was

-

FOR Amendment No

1

Explanation ofoote

(GR) Mr Presidenr, we consider the problem of developing alternative
Mr Alavanos.
to be an imponant one. However, an increase in the finance available
of
energy
sources
for rhis could come only by transferring other funds and not from additional payments '$fle
consider particularly positive the emphasis
ar leasr so far as our country is concerned.
renewable energysources would be helpwide
of
a
knowledge
in point 6,on the fact that
ful-to developmenr aims, granrcd thar it is the developing countries that are hit most severely by the inergy crisis. Naturally we have our well known reservations about the great
distance that sepaiates the statements and declarations of the EEC from its deeds.
believe thar this asserrion must also apply' to the less developed areas in Greece. \flithin
this framework the European members of the Communist Party of Greece (KKE) lodge a

I

related proposed resolud,on for an integratr:d programme of development of solar, aeolian
and geotheimal energy in rhe Cyctade islands, and in other Aggean islands for the discov.ry Jf ..rnr of producing energ'y, which over and above their experimental character,
will contribute rc the economic divelopment of the islands in question. In spite of certain
more general reservations rhat we may have, we shafl vote in favour of the Petersen
rePort.
!t
)t*

I
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SCHMID REPORT (Doc. t-7ee/ 82

-
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Metrology) : ADOpTED

ttt

GALLAGHER REPORT (Doc. t-67e /82

-

Energy) : ADOPTED

The rapporteur was

-

FOR Amendmenrc Nos 1, 2,3 and 5;

AGAINST Amendmenm Nos 4 and

5.

Explanation ofoote

Mr Eisma.
(NL) Mr President, less than three weeks ago I received an answer from
- to my
the commission
written q-uestion to the effect that-it had, m its deep regrer, no
control whatever over energy tariffs applicable rc indusrial consumers becausi thiiwas an
area where privacy prevailed. I feel that undl such time as this situarion has been altered
th.e.desire for greater transparency in energy prices and for a more uniform pricing policy
will remain an illusion. Indeed we ought to supporr this resoludon in the likely vJin hope
that it will rurn our to be more than a pious wiJh.
'+

++
EDVARD KELLETT-BOVMAN REPORT (Doc. t-666/82

-

Ispra): ADOPTED

+

GABERT REPORT (Doc. t-834lE2

-

ECSC discharge): ADOPTED

-

ts7 s discharge)

+
4-

IRMER REPORT (Doc.

'4

t-7 6t / 82

:

ADOPTED

1.

\/ETTIG

REPORT (Doc. t-e54/EO/rev.- EAGGF): ADOPTED
x-

V/ETfIG

REPORT (Doc. 1-6sOl82

-

Cereals): ADOpTED

The rapponeur was

-

FOR Amendments Nos 9, 10,12,20,22,23,25 and 26;
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AGAINSTAmendments Nos 1, 2,3,4,5,6,7,8, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17,78, 19,21,

24,27,28,29 and30.
Exphnation ofoote

(DA) Mr President, colle agues, in Committee I was a fervent admirer of
Mrs Boserup.
- interesting and competent explanatory statement for this work, but we
Mr'l7ettig's very
had m witness a drastic weakening of Mr'Wettig's proposed resolution in Committee. Ve
had to vote roday on 30 amendments to arrive by very narrow majorities at what we have
before us. This reveals something to me on which I feel inclined to speak out on principle:
the Commitree on Budgetary Control studies a subject, proposes concrete amendments
and in so doing tramples on the toes of those who sit on the technical committees. I realize that our friends in the Committee on y'rgriculture feel very hard done by, but we have
rc find a solution; otherwise we shall get into conflicm of competence between commitrees, somerhing which appears ridiculous to the world outside and is in any case a waste of
time.
As regards the content of the matter, I have to abstain from voting on the Vettig repon. I
believe it has been weakened. I call on everyone to seek, by consultation and cooperation,
to avoid a siruation in which duplication ol'competence leads to something of the kind we
are experiencing today with Mr Vettig's report.
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Vice-President

(Tbe sitting uas opened at 9 a.m.)t

-

I call Mr Habsburg.

President.
The matter will be put to the vore ar
- this afternoon, Mr Habsburg.
three o'clock

l.lV'elcome
President.
Ladies and genrlemen, I have great pleasure in extending
a warm welcome to the members of
the bureau of the delegation from the Assembly of rhe
Republic of Ponugal, who are now seated in the official gallery.
(Applause)

Mr Amaral and his colleagues are here to meet our
delegation to the EEC-Ponugal joint committee. I am
sure that this will be an opponunity to strengthen further our ties and our friendship. Caros camaradas,I am
delighted ro welcome you.
(Applaase)

2. Enkrgement of tbe EEC toanrds the south

I

-

Vitale; Mr
151

-

report (Doc. 1-658/82), drawn up by Lord Douro
on behalf of the Polidcal Affairs Committee, on
the enlargement of the Community to include
Spain and Portugal;
report (Doc. l-785/ 82), drawn up by Mr Sutra on
behalf of the Committee on Agriculture, on Mediterranean agriculture and the problems of the
enlargement of the EEC towards the south.

I call the rapporteurs.

(DE) Mr President, I just want
Mr Habsburg.
- tabled a motion for this afternoon'sro
say that we have
vote to the effect that the motion for a resolution No
l-869/82 on the Convention on the Law of the Sea be
included in fact as the third item. The motion has been
signed by 28 Members.

President.
rePorts:

Mr

Isradl; Mr Kyrhos; Mrs

IN THE CHAIR: MR NIKOLAOU

President.
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The next item is the joint debate on two

Approval of minutes

-

Documents received: see Minutes.

Lord Douro, rdpporteur.
Mr President, as on pasr
- interests in Ponugal and
occasions, I stan by declaring
in Spain. This is the first major debate which the European Parliament has held on the subject of the next
enlargement of the Community since our first elections in 1979.The resolution which I present today on
behalf of the Political Affairs Committee is the result
of many months of work by rcn committees of his
House. It is a matter of major importance to the whole
Community, but of even greater and more far-reaching significance for the two applicant countries. In
March 1977 the Republic of Portugal, after three difficult years following their peaceful revolution in 1974,

formally applied rc join the European Communiry.
This was a natural srcp for Ponugal to take. She had
been a founding member of EFTA in 1960 and a
founding member of NATO h 1949. She was and is
the oldest ally of the Unircd Kingdom dating back to
1372 when John of Gaunt married the King of Ponugal's sister. In July 1977 the Kingdom of Spain also
applied to join the Community.

Spain had been governed by General Franco from
1939 until his death in November 1975. Under the
crucial guidance of King Juan Carlos the country,
against all odds, was transformed from a dictatorship
to a pluralist democrary with a constitutional monarch. The first general election was held in June 1977
and one of the first acts of the newly elected government was to apply for membership of the Communiry.
For political reasons, Spain had never been a member
of EFTA or of NATO and it was therefore a major
step forward for the people of Spain to turn again to
the countries with whom their history is inrcnwined.
The application to join the Community is strongly
supported by all the political panies in Spain.
Formal negotiations began with each country in 1979,
but despite the obvious enthusiasm and determination
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of the applicant countries, these negotiations have not
moved forward with much sense of urgency.

with Spain and which is in some respects
pared for membership than Spain.

Those of us who come from the countries which
joined the Communiry in 1973 will understand the

I

frustration which is now felt by Portugal and Spain on
accoun[ of this excessive delay. It is not the duty of the
European Parliament to be part of these negotia[ions.
But it is our right and our duty to express our political
wish m see these two counries join soon and to criticize the Council and the Commission for dragging
their feet. I am aware that the Commission claims that
in these matters they are the servants of the Council.
Bur as with other issues many of us would like to see
the Commission exercising with greater effect its considerable political prerogatives. These negotiations are
another example of how the Council is so indecisive
when one Member State is opposed and some others
are unenthusiastic.

But the purpose of this debate, Mr President, is not to
criticize the past actions of the Council and the Com'!7e, the
mission. Our purpose is to look forward.
political
reimponant
European Community, have an
sponsibility in the world, but panicularly in 'S7estern

Europe. Vhen rwo of our democratic neighbours,
who are both members of the Vesrcrn Alliance, wish
to join us, it is our absolute dury to find a way to
accePt rhem.

The next enlargement is a challenge from which we

cannot shrink. 'S7'henever one nation forms an alliance
or joins a group of other nations, there will inevitably
be sectional interests in that country that will object.
But it is the job of governments to lead and it is the
duty of governments to see the long-term political and
economic advantages for their country.'S7'e are now at
rhe point where every government in the European

Community expresses isself in favour in principle of
the accession of Spain and Ponugal and yet some governments are raising objections for domestic political
reasons. There are those who say that the Community
must solve its own problems, in particular im budget-

ary difficulties, before any new countries accede.
There is some force in this argument, but there will
always be difficulties in the Community and there will
always be those who say that the dme is not right.
That is a defeatist attitude. Although w'e are described
as an economic community, we are also a political
communiry and the acceptance of Spain and Portugal
is a political decision.

The recent general election

in

Spain shows

the

s[rength of the new democratic system in Spain, and I
cannot believe that history will look kindly on the

European Community

if we do not

now welcome

Spain as an new member. There have been suggestions
that Ponugal should join before Spain because the difficulties which arise in certain sectors concern principally Spain. Not only would this have very serious
political repercussions in Spain, but it would not really
be in the interesm of Ponugal which has so much trade

less

well pre-

was interested to read in a British magazine 'The
Economist' last week that the Commission has calculated that the net cost to the Community of Spanish

and Portuguese membership is estimated to be
between 700 million and 1 200 million ECU per
annum. This compares with a net cost to the Community of Greek membership of something over
600 million ECU per annum. Considering that Spain
and Ponugal rcgether are five times the size of
Greece, this estimated cost does not seem as serious to
me as some alarmists would have us believe. I would
ask Mr Natali perhaps to comment on these figures in
his speech. But this figure also shows that despite the
inevitable cost of supporting Spanish olive oil, in other
secrors Spain is likely to be a net conributor. Both

Spain and Ponugal are food importers, which is of
particular interest to the Community as they impon
cereals, dairy products and beef, which are all in surplus in the present Community.

I

realize, Mr President, that I will be followed today
by Mr Sutra, who has written a detailed and informative report on Mediterranean agriculture. This is not
an easy task for a French Socialist from Languedoc,
and he has performed it with great skill. The thrust of
Mr Sutra's report is that the CAP must be extended to
more of the Mediterranean products before Spain and
Ponugal join the Communiry. I have some sympathy
with the view that the present policies of the CAP tend
to favour the agricultural producers of Northern

Europe, but I feel that Mr Sutra exaggerates the
impact which Spanish agriculture will have on his constituen$, and I am sure that both countries will in fact
be his allies in this matter, not his opponents.

The majority of my motion, Mr President, is based on
the opinions of the nine other committees who were
consulted. In order to t1v and produce a document
that was reasonably concise and therefore more likely
to be read by the interested parties, I have necessarily
had rc paraphrase all these excellent reports. I hope
that the authors of those opinions will understand the
difficulties with which I was faced. I would remind the
House that this is an interim repon which seeks to
express the broad principles on which we would like to
see the accession of the two Iberian countries negotiated. Ve are not pan of that negotiation, but we will,
as pan of the ratification procedure, debate and vote
on a final repon when the accession treaties have been
signed.

Mr President, the most imponant message which I
want Parliamens to send today to the Danish presidency of the Council, to the German Governmenl
which takes over the presidency on I January, to the

Mr Natali, is that we
are extremely disturbed by the slow progress being
made in the negotiations and that we urge Council
and Commission to conclude these negoriarions by
Commission and in panicular to
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March of next year. This will probably require more
frequent meetings. It will require some Member States
to make concessions, but I hope that the Community
will take the advice of rhe former Italian Prime Minister, Mr Spadolini. He has proposed that Spain and
Ponugal should join the institutions of the EEC at the
beginning of 1984, as both counrries wish to do, and
that the various difficulties arising in rhe negotiations
can best be dealt with by lengthy transition periods.

It

is in this spirit, Mr President, that I now submir to
Parliament the motion tabled in my name.
(Applause)

Mr

Sutra, rutpporteur.

(FR)

Mr

President, ladies

- which I am going ro presenr
and gentlemen, the repon
to you now was carried by a very large majority in the
Committee on Agriculture, and on its behalf I ask Parliament's suppon for it.
It is a comprehensive repon which arrcmprs ro presenr
correctly a three-fold problem: that of the Mediterranean regions of member counrries, that of the applicant countries, Spain and Portugal, and that of Mediterranean non-member.countries with which Europe is
linked through various agreements.
Our departure point, when examining this Mediterranean problem, musr be what exists at present. The
Mediterranean region possesses nothing which is equivalent to the industrial power of Nonhern Europe.
And we are in a period of recession with 11 million
unemployed. In this respect the north cannor provide
any solution to the employmenr problems of the south.

Tourism is useful for the balance of payments and for
seasonal employment, but to consider whar exists is to
consider agriculture and the agro-industrial secror,
which is the second biggest indusry in Europe and the
first in the Mediterranean regions.
First of all I should like to say 'yes' ro the integrated
Mediterranean plan proposed to us by Mr Porrering,
and his opinion drawn up on behalf of rhe Committee
on Regional Policy and Regional Planning, which is
included in an annex to the Douro report, is consistent
with this; this reaffirmarion was indispensable. However, of all the policies proposed in Europe at the pres-

ent time, the Community agricultural poliry is the
most integrating one, the only one which really unires

with its common rules and Community disciplines.
V'hat would be the point of structural and infrastructr,rre policies if there q/ere nor first a guaranteed
income for the people who live from their work, i.e.
the farmers? No policy of srrucrure, of aid, of subsidies can compensare for not paying farmers a reasonable price. Community agriculrural poliry suppons
marke[s, which is correcr, and it imposes disciplines,
which is quirc right also: no guaranrees without discipline, no discipline without guarantees. Ve are entering
more and more into a contractual society. Moreover

this is the spirit which my region has always defended
and which my electorate has given me rhe task of
defending here. I am fully at ease as the rapponeur of
a Committee on Agriculture which supporrs me on rhis
Pornt.

There are rhree main sectoral problems which I will
review very rapidly: first of all wine. The new European viticultural regulations were adopted last year;
the principles are sound, bur the funds are lacking and

for such a young regulation it encounrered a very difficult year. It would have needed rwo or three calm

years to become esmblished before encountering a
year of super-abundance like this one. I recall the constant and unflagging work of Mr Colleselli: there is no
contradiction between my report and his. I support
him and I still support him and believe that together
we have done what we could to.further the new regulations. However, a lot remains to be done.
As regards fruit and vegetables, I will not enrer inro
any funher rechnical details. This will be the second
big battle which the Council of Ministers will have ro
broach this winrer after the debate on wine last year.
Mr Maffre-Baug6's report adopts the right course and
there is nothing in my repon which contradicts his.
Let me add that it will be necessary to direct rhe real
dynamism of Spanish agriculrure, which some people
have tried to presenr as a bogey and which should
neither be underestimated nor overestimated, rowards
products of which Europe has a deficir rather rhan
mwards the most sensitive, saturated and fragile sectors. This is possible by vinue of Communiry aid.

The third sector is a subject of debate and sometimes
opposition in this Parliament, namely olive oil. The
high level of Spanish consumption has been gready
protected through tariff and non-tariff means for a
long time, and the foreseeable very sharp decline as a
result of a colossal lifting of Spanish cusroms barriers
if Spain were to adapt totally to the current laxism of
Europe, would place a terrible burden on the budger.
Surpluses would be enormous and Mediterranean
agreements with a counrry such as Tunisia would
become completely devoid of their meaning and their
content.
Spain's rules cannor. differ from those of the rest of the
Community. So is ir possible to bring the Community's
present position and thar of Spain closer into line?

Could one consider, wirhin rhe GATT, a definite lifting of Spanish customs' barriers in exchange for some
kind of reintroduction of European customs' barriers
which would unify Europe vrirhout ruining it?

I have proposed also in my reporr
this is one of its original features

and I believe

thar
- refunding the levy
to the developing countries, in particular
to the ACP

countries and rhe least developed countries. This
should be done via the European Development Fund
with the sums being devoted obviously [o orher secrors
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never distorting

investments, infrastructure
- and
-competition,
which would leave
us open, within the

The problem remains the same whether in the Europe
of ten or tomorrow's Europe of twelve.

GATT, to [he reproach of discrimination.

Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I

Then finally we would have a true budget directed at
the ACP countries and in this way the expenditure
would be obligarcry if the levy was introduced and
refunded to the ACP countries.
However, what about rhe application of VAT for the
whole European budget? Cenainly not in Spain with
the wave of a magic wand on the first day. \7here will
receipts come from? My repon reques[s that the 10lo
be exceeded, but when I hear colleagues and friends in
this Parliament saying rhat they refuse to increase own
resources, that they refuse the tax on oils and fats
competing with olive oil, that they refuse to increase
resources, it is urgent, Mr Natali, that under your
guidance the various departments of the Commission
should meet and unify the various figures which are
circulating more or less in the corridors so that one
really knows the cost of enlargement.

have only just
touched on an immense subject area and time is passing. Let me say that this repon is an initiative report.
This problem has not been referred to us, the European Parliament, either by the Council or by the Commission. It is an initiative on the part of the Committee
on Agriculture on my proposal made three years ago:
it was my first action, the first words spoken by me
when we established the committee in September
1979.lt is not we who are throwing a spanner in the
works.

and at
Enlargement and the requests for accession
that time, when I started my report, three -countries
were requesting accession: Greece, Spain and Ponugal
are a cause for rejoicing for all democrats in
-Europe because it signifies the disappearance, which
we hope is definitive, of fascism from the face of
Europe. And we hope that one day the same will be
true of the whole planet.

Let us therefore finally open the real documents. The
Committee on Agriculture is in favour of enlargement
but it does not v/ant to enter into it blindfolded; it
does not want this to be a pretext for delaying it, that
is obvious, but neither does it want to neglect impor-

This does not eliminate the difficulties and there can
be no easy enlargement. My report aims to find the
best possible means of achieving it, in the best interests
of the workers of rhe regions concerned in the Medi-

tant policies on the pretext of avoiding delays.

terranean basin.

The Committee on Agriculture does not want [o see
everyone trying to plead the Breatest poverty. If it is
always the least expensive product which must be
taken, then it will always be the poorest country which
has to pay. In the case of French beans, at present it is
Kenya. For asparagus, it is Formosa.

Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, let me conclude

However poor and however cheap you are, the mulwill find a slave at the end of the eanh
which will produce cheaper than you. But in this game
of dominoes there will only be losers, at least amongst
producers, because others will grow rich from our loss

sion.

by saying that a great deal is spoken, and quite rightly
so, about European revival.

For me, the revival in these closing years of this cencury will be Europe's reconques[ of its total dimension,
incorporating consequently its Mediterranean dimen-

tinational

of revenue.
'$7'e

want a relationship of solidarity with the Mediterranean countries with which we are linked through
different agreements, and the excellent opinion of Mrs
Pruvot, on behalf of the Committee on Economic
External Relations, presented the problem very clearly.
Ve want a relationship of solidarity with the Third
'!7orld and consultation with the ACP countries in
accordance with Article 181 of the Lom6 II Convention, as is pointed out quite correctly in the opinion of

Mr Derek Enright on

behalf

of the Committee on

Development and Cooperation.

Solidarity, yes,/but never at the dumping price of misery, never at the dumping price of poveny! Our first
sign of solidarity must be to avoid a situation where
these peoples compete which each other for poveny in
order to be able to sell in our markets.

Europe was born on these shores. Our culture and our

civilizadon are Mediterranean. The gold of the conquistadors robbed Venice of its dominant position; the
Atlantic became in its turn a mdre nostrun, and so
many erudite economists foretell the rise to power of
the Pacific, from California rc Japan and China. Does
that mean that the centre of the world is going to get
irretrievably funher away from us? Today the answer
is no, the peace of the world is at stake here in the
Mediteiranean. Can Europe sacrifice its presence in
this Mediterranean world? No, and to affirm its presence it has to stan from what exists, agriculture, and
achieve a successful Mediterranean agriculrural poliry,
the primary economic and human force of the Mediterranean region of the world! Ir is not true ro say rhat
Europe cannot afford this policy when perhaps this is
the price of peace in the world.
(Applause)

President.

-

I call Mr Hord.
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Mr Hord.

me to refer to

Mr President, it seems appropriate for
Mr Sura's speech. He was speaking as

rappofleur for the Committee on Agriculture, and I do
not think that his instructions from the committee enable him to make personal remarks or cast aspersions
on multinationals, 'slave labour' and other things. I
think that there should be some undersunding of the
role that rapporteurs play on behalf of their committees, bearing in mind that he was supposed to be
speaking on behalf of Parliament's Committee on
Agriculture.
President.

-

I call Mr

Sutra.

(FR) Mr President, I refused
within
to speak for three minutes
on behalf of my colleagues because I was really keen
for there to be no confusion between my role as rapporteur and my role as spokesman of my group. I feel
that I have fulfilled my mission entirely, the mission

Mr Sutra,

rapporter,tr.

the group yesterday

entrusted to me by the Committee on Agriculture, and
it will be for the committee alone to assess how I have
presented this repon, although I must say that the
honourable Member who just spoke was against my
report in committee.
President.
I call the Committee on the Environ- Health and Consumer Protection and the
ment, Public
Committee on Social Affairs and Employment.

Mr

(17) Mr
Ghergo, drafisman of an opinion.
President, the Treaties themselves contain- no explicit
provisions for bringing about a coordinated policy on
the environment, although it is obvious if you just look
at the facts that there is a need for such coordination.
This idea ge$ formal support not only by vinue of the
general aim of improving living conditions but also
through the indirect application of various provisions
of the Treaties.
Polludon knows no frontiers and every effon designed
to combat it must be coordinated, and this must be
done from the dual angle of efficiency and cost-effectiveness.

These principles were adoprcd by Parliament, following an amendment of mine, when it approved on
8 July the report on the 1983 budget, and there is no
doubt they ought to be behind the relationship which
is now developing between the Community and the
applicant states, in the sense that it is up to them to

keep their appointment for membership after they
have brought their rules and regulations in line with
the Communiry. Naturally, this is not going to come
about as the result of formal obligations which do not
exist yet but depends instead on the urgent need to
counter as quickly as possible the impending dangers
of a steady and in the end irreversible wave of pollu-

tion by

means

of an

environmental policy which
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thanks to the close coordination of various effons covers the widest possible area.

The need for speedier harmonization of Spanish and
Portuguese legislation with Communiry regulations is
also borne out when it comes to public health and con-

sumer protection, especially with regard to all the
provisions which govern the marketing of particular
products as far as protecting the health and safeguarding the rights of the consumer are concerned.

Having made these recommendations, which in the
final analysis are in line with the particular interests of
the countries involved, I wish to say on behalf of the
Committee on the Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Protection that I endorse the thinking and
the conclusions of Lord Douro's repon and I hope
rhat the date of 1 January 1984 which has been ser for
rhe accession of Spain and Portugal will not have to be
put back.
Speaking now on behalf of the Committee on Social
Affairs and Employment, let me say that the problems
involved in enlarging the Community to include Spain

and I mean where the Committee on
were
Social Affairs -and Employment is concerned
outlined in the opinion which the committee -gave on
23 September of this year. I would mention in panicular the problems with the adjustment, in accordance
with Regulation 1408/71, of the economic and legal
status of Spanish and Ponuguese workers employed in
the Community countries.
and Portugal

have to stress the need
and it is an urgent
- between now and
need in view of the very shon time
the accession of the applicant countries
for them to
- their
begin immediately the work of adjusdng
legislation along the lines of Regulation 1408/71, so as to
eliminate substantial differences in labour costs which
distort competition.

\fle also

There is no doubt that the accession of two new counries which both have high levels of unemployment,
substantial balance of payment deficits and high rates
of inflation will require in social terms suitable measures which, on the one hand, srrengthen Community
solidarity and, on the other, safeguard the legislative
and material progress that has abeady been achieved
by the Community.
As far as jobs are concerned, particular artention will
have to be paid rc the significant increase in the farming populadon
and we shall have to consider as well
the effect this is- going to have on the average level of
productivity on Community farms
which is going
to go up in the Community from the- present figure of
eight million to 13 million, and there are going to be
rwice as many agricultural holdings.
Moreover, in view of the high proportion of the working population employed in agriculture in the two
applicant counries (20.30k in Spain and 27.3% in
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Ponugal, compared with a Community average of
I 1%) there is likely m be a major exodus from agriculture to the industrial and service sectors. The numbers involved in this exodus can be estimated and the
process should be guided and conrolled in accordance
with a carefully planned programme which provides a
timetable, demiled arrangements and guidelines
designed to prevent the type of economic and social
problems that have resulted from similar phenomena
in certain Communiry countries.

The Committee on Social Affairs and Employmenr is
therefore fully aware and convinced that rhe accession
of Spain and Portugal to the Communiry represents

not only fundamental compliance with the guiding
principles of the Treaty of Rome but also a polidcal
move of the utmost importance, because the image of

the Communiry and its political and economic influence in the world would be strengthened without any
shadow of doubt.

On behalf of the Committee on Social Affairs and
Employment, therefore, I want ro express our totally
positive view of the fonhcoming accession of Spain
and Ponugal, but at the same rime we hope that the
growing scale of the problems involved will lead to
more definite and effective policies, especially with

Another figure to clarify the situation: whereas per
capita gross domestic product in the European Community, in terms of purchasing power parities ar market prices, amounts to 4 842 ECU for the Ten
- and
this is the everage value for the entire Communiry,
not
the value for the so-called rich regions
the corres- for Ponugal
ponding value for Spain will be 3 427 and
'l7hereas
indeed a mere 2179 ECU.
in the Ten
approximately 80/o of. the workforce are employed in
agriculture, the figures for Spain and Portugal are
190/o and 280lo respectively. This demonstrates the
great problem we are facing and have to solve
the
- Mr
creation of alternative employmenr
to which
- happen to the
Ghergo has just referred. Vhat will
workers now employed in agriculture in Portugal,
Spain and the other Mediterranean countries when
agriculture in these countries is resructured? How
will we provide alternarive jobs for these people in
their countries? I would like to say very clearly that
our objective cannot be to tear the workers in Southern Europe out of their cultures and their countries so

that they can go to Northern Europe and look for
work there
w'e musr, manage to provide jobs for
- no,own counr,ries,
people in their
in this panicular case
Ponugal, Spain, Southern Italy and Greece.

regard to jobs.

As we know this will demand great efforts, and we
believe that in creating new jobs the focus must be on
small business, crafrs and the services secror, i.e. that

President.
I call the Committee on Regional Poliry
- Planning.
and Regional

small business musr be given priority over and above
large industry. This also means rhar grear effons must
be undenaken to promore vocational training, in
particular for young people in these counrries.

Mr

'S7'e

Ptittering, dra.ftsman of an opinion.

(DE) Mr

- firstly, on
President, ladies and gentlemen, colleagues,
behalf

of the

Committee

on Regional Policy

and

Regional Planning, I would like to warmly thank the
tw'o rapporteurs, Mr Sutra and Lord Douro, for their

work.

I

would like to add that the Committee on

Regional Policy and Regional Planning began to concern itself with the problems of enlargemenr at a very
early stage and to recall rhe resolution of the European Parliament of February of this year concerning
the creation of a Mediterranean Plan.

Ve fully supporr the accession of Ponugal and 'Spain
for political reasons and we hope that we will soon

be

able rc welcome Spanish and Portuguese colleagues in

this Parliament. However we would like rc make it
quite clear that the accession of Portugal and Spain
changes in the European
Community. A large Nonh-Sourh gap will emerge in
this Community, - as can be seen from the following

will bring about far-reaching
figures.

'!(hereas today the welfare gap between
Hamburg and

Southern ltaly
is five ro one in Ham- Calabria
burg's (Germany)
favour, -the income gap between
Hamburg and Villa Real Braganga in nonhern Ponugal will grow ro approximately 12 to 1. This highligh$
the dramatic nature of the enlargement.

are very glad ro see rhar Commissioner Natali is
urith us here today, and we appreciate his commitment
to the enlargement of rhe European Community and
the problems which concern the Medite rranean area
and would like to thank him for a document we
-receivedI yesterday
which is dated 19 November, i.e.
the day before yesterday. This document will be submitted to the Heads of State and Governmenr for the
summit meering of 3 and 4 November.

Commissioner Natali, we emphatically suppon many
of the poinrs. However I regret that this opinion for
the Heads of State and Governmenr does not mention
that the European Parliament, with a large majoriry of
over 900/0, has called for a Mediterranean Plan with
low-interest loans. I also urgently appeal to you in the
context of the concrete proposals for the integrated
programmes, which we warmly supporr and which are
also contained in this December paper, to focus atten-

tion on the instruments which we have requested
low-interest loans, a revolving fund, rhat is to say- a
plan which in a way be compared with the great
effons undenaken after the Second !florld Var, with
the Marshall Plan. After all, rhe resources of the
Regional Fund, which only amount to approximately
I 000 million ECU for the entire Community, will be
inadequate even if we merely extrapolate the'existing
trends. Accordingly, Commissioner Natali, on behalf
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of the Committee on Regional Policy and Regional
Planning, I appeal to you to take account of these
instruments in your proposals.

More on my own behalf than on behalf of the Committee on Regional Poliry and Regional Planning
although I assume that the entire Committee will agree
with me
I would like rc underscore the point which

Mr

- correctly made: Fascism should have no
Sutra

future in Southern Europe. Mr Sutra, allow me to
add: there should be no chance for totalitarianism in
Southern Europe whether from the right, as in the
past, or from the left . . .
(Applause)
. . . nor anywhere else in the European Community.
in order to lead the Community
Accordingly
- and socially just Europe founded on
towards a free

we appeal to you to include our proposals
solidarity
Plan, so that Spain and Portugal
for a Mediterranean
can acquire an equal place in the European Community.
(Applause)

I
the Committee
President.
- call
and Cooperation.

on Development

Then we must look to see what the shape of any future
convention is going to be. That means discussions with
Spain and Ponugal and a commitment from them that
they accept the spirit and policies of the Lom6 agreement and of our Nonh-South dialogue. In panicular
we should open up ways for former Spanish and
Portuguese colonies in Central America and the Caribbean to join the treaty that will succeed Lom6 II, if
they so wish. It would cenainly lend some coherence
to our aid and rade policies towards Central America
and the Caribbean.
'!7hen

the budget is being planned, therefore, it is crucial that extra money be put aside rc offset the trading
difficulties that will unavoidably arise for those countries with which we are already associated. Ve also
have to examine the GATT agreements and our
worldwide trading policies to see how best we can
accommodate [hose countries with which we already
trade, while at the same time coping with the problems
of trade with Spain and Ponugal.

In a word, Mr President, our plea is that we look not
only to our ow'n narrow selfish interest, not only to
the problems that are going to be faced by European
farmers and others, but that we look to the real problems that are faced by the starving in the world and by
those who are on the poverty line. I appeal to the
Commission to do this, not through pious utterances
but by means of real negotiations with our panners in
the South.

Mr President,
Mr Enright, drafisman of an opinion
- clear that I
first let me make it quite unequivocally
welcome the accession of Ponugal and Spain and will
cenainly fight for their accession at the earliest possi-

I call the Committee on Youth, Culture,
Education,-Information and Sport.
President.

ble moment.

Vhat we in the Committee on Development and
Cooperation would wish to say, however, is that far
too often debates are conducted in isolation and that
we have a duty to integrate properly our policies for
the Norch-South dialogue with our policies for the
Community. That is precisely what the amendments
we are proposing are about.

Let me briefly outline our worries. First of all, we are
concerned at the impact on the Mahgreb and Mashreq

countries. Ve think that with some care and some
attention to forward planning, the difficuldes can be
overcome. However, they will not be overcome as
some sort of side issue. They must be put into the main
forward thrust of what we are doing.
Secondly, we are extremely concerned that the same
thing does not happen with the accession of Spain and
Ponugal that has happened with the accession of
Greece, namely, the total failure to consult and have
meaningful talks with the ACP countries, as required
under Anicle 181 of the Lom6 Convention. This must
be done and it must be done in a meaningful way, not
as a mere side piece

of information afterwards.

Mr Marck, drafisman of an opinion. - (NL) Mr

President, it will come as no surprise to this Assembly
that the Committee on Youth, Culture and Education,
Information and Spon is looking forward to the accession of Spain and Ponugal with a cenain excitement
since Spain and Portugal have indeed contributed by
their history, culture and presence in all pans of the
world to the development of what has been referred to
as western or cultural civilization. They also represent,
as it were, a bridge between our Community and other
peoples and communities. I am thinking here in panicular of the links which have exisrcd for centuries
between Spain and Ponugal and Latin America where
Spanish and Ponuguese are still spoken but where
these cultures develop primarily along literary lines.
They also represent a garcwey to the Maghreb and
Moslem countries in that magnificant relics of these
cultures are still to be found in these two countries.

However, these cultural links are not merely pan of
our history but continue to exist rcday with the
hundreds of thousands of Portuguese and Spaniards
working in the Community and the holiday-makers
from our Member States who visit these two countries
every year. Moreover, our Committee takes the view
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that the accession may well represent an imponant
contribution to the democratic process. More panicularly, our Committee would like to stress rhe imponance of freedom of speech, freedom of choice as
regards language, education and culture, and the protection of minorities and yet we regret that cultural,
educational and information questions have not yet
received the attention they deserve in the current
negotiations. Ve fully realize that major obstacles
must be eliminated first, but we nevertheless wonder
whether or not a strengthening of cultural relations,
approximation of educational curricula and qualifications, and exchanges of young people could make a
great contribution to establishing an atmosphere of
mutual uust which in turn would make it possible rc
approach the more difficult problems in a spirit of

cooperation.

Our

Committee therefore

proposes

immediate application of the Directive of. 25 June 1977
on the education of children of migrant workers. !7'hy
should we not, in a spirit of cooperation, immediarely
extend the scope of this Directive to cover the children
of Spanish and Ponuguese workers in our Community
and why should we not also endeavour to srep up our

contacts in connection with the preservarion of our
archaelogical heritage, language teaching and youth
exchanges, which have been recently advocated in this
Assembly and on which repons have been adopted.

Our Commission also feels rhat the European Foundation should be involved in the enlargement process.
Finally, there is we think imponant work to be done
without delay in the field of information. Items in connection with the accession and the attendant problems

Mr Natali
has spoken on the information programme for 1982
and the Commission is already envisaging an increase
in new initiatives in connection with these two countries. It would be a very good thing if the people of
these countries could be better informed about Comhave already been included in the budget.

'We

believe that the accession of countries that have
been both democracies and dictatorships is of such
great political imponance chat it should prevail over
the few difficulties which remain in the negotiations.
Our Portuguese colleagues have pointed our ro us

from time to rime that public opinion in Ponugal

is

becoming increasingly lukewarm over membership as
the target date for accession is seen ro slip like sarrd
through their fingers. 'S7e insist, as Members of this
Parliament, thar I January 1984 must remain the target darc. Moreover, as chairman of the Joint Committee I believe ir is possible if rhere is political will on
both sides.
The negotiations have been under way for four years.
Ve know that progress has been made in many fields

and that the subjects that remain

to be dealt

with

include difficult ones such as agriculture, fisheries and
the free movement. of Ponuguese workers after accession. 'We believe, however, that these marters can and
will be concluded in the first few months of next year.
On the terms of accession, we believe thar Ponugal
must receive clear guarantees from the European
Community that enlargement will nor [urn Portugal
into a net contributor. The aim must cenainly not be
accession on any terms.

It would be idle to pretend that there is ar present

an

ideal climate for the integration of Spain and Ponugal

into the Community. High unemploymen[ and recession make every governmenr less willing ro take risks,
a fact which is apparent in the paralysis of some of the
European Communiry's institutions; but it would be
pitifully shon-sighted to ignore the importance which
Ponugal's democram artach to EEC membership as a
positive guarantee that will reinforce their new-won
democracy.
Countries which still retain doubr about the accession
these two other countries must nor abandon the

munity policy and both the positive and negative

of

aspects of accession, as this would make them better
prepared for the decision they have to take.

wider aims on which this Community was founded
and to which it must remain commirted. As The Guar-

This then, ladies and gentlemen, was whar the Committee on Youth, Culture, Education, Information and
Spon had to say on this subject. \(e only hope that, in

to the political and commercial interests,
some attention will be given to what we customarily
refer to as higher inrcllectual values, namely culrure
and the education of young people.
addition

President.

-

I call the Socialist Group.

Mr President, rhis is an opponune time
debate, since the negotiations with
Portugal have reached a crucial stage. The position of
the Socialist Group is clear. If the Ponuguese and
Mrs Clwyd.

for holding -this

Spanish peoples want their countries to join rhe European Community, rhen we musr give our full suppon
to that aim and we shall do all we can ro facilitate it.

diansaid recently in an editorial: 'If a lake of oin ordinaireis put ahead of a rock of democracy, rhen that is
a shon-sighted and blinkered view indeed.'The problems faced by agriculture in Portugal, in which almost
one-third of the workers are employed, are well
known to us: we must ensure that accession to the
EEC does nor aggravarc these problems and that more
is done to supporr. the producers of Mediterranean
crops and rc benefit Ponuguese farmers. Ve must
ensure that Ponugal's enrry ro the EEC makes it easier
for their workers to gain a decent living in their own
regions, while those who have emigrated must obtain
full righrc and social security benefits where they are
working.

Mr

Presidenr, the enlargemenr of the Community to
include Spain and Ponugal is above all a political
event. Of course, there are some people in this Parliament who have reservations about the entry of these
two countries. Ffowever, I say to them that we have a
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duty not only to welcome these countries into our
Community but also to do our utmost to reach the
date of 1 January 1984. The addition of Spain and

Ponugal is another step towards achieving the hopes
of a complete and united Europe. \7e all have much to
gain from the accession of these two countries. \7e are
gaining experienced and valued voices in world affairs
which can provide important links with Latin America,
with Arab and African countries.

Finally, Mr President, we need to demonstrate today

our support for the entry of

'S7'e

these two countries.
need to do more. '!7e need [o demonstrate the warmth
and intensity of our welcome by passing this resolution
unanimously.

(Appkuse)

I call the Group of the European PeoPresident.
ple's Pany -(Christian-Democratic Group).
(NL) Mr President, ladies and gentleMr Croux.
- like briefly to explain the views of the
men, I should
Group of the European People's Party and the aims of
our amendments.
First of all I would like rc point out rhat this is indeed
an interim report, and we hope that the Political
Affairs Committee will as soon as possible draw up the
definitive report on the accession, since this is of great
importance not only for Spain and Ponugal, but for
rhe whole Community. For this reason, we have not
tabled any amendments to the body of the resolution
by Lord Douro, but we have done so in the case of the
recitals. \7hy? In order to place emphasis on a number
of points which strike us as extremely important.
Firstly, we should like to stress once more the polidcal
significance of the accession of Spain and Ponugal
and of the simultaneous accession of these two countries for the European idendty, political democracy,
peace and stability in this part of the world and for
opening up the Community vis-i-ois the world as a
whole and, in particular, Latin America. These countries must accede, and for us this is not an external
Community problem but has already become an inter'!7'e
nal one.
must speak and acr in the light of this. \7e
gloss
over the obstacles to which attention is
cannot
constantly drawn. \7e cannot solve the problems by
drawing a veil over them. !fle must bring them out into
the open and use all our imagination with a view to
finding original and constructive solutions.

The problems fall into three categories. Firstly, there
are the sectoral, economic and, in particular, agriculrural problems. I do not inrcnd to go into these now,
as rhey have already been dealt with amply by other
speakers. People talk about transitional periods and

phased accession. These are things which must be
looked into in the next few weeks and months, but, as
we see it, the problems are not insoluble.

Secondly, there are financial problems including, in
panicular, the increase in own resources. However,
even without the accession of Spain and Portugal the
Community would still be faced with this problem.
According to certain calculations, the accession
would, on its completion, involve an increase of
approximately 50/o in own resources. This should not
be allowed to stand in the way of such an important
political issue either. Nevenheless, this financial problem is one of the things which we should already be
looking into in the general context of the life of the
Community since, even without the accession of Spain
and Ponugal, it is a fundamental problem. I might
remind you of the words of Mr Notenboom who said,
during the budget debate, that we should also give
great emphasis to alrcrnative policy and other economic aspects not of a purely financial or budgetary
nature. \fle should not underestimate the significance
of the increase in scale and the challenge this represents, and the implications of a new phase of economic
development, first and foremost for Spain and Ponugal themselves, but also for the Community and the
entire market.

Thirdly, the institutional problems. The accession cannot be a success unless the institutional questions are
dealt with seriously and solutions found. There are
rwo main problems, the first being the decision-making process in the Council, and in this connection I
will merely refer you to what has already been said
often enough in the debate on the Genscher-Colombo
proposal, and the European Act and in other institu'S7'e
cannot go into it
tional debates in this Parliament.
in demil today, but I repeat that in the absence of an
effective decision-making process, not only the accession but also the present existence of our Community
is in danger. It is not a new problem, but we must once
more urge the Council to deal with this fundamental
question in connection with this accession. The second
institutional problem is the efficient working of all the
institutions, the Commission, the Council, Coreper
and Parliament. In all these bodies, the new fact of the
accession should act as a stimulus to overcome red
tape and to devote more time and attention to the
problems of the Community, primarily at the level of
the Council, where some Ministers and Governments
all too ofrcn give the impression that Europe is only a
sideline. This is vital for the development of the Community.
Finally, Mr President, [here are three ways of looking
at the problem of the accession. Firstly, we can regard
it as a political problem and forget everything else.
This is a naive approach. Secondly, we can regard it as
a purely economic problem to which political considerations must give way. This is a defeatist attitude
which does not look realistically to the future either.
Thirdly, however, there is a global, Community
approach which akes account of the political, the
economic, the institutional and the financial aspects
alike. This is our approach, and we feel that any other
would be to the disadvanrage of Spain and Ponugal
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on the one hand and the Community on the other.
That is the real point of this accession. It is a Community matter which must represent a step forward
and not a srcp backwards for the Community.
President.

-

I call the European Democratic Group.

Miss Hooper.
Mr President, I speak on behalf of
my troup, principally
in respect of Spanish accession

since I am also a member of Parliament's delegation to
the Spanish Cones. Like some of the preceding speakers, I also wish to declare an interest of every Member
of this Parliament, that is their involvement in the con-

struction of a true European Community representing
and uniting all the peoples of democratic Europe. Of
course there are problems, serious problems, in the
existing Community and in our relationships wirh
third countries. There are problems resulting from the
first enlargement.; there are aheady problems resulting
from the second enlargement, which staned with
Greece's entry, although there now seems litde doubt
that Greece will remain a Member.

Mr President, there will always be problems in our
Community, and we are here to try to sort rhem out.
'I7ithout problems we would
be out of a job, and I
would to remind the House that, as early as 1979,Mr
Dankert who was then draftsman for rhe Committee
on Budgets for this Parliament, said that in any discussion of the effects of enlargement, rhe fact that ultimately political considerations will prevail should not
be lost sight of. I well remember also Madam Veil as
President of the Parliament attending a meeting wirh
the Spanish delegadon in Madrid and saying rhe same
thing, namely, that if the political will is there, we can
solve the problems.

I believe, Mr President, that it is high time for the original Members of this Community to brace themselves
and to recognize that they cannor turn rhe clock back
and return to the cosy little club of rhe Six. It is vital
for our Community to grow as well as to consolidate,
and we must learn better how ro cope with the inevitable growing pains. Ve must profit from experience
and improve and speed up our negoriaring machinery
so that when the next applicanrs emerge
I hope
- and
and trust that there will be orher countries
as willing
and eager to join us in the furure as the present applicants
we shall' be willing ro accommodate their

-

needs and special interests.

In some ways it is easy for me

as a

British Conservative

to be wholeheaned in my approach. The

present

government in the United Kingdom has underlined
time and again its commitment to enlargemenr, even
two weeks ago making special mention of it in the
Queen's speech which outlines the governmenr's programme for the currenr parliamentary session, and the
amendments tabled by my group to the Douro repon
are intended to emphasize this political commitmenr.

'\7e believe that historically, culturally
and now, in
developing its democratic processes, Spain is, and must

be, indisputably an inrcgral pan of the European
Community.
But we also w'ant to see reform
reform of the agri- rhar Spanish
cultural policies
and it is clear
- to this reform. However, I doentry
will bring us closer
not
intend to dwell upon agriculture since my colleague,
Mr Hord, will be speaking on the Sutra repon. But
even the agriculture sector does not present a total
downslide risk. As Lord Douro pointed out, there is a
consumer demand in Spain for many products in
structural surplus.
But accession is not just a question of reconciling agricultural interests. On the industrial side, Spain offers
us the prospect of a larger market for many products
manufactured in the EEC which cannor penetrare

Spain's existing protective barriers. Spain

will

be

required, for example
and I quote only a few examples because of dme constrainrs
prepare
the
- to so. Spainformust
adoption of VAT. It is already doing
abolish its current import licensing sysrem and adopt
EEC customs regulations and procedures. Spain must
fully panicipate in all the EEC's commercial agreements, including the Multifibre Arrangement. Many
more of these requirements will no doubt be enumerarcd by Mr Namli today, as during previous debares,
and it would be both foolish and unrealistic to prerend

that fulfilling these requirements will nor

presenr

major difficulties for Spain during this period of recession and increasing unemployment. For this reascin rhe
Community must be realistic and sympathetic when
working out suitable rransitional periods.
As of now, Spain is eager to join us. Politicians of all
parties are committed to this objective and are willing
to explain the need to make sacrifices ro their electorate. Do we really vanr ro be seen as the ungracious
and unwilling party to the negotiations? Do we wanr
to see that enthusiasm and commitment falter and sour
and [urn into isolationism as a result of our delaying
tactics? Given rhe repeated assertions made recently by
the Commission, that by working day and nighr the
negotiations can be completed to ensure accession on
1 January 1984 and given the sraremenrs made by
Council representatives, do we, the European Parliament, \ranr to be rhe sole insriturion of this Community to hesirate? I, for one, vanr ro be able to say ro
my electors in Liverpool ar the nexr elections in June
1984 that the accession of Greece, Spain and Portugal
is a fait accompli, and I want to be able ro point to the
conribudon made by the European Democratic
Group and the European Parliament as a whole
towards this achievemenr.

I therefore beg this House [o supporr rhe motion for

a

resolution and to insist on accession mking place in
January 1984.
(Applause)
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Parliament and public opinion to face the problems in
assess them. The French members of the
Communist and Allies Group will pay attention to
them particularly as from this point of view the experience with Greece has been instructive. For his part the
Greek Minister for Agriculture has just stated: 'Our
accession to the Community is causing serious problems'. This is true, and is reflected for example in an
increase in consumer prices by a ransfer of resources
from Greece to the EEC and by the substitution of
imports for certain Greek products. Thus it would not
be responsible to ignore these data when assessing the
consequences of enlargement for the peoples of Spain
and Ponugal. Nor would it be responsible either to
ignore the disquiet of the countries of the Mediterranean basin who fear that their cooperation agreements
with the Community may be called into question. The
same applies moreover to the ACP countries, since

order to

Mr Piquet.

(FR) The French members of the Communist and-Allies Group wish the debate on enlargement to throw light on the serious issues at stake. In
my opinion therefore we must speak plainly because
what is at stake in this debate on the problem of
enlargenrent are the interests of the peoples of the
Community and of the applicant counuies.

Let us consider therefore without funher

discussion

the reality as it exists, whether it be the situation of the

Community or that of the applicant countries. I will
touch on several points, beginning with that of the
democratic development of these countries. Should we

or

should we not aid the advance of democracy in
these countries? Yes indeed, and the more the bemer,
but let us be lucid.

The enlargement of the Community to include Spain
and Portugal does not mean that it is the only way
these countries will move towards democrary. They
have proved this by staning to make the necessary
changes themselves without the intervention of the
Community. \7e realize that relations between various
countries can of course in some cases help to strengthen or otherwise the democratic process of a nation
but enlargement in itself is not the most advanced
form, and still less the sole form, of necessary assistance.

Even worse, enlargement would to some extent
detract from the democratic process because demo-

their impon flows, which are akeady inadequate,
would be seriously affected by enlargement.
As Mr Douro proposes, it is not therefore sufficient to
inform them; they must be really consulted, As regards
the consequence of enlargement on [he economy of
our countries, including that of France, these would
not be any less grave. Enlargement would accentuate
economic imbalances, and quite a number of agricul-

tural products would be directly hit. Industry would
also be affected, and in this context I could mention
the textile industry, the shipbuilding industry, the shoe
industry, the iron and steel industry, not to speak of
the serious problem of unemployment and what the
Commission referred to as long ago as 1978, when
speaking of the consequences of enlargement, as the

cracy can only be conceived in all its dimensions, political of course, but also economic, social and cultural. It
is therefore necessary to examine and seriously assess
these decisive aspects of the future of the EEC and the
applicant countries. Let me add that to reason thus is
to display a Community spirit. I share the opinion of
the President of the French Republic, who declared in
Madrid last June, 'I will not take the risk of adding an

Thus a new accession would not provide an answer to
the problems which we are facing but would be a
hazardous undertaking which would call into question
everything the Community has achieved so far, and
that is why for our part s/e cannot approve it. That is

The Communiry does not display the economic dynamism necessary to be able to offer genuine prospects

along the road towards an enlargement which would
only result in lower standards overall, in the mutilation
of the economic potential of all [he countries concerned, it would be better to explore the possibilities of
a true policy of cooperation which is mutually advantageous and is based on the complementarity of both
parties with each respecting the others independence,
and in this perspective we believe that there is room
both for economic and social progress and for democ-

addidonal misfortune to Europe's existing misfortunes'. This is why we have to start from the real
economic and social situation of the Europe of Ten,
and this situation, as we can all observe, is more disEessing than ever, quite apart from the intra-Community problems to which a solution has still not been
found, such as that posed by the Bridsh contribution.

of progress to the applicant countries. Thus it is clear
Douro report and the Sutra report recognize
-thisthe that enlargement conceals grave risks both for
the -Communiry and for Spain and Ponugal. Vhy

'release of labour'.

why also, instead of continuing the forced march

racy.
(Applaase

from the lefi)

'deplore'therefore the fact that the European Council
has decided, at the request of the French Government,

to ask the Commission to review the main

problems

linked to accession?

It is not only the Commission's
study but

it

duty to make this
is also in the interests of the European

President.

-

I call the Liberal and Democratic Group.

(DE) Mr President, Lord
- report on the enlargement of
Douro's approach in his
the Community to include Spain and Ponugal might

Mrs von Alemann.
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be called a compartmentalizing one, in which each
sector is examined in turn in order to determine the
pros and cons of accession.

Naturally there is something rc be said for this philosophy. However, I think thas such a demiled approach
is not the correct one for us today, because it may diston the picture which we wish to create. I do not mean
that one should not examine the problems. I too have
pointed them out again and again in past debare.
However, the main point is that the countries of rhe
Community and the majority in this House have
decided in favour of the accession of Spain and Ponugal to the European Community. Concrete steps must
now be taken to ensure that this decision rapidly
becomes a reality.

Tardy implementation could lead to various difficuldes. Firstly, there are difficuldes of a psychological
order. I remain convinced that if Britain's accession
had nken place after its first application public opinion in Britain might not be so cridcal of the Community as it is to some extent today. $7e cannot allow
ourselves

to be thought of

as the Community

of

rhe

rich and privileged who refuse enrance to the countries waiting at the door.

Moreover we have repeatedly emphasized that we
wish rc support demoiracy in bot[', these countries.
However this must be done soon and nor in a few years'
dme. Thirdly it is imponant for reasons of economic
policy to conclude the treaties rapidly. For Spain in
particular the commercial agreement concluded in
1970 has led to imbalances. Thus genuinely new treaties are essential. Nor can we claim to know exacrly
which industrial branches need weeding out and which
may remain. I would like to warn against any tendency
towards dirigisme, in which trends in the economic climate and in the individual branches are dictared from
above.

The accession of Spain and Ponugal will act as a catalyst for our internal problems. In the existing Community we will have to make long overdue decisions
majority decision-making in the Council, agricultural
policy, relations with third countries in the Medircrranean. My colleague Marie-Jane Prubot has prepared a
very interesting document precisely on this topic
which I again recommend you ro read.

A crucial test lies

ahead of us. None the less in rhis
decision in favour of accession the problems of integration and of economic, social and financial policy
must be considered soluble in principle. This is the
standpoint we Liberals take. Our willingness ro respecr
agreements, our credibility and reliability as parr.ners
of the other Mediterrane4n countries are now at srake.
Thus I would ask Commissioner Namli to read rhe
opinions of the Commirrees very closely and to
include them in his proposals.

now requires concrete and all-embracing

mented rapidly. Only in this way can rhe desired
of the two applicant countries help consolidate the relationships between the Member States and
thus constitute a further step towards integration.
accession

(Applause)

President.
I call the Group of European Progressive
Democrarc.-

Mrs Ewing.
Mr President,
fellow Mem- harp back tohonourable
bers, if I may
the old Parliament, of
which I was a Member, rhe war was more spoken of in
those days, because we had men and vomen amongsr
us who had been on both sides of that terrible conflict
and who spoke about it a great deal. I remember the
speeches were very idealistic and full of purple passages, and one made by a German Member srands out
in my mind. It was the time when we v/ere holding our
breath as Franco was dying and were wondering what
would happen in Spain, and he told a story which I
will repeat here.

He asked a man in a Hamburg streer, '\fhar do you
think will happen when Franco dies? Do you think
there may be a civil war?' And the man said, 'Yes'.
Then he asked, 'Do you think it would be less likely if
Spain were aiming at joining the Community?' And
after reflection, this average man said, 'Yes, I think it
would be less likely.'

Now we cannot prove a negative; but bearing in mind
that Members from this Parliamenr v/ent ro campaign
for the Spanish and Ponuguese elections, I believe
there is a desire among the panies in those tw'o countries to see Spain taking the democratic road. If that
were the only jusdfication for this Community, ir
would be wonh all the complications it brings with it,
for this is one of the most important single events thar
has taken place

be very harmful.

The expansion of the Community towards rhe South

in our lifetime.

I

remember, as a small child
and this gives my age
- cousin leave Glasgow
away completely
seeing my
with the Scottish secrion
of the International Brigade:
there was a great send-off, and he died as a result of
his panicipation in thar war. So that war in Spain
which took place not so long ago
is something we
should bear in mind when arguing -about the details of
wine and fish and olive oil. These rhings are very
important, but I think we should fir them into the perspective of these grave evenrs which jusr fall within my
Iifetime, for example.

I

have two other rhings ro say. One is about regional

policy.
A poliry of muddling through mighr

decisions.

'!(i'e must
ensure [hat these decisions are taken. Ve
need consistent political decisions which can be imple-

limited.

Mr

I

members

Pottering menrioned that the Fund is
of course; like most of my fellow-

agree,

of the Committee on Regional Policy

and
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this would do a greal deal to
strengthen democracy, the Community itself would be
able to establish closer links with Latin America and,
in addition, Spain and Portugal are ideally placed to
act, as it were, as a bridge between the Community
and the Islamic countries of North Africa. However, a

Regional Planning, I think it is too limited. But one
thing we can say: wharcver we do with that Regional
Fund, understanding of the regions will be enhanced
and I look
by the accession of Ponugal and Spain
forward to tha[ as someone representing a very depopulated area with eight people per square kilometre.
Too often, this Parliament is insensitive to the problems of the regions, and when they make rules, these
rules are often silly. \7hen they are applied to the
regions there are not enough derogations, and the
and we
more regional problems we have coming in
shall have them coming in with the accession of Spain
the better will be the balance of the
and Portugal
And
that will be to the advantage of all at
Community.
the end of the day.

as soon as possible since

My last point is about fish, which has not been mentioned, and here I do think there is a solution to the
problem: I am one of the few fishery spokesmen from

important for the success of the accession procedure
that a Mediterranean plan, as righdy advocated by the
Committee on Regional Policy and Regional Plan-

this Parliament on ACP fishing problems, and here lies
the natural pannership for the fishing-fleem of Spain
and Ponugal: they should not come to the North Sea,
where there is no room for them, but go to help these
African countries to stop the rape of the seas by the
Soviet Union, Korea and Japan. I urge that solution
on those who are in the gallery and others interested
in the accession of Spain and Ponugal.
(Applause)

President.

I call the Group for the Technical Coor-

- Defence
dination and

of

Independent Groups and

Members.

(NL) First and foremost I
Mr Vandemeulebroucke.
- the rapponeurs, Lord
should like to congratulate
Douro and Mr Sutra, on their excellent rePort, or
interim report, on the accession of Spain and Portugal.
'!7e
should not, I fear, have too many illusions about
the success of the accession of Spain and Ponugal
since the problems still oumtanding are legion. I am
thinking, for example, of the problems in the fishing
sector, shipbuilding, the iron and steel indusry, textiles and, of course, agricultural policy. Mr Croux in
fact gave a very interesting run-down on all the problems facing us. There is also the fact that with the
accession of Spain and Ponugal the social gap
between the richer indusrialized north of the Community and the poorer south will get bigger and bigger
and I might refer you in this connection to the figures
contained in the report by the Committee on Regional
Policy and Regional Planning which mentions 140lo
unemployment in Spain. In fact, more and more people in the know maintain that it will not be possible for
the accession to take place by the target date of 1984
since the requisite technical, economic and financial
ad;'ustments between the applicant countries and the
European Community are still so great that it seems
unlikely that they will be possible within two years.
Obviously, we hope that the accession can take place

lot would depend on the polidcal will to make the
accession possible towards 1984. The situation in

Spain since the most recen[ Parliamentary elections is
such that it will be difficult, politically speaking, for
France to maintain im objection in the future and this
was, after all, a country which had considerable reservations regarding the accession.

This interim report has therefore come at the ideal
time from the political point of view. It is also very

ning, should be introduced. All this should take place
in the context of an integrated Mediterranean policy
and it is therefore essential that a develoPment fund
for the Mediterranean areas be set up and it would be
perfectly feasible to get the necessary funds together
within six to eight years.

Mr President, I should like to draw your attention to
an aspect, that as I see it, has been wrongfully omitted
from the Douro and Sutra reports. Spain has constitutionally recognized a number of regions, which have
their own regional parliamenm and governmenm. Galicia, the Basque country, Catalonia and Andalusia not
only have their own statute, but also specific problems
which call for different solutions and approaches in
each case. As a highly indusrialized vade area, Catalonia is oriented along Mediterianean lines. Andalusia,
on lhe other hand, has large numbers of wage earners
working in agriculture which is still, structurally
speaking, organized very much in terms of large holdings. Thus there is an enormous task awaiting the
Social Fund. Galicia will be faced with enormous agricultural problems since the average size of areas under
cultivation in that region is one and a half hectares,
which means that there is an enormous task in store
for the Agricultural Guidance Fund too. As I see it,
not enough is made of these aspecrc in the Douro
report. !7hy, therefore, should the European Parliament not ask the governments of these autonomous
regions of Spain, in preparation for the definitive
repert, to draw up a regional integration plan of their
own and pass it on to us. Consequently, the enlargement of the Community is not merely a question of
promoting democracy, however important this aspect
may be, as Mrs Ewing righdy pointed out. Nor is it
first and foremost a question of the many technical
adjustments which will be required. However, if the
integration is to be a success, we must, I think, also
allow the regions to put forward their own development model.

\7e cannot, as I see it, allow ourselves to disregard the
rich diversity of Spain in the course of this integration
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process, and ir would be a good thing if we were also
to take account of it in the final reporr.

President.

-

I call rhe non-arached Members.

(FR) Mr Presidenr, ladies and genrlethe position taken by Lord
Douro in his repon, I will only emphasize a few points
which I consider imponant.
Mrs Spaak.

men, since

I-fully suppon

Five years have passed since Spain and Portugal
requested accession ro the European Community in
1977.

I think it is time ro pur an end to this period of preparatory discussions, panicularly since the problems
posed by enlargement are nor new, wherher it be that
of Mediterranean produc$, relations with these Mediterranean countries, rhe crisis of large industrial sec-

tors, unemployment or, in another very essential
sphere, that of the decision-making powers of the
Council.

As these problems become more acute, a solution
becomes more urgenr and requires sronger political

will, in other words the occasion for

a qualitative leap

by the European Community.

One of the imponanr preoccupations of our Parliament is to resolve the problem of unemploymenr by
boosting industrial poliry and by searching for new
marke6, particularly those of Latin America. This was
emphasized once again yesterday morning during the
discussions on rhe nexr GATT conference.
'\Vhat

European counrries, better rhan Spain and Por-

tugal, can open wide the doors rc this part of the
world which is full of porential and the political
imponance of which no one can deny.

Of

course, one has to take account of experience
gained'from previous negoriar.ions. The conditions of
acceprance musr be clear and acceprcd by both parries;
once the agreemenrs have been signed there can be no
question of new negoriarions.

One last commenr, Mr President. One of the aims of
the founders of Europe was ro esablish privileged
links between European countries and to constirrte, in
a difficult world, a group of States where democratic
values would be considered vital.

!fle cannor prercnd to ignore that

-

I call Mr von der Vring.

Mr von der Vring.
(DE) Mr President, we would
like to endorse the accession
of Spain and Portugal on
I January 1984. This is a srarement of principle. The
next direct. elections to this Parliament should ake
place in the Europe of the Twelve.
This is the only area in which we disagree with our
French friends. They too are in favour of the accession

of

Spain but they are opposed m a definite date.
Moreover, Mr President, I think that in many cases
the French srandpoinr is misundersrood. President
Mitterrand not only approved Spanish accession at an
early date when he was in Madrid bur also suggesred it
was high time to tackle the difficult agricultural problems at a high level.

In connection with the accession of Spain France has
raised a number of problems concerning future agricultural poliry in Southern Europe which the Commgr-rity must soon solve in any case. \Vhy should Spain
suffer because of the Community's inabiliry to solve
these urgent problems rapidly and satisfactorily? If in
the Furopean Parliament we insist on 1 January 1984
we do so because imponant decisions are aken in the
Community only under pressure.
This repon demonstrares that expansion towards the
South does nor throw up any really new problems. It
merely funher accenruares rhe chronic shoncomings
of the Community. This applies in panicular rc the
problem of the disparity berween the economically
prosperous and the economically weak regions, a
threat which looms larger from year to ye^r.
One may think what one likes of the Commom Market but one point should be generally accepted: the
accession of Spain cannor mean rhe subjugation of
medium- and small-scale Spanish industry by the powerful large industries of Nonhern Europe. It ls in
everyone's interest to prevent this at all costs by means
of appropriate accession arrangemenm. '!V'har would
the exponers in the Nonh gain if their customers in
the South lost rheir livelihood?

On behalf of my Group I would like to broach on rwo
particular problems. In rhe energy sector Spain is on
the way to becoming a major nuclear power. This
involves obligations. Ve expect that in conjuncrion
with im accession to the EC Spain will also accede to
the Non-Proliferation Treaty.

Spain's rerurn ro

these values is fragile because ir is new and threatened

by extremist movemenrs and by a difficult economic
situation. Thus, over and above our interesm, we have
a moral duty to welcome them, it is true under difficult circumstances, bur in a furure which must now be
very near.
(Appkuse)

President.

The second problem concerns fisheries: with

17 500

fishing vessels and over 1OO OOO fishermen Spain is one
of the world's major fishing nations. It is esiential that
the accession negotiations be extended to include fisheries policy. Fisheries agreemenm with third countries
must even ar this stage make allowances for rhe future
expansion of rhe Community. \7e appeal once again
for concrerc steps towards rhe development of a Com-
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the problems concern first and foremost the Mediterranean as a whole and not only the role of Spain and
Ponugal in the Communiry.

don of where they are going to come from, we are just
going to produce a lot of empty words, and it is certainly not with empty words or hypocrisy that the
problems of accession will be solved.

(Applaase)

If

munity Mediterranean fisheries policy. Everywhere

own resources have to be increased by putting up

VAT rate, we have to make this clear, although we
must realize that the cost would be borne by the countries which are the major contributors to the budget,
the

President.

-

I call Mr Diana.

(17) Mr President, I have the impresMr Diana.
debate has ackled the question of
sion that today's
enlargement from the various angles: political, social,
institutional and economic. If you ask me, it is essendally a question of honour. The fact is that we promised Spain and Portugal a long time ago that we
should give a favourable answer to their requests for
membership, which were lodged in fact more than five

years ago. Negotiations have been going on for a
while and I do not think that ignoring, underestimating or trying to circumvent the difficulties will have
helped or could help to smooth the way for a solution
ro the problems that exist. In fact, I feel that matters
have been made more difficult.

If

Spain had applied for membership when the political

circumstances were the most appropriate for doing so,

in other words when the treaties were signed, it is
likely that the difficulties of Spanish membership
would not have been as great as they are now. If we

Germany and the Unircd Kingdom. If, on the other
hand, we decide to leave our own resources at the current level and give a thin slice of the cake to even more
people, then we have to realize that the cost of the
operation will hit almost solely the Mediterranean
regions of the EEC, which already have greater problems.

If, however, we want to isolate the Spanish market
we have to -be
and some people have had this idea
fully aware that in this case the cost of enlargement
will be borne solely by the Spanish and Portuguese
economies. In my view, all these solutions are to be
rejected. There is a founh solution, which is rc distribute the cost fairly throughout the Community, and
that is what I think we ought rc do. I do not think that
the problems can be solved by the other idea that has
been suggested by some people, the idea of a shoncut
or a treaty of preaccession, a preliminary agreement
that will just postpone the problem of accession. Once
again this is a way of circumventing the problems and
putting off the solution, and when accession does

have difficulties now, it is because they have increased
along with economic growth.
as I said before
-This is rue both for -the industrial sector, where Spain
steel or textiles
has developed in sensitive sectors
which are currently in trouble in -the Community, and
where
in
meantime
the
Comthe
also for agriculture,
munity has signed preferential agreements w,ith other
countries around the Mediterranean.

come we shall probably find that the problems have

The problems that are on [he table will have to be
tackled, therefore. In any case, I do not think these
problems are new. They are the same old problems

countries which are entitled to our help and suppon.

which are simply becoming more acute as we have to
deal with the problem of enlargement. In my opinion,
this is the moment of truth for the European Economic Community. \7e have to be honest with ourselves
and say whether we want this Community to move
towards greater integration, with scope and help for
the development of the less favoured regions in the
EEC, or whether we want our Community to revert to
a free trade area.

If it

is the first thing we want, the main problem we
have to consider concerns the economic resources we
have available. The solution to other problems, such as
I mean support for Mediterindustry and farming
- the social sector, depends on
and in
ranean crops
- can find to the problem of greater
the answer we
economic resources at the time of enlargement. Unless

we have the courage to mlk about these

resources

here, or at least have the courage to give some indica-

become even more difficult and intractable.

I think we have to look at matters

squarely. \7e have
to finish the negotiations as speedily as possible, but
we have to do this on a clear basis and we have to be
honest with ourselves concerning what we w'ant or
intend to do with regard to strengthening the European Economic Community and with regard to these

(Applause)

President.

Mr

-

Beazley.

I call Mr

Beazley.

Mr President, Lord Douro's interim
of the European Com-

- enlargement
report on the

munity to include Spain and Ponugal is indeed timely,
and I must congratulate him on compledng the enormous task of colladng all the reports of nine committees and producing a resolution covering such a wide
area of interests. This report is timely, Mr President,
because, of course, the Community's Foreign Ministers will be meeting on 22 and 23 November and the
European Council will hold its Copenhagen summit
meeting next month. The debate, therefore, allows this
House to express its views which, I hope, will be well
considered by the Commission, the Council and the
representatives of the two applicant countries whom I
welcome here today.
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Lord Douro's report, like that of Mr Sutra, rhrough
no fault of the authors, has had an elephantine gestation period. Both were initiated some [hree years ago
whilst the initial application of Spain and Ponugal to
join the Community is five and half years old.

It is not insignificant that it was at Copenhagen, four
and a half years ago, in April 1978, that the European
Council's declaration as Spain and Ponugal emerged
from years of political isolation and returned to
democracy, esnblished the two principles of pluralist
democracy and respect for human rights as the necessary qualifications for Community membership. It was
therefore natural that the basis of the Community's
desire for enlargement from ten to twelve members
was political. It was, and it still is, political, and as rhe
negotiations become more and more involved in financial, economic, industrial, trade, agricultural and
from the Communiry's point of view
institutional
problems and the consequences of enlargement,
it
would, in my opinion, be quite wrong to forget or to
minimize the vital political aspect of enlargement.
I will not, however, elaborate on this poinr because ir
is quirc clear and needs no elaboration. I will, however, concentrate on the other aspects of enlargement,
as they affect both the institutional aspects of our own
Communiry and the details of the main problems

which affect both the electorares of our Member
States and those of the prospective new members of
the Community.

It is a matter of fact that enlargement brings new
problems to both sides. The enlargement of the six ro
the nine, so much looked forward to by rhe then applicant nations during the growth years of the 1950s, was
bedevilled by the recession caused by the energy crisis
which unfonunately coincided exactly with their entry
into the Community. Problems which might have easily been overcome if the fast economic growth of the
960s had been maintained, immediately became very
serious both institutionally for the Communiry and in
practical terms for agriculture and industry. Renegotiation needs arose early on and many of the basic
problems incorporated in rhe mandate of 30 May 1980
remain unresolved today.

funher delay if funher enlargement is to be successfully achieved on time.

It

is significant that in all of the contributions by committees to the Douro report, there was no report from
the Committee on Budgets; nor was one received from
the new Committee on Institutional Affairs. These are
of course, years of major concern to this House in
ensuring that the Community itself is borh prepared

from the financial and from the institutional point of
view to make a success of enlargement.

Mr Sutra's report initiated a litde earlier than thar of
Lord Douro handles in great deuil the agricultural
problems of enlargement which it believes will be
caused by the shift of the centre of gravity of an
enlarged Community more towards rhe South. !7e
may not agree with all its proposals bur it is quite clear
that it is not solely southern agriculture but also nonhern honiculture in particular which may be pur ar risk
unless suitable arrangements can be made for the
development of the CAP to meer the new requirements of an enlarged Community, panicularly as it
must be reformed ro meer the present needs of the
Ten.

Likewise the industrial consequences of enlargement
must be carefully worked our. It is significant that the
first paragraph of the repon by the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs warned againsr, and I
quote 'an over-emphasis on agricultural impacts of
enlargement' and points out the very real need for the
indusuial as well as the wider economic aspecrs of
enlargement to be taken more fully inro account.
Those working in the joint parliamenrary commirtees
between the European Parliamenr and rhe Portuguese
and Spanish parliamentary delegations have discussed
these matters in great detail. They
well known
^revery and trade
to our constituents and to the industrial
bodies which represenr them. They are very well
known to the Commission, to the Council of Minisrers
and to the European Council. I do not need to repear
them in demil here. I must however, warn that the
slowness with which negoriarions have proceeded to
date and the fear that funher delays may occur pur
increasing strain on rhe Communiry in setding these
matters.

Likewise, the second enlargement from nine ro ten has
raised problems and further adjustmenrs are being
sought by the new member which sdll have to be
resolved. In my view, this in no way vitiares the
necessity of further enlargement of the Community.
Enlargement creates the dynamic factor needed to
keep the Community alive and up ro date. It does,
however, necessitate great care and objective realism
in carrying out the negoriarions so rhar the terms can
be not only fair to both panies, but operated successfully after accession. This draws attenrion to the insti-

tutional needs of the Community of the Ten imelf.
This subject has often been discussed and debated in
this Chamber, and is foremost in the minds of the
Council of Ministers. But it must be solved wirhout

The world is changing all the time and the l97O
EEC-Spain commercial agreemenr and the 1972
EEC-Portugal free trade agreemenr are becoming
increasingly out-of-date and irrelevant. I need only
quote the fast growrh of the motor vehicle industry in
Spain and the proposals of Portugal in face of the
great pressure on the Community motor manufacturing industry to illustrate rhe need for change. Likewise
I would illustrate the imponant need ro make changes
in the patenr and licensing posirion between especially
Spain and Communiry counrries.

However, I will close my remarks as I staned, by confirming the overriding need of Europe for enlarge-
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ment. But v/e must remember that unless the Community's arrangements on finance are changed, it will
not be financed by two of the major Member States
only but on enlargement, Ponugal, wirh less than half
of the GDP per head of Greece and Ireland and kaly
will join Germany and Britain as the only net budget-

forward when he says

ary contributors.'S7hat could be more ridiculous?

we must therefore review the arrangemenm rhat place
a tremendous burden on the budget. !7e agree if this
means decisive action on milk surpluses and cereal
refunds
and Mr Sutra did not say this bur it is I
who am -saying so. Is this not the thrusr of the reform
of the common agricultural policy which we Communists have been urging for years? How can you fail
to see the contradiction between what Mr Sutra says
and what Lord Douro says? Looking at things from
the budgetary angle, Lord Douro finds consolation in
the fact that, although we are going to have olive oil
and wine surpluses, Spain is nevertheless going to provide a market for our milk and meat and cereals. He
nkes it for granted that Spain
like Italy and Greece
for that matter
will not aim -for growth in these very
sectors, thus confirming
the poliry of surpluses.

Mr President, gentlemen, I must ask rhar we ge[ a very
clear statement today from the Commission and rhat
the Council of Ministers and the European Council
likewise give clear statements after rheir meering.

IN THE CHAIR: MR

ESTGEN

Wce-President

President.

-

Mr Vitale.

I call Mr Vitaie.
(17)

Mr

President, ladies and gentle-

- five years have passed since Spain and
men, more than
Portugal applied for membership, and how can we fail
to notice the basic contradiction between the almost

unanimously acknowledged need to respond to a
major political problem and rhe exasperaring slowness
of the negotiations on the real problems, which are
known to all of us and which have been mentioned
again here: removal of tariff barriers, agriculture and
so on?

and we agree with him
that the arrangements governing
Mediterranean prod-

ucff need to be reviewed before accession. He is moving forward when he states thar we need to improve
the guarantees for Mediterranean producff, without
any disproportionate burden on the budget, and thar

There are also contradictions when it comes to the
transitional period, since it is clear that this could be
longer or shorter, depending on whether the regulations are changed before or after accession.

Contradiction and ambiguiry also exist with regard to
the limits on imports from third counrries, because it is
one thing to limit imports of soya bean and maize gluten from the United States and quite another
- and
we are against this, to seek a reducrion in rhe imports

of olive oil from Tunisia or of fruit and vegetables
from Morocco.

Ve

have to think abour this contradiction because the
gap between words and action depends on rhe answer

we come up with to a question which is not of

an

economic or rcchnical nature but quite simply polidcal.
Is the Community ready to think about some aspecrs
of its internal organization, about its operating procedures, so that there can be proper integration, in all
the respects I have mentioned, of the Iberian economy
and with it the economy of the whole Mediterranean

area of Europe? Or is what we are seeking nothing
more than an annex to a building that is considered
practically condemned. This is the problem
and I
repeat that it is a polirical one
which has- nor yet
been dealt with clearly, with the-result that the negotiations have tapered off into countless deadends.
There is a cenain attraction
although it is of course
not the ideal soludon
in -the idea of gerting round
- for political accession now
this contradiction by opting
and putting off the real problems until later. Naturally,

Mr President,

these are the real problems to which we
must have clear answers at the end of this debare. It is
not enough to reiterate our political desire to see Spain
in the Community. It is on these real problems, Mr
Natali, that we are expecting you ro shed some light.
These are the crucial points by which our political will
and our commitment to Spain
the pledge Mr Diana
was talking abour
and our -commitment to democ- and political progress of Europe
racy and the culrural
will be judged.

President.

-

I call Mr Galland.

Mr Galland.

(FR)
Presidenr, ladies and gentle- is toMr
if to govern
see ahead, it is also to have the
courage to assume cerrain responsibilities. Our govmen,

- of the Community.- But
the various institutional bodies
that will not get rid of the contradiction

ernments have had time to exercise these fundamental
qualities in respect of the dossier which interesrs us
today, namely the enlargement of rhe Community to
include Portugal and Spain. And the least thar can be
said is that the results are disappointing.

Mr

I

we shall be delighted if the Spanish representatives
take their place right away
we hope they do
in

Sutra has tried to move a step forward with his
analysis of the agricultural problems. He is moving

have said enlargement ro include Portugal and Spain,

contrary [o the customary reference to 'enlargement
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to include Spain and Portugal'. I admit that I was surprised by title B of the motion for a resolution. I
quote: 'considering the applications for accession to
the Community made by Spain on 28 July 1977 andby
Ponugal on 28 March 1977, etc.'. \7hy should Portugal be placed systemadcally in second place even when

its application for accession vras made four months
before that of Spain? This mistake is revealing. And in
pointing it out I am not trying to split hairs. I simply

wish

to draw the Council's and the Commission's

attention to a fact which ought to have directed the
negotiations differently: these are two different countries which did not submit their applications for accession on the same date and the problems which they
pose for the Communiry, or which their entry to the
Common Market poses for the countries themselves,

to a large extent dissimilar. Consequently, one can
question the validiry of trying rc link both dossiers in
practice. I will return to this point.
are

In passing, I am happy to note the quality of the
motion for a resolution by Lord Douro, while sharing
the reservations expressed by my colleague, Mrs von
Alemann. The dossiers are proof of the interest and
seriousness with which our Parliament views the problem of enlargement, because no less than I I parliamenary committees have worked on this question.
And I believe that, from the point of view of the European Parliament, the issues are clear, whatever the
either restoring the balance of
technical objectives
- the south, new relations with
the Community towards
some countries of Africa and Latin America, industrial
and whatprospecB in the two applicant countries
ever the real difficulties, the foremost of these being of
course a transitional period and measures of protection and adjustment, in panicular for Mediterranean
'agriculture in the Ten.
'!7hen

dictatorships become democracies and apply for
accession, and when one observes the rise in totalitari-

anism in the world, we would be very blind or very
weak not to be able to draw conclusions from this,
particularly in Spain, where the need to strengthen this
young democracy as soon as possible is very evident.
This does not mean that we must negotiate at any
price, but simply heans that we would succeed, and
within the time limits laid down, if there was a will to
succeed.

Those who are governing our European countries
today were not all in power at the time of the applicarion for accession in 1977, but they were all, without
exception, in favour of enlargement. And they all
knew the difficuldes involved. I leave aside Greece of
course, because if one had believed the statements of
its leaders, it would be outside the Community today,

whereas it is a member, and very happily so, and
intends to remain one.

Of course the French Communist Pany, which today
participarcs in the Government of France, has always
been opposed to enlargement. This is logical since pro-

tectionism is one of its stock arguments. And one canas we connot say that the defence of democrary
- bedfellows.
and communism form happy
ceive it
- the Ponuguese Communist Pany, which
Furthermore,
is not in pover, thankfully, is opposed to Ponugafs

entry to the Communiry. Indeed, ladies and Bentlemen, the Ponuguese Communists are critical and fear
a catastrophe for the Portuguese economy should their
country enter the Community. It is the same catastrophe that you, the French Communists, fear for the
French economy. The dialecdcs used are transparent,
the contradictions evident, but they are obviously and
unfonunately being fuelled, since the accession dossier
is making no headway.

And in this context, let me be clear: we are convinced
that, excluding a miraculous leap forward, the nego-

tiations will not be concluded in six weeks and it is
sheer hypocrisy to try to make people believe that this
is possible! I ask the Commission and the Council to
be realistic. The two applicant countries must enter as
quickly as possible, that is cenain. But why not treat
the two dossiers separarcly?'!7e all know that it is possible to conclude Portugal's accession rapidly. So do it.
Do not take unnecessary risks but act and get things

done. Be obsessed by the fact that in Ponugal the
adversaries of accession are gaining ground every day,

that scepticism is increasing and that the situation
tomorrov may well not be that which exists today.
'lfhat regrets we would have thenl
Finally, in the hope that my words will reach the
Council, I say to it: 'Stop writing the script for this
cheap play'. At present we are at the beginning of the
third act, where the father says to the suitor: 'I would
like you to enter my house, but wait until I have settled my family problems. Only then will you have the
right to love each other!' Even if the principal author,
Frangois Mitterrand, is a gifted writer, it is time to put
an end [o these pretences, these hypocrisies, this lack
of political courage. Of course, there are problems in

the Community, major and varied problems. Ve are
.S/e
well aware of them.
have been denouncing them
here for three and a half years. In any event they cannot explain or jusdfy delaying accession. In this I do
not share the opinion of some of my colleagues.
Because if we must settle our institutional problems,
let us not make it a condition for the accession of
Spain and PonugaMf so, they may as well be prepared to enter when pigs fly. In particular, as we well
know, and as the Douro report shows, the problem of
own resources arises with enlargement. From this
point of view it will be necessary to reduce the VAT
ceiling. Then, my Christian Democrat colleagues, I
say to you:'Let us enlarge quickly. It is one way of
finding a speedier solution rc the problem of our own
resources, because otherwise we will be forced to find
one'.

President, I am about to conclude. Vhen one
turns a page in history, there are always risks involved.
Enlargement presents social, industrial and agricul-

Mr
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tural dangers. And perhaps, Lord Douro, Anicles 42
and 44 of the motion for a resolution are dangerous,
because they could generate over-production
tors which abeady have a surplus.

in

sec-

However, if there had been genuine political will on
the pan of the Council, solutions would already have
been found to numerous difficulties, and we know rhat
in some sectors transitional periods will be necessary
to alleviate our problems. This is why we will vote in
favour of the Douro reporr, which demonsrrares rhis
political will. It alone gives us the hope that we may be
able to say in the corridors of our Assembly, in January 1984, bom diaand perhaps even buenos dias.
(Applause

from tbe igbt)

President.

-

I call Mr Vi6.

(FR) Vith so limle time allotted to discuss
such imponant subjects we are obliged to leave our [he

Mr Vi6.

-

details and concentrate all our attention on the political approach to the problem of enlargement.

It

is of course a simplification, but the problem can be
approached in two ways. The first is to say to the
applicants: 'Here are all the obstacles you must surmount; if you succeed we will accepr you into our club
and you will be regarded as good Europeans'.

Obviously this type of approach, which denies Spain
and Portugal the right to be called Europeans until
they have undergone a form of initiation, is hardly
likely to arouse any enthusiasm in those countries.

The second approach is rc tell these two counrries
what should akeady be obvious: 'You are Europeans.
This is an established historical fact and none of us
have any right to dispure it'.

As we say in our jargon, there are preconditions to
accession, but they should not be regarded as an
obstacle course which the applicant must complerc
without faults before being accepted. As I have already
said, the applicant simply needs to be taught the rules
of the game, for it is obvious that Spain and Ponugal
qualify to join the European club. By concenrraring on
the obstacles one ends up not being able to see the
wood for the trees, although of course concenffating
entirely on [he wood does not mean one should forget
that there are pathways through it.

Ve all know that
there are difficulties. Nor are we relying on goodwill,
as though goodwill alone could make obstacles disappear. It would not make them disappear but would
simply bypass rhem. Vhat is needed is the genuine
polidcal will to build a united Europe, based on the
principle
as I
before
that there is more to be
- lost. said
gained than
Ve need m- find a way not merely of
bypassing the obstacles but of completely eliminating
them, and I believe that the Commission is making
great effons in this direction. In addition, we need rhe
suppon of the people we represent, based on the conviction that the larger Europe becomes the more each
one of us will be required to respecr the freedom of
This is no pie-in-the-sky approach.

others.

If, however,

each of us were to retreat from our present problems into splendid isoladon there would soon
be no more freedom, and our ancient continent would
cease to have any artraction for the numerous peoples
of the world who know nothing but slavery and who
are looking to us to overcome our present difficulties
and rediscover the very essence of European civilization. This is no eqrpty term, no hollow concepr: European civilization did exist and still exists
- all it needs
is. our faith, tenacity and determination.

President.

But what is at the hean of the matter? A European
edifice constructed 25 years ago and, rightly or
wrongly, based on economic interests. There are
therefore rules to be learned before the game can
begin.

You do not invite new players to your mble with the
deliberate intention of making them lose; you aim to
give them an equal chance of winning or losing. However, our Eutopean game has a special characteristic.
'!7'e

are convinced that there is more to be gained than

lost. There is no miracle involved here. Simply, the

-

I call Mr Pesmazoglou.

(GR,) Mr President, I would like
Mr Pesmazoglou.
to express my full- supporr, for the speediest possible
accession of Spain and Porrugal. I believe that these
two countries should become full members of the
European Community ar the same time. Moreover,
Mr President, I wish to emphasize that geopolitical
considerations and political and economic arguments
of Europe speak in
favour of the accession of Spain and Porrugal rc the
European Community.

which concern all the peoples

stakes are felt to consist of more rhan material inter-

es$; there are also non-measurable advantages, basic
notions such as 'security' and 'freedom'. The advantage of ideas over matirial goods is that by sharing
them you become richer rather than poorer. Remember the famous allegory: you have a dollar, I have a
dollar, we exchange our dollars but we still each have
only a dollar; you have an idea, I have an idea, we
exchange our ideas and we each have two ideas.

Mr

President, it was said this morning that Greece
may withdraw from the European Community. I
would like to say categorically thar ir is the will of the
Greek people that Greece should remain firmly in the
European Community. Of course, this does not mean
that Greece will not put forward proposals, arguments
and specific solutions of relevance to all the Mediterranean peoples and the European Community as a
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whole. However, constitutionally and politically it is
inconceivable that Greece should withdraw from the
European Community, and I would like to say that
any continuing doubts on this point should be put
aside as rapidly as possible. Greece will remain in the
European Community and will demand its righm and
suggest solutions of interest to all the peoples of the
European Community, and particularly to the Mediterranean peoples.

Having said this, Mr President,
three observations:

I would like rc make

The first concerns the fact that the new enlargement is
a democratic duty and an expression of democratic
solidariry, as was emphasized both by Mrs Spaak and
by many others in the House. However, if there is an
institutional problem, if there are doubts as to whether
a Community of Twelve can function when difficulties
exist in the functioning of the Community of Ten, the
answer is that we must accelerate the reforms which,
one way or the other, are necessary for the European
Community and for progress towards a politically
united Europe. This is necessary for all of us, and the
accession of Spain and Ponugal makes it essential to
speed up all these procedures.

My second comment is that problems there cenainly
are, and this morning Miss Hooper referred to the
problems which Greece brought in tow. However,
problems which
common to all
these problems
- countries are
call for solutions
the Mediterranean
which also concern the peoples-of the Nonh and the
entire European Communiry. They can be solved, as
other members have also pointed out, with the aid of
transirional arrangements, with reasonable ransitional
periods, and with transitional provisions such as those
in the Greek Act of Accession; however, they can
never be solved through special relations or by departing from the general rules of the Community and,
naturally, they can never be solved by an approach
which is based on the idea of a Europe of two or more
tiers. The unity of Europe, the unity of its principles
and rules, must be protected, because it has a bearing

on the unity and cohesion of all the countries of
Europe.

Mr President, my third comment is that implementation of a policy for the Medircrranean regions concerns not just the Mediterranean peoples only. It concerns the entire European Community, and it is the
way to combat the economic crisis and to tackle the
problem of unemployment and inflation in a responsible and organized manner. Consequently, there is
every reason to speed up the procedures for the accession of Spain and Portugal, and I believe, Mr President, that there will be an overwhelming majority in
favour of the motion and that the peoples of Spain and
Ponugal will be invited to join the European Com-

munity and to panake in the political unity we are
striving to achieve for Europe.

President.

-

I call Mr Didd.

(I7) Mr President, none of us has any
doubts about the polidcal imponance of the accession
Mr Didd.

of Spain and Portugal to the European Community,
not only for the positive effects this will have in
strengthening democracy in these countries but also
for the effects it will have in consolidating peace
throughout Europe. This enlargement will also help
the Community to develop its relations .with South
America and the Arab world and it will boost the role
of Europe aird improve our opportunities of cooperation with the developing countries.

\7e are all equally aware, however, that the economic

of Spain and Portugal in the
Community raises complex problems for the applicant
counries as well as for the Member States, and also
for the Medircrranean coun[ries with which the Comand social integration

munity has special agreements. The quesdon that

has

to be decided is whether we go ahead with the scheduled date of 1 January 1984 for the accession of the
applicant countries or whether the date has to be put
back until we have solved the problems facing us, particularly in the agricultural sector.

Most of the Members in the Socialist Group take the
view that the question should not be put in this way
and that we should go ahead with the political accession of Spain and Ponugal on I January 1984 as
planned. Of course, in some sectors transitional
periods of varying lengths will be needed
and
- therethere
will have to be agreement on this
so that
can
- facing us. The
be a gradual solution to the problems
fact is that many of these problems will not stem from

enlargement but already exist and require an urgent
solution within the Community of rhe Ten.

\7hen you get down to it, tackling the problems of
enlargement means tackling the problem of giving a
boost to the process of integration, since this cannor
be put off any longer. Unless this is done, we are nor
only going to fail rc meet the conditions for enlargement but we are also going to slide towards a breakup
of the Community in its present form. The dangers of
resurgent protectionism and the trend rowards agreements concluded outside the Community by cenain
Member States and firms in the Community is caused
basically by the inability of the Community to come up
with fresh common policies, perfect the monetary system, increase its own resources and reform the common agricultural policy.

The proposed plan for the Mediterranean, which

has

already been approved by this Parliament, has not yet
been looked at by the Council. Ve urgently need new
arrangemenr for Mediterranean agricultural products
wine,
and vegetables, and especially olive oil
- but thefruit
Council still cannot manage to agree, on

-account of the differences which exist between the
governmenrc of the nonhern Member Srates and those
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of the southern countries. These are problems which
affect enlargement and they must be solved as quickly
as possible, quite apan from the matter of Spanish and
Ponuguese membership. The imbalance which exists
in the arrangements for nonhern agricultural products
in comparison with Mediterranean products is becoming more and more intolerable, and something will
have to be done about it if we really want to strengthen or revive Europe.

sion would check the expansion of the world-wide
political and economic influence of the EEC, which
was greatly enhanced by the two previous enlargements. Moreover, the last enlargement was based on
political reasons and on Greece's geographical position. The rates of unemployment and inflation and the
balance of payments deficits in Portugal and Spain are
far higher than the aver^ge in the Ten, and their entry

will have repercussions on the Mediterranean

areas

of

the Community, such as my country, which have simi-

Delaying the accession of Spain and Ponugal will not
solve our problems but will simply postpone the solution to them, and the people who will suffer will not
be rhe Spanish and the Portuguese but the people in
the southern regions of the Community we have at the
moment. \7e go along with the main thrust of the
motion for a resolution which Lord Douro has tabled
on behalf of the Political Affairs Committee and we do

feel that

it is a good idea to involve Spanish and

Portuguese representatives as from now in all the dis-

cussions, starting with political cooperation, which
take place at the various levels of the Community institutions whenever matters of common interest arise. In
particular, we feel it is important for members of the
Spanish and Portuguese parliaments to attend meetings of our parliamentary committees whenever the
agenda includes questions which concern the applicant
countries or which are of special interest to them.

This is the way we should go about strengthening this
Community of ours, Mr President. \7e need real action and not a lot of tub-thumping propaganda.
President.

-

I call Mr Bournias.

(GR) Mr President, I am well aware
Mr Bournias.
- raised by the accession of Portugal
of the problems
at
which was decided upon years ago
and Spain
this critical-moment for the Community.

I

I

am a member of the Political Affairs Committee and
contributed to the discussions on Lord Douro's

interim repon, which constitutes

a

praiseworthy

attempt to examine all the aspects of the issue in a serious and responsible manner. Together with my colleagues

I voted in favour of this report, and its unani-

PolitiI repeat unanimous
- by thedecision
facilitates Parliament's
cal Affairs Committee
here today. I am aware of the difficuldes posed by
enlargement and of the hesitation of cenain Member
States for purely economic reasons. However, I think
that any postponement of enlargement would not be
in keeping with the repeated affirmations [hat accession should take place by 1 January 1984 at the latest,
in view of the political and strategic significance of
these two countries for the defence of the \7est. The
postponement or frustration of these countries' accesmous approval

lar agricultural products such as wine, tobacco and
olive oil, and on the Mediterranean countries with
which the EEC has concluded commercial agreements.

It will therefore be necessary to

modify and adapt

Community policy on agriculture, fisheries, transport.
and employment and in the regional and social fields.

Lord Douro's inrcrim report touches on all these
issues, including the transitional periods which will be

it suggests solutions which are feasible at
present, and it very correctly refers to the Parliament's
resolution of t98t concerning a Medircrranean Plan,
required;

in view of the fact that the Regional Fund will not be
able to cope with the economic difficulties which will
arise from the enlargement. Thus, new and radical
measures will be required to solve the Mediterranean
problems which the EEC has been examining for
decades. The time has come for courageous decisions,
and I therefore applaud the declaration made today by

the other rapporteur, Mr Sutra, who said 'yes,

a

hundred times yes, to the Mediterranean Plan'.

I hope that both Parliament and the Council will place the political advantages of the accession of these two Mediterranean
In conclusion, Mr President,

countries, which share our democratic principles,
above the economic and other obstacles. This is the
opinion of the Greek Euro-MPs of the New Demouacy Party, the party which championed and achieved

the accession of Greece. As regards the observation
made by one member today that Greece may withdraw from the EEC, I would like to assure you that
such a suicidal act would run counter rc the will of the
great majority of the Greek people. Simultaneously
with the accession of Ponugal and Spain we will join
these countries in implementing the necessary institutional changes and enhancing the political and economic influence of the EEC.
(Applause)

3.'Vl'elcome

President.

Ladies and gentlemen, I wish to extend

very warm- welcome

a

delegation of parliamentarians from the ASEAN Interparliamentary Organization, who are seated in the official visitors' gallery.

to a
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The sixteen members of the delegarion come from the
five ASEAN countries
Malaysia, rhe
- Indonesia,
Philippines, Singapore and
Thailand
in
- and are
Strasbourg for the third meeting of delegations
from
the European Parliament and the ASEAN Interparliamentary Organization. These interparliamenrary
exchanges represent a valuable adjunct to rhe orher

ties which bind the European Community

and

ASEAN, ties which were cemented two years ago with
the signing of the EEC-ASEAN Cooperation Agreement.

On behalf of the entire House, I wish the members of
the visiting delegation a very pleasant stay and successful discussions here in Strasbourg.

the budget, eventually swallowing up all the budget,
would clearly plunge the CAP into total ruin.

Mr President, I would like briefly to touch on some of
the principal agriculrural products. On the wine front
we find Mr Sutra calling for output being frozen at irc
presen[ level. That is encouraging. Nothing like rhat
was said in the Colleselli repon. There are ways and
means of dealing with our surpluses. However, when
we turn to paragraph 20 on alcohol, he is then talking
about distillation as being the only means of balancing
the markets in wine. So what he is saying is that we
should have an alcohol lake and a crisis in alcohol
thus undermining the indusrrial alcohol producers in order to get the wine producers off the hook and
away from criticism.

(Applause)

4. Enlargement of the EEC toutards the South

(continuation)

President.

-

I call Mr Hord.

Mr Hord.

the European Democratic
- Mrin President,
Group believes
a strong, united and free Europe. It
takes the view that it is right that the entry of Ponugal
and Spain into the Communiry should take place as
soon as possible. But this morning, Mr President, I
want to talk specifically about the Sutra reporr.

I think it is fair to say thar the main thrust of the Sutra
report is that the accession of Spain and Portugal can
be granrcd if and only if substantial financial aid is
given to the Mediterranean agriculrural producers in
the Community. He is seeking what amounts ro protection for the agricultural industries of the Mediterranean countries at the expense of German and British
taxpayers and to the detriment of European consumers
generally.

The inference in the reporr, Mr President, is that there
can be no enlargement unless substantial financial aid
is given to existing Mediterranean agricultural prod-

ucers. I would submit, Mr President rhat this is
nothing but ransom money. The reality of rhe European agricultural poliry is that it is in a mess. Surpluses

abound and the cosr of paying for huge mountains of

food year-in-year-out is crippling the Community
budger. It really is totally unrealistic for Mediterra-

nean agricultural interests to expect more money to be
heaped on to their secrors which are in structural surplus when the surplus situation is to be aggravated by
even more production, all at a time when the economies of the ten Member Srares are in crisis. Let no one
be under any illusions, the CAP pany has gone on for
too long. The rouble is that it is the taxpayer and the
consumer who has to suffer the hangover. For southern Europeans ro seek to take an even higher share of

On olive oil, nothing would give me grearer pleasure
than for olive oil to figure very much more in the
Communiry, but the rrouble is that it is too expensive.
Vhen I was in Italy recenrly I tried to buy some olive
oil, but all I was offered was soya oil, and I learned
that that was somerhing like a third of the price. So it
seems to me that with production of olive oil increasing and consumption falling, just as happens in so
many other agricultural secrors in the Community, we
really do have to take a very serious look at the wisdom of supponing so many of these secrors in which
demand is falling.

'!flhen we look at
fruit and vegetables, we see roo
much poor qualiry produce which has ro be destroyed
at the consumer's expense. I believe, Mr President,
that the best way forward for the fruit and vegetable
producers, not iust in southern Europe but throughout

the Community, is to invoke the price

mechanism.

That surely is the best incentive for us to have the proper quality which the consumer seeks.

My group, I should perhaps add, believes that there
should be a substanrial transition period upon Spanish
and Ponuguese enry. \7e believe that very serious
consideration musr be given to the consequences, or
possible consequences, for the Mashreq and Maghreb
countries, for Israel and of course, for the 53 ACP
countries. !7e believe that rhe accession of the Iberian
countries affords many oppoftunities. \7e believe that
those products where we are not self-sufficient in the
Community, such as soya and maize, could be encouraged. Ve also believe that there could be a lor of scope
for developing rhose crops which have energy porendal, having regard to the overall crisis that prevails in
that sector.
Now, Mr President, Mr Sutra was suggesting earlier
that we should have subsrantial prorection for the agri-

in the Mediterranean countries
because of rhe employment situation. However, he
must understand that if the prices of agricultural produce go up, the food processors and rhe consumers will
cultural secrors

nol have anphing to do with this produce. Funher-

more, the food processors, who cons[itute a very sub-
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It is clear that

stantial pan of the agricultural sector, will themselves
go bankrupt, leading to much unemployment. So he
must not be so blinkered in concerning himself with
the agricultural sector, because the common agricultural policy and the protection of agriculture serve to
undermine many other important economic sectors in
the Community.

more specifically and in greater detail.

He also referred to the need for discipline. I am a
great believer in discipline. Mr President. However, he
then goes on to say in paragraph 62 that we need to
exceed the 10/o VAT ceiling. Yet that is really the only
discipline we have got. If ydu take that discipline
away, Mr President, there won't be any discipline at
all. I feel therefore, that Mr Sutra should face the fact

munity who view with disquiet the harmful impact
which the accession of these two countries will have
for them. An attempt is also being made to distract
attention from the reservations expressed by cenain
governments, such as that of France, concerning the
new enlargement, and, finally, to counter the centrifugal tendencies which are being strengthened by the
powerful anti-EEC movement which exists in England, Denmark and my own country, Greece. However, your reasons for favouring this new accession are
confessed in the reports. The reasons are political,
they are based on political opportuneness. It is claimed
that entry will 'protect' democracy in these countries.

that his words in print don't measure up to the words
he spoke to us this morning.

As Mr Sutra is a French Socialist, I am sure he won't
mind me asking him through you, Mr President, what
rhe attitude of the French Socialist Government is to
accession. '$7'e seem to have a very quixotic stance
being adopted by the present Socialist Government in
France. Bearing in mind that France is responsible for
so much production in those agricultural sectors which
are in surplus and that it has so much to lose or gain
from agriculture, I would have thought that that
Member State would be in the vanguard of the movement to reform the common agricultural a policy, so
that we can deal not only with the current crisis in
agriculture in the Community but also with the problems which will inevitably arise from the accession of
Spain and Portugal.

President, problems will arise from the entry of
Spain and Ponugal. Like any other problems, they are

as the rap- is to exert
porteur, Lord Douro, himself admitted
pressure with a view to getting the negotiations moving again and rc overcoming the obstacles which have
cropped up and to speeding up accession. Pressure is
also being exerted in order to overcome the resistance
of the workers in the Member States of the Com-

the purpose of these repeated decisions

Mr President, democracy prevailed in these countries
when the two 40-year old pre-war dictatorships were

ovenhrown thanks to the struggle of the working
classes, and to this the Community made no contribution whatsoever.

Moreover, the consolidation of democracy in these
countries will again depend on the workers' struggle
and on socio-economic conditions prevailing in these
countries. It is precisely these socio-economic condidons which will deteriorate when these countries enter
the Communiry, so that the development of democracy will run into difficulties. I would like to den-

Mr

ounce the role which, directly and indirectly, the

solving. The agricultural situation in the Community requires urgent. reform. If we can secure realistic reforms in agriculture, we can solve the principal
issue confronting us over enlargement. If we do so, we
shall have a stronger Community and one that is, both
politically and economically, a more respected force in
the world. It is a challenge that we must not shirk.

Community played in rying to prevent the Portuguese
revolution from developing as it might have done after
the ovenhrow of the dictatorship, and I would like to
remind you of the Community's stand concerning the
tragic case of Turkey, where it is doing nothing to aid
the Turkish people. On the conrrary, it has helped to
now in civilian
maintain the cruel dicatorship
in that country.
clothes

for

President.

-

I call Mr Sutra.

(FR) Mr President, I was
Sutra, rdpporteur.
asked a direct question by Mr Hord. I just wanted to
tell him that I am not the person who will be speaking
today on behalf of the French Socialists.

Mr

President.

-

I call Mr Efremidis.

(GR) Mr President, on 19 DecemMr Efremidis.
expressed its opinion on the
ber 1981 this Assembly
accession of Spain and Portugal to the EEC.,Today
because the decision then taken was of a general
nature
the same Assembly is invited to re-srate its
position- on a resolution which discusses the question

-

Mr President, this enlargement is also bound up with
the pursuit of wider economic goals and with economic exploitation. Tens of millions of consumers will
join the Community, and the per capita demand for
goods will increase, to the advantage of the indusrially developed countries. The large monopoly interests
in the developed counries will have opponunities to
in view
expand not only within the Community but
of the traditional and linguistic links of Spain- and Portowards Africa and Latin America as well.
tugal

-

These are the real reasons, and not the ones invoked
in the reports and by many of the speakers. Mr Presi-

dent, I would point out that accession will have exceptionally severe repercussions on the Mediterranean
regions, and in this context I would like to draw attention to the very distressing experience of my own
country, Greece, where farmers' incomes dropped by
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7% within one year of accession. Hundreds of thousands of valuable agricultural products are being bur-

mosr rmportant poinr. During the 1960s and 1970s we
always told the Greeks, Portuguese and Spaniards that

ied, and for the first time the balance of rrade with the
Community has been severely negative.

the doors of Europe would be opened for them as
soon as their dictatorships were a thing of rhe past and
now, Mr President, we musr nor just put the doors
ajar or try ro ser up all sorrs of obsmcles. The existing
obstacles mus[ be removed and we should be able to
open our doors as wide as possible for rhe peoples of
the Iberian Peninsula who can only enrich us with
their contributions in our presenr endeavour. It is also

Mr President, we are opposed to the resolurion for all
these reasons, we are opposed to this enlargement, and

we remain consistent in our view that our country
should not have enrcred. Now that it has done so, our
people desire and are fighting for withdrawal

despite what some right-wing Greek colleagues have
said. Mr President, our position also constitutes an
offer of solidarity with the peoples of Spain and Portugal who, if they had the opponunity to be fully
informed as regards what is in store, would have risen
up against accession.

President.

Mr

-

(NL) Mr President, we

to Latin America and over the Strait of
Gibralta to the African and Arab counrries on orher
continents and it is remarkable in rhis connection that
seas have always provided a link between countries

Atlantic

and continents while mountain ranges conrinue to divide through the centuries as, for example, in the case
of the Pyrenees which have always acred as a barrier
between France and Spain.

I call Mr Berkhouwer.

Berk-houwer.

important in this connection that the Iberian Peninsula
serves as a springboard for us Europeans over rhe

are on rhe

eve of the third- enlargement in the hisrory of the
Community and I should like to begin by quoring a
Spanish philosopher, Onega y Gasset, who once said
'Europa es un equilibrio'. This, I think, is also relevant
in connection with this enlargement, panicularly as
regards the Mediterranean area of the Community in

that the European equilibrium will be more fully
expressed if, as well as Greece and Iraly, the wesrern
half of the Mediterranean, the Iberian Peninsula, is
.ioined rc Europe.

Mr

President, obviously there are various problems
and these have already been dealt with ar considerable
length. I will not go into rhe nature of the difficulties
again except to say that they are of both a subsrantive
and an institutional nature, panicularly as regards the
principle of unanimiry, which musr not be allowed to
continue. My great hope, Mr President, is thar Portugal and Spain will be able to accede to the Community
a[ rhe same time at the beginning of tgt+ so thar the
populations of those countries will also be able to take
part in the elections scheduled for 1984.

Mr President, my political colleagues, i.e. rhe Liberals,
inside and outside this Parliamenr, have right from the
outset stood firmly united behind this idea of enlarging the Community to include Spain and Ponugal. In
this connection, the overriding consideration is really
the fact that it is a political imperative, and a political

imperative must take priority over everything else.
Both the substantive and institutional problems which
arise can and must be solved in rhe light of this political imperative and only in this light. The then President of France, Mr Giscard d'Estaing, said, during a
visit to Madrid, when Spain had announced irc wish to

join our Communiry, 'l'Espagne a une oocation europtenne (Spain has a European vocarion)'.
This is our motto roo, Mr Presidenr, and the rhing
now is to act accordingly. This is, as we see ir, the

Mr President, ler us not get bogged down in all the

I might even say, bureaucratic palaver
surrounding the accession of Spain and Ponugal.
Europe is more than just bread and wine
- distilled
into alcohol or orherwise
lsrn6n5 and olives.
There
technical and,

is more to ir than that.
( Interrwp

-

tion from tbe lefi )

Much of our culture srems originally from the Iberian
Peninsula and we are therefore faced with the historical task of making our European cultural heritage
once more the common property of the European
Community which will soon come to comprise almost
300 million people.

President.

-

I call Mr Geronimi.

l!t1 Q616nimi.
(FR) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I would- like to take this opportunity ro protest
about the recent Brussels decision which once again
penalizes Corsica by prohibiting the markedn! of
small game in the form of blackbird pAt6 or thrush
pit6, even though the marketing of these products
contributes [o rhe economic development of the
region. I consider rhar this decision will harm Corsica's economic furure, especially since, if the EEC is
enlarged to include Spain and Portugal, the island's
economy will no longer be at all comperitive, or will at
the very least be badly compromised. A decision of this
type takes little account of reality. I therefore appeal
to the members of rhe Commission, in whose effectiveness I still believe, ro rry ro persuade rhe Council to
rescind this decision. In the presenr conrexr of my
island, a land of freedom, storm and fire, such iniriatives from Brussels are unacceptable.
Scripta tndnent,

Mr Natali.

President.
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of their discussions, for the truth is that,
despite the all-rco-frequent. assertions by cenain par-

I call Mr Fuchs.

sequences,

struggle against fascism, followed by an easier, yet still
dangerous struggle to consolidate a still fragile democracy, the Spanish people had demonstrated their political maturity and, despite recent militaristic stirrings,
had shown that Spain too could produce a constitutionally elected alternative party. And yel we can no

more vote for the motion associated with the Douro
repon today than we could yesterday, for the repon's
approach to the problem of enlargement. seems to us
'We see no sense in deciding a priori on an
misguided.
accession date, panicularly a darc which is now universally agreed to be very unrealistic. The first thing
that needs to be done is to find solutions to the very
real problems which exist, otherwise, instead of proving a source of progress for all parties, enlargement
could lead to tensions and continual disputes and end
up being regretted by everyone, Member States and

of

enlargement is not purely a
reveals the attitudes towards
Europe of all the Member States of the present Community of Ten. I would say to all my European colleagues, and to all our Spanish and Portuguese friends
lisrcning to this debate, that our Community is today
being put to the test. I can assure you that those who
are talking loudest about the problems are not necessarily those least desirous of overcoming them.

ties, rhe problem
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, it was-with emotion and joy that the
French Socialisrs heard, on the night of 28 October, of
the triumph of the Socialist Pafty in the Spanish General election. After so many years of suffering and

Mr G6rard Fuchs.

Franco-Spanish affair.

President.

-

It

I call Mr Buttafuoco.

Mr Buttafuoco.- (17) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, the future accession of Spain and Ponugal to
the European Community is of great political import-

ance, since without these countries, political and
economic union in Europe would be inconceivable.

Their long-awaited accession, which has been eagerly
prepared for by all forces in the Communiry, will of
course require further extensive consultations between
the European Community and the applicant states on
all the new Community policies and economic policy

applicants alike.

\7e know what

121

these problems are. They are problems

of men and women, problems of money, problems of
time. Problems of men and women firstly, for it would
be inmlerable if thousands of agricultural workers in
the Mediterranean regions and thousands of workers
in the sruggling industrial sectors were suddenly to
find their jobs and livelihoods imperilled. Problems of
money secondly, for it will be essential to create new
Medircrranean
or strengthened structural policies
if
agriculture, fishing, regional policy, social policy
the very real dangers which I have outlined are to be
avoided. These policies will be expensive, and we will
all need to pay our share. 'Sflhatever Mr Hord may
think the 1% VAT ceiling will have to be exceeded.
Finally, problems of time, for the tremendous social
problems cannot be solved by money alone; negotiations are also needed, and negotiations take time. Ladies and gentlemen, we are convinced, for our part, that
all these problems can be solved.'Sfl'e are pleased to see
the European Council of June requesting the Commission to produce an updated list of the problems and to

put forward solutions. Ve hope that the

accession

negotiations can be completed as soon as possible, and
rhar all the existing problems can be solved in the process.

guidelines.

Although this southward expansion will strengthen
commercial ties with the Spanish and Portuguesespeaking countries of Latin America and Africa, it will
nevertheless cause serious problems for the Mediterra-

nean regions of the Community, whose economy is
similar to that of the applicant states, and as I am Sicilian I hope that you will allow me to stress the point.
The only way to solve these problems is to try to forge
a new policy for the products, trade and overall economy of the Mediterranean area as of now. Measures
will have to be taken to restructure ailing industries
and expand technologically advanced sectors. The
transport sector is very closely linked with agriculture,
and the Community should make allowances for the
change in circumstances and recognize the need to
broaden its regional policies to meet the requirements
of the new Mediterranean areas formed by the accession of Spain and Portugal. The Community will have
to help to solve all the problems that arise by facilitating the free movement of goods and merchandise and
'by preventing unfair competition, so as to achieve a
harmonized policy. It all depends basically on the
Community's willingness to increase its own resources.

I would like rc finish by

'$7e

Governments, both desirous of a strong and united
Europe but both also concerned to see the legitimate
interests of the agricultural and industrial workers of
their respective countries upheld, will find discussions
easier in future. The hope is that the other governmenr of the present Community will take full cognizance of the consequences, including the financial con-

to the importance of the agricultural sector, and in
particular to the caution which must be exercised in
allowing further surface irrigation, the need for an
appropriate transitional period and the increase in the
number of products qualifying for the interventions
which maintain Community preference at its maxi-

expressing a conviction and a
hope. The conviction is that the French and Spanish

therefore by and large suppon these repons, while
stressing that sufficient consideration should be given

mum level.
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'Vith

these provisos, we approve these

two

reporr.s

which aim to promote Spain and Portugal's accession
to the Community within the given time-limits.

express my endorsement of the repon under discussion and un cordial bienoenido a Espaia y Portugal.
(Applause)

President.

-

I call Mrs Rabbethge.

Mrs Rabbethge.

-

(DE)

Mr

President, dear col-

IN THE CHAIR: MR VANDE\TIELE

leagues, allow me to draw your arrention to a number
of positive aspects, because I would like ro speak out
against the reservations which have been expressed in

some quaners and against a cenain tendency towards
weak-heartedness. If the European Community is so
attractive to a large number of countries rhat they have
applied for and indeed appealed for accession the
Community cannot be as bad as it is ofren presented in
the media, at leas[ within the Community irself. Perhaps the lively debate we are holding roday can conr.ribute something towards improving the picture.

In the past few days and weeks the great imponance
of the Latin American conrinenr for the furure economic poliry of the European Community has become
clearer to the peoples in our Member States, but finally also to this Parliament. Spain and Portugal can
contribute immensely to rhe joint tasks which will be
necessary in future throughout this region, because as
former mother counrries they were rhe first and mosr

successful in overcoming the initial alienation shonly

after decolonization.

Churchill called this nebulous phenomenon the 'mystic
veil of Hispanid,ad', a far-reaching intellecrual and cul-

tural bond which it is difficult for us in Nonhern
Europe to undersrand, a bond which extends beyond
the rational and which reaches back to rhe common
Latin European roors, but which can sdll be experienced in day-w-day political affairs. In all our furure
activities in the Ladn American region this ability ro
exert influence on rhe basis of similiarity and kinship

is

of inestimable value.

A

funher positive aspecr of accession concerns

rhe

grea[ geographic imponance of both countries from
the point of view of safety and defence. This is so
obvious that rhere is no need for me to expand on ir.

A brief word of warning: frank and cordial as may be
the welcome we extend rc Spain and Portugal, the
negotiating parties should ensure, perhaps more so
than hitherto, that rhe game is played with open cards.
\7'e must say clearly what can and what cannor be
done. It would be incorrect to wake false or exces.W'e

sively high expecrations.
must avoid repeating past
mistakes. However, our new partners must also realize
that solidarity is not a one-way srreer. This must apply
to both sides at the negotiating table. It is better to

work patiently than ro setrle for ambiguities under
pressure, something which would inevirably lead to
conflicts. Virh rhis brief comment I would like to

Wce-President

President.

-

Lord Bethell.

I call Lord Berhell.

Mr President, the 18 000 people of

Gibraltar are -the only Community citizens who are
not formally represented in this Assembly. I therefore
hope that the House will allow me rwo minures ro
explain some of their preoccuparions in the light of
imminent Spanish accession to the Community and ro
put forward these remarks on behalf of rhe Gibraltar
in Europe Representation Group, which has been
appointed by the Assembly of Gibraltar to look after
their inrerests.

As colleagues will be aware, the frontier between
Gibralmr and Spain has been closed for many years,
and this is not
I think most of us will agree in

- This is why we welcome the -decithe European spirit.
sion and the pledge by the new Socialist Governmenr

of Spain rc lift the blockade of Gibraltar and why

some of my honourable friends and I have pur down
an amendmenr to Lord Douro's repon ro this effect. I
very much hope that this amendment will be supporred

by the House and that the frontier will be opened
according to [he nev/ government's pledge within a
very few weeks. This will remove an irritant and a barrier not only to communication between two European peoples, bur a serious barrier in the face of Spanish accession should it persist. Let us rrusr that it will

not.

There is also, I would submir, a problem concerned
with the presence of a small territory of 5 square kilometres on the edge of a very large and powerful and
great European counrry. I hope that Mr Natali, when
he winds up, will be able to give us some indication of
how far he has considered the problems concerning
right of establishment and free movemenr of labour

between Spain and Gibraltar afrcr accession. It would
obviously be wrong if any polirical mass movemenr of
business or capital or labour into Gibralur .were ro
take place afrer accession using European laws. Perhaps something along the lines of the Luxembourg
Protocol could be considered in this connecrion.

Mr Presidenr, I can

assure rhe House that rhere is no
intention on rhe pan. of eirher the United Kingdom or
the British people of Gibralmr to make rhiJ issue a

17

.

tt.
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complicated barrier
wants that. But

I

to

Spanish accession.

hope that

No

one

Mr Natali will be able to

assure us that these 18 000 Community citizens are
being taken into account, their right to self-determinadon is being considered and that their interests will be
kept under close review.
President.

-

I call Mr Maffre-Baug6.

(FR) Mr President, ladies and
Mr Maffre-Baug6.
- of democracy put forward by
gentlemen, the pretext
the daredevil advocates of enlargement cannot hide
the mass of commercial and industrial interests which
they are defending. Consider the recent assertion by
one of the Commissioners, Mr Narjes, that in the
enlarged Communiry containing Spain and Ponugal
the weakest cannot be allowed to dictate the pace of
development. Put plainly, this means that we must
bend the knee, take a back seat, allow ourselves to be
ruled by the pressure groups from the North. They
have conceived enlargement for commercial ends; they
'want [o diston competition so as to lay their hands on
cheap Mediterranean produce. Of course they conceal
their self-centred policies within a fancy web of fine
words and high-flown principles: they want, they say,
to srrengthen democracy. But beneath this philosophical cover they are in fact slavering to exploit the production capaciry of the workers and peasants. After a
hard fight lasting many months we have scored a notable success with the Council decision of June 1982
calling for a pause in the negotiations and requiring
the Commission to submit an inventory of the problems involved. It will give food for thought to the hotheads who gloss over the considerable economic and
social difficulties which enlargement will bring.

Mr Douro was well aware of this in his report. He
cannot hide his disappointment. It encourages us to
press on with our demands for clarification. For my
own part, it represents the essence of my commitment
in this House on behalf of all those who stand to lose
from enlargement.

It

is true that various preconditions have been set and
guarantees given to prevent the worst. But these are
mere placebos, incapable of curing the economic cancer which will cripple various sectors and fan the
flames of free-for-all competition between our peomany lessons to be learned from the
ples. There
the Unircd Kingdom. Ve started off
accession of^re
granting derogations and ended up enmeshed in a
constant round of renegotiations and challenges to the
basic principles governing the Community.

'S7'e

are being asked to strike a fools' bargain. \7e are
being offered long-winded discussions. The majority
in this House is about to embroil Europe in an adventure which looks like demolishing all the safeguards
provided for in the Treaty of Rome. Vith the stakes so
high, the Council of Minisrcrs cannot possibly agree to

the accession of Spain and Portugal being rushed
through on

1

January 1984,

as

many here would like.

Let me be clear. In opposing enlargement I in no way
wish to ostracize the applicant countiies, with which I,
as a native of Languedoc, feel a great deal more closeness and solidarity than certain hypocrites who claim
to defend us while having long since esablished their
hegemony over the peoples of the Mediterranean. I do
not feel that defending the interests of my own region
runs counter to the interests of the people in the applicant countries. Perhaps I have upset certain financial
interesm or cenain capitalists' political games. That is a

different matter. Although against enlargement I
see closer cooperation with these sistercountries, based on mutual benefit and respect for our

would like to

diverse economies.
(Applause)

President.

-

I call Mr De Gucht.

(NL) In the preamble to the Treaty
Mr De Gucht.
- the Community owes its establishof Rome to which
ment, we find the following phrase:

It

is now up to the Commission to respecl the Council's decision and let us know the latter's true intentions. Fine statements and a show of good intentions

will not do. The Commission must state frankly what
effects enlargement will have not only on the agriculture and economy of my native regions but also on
employment in the applicant countries and on our
relations with the Medirerranean and ACP countries.
As things stand at present, unemployment would affect
enlargement took
160/o of the active population

if

place in 1985.

... resolved by thus pooling their resources to
preserve and strengthen peace and liberty, and
calling upon the other peoples of Europe who
share their ideal rc join in their efforts.
Thus, the enlargement of the Community is not an
exceptional phenomenon, but was laid down in the
Treaties themselves right from the oumet. It was and
continues to be a clear and commendable political

option, i.e. to unite rhe democratic countries of
Europe in a lasting political union, which does not
mean thar no serious problems might arise or even that

Have our computers suddenly broken down, or is
there some fear of publishing the results obtained?
Enormous problems already exist in the Community of
Ten: wine, fruit, vegetables, olive oil. Enlargement
would

see

them multiplied to the nth degree, and the

Commission cannot deny this.

the Community might be put out of joint or further
out of joint when it comes to putting this option into
Practice.

in the case of the accession of the United
Kingdom, Ireland and, later, Denmark, the problems

\Thereas
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were primarily of a purely political nature, economic
problems are the centre of attention in the present
instance. However, it would be a good idea, as I see it,
to look a[ [he economic problems from an institutional
angle for once. This Parliament has repeatedly srressed
the inefficiency of the Community from the institutional point of view. These shoncomings, including in
particular the rule of unanimity in the Council and the
Commission's lack of polidcal weight, are particularly
apparent in the case of this enlargement and here and
there proposals are again being made with a view r.o
making improvements
indeed we recently had a
report on this subject. -

Measures of this kind, such as admonition or suspen-

sion, would be the most obvious thing in the world,
but they do not exist. In other words, what do we do if
Spain and Ponugal return ro a sysrem of dicmrcrship
or even if civil rights in those counrries are substantially restricted? This question is still staring us in the
face but the Treaties as they srand provide no answers.

'\fith the enlargement we will

once more ger a few
additional commissioners who will have to be allocated certain responsibilities, nor because there is a
political need for this, but for the sake of equal distribution of responsibilities among the Member States.
These few examples

Ladies and gentlemen, in the case of the rule of unanimity, for example, there are no procedures aimed at

alleviating the situarion
one can do is dispense
- all
with unanimity and return
to the Treaties. Vhatever
fine schemes are developed, not one of them would
prevent a Member State using its right of veto when it
really wants to, and there will be opponunities enough
when one considers the enormous economic problems
arising. A failure to return to the Treaties will soon
bring the Community into a complete impasse. However, the polidcal will to make rhis return to the Treaties would not appear to be present. I am thinking, in
the context of this enlargement, primarily of France,
but you can rest assured that when it comes to the
crunch, when so-called vital interesm are ar stake, all
the Member States will have their veros in readiness.

Unanimity is an epidemic which can only be rooted
out by preventive action.

I should like to emphasize a point which we perhaps
all too often forget. Democrary in Spain and Portugal
is still in its infancy. \7e proclaim that rhe srrengrhening of democracy is one of the main reasons for the
accession and rhis is quite right, I think, but be careful.
The theauicals which the Community indulges in with
incessant blocking of decision-making and inability ro
act, the antics of a Community which is incapable of
doing anything about the economic crisis are in themselves a threat ro democracy. Anti-democraric forces
often reproach democracy for its inaction, its lack of
system and its inability ro make decisions
- the usual
jibes against parliamentary democracy. However,
do
vre not find genuine examples of these traditional criticisms of democracy in the events in the Community?
Vhere then is the strengthening of democracy which
we so much wish to see for Spain and Portugal?

Moreover, we musr beware of effects which militate
against our objectives since there are further aspecm ro
the problem of democracy in Spain and Portugal.
Recent even6 have shown us that Spain may indeed
have achieved democrary, but that rhis achievement is
in considerable danger. !7e would nor appear to have
heard the last from the right exrremists. The Community is an associati6n of the various democratic
forces in Europe, bur the Treaties contain no provisions whatsoever for measures to be taken against a
Member State which srrays from rhe democratic parh.

and lhere are orhers

clearly

- embark on rhis enlargement
show that we cannor

without thoroughly reflecting on rhe institutional
setup of the Community. So far, however, this reflection has not been very much in evidence and the political attitudes of cenain Member Srates seem to have
got so firmly entrenched that we are nor likely rc see
political developments in the near future. The quesrion
remains, however, as to whether there will still be any
point in these developments if we wait much longer.

Mr President, in conclusion I should like to draw
panicular attenrion ro rwo problems which are in a
certain sense connected with the institutional problem
as is obviously the case [o a greater or lesser extent
-with every
problem. Firstly, the question of financing.
If people are rhinking they can develop a Communiry
which will really have somerhing to offer Spain and
Ponugal on the basis of the present funds, they can
forget it. However, are people politically prepared ro
increase these funds? I would say rhar they are not.
Secondly, I'Europe d la carte, ro use a perhaps fashionable-sounding phrase, but one which will in fact be of
great topical relevance with the forthcoming enlargement. Perhaps it is no longer possible to take a firm
line, however much we might like m and however
much we are worried about rhe possible further disintegration of the Community if we make concessions in
this area. The debate on rhis quesrion is a very emotional matter and we will only be able to clear up the
problem if we go into ir more deeply.

Mr President,

rhe enlargemenr is an atrractive prospect
and we are wholeheanedly in favour of ir. It is a political decision which we mu$ have the courage to take,
but if we fail rc draw cenain conclusions in this connection, it may also rurn our ro be a missed opporrun-

ity.
President.

-

I call Mr Romualdi.

Mr Romualdi.- (17) Mr

President, ladies and gen[lemen, I wholeheanedly agree thar the accession of
Spain and Ponugal to the Community is an event of
great political and economic imponance which is worthy of any sacrifice by our Parliament and the other
Community institurions, as long as this objecrive is
realized.
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problems which also play

Unfortunately, in spite of the promises and commitments made, this accession procedure, which began

fer, delays. Everyone agrees that it
Community should expand so as to gradually cover
the whole of free Europe, in the hope of eventually
embracing the pan of Europe which is not free, and

These areas will face severe problems unless the Community undertakes great efforts to facilitate accession.
It is quite obvious that unless the transitional phase is
planned exactly it may have destructive consequences
for dairy farming and meat production, because the
pressure of competition from the northern European
countries will grow to such an extent that the farmers
in these regions will hardly be able to withstand it.

which at present is under the yoke of Communist rule,

it is only through encompassing all expressions
of its culture and civilization [hat Europe can once
'l7estern world
and
more become the centre of the
hence, gradually, one of the centres of its political
since

power and a bulwark of its defence.
But when it comes to making the necessary decisions,
it
new problems and difficulties always crop up
- and
is not only Community countries which are responsithe farc of the economies of the
ble
- concerning
countries. How, it is asked, can the
Mediterranean
small Ponuguese agricultural economy become integrated into the Mediterranean economy without disturbing or threatening the delicate economic balance
of the voters in the southern part of the Community?

As these areas in particular are characterizedby a considerable degree of underemployment
- concealed
this competitive pressure could lead
unemployment
involving open unemployment
to substantial problems

in the applicant

shall vote in favour of Lord Douro's report, since
it points in this direction and is valuable for the assessments and data it contains, which are vital if we aie to

countries, unless the transitional

period is planned precisely.

Accordingly, panicularly in the field of structural
policy, all the problems of adaptation must be seen
very clearly. In this connection the reform of the agricultural structural directives, which are to be submitted by the Commission nex[ year, must make for more
allowances for the applicant countries than in the case
of ltaly or indeed Greece.

How can the more imponant agricultural, but also
industrial, economy of Spain be integrated, when the
whole of the European Community is suffering an

Ve

-

countries produce not only fruit, vegetables and wine,
but the livelihood of many farmers in this region also
depends on livestock and dairy farming.

to sufis vital that the

several years ago, has suffered, and continues

economic crisis? Under what terms and how can the
Portuguese escudo and Spanish peseta join the EMS?
Indubitably, these are imponant problems for which a
solution cannot easily be found but, ladies and gentlemen, solutions must be found quickly, because it is
even more important that this difficult integration process be completed by the end of 1983, when Spain and
Ponugal will finally join our Community and be in a
better position to provide the Community with access
to a whole new world of relations with Africa and the
enormous area covered by Latin America with greater
chances of success.

a great role in the agriculafter all, these

ture of both applicant countries

'

!7hat Mr Sutra has said on the problem of production
discipline deserves to be fully endorsed. If accession is
to be a success as far as Mediterranean products are
concerned, extremely precise planning of production
is essential, both as regards quantities and production
schedules. Marketing also deserves far closer discussion than in the case of Italy, for example. Afrcr all a
market for Mediterranean products does exist in the
it is only the marketing
European Community
- leaves so much to be
structure which at present
desired.

proceed without further hesitation.

President.

-

Mr 'Vettig.

Agricultural research, which is still underdeveloped in
the Mediterranean area, must also be adapted and

I call Mr Vettig.

(DE) Mr President, dear

colleagues,

the regrettable point about this debate is that it is being
held at such a late stage in our Parliament. In my opinion many of the proposals, in particular the proposals
on the agricultural problems contained in Mr Sutra's
report, could well have had a positive influence on the
negotiations on the accession of Spain and Portugal.
I

applied to meet specific targets. In my view Mr Sutra
has presented a lot of constructive proposals in this
connection. The governments and administrations in
the applicant countries will have to pay far closer
attention to agriculture than in the past. This applies,
although agriculfor example, to Ponugal, where
- 1975 very few
ture has been a polidcal issue since
practical agricultural problems have been-solved and
scant attention has been paid to the substantial issues
in agricultural policy.

hope that the Parliament's resolution may yet help
clarify cenain problems in a number of respects and
that it will accelerate the negotiations on the accession
of Spain and Ponugal.

Finally a word on the problem of olive oil. In our view
the application and extension of the Italian approach,
which is also an Italian problem in our agricultural

It is natural

countries. It would be wiser to concentrate more on
adaptation in this area than to seek a solution in taxa-

enough that

Mr

Sutra's report should
focus mainly on Southern producm and neglect other

policy, is not a sensible solution for the applicant
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'Vettig

tion and in the maintenance of an unsatisfactory

sys-

based more

tem.

proposals.

If the preparations for enlargement are inadequate the

I

result may be a disaster. However, the Community is
rich enough, it has enough ideas and experience to
ensure that the accession of these two countries can
prove to be a great success for the Community.
President.

-

I call Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti.

Mrs Cassanmagnego Cerretti.
(IT) Mr President,
ladies and gentlemen, Lord Douro's
reporr on which

the European Parliament is called upon to vore, is
undoubtedly an extremely importanr polidcal document, not only because of the range of topics covered
and problems dealt with, but also because of the proposals which it contains.
As we know, rhis is an interim reporr, since the European Parliament will, ar the end of the negotiations, be
holding a ratification debate on the entire issue. The

word 'interim' should not, however, lead people to
think that once the paper has been approved, it should
then be debated again right from the beginning.

'!fle realize
that the problem of accession is exrremely
complex and delicate. This is shown by the fact thar
nearly all our instances have been called upon to produce the various opinions of the individual parliamentary committees which were duly consulted.

The document is rherefore made up of these specific
contributions and hence marks an important milestone.

'\7hat

does the European Parliament hope

to

achieve

wirh this morion?

shall not discuss individual secrions and shall merely
make a few points.

The motion gives joinr coverage to the problem of the
accession of both Spain and Ponugal ro rhe Communiry, even rhough it is apparenr that rhe negoriations with rhe two countries are not proceeding at the
same rate for the same sectors.

For example, detailed

negoriar.ions with Spain on
social poliry, agriculture and fishing have so far not
begun, and in other sectors, such as the customs union

for industrial products,

exrernal relations and the

ECSC, only very slow progress is being made.

for the accession of both
is, however, desirable, since a different

Simultaneous negotiations

countries

approach for each country would only delay solutions
for rhe problems and would make accession more difficulr
Nevenheless, it is true that the economic stagnation in

both the Communiry and the applicant countries has
made the economic aspect of enlargement more problematic and the problem of unemploymenr more acurc.

No-one is trying to ignore the doubts existing with
to the two countries, and we must therefore
make a determined political efforr to overcome all the
difficulties standing in the way of rheir accession, by
regard

taking an overall view of the problems.

For the time being, we should demonsrrar.e our willingness to reinforce European unity and ar rhe same
time solve the current economic problems, so as to be
better able to solve the other problems which will
doubdess arise in future.

First of all, irs aim is to emphasize im political resolve
to speed up the negoriating process, so as ro achieve
the accession of the applicant countries as soon as possible and then, within a year, the completion of the
ratification procedure.

In the secrion devored ro institutional aspects the
motion also illusrrates the applicant counrries' undertaking to respecr the acquis communautaire, rc fac,tlitate
the establishment of transitional measures of reasonable duration, and

on fears rhan on courageous long-term

to allow for full

consultation
between the Community and the applicant countries.
Specific aspects such as economic, trade and indusrial
problems, as well as difficulties connected with
development and cooperarion, culture, the environment and regional and social poliry, are also men-

Ve

must accepr our new panners
doubts, and indeed theirs.

in spite of all our

Although their accession will increase imbalances in
the levels of economic and social development, it is
also true that Spain and Ponugal are equally concerned over possible negative economic and social
impact on their countries.

Obviously, we musr all make sacrifices. Any at.tempt rc
make political progress entails some sacrifice, however.

The format of a polidcal srrucrure for the Europe of
'twelve' is much more arrracrive than what might at
first sight be seen as the possible negative repercusslons.

tioned.

The approach advocated for the finalization and completion of negotiations does, however, seem to be

The enlargemenr of the Community should rherefore
be seen as a contribution to cooperation and, hence, as

an opponunity

to

achieve the lasting peace which is

17.
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vital for any economic or social development programme.

deadline for the accession, i.e. I January 1984
doubts which should no[ have been raised, since the
date has in fact been fixed and the Community institu-

ernable should be exploded.

tions themselves have committed themselves to it.
Thus, these doubm in fact only detract from our own
credibility and, moreover, they are doubts which

As we know, various internal and external factors have
had a negative impact on [he economic situation in the

would be far more appropriate if they were expressed
in connection with the stereotyped idea that wherever
the Community steps in Good steps in with it.

The mph that the enlarged Community will be ungov-

Community, provoking a deterioration to such an
extent that it is now widely doubted that whether
remedial steps and tools are really being looked for.

There is no lack of ideas or proposals, and countless
motions have been passed by the European Parliament.'Strhat is lacking is the political will to implement
these proposals and to take timely and effective measures.

Against such a background, the problem posed by
enlargement obviously seems more serious than it
really is, and this will be even more so in future, unless
meanwhile Community policies are implemented here
and now to deal with these problems. To note only
one example, our own resources pose a problem, since
the present 'ceiling' must be raised without further
delay.

The subtle influence of national interests must

be

ignored, and we must have the courage to see beyond
our immediate situation and to reconfirm our willingness to make Spain and Ponugal's accession into a
politically advantageous move which can be perfected
economically and is also socially beneficial.

However, we would ask the applicant countries to
show proof of their determination to overcome the
obstacles, and of their desire to act in the same way as
the other Member States, and [o renounce beforehand
unilateral benefits.

Negotiations based on opponunism would not promote the cause of European integration. If this were
rhe attitude, we might as well stop right now and
enjoy the cordial relations which have already been
esmblished, confining ourselves at most to funher perfecdng them. However, we should, on the contrary, be
searching for the real common denominator for social
and economic growth and progress through solidarity
between the peoples of Europe.

The point that we should have no illusions has been
repeatedly made rcday. Indeed, we should certainly
not have too many illusions about the possibility of the
Iberian accession stopping the prosperity gap since, as
far as Spain and Ponugal are concerned, there is a

great risk.that the Community will make the gap
between the poor and rich regions in Europe even
gteater, including the social gap between rich and
poor within individual countries.

Several speakers from all pans of the House have
devoted considerable attention to the need for careful
preparation. However, careful preparations for the
accession also imply careful supervision afterwards, i.e.
seeing to it that the indigenous population and indigenous industry does not fall prey to the commercial

vulture$ from the established Community. Careful
supervision also means that the unemployment problem should not be shuffled off onto the migrant workers in the usual way.

Finally, careful supervision also means that a close eye

must be kept on what Lord Douro so generously
refers to in paragraph 5 of his resolution as Lhe acquis
cornmunautaire, including achievements in the area of
political cooperation. The same thing should apply in
this case as in the case of the accession of Ireland and
Denmark and in fact apply for all the Member States,
i.e. that they should nor be involved in political or
security activities which go beyond the scope of the
Treaties or, [o be more explicit, defence structures
should not be allowed to creep in.

Mr President, I hope that the

matched by the speed at which Spain and Portugal
managed to achieve Community membership.

President.

My group therefore supports Lord Douro's report,
since it believes that this motion
speed up these negotiations.
(Applause

will help politically to

frotn the centre)

President.

-

I call Mr Van Minnen.

(NL) Mr President, doubts have
Mr Van Minnen.
been expressed from all sides here today regarding the

-

speed at which I have
will at any rate be

been obliged ro ourline a few points

-

I call Mr Brok.

(DE) Mr President, ladies and gentleMr Brok.
- have to repeat here that out of political
men, I do not
and cultural considerations and for reasons of democratic solidarity we approve the accession of Spain and
Portugal on the date scheduled. In my opinion we can
solve the economic problems and the problems which
may arise from the Community freedoms even if this
meens resorting to transitional periods. It would be
wrong for us to present a polite and positive facade
while erecting anificial stumbling blocks which would
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Brok
make

it

because

impossible for these two countries to enter,
of the egotism of one or the other Member

State.

However,

I

would like rc menrion rwo points which

are far more relevant to ourselves than to the two candidates for accession. Firstly, there is rhe question of
the European Community institutions' ability to take
decisions. If the Community is enlarged to comprise

twelve Member States without the introduction of the
majoriry principle in the Council as set our in rhe
Treaty, the EC will degenerate into a cusroms union
and the ideal of a socially just Europe will not be realized because of its inability to take political decisions.
This would mean the end of our dream of a peaceful
and free Europe and all thar would remain would be a
Europe of traders
ir was not for this rhar we
- and
offered our sacrifices
and cooperation. This is an
appeal to all ten Member States but also ro rhe rhree
Member States which acceded to the European Community in the first round of enlargement.
Secondly, allow me to highlight the polidcal purpose
Communiry. \7e established an
economic community because we wanted to turn it
into a political union. It is rrue that the Treaties do not
say so literally but it is in keeping with their spirit. Perhaps we made a mistake when setting up the Community by not making the spirit of the Treaties a decisive criterion in our discussions also. !7e might then
have been spared many misunderstandings, which
have cropped up again and again in rhis Parliament
and in the other instirutions of the European Com-

of the European

munity and which have blocked the development
towards a Political Union in the pasr ren years.

For this reason we must avoid another deadlock and
we must. force through our political will in our institutions to prevent the Community from becoming dominated by national economic egotism and the principle
of juste retour and ro ensure that the goal of political
unity, which alone can guarantee Europe's survival in
the world, is not abandoned.

In these two poinrs perhaps I seem like 'Don Quiote',
the creation of the Spanish poer Cervantes, who
fought against windmills. However, I believe that we
should always keep these objectives in view and I fear
that in my own country
the Federal Republic of
- not
Germany
the people will
be willing to remain
net payers-indefinitely, should the great political goal
of unity fade into rhe background.
Accordingly, Lord Douro, your final reporr on accession should place more emphasis on rhe problems of
political priorities than on figures for olive oil. The
European Parliament
unlike rhe petty-minded
members of the Council
should ensure rhar rhe
- serring
focus is again placed on rhe
of political priorities.

President.

-

I call Mr Vgenopoulos.

(GR,) Mr President, ir is obvious
- and Portugal
that the entry of Spain
inrc the European
Community will create problems in the economic and
social fields, because it will aggravarc rhe existing
imbalances between the various regions of the Community. By Community criteria both of these countries
are poor, and this means rhar great efforts musr be
undertaken if they are ro keep pace with the developed
economies. The accession of the two countries will
create problems panicularly in the agricultural secror,
which are exhaustively discussed in the repon by Mr
Sutra, with which we too are fundamentally in agreemenr. Taking all the different agricultural products
into account, ir emerges that the degree of self-sufficiency of the Community will increase in respect of
Mediterranean products, whereas it will decrease as
far as dairy producm and meat are concerned. This
means that the products of the Nonhern areas of the
Community will again be favoured by the opening up
of these two marke6. On the other hand, the severe

Mr Ygenopoulos.

problem

of

markedng the Medircrranean products

which, as we know, are produced in the most problematic regions will be compounded. Thus, in order to
cope with the needs of enlargement, rhe allocation of
EAGGF funds will have ro be directed more to Mediterranean producrs, which today are aL a disadvantage
as compared with rhe products of rhe Nonhern areas

of the Community. Moreover, in view of rhe

large

measure of self-sufficiency of the Community in Mediterranean products, the Community will have to adapt

its trade policy towards the counrries which produce
similar products in order ro ensure that rhe principle of
Community preference is respected. Apart from the
agricultural secror, the accession of rhe two countries
will cause trouble in other Community branches such
as textiles, steel and shipbuilding; unemployment will
increase, there will be the problem of migrant workers
etc. However, despite the huge problems posed by the
entry of Spain and Ponugal inro the Communiry, the

Greek Socialists, having examined the issue on rhe
of purely political criteria, warmly supporr rhe
accession of these rwo counrries on 1 January 1984, as
has been agreed, in the belief that all the inrernal
Community problems can be solved given goodwill
and cooperation on all sides, with a view to crearing a
basis

Europe of the Peoples.

President.

-

Mr Natali,

I call rhe Commission.
Vice-President

of the

Commission.

(17) Mr Presidenr, at the risk of disappointing you,- I
cannot possibly answer all rhe questions which I have
been asked, since to do so I would have ro overstep
the time limit allowed nor only for the Commission's
contribution bur probably also for a whole Parliamentary slttlng.

Having said this, Mr Presidenr, I should first like to
say that I am mosr grateful to Lord Douro and Mr
Sutra for their exceptionally valuable work. These two
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documencs are extremely imponant. Much thought,
analysis and appraisal has gone into these rwo reports,
and the very complexiry of the problems dealt with is
proof enough of the complexity of the negotiations at
present mking place.

of its support of democratic pluralism. This being so, it
is my opinion that it is panicularly imponant that the
Portuguese and Spanish peoples and political forces,
who have been left waiting for so long on the threshold of the Community, should finally be allowed to
enter.

Examination of these t\ro reports reveals in each a different approach, but in any case borh, as I said before,
are exemplary works, which represent a serious contribution to the debate and to the decisions which the
Community must take. I should also like to thank all
the committees and their drafumen of opinions who
have contributed to this work. 'We have heard some of
these draftsmen today

Mr

Pclttering

Mr Ghergo for social poliry,

for regional
poliry, Mr Enright for

development, and

Mr Marck for culture and informa-

At this point, if Mr Piquet, Mr Maffre-Baug6 and Mr
Ephremidis will allow me, I should like to comment
briefly on their speeches. Naturally
even we have
never tried rc hide the fact
cenain-situations within
the present Community pose a problem. There is some
cause for concern, and it is only right to draw attention to the fact, as these gentlemen have done. How-

ever, what

I

find extremely strange is their attitude,

which seems rather paternalistic towards

the

tion. The work done by these'specialized committees
is funher evidence of the complexity of the situation
with which we are faced. I should therefore also like
to thank the spokesmen for the various committees
and, in particular, the speakers who have taken part in

Ponuguese and Spanish peoples, almost as if we
should lay down the law to rhem as to their political
decisions. I am surprised that political parties which
reject colonialism and paternalism should assume this
attitude towards the Portuguese and Spanish peoples.

the debate who, by emphasizing some points and criticizing others, have helped to create an overall picture
of the current situation.

(Applause)

Mr

President, this debare could not have come at a
better time. The Commission, and indeed rhe Community as a whole, is at a sort of turning poinl fu has
been stated, the Heads of State or Government asked
for a repon on the problems connected with enlargement for the next European Council. This report,
which we also forwarded to Parliamenr, cannot in my
opinion, be considered superfluous or even dangerous.
It should be seen as a useful opportuniry for reintroducing and, in some cases, updating the analyses and
suggestions contained in the so-called 'Commission
Fresco'
a document which, after four years, is still
- relevant as ever. Five
as politically
years have passed
since Ponugal and Spain asked m join the Community
and the Member States solemnly assumed political
commitments
the same commitmenrs that prompted
Mr Diana rc affirm
that we should do the honourable
thing and stand by them.
'!7e

therefore have, on the one hand, this requesr from

the European Council and, on the other, Lord
Douro's motion and Parliament's inrention of setting a
deadline for compledon of the negotiarions.

The political significance of this latrer move is all the
more obvious if we consider the amount. of time which
has already passed since the official opening of negotiations. First of all, the Commission caused a delay,
since it had to satisfy the Council's requesr for the
facts necessary for an overall view of the situation.
Then there were delays in the negotiations themselves
which, what is more, have not yet touched on, for
example, the main subject of Mr Sutra's report.

Ve

therefore believe in the political significance of
this move, especially since, as many speakers noted,
Spain has just given another impressive demonstration

The peoples of Portugal and Spain must know that the
polidcal commitment made by the Community, the
directly-elected European Parliament and the Commission is a commitment which must be acted upon in
an effective and credible manner. Obviously, the-deadline referred to in Lord Douro's reporr only commits
Parliament. As I have always said, under the terms of
the Treaty the Commission's role is purely that of
honest broker, although it willingly accepff criticism:
indeed one undisputed fact in Community life is that
the Commission is a son of Aunr Sally which everyone
can attack. I should, however, once more like to
emphasize to Lord Douro that we have fulfilled our
role as honest broker and will continue to do so,
firmly convinced of the enormous political significance
of this event, which we hope will take place as soon as
possible. As I was saying, the deadline only commits
Parliament. The real negoriarors are the Member
States, even though the marerial for the negoriations is
provided by the Commission in the form of proposals.
Now fundamental difficulties have arisen once more
afrcr a brief period of euphoria, during which agreement was reached on whole secrions of the negoriations, which raised hopes
unfortunately
- move faster. unfulfilled
that things were going to

It is manifestly

obvious that nor even rhe essential
points of the negotiations can be concluded in the five
weeks remaining berween now and the end of 1982.

The Commission is wholeheanedly commined

ro

these negotiations and has always held rhe opinion
that, under the terms of the Treaty, it is vital that the
Member States remain determined rc finish this task
which they began with all the political enthusiasm the
undertaking deserved.

The Commission and I share Miss Hooper's and Mrs
von Alemann's hopes and conviction rha!, now that we
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have reached this stage in the accession procedure, the

Member States

will

provide the political impetus

necessary for the most imponant conclusive steps to be
taken. The very image of the Community as a major

political and economic power depends upon it. This
image is imponant not only for our relations with the
outside world and the applicant countries in panicular,
but also within the Community imelf, since this inability to absorb new members would be interpreted, Mr
Diana and Mr Croux, as an inability to overcome the
contradictions which, quite apan from the problem of
enlargement, have beset the Community since 1980. I
as Mrs Cassanmagnago-Cerretti was
am referring
to the increase in our own
the last rc mention
resources which, at some stage.during the next finan-

cial years, will

with or without enlargement

-

become essential if the Community is to be shaken out

tion to the problems and therefore make a solution
harder rc find.
Ladies and gentlemen, with regard to the actual negotiarions themselves, the main obstacles seem to be agriculture and fishing, as an examination of the impact of
enlargement on the budget has shown. I have taken

note of the data quoted by Lord Douro referring to
the Community budget for 1980. I wish m quote a few
more figures from the 1981 budget. I would, however,

stress that that budgetary year is not particularly
exceptional. If the 1981 budget is taken as a basis but
is calculated as if the Community were already composed of 12 Member States, the estimated cost of
enlargement is between 850 million and 1 400 million
ECU, which is equivalent to 4 to 60/o of the budget of
the Communiry of Twelve.

of its inenia.

In this 'simulated'

(Applause)

The more serious the effects of the recession now
affecting, the whole world, the more dangerous this
and other speakers
inenia becomes. I am referring
decisionto the Community's
also mentioned this
- for almost the last 20 years
making procedure which
has incr,:asingly relied on unanimity. I should finally
like rc nrention the impact of the painful restructuring
measures, especially in the sensitive industrial sectors,
which h,rve been implemented to varying degrees but
which are equally urgent and pressing in all the Member Statt:s, and which are now every day exerting their
influenc,: on the domestic market and our relations
with non-member countries. Vhen the Member States
provide rhe long-awaited political impetus for the conclusion ,rf negotiations within a reasonable length of
time, it would cenainly be useful if they would also
consider reciprocal commitments to be entered into
with the applicant countries on the adoption of selfdisciplinary meaiures, for production in certain sectors
only, in preparation for enlargement. This self-discipline could conceivably be accompanied by an offer of
increase,i Community financial cooperation, vrhich
would encourage the applicant countries to adapt their

to the integration

process without delay.
None of these ideas are new to the Commission,
which proposed and was allowed to apply similar solutions during the negotiations with Ponugal.
economies

A funher problem is posed by the question of whether
the two countries should accede to the Community

budget, VAT would constitute
0.954 to 1.0440/o. It therefore does not represent a
sum disproponionate to [he economic and political
implications of enlargement. However, this is a static

of costs which makes it possible to Bain a
clearer idea of the impact of enlargement. It would be
impossible to provide a dynamic estimate for agriculture and fishing, for example, because it would depend
estimate

firstly on the state of the 'acquis communaitaire',

secondly on the ffansitional terms granted to the applicants, and thirdly on the fate of the Commission's proposals for cenain Mediterranean farm products and on
future proposals on the integrated Mediterranean programmes which I had the honour of outlining to you
in July during the debate on the Pottering report.

The greatest difficulties thus arise in the agricultural
and fishing sectors but, as we know, there are also
problems connected with the free movement of workers.

I

do, however, believe that temporary solutions

can be found for this problem similar to those found in

the previous enlargement of the Community.

Still on agriculture and fishing, I would add that this
uncenainty

I

mentioned should be no excuse for iner-

tia on the pan of the Commission, particularly since,
quite apan from issues currently pending, we should
in any case stan a lengthy study of those issues which
could usefully be tackled. The problems connected
wirh the harmonization of legislation and secondary
Community legislation etc. a.re only some the possible
issues.

simultaneously or not.

I would

say to Lord Douro and

Mr Galland, both of

whom raised this point, that the Commission's posirion, as Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti has mentioned,
is that the two countries should accede simultaneously.
obsrtacles lying in the path of the accession of
either candidate can be overcome within a reasonabfe

The comments and suggestions contained in the two
reports are very pertinent to these topics and have
aheady given me cause ro visit the Political Affairs
Committee, the Committee on Agriculture and the
Committee on External Economic Relations, as well

as

The

to report to the joint parliamentary committees of the

period of time. In addition, the nature of the problems
dictates a common approach, and to delay the acces-

European Parliament and the Ponuguese and Spanish
parliaments on the outcome of the various ministerial
negotiating sessions. I should like to refer finally to the
debate on enlargement held last summer on the oral

sion of the two countries would only postpone a solu-
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question tabled by

Mr Diana and on Mr

Potrering's

report. on the Mediterranean Fund.

They make it unnecessary for me to go into detail over
progress in the work being carried out by the ministers. I will confine myself rc pointing out that great
progress has been made in many fields, and some matrcrs have even been sertled
albeit subject to overall

-

take in the near furure, we should not forget that fish
stocks are more vulnerable and more easily exhaustable than agricultural resources. A way musr therefore
be found to share existing stocks equitably. The fishing question presenrs a difficult task. Ir is therefore our
opinion that to postpone these negotiations, as well as
those on agriculture, may well prove to cause an irrecuperable loss of precious time.

agreement when the time comes.

I should nevertheless like tg concenrrare

on some of
the points contained in the motions. First of all, I
should like to point out to Mr Sutra that his recommendation to the applicant countries in paragraph 5
that they develop and diversify production is understandable only if it applies to all Member Srates and all
surplus production. Otherwise, it would nor be a case
of enlargement, but rather of a sort of'annexation' of
two countries.

In paragraph 10 Mr Sutra requesrs that the ransition
period take place in varying stages. This idea is also to
be found in ,the suggestions conrained in the 1978
Commission Fresco, which I have quoted, which was
neither referred to again nor used. Generally speaking,
the Commission does nor deny that this idea came
from the Commission itself. However, a transition
period in stages is only valid if the transition stage is
complete and final. Ar this stage, Mr Sutra, this might
prove unexpectedly difficulr, now that the negoriarions
have advanced so far on the understagding and expectarion of a transition period withour srages.
Thirdly, I would point our that the suggestions contained in the paragraphs referring to fruit and vegetables and olive oil, in both Mr Surra's and Lord

Negodations must begin on both agriculrure and fish-

ing, as well as on rhe

issues

which have so far

remained practically untouched in the negotiations
with Spain, i.e. customs union and external relations.

Vhen I stated at the beginning of my speech thar rhe
Community was at a turning point, I also wished to
highlight the fact that the present situation makes further delay even more unacceprable. The Community
must show a determination to initiate this difficult part
of the dialogue wirh the applicant countries.
Lord Douro's motion states the basic reasons in favour
of Spain and Ponugal's accession to the Communiry,
and these reasons have been referred to by most of the
speakers who have taken part in this debate. Ve have
repearcdly declared our supporr for these senrimenrs.
Today, let us reconfirm our beliefs and renew our
commitment, supported by a European Parliament
which is willing to cooperare in finding the solutions
which our realism and unity demand.
(Applause)

President.

-

I call Lord Douro.

Douro's motions, are largely covered by the proposals
which, as I have akeady menrioned, the Commission

Lord Douro, rdpporteur.
Mr President, I wish jusr
- or two points raised
to reply very briefly ro one
in the

presented over two years ago m the Council.

debate.

I should also like to reassure Lord Douro, and everyone else who raised the subject, concerning our relations with non-member Mediterranean countries and
developing countries, to which I believe paragraphs 23
and 24 of the motion refer. I wish to assure rhem [har
the Commission shares their concern; it submined a
report to the Council last June and intends ro presenr
sufficiently concrere proposals as soon as possible,
although I would like to add, Mr Enright, that I personally have some doubts concerning the legal interpretation that should be given ro rhe consulrarion. \tre
should cenainly be aware of the concerns of the various panies concerned and should maintain conract,
but I do not believe that the agreemenrs relating to
consultation refer to consulration in the strict sense of
the world.

Mr Croux asked me when I would produce a final
report. $fell, the answer is quire simple: when the
accession treaties are signed, which, I hope, will not be
too long from now. But the Political Affairs Committee did decide that rhe final report should not be

Finally, I should like m briefly mention fishing. The
Commission regrerc thar, yet again, rhe last Council
meeting did not achieve the necessary consensus for a
common poliry for this sector. Nevertheless, apart
from this vital step which the Community will, I hope,

produced until the accession rreaties have been signed.
That is why it is now called an interim reporr.

Mr Piquet gave as one of the reasons why he was
against enlargement the facr thar ir would involve a
levelling down of the existing.Community. I was surprised at this because, along with probably many orher
people in this House, I have always thought that one
of the basic results of communism is that everybody is
levelled down, and it seems a very srrange reason for
him to give as a reason for being against enlargement.
President.

-

I call Mr Enright on a point of order.

Mr Enright.
Mr President, I wish to make rhe same
son of point-of order as was made from the ranks of
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those on the other side of the House this morning, to
the effect that a rapponeur should not be introducing
his personal political prejudices in all their absurdity

into discussions.

I hope, Mr Natali, that this ans.wers the three points
which you raised.
President.

resolution
President.

The two rapporteurs should not make
Mr Enright is quite correct on

personal comments.
that point.

The debate is closed. The motion for

a

-will be put to the vote at the next voting

time.

(Tbe sitting was suspended
3

at 1 p.m. and

resumed at

p.*.)

I now call Mr Sutra.
(FR) Mr President, thank
- by what you have just said.
shall try to abide
Nevertheless, I intend to men[ion one name, that of
Mr Natali, who raised three points to which I would
like to reply. Mr Natali, what you said about paragraph 5 is of course quite right, and I can assure you
that neither I nor the Committee on Agriculture, for
which I am the rapporteur, ever thought in terms of
discrimination. I have always said that disciplines need
to be introduced; I am not asking the Spaniards to

Mr

you.

Sutra, rdpporter,tr.

I

accepr any discipline which

if it had been otherwise

MRS CASSANMAGNAGO
CERRETTI

Wce-President

President.

I would not accept

myself . . . . I ask the Community, the Commission and
the Council: does not Europe need first to put its policies in order so that the Spaniards and Portuguese can
join us in a Community functioning infinitely better
than heretofore? This is what lies behind my initiative
and behind everFhing I have done as a member of this
Parliament; the Committee would no[ have followed
me

IN THE CFIAIR:

!

As regards the transition periods, I entirely agree with
your commenE on the need for an overall framework.
I do not regard this as the most essential or original
aspect of my report. However, in my view transition

periods should not follow a set timetable but be
worked out on known bases, bases to be established
and judged by the Commission and subsequently analysed to see whether real progress is being made in

harmonizing the social legislation covering all the
agricultural arrangements. In other words, transition
should be based on progress achieved rather than arbitrary timetables as in the past.

Finally, thank you for confirming that my report's
recommendations on fruits, vegetables and olive oil
are in line with the proposals made quite some time
ago by the Commission. It might be added that on the
question of wine the report accords with the new wine
regulation proposed by the Commission and approved
by the Council. I am very pleased with these achievements, the more so since my report is in total convergence with Mr Maffre-Baug6's repon on fruirc and
vegetables and Mr Coleselli's on wine. One of my
main concerns
the Committee on Agriculture
- and
vas constan[ly alert
to this during its debates
was to
- either
preclude the slightest interference which could
result in us losing what had akeady been gained with
the Maffre-Baug6 and Coleselli reports or create the
slightest contradiction on which the opponents of the
agricultural policy would have been able to seize.

-

I call Mr Alavanos.

(GR) Madam President, I will state
- Today, 17 November, marks exactly
my case briefly.
nine years since 17 November 1973, when dozens of
students and other Greek democrats fell beneath the
bullets and tanks of the dictatorship during its attack

Mr Alavanos.

on the Polytechnic, an event which contributed greatly
to the downfall of the dictatorship.

I

therefore propose that the European Parliament
observe a minurc's silence as a mark of respect for the
Greek democram who fqught for a free democratic
and independent Greece, since at this moment in Athens hundreds of thousands of people are holding a
demonstration. I believe that this proposal will be supported by all my Greek colleagues, as well as by all
those here who have a genuine desire for a democratic, free and independent Greece.

I

therefore propose a minute's silence in memory of

those who fought for democracy.

President.

I

note your s[atement and your request

- on to [he Bureau.
will be passed

5.'lY'elcome

President.
I wish to extend warm welcome to the
- a delegation froma the House of Lords,
members of
who have taken their seats in the official gallery.
(Apphuse)

The delegation, led by Lord Seebonn, is ro have talks
with the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment. I wish them well for their work rogerher. It
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President

shows the imponance

of collaboration between

the

European Parliament and the national parliaments.

in. It is naturally impossible to suggest a deailed alternative at the moment.

President.
6. Agenda

Mr Brok.

I would remind the House that it was
President.
decided to -vote on the motions for resolutions in the
Douro interim report (Doc. l-658/82) and the Sutra
report (Doc. 1-785/82) at 4.30 this afternoon. As 144
amendments have been tabled, voting can be expected
ro continue beyond 5.30. In the circumstances, it may
prove necessary to postpone Question Time with the
Council and the Foreign Ministers. Something will
also have to be done about the group meetings which
are due rc be held this evening.

I call Lord Douro.
Madam President, it came through in
Lord Douro.
- that you said that Parliament had
the interpretation
decided to hold the vote this afternoon at 5.30. In fact

my memory is that yesterday morning Mr Dankert,
who was in the chair, agreed with Sir Henry Plumb,
who had proposed it, that the vote should be at 4.30
and I believe
and not 5.30. Therefore, if it is at 4.30

-

business
and if
there are not too many roll-call votes, maybe we could

ir even says so on today's order of

-

get through in dme to still allow one and a half hours
for Question Time.

The real problem is the matter of the
President.
- They will have to be postponed.
group meetings.
I call Mrs Van den Heuvel.

-

I call Mr Brok.

(DE) Madam President, I should like to

suggest that we go ahead with Question Time this evening and leave it up to the groups to arrange their own

timetables.

President.

-

I call Mrs Ewing.

Madam President, I detect from time
Mrs Ewing.
attitude towards Question Time
to time a debonair
and I deplore it. I may be that some Members of this
House do not regard it as I do, as a democradc opportunity for Members to be individual Members and
raise matters that interest them. To alter Question
Time in this debonair way seems to me quite impeninent to those of us who take Question Time seriously.
Ir suggest that certainly not later that 6 p.m., but possibly at 5.30 p.m., we have Question Time. S7'e should

try and get through the voting. It is up to groups to
make their own arrangements; they can always have
meetings early in the morning.
President.

-

I call Mr Kellett-Bowman.

Madam President, I would
Mr Kellett-Bowman.
just like to ask how it -is that the Bureau is getting the
agenda in a tangle when on Monday we took so many
items of business off the agenda.

(NL) Madam President, I
- of the Socialist Group that
really must say on behatf
we cannot accept your proposal. Ve have planned a
very imponant group meeting and there is a very
imponant subject on the agenda. It is absolutely
impossible for us to agree to the cancellation of the

Ladies and gentlemen, however quickly
President.
- the voting on the motions for resoluwe get through
tions, it will take at least two hours on account of all
the amendmenff that have been tabled. As a result, I
would suggest that the groups meet after Question
Time, although they will have to realize of course that
their meetings cannot go on after nine o'clock. At any
rarc, the groups will thus have an hour for their meet-

grouP meetings.

lngs.

Mrs Van den Heuvel.

I call Mr Boyes.
Mrs Van den Heuvel, we have to decide
President.
between Question Time and the group meetings.

(NL) Madam President, if
Mrs Van den Heuvel.
you suddenly confront- us with a proposal from the
chair, you cannot expect us in the Socialist Group to
respond with a carefully considered alternative. As a
provisional measure I would advise you to let the voting take place and then to end the sitting at seven
o'clock so that the group meetings can begin. Ve shall
also have to find some way, in consultation with the
groups, of deciding when Question Time can be fitted

Madam President, I raise very few
Boyes.
- but I usually do about Question Time
points of order,
because I think it is a very imponant pafl of our
week's agenda and I would like to underline, but not
repeat, what Mrs Ewing said namely that we have
asked in the past that Question Time be left at the
normal time on the agenda.

Mr

I cannot understand, following
Kellett-Bowman's intervention, is that we took
nearly two hours on Monday rc settle the agenda and

The other thing that

Mr
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Boyes

yet here one and a half hours before Question Time is
due to take place the presidency comes up with a
recommendation that it be taken off the agenda altogether. I just cannot understand why we spend hours
on a Monday and rhen immediarely, two days later,
start changing the agenda round again.

President.
the voting.

-

Please,

Mr Sherlock, ler us proceed wirh

Afier the z)ote on the objection by the Liberal and Dernocratic Group (Doc. 1-853/82)

I call Mr Fergusson on a point of order.
President.

I call Mr Radoux.

-

(FR) Madam President, I really think
Mr Radoux.
is very difficult
to ask the groups to change the
timeable for their meerints. Since there are so many
amendments and you are thinking of sarting at half
past four, I do not see what harm there is in having

it

Question Time while the groups are meering, since as
a rule the only people who artend are rhose who have
asked questions. I therefore suggesr that after the vote
we stan Question Time and rhat rhe groups meet ar
seven o'clock.

Mr Fergusson.
President, we all know that
- Madam
only a very small
number of these debates can be
staged at all. If you would indicare rhar some irems are
going to be snged wirhout debate, it makes all the difference in the world. So could you please rcll us which

items are going

ro be without

debate, because

obviously qre can them accepr them much more easily?
President.

Ladies and gentlemen, ler me say again
that this is-decided by the groups. At any rate, rhese
are questions of form.

Afier tbe rejection of the objection by the Liberal and
7. Topical and urgent debate (objections)

Democratic Group (Doc. 1-852/52)

I call Mrs Scrivener.
President.
to Rule 48 (2), second subpara- Pursuant
graph, of the
Rules of Procedure, I have received the
following objections, tabled and justified in writing, to
the list of subjects to be debared at the next topical and
ur8ent debate.

Mrs Scrivener.
(FR) Madam President, I just want
to make it clear- that this morion for a resolution on
whaling was tabled on behalf of the Liberal and
Democratic Group and not by me personally.

(The President read out tbe list ofobjections)l

The vodng will take place without debate.

I call Mr Isra€l on a point of order.

Mr

-

I call Mr Glinne.

Mr Glin.e.

(FR) Madam President, the Rules of

Isra€I.

President.

- rhar the objecrions have ro be justified.
Procedure srare
Vhat is the poinr of justifying them if

these justifica-

tions are not read out in the Chamber?

-

I should

like

the vores we have had, Euroconrol is going to be
dealt with first, followed by steel and then the Law of
the Sea, thanks to Mr Habsburg, and then I have a
right dog's breakfast and I do not whether I am comrn8 or golng . .

Mr Herman.

(FR) Madam President,

some clarificarion
concerning the order on the lisr of
urBent debates. If I have got this right, as a result of

.

(17) Let's get on with the vote!

President.
- I would remind you,
am in the chair.

Mr Herman, rhat I

President.
Glinne, we voted on the basis of rhe
- Mr and
groups' decision
it is impossible ar rhis srage ro
check the whole operation. I shall neverrheless have a
check made and the House will be informed.

(Applause)

I call Mr Sherlock on a point of order.

Mr Sherlock.

Madam President, you are experienc-

- difficulties. I do not wish to add to
ing considerable
them, but could you make it clearer which of these
various proposals are to be taken without debate. I
think it is of considerable significance.
I

See Minurcs.

8. Commission statenent

President.
irem is rhe statement by Mr
- Theofnexr
Richard, Member
the Commission, on the amendments by Parliamenr ro rhe Spencer report (Doc.

1-324/82) on rhe information and consultadon of

employees.

I call Mr Richard.
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Madam
Mr Richard, Member of the Commission.
President, the House will remember that the last time
this issue came before Parliament, the House voted on
no fewer than 284 amendments. The Commission was
then asked to give im reaction, and I said it seemed to
us advisable that we should be allowed to go away and
look at those amendments and then come back with a
considered view.

'!7e

have now had an opportunity of considering in
detail the recommendations of the Parliament con-

tained in those amendments. This has not been an easy
task, since in the course of its deliberations the Parliament amended all but rwo of the original 18 articles.
.S7e
have therefore been forced to go back once again
to what one might call the fundamentals of this issue.
Having done so and having considered the amendments, and indeed being very conscious of the fact that
those amendmenm were carried by this Parliament
otherwise they would no[ be here for us to consider
we emerged from those labours by no means
them
discouraged.
The Commission welcomes the enor-

mous effort the Parliament has made to research,
debate and finalize its position on this directive. It is
an imponant issue, and on behalf of the Commission I
should like to congratulate Parliament on the essential
orientation of its position as it emerged from that
in panicular, on its acceptance of the princidebate
ple of a- legally-binding instrument and its agreement
on the basic structure of a directive dealing both with
the regular supply of information and with ad hoc consultations as decisions of major importance to the
workforce arise.

I shall give to Parliament mday deals
with the subsmnce and not with the wording. By this I
mean that I shall concentrate on the issues raised by
your votes rather than on the detailed text, in the
order in which it appears convenient to consider the
directive. Let us look at the information aspects of the
directive first; then at the consultation aspects, and
then the other points, such as direct elections, which
may be mildly controversial.
The response

The Commission would like to turn its attention next
to drafting the revised text, assisted, I hope, by your
resolution as well as by your amendments. Our
amended text will then be submitted, with the usual
explanatory memorandum, to both Council and Parliament in the first quarr.er of 1983.

Let me start with Article 5. Anicle 5 intended to

set

imposed or observed and the means of redress when
the system breaks down are all, in our view, highly
imponant elements. On the scope of the information,
the Commission agrees with the main body of the
suggestions made by Parliament. Thus, certain types
of information, such as rationalization plans and the
introduction of new working methods, are better
suited to Anicle 5. The Commission accepts that the
'all procecatch-all clause in paragraph 5 (2) (h)
dures and plans liable to have a substantial effect on
employees' interests'- might have proved too general
to be effective'.

On the other hand, the parliamentary debates on this
question exposed, I think, very usefully the difference
between general information relating to the group as a
whole and specific information on prospects 'which
might have serious consequences on employees' interests in a specific production or geographic unit'. I
quote here from numerous amendments tabled by,
among others I think, Mrs Maij-\fleggen, Mr Eisma,

Mr Spencer, Mr Calvez, Mr Frischmann and
in other words, from a very broad secMr Damette

spectrum in this House. The Comtion of the political
mission is persuaded that this distinction is a useful
one, particularly in relation to the very large multinational, which may also be a conglomerate with a wide
range of activities in markets which are unrelated
either economically or geographically. Indeed, the
insertion of the phrase 'inrclligible general information' in Anicle 5 (1) by the Parliament seems to me to
presuppose a complement in the form of intelligible
specific information.

The Commission will turn its attention to the need to
complete the phrase when it looks in detail at a revised
text.

On the other hand,

Parliament's proposal in

Anicle 5 (2) (i) to limit information to that required
under the Seventh Directive is, in the Commission's
view, unfor[unate for a variety of reasons. The financial nature of the information in the consolidated
accounts is not parallel or relevant to social and
employment information. It is historic information
rather [han perspective information and it would in
any event already be publicly available under the terms
of the Seventh Directive. The reference to the Seventh
Directive would this, in our view, remove virtually all
meaning from the text. I am sure in the circumstances

that Parliament will understand the

Commission's

out the basis of the regular transfer of information

reluctance to accept it.

from the main or dominant business to its subsidiaries
and thence to the vorkers' representatives. It is this
article which should contribute most to the establish-

On frequency, the Parliament's suggestion that the
passage of information should be annual rather than

ment of a regular and a beneficial information routine
and so to an improvement. in relations between

employers and workforce

in

large-scale companies

within the Community.
The scope of the information to be provided, its fre-

quency,

the conditions of confidentiality to

be

six-monthly, has caused the Commission some difficulty. !7e are conscious, for instance, that the directive
on periodic information to shareholders calls for sixmonthly reports. 'S7'e are conscious too that the infor-

mation would pass to the workers' representatives
quarterly under the Fifth Directive. More generally, I
think frequency is an essential element. In an informa-
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tion system of any rype we must take great care to
ensure that the directive is not weakened on this score.
However I must say to Parliament that after due deliberation we feel that we can accept the way ahead that
Parliament has pointed, that is that information should
pass rvrelve monthly, but with an added proviso that it
must be brought up to date when relevant information
is passed rc other bodies or other interests under the

terms of other directives or legislation. In other words,
so that we then, so to speak, bring them into general
line.

I

say relevant information, Madam President, here
advisedly since perhaps the most difficult of all the
issues we have to consider is what is relevant information; what should be confidential and what should be
considered secret.

Now the Commission accepts Parliament's main point

on secrecy. '!7e accept that there must be a category of

information in the working and major corporations
which is too sensidve rc be placed on the transmission
belt of information esablished by Anicle 5. The Commission accepr in other words that the obligations
which are imposed on workers' representatives on the
handling of such information in the original Anicle 15
will not be sufficient in themselves to deal with this
issue.

I must also say that the Commission has some difficulty, however, with the text that actually emerged
from the voting procedure on 12 October. There is a
practical problem: it is difficult to see why any procedure relating to business secrets and company secrem
is required in an amendment to Article 15 when
Ardcle 5 (1) would prevent their entry into the system
at all. But more fundamentally, and less legally perhaps, there are here problems of definition and problems of procedure before we can say this issue has
been resolved

On definition, for example, the problem is that Parliament's text does not give any criterion for judging
whether or not a cenain piece of information is either
a business or a company secret; or indeed an indusrial
or trade secret, to use the wording of Article 5 (3).
The difficulty is, of course, that the directive could be
fatally weakened if the decision was left entirely to
management with no means of establishing a consensus on what those phrases actually mean. For this
reason, the Commission proposes that the revised

directive should specifically permit management to
omit from its coverage, in terms of both Articles 5 and
6,'any information whose disclosure would substantially harm the company's prospects or substantially
damage its interesm'. In other words, you come at it
from the other end and not from the end that Parliament originally proposed. Ve think, too, this could
best be done in Anicle 15, with cross-references ro
Anicles 5 and 6. It gives a working definition which is
absent from Parliament's proposal and, incidentally, it
very similar to the provision in the directive on per-

iodic information to be published by quoted companies which was itself insened by this Parliament. It is
important we should repeat here the caveat that the
non-provision of information must not be likely to
mislead the work-force with regard to facm and circumstances essential for assessing the company's situation.

On procedure, I have to rcll the House that the Commission adheres to the view it took when it drafted the

original Anicle 15. Management, in common sense,
cannot be the sole judge of the confidentiality of
information, and the tribunal procedure provided for
in Anicle 15 (2) should, in our view, be retained. The

ribunal would review

ex post facto dispurcd cases.

It

would establish over time a body of case-law which
would do more, I think, than either of our two institutions can do at this stage to establish exactly where the

dividing-line between disclosure and confidentiality
should rest.

'On means of redress, an imponant element in rhe ori-

ginal proposal was the so-called bypass provision,
which allowed workers' represen[atives to r.urn to the
management

of the dominant undenaking for infor-

mation which the subsidiary was unable to communicate. Parliamen[ has proposed a weaker, but in some
ways a clearer version, which provides access to the
management of the dominant undertaking for work-

ers' representatives, but only in writing and afwr a
period of 30 days. It has added rhe right of wcirkers'
representatives rc apply for a court ruling if management does not fulfil its obligations. The Commission
accepts the Parliament's judgment on this point.

Turning now to the consultation provisions of the
directive, Anicle 6 deals with specific events in the life
of an undertaking when a decision is in prospect which
will have a subsrantial effect on the interests of the
work-force in either the whole or a parr of it. During
the discussions with Parliament, issues have arisen on
the scope of the obligation to consult, on the nature of
the proposed decisions which will require a consultation, on the sysrcm of redress and, what is perhaps
most important on the srage ar which the consultarion
takes place.

On most of these points

I

think rhe discussion

has

been productive, and on the scope of the consultation
the Commission can be guided by Parliamenr's vore. Ir

is clear that the direcdve should only deal with decisions affecting the work-force in the Community.
That is Parliamenr's own proposal. It is also right to
limit the obligadon to provide information and consultation to each subsidiary concerned instead of to all
subsidiaries, as proposed originally. The court procedures inroduced by Parliament to Article 6 (4), with
power to compel compliance fonhwith, should adequately protect the interesm of workers who deem
themselves to be concerned but who have not been
consulted.
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On the types of proposed decision which would trigger consultation, the presentations preferred by Parliament are logical and are consistent with the Commis-

over the managerial decisions. \flith this approach the
Commission is in full agreement.

sion's intentions. There is a minor point: we believe

I

that the introduction of new technology should be
mentioned specifically as an occasion for a consultation. More imponant, changes in long-term cooperation agreemenm should also be reinserted, since many
of these are highly significant events in the life of a
subsidiary and by no means all to its disadvantage.
Moreover, truly sensitive information will be protected
by the new Anicle 15.

However, there is a case, I think, for Iooking again at
the stage at which consultations take place. One interand I must say to
pretation of Parliament's text
Parliament here that the text as it emerged from the
last voting procedure is contradictory on this point

is that Anicle 5 (1) limits consultation to

-

decisions

which have aheady been taken. Hence the reference to
a 4O-day period before 'implementation', which is, I
think, the word used. However, the amended text also
nlks of proposing to take a decision. The text, I think,
needs to be clear because you cannot talk in the same
breath about a proposal to take a decision and about a
decision having already been taken and all you are
concerned with is the implementation of it. I think the
text needs to be clear and, faced with the two conflicting possiblities, the Commission has had to make a
choice.

In

terms

of industrial relations we believe that it

is

desirable that consultation of employees should take
place before the final decision is aken. By taking into
for example, their willaccount employee concerns
manaBement's deciingness to adopt nev'practices
sions will be better informed and it will find it easier in
our view to secure cooperation in execution of its
decisions. However, there is some risk that the original
[ accept that there is some risk of
text will be seen

this

to impose a formal right of
as an attempt

with the workforce on the decision
co-determination
itself. This is not the intention and the final text which
is submitrcd to Council will need to be amended to
make this clear.

Finally, Parliament's proposal removes the right to
bypass the management of the subsidiary in cases
where consultation has not taken place. This is clearly
a major change, but it is also one which the Commission can accept in view of the other amendments that
Parliament has made. The combined effects of the new
formulations of Anicle 5 (3) and Article 6 (4) is to
impose an obligation on management which they
could ignore only at the risk of having coun proceedings opened against them, with the attendant unceras to the outthe inevitable uncertainty
ainry
- it was Parliacome -of those proceedings. I believe
ment's intention therefore to create a procedure for
information and consultation in this area which management would feel obliged to pursue but at the same
time without giving the workforce a right of veto

now turn to a number of related issues. First the
selection of employee representatives. Now, the Commission agrees with Parliament that in each Member
State it should be possible to designate workers' repre-

sentatives by direct election and by secret ballot.
Madam President, that really is not the whole issue
here. Indeed, the Commission prescribed this system
for worker panicipation in the Fifth Directive but
Community law in this area progresses step by step
and we have to recall that the objective of the present

directive

is limited to informing the u'orkforce; it

does not attempt to modify the system of indusrial
relations within the Community in which it will operate. Funhermore, the evidence is that the Council
shares this view of the situation and it would only be
with great difficulty that systems of industrial relations
which have been established over many years could be
changed. The Commission feels that their own formulation, which gives complete freedom to the Member
States but preserves at this stage all the Member State's
options in this respect and prevents no one from
adopting direct elections and the secret ballot if the
Member State so wishes, is, in the end, the best.

The Commission does not accept either the exclusion
from worker's representatives of anyone engaged in
management at whatever level. Large white collar
smffs already exist in many multinationals. I think they
need to be kept as fully informed as other workers.
Our proposal borrows also from the approved text of
and I
the acquired rights direcdve, which excludes

-

'members of administrative, govquote from that
- bodies of companies who repreerning or supervising
sent employees on such bodies'. Ve do think, Madam
President, that that is a much more appropriate provision.

On Article 4 the Commission has no difficulty in
accepting the principle of a threshold for the size of
group which falls within the terms of the directive, and
the threshold of a thousand employees seems accept-

able

to us,

since this definition excludes small and

medium-sized enterprises.

On freedom of the press and charitable bodies, the
amendment to Anicle 1 of the Commission's proposal

is,

I think, inspired by the German legislation

which

exempts press undenakings, charitable bodies and the

other bodies mentioned

in the amendment from

employee panicipation in boardrooms and from those
employee panicipadon righr granted under the German Vorks Councils Act, which might affect the freedom of the body concerned to carry.out its specific
purposes. It is, however, understood under the relevant provisions of the STorks Councils Act that the

basic social protection of the workers shall not be
affected by that exception. It appears therefore that
rhe drafting of the amendment is wider than is neces-
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sary for granting the freedom Lo carry out charitable
or political or public information purposes.

There seems indeed, Madam President, no good
reason why workers in pension funds or workers in
scientific or educational enterprises or indeed workers
in the press should nor benefit from the provisions of
this directive, which only grants social protection to
the workers. The Commission will therefore examine
the draft directive point by poinr in order to find out
more exactly where conflict might arise with narional
legislation on this matrer such as that in Germany. Ve
will accordingly produce a text which avoids such conflicts without imposing the same practices Com-

I say roo, in parenthesis, that the
same exercise must be done as regards the amended
draft of the Fifth Directive on company srrucrures.
munity-wide. May

On Anicle 8, the problem is to legislate effectively
where the managemenr of the dominant undertaking is
located outside the Community. Parliamenr's alrernative, which avoids the pitfalls of extrarerritoriality and

provides

that where rhe dominant

undenaking

appoints no agenr each subsidiary is responsible, seems
[o us to be preferable in practical rerms ro the original
proposal, and the Commission can accept ir.

In conclusion, it is the Commission's hope that a long

and fruitful consulrarion with Parliament will

be

brought to an end with this sraremenr and Parliament's
subsequent vote. The Commission stresses that,
although it must maintain a differentiared position on
Parliament's proposals, it will be guided by them in
relation to the essentials of the directive, as an information directive. Thus, on the scope of the directive,
frequenry, the threshold, secrec/, the bypass and
extraterritorialiry, ir will be able to follow the sense of
Parliament's proposals
in most
very closely.
- text in cases
On scope we prefer a clearer
relation to specific
information, one indeed which has wide suppon
aheady in this Parliamenr. 'Sfle are nor persuaded of
the utility of the reference ro rhe Seventh Directive.
On secrecy, we suggesr a different merhod for
exempting the most sensitive information. These preferences do not spring from a fundamentally different
approach, and I hope I have given Parliament good
reasons for thein.
issues, if I can call them
direct elections, freedom of the press
there
- distance between us, bur I think we should
- be
is some
careful not [o exaggerate rhe extent of it. Here I do,
particularly on direct elections, appeal to Parliament
to think very carefully about its position. In both cases
there seems ro be a danger that what is believed to be
the experience of one national grouping is being
allowed to predominate, whereas we are talking about
a directive which is essenrially a flexible insrrumenr
and has rc be applicable in ten Member States wirh an
enormo-us variery of traditions and a great variation of

On the more consrirutional

that

practices.

prevent the practices referred to in relation to this
directive, direct elections being the one case and freedom from certain legislation for the press and confessional bodies the other. Ve need to do some detailed
work to establish the position in this second case but in
both I hope the principle is perfectly clear.
Madam President, I apologize for taking up so much
of the Parliamenr's rime on rhis issue, but I am bound
to say thar ir is one which, while I would not say thar
is has obsessed me since I became a Commissioner, has
cenainly taken up a large pan of my waking hours and

my working week.

rhar

(Applause)

Mr

President.

Richard, Parliament decided to

include the -rest of the voting on rhe Spencer reporr on
the agenda for the December pan-session.

I call Lord Harmar-Nicholls.
Lord Harmar-Nicholls.

I

-

Madam President, because

believe that the records of this Parliamenr are impor-

tant on ma[ters of this sort,

it

is very important that

the report of the Commissioner should be clearly
understood. At the beginning of this very demiled
explanation, the Commissioner congratulated Parliament on whar he claimed ro be accepring rhe legally
binding agreemenr. Thar oughr not to be allowed to
stand in those words. Parliament accepted a legally
binding agreemenr subject ro amendments which have
not been accepted by rhe Commission. The point of
order is, can u/e have the record amended ro point our
that any principle [har was acceprcd was subject ro the
amendments being accepted and our freedom of action to turn this thing our remains if they are nor
introduced.

President.
It is not possible ro commenr on rhe
stapements by the Commissioner. The matter is there-

-

fore closed, Lord Harmar-Nicholls.

I can give Parliamenr the Commission's firm

assurances that in neither case is there any intention to

I think that the amendmenr.s

Parliament has made, taken together with the acceprance of most of them that I have indicated this afternoon and the variations that I have also indicarcd this
afternoon, all taken togerher as one coherenr package,
give us what I think all of us in this House and certainly we in the Commission want. It gives us something which first of all produces a better informed
labour force and consequenrly berrer labour relations
inside the Community. Secondly, it gives us a pracricable framework within which this information and consultation can take place. Ir has to have a framework,
but is has to be flexible, it has ro be fair and it has to be
workable. I hope, Madam President, rhar the result of
our effons will indeed be to achieve precisely that.

I call Mr Richard.

Mr

Richard, Member of the Commission.

-

Madam

President, I am not responding to Lord HarmarNicholls because I really do not think it is for the
Commission this afternoon to respond rc individual
statements made

by Members of Parliament

excePt
are

within the proper constitutional framework. \7e
not in Question Time at the moment.

I merely wanted to say something that I omitted to say
which was that I hope it will be for the convenience of
the House, and perpaps even for Lord HarmarNicholls at the same time, if I were to inform him and
rhe House that copies of what I said this afternoon
will be available, I think from about now.
President.
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I call Mr Bangemann.

Mr Bangem

(DE) Madam President, we
more time discussing the
losing
any
should not be
agenda and the simplest course would be to follow the
agenda exactly as it is printed. After debating the
Douro report we shall vote on it at 4'30 p.m. \7e shall
endeavour to vo[e on the amendments within an hour.
That ought to be possible. Between 5'30 and Z p.m'
we can have Question Time in the esteemed presence
of the President-in-Office of the Council, and then
the Socialist Group can have its meeting.
(Parliament agreed to Mr Bangemann\ proposal)

I call Mrs Maij-Veggen.
lO. Economic situation in the Corntnunity

Mrs Maij-\fleggen.- (NL) lt is to do with the same
point, Madam President. !7e are discussing things on
the basis of a spoken text and I just hope that the
Commission will be as speedy . .

.

(annual report)

The next item is the report (Doc. 1-822/
82), drawn- up by Mr Ruffolo on behalf of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, on the
President.

I have already said, Mrs Maij-Veggen,
President.
- be no discussion of this matter.
that there can

proposal from the Commission rc the Council
(Doc. 1-818/82
COM(82) 677 final) concern- of
the annual rePort on the
ing the adoption
economic situation in the Community and establishing the economic policy guidelines for 1983.1

9. Agenda

I call Mr Moreau, deputizing for the rapporteur.
President.

I have been informed

by the President-

- the Council that he must leave at seven
in-Office of
o'clock. \7e shall have to take another look at the
problem of this evening's business. I therefore proPose
ihat Question Time be held between half past four and
six o'clock. At six we can begin the voting on the
Douro and Sutra reports, and when the voting is over
the group meetinBs can be held until nine o'clock.
I call Mr Arndt.

(DE) Madam President, our group has
Mr Arndt.
- meeting arranged for seven o'clock
a long-planned
with the President and five other Members of the
Commission, and in our estimation we shall need at
least one and a half hours for the topics we want to
discuss. If the agenda were changed, this meeting of
great importance to our group would have to be cancelled. Ve cannot agree to thal You can do what you
like but we definitely want to go ahead with our meeting with the Commission representatives at seven
o'clock.

President.

I

made my suggestion,

Mr

Arndt,

because the President-in-Office of the Council was
aware that in accordance with the agenda Question
Time would run from half past five to seven o'clock,
and this was why he was counting on leaving at seven.

I

The following oral questions were included in the debate:
oral quesiion (Doc. 1-803/82) by Mr Bonaccini and
-others
to the Council:

Subject: Community economic and social policy
1. Does the Council share the opinion of the undersigned
that there is an urgent need for new coordinated measures at
European and nat-ional level rc boost economic'activity so as
to combat unemployment?
2. Does the Council not consider that these measures should
be based on a more flexible concept of growth, attaching
more imDortance to quality, thus allowing a more balanced
development of the'Member Smtes an-d the regions of
Europe?

3. To meet the reouirements of the current situation should
these measures not

i.t

on both suppty and demand?

be closely coordinated with the maior industrializid countties, particularly the United States and
iapan? Should it not be combined with measures to increase

4. Should this policy not

iehand in the developing countries?
prepared to undertake to institute a policy
5. Is the Council ;Jumbo'

Council on 16 November 1982?
of this kind at the
6. Furthermore, is the Council prepared to put into practice
as soon as oossible. and in anv'event befori the end of this
lepislative o'eriod. the oropos"ls contained in the resolutions
oflth. Er.6p."n Parliament passed in the wake of the reports
bv Mrs Saliich on new technologies and employment, by Mr
Ceravolo.on the adaption of working time, by Mr Didd on
the suaranteed work'plan, bv Mr Ca-ivez on pan-time work
andty Miss De Valera on th. ag. of retiremint, panicularly
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Mr Moreau, depaty rapporteur.
(FR) Madam President, ladies and gentlemen, as -Chairman of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs I wish rc
present the repon drafted by our colleague, Mr Ruffolo. Mr Ruffolo in fact considered rhat the texr finally adopted by rhe commirtee deviated ro an unacceptable degree from his original rexr and thus felt
obliged to stand down as rapporreur
somerhing

- which
which happens rarely in this House but

also

17

. 11. 82

I shall cover three themes: the economic analysis and
general objectives; medium-rerm policy measures; and
shon-term policy measures. Our commirree unanimously approved the Commission's economic analysis
and the general objectives which it proposed for rhe
Community in rhe present crisis situation.
I should also like ro

address the President-in-Office

of

the Council.

indicates the difficulties which we face and the internal

conflicrs which sometimes exist. However,

I

feel

bound to say thar our working methods are not necessarily the best suited for bringing problems into rhe
open and attemptint to find common ground and possible compromises.

I should like to point out that the drafting and adoption of the annual report on the economic situation is
a truly Herculean task, nor helped in my view, by the

Bureau's refusal

to adopt our rexr at the ordinary

meeting on 4 November.

Having explained the rather special circumslances, I
shall now present the report with the aim of informing
this House as fully as possible about the debates within

our committee. The report was adopred by
with 13 abstentions.

12 votes,

those concerning work-sharing and the panicrpation of

workers and their represenrarivel in decisions on the introduction of new rechnologies?
oral question (Doc. l-809/82), tabled by Mr Glinne on
-behalf
of the Socialist Group, to the Council:'
Subject: Special aid to regions affected by rhe crisis in the
European iron and steel indusrry
1. Does the Council share the Commission's view that the
level of steel consumption, which was very low during the
third (summer) qy1ryi1 of 1982, will be e{ually low diring
the fourth quaner? If this situation continuei, thi annual leve]
of consumption will be l0O million tonnes, rhe lowest ever
figure since the ECSC was set up (1952).

2..Does the Council agree that rhe regions affected by the
crisis in the iron and sreel industry should be granted special
aid?

3. Vhat is the Council's artitude, in this connecrion, ro the
statements_made by Commissioner Davignon in which he announced the Commission's intenrion
propose that rhe

io

member governmen$ should allocate subsrintiil aid for conversion in rhe- regions affeced by the crisis? This investment
aid, to come from rhe European Regional Development Fund
(non-quota secrion), would amounito 200 millioir ECU over
five years and would supplemenr the relatively small conversion loan currently allocated from ECSC appropriations.
ques-tions, tabled by Mr de la Maldne on behalf of
;the oral
Group of European Progressive Democrars, to rhe Commission (Doc. 1-806/82) and rhe Council (Doc. l-BO7 /82):
Subject: Strengthening of the European Moneury System
Given that the European Monetary System is a mainstay of
European unification that has preseruei the unity of rhe common market at a rime when the seriousness of ihe economic
crisis has reached an unprecedented level in the Community's
history, what measures does the Commission, Council intend
to take with a view to extending rhe system so that the inadequate converqence of the European economies can be strengthened and the current rhrear of a worsening internation"al
monetary climate avoided

?

You are already familiar with the economic analysis. I
shall simply give a very brief summary. The forecasts

for

1983 are as follows: a growrh rare of 1ol0, provided
there is an upswing in the second half of rhe year;
poor prospects for world trade (a possible increase of
2.20/o); reduced infladon and external deficits, but
with divergences between Member States remaining
very significant; increased unemploymenr, reaching 12

million in rhe second half of 1983. The Commission,s
repon points our rhat 1983 will be rhe founh consecutive year of economic sragnarion, a crisis which our
committee, like the Commission, agrees is mainly of a
structural rather than cyclical nature.
Faced with this situation, we agree with the Commission that the Community can have only rwo essenrial
general objectives in the years ahead, the first being to
halt the dramatic increase in unemployment and-the
second to achieve a rerurn ro sustained, high-level
economic grov/rh rhrough a lasting reduction in the
inflation rare and a betrcr balance of external trade
and public finance.

'!7hile

there were no disagreements within our committee on these poinrs, which are contained in the
opening paragraphs of the modon, opinions differed
on the contenrs of rhe medium-rerm and short-term
poliry guidelines. Having agreed that the crisis was
rya-inly of a structural nature rhe Committee began by

defining the medium-term policies required, rrrirely a
reduction in the rigidities which weaken rhe competitiveness of our economy and the introduction of measures to promote employment.
The committee emphasized a number of strucrural rigidides which it believes musr be overcome; in order io
remain comperirive we musr help industry ro adapt to
the new technologies in the services se.io, and, even
more imoonantly, the telemarics sector, improve rhe
way in which public finance can conrribute io ..ot omic restructuring, and reduce, by encouraging competition, intermediate costs and profits arising from
monopoly positions.

In the light of the presenr economic sragnarion the
Community also needs to adjust the volume of public
expenditure devoted ro the social sector. The same
applies to the social security sysrems designed in a
period of high economic growth. The need ii to divert
this expenditure rowards helping the hardesr-hit categories and towards programmes for retraining work-
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The Committee also emphasized the growing disparity
between the results of the play of market forces and all
the constraints imposed by the different levels of authority, which have led to the development of what we
call the'hidden' economy.

Finally, we maintain that rigorous action is needed to
full development of the Community's
domestic market and to combat any attemPts to renationalize national markets. Our rapponeur, Mr Ruffolo, advocated active State support for research and
the introducdon of a policy of genuine industrial
cooperation in the Community as the only means of
reducing the structural rigidities in the Community
and promoting our competitiveness. Unfonunately
this view was shared by
and this is my own opinion
As
committee.
within
the
majority
only a very small
regards the structural measures, the resolution also
refers to cenain measures to promote vocational Eaining and employment, especially for young persons. In
this respect we fully apProve the Commission's proposals reaffirming the principle of social Suarantee as
expressed in paragraph 19 of our rePort. However,
although there was widespread agreemen[ on this
poinr, opinions differed on the procedures for establhhing genuine consultation between the State and the
tv/o sides of industry and the conditions for strengthening the social consensus through increased worker

promote the

panicipation

in

decision-making, job-sharing and

profit-sharing.

In conclusion, Madam President, I would like to say
how much I regret, as Chairman of the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs, that despite our
effons we did not manage to achieve a broad consensus at a time when the economic situation in Europe is
worsening and is likely to worsen even funher in the
months ahead. I hope that the debate which follows
will enable us to reconcile our differences.

I see it, it is time to stop arguing. This House
should be capable of going beyond the Commission's

As

proposals, but the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs has not done so: on cenain points
our resolution falls well short of the Commission's
proposals. If we are not capable of making this effon
the public has every right to be disappointed in us. !7e
have to act decisively to tackle the basic problems and
ry to find solutions which are acceptable to the
majority and which can resolve, even if only partially,
the problems facing our countries and our peoples.

The report consequently remains silent on the essential
aspecr of social poliry for the future.

I

shall be more brief as regards the shon-term measures, of which I see three grouPs in this report. The
committee agrees with the Commission's recommendations to rhe two categories of countries in the Community: those in which the financial imbalance is less
severe and those whose economies still show considerable monetary and financial disequilibrium' The former are recommended to reduce their interest rates
and adopt a less rigorous budgetary policy, while the
latter are recommended to reduce rapidly their high
inflation rates and heavy external deficits by means of
monetary containment and financial discipline'
As regards monetary matters, the repon reaffirms that
the European Monetary System cannot in itself bring
about sufficient convergence of the economies of the
Member States, but is nevertheless a key element. The
report therefore sffesses the need for the gradual creation of a central monetary authority and for the
development of the role of the ECU.

The Commission's proposal concerning NCI
cates that the Commission intends
more in its borrowing transactions.

obtain from the Council and the Member States gen'We also urge
uine coordination of economic policies.
it to make greater use of the power of recommendation granted to it under Article 11 of the Council
Decision of tgl + with a view to ensuring the necessary
coordination of economic, monetary and budgetary
policies. Finally, we again emphasize that the Present
decision-making machinery within the Council is not
capable of ensuring the necessary convergence of the
Member States' economic policies.

III

indi-

to use the ECU

(Applause)

President.

Mr

-

I call the Council.

Ellemann-Jensen, President

of the

Council'

(DA) The Council fully shares the concern regarding
just
the economic prospects which Mr Moreau has
expressed. \7e can all see now that the economic
recession which began in the mid-1970s shows no sign
of loosing im hold and has begun to take on the
appearance of a genuine economic crisis. All the indus-

uialized counuies are faced with serious difficulties'
Production and growth are vinually stagnant. Unemployment is widespread and sdll growing. The deficits
in the Member States' budgem have attained unacceptable proponions and foreign payments imbalances are
persisting and increasing. Only the rate of inflation has
begun to show some signs of improvement.

for 1983 do not seem to
hold out any promise of significant improvement
either for the Community or for the industrialized
countries in general. There has been a glimmer of
hope in several countries, but it is still too early to
decide whether or not we can expect real economic
Present economic forecasts

recovery.

The repon also contains a number of recommendarions of an institurional nature. Ve urge the Commission to show greater commitment in its effons to

It

is not surprising that the discussions of the Euro-

pean Council in March and June this year were largely
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devorcd ro rhe economic and social situation. This
topic will, of course, receive parricular arrention in the
discussions of the European Council in Copenhagen
on 3 and 4 December. The Presidency accords top
priority ro rhe need to improve the economic and

the economic and social policies of the Communiry
and the Member States should be coordinated as
closely as possible. The Council holds the view rhat
this should also be the case as regards coordination
with the economic and social policies of rhe major

social situation.

industrialized counrries and rhe developing countries.

The discussions of the Ministers for the Economy,

As

Finance and Labour ar rheir meedng last Monday and
yesterday concerned the economic and social situation. I will rerurn larer ro rhe results of those discussions, but I feel they varrant a mention here as evidence of the Council's effons to improve rhe economic and social siruation.

held which dealt with three main topics, i.e. the
improvement of the economic situation, the adjustment of working hours and, finally, the question of

The immediate aim of these meetings is ro prepare

youth employmenr.
a

preliminary draft as a basis for the discussions of the
European Council in December, so rhar it may be possible m reach agreemenr on conclusions which will
enable coordinated measures m be taken at European
and national level. Such cooperarion must complement
the national measures taken by each of the Member
States to stimulate the economy.

The Community recognizes the need to restore and
strengthen confidence in the ability of the international trade sysrem ro creare a stable and predicrable
commercial environment and to meet new challenges.
This calls for the Member States to reduce

co--eriial

friction, to oppose protecrionisric pressure and

encourage rhe liberalization and growrh of trade.

As regards point 2 of the question, rhe Council considers it desirable ro ensure a balanced development in
the Member Srates and the regions of Europe. One of
the objectives of the Treaty of Rome is rhe harmonious development of economic activities throughout
the Community and a conrinuous and balanced expanslon.

To attain this objective the Communiry has
means at irs disposal and

several

I would menrion in this con-

nection the Regional and Social Funds and the European Investment Bank. Other topics, such as the Community's Mediterranean policy, are under examination. As regards the qualitarive aspecr of growth, the
Community is cooperating in rhe area of environmental policy. I agree that it is imponanr ro introduce
measures to act on both supply and demand. As
regards supply, these measures should lead to a reductio-n in production cosrs, and as regards demand,
effons should be directed towards the cieation of conditions [o promore an increase in sales. I, therefore,
agree thar both elements should be included. A reduction in inrerest rares is one example of ways of reducing costs, while the encouragement of investment

would be a way

of

contributing ro an increase in

demand.

I also agree with the views expressed

with rhe United

on cooperation

States, Japan and the developing
counries. According to the provisions of the Treaties,

I mentioned earlier, the Ministers for the Economy, Finance and Labour have been meering in Brussels over the last few days and yesterday the joint
Council meering, the so-called jumbo Council, was

The Commission had submitted a communication on

to the Council meeting and this
communication, together with .the separare Council
meerings held previously, i.e. the economic and financial meeting, rhe meeting of the Council of Ministers
of Labour and the meering of the Standing Committee
on Employmenr on 26 October, formed the basis for
the deliberations ar rhe joinr Council meedng.
these three quesrions

I can also inform you rhat the Presidency last Monday
consulted with rhe rwo sides of industry ar European

level concerning the quesrions on rhe Council,s
agenda. This provided an opponuniry for rhe various

parties concerned ro pur forward their views regarding
the possibilities of improving the economic situadon
and to reaffirm their position as regards the problems
on the labour market as already put forward in the
Standing Committee on Employment.

The aim of the Council meeting was ro gain a better
understanding of the unemploymenr problems, ro analyse the economic situation and, finally, to determine
what new initiadves could be taken at Communiry
level wirh a view to developing and strengthening th!
adjustment poliry which should be implemented in the
individual Member Stares.

I should like ro stress that after a thorough

discussion

of the problems rhe Council managed to reach

"greement yesterday regarding its furure work. There
is, I
think, good reason ro be pleased about rhis, since it is
the first time a so-called jumbo Council has resulted in
agreemenr on

I

also think

joint conclusions.

it is importanr ro srress thar the

conclu-

sions themselves_ give no grounds for maintaining thar
the meeting had raised hopes regarding a solut6n to

the unemploymenr problems whth
not be fulfilled. The conclusions are clear and"o,ild
in a number of

particularly imponant areas agreemenr has

been

reached on fundamental principles.

The Council agreed rhat if effective results were to

be

achieved in the fight against unemployment the fragmented poliry would need the supporr, of a srronger
social consensus, there would have to be a general
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willingness to accept the less desirable consequences of
the requisite adjustments and, finally, the adjustment
measures should not increase social inequality.

I should like to conclude this section of my statement
by mentioning the problems concerning working
hours. The Council's deliberations on this matter

At international level, the Council intends to do what
it can to combat protectionist tendencies. If we are to
bring about greater economic stability we will, among
othei things, have to join other countries, panicularly
the USA and Japan, in effons aimed at strengthening

various Member States but it nevenheless managed to
draw up certain joint guidelines in this field too. Thq
Commiision's proposals for concrete measures will be
dealt with at the meeting of the Council of Ministers
of Labour and Social Affairs on 10 December, and the
Council has undertaken to conclude its deliberadons
on these proposals at that meeting.

international monetary and financial cooperation with
a view to achieving on the one hand reduced interest
rates and, on the other, greater stability in exchange
rates. This is vital if we are to achieve increased productive investment.

The Council calls on the Member States to see to it
that there is a shift of emphasis in public expenditure
in the direction of productive expenditure, and in this
connection the Council imelf has undertaken to examine the national budgets with a view to determining to
what extent this reorientation is actually mking place.

In the central section of the conclusions, which deals
with investments, the Council undertakes to use all the
instruments at its disposal with a view to increasing
productive investment. In this connection, the existing
for example, the European
Communiry instruments
Investment Bank, the ECSC, the Regional Fund and
should be used as
the New Community Instrument
effectively as possible and the Council should adopt a
position as soon as possible on [he ProPosal for a new

iranche

of I ooo million ECU under the so-called

New Community Instrument.

Further development and finalization of the internal
market is of the utmost imponance for an increase in
private investment and in this connection too highest
priority must be accorded to the fight against national
protectionist rcndencies which are unfonunately in
Lvidence here and there. Ve intend to try and solve
some of the outstanding problems in this respect at a
special Council meeting. As well as developing the
internal market, we must also draw up an industrial
policy which will increase the Community's competiriveness ztis-ti-ois the rest of the world.

Innovation policy should be given greater role to
^
play than it has hitherto, both at national and Community level, and here too the Communiry funds
should be more actively involved.

reflected the substantial differences of approach in the

I

did not personally take part in the jumbo Council

yesterday since I was akeady on my way to Suasbourg
so that I would be available for today's business. However, I will see to it that Parliament is provided with
copies of the text of the Council's conclusions, which I
have here, so that it will be possible to continue the
dialogue between the Council and Parliament on these

vital issues.

I should like to point out, in this connection, that the
President of the Council who chaired the jumbo
Council intends to meet Parliament's Economic and
Moneary Committee this coming week and,
obviously, he will be able to go into the deliberations
in the Council in greater detail on that occasion.

As regards the

Commission's proposals regarding
vocational training and new technologies, Part-time
work, temporary work and, finally, a flexible retirement age, these are all currently being dealt with in the
Council and it is not possible for me at this stage to say
what the outcome will be since the Ministers are not
scheduled to discuss them undl next month.
Perhaps it would be a good idea at this point for me to

go on to the other questions, i.e. those concerning
steel and monetary cooperation. As regards the Commission's steel forecasts, I should like to say that they
quite rightly envisage an actual srcel consumption
within the Community of 24'10 milliont for the
fourth quarter of 1982, i.e. the same as for the third
quarter which, as you know, is usually somewhat
lower as a result of the holidays.

It is on the basis of these forecasts that the reduction
rarcs for production quotas have been worked out.
The Council can only take note of this while regretting the fact that the market is showing no signs of
picking up, which means that total steel consumPtion

for
The Council expressed extreme concern regarding the
problem of youth unemployment, which should be
given very special priority in the Community strategy
for the combating of unemployment. As a contribution
towards solving these problems, the Council advocat'ed practical implementation in the Member States
of the proposal to the effect that steps should be taken
ro ensure that young Persons fresh on the labour market have an opponunity of receiving vocational training or initial work experience.

1982

million t

will probably amount to approximately

-

104

the lowest level in the last 20 years.

The aim of the Community's structural financing
instruments is to rectify existing regional structural
imbalances and to present new imbalances arising as a

of the current crisis. The Council intends to
adopt the Commission's proposals for a second series
of measures under the non-quota section of the
Regional Fund in the very near future. These measures
will, inter alia, affect regions hit by the crisis in the

result
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steel, rcxtile and shipbuilding sectors. However, since
the Council has not as yet received the Commission's
proposals, it obviously cannor adopt a position with
regard to them.

Finally, I should like to make a few remarks in answer
to the question regarding the European Monetary Syscem. It is almost 4 years now since the European
Council decided ro ser up rhe European Monetary
System and since then the world has experienced
unprecedenred fluctuations in interest and exchange
rates. I might remind you, by way of illustration, rhat
when the European Council rook its historic decision a
mere 4 years ago, the American interest ratewas l2o/0.
It is 120/o again today, but in the meanrime it has been
far above 200/0. At the end of 1978, one could buy
$100 for 75ECU. Nowadays one has rc pay almost
110 ECU, which corresponds

to an

increase

of

over

There are also the very shon-rerm fluctuations
in interest and exchange rates which have been grearer
than anything we have previously seen and it is in this
dramatic conrexr thar we should assess the imponance
of European cooperation in the monetary field since
the aim of this cooperarion was [o creare an area of
monetary stabiliry in Europe and, viewed in the light
of the international development as I have just discribed rhem, we musr admit that this cooperarion has
450/0.

been a grear success. Under exceptionally difficult
conditions, the system has guaranteed a reasonable
degree of stabiliry in exchange rates which has been ro
the advantage of trade and the Common Agricultural
Policy.

towards strengthening the system, even

if the formal

rules have remained unchanged.

The Council discussed an exrension of the system on
two occasions during the first 5 months of this year,
on the basis of srudies by the Commission. The Council was nor in favour of extending rhe system at the
present srage, but it has nevenheless asked the two
committees to continue their work on the question.

Two Members of rhis Parliament, Mr Deleau and Mr
Remilly, have put quesrions regarding two aspects of
the system i.e. the fluctuations margins and the divergence indicators. In the Council's view, the margins

of

fluctuations have operared sadsfactorily in thai they
have served to keep the exchange rates fairly parallil
as required for the purposes of rhe common market
and the agricultural arrangemenm, while ar rhe same
time there has been sufficient room for manoeuvre for
the market forces. The Council does not have occasion
to discuss any possible changes in these margins since
neither the Commission nor the Member States have
expressed any wishes ro rhar effect. The divergence
indicators have also fulfilled their purposes and have
been a useful element in the system. There are no
plans to make any changes in this area either.

To sum up, it is rhe Council's view that, viewed in the
context of the substantial disturbances on the inrernational monetary scene in recent years, the EMS has
guaranteed a high degree of monetary stability for
Europe.

I should like rc draw particular arrenrion to one aspecr
of monetary cooperarion which is of significance for
the future, i.e. rhat under the European Monetary Sys-

tem monetary poliry has really become a joint Community concern. In fact, it is only natural thar rhe rates
for the German Mark expressed in terms of French
Frances cannor be fixed independenrly of rhe rate for
the French Franc in rerms of German Marks, and in
the absence of cooperation in the field of exchange
rates, a change in the rates for the Mark one day
might be cancelled our by a corresponding change in
the rate for rhe Franc the next. This is obvious, but ir
was only with the introduction of the EMS that people
finally staned drawing the appropriare conc[usiorrs

IN THE CFIAIR: MR

ESTGEN

Vice-President

President.
!7e
now inrerrupt the debate for
- voreshall
the scheduled
on the Douro repon. Before we
proceed to rhe voring, I call the rapponeur rc finish
his speech.

from this obvious fact.

Under the European Monetary Sysrem, quesrions of
exchange rares are discussed between all the participant States and decisions regarding changes in
exchange rares are taken jointly, which is important at
at time when the risk of comperirive devaluation is
greater rhan it has ever been since the crisis of rhe
1930s. Six adjustments have been made in exchange
rates since the system was se[ up and it was in connection wirh rhese adjustmenrs rhar a procedure was
introduced ro ensure that decisions could be taken
swiftly if developmenm should render adjustmenrs
necessary. The developmenm in day-to-day coopera-

tion between the central banks have also contributed

Lord Douro, rdpporteur.
President, before we
- Mr
begin rhe vote I should like
to reply to some points
made during the debate this morningMrs von Alemann, who unfonunately is no[ here, was
of rhe way the different parts of the report
appeared to be so disconnected. I would explain to her
thar rhar is because so many commitrees ient in opinions, and I ried rc incorporate part of all rhose opinions in the repon. Ineviably that gives some appearcrisical

ance

of disconnecrion berween the differenr prnr-, but

I felt it was imponant to p.oduce
a
balanced reporr showing the difficulties and the
on the orher hand

advantages and not rrying to hide anything.
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Mr Galland, who is just walking in, was critical of the
fact that in the repon Spain was always mentioned
before Ponugal. In recital B of the preamble the
French and English texts are different, and I hope we
can correct that when we get to the vote. For the rest
of the report I have always put Spain before Portugal
because in French, his language, Espagne comes before
Portugal. That is the reason, there is no other reason.

President.

-

I call Mr von der Vring.

(DE) Mr President, I would ask
Mr von der Vring.
- logical way to proceed is to put
you to note that the
Amendment No 105, by Mr Pcittering, to the vote
before Amendment No 47.

_

President, I wanted to address a brief
remark to the President-in-Office of the Council, who
unfonunately has just walked out of the room. This
debate was held especially on a'!il'ednesday so that the
Council could panicipate in it. It is therefore, I feel,
rather regrettable that for most of the debate the
Council was not represented in the Chamber, and certainly not at the beginning or the end. I feel that if
Parliament holds debates on \flednesday on matters of
such imponance to the whole Community, and in this
instance to the African countries, it would be preferable if the Council could be represented. Mr President, I therefore hope that the President-in-Office of
the Council will read the many comments made by
Members asking the Council ro conclude the negotiations with Spain and Portugal in the early pan of next
year.

Finally,

Mr

ll.

President.

-

Yes, you are right.

Afier the adoption of Amendment No 40
President.
There is a small problem, ladies and gendemen. \7e- ought to suspend the voting now in order

to move on to Question Time. There are still

15

amendments to be considered, however, and I propose
that we continue with the voting.
(Parliament decided to continue ooting)

(FR)
Mr Sutra.
mentioned 15 amendments,
- DoesYou
Mr President.
this mean that after the joint
debate you intend to abandon the vote on my report?

President.
I shall consult the House again after the
vote on the- Douro report.
Votesr

Afier tbe adoption of the Douro report
Douro report (Doc. l-65E/E2 enlargement of the

Co_-unity)
Recitals A rc E

Lord Douro, rapporteur.
Mr President, in preamble
B, the second preamble, -there is a difference between
the English text and the French rcxt. Could I ask that
the English text be the authoritative one and the
French text accordingly alrcred?

President.

-

Paragraph 49

Very well.

-

Amendment 10)

(DE)The Secretariat has apparently
Mr Piittering .
made a small mistake
after this was tabled. The aim of
the amendment which other Members and I submitted
was not
as it actually says on the printed amendmenr - to insen a new paragraph 48 (a) but rc
replace- No 49. 'We are simply seeking approval of our
decisions in February on the introduction of a plan for
the Mediterranean. Ve are putting this demand rc the
Commission again.
1

See

Annex I.

President.
I must outline the situation, ladies and
gentlemen.- There are 39 amendments to the Sutra
report, which means that voting will take about half an
hour. There are two alternatives: either we shonen
Question Time or we postpone the vote until mmor-

row. As you know, the President-in-Office of the
Council must leave at seven o'clock. If I am to keep to
the agenda, I must posrpone the vote on the Sutra
report until [omorrow.

I call the rapporteur.
(FR) Mr Presidenr, I am
dead against what your- have just proposed and I am
amazed at such a suggestion. I request you to put my
report to the vore, in accordance with the agenda, and
rc have the House deal with my morion for a resolution.

Mr Sutra, rdpporteur.

(Parliarnent decided to continue aoting)

President.

-

Mr Enright.

I call Mr Enright on

a

point of order.

Mr President, ir seems to me rctally,

utterly and absolutely
discouneous to keep the Council here, panicularly since the Council has such a tight
schedule. Therefore, I would suggesr rhat we excuse
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the Council this time. I think it is quite disgraceful that
y/e are doing so, but it seems to me that it is the right
and proper thing to do.

told you that the Council can stay until
- I but
not after that time.
o'clock,

President.
seven

Sutra report (Doc. 1-785182 enlargement of the EEC
towards the south)

Afier the adoption of tbe resolation

as a

whole

(FR) If I may, Mr President,
Mr Sutra, rdpporteur.
- to the representatives of the
I should like to apologize
Council who have waited until now, but I think it is
right for the House to keep to the agendas it decides

mitigate employment problems, as it had been asked to
do by the meeting of Heads of State or Government in
London. For that reason the appropriations of the
European Social Fund for 1983 were fixed at I 442
million ECU in commitment appropriations and I 155
million ECU in payment. appropriations, representing
an increase ol 160/o and 26.70/o respectively as compared with the 1982 financial year. \7ith the same
intent, the Council provided Community instruments
and mechanisms with addidonal resources in order to
carry out action which would be suited to the situation
and panicular needs of the least prosperous Member
States. The appropriations of the European Regional
Development Fund were fixed at 1 910 million ECU in
commirmenr appropriations and 1 175 million ECU in
payment appropriations in the draft budget for the

financial year 1983, representing an increase of
8.550/o and 9.30lo respectively in comparison with
1982. In this connection it should be noted that these
budget allocations were adopted on the basis of existing Reguladons which are still in force.

on.

(NL) May I ask the President-inMr Van Miert.
question about the recent
Office a supplementary
Jumbo Council, namely to what extent this Council
really did take steps to tackle the economic crisis and

72. Qaestion Time

The next item is the second pan of
President.
(Doc. l-850/82). Ve start with quesTime
Question
tions to the Council.
I call Question 57, by Mr Van Mien (H-369 / 82)
At the European Council meeting held in London
in November 1981, agreement was reached on a
:

number of Communiry guidelines concerning the
firsr section of the Mandate of 30 May with respect to the resrructuring of the Community
budget.

In view of the persistent economic crisis and the
ever-increasing rate of unemployment, does not
the Council feel that practical measures with

unemployment, in view of the fact that the number of
unemployed has now reached 11 .2 million? I have just
read in the press that the French Minister of Finance,
Mr Delors, has said that that Council was a Council of

indifference. $7ould
with that?

agree

(DA) I would draw your
Ellemann-Jensen.
- I made earlier today in the
arrenrion to rhe statement
House on the outcome of the Jumbo Council yesterday and which indicates that I do not share the view
that it was a fiasco. On the contrary, I pointed out that
it was the first time a Jumbo Council had managed to
agree on some points.

Mr

a

sound financial basis are now urgently required to
develop a genuine social, industrial and regional
policy with the emphasis on the battle against
unemployment, and, if so, how does it account for
the decisions taken on 28 July by the Council of
Ministers for Budget Affairs?

Questions 58, by Mr Deleau, and 59, by
- will
Mr Remilly,
not be called since the subject they
President.

deal with is already on the agenda. Question 50

answered

Mr

Ellemann-Jensen, President-in-Ofice of tbe Coun-

cil.

(DA) As the honourable Member recalled,

guidelines involved relaunching the development of
Community policies in a number of priority fields.

-

Question 51, by Mr Lalor (H-432/82):

\flill the Council give due reason why it

Question 72,by Mr Balfe (H-461/82):

\7hat steps does the Council propose to take to
secure a ban on the use of plastic bullets through-

the

Budget Council on 28 July did nevertheless recognize
the relevance of effecdve action in the social field to

be

Since

has not
discussed the European Parliament's Resolution
'on a ban on the use of plastic bullets' which was
adopted by alarge majority on 13 May last?

the

European
Council which met in London at the end of
November last year provisionally sketched out a number of guidelines for the Community's future activity,
but these were not formally adopted. One of these

will

in writing as the author is absent.l

their subjecm are related, I call simultaneously

-

Although these guidelines were provisional,

the President-in-Office

1

See

Annex II.
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President

out the Community as called for by rhe European
Parliament in four resolutions passed in May this

Nonhern Ireland pointed out rhar plastic bullets were
the only weapons that the RUC had to defend them-

year?

selves against murderous gangs?

Question 89, by Mr Balfe (H-462/82):

-

Vill

the Foreign Ministers draw to the attention
of the Polish Governmenr the four resolutions on
plastic bullets passed by the European Parliament
in May this year?

Mr

Ellemann-Jensen, President-in-Office of the Coun(DA) As you will be
cil.
rhe question raised
- honourable Membersaware,
by the
falls within the comperence of the Member States.

Mr Lalor.

Mr

Ellemann-Jensen.
(DA) No,
President-in- rhat, but his rhe
Office was not aware of
reacrion is one of
concern and disgust whenever he hears reports of violence.

President.
(H-a37 /82):

report from a leading British barrister, Lord Gifford,

passed

in this Parliament in connection with this hor-

rid carry-on in the six counries of Northern Ireland
and have passed it back to Parliament with a statement
saying that this is a marrer for individual counrries?
Surely rhe President-in-Office musr rake a more serious view of this Parliamenr rhan rhar.

I can assure the honourable Member that -I do not feel at all guilty about
Mr

(DA)

Ellemann-Jensen.

this matter. I quietly drew artention ro rhe fact rhat the
problem does not fall within the comperence of the
Council, and I regard that as aking a serious view of
the matter.

Mr

Balfe.

Can

I

ask the President-in-Office

able for the Council
respect.

Moorhouse

Mr

Ellemann-Jensen, President-in-Ofice of the Coun-

(DA) The Energy Council discussed the Com- communication
mission
on rhe Community's natural
gas supplies at its meeting on 9 November 1982. The
Council noted that natural gas would conrinue to play
a major role in the Community energy supply procil.

gramme, the diversification of its energy supply
sources and the reduction of its dependence on oil.
The Council also noted that the Member States' gas
indusry was making a considerable effon ro ensure
the availability of natural gas supplies and that, on the
basis of the information from the Member States and
in the light of the measures ar present envisaged, it
would be possible ro cope with a major interruption in
the flow of supplies with the least possible repercussions for the individual consumer.

I

shall conclude by

saying that the Member Snres will conrinue urirh
measures to foster domestic production, exploration
and developmenr, the diversificarion of impons and
the development of synrhetic gas supplies with the aim
of improving the long-rerm securiry of natural gas
supplies.

whether he -would not regard it as being a normal
courtesy to reply to a communication, and since this
House passed its resolution and communicated it to all
the Member States
I have actually seen the letter
that was sent
that- if rhey fail rc reply it is reasonto

Mr

the Council put natural gas policy. for the
Community on rhe agenda of the nexr meeting of
the Council of Energy Ministers in the light of the
controversy surrounding Soviet narural gas supplies to the Communiry?

Does the President-in-Office nor feel a

who condemned the shooting of a ll-year-old in
Derry as an act of murder for which he could see no
possible defence, at having ro say rhar the Council
have aken no action arising from the resolution

call Question 62, by

\[ill

- having to read out the reply he has just
bit guilty in
given to a question arising from a resolution passed in
May last by this Parliament with a resounding majority? And does he not feel ashamed after reading a

I

to ask them whether they intend
the wishes of this Parliamenr by replying to

Moorhouse.
I would thank rhe President-in- helpful reply.
Office for his very
I would be inrerested
to know what discussions he has had with the Norwegian government with a view to establishing whether

Mr

Norway could make a bigger contribution ro Europe's
natural gas supplies in the future?
Ellemann-Jensen.
(DA) I have
had any
- Governmenr onnor
talks with the Norwegian
rhis ma[rer,
but I am aware rhar the Commission has had discus-

its communications?

Mr

(DA) I can only repeat that
Mr Ellemann-Jensen.
- individual Member
this is a marrer for the
States. Ir
does not fall within the competence of the Council.

with them and rhar various views have been
expressed in rhis House over rhe last few days, when a
Norwegian delegation was on a visit here. I look forward with interest to hearing more about these talks at
various levels.

Mr Paisley.
Is the Presidenr-in-Office aware that
yesterday in -Northern Ireland four people were murdered

by lead bullets and thar the Labour Pany
in the British House of Commons for

spokesman

sions

Mr

IsraEI.

(FR) Can the President-in-Office con-

- given at the last Question Time by
firm the reply

his
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Isra€l
colleague responsible for political cooperation, to the
effect that there is no proof of slave labour being used
on the consrruction of the Siberian pipeline?

(DA) I can confirm to Mr
Mr Ellemann-Jensen.
Isra€l that I am not in possession
of any such proof.
President.
the authors are absent, Questions
- Since
63 and 54 will
be answered in writing.l

I call Question 65, by Mr Normanton (H-372/82):
Vhat steps are Member States proposing to take
to ensure that citizens who reside or work in other
Member States will be able to vote at the Euro-

at all, since all it needs is a declaration of political will
on part of the Council, and that solving the problem
Mr Normanton has put forward would take very

much less time and entail much less difficulry than
seeking to impose a uniform electoral system on the
people of Europe, which has not a car-in-hell's chance
of being agreed before the next European elections?

(DA) As you are aware, the
Ellemann-Jensen.
- with a proposal from ParCouncil has been presented
liament, and it goes without saying that the Council
will give this proposal proper consideration. Among
other things, this means that we are obliged to consider in detail the various familiar proposals contained
in the proposal in question.

Mr

pean Elections in June 1984?

Mr

Mr

Ellemann-Jensen, President-in-Offce of the Coun(DA) The draft act adopted by the European
cil.
Parliament
in March 1982, and in panicular Anicle 5
dealing with the problem raised by the honourable
Member, is still under consideration in the Council.
Ve are all aware that changing the Member States'
electoral laws is an enormously difficult matter both
technically and politically, so that it will probably
come as no surprise that there are still a great number

of unsolved problems.

Mr Normanton.
the President-in- Vhilst thanking
depressing answer, may I
Office for that somewhat
still urge that if there were a decision, in principle, by
the Council to proceed along these lines, I believe that
the people of Europe would see this as the greatest
single sign of hope for future European development
and that the political consequences of such a procedure would make well wonhwhile the efforts of overcoming the difficulties of national legislative measures

?

(DA) There can be no quesMr Ellemann-Jensen.
tion of a decision in -principle. As I said, there are a
number of unsolved and specific problems which will
be discussed at the Council meeting next week. More-

I can inform you that one of these unsolved
problems is whether the right to a vote and the righr to
stand for election should be linked rc rhe narionality
or the country of abode. Another unsolved problem is
whether the elections should be by proponional representation or by simple majority with single-member
constituencies. There will thus be a lot to discuss at the
fonhcoming meeting of the Council.
over,

Balfe.
- \7ould the President-in-Office of the
Council accept that the basis of democracy is that people control the environments in which they live and
that this question is misplaced, because we should nor
be asking each Member State to ensure tha[ its citizens
who reside elsewhere have a vote in that Ssare but in a
true democracy would be asking each Member State
to enfranchise all citizens who lived within that State.

In other words, that Community citizens in the UK
should vote for tJK candidates because that is where
they live while candidates in other States go the votes
of UK and other citizens living in those Sates?

Mr

(DA) The view that has just
Ellemann-Jensen.
been expressed is only one of several, but it will naturally be aken into account at the Council meeting next

-

week.

Mr

IsraEl.

(FR)

Mr

President, would

it not be

desirable, as- a matter of principle, to call at least one
question on political cooperation before 7 p.m.?

(DA) Vill the President-in-Office give
-Norway
an assurance- that Danish migrant workers in
and Sweden will be given voting rights on rhe same
basis as Danish workers in, for instance, Luxembourg
or Strasbourg?

Mr Bonde.

(DA) I am not in a position
Mr Ellemann-Jensen.
- This is one of the problems
to answer that at this stage.
being examined.
President.
Question 65, by Mr Coust6, will not be
called since- the subject is already on the agenda.

Mr Marshall.

!7ould the President-in-Office
the
- that the matter raised by MrofNorCouncil not agree
manton does not in fact contain any major difficulties

I

See

Annex

II

I call Question 67,by Mr Skovmand (H-afi/82):
According to a Commission nore darcd 22 August

(PE 80.247), the Commission President, Mr
Thorn, discussing rhe right of veto with the Fin-
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President

nish Foreign Minister, Mr Stenback, said that ir
was unlikely that politically motivated atrcmprc to
obstruct Community proceedings would be tolerarcd in future.
Can the Council give an assurance that this is not
the case?

Mr
cil.

Ellemann-Jensen, Presidcnt-in-Ofice of the Coun(DA) The Council does not comment on starc-

ments'made
outside the Council by the President of
the Commission. The Council would also draw attention to the fact that, at the meeting on 17-18 and
27-28 January 1966, the six delegations found that
there was a difference of opinion on what ought to be
done if they could not reach a compromise on all
points. As you will be aware, these differences of
opinion still exist.
Mr

Skovmand.

(DA)

I

Ellemann-Jensen.

(FR) Despite the fact that there are
still differences- of opinion between cenain members of
the Council as to what happened in 1966, no objection
can be made on the basis of an interpretation of [he
Treaty, and no commentary by a lawyer could allow
an interpretation other than the one supported by the
majoriry at that time. In view of the fact that only one
delegation out of six maintained a position to the contrary, and this interpretation should never have been
accepted, will the President-in-Office not confirm
today that the members of the Council are acting in
flagrant violation of the Treaty?

(DA) It would never occur to
Ellemann-Jensen.
me to maintain any such thing.
Mr

-

the kind agreement of the Presi- \fith
we turn now to question to the Minisdent-in-Office
ters of Foreign Affairs.
President.

take this to mean that no

- been given to what the President of
consideration has
the Commission said, so that what was decided upon
in 1966 still applies. Just to make sure, may I ask
whether my interpretation is correct?
Mr

Mr Herman.

(DA) A statement such as the

one quoted as having- been made by the President of
the Commission naturally does not change the legal
basis of the Community.

Mr Ellemann-Jensen, President of tbe Foreign Ministers.
(DA) I am sorry, Mr President, but I have to go at

-7 p.m. because of pressing appointments
President.

I

am therefore obliged to declare Ques-

tion Time closedl,

2

(TIte sitting utas closed at

I
2

See

elsewhere.

7

p.m.)

Annex II.

Agenda for next sitting: see Minutes.
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ANNEX I
Votes

The Annex to the Report of Proceedings contains the rapporteuy's opinion on the
various amendments and the explanations ofvote. For a detailed eccount of the voting, see Minutes.

DOURO REPORT (Doc. 1-55ElE2 Enlargement of the Q6mmunity): ADOPTED
The rapponeur was:

-

IN

FAVOUR of amendments Nos 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 77, 18, 19, 44, 46, 47, 51, 59, 60, 63,
96,98 and 705.

AGAINST Amendmenrs Nos l, 2, 9, 10, I 5,

21, 22, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 37, 32,
35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 49, 49, 50, 52, 54, 55, 56, 57, 65, 67, 69,7 1,73,7 4,
75, 76, 77, 79, 79, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, gg, gg, 90, gl, 92, 94, 95, 97, gg,
100, 101, 102 and 104.

Explanations ofoote

Mr

(GR) Mr President, the accession of Spain and Ponugal, in accordPlaskovitis.
ance with the express wish of the governments and political panies of the two countries, is
of enormous political imponance both to the Greek Socialism in PASOK and to rhe
Socialists of the Mediterranean countries of the Community. In both countries, decisive

-

progressive forces are gaining strength and are naturally attempring to make up for the
dme during which rheir economies remained sragnanr, and for which they had to pay
dearly because of the totalitarian regimes which reigned for so long over the people of
these two countries, which are borh southern countries.

The Greek Socialists will therefore vote in favour of the Douro reporr,, despirc the evident
problems which will arise in the agricultural sector in panicular, since both counrries
produce the same goods as Greece. 'We do, however, have decided reservations regarding
paragraph 29 of Lord Douro's reporr, which states that Greece should join the EIvIS. This
has nothing to do with the enlargement of the Community to include Spain and Portugal,
and should be deleted.

(FR) 's7e suppon the accession of Spain and Portugal, bur not at any
Mrs Fuillet.
price. One of-'the primary conditions is the need to maintain a balance wirh non-member
coururies, panicularly those of the Mediterranean Basin, which are vitally imponant to
the Communiry both politically and economically. I am thinking in particular of the Community's links with the Arab world, which represenm a marker rich in potential. The preferential reladonships with the third countries of the Mediterranean musr not, thereftre,
be affected.

The precise contenm of the protocols must be firmly esrablished before the Treaties of

Accession are signed. No doubts or ambiguities must remain once the enlargement has
gone ahead. The Council is right to ask for an inventory of rhe problems which accession
will bring. The problems facing the Medircrranean countries have been aggravated by the
bias of the Common Agricultural Policy against Mediterranean productJand by the lack
of a common regional development policy. Enlargement will probably increase th. .o-p.tition which our Mediterranean partners face on the Community market, panicularly in
those countries,' main export sectors, such as citrus fruits, tomatoes, wine ,nd olirr. oil in
the agricultural and agri-foodsruffs sector and rcxtiles in the industrial secror.
'We

must ensure that our fragile links with the Mediterranean countries are not jeopardized by a reduction in their share of the market, unless we vanr ro see them t,ake their

17
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trade elsewhere. For this is what they would have to do in order to sustain their development, and v/e would be the ones to blame.

For an enlarged Community we need [o crea[e an overall Mediterranean policy under
which the Community would play an acrive part, in the development of our partners while
respecting their policies.
But there can be no Mediterranean policy until the regional disparities within Europe have
been reduced. This calls for a firm development programme based on a strong regional

policy.
However, we have proved incapable of reducing the inrcrnal disequilibrium between the
regions of the South, i.e. the regions most likely to be affected by enlargement, and those
of the Nonh; we have proved incapable of aligning our internal policies and, above all, of
creating Community solidarity.
For all [hese reasons, and because we want to be sure that the enlargement will succeed,
we French Socialists are bound to abstain from voting for Lord Douro's rePort.

I am going to speak for two reasons. One is that I think it is imponant that
- right of Members to use the explanation of vote which I am going rc do
the
and the second is that I am going to demonstrate that some parliamentarians can make
-a speech
who
have read from prepared notes
without reading from prepared notes. Those
could have submirted these in writing. I am going to say a few words and therefore do not
propose to submit something in writing.
Mr Forth.

we

assert.

I believe that the a-.nd.enti we have made to paragraph4 are unrealistic and I do not
wish this House to make unrealistic statements. I believe that paragraph 14, making refer'!7e made a grave mistake in allowing
ence to elecdons to this House, is most regrettable.
unelected Greek Members into this House, and I believe that we would make a bigger
mistake in allowing our Spanish and Ponuguese friends to send Members to this House
who have not been directly elected. They have plenty of time and plenry of notice. But
most of all, Mr President, I believe that the attitude that we are taking on this matter is
regrettable in thar we are going to attempt to enlarge this Community without reforming
rhe budget of the institutions, and that poses a very great risk of damage to the Community as well as ro the applicant countries. \7e should reform the Community first, then
enlarge it, and only in that way will we protect the interests of both the Community and
the applicant countries.
Mr President, while I support the main trust of Lord Douro's rePort, I
Lord Bethell.
that this Parliament does not call for the lifting of the fronder
find it very regrettable
blockade between Spain and Gibraltar. For that reason I shall be abstaining in the vote.
(NL) Ve inrcnd to support the Douro resolution and our main reason
- srill somewhat shaky democratic system in Spain and Ponugal too
for this is that the
Mr De Goede.

-

-

deserves reinforcing by being included in the European comity of nations as soon as possible. !7e by no means underestimate the problems surrounding the accession, which will
call for considerable sacrifices.

The question of whether this accession will make a two-speed Europe with all its consequindeed this question must be weighed against the
ences inevitable is a relevant
arBuments in favour which I have just mentioned.
As we see it, the Douro repon contains a balanced assessment of the need, for the Spanish
accession and its desirability and disadvantages.

Vhat we need now is for the negotiations to be wound up quickly in the light of this
rePort.

It

is to be hoped that, after the 1984 elections, our Spanish and Portuguese friends
able to take their places among us as fully fledged Members.

will

be
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Mr IsraEl, (utritten explanation).

(FR) The EPD Group will be absmining on the whole
regret that this House
did not see fit to vote for Amendment No 34 on
paragraph 58. !7e shall be seeking assurances that there are no plans to modify existing
Community policies in any great degree to facilitate the accession of Spain.
resolution.

.W'e

Having said that, we believe that there is a place there for Spain and Ponugal in the Community. Membership will serve to strengthen democracy in these two countries and bring
the democrats of Vestern Europe closer together. To strengthen democrary in Spain and
Portugal would be to strengthen democracy in Europe as a whole.
However, we believe that the difficulties, of which everyone is aware, should be setded
before accession. Consequently we believe it is futile to think in rerms of fixed deadlines. It
would be wrong to bring Spain and Ponugal into the Common Market with eyes closed
and then stan whining about the crisis in Europe.
For all that, it is not fair to say that the difficulties in question concern France alone. The
whole of the European economy stands to suffer unless precautions are taken.

I have the honour to belong is pleased that the rapporteur and rhe
Political Affairs Committee have accepted two important amendments which we rabled:

The group to which

concerning the need for the applicant countries to respect l'acquis comrnunautaire,
including achievements in the area of political cooperation (paragraph 6 of the resolu-

tion);

-

the other (paragraph 29) pointing out that the United Kingdom and Greece should
logically join the EMS if Spain and Ponugal are required to do so.

For these reasons we truly regret that we are on this occasion unable to add our voices ro
those approving Lord Douro's useful report.

(GR) Ve suppon Spain and Ponugal's accession ro
- impulse
the EEC and look forward to the new
this will give to the prospects of the European Community. Both countries suffered under fascist regimes for a long period of time
longest in Europe. It is our obvious duty to support accession, which has rhe back-ingthe
of the peoples concerned, as a measure of our democratic solidarity with these countries. It will also be a definitive sign that the EEC cannor be a rich men's club.

Mr Kyrkos, (anritten explanation).

However, this accession will exacerbate problems which have existed for some time. The
additional quantities of olive oil, citrus fruits and wine may create deep scepticism on the
part of the representatives of a country which has exactly the same produce. Nevertheless,
as we have always emphasized
and the Greek memorandum sets our the problems
clearly at the highest Community- level
that policies must be applied quickly to deal
with the special problems of the Mediterranean
countries, so as to ensure a new balance in
the distribution of resources, and assist rhe speedy development of these regions. \7e
therefore ask that the need for suppon from the Regional Fund and the special integrated
programmes be emphasized much more strongly in paragraphsT,4g and 40-45, so as ro
make it clear that Mediterranean produce should not be expected to bear rhe brunt of
enlargement all alone. It would appear that this motion has been inspired by those who
maintain that the Community should be enlarged without the present structures of the
Community being affected. Although the political advantages for the Communiry and for
its external economic relations with the Spanish-speaking world
which will obviously
benefit the developed countries of the Community
are highlighted,
the problems
- the need to reorganize
created for the other Mediterranean Member States and
the Community budget are not given adequate consideration. It is obvious that the modon lacks
the ideas, imagination and political purpose which are necessary if the enlargement is to
become an opportunity for fundamental changes within the Community and for renewed
Progress towards European unification. Ve must head in this direction if we do not wish
enlargement to cause a drastic sharpening of the differences already existing between the
present Member States.

it is my opinion that the people of these two countries will lend
their strength to the struggle for democratic progress in Europe. The Greek Communist
Ladies and gentlemen,

17.
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Pany of the Interior supports the accession and voted in favour of the motion, despite the
objections and reservations mentioned above.

Mrs Pery, (witten explanation).

(FR) Ladies and gentlemen,

I

live

10

km from

the

am therefore particularly sensitive to the problem of enlargement, not
only from the political point of view but also from the cultural and economic points of
vlew.
Spanish border.

I

'!7hen one lives hundreds or even thousands of kilometres away it is easy to put out the
welcome mat without thinking twice. But as the elected representative of a region one has
a duty to voice the region's problems.
Indusrry, agriculrure and fishing in South-\7est France will be directly affected by Spain's
accession. The fishermen in my region fear the arrival of a highly efficient Spanish fishing
fleet which may even start to lay claim to historic fishing righm in the zones which it has
not fished since the Communiry's waters were extended.
So let us open rhe files and get down to some frank discussions. Let us also prepare to vote
a budget accordingly. I can assure you that our Spanish friends are not stupid: they know
very well that a poliry of open arms but closed files and purses only delays the date of
accesslon.

I reaffirm my support for an agreement which maintains the balance between the various
interests involved. I would also like the agreement to be concluded as soon as possible, but
not necessarily by I January 1984, a deadline which will be difficult to meet and which
will hamper negotiations. Consequently, I shall be absmining.

(FR) It seems to me that this House has
Mrs Theobald-Paoli, (written explanation).
Mitterand in Madrid: ''!flill Spain join
today followed the approach adopted by Frangois
the Community? Yes. Are there problems? \7ell, let's talk about them'.

I

regret that the quesrions on the agricultural implications have obscured the very real

need to give greater thought to the industrial implications of enlargement, in particular as
regards those sectors already in difficulties.

am thinking in panicular of the shipyards, which will see the problem of over-capacity
aggravated just at a time when a difficult but promising restructuring programme is under

I

way in cenain Member States, including France.
Thus, while welcoming a democratic Spain into our midst we hope that she will see the
need for reciprocity. IJp to now, hardly any Spanish ships have been ordered from Community shipyards, whereas French shipowners have placed large orders in Spain.

In addition, Spain.must undertake to abide by the rules of the OECD and inform the
Commission of the aid which she grants to her shipyards.

The people I am defending are the 'false rich': the Var, for example, has only one industry
and that is now under threat.
shipbuilding

-

-

The talk in the integrated Mediserranean programmes is of the need to create permanent
jobs in industry and to improve vocational training to avoid an exodus of the population.
However, we should not overlook the existing qualified labour force in these regions, a
labour force which would be difficult to retrain and which claims the right to live and
work in its own region.
'!fle

confidently expect that by entering into a detailed and open dialogue with our Euro-

pean friends from the Iberian peninsula we should be able to overcome these difficulties.
I

(17) \7e shall vote for both resolutions in order to
help bring abour the broadest possible agreement on the rapid entry of Spain and Ponugal
as members of the Community. As I said before, in the Douro report there are several

Mr Vitale, (atitten explanation).
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things we do not agree with but we go along with most of the Sutra reporr. Our agreement does not affect our differing views on some aspects of the timetable and procedure
of accession. At the present time, however, we feel it is more imponant for this Parliament
to give a positive response, and one which is as broadly based as possible, to the proof of
democratic maturity which was shown in the recent Spanish elections and which will make
new political and cultural contributions to rhe whole of Europe as well as to Spain.

'l+

SUTRA REPORT (Doc.

1-785182 enlargement of the EEC towards the south)

The rapponeur was:

-

IN

FAVOUR of Amendmenrs Nos 5, 7, 8, lO,

19,

32 and, 39;

AGAINST Amendments Nos 1, 2,3,5,9, 17,12, 14, 17,78,20,27,22,23,24,25,
26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 37, 33, 34, 35, 36 and 39.

Explanations ofztote

Mr Enright.
I shall be voting against this resolution, and nor because of the absurdiry
of having the- vote at this time so that a few people can be convenienced because rhey
never stay for the whole five days. That is not the reason; I shall ake orher measures ro
combat that son of behaviour through the Rules of Procedure.

I

am voting against it because once again we are promoring an absurd oil regime; but
above all because there is sheer hypocrisy in this resolution. The hypocrisy of the resolution is that the selfsame people who have been voting for it throughout this day failed to
vote for the recommendations from the Committee on Development and Cooperation,
which spelled out in much less detail defence for those who are starving and on the breadline. Ve will do things for our rich fat farmers thar we are not prepared to do for the
Third \7orld, and that is why I shall vote against.

Mr Vitale, (witten explanation).

-

See

explanation of oote on the Douro report.
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Sub

Questions to the Commission

jec,:Res,ruc,uring:::'::::::::r:::"u@'a3a/82)

\Tirhin the framework of the CAP the Community has decided that in cenain regions of
Greece (Etolia and Akarnania, Macedonia, Ipiros) plantations growing tobacco mainly
for domesric consumption but also for easrcrn Cyprus must change over to Vriginia and
Burley tobacco or else to other crops entirely. However, the soil in those regions is poor
and infenile and therefore entirely unsuitable for such crops, which can thrive only on
fertile soil. Consequently, replacement of the crops currently being grown by Vriginia and
Burley rcbacco or by any other crops would mean economic disaster and remove
tobacco-growers completely from those regions
'W'har

measures does the Commission intend taking in order to prevent the implementation of this decision which is inimical to farmers, and to avoid the uprooting of thousands
of Greek agriculturists from these regions, panicularly under present-day condidons
when unemploymenr has become the No 1 problem for all countries of the Community.

Ansvter

1. The honourable Member may rest assured that no Community decision has been
mken concerning the replacement of Oriental varieties of tobacco by Virginia or Burley
varieties in certain regions of Greece.
2. However, the Greek Tobacco Institute is carrying out research under the Agrimed
programme to establish which varieties of tobacco could be grown in place of the Oriental
tobaccos encountering marketing difficulties.
3. The main aim of rhis programme is to ensure that tobacco production remains one of
the major sources of employment and income in these regions.
*t'

,,

Question No 15, by Mr Moorhouse (H-436/82)

Subject: North sea gas supplies to the Community

Vhar discussions has the Commission had with the Government of Norway about gas
supplies to Member States from the nonhern North Sea in the light of the controversy
surrounding Soviet natural gas supplies to the Community?

Ansuer
The Community has closse contacts with the Norwegian Government and has held frequenr discussions on energy developments and in particular natural gas supplies rc the
Community. The Commissioner responsible for energy, Vice-President Davignon, has
regular meerings with the Norwegian Ministers responsible for energy and industrial
affairs. There have also been frequent meetings between officials.

The Commission has ofren emphasized the important role of Norwegian gas in the Community supply network. The Norwegian Government, for its pan, is well aware of the
importance of Norwegian natural gas in this context and the Community's concern to
safeguard its future supplies.
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In fact, a new agreemenr for the supply of 3 500 million

m3 gas per year from the Norwegian sector of the Nonh Sea to the Federal Republic of Germany, France, rhe Netherlands and Belgium has just been signed. Negotiations are currendy being held on additional supplies.

Nevenheless, given the technical problems which still have to be solved and the enormous
investments required, there are unlikely to be any large quantities of additional gas available until the end of this decade at [he earliest. Moreover, the Norwegian Government
has to examine in depth all the social and environmenml implications of developing its gas
resources.

As far as gas supplies from the USSR are concerned, I should like ro poinr out that even ar
its maximum level, i.e. in 1990, this will only represenr some 2oo/o of Community gas supplies and less than 40/o of its total energy supplies. These Soviet gas supplies repieseri a
useful form of diversification which reduces the Communiry's curient dependente on oil
impons which even today still accounr for roughly 4Oo/o of rotal energy supplies.

Question No 19, by Mr Seal (H-301/82)

Subject: Use of 2,4,5-T

In view of the repons that the Commission are advising Member

Stares governmenm [o
ban the use of 2, 4, 5-T in each country, due to the risks to health posed by this chemical,
would the Commission explain why they are not prepared to issue a regulation or a directive, and are they afraid to confront the Council of Ministers, knowing rhe reactionary
views of the United Kingdom Ministers on this subject?

Ansaner

Vith

respect, the honourable Member seems to be misinformed. In its communication ro
of 17June 19821, the Commission concluded that on the basis of existing
scientific evidence a community-wide prohibition of rhe markering and use of. z, 4, 5-i
herbicides would zot be iustified.

the Council

Question No 20, by Mr Bonde (H-356/82)

Subject: EC invitations to tender
Pursuant to the Community rules on invitations to tender, Danish contracts have, in some
for foreign firms even when local unemployment has been extraordinarily high and Danish firms have submitted tenders which, when account is taken of their
very high financing cosrs, were very competitive.
cases, been awarded

\7ill

the C.oamisgign-permit the Danish authorities to take accounr of the higher inrerest
rates which Danish firms have.to pay compared with foreign competitors irhen taking
decisions on Communiry invitations to tender?
Answer

The Commission finds no evidence in the latest information available ro it to confirm that
Danish based firms are losing contracts awarded under rules of EEC Public Procuremenr
Directive to foreign based firms because of the high inrerest rares prevalent in Denmark.

'
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if the above were ro be confirmed, the Commission cannot take a position on the
quesrion of whether it would aurhorize interest rate subsidies to Danish firms until such
ume as lt recelves a specific request from the Danish authorities.
Even

*"*
Question No 21, by Mr Kirh (H'381/82)

Subject: Termination of French VAT credit
effect from autumn 1981 the French customs authorities have cancelled, for foreign
producers or their agents in France, the VAT credit usually granted to both domestic and
ioreign firms. Did tf,e French cusroms authorities decide on this measure, which constirur.r1 distonion of compedtion, with the approval of the Commission or will the Commission take steps ro guaranree uniform VAT credit conditions for all Communiry prosales in France?
{ucers and their agents in respect of

\(ith

Ansuer
The measures which rhe honourable Member claims have beert adoprcd by the French
authorities cancelling the VAT credit for imponers in general have not at any rate been
taken with the Commission's approval. Nor have the French authorities yet informed the
Commission of general measures of this kind. Unfonunately the Commission was not able

ro obtain the nicessary information from the French authorities in time for this partsession

with

a

view to appraising the situation exhaustively.

is esablished that goods from other Member States imponed into France
are being discriminated against ois-d-ois domestic products in respect of the VAT credit,
the Commission will take steps ro ensure that the problem is settled in line with the provisions of the EEC Treaty.

However,

if it

*-**
Qaestion No 25, by Mrs Squarcialupi (H'409/82)

Subject: Controls on export of acetic anhydride for the production of heroin
13 May 1982 and with panicular-refer.ence to my quesuon on the production and exportation by Community countries of acetic

During the debate on the combating of drugs of

anhydride without which the production of heroin would be impossible, Commissioner
Richard said the following: 'The Commission has recently informed the representatives of
the European chemical industry of its concern about expons of this substance to the countries of the Middle Easr and southeast Asia. But it would be extremely difficult in our view
ar rhe presenr srage to set up rules regarding exports of such widely used chemicals. Taking into accounr the complex network of exchanges, I feel it has to remain the responsibility of the governmenr authorities of the importing countries to check for what Purposes
and to whit exrenr imporrs are justified'. Does the Commission not think that this answer
is rather too hasty and compliant hnd that it has been influenced by the representatives of
rhe chemical industry whereas the question should be examined in greater detail given the
proporrions which the drugs problem has assumed in the countries of the European Community?
Answer

Vhen the Commission stated in Parliament on 13 May 1982 that it was extremely difficult
ro control the expon of acetic anhydride from the Community, it did so afrcr a detailed
analysis of the problem and a considered appraisal of all the factors involved.
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In 19 way does this mean that the Commission wishes to play down the problem of heroin
addiction.

However, it believes that a realistic appraisal of rhe problem shows that, for simple scientific reasons, it is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to prevenr this misuse'of aceric
anhydride by means of expon controls.
Even if one were to assume that the expon of aceric anhydride from rhe European Community could be controlled. down to the last gram, it would be a simple ."rt..io. anyone
who can manufacture heroin to fall back on acetylaring agenm otherihan acetic anhyiride
or to manufacture this product from acetic acid or acetone, rwo products which are far
more readily available in the market than acetic anhydride.

Thus the Commission has by no means answered too hastily. Ir drew its conclusions completely independently and was in no way influenced by rlpresentatives of the chemical

indusry,

as the quesrion implies.

The Commission remains convinced that the problem in question concerns rhe chemical
industry's sense.of responsibility and has confidence in thC exisring cooperation arrangements between the industry, dealers and the national and international authorities.

ir

:t

Qaestion No 26, by Mr Skoamand (H-410/82)

Subject: The right ofveto

According ro a Commission nore dated 22August 1982 (pE go.z47), rhe Corhmission
President, MrThorn,,discussing the right of vero with the Finnish Foreign Minister,
Mr Stenback, said that it was unlikely that politically motivared arrempr ro ob-srruct Community p.oceef,ings would be tolerated in future.

I would like to have a deuiled explanation of the meaning of rhis sraremenr. Does it mean
that in the Commission's view the Luxembourg Compromise's unanimiry requiremenr no
longer applies?

Ansuer

1. The Commission fully endorses the sratement made by its President, as quoted in the
honourable Member's question.
2.

The Commission believes that the continual preoccuparion with establishing a consento take account of the 'very imponant interesrs' of a parricular Member Sta"re nor only
paralyses the Council's decision-making process but may also be incompatible with thl
vital interests of other Member Srares or of the communiiy as a whole.
sus

3. The commission has always believed, as have the great majority of Members of your
Parliament, that a return to the.correct implementation of rh. Treaties is an essendal
irere.quisite for. improving the decision-making process and thus ensuring the smoorh functioning of the Community.
4. It has in fact recommended on several occasions thar, following the enlargement of
the communiry, there will need to be a systematic rerurn ro the majoiity vo[e sysrem.
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Question No 27, by Mrs Van den Heuttel (H-427/82)

Subject: American boycott of European suppliers in connection with the construction of

a

pipeline

According ro reporrs in the Dutch press concerning a meeting in the context of political
cooperarion, thC Dutch Foreign Minister expressed his displeasure at the attitude of three
Member States of the Communiry to the American boycott of European supplies for the
consrrucrion of a pipeline. Did the representative of the Commission, a pre-eminently
'Community' institution, associate himself with the Dutch protest at that meeting and can
the Commiision state how the Foreign Ministers of the Federal Republic of Germany,
France and Italy reacted?

Ansuter

It is not for the Commission to divulge what

happens in the course of Political Coopera-

tion meetings.
The Commission would point out that, in accordance with the agreements concluded, the
President of rhe Council is responsible for coordinadng the work of Political Cooperation
and the work of the Community, and that the Commission is fully involved in Political
Cooperation at all levels. In the case referred to by the honourable Member the Com-rnity is participating in the negoriations with the American authorities on the gas Pipeline to the full extent of im competence.

Question No 28, by Mrs Hammerich (H-430/82)

Subject: Economic guidelines and recommendations to the individual Member States
1979 the Commission proposed that the Danish cost of living adjustment
should be reduced by excluding energy prices from the price index calculations and this
was in fact done in Denmark. Since then two successive Danish governments have made
conflicting sr.arcmenrs on the subject. The first assened that it was not obliged to follow
rhe Commission's economic recommendations and the present Foreign Minister has stated
rhat it is very difficult for the Danish Governrnent to ignore Community warnings.

In the autumn of

Answer

The Commission's proposal for indexation mechanisms [hat do not pass on the rise in
enery prices, ro which the honourable Member refers, was adopted by the Council under
Decision No 80/67IEEC of 17 December 1979 adopting rhe Annual Report and laying
down the economic poliry guidelines to be followed by the Member States in 1980. The
Community's posidon on rhis ques[ion has been confirmed several times, and was reiterared in the Commission communicarion to the Council of 23July 1981 on the principles
of indexation in the Community.
Obviously, the responsibiliry of the Community institutions, including their economic responsibilities, cannor be properly discharged if those to whom Community ins[uments are
addressed do not fully comply with the provisions therein'
*
*jl
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Question No 29, by Mr Pearce (H-43 1-82)

Subject: Community aid rc the Turkish-speaking part of Cyprus

In the light of its knowledge that the island of Cyprus is currenrly administered by two
sePararc gove_rnments (covering respectively the Greek-speaking and the Turkish-speaking pans of the island), what proponion of community aid (i.e. (a) EEC g..ntr
1b;
EEC loans) and of EEC impon quotas has been allocated to the Turkish-spiaking "r,d
pan of
the island in the last four years and, in the light of this answer, is the Commission-satisfied
that irc current contracts with Cyprus satisfy the requirement of Anicle 5 of the EEC/
Cyprus Association Agreement that the rules governing trade musr nor discriminate
between nationals or companies of Cyprus?

Answer

In implementing the EEC-Cyprus Financial Protocol, the Commission has raken care ro
ensure that all the resources provided under this protocol have been
which the entire popularion of the island benefits.

for projects from

In accordance with this principle the funds of the Financial Prorocol were allocated rc the
following projects:

-

expansion of rhe electriciry supply nerwork to the entire island;

water supply project for additional connections to houses in the towns of Nicosia,
Larnaka and Famagusta;

construction of a sewage and water supply network for the town of Nicosia.

The entire population of the island will benefit from all of rhese projects. The first project
has already been approved; approval for the financing of the oiher two projects ii to be
given by the end of the year.

In the trade sphere too, the Community is obliged to adhere to the principle thar rhe benefits of the Association Agreement must apply io the enrire popularion of Cyp.ur. To rhis
end, impon quotas are being established without discrimination in acc&dance with
Anicle 5 of the Association Agreement.

o*
o

.
Question No 3Q by Mr Purois (H-438/82)

Subject: Appraisal of Vine Regulation
Regarding the Appraisal of Vine regulation Amendment No 2144, will a subordinare
regulat.ion be issued which includes the Commission's Srarement safeguarding ethyl
alcohol and spiriruous beverage producers againsr all wine alcohol disposalJ?
Answer

In the case of obligatory distillation, the wine regulation, as mosr recenrly amended, contains provisions to ensure that the market for alcohol and spirituous bevirages is not disrupted by wine alcohol disposals. This safeguard will have to be incorpirated in the
implemendng measures for this regulation.
As far as voluntary distillation is concerned the Commission will seek to avoid any disruption in the wine and alcohol sector while enabling distillers ro pay rhe minimum gu"r"rteed price and sell wine alcohol at a price which is competitive in relation to th"e other
rypes of alcohol on the market.

*

*+
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Question No 33, by Mr Neuton Dann (H-450/82)

Subject: Answers to'S7ritten Questions
Is it correct that Answers to Vritten Questions to the Commission are subjected to scrutiny, and therefore presumably to approval, by the Member States before they are sent ro
MEPs? If so, why? And by what authoriry?
Answer

The Commission has akeady explained to Parliament the reasons behind this procedure in
its answers to rhe questions by Mr Cohen, Mr Schmid, Mr Sieglerschmidt and Mr Moreland.

The Commission would remind Mr Newton-Dunn that an agreement has been in force
since March 1959 in accordance with which the Commission, once it has approved the
answers to writrcn questions, forwards these to the Council to ensure the rcchnical accuracy

of.

information relating to Member States.

This procedure therefore serves as a means of gaining information from the Council and
is not a form of consultation in order to gain Council approval.

Similarly, the Commission is informed of the answers which the Council intends to give to

written questions.

**
Question No 34, by Mr Kyrhos (H-451/52)

Subject:

Aid for Agricultural Cooperatives, Unions of Agricultural Cooperatives

and

Producer Groups in marketing agricultural products
In view of the Greek Government's effons to streamline markedng srucrures for agricultural products in Greece for the benefit of farmers and consumers, can the Commission
state what specific measures it has taken or is intending to take [o promore and aid rhe
marketing of agricultural products by Agricultural Cooperatives, Unions of Agricultural
Cooperatives and Producer Groups?
Answer

The Commission, aware of the weak marketing structures for agricultural products in
Greece, provided in the Act of Accession for the immediate extension of all Community
provisions relating to the improvement of marketing structures for agricultural products.
Consequently, the horizontal measures concerning common measures to improve rhe conditions under which agricultural products are processed and marketed (Reg. 355/77) and
producer groups and associations thereof (Regs 1360/78 and 1616/82) have been
extended to Greece.

More panicularly, as regards Regulation 355/77 the Commission has akeady approved
five sectorial programmes (olives and oleaginous products; cereals; fruit, vegetables and
flowers; wine; livestock production). In this context, agricultural cooperarives and rheir
associations are prime beneficiaries of aid for investmenrc in connection with the marketing of agricultural products.
As regards Regulation 1360/78 the Commission has, through Regulation 1616/82, fixed
the minimum operation and the minimum number of members of producer groups and
their associations at a relatively low level, specifically rc enable them to function more
effectively.
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I would inform the honourable Member that when the Commission comes to
draft the Communiry measures in the Greek'Memorandum' it will take into consideration
the need to improve the structures for the production and marketing of agricultural products by producer Broups in the various sectors.
Finally,

*r,

'
*

Question No 35, by Mr Patterson (H-453/82)

Subject: Intervention sugar for bee-keeping

In view of the crisis now facing Community bee-keepers, who are obliged to pay the full
Communiry price for sugar, needed for the winter feeding of bees, of 700 ECU's per
ronne as opposed to the world price of 150 ECU's per tonne available m third country
comperirors, will'the Commission now reconsider its refusal to provide intervention sugar
for Community bee-keepers as a matter of urgenry?
Answer
Since the sugar marketingyear 1977/1978, the Community has not had any intervention
stocks of sugar and is therefore unable to put such sugar at the disposal of bee-keepers.
Furrhermore, the Commission would point out to the honourable Member that the currenr inrervention price for Community sugar including the storage level is 556.6 ECU/
r.onnel and that the price of white sugar on the world market is currently fluctuating
around 200 ECU/tonne.

Intervention in the form of a denaturing premium cannot be considered, firstly because
rhere are no appropriations available for this in the budget and secondly, because the beekeepers themselves, panicularly the Bridsh bee-keepers, take the view that the use of denatured sugar would not be appropriate to their requirements. This is why the Commission made a proposal to [he Council, which it accepted, to grant aid to bee-keepers for the
three marketing years 1981/1982, 1982/1983 and 1983/1984 (Reguladon (EEC) No
1196/81-OJ No L 122, 6.5. 1981, p. 1) of 1 ECU per productive hive per marketing year.
This aid which is given to recognized bee-keeping associations can be used by the latrer,
in rhe 1982/ 1983 markesing year, entirely for the purchase of feeding sugar which is available at a reduced price to registered holders within the limit of 5 kg per hive.
+

Qaestion No 37, by MrAdam @-a55/82)

Subject: Colour TV tube imports
'lVhat action does the Commission intend to take to monitor the impon of colour TV
tubes under Regulation 288/82?

Ansuer
The Commission would point out to the honourable Member that impons of cathode ray
tubes for televisions of Japanese origin are subject to Community monitoring in accordance with Regulation (EEC) 537/81 (OJ L 54 of 28 February 1981, p.53). The honoura-

I UK

price, 568.7 ECU/ronne, including storage levy.
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ble Member can also consult'lTritten Question 1248/82 by Mr Boyer, rc which an answer
will be published shortly.

o*
*

Qaestion No 38, by Mr de Ferranti (H-456/82)

Subject: Unfair treatment of wine and whisky drinkers

A year has elapsed since Ministers failed to

aBree on proposals for harmonizing excise
duties on alcoholic beverages. Consumers of wine in the United Kingdom and of whisky
in France continue to suffer from discriminating tax treatment already ruled illegal by the
Coun of Justice. \flill the Commission now'take fresh steps to end this injustice?

Ansaner

In neither case are there any fresh steps which it is open to the Commission to rake.

Let us first examine the wine problem. Here, the
against the United Kingdom
final decision of the Coun.

case which the Commission brought

for its discriminatory taxation of wine is still awaiting the

Parliament will recall that the Commission requested the suspension of proceedings in this
it seemed possible that a negotiated solution would be achieved within the
framework of the Council discussions on the harmonization of excise duties on alcoholic
drinks.
case when

On the breakdown of those discussions in October last year, the Commission reopened
proceedings and the Courr held a second oral hearing of the case on 19 May last. Following that hearing, however, the Court still felt unable to rule on the case and, on 25 July
last, posed further questions to the parties, to be answered by 13 November 1982. The
replies to the Court's questions have been delivered and we must now await the Court's
decision. It is perhaps worth noting, however, that during the course of rhis long case the
Unircd Kingdom has made a series of small, but not insignificant reductions in the gap
between its rate of duty on wine and its rate on beer.
Turning now to the whisky problem. On

27 February 1980, the Coun ruled that the
French taxation of whisky (among other imponed spirits) contravened the provisions of
Anicle 95 of the Treaty. Thus, the Commission had won a long and difficult case.

The French authorities promised to comply with the Coun's decision. In

successive

Finance Acts France has reduced the gap between its higher and lower rates of tax on
eaux-de-vie. It has not, however, achieved the identical rate for all eaux-de-vie demanded
by the Court. As the law stands at present, higher rate drinks such as whisky are raxed ar
the rate of FF 7555.per hl of alcohol, and lower rate drinks such as brandy are to be raxed
at the same level from February 1983. However, for the 1982 fiscal year, these latter
drinks benefit from a temporary reduction in the tax to FF 7015. The French Finance Bill
for 1983 contains no provision for the maintenance of that temporary reduction. 'Ife can
therefore expect the Court's ruling to be fully implemenrcd by February 1983.

In view of the long drawn out adjustment of the relevant rates of taxation, the Commission opened new proceedings against France for non-compliance with the Coun's ruling
of tg8O on 5 April of this year. This case is sdll pending before the Coun.
,i
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Question No 39, by Mr Morehnd (H-4tS/82)

Subject: State subsidies for Algerian natural gas supplies
Are the subsidies given by the Government of France and the Government of Italy ro rheir
respective national gas undenakings in respect of Algerian natural gas supplies in conformity with the Community's Rules on Competition?
Ansuter

The Commission has learned that some of the costs involved in supplying Algerian natural
gas are to be borne by the French and Italian Governmenr. As, however, it has not been
informed of these measures by the governmenm concerned it is unable ro comment on rhe
nature of the measures, in panicular in relation to the Treaty's rules on competition. The
authorities in the two Member States are being contacted with a view to obtaining the
information necessary for consideration of this matter.

**
Question No 43, by MrAigner (H-478/82)

Subject: Namibia
Does the Commission think it appropriate that, in addition ro money from the UN and
from individual Member States, funds should be flowing into trouble spots such as Namibia from the EEC, when it is apparently quite possible that this money may be reaching
revolutionary and terrorist organizations such as S\7APO?

Ansuer
The attention of the honourable Member is drawn to the fact that South Africa is in continued occupation of Namibia, and that Community aid cannot be given direcdy to Namibia. The Community's humanitarian assistance to Namibian refugees in other African
countries (including Lom6 Convention members) and in EEC Member States is provided
through international agencies and European non-tovernmental organizations. As has
been stated in recent replies to written and oral parliamenrary questions, none of the
Community's humanitarian aid for Namibian refugees goes ro S\flAPO.

In providing this

assistance the Community is in effect responding to parliamentary pro-

to specific recommendarions contained in paragraphs 19 and 22 of the
resolution on the situation in Southern Africa adopted on 4 February 1982 by the Joint
posals, notably

Committee of the ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly, and by the Consulative Assembly on
4 November 1982.

*

**
Question No 44, by Mr Marsball (H-483/82)

Subject: French taxarion on alcohol

The French Government has recently increased the tax on spirits bur not on wine. Vhar
action is the Commission taking to deal with this blaranr disronion?
Ansuer

It is assumed that the honourable Member's question refers to rhe decision of rhe French
Government to introduce new sramps for spirits.
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The Commission first learned of the p.oposed new measure through press reports. My
services immediately telexed France's Permanent Representative requesting a copy

of the

text of the proposed new measure, while reserving the Commission's position as to
conformiry with the Treaty's taxation provisions.

irs

A copy of that text has now been received and the Commission has concluded thar the
new tax stamp for spirits does not infringe the provisions of the Treaty, since it does not
appear to discriminate as between French spirits and spirits produced in other Member
States.

Question No 46, by Mr Moller (H-494/52)

Subject: Swedish devaluation and the trade agreement with the Community
Does the Commission agree that the devaluadon of the Swedish crown by 150lo conflicts
with the trade agreement between Sweden and the Communiry and, if so, wha[ steps does
rhe Commission intend to take?

Ansuer
Formally, Sweden has no obligations arising out of the Free Trade Agreement as regards
its monetary and exchange rate poliry. In contrast rc the EEC Treaty the Free Trade
Agreement does not stipulate any objectives or procedures for the coordination of
exchange rate policy. The Free Trade Agreement confines itself to the liberalizarion of
trade in industrial products under the terms of the GATT rules on free rrade areas in conjunction with the maintenance of fair conditions of comperirion.
These conditions concern the areas mentioned in Anicle 23 of the Free Trade Agreement
(agreements between undenakings which restrict or diston comperition, the abuse of a
dominant position, public aids which diston competition). In view of the limited objective
of the Agreement, the conditions cannot be extended to monetary policy and its effects on

competition.

The measures provided for in the Free Trade Agreement with a view to protecting the
balance

of

paymenm concern commercial measures only; rhey do not cover monerary

measures.

Although the devaluation does not infringe the letter of the Agreemenr ir would

seem

nevertheless to conffavene its spirit, because the declared goal of the undoubredly aggressive devaluation is to capture market shares at the expense of commercial partners. The
Commission has made this quite clear to the Swedish Government at political level.

t

Question No 47, by

Mr O'Donnell (H-495/52)

Subject: Flour supplies in Ireland
Is the Commission aware of the grave crisis facing the Irish flour milling industry, with the
likely prospects of there being no flour milling industry in Ireland in the near future? In
view of the serious consequences which this could have for the securitiy of bread supplies

in Ireland, will the Commission cooperate with the Irish authorities in formulating

an

appropriate strategy which would maintain employment in the industry and safeguard the
vital bread supply?
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Ansaner

The Commission should Jike to note that this is the first time that its services have been
informed of a crisis as described in the honourable Member's question.
The honourable Member will be aware that there are regular meetings, such as the weekly
cereals manatement committee, at which the Member State concerned is represented, and
contacts with relevant professional interests, and yet these difficulties have never been
brought to the attention of the Commission before.
Following the receipt of the honourable Member's question, the services of the Commission have begun inquiries to establish the background to this problem.
*

**
Question No 48, by Mr Bonaccini (H-497/82)

Subject: Impons of frozen beef
'S7'hereas,

as a result of the questionable application of Reguladon (EEC) No 1136/79 of
8 June79, frozen boned beef for industrial processing into dried salt beef is excluded from
the concession provided for by the special import arrangements; whereas this production
is carried on mainly in a predominantly mountainous region (Valtellina)
a region wirh
very few resources thathas specialized in high-quality production of this -producr for cenwhere it provides a living for a large number of small and medium-sized underturies
takings- that epploy about 100/o of the province's workforce;

whereas frozen beef imports, which in turn are reexported, do not exceed 5-5 000 ronnes
Per

year;

whereas the application of the measure in question clearly benefits Swiss competition in
the same product and exacerbates Italy's aheady severe trade balance problems;
can the Commission state what measures,it intends to mke to alter this situarion?

Ansuer

To provide reasonable competition between preserves manufactured in the Community
and those imponed from third countries with a customs duty of 260/o,rhe special balance
sheet arrangements for the impon of frozen beef at 0 or reduced levy were introduced.
The customs duty on preserves of.260/o is bound in GATT rules.
The product 'bresaola' is not considered as a preserve; when it is imponed into the Community it is subject to a customs duty of 240/o and a variable levy. Since 'bresaola' is subject to normal impon charges, the Commission sees no reason to provide special conditions for the impon of raw material for its manufacture. Consequently no change in the
existing rules is foreseen.

Funher, manufaclurers can ger supplies through the GATT or high qualiry beef quotas,
both of which may be imponed levy free.
or,

*
Question No 49, by Mr Papadstratiou (H-498/52)

Subject: Appointment of officials of Greek nationality pursuanr to Anicle
(EEC) No 562/82 of 22March 1982.t

1

of Regulation

Can the Commission state what it inrcnds to do rc fill, pursuant ro the above regularion,
the as yet unfilled posm of Greek officials as provided for in the Commission's establish-

I

OJ L 78 of 24 March 1982.
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ment chart within the framework of the 1982 budget? Should these posts not be filled
before 31 December 1982,have steps been taken to ensure that the number of posts provided for in thar chan remain the same for the following year so that these posts can be
subsequently filled within the context of the 1983 budget?
Ansaner

The Commission wishes the recruitment of Greek nationals into its depanments to

be

achieved as rapidly and effectively as possible. Hence, even before the entry into force of
Regularion 662/82 it had organized competitions reserved for Greek nationals. Since the
enry into force of the said regulation the Commission has also organized 10 competitions
for all career brackets where reserved posts are still available. These competitions have
been completed apan from rhose for career brackers B.3/82 and C3/C2, which, will be
completed in the very near future. The competitions have resulted in the recruitment of
250 Greek narionals, who have already taken up their posts. The competitions which have
been completed very recenrly or which are just about to be completed should enable the
remaining posts reserved for Greek nationals to be filled by the end of the year.

)i*

Question No 50, by Mr Megahy (H-t00/82)

Subject: Expulsion of Member States

Vhat provisions exist to expel from the EEC any member country which is deliberarcly
flouting treaty rules?
Ansaru
The situation described by the honourable Member seems rather hypothetical. The treaties do not in facr conr.ain any provisions for the expulsion of a Member State which consranrly acts in violation of the rules of these treaties. They simply provide for a procedure
to establish whether such an infringment has taken place and this procedure has proved
fully sadsfactory, apart from a few exceptional cases.

*lt

Question No 52, by Mr Pattison (H-t13/82)

Subject: Crisis in tanning indusry in Ireland

Is the Commission aware of the present crisis in the tanning industry in Ireland, arising
from the dumping of various forms of unfinished leather from outside the EEC on the
Community market, especially in the U.K., Ireland's main leather market, and of the consequenr job losses in the industryl what measures are at its disposal to prevent this dumping and protect employment, and will it implement these forthwith?

Ansaw
The Commission is aware of the problems of the Irish tanning indusry which are of longi
standing, although aggravated by current difficulties.

Ir is true thar the principal outlet for their products is the United Kingdom, panicularly
for leather for men's footwear, a market which is now being affected by a number of
negarive facrors.There is a decline in the internal demand for mediumpriced men's foot-
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wear in the United Kingdom due to the present overall economic conditions. External
demand has also been reduced by protectionist action in the footwear sec[or aken by
some of our trading partners.
Finally, there is increased import pressure of leather footwear, pans of foorwear finished
and unfinished leather on the United Kingdom market.
The Commission, in accordance with the resolution of Parliamentr, is pursing a policy of
obtaining improved access to export markets. Vhere impons of either leather or footwear
have been carried out under conditions which have led m a disrcnion of competition, the
Commission, on the basis of complaints, has initiated\he appropriate proceedings. These
cases, one on leather from Brazil in 19792 and the o[her on women's footwear from Brazil
in 1981,3 led to corrective action by the Brazilian government. Should funher evidence be
presented which demonsra[e tha[ funher distonions are occurring, the Commission will
not hesitate rc initiate the appropriate action.

Question No 53, by Mr Collins

(H-t

15/52)

Subject: Prepackaged liquids
Can the Commission say what provisions they have made for monitoring the implementation of the Directive 79/1005/EECa amending 75/106/EEC5 on the approximarion of the
laws of the Member States relating rc the making-up by volume of cenain prepackaged
liquids and can they say what action has been taken to implement the said Directive in the

Member States?

Ansaner

As with most directives, rhe monitoring of the implementarion of Directive 79/ l0O5/EEC
amending Directive 75/106/EEC on the making-up by volume of cenain prepackaged
liquids concentrates on the technical obstacles to trade. Since the adoption of the directive, the Commission has reminded the Member States in writing of their obligations on
two separate occasions. Subsequendy proceedings had rc be instiruted pursuanr ro
Anicle 169 against several Member States which had not fulfilled their obligations. As far
as [he Commission is informed, all Member States with the exception of Greece have
taken the necessary measures to irnplement the Directive in national law.

The Commission would be only too willing to supply the honourable Member with references to the relevant national legislation.

o*
*

Question No 54, by Mr Fergusson (H-516/82)

Subject: Milk consumption
Recognizing that the per capita milk consumption of Ireland is 280 litres per annum, of
the United Kingdom is 139 litres, and of Denmark is 128 litres, and that the comparable
consumPtion in Inly is 77 litres and in France 71 litres, what would the effecr be on the
I
2

Resolurion on the situation of rhe footwear industry in Europe (9 March 1982).
OJC 152 of19June1979.

3
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4
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surpluses in the Communiry's dairy sector if French and Italian milk consumpdon were
raised to the average level of Denmark and the British Isles?

Answer

Following the information of the Commission, the average per capita consumption of
liquid miik and other fresh products (cream not included) in 1980 amounts to 188 kg in
Ireland, 135 kg in rhe United Kingdom, 157 kg in Denmark, 80 kg in Italy and 91 kg in
France. The average consumption for the Community is calculated at 102 kg.

If the French and Italian liquid milk consumption were raised to the average level of that
of Denmark, the United Kingdom and Ireland, this would result in a supplementary sale
of 5.1 million tons of milk.

However, this exercise is rather hypothetical; consumption habits between those two
groups of Member States are very different. In France and Italy e.g. cheese consumPtion is
iubstandally higher than in the Unircd Kingdom, Ireland and Denmark.

Total human consumption of dairy products, convefted inrc kg milk fats and kg milk proteins, reveals less differences between Member States than the consumption of individual
producm.
{-

Subject:

In

Fairure,",.",::'i:',i!ir'i;,?I*T:,""':'^':.'::3on

1981 the Commission announced competition

"o-o.,i,ion

(COM/A/337) for Greek-speaking offi-

cials. This competition provided among other things specifically for an A4-A5 post to
meet rhe needs of rhe Directorate-General for Regional Poliry. In view of the fact that
rhere are successful candidates on the list drawn up by the Commission and that Greece
atraches special imponance to the A4-A5 post in the Directorate-General for Regional
Poliry being filled, why has the Commission so far failed to recruit a grade A4-A5 official
fo. this Diiectorare-General and could the Commission confirm that a Greek grade
A4-A5 official will be recruited before the end of 1982 (when the validity of the list of
successful candidates is due to expire)?

Ansuter

It is true that the competition COM/A/337 organized in 1981 provided, among other
things, for an A4/L5 posr in the Directorate-General for Regional Policy. For organizationil reasons the Commission has since decided to assign agrade A/3 post to the Directorare-General for Regional Poliry and to assign the A4l5 post in question to another
Directorate-General. The post of Head of Division in the Directorate-General for
Regional Policy was recently filled by a Greek national.

Question No 56, by Mr Clinton H-t21/82)

Subject: Low use of barley in compound feedingstuffs

The Commission is obviously aware that the use of barley and other European grains in
compound feeds has declined; however, is the Commission aware that this phenomenon is
exaggerated in Member States with positive MCAs and that this is coupled with increased
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use of manioc and maize gluten resulting in greater quanriries of barley (and other European grains) being sold into intervention in these Member Smtes? Vhen does the Commission intend to bring this expensive situation ro an end?

Ansuter

The Commission is not aware lhat the use of barley and other European grains in compound feed has declined and that this is a phenomenon which is
States with positive MCAs.

.*.gg.r"t.d in Member

As a matter of fact the quantiry of cereals used in compound feed has since 197 5 increased
from around 26 mio tonnes to around 29 mio tonnls in 1981. In the same period the
production of compound feed went up from 58 ronnes ro around 80 mio tonrr.i, thus the
Percentage of cereals in compound feed fell ffum 450/o in 1975 to 350/o in 1981. The use
of imported cereal substitutes in compound feed went up from 5 mio tonnes in 1975 to
14.5 mio tonnes in 1981 which represented respecrively 9o/o and 18% of the compound.
This is a development which in general has taken place in all the Member States.

The Commission is well aware of the problems resulting from the impon of cereal substitutes and manioc. A quota system has been introduced in 1982 in order to freeze the
import at around im present level. At presen[ and in accordance with Article 22 of the
GATT rules the Commission has made contact with the Unired Stares in order to find a
satisfactory solution for the impon of maizb gluten feed.

IL

Questions to the Council

Question No 50, by Mr Daoem (H-413/82)

Subject: CAP and the Danish presidency
Can the President of the Council indicate the plans thar rhe Danish Governmenr wishes to
put forward during its presidency for the CAP?

see

Ansanr

{e preside_n_cy explained at meerings with the committee on Agriculture on g July
1982 and 17 November 1982, the Council's work will concenrrarton the soludon of
problems connected with adapdng Community legisladon on products from the Mediterranean area, norably fruit, vegetables and olive oil.
A,s

Question No 54, by Mr Radoux (H-292/82)

Subject: Norwegian accession to the EEC
In view of rhe benefits derived by Denmark from its membership of the European Communities, does the Council not feel that talks should be reopened with Norwaysince, with
the passage of time, this country may take a different ,riew of the value ro it and Scandinavia of membership of the EEC?

. 11. 82
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Ansaner

The Council considers that it is for Norway to assess whether it is desirable that it should
take an initiative with a view to its accession to the Community.

Question I'{o 70, by MrJohnson (H-471-82)

Subject: Imponation of seal products into the Community
Can the President-in-Office of the Council confirm, bearing in mind his statement to Parliamenr of 15 September 1982, that the Environment Council, which will take place on 2
and 3 December 1982, will have on irs agenda for adoption the Council Regulation concerning the importation of seal products into the Community?

Answer
The Presidency intends to include on the agenda of the next Environment Council, scheduled for 3 December 1982, the proposal for a Council Regulation on common rules prohibiting the impon of skins of cenain seal pups and products derived therefrom into the
Community.

Question No 71, by Mrs Schleicher (H-460/82)

Subjecr: Council directive relating to the approximation of the laws of the Member States
concerning advenising claims in the labelling and packaging of foodstuffs
intended for ulrimate consumers and in the advenising of these foodstuffs
The proposal for a Council directive reladng to the approximation of the laws and administrative provisions of the Member States concerning misleading and unfair advertising
was submitted to the Council in amended form by the Commission on 10 July 1979 following the European Parliament's opinion of 8 May 1979.

Vhat is the present

stare of deliberations, what significant alterations have been made in
the meantime ro rhe proposal for a directive, when is the Council expected finally to adopt
this proposal for a directive and what are the reasons for the delay? Does the Council

consider ir appropriate to harmonize detailed laws on advenising claims in the Community before the basic directive on advertising has been adopted?

Ansaner

The Council is still in the process of examining the proposal for a Directive relating to the
approximarion of rhe laws of the Member States on misleading and unfair advertising,
forwarded to the Council in amended form on 10 July 1979.

During the examination, difficulties concerning cenain essential elements of the proposal
have emerged, These include the question of the Directive's scope in conjunction with the
definirion of 'unfair advertising', the question of *hether or not to protect an adveniser's
'competitors' in the same way as consumers, and the question of the extent of the obligation of the Member States which, according to Article 5, should adopt adequate and
effective legal provisions against misleading and unfair advenising; such obligations would
be primarily procedural in nature.
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Because of these difficulties, the Council bodies have not so far made any major amendments to the proposal.

For the same reasons, the Council, while it will conrinue its work with all due diligence,
unable to say when it will be able to adopt the Directive in question.

is

The Council, to whom the above-mentioned proposal for a Directive on claims made in
labelling has been submitted, believes that approval of this Directive should not be conditional on the approval of the Directive on misleading and unfair advertising, because the
two proposals differ as regards area of application and objectives and because the latter
proposal constitutes neither a framework nor a basis for the former.
lr

,3*

Qaestion No 74, by MrAdan (H-475/82)

Subject: Tobacco Taxation
'!7hat

steps is the Council taking to ensure that in all Member Srates the specific elemenr
as a percenrage of total taxarion, is pot less than 5ol0, and can the

of tobacco taxation,

Council give an estimate of the date at which this minimum figure is expected to
reached

be

?

Ansuter

The Council has already taken the measures in its power ro ensure that the situation
referred to by the honourable Member comes about. ln 1977 the Council adoprcd Directive77/805/EEC laying down special provisions applicable during the second stage of
harmonization of taxes, other than turnover taxes, which affect the consumption of rnanufactured tobacco. Under the rcrms of that Direcrive, as from I July 197 8 the specific comPonent of the excise duty may not be less than 50lo of the amount of the totrl ta* burden
borne by manufactured tobacco.

Regarding the question of whether this Directive is actually being implemented by the
Member States, I would point out [hat it is for the Commission rather than the Council to
ensure that the provisions of the Treaty and measures based thereon are applied.

,,,,

,,

Question No 77, by Mr Pcittering

Subject: Double uxarion of employed persons

-

(H-489/82) /

cars

The freedom of movement of persons resident within the Community is hindered by rhe
curren[ Exation provisions applying r.o rhe remporary impon of certain types of ,ehicle
for private and commercial use.
The removal of these obstacles is panicularly important for the realizarion of the common
market.

ln

7975, therefore, the Commission submitted to the Council a proposal for a Council
o_n tax exemptions within the Community on rhe remporary impon of cenain
rypes of vehicle. The Council has not yet taken a decision on this, the European Parliament having delivered its opinion in 1976.

Directive

Is the Council aware that its lack of action has chiefly affected frontier workers, whose
vehicles are either subject to double value-added tax or ro a vinual ban on importation
into the neighbouring Community country?
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Question No 78, by Mr oon'lYbgau (H-490/82)

Subject: Double taxation of employed persons

-

cars

The freedom of movement of persons resident within the Community is hindered by the
current taxation provisions applying to the temporary impon of cenain types of vehicle
for private and commercial use.
The removal of these obstacles is particularly important for the realization of the common
market.

In

1975, therefore, the Commission submitted to the Council a proposal for a Council
Directive on tax exemptions within the Community on the temporary import of cenain
types of vehicle. The Council has not yet taken a decision on this, the European Parliament having delivered its opinion in 1976.
is preventing the Council from adopting this proposal for a directive on the basis of
Document 6761/80 of 30 April 1980.

Vhat

Question No 79, by

Mr

\Y'edekind (H-.491/82)

Subject: Double taxation of employed persons

-

cars

The freedom of movement of persons resident within the Community is hindered by the
current taxation provisions applying to the temporary import of cenain types of vehicle
for private and commercial use.
The removal of these obstacles is particularly important for the realization of the common
market.

In 1975, therefore, the Commission submitted to the Council a proposal for a Council
Directive on rax exemptions within the Community on the temporary import of certain
types of vehicle. The Council has not yet taken a decision on [his, the European Parliament having delivered its opinion in 1976.

Vhat

caused the failure of the efforts of the Committee of Permanent Representatives to
produce a final version in the first half of tggz?

Joint answer
'!7irh

the permission of the questioners, a joint answer will be given to oral questions Nos
H-489/82, by Mr Pottering, H-490/82, by Mr von Vogau, and H-491/82, by Mr

\Tedekind.

The Council is fully aware of the problems faced by frontier workers and others because
of the fact that the Member States' tax laws on the temporary imponation of motor vehicles are not harmonized.

In spite of several attempts to arrive at a compromise solution, the Council has so far been
unable to reach agreement on the Commission proposal on tax exemptions for certain
means of transport temporarily imponed. Several problems are sdll unresolved at this
stage, and two of rhem constitute major stumbling blocks. The first concerns the definition of normal residence, a definition which is essential in order to determine the place of
taxation. The second problem concerns the tax conditions which private means of ffansport must satisfy in order to be granted tax exemption when temporarily imponed.

\fork

is being actively pursued at the Council in the hope of finding a solution to these
problems.
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Question No 82, by Mr Megahy (H-501/82)

Subject: Open meetings of the Council
'!7hat

plans have the Council of Ministers for opening their meetings ro the press and the
public?

Answer
Under Anicle 3 (1) of the Council's Rules of Procedure im meetings shall not be public
unless the Council unanimously decides otherwise.
*-

+*
Question No 83, by Mrs Gaioui de Biase (H-502/82)

Subject: Food aid to Poland

-

humanitarian solidarity

Vhat decision has the Council taken about sending to Poland, within the context of food
aid, feeding stuffs for use as animal feed by small independent farmers and does the
Council not consider that the worsening political situation in Poland requires rhat the
Community show greater humanitarian solidariry for what flicker of libeny sdll remains in
Polish society as represented by the small independent farmers?

Ansaner

The Council is aware of the concern recently expressed by cenain representatives of the
Polish churches, and echoed in the honourable Member's question, in connection with the
granting of direct aid to small-scale farmers in Poland. However, it must be said that action of this kind would clearly be cutside the scope of the decisions taken to date by the
Council with which the honourable Member will be acquainted. It would, in facq 6ntail
considerable financial problems. No such reorientation of Community aid is envisaged for
the momentl nor has the Commission submitted any proposals to that effect.

Question No 86, by Mr Treary (H-512/82)

Subject: Crisis in the tanning industry in Ireland
Is the Council aware of the present crisis in the tanning industry in Ireland arising from
the dumping of various forms of unfinished leather outside the EEC on rhe Community
marker
especially the UK, Ireland's main leather market, and of the consequent job
losses in-the industry, and will it state what measures it considers can be taken to prevenr
this dumping and call on the Commission to institute the necessary anti-dumping measures fonhwith?

Ansuer
The problems in the tanning industry to which the honourable Member refers have not
yet been put before the Council. Under the Community rules on protection against dumping, any Community producer who considers himself affected may submit a writren complaint to the Commission; if the complaint is sent to a Member Srare, that State will
forward it to the Commission. The Commission then opens an enquiry and decides
wherher there are grounds for introducing provisional anti-dumping duties.

t7
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The Council becomes involved only at a later stage of the procedure, principally when the
quesrion arises of extending a provisional anti-dumping duty or introducing a definitive
anti-dumping dury.

,t

{.

Question No 87, by Mr Lornas (H-514/82)

Subject: Community Trade Mark Office

During Question Time, at the October part-session of the European Parliament, the

Council replied to a question from Mrs Ewing (No 64)1 on the siting of a European Trade
Mark Office and said that four candidatures had been formally presented to the Council
by the respective Governments: London, Strasbourg, The Hague, Brussels, but that at
present there had been no decision or deliberation on them.

In the September issue of European Parliament EP News, it was stated that 'it has been
agreed to site the new Community Trade Mark Office in the United Kingdom, the only
problem is deciding which site is most suitable'.

Could the Council tell me which statement is accurate and which is untrue?
Answer
The Council confirms the statement made on 13 October 1982 in reply to the question by

MrsEwing (H-279/82) onthesitingof aEuropeanTradeMarkOffice,andinformsMr
Lomas that no new elements have occurred since then.

,,

lII.

"'

,,

Questions to tbe Foreign fulinisters

Question No 9Q by Mr Isradl

(H-afi/82)

Subject: Situation in Afghanistan
Have the Foreign Ministers recently held specific discussions on the situation in Afghanistan? Has rhe resolution on this subject adopted by Parliament in June 1982 succeeded in
persuading the Foreign Ministers to open such discussion and to study in panicular the
proposals contained in that resolution, i.e. recognition of the Afghan resistance as a legitimate narional liberation movement, a review of the level of diplomatic representation of
the Kabul Government in the Community Member States and other proposed measures?
Answer
The situation in Afghanistan continues to be a source of serious concern on the pan of the
Ten and has regularly been discussed in the context of European political cooperation
both before and after Parliament adopted its resolution in June 1982. The most recent
expression by the Ten of rheir well known approach to this question was made in the joint
contribution ar rhe opening of the United Nations 37th General Assembly at which they
urged the Assembly to consider the proposal of 30 June 1981 by the European Council for
a political serrlement of the conflict. At its meeting on 29 and 30 March 1982 the European Council also voiced its disapproval of the Soviet Union's negative attitude to and

I

Verbarim repon of proceedings on 13 October 1982, p.2A3.
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repeated rejection of proposals by the non-aligned countries, the Islamic Conference, rhe
United Nations General Assembly and the Ten for a political solution.

The Ten are interested to note the efforts being made by rhe General Secretary and his
personal representative with a view to arriving at a political solution. Any solution should
involve all panies concerned. A solution should be based on the principles laid down in the
UN resoludons which were adopted with an overwhelming majority at the General
Assembly, and should include the withdrawal of foreign rroops.

Question No 91, by Mr Moller (H-4$/82)

Subject: Mutual recognition of valid legal decisions

Vill

the Foreign Ministers take steps to ensure the mutual recognition of valid legal decisions adopted by impartial judicial bodies in individual Member States, and thus assist in
bringing about, inter alia" the automatic extradition of accused persons, with a view to
securing mutual respect for the legal traditions of individual countries?

Ansaner

Vhile the Ten acknowledge the imponant and extensive cooperarion taking place within,
for example, the Council of Europe in the field of criminal law, they have also on several
occasions and in various forums discussed proposals for more extensive cooperation in this
field. Recendy, at their meeting on 25 October 1982, the Minisrers of Justice of the Ten
discussed new proposals regarding extradirion bgrween Member States.

As the honourable Member himself mentions in his question, arrangements of this kind
must, amonB other things, take account of the basic legal principles and raditions prevailing in the various countries
not only in the smte requiring extradition, bur also in rhe
state from which the person -is to extradited. Cooperation in rhe field of extradition thus
affects essential aspects of the legal system in the various Member States and I cannot at
this stage predict what the outcome of the discussions will be.

**
Question No 92, by Mme Dury @-473/82)

Subject: The future of Hong Kong

In view of the excellent relations which China maintains with rhe European Community,
do the Foreign Ministers not think that they could negotiate rhe renev/al of rhe lease of
Hong Kong with the People's Republic by offering to place the territory under the jurisdiction of the European Economic Community, while recognizing of course China's sovereignty over this pan of its territory?

Annoer
The Ten do not discuss the relations between the Member Smtes and their dependencies
and have therefore not discussed the question of the future of Hong Kong.
:i

+{-
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Question No 95, by Mr Habsburg (H-480/82)

Subject: National minorities

All repons indicate a steady worsening in the situation of national minorities
- such as
Germans and Hungarians
as a result of the policies of the Ceaucescu Governmenr.
- meeting in Political Cooperarion be prepared ro use rheir
Vould the Foreign Ministers
influence to secure better treatment for these minoriries, including the right to emigrate to
the country of their choice?

Answer
The Foreign Ministers of the Ten meeting in Political Cooperation have not discussed this
specific question.

At the CSCE follow-up meetint in Madrid, the Ten called for the complete implementation of all the provisions contained in the Final Act, including those relating to narional
minorities, and they will continue to do so at rhe meering which has now been resumed.

Question No 96, by Mr Konrad Schcin (H-477/52)

Subject: Yugoslav restrictions on freedom of movemenr
The Yugoslav Government has imposed aheary, progressive tax on im citizens' journeys
abroad.

Do the Foreign Minisrcrs share the view that this is an infringement of rhe Helsinki Final
Act and are they prepared to make appropriate represenrations in Belgrade on this matter?
Answer

The Yugoslav Government has not introduced a tax on journeys abroad, but a deposit
which is refunded afrcr a year has elapsed. The deposit is 5 000 dinars (corresponding to
approximately 85 ECI-f for the first journey abroad in a panicular calendar year,7 OOO
dinars for the second, 9 000 dinars for the third and so on.

The provisions form part of the Yugoslav Government's economic stabilization programme and are aimed at curring down the number of shon shopping trips abroad.
Migrant workers and persons visiting their families etc.,

are exempr

from the deposit.

I should perhaps remind you in this connection that the citizens of Yugoslavia are free to
travel abroad without official constraints such as the need for an exit visa. Thus, the current provisions governing travel abroad can hardly be seriously described as conr.rary ro
the Helsinki Final Act.
+

,+*

Question No 97, by Mr d'Ormesson (H-493/82)

Subject: Zimbabwe
In view of the information from Zimbabwe indicating the growing insecuriry of the white
population and certain black racial Broups, do the Ministers intend to bear this in mind
with regard to the relations they maintain with Harare?
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Answer

The Ministers of the Ten meering in Political Cooperation have not attempted to work
out

a

common position on the latest developments in Zimbabwe.

However, they attach importance to the development of national reconciliation in Zimbabwe and contributes through their bilateral relations with Zimbabwe and within the
conrex[ of the Lom6 Convenrion ro the economic and social development of the country.
,i
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it had come from the European
Democratic Group. The fact of the matter is that it
some people thought

ESTGEN

was tabled by the Group
Wce-President

of

European Progressive

Democrats.
As

(The sitting utas opened at 10 a.m.)

I am claiming a defeat, Mr President, I trust it may

be amributed to the right quarter.

(Laughter)

l.,Approaal ofminutes
President.
The minutes of proceedings
day's sitting- have been distributed.

of yester-

President.

-

\7e take note of the fact, Mr Isra€I.

I call Mr Manin.

Are there any comments?

I call Mr Israel.
(FR) Mr President, on page 7 of the
Mr IsraEl.
- the ircm dealing with the objections to
Minutes, under
the list of rcpics for the rcpical and urgent debate,
there is the rejection of a motion which has been badly
worded.

I

am referring to the motion on fisheries

which was supposed to have been tabled by the Socialist Group, which it was, and by the European Democratic Group, which is wrong.

I have no doubm about the rejection of the motion. I
do not for a moment think that it was rejected because

Mr Martin.

(FR) Mr President, my name is not
listed among- those who took pan in the electronic
vote on the Sutra repon yesterday. I would like to
point out, Mr President, that in common with all the
French Members of the Communist and Allies Group I
vorcd against this repon which favours enlargement. I
would therefore ask you, Mr President, to see that my
name is listed in the official documents among those
who votedlagainst the report.

President.

-

Your commenm are noted, Mr Manin.

I call Mr Sherlock.

Mr

Mr

Shedock.

President,

I

do not think

Situation inArgentina and Uruguay

the

- precisely every component of what
Minutes contain
was implied in at least two of the items listed for
urgent decision without debate. However, I believe
that you have already been warned of cenain fears,
panicularly about rwo of the items to be taken without
debate, especially my item on whaling. I understand
that you are to make a statement on when the vote on
these could be taken in order to resolve the dilemma

\7e begin with the joint debate on three
President.
motions for resolutions on Argentina and Uruguay:

-

arising from incorrect reponing yesterday.

I

can assure you, Mr Sherlock, that it
be put to the vote, without debate, before the end.

President.

will
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(Parliament approoed the Minutes)

resolution (Doc. l-853/82),

Mr

Segr6 and others on behalf of
the Communist and Allies Group, on the desdparecidos (disappeared persons) in Argentina;

for a resolution (Doc. l-868/82),
abled by Mr Pedini and others on behalf of
motion

(CD Group), on events in Argentina;
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-898/82/rev.)
by Mr Lezzi and others on the situation in
Uruguay.

I call Mrs Squarcialupi.

Before we stafl today's debates,

President.

for a

the Group of the European People's Pany

'

2. Agenda

motion

tabled by

I should

- your attention to an error that has crept
like to draw
into the agenda that has been distributed. In accordance with the Minutes which we have just approved,
the Habsburg motion for a resolution should come as
the third item, and not as the fifth as it is on the

(17) Mr President, the Com- on the desaparecidos in Argenmunist Group's motion
tina has been tabled to express the shock and outrage
with which the news of the discovery of hundreds of
unidentified corpses in some cemeteries in Argentina

Mrs Squarcialupi.

was received.

agenda.

These poor remains are all that is left of the opponents

I call Mr Patterson.

Mr

Mr

Patterson.

of a ryrannical military regime, or presumed opponents or even, in the case of the children, of those
President, the agenda says that

- Mr Dalsager on sales of butter to
the smtement by
Russia is to be without debate, but Rule 40 does allow

for one half-hour period of questions to the Commissioner. I was wondering if it was the intention of the
Presidenry to take questions for 30 minutes following
the statement by Mr Dalsager.
You are quite righq Mr Patterson. There
President.
is provision in the Rules of Procedure for a debate but

-

whose only crime was to be the son or daughter of
presumed or genuine opponents of the regime.

The bodies which have been found only run rc
hundreds, but the people who have disappeared run to
thousands, cenainly more than 20 000. In recent years
these desaparecidos have been mentioned in this
House, but not in any great detail and with the lack of
incisiveness which has also characterized the various
diplomatic steps which have been taken. For years it
has, above all, been the mothers of the desaparecidos

who have aroused the interest of the international

the House decided otherwise.

I call Mr Albers.

(NL) I grant that the matter is without
Mr -President, but there is an annoying misprint in the Dutch version of Doc. l-853/82. Under
recital H there is a reference to an opinion of the
Mr Albers.
debate,

Bondsdag. This should be Bondsraad

in Dutch, and in

the original English version it is in fact Bundesrat.

community by going each day to the Plaza de Maio to
ask that the mystery surrounding the disappearance of
their family be removed. \7e wish to answer the cries
of these mothers and to reveal to the whole world one
mass
of the most bruml political crimes of our times
murder.

Our reaction is even stronger since, amongst the desaparecidos, there are almost 400 Communiry citizens,
mostly Italians. The disappearance of 321 Italians, 48

4l future Comrnuniry citizens, i.e. Spaniards, has been reponed. All
these people went to Argentina not to carry out 'subversive activities' but to work. They are all people
linked to their native country by a passport and a
name, but often they are really Argentinian citizens,
and have the emotions, ideas and involvement in political and social life of Argentinians, and this is what has
cost them their lives.
Germans, 15 French citizens and

3. Topical and urgent debatesl
President.
debate.

-

I Euroconrol

The next item is the topical and urgent

(without debate):

see

Annex.

-
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Squarcialupi

'\7e

should therefore mourn the dead
v/omen
- men,
and children who were shot in cold blood
and found
dead. !7e should of course feel outrage too, but we
must also act. Our motion's message to colleagues in
the European Parliament is that they should act in response to the manifest and systematic violation of
basic human rights which has been nking place in
Argentina since 1976.

'!7e

would ask the countries of the European Community to show their political strength and uniry by
asking the United Nations to institute an inquiry to
find out who is responsible for the extermination of
political opponents of the regime and their families.

I

would point out that the compromise texr vras
accorded majoriry approval, which further reinforces
Parliament's position.

\7e would also be in favour of a parliamentary delegation being formed under Rule 49 as soon as possible to
investigate these crimes. This would also ensure that
not all the Argentine people, many of whom have suffered greatly because of crimes perpetrated by the military jwta, should be blamed.
(Applause)

President.

-

are applying to the Commission so that our support can take the form of concrete assistance for the

families which, as we have stated, are mostly of European origin and come from our own Member States. I
share the belief that a delegation from the European
Parliament should be provided for the appropriare
investigations and, above all, to encourage assistance
work. The European Parliament delegation for rela-

tions with the Latin American Parliament assumes re-

sponsibiliry

for the problem of the protection of

human rights on the Latin American continent and will
cenainly make it one of the fundamental issues in the
discussion which will take place at the Conference
planned for 1983.

Under these unfonunate circumstances we wish to
reaffirm our support for Latin America. This is a gesture in defence of the democracy in which all of us in
this House wish to participate. This is the reason why
we, who drafted this motion, are supporting a single
document, so as to give better emphasis to our statement and better expression to our hopes that there will
once more be a democrary in Latin America. Evidence
that democracy m^y return is apparent if, for example,
we examine the recent confoning results of the elections in Brazil and other current events.

Let us use the whole range of international law and
conventions for the effective acrion expecred of us by

I call Mr Pedini.

the public in our own countries!

(17) Mr President, ladies and gentleMr Pedini.
- ties between
men, the hisrcric
Italy and Argentina and
Europe and Ladn America make us panicularly sensitive to the dramatic events surrounding the disappearance of people from these countries.

Our faithfulness to the fundamental principles behind
human rights intensifies our prorest. Time magazine
has just published a dramaric map indicating the presumed number of people who have disappeared in the
various countries of Lacin America. Is this the price
which Latin America must pay for its return ro democraq and the observance of the principles of freedom ?

The panicular gravity of the events which have taken
place in Argentina has led my group to submit a

motion which draws attention

'!7e

to

rhese barbarous

events and the associated denial by the dictatorship

of

fundamental human rights.

President.

-

I call Mr Lezzi.

(17) Mr President, in accordance with
Mr Lezzi.
its programme,
the military junta in Uruguay has
announced national elections for 28 November. Only
parties with which it sympathizes are allowed ro parricipate, however, and the genuine forces of democrary
and freedom, which profess different political beliefs,
have once more been discriminared against.

In

November 1980 there

was

a

referendum for

approval of the Constir.ution supported by the milimry
leaders, in which nearly all rhe people panicipared and
which resulrcd in a victory for rhe 'no' and a consequent rejection of the Constirution being vored upon.

This time, once again, there will be enormous public
panicipation, and this will transform this farcical elec-

tion into another plebiscite against rhe dictarorship.

In this House we wish to express our support for the
victims and turn to the Council of Ministers with the
request that both the Community national governments and the Council imelf should all make an
individual direct protest in all quarrers and should
involve the United Nations in rhis dramaric problem,
thus putting as much pressure as possible on the
Argentine authorities for them to release those who
are still imprisoned and to reveal the names of rhose
who are unfortunate enough to be on rhe list of victims.

Over the years, the European Parliament has always
followed even$ in the Uruguayan Republic wirh grear
care and atrention, and this time it acted very
promptly. Thanks to rhe political alenness of the Presidenry of Parliament this House is now able ro express
its total supporr for the democratic forces which are
fighting in Uruguay for freedom and the resrorarion of
a genuine democrary. It supports the opposition forces
which are in hiding and exile and demands the immediirte release of rhose detained for political and trade
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Lezzi
union reasons and, in panicular, of General Liber Seregni, the leader of the Frente Amplio, who has been
condemned to life imprisonmenr for his political struggle for his ideals.

Since the European Parliament is to deal in a few
weeks' time with the problems connected with the
Communiry's relations with Central America, it will
then have an opportuniry to examine in panicular
detail the economic aspects of these relations and
should make the military junta feel the weight of the
condemnation of this Parliament, which was freely
elected inthe 1979 elections.

President.

-

gD Mr President, on behalf of
Macciocchi.
the Socialist Group, I wish to starc that we suppon this
compromise amendment since, as always, we wish
there to be the greatest possible majority in this Parliament against all forms of dictatorship, especially the
terrible dictatorship in Argentina.
Mr

Yet we note with regret that in the agreement reached
yesterday, our proposal that a delegation from the

be sent to Argentina

President,

-

I call the Communist and Allies Group.

(FR) Mr President, the French members
Mr Denis.
and Allies Group will vorc for the
of the Communist
motions on the violadons of human

righr in Argentina

and Uruguay. Ve have tabled an amendment on
Uruguay in support of the great mathematician, Jos6

I call the Socialist Group'

European Parliament

that they would not apply to the United Nations if we
fail rc give them satisfaction. Ve must do this in the
knowledge that perhaps on this occasion we shall be
doing something that could be directly, genuinely and
practically useful and will not just be empry words.

was

rejeced. This Parliament has always been sensitive to
the tragic situation existing in such a major country as
Argentina: we received the'Plaza de Mayo' mothers
here in this very House and, In October 1981, our
'!florking Party on Human Rights undertook to send

Luis-Massera, *ho has been awarded doctorates Donoris causa by several French universities and is seriously ill after a lengthy detention during which he has
been subjected to violence.

The fates of General Seregni, leader of the 'Frente
Amplio' and of Senator Massera are, unfoftunately,
rypical. They have become the symbols of about 1 200
political and trade union detainees in Argentina. To
ielease them would be a just and humane act. Likewise, the tragedy of the disappearance of thousands of
Argentinians brought to light recently by the discovery

of

clandestine cemeteries shocks

us deeply. Ve

demand that the Argentinian government release those
who have disappeared and who are still alive, that they

provide an explanation for their families and public
opinion, and that all those responsible should answer
for their acts.

rhis delegation to Argentina, and we held a few preli-

minary debates on this problem in the Political Affairs
Committee. Only yesterday afternoon, ladies and gentlemen, a delegation of Argentine mothers and opposition leaders came here to request that a delegation be
sent.

\(zhy the insistence? lVhy not speak exclusively in
terms of a proposal that the United Nations carry out
an inquiry? Because the faith which the Argenlile
'desaparecidos'and their families have in us is faith in
their eyes and
the European Parliament, which
- in
is the only organization with the moral
also in mine
and political strength to manage to release and give
back life to those who are still in concentration camPs,
in spite of the Argentine regime. As you know, eight
people who escaped from the concentration camPs
have stated that there are still hundreds of men,
women and children imprisoned in these camPs'
beg you, on my own behalf and on behalf
agree to sign a motion requesting
the despatch of the delegation from the European Parliameni to Argentina in accordance with Rule 49 of

I therefore

of my colleagues, to

the Rules of Procedure. 'S7e must collect 228 Members' signatures without delay, aware that we are making our contribution rc help people who have turned,
not to the United Nations, but directly to us, the
European Parliarirent, which does not, however, mean

President.

-

I call the Liberal and Democratic Group.

Mr Haagerup.- (DA) Some time ago, several members of the Liberal and Democratic Group
ubled a motion for- a
Mrs Scrivener and others
resolution drawing attention to the disappearance of
children in Argentina, a subject which is also referred
to in the repofi we are discussing here this morning.

My Group will wholeheartedly suppon the compromise amendment tabled on the situation in Argentina,
and I feel that this appeal, with the support of the
whole House, goes beyond purely humanitarian
considerations and has a clear political aim. It is in fact
an unambiguous condemnation of what the Argentinian regime has been doing, and I feel that there is
some food for thought in the fact that so much pressure is being brought to bear on the British Government to entCr into negotiations with a view to handing
over territory and its inhabitants to a country under
the sway of a regime of the kind described in this
motion for a resolution.
the Group of European Progressive
President.
- I call
Democrats.
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(FR) Mr President, the group of which I

have the honour of being a member will obviously vote

for the motions on Argentina and Uruguay. I will concentrate on the issue of Argentina.
International opinion everywhere has been shocked by
the disappearances. Unfonunarely, no solution can be
found for this problem. Nevertheless, we owe it rc history to show that human rights have been flagrantly
and systematically violated in Argentina. However, the
worst aspect of the issue Mr President, ladies and gentleman, is that we know that internment camps still
exist in Argentina, where human beings, people whose
identity is known, have been imprisoned wirhout trial,
accused of nothing more than expressing democratic
opinions which we all share, whatever our political
beliefs, in this House.

It is therefore our duty to publicize

the true facts on
the present situation in Argentina. That is why we are
dwelling on this point and why I believe there has been
a small oversight in the motions which have been proposed, since the European Parliament has not been
requested to conduct its own enquiry. Personally, I
would be very much in favour of such a move.
President.

-

I call the Commission.

Mr Haferka-p,

Wce-President of the Commission.
President, like those Members who have
abled these motions for a resolution, rhe Commission
condemns the violations of, and crimes against, human
rights and democratic freedoms. These proposed resolutions are directed essentially at the Council and the
Governments of the Member States, and the Commission has no d<iubt whamoever that both the Member
Sates and the Council will react accordingly.

(DE)

Mr

President.

-

I call Mrs Bonino.

(17) Thank you, Mr President. I
Mrs Bonino.
thought that I-was down to speak, but I realize rhat
there must have been a rnisundersanding.

I only wanrcd to make a brief point. \7e have all suddenly become very vocife
albeit rather belatedly
in
our condemnation of rhe Argentine
,Government for its violation of human rights, when in
fact we have all known all about it for some time.

I only regret thar this House does nor have enough
courage to condemn the fact, nor will the narional
governmenrs of the European Communities, which
although they have known of these violations for a
long time, took no action until the press became interested

in the problem. I

have rherefore mbled an
hope will be put to rhe vote,
although it bears no relations to the second amendment I wish to table. I would like my colleagues to
amendment which

I
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realize that none of our national governments in the
European Communiry, all of which have known all the
facts for a long time, has ever taken any action. It is all

very well to condemn the Argentine governmenr, but
our own governments are also to blame, and it is my
opinion that we should make a plain staremenr concerning our own governments' failure to act.
President.

-

The debate is closed.

Votel

Conoention on the Law of the Sea
President.
!7e shall now consider the motion for a
resolution -(Doc.1-869/ 82), tabled by Mr Habsburg
and others on behalf of the Group of the European
People's Parry (CD Group), on the Convenrion on the
Law of the Sea.

I call the Socialist Group.

Mr Bombard.- (FR) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, the Law of the Sea does indeed pose an urgent
problem. There is a legal gap, but I would point out
that the Habsburg proposal is dated 12 November and
only touches lighdy on the topic whereas Document
No l-793/82 drafted by Mr Daniel Vi6 on behalf of
the Legal Affairs Committee is dated 3 November. It
was adopted by the Legal Affairs Commiwee by 12
votes, with 2 abstentions. The report follows the text
of the Convention anicle by anicle and brings out
clearly the points where there is agreement and the
points which are conrroversial. To vote for Mr Habsburg's motion requesring urgenr procedure would be
to vote with undue haste and with very little reason on
a matter of spurious urgency, with the risk of delaying
the constructive repon of the Legal Affairs Committee, which will have ro be examined and discussed
at a plenary part-session as soon as possible. Ve
should therefore wair until we are consulted on this
reporr, and since it has to do with the sea, I would
recall an amusing sailing instruction for cases of emergency at sea: 'let's not rush, we're in a hurry!'

I would therefore recommend a vote against the spurious motion for urgent procedure and that we prepare for a along debate
for which there is real
urgency
in rhe coming -months so as ro recdfy this
- omission represenred by the lack of a
serious legal
common international law accepted by all and applied
for the use and exploitation, but also the prorecrion
and life, of the sea.
President.

1

-

See Annex.

I call Mr Habsburg.
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(DE) Mr President, I am sorry to
- cori,tradicting my very good friend,
to begin by
Mr Bombard. This has nothing to do with 'undue

Mr Habsbur*
have

haste', but is in fact an absolutely fundamental matter
of form. The urgent procedure does not concern the
essence of the problem, which will of course be discussed when we continue our debate on the important

Vi6 repon and the

accompanying opinion
Sayn-Vittgenstein in December.

by Mr

1-2911185

future deliberations of the preparatory committee, in
view of the inordinately complex situation in which
the governments and the Community will be signing
the first pan of this mammoth convention in Jamaica
at the beginning of December. There can be no doubt
that such an opportuniry will only be retained if the
Community appends its signature in Jamaica at this
stage. However, we must remind the Commission that

major differences exist between the sundpoints of the
Member States of the European Community.

'!7har

we are trying to do here is to bridge the critical
period whereby, in the wake of the Commission's proposal to append its signature in December, any decisions on our part would effectively be anticipated and
would
at least there are grounds for fearing so
- the current disunity of the Community. Of
exacerbate
course, as Mr Bombard rightly said, we shall be disin fact, we shall be doing so
cussing the subsance
though, because it is
next month. In the meantime,
such an urtent issue, we are aiming only to postpone
the signing of the convention so as to try to restore
unity to the Communiry.

That is the situation Mr Habsburg has drawn your
attention to. Vhat Parliament wants to know now is
what the Commission intends to do not only in view

of the complex situation, but also given the fact that
the Member States hold differing views with regard to
both the substance and the modalities of the whole
issue. This House takes the view that this matter

should be drawn

to the attention of the people of

Europe and elsewhere by way of a public debate like
today's, however brief.

It is exremely depressing that the different Member
States of the Community have spoken with different
voices on this issue, and that the Community should,
in such a highly imponant international forum, have
given an impression of disunity, something which will

Given the ma.ior and complex issues involved in evolving a world economic order, of which the creation of
an authority to oversee the sea bed or maritime waters
is only a part, we must make full use of the two years
available to us before the convention is finally ratified.
I am sure there can be no doubts in this House on that

undoubrcdly be to the detriment of the Community

score.

a

as

whole.

after all, is the
If we can gain a little time
- and that, there is a real
aim of this motion for a resolution
chance, thanks to the period of reflection which we

!7e would nevenheless like the Commission to explain
once again what repercussions the signing of the convention on 6-10 December will have for the European
community.

have now embarked on, of reaching a genuine consen-

sus which

will be in the

interests

of all the Member

Applause)

States. The unfonunate thing is that, as things stand at
present in the Communiry, different countries seem to

view their interests differently and that is at the root
of the disagreement on this issue.

Mr

to

President,

I would

adopt this motion

therefore appeal for Members

in the spirit in which it

was

tabled, to enable us to gain the breathing space we
need: firstly, to enable a sensible discussion to take
place; secondly, to enable the European Parliament to
play its full pan; and thirdly, to enable the Community
rc adopt a unified stance at long last.
(Apphuse)

Blumenfeld.

-

I call Mrs Spaak.

Mrs Spaak.
men,

it

(FR) Mr President, ladies and gentleto clarify the issue somewhat

may- be useful

after the speeches by Mr Bombard, Mr Blumenfeld
and Mr Habsburg, since the topic is rather complicated for those of our colleagues who have not followed this issue.

Mr Bombard indicated that Parliament committees are
holding discussions and the next debate will take place
at the plenary pan-session.

I call the Group of the European PeoPresident.
ple's Pany -(Christian-Democratic Group).
Mr

President.

(DE) Mr President, I would urge

- Mr Habsburg's motion for a resothe House to adopt
perhaps the
lution calling on the Commission
- and
Commission would like to state its view on this issue
to take srcps to ensure that the Comonce again
muniry, as -such, remins the chance rc take part in

In addition there is the question of the Convention
document itself and the fact that the sections on the
protection of the environment and the legal security of
activities at sea, and Europe's panicipation in these
problems and to some extent its autonomy in making
decisions connected with them, have to be signed.
There is unanimous, or almost unanimous, agreement
over the general principles of the Law of the Sea mentioned in the Convention. The United States really
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Spaak

only disagrees with one section, i.e. the exploitation of
the deep sea bed. It should be noted that the United
States has developed technologies and is carrying out a
protramme for prospecting and exploiting the deep
sea bed, and is of the opinion that its advance in this
field would not be sufficiently protected.

It remains to be seen how generous we can afford
A preparatory committee should be set up

be.

to
to

personal interest in defending my work, which is not
at all the case.

The only reason why I am making a statement here is
because I am a member of the Legal Affairs Committee. \7e mlked to Mrs Veil about this problem this
morning, and since she is unable to be here at this
time, I am to some extent speaking on her behalf.

implement rules governing the exploitation of the deep
Convention comes into force. Panicipation in the work of this committee will depend on
the Convention being signed.

I would in no way

This strikes me as a fundamental point. In questions of

First

the jurisdiction of either the Member States or the

Chairman of the Legal Affairs Committee, Mrs Veil,
had tried to persuade the Bureau to allow this repon
on the Law of the Sea to be debated at this part-

sea bed before the

Community, we shall only be able to influence the discussion as a Community if we have a Community position. All the Member States, and the Community itself,
should therefore sign this Convention. It is only right

that Europe should play a major role in this field,
given its economic influence and the importance of its
pons and merchant fleet.

It

is vital that the Law of the Sea should be drawn up
in the form of a convention and recognized by all. The

interests of the Member States of the Community,
particularly with regard to the exploitation of the deep
sea bed, cannot be allowed to depend on regulations
which have been unilaterally issued by other major
POwers.

President.

-

I call Mr Pesmazoglou.

(GR)
Pesmazoglou.
President, I should like
- BombardMrand
Mrs Spaak have just
to support what Mr
said. The subject of the Law of the Sea is of interest to
many peoples of the u'orld. It involves certain principles which will ensure legality and discipline in the

Mr

exploitation of the sea and the seabed, so that any
hasty decision, any hasty resolution, such as [he one
proposed by Mr Habsburg, would give the impression
that the Community has a negative attitude towards a
major topic. Mr President, I would recommend a decisive vote against Mr Habsburg's motion, and that we
should continue to deal with the whole issue systematically. In this way, the Community will at leasr be able
to contribute towards strengthening all those principles which concern the great majority of the peoples
of the world.
President.

-

I call Mr Vi6.

(FR) Mr President, it is with some relucrance that- I take pan in this debate for rwo reasons:
firstly, I have great regard for Mr Habsburg, and
secondly, I am the author of the report down for

Mr Vi6.

debate at the next part-session, and it mighr therefore
be thought that my contribution here is affected by my

question the opinion of Mr Habsburg himself or of his group as regards the fundamental problem. I would simply like rc mention what we
might call the ethics of this House.

of all it is really very incorrect that, after

the

session, her request should have been refused and Par-

liament should today be discussing urgent procedure,
when the debate is programmed for the following pan
session.

Mrs Veil's request that the repon be abled for the
November pan-session was obviously made in view of
the date planned for the signatures. All this is complercly contradictory and it is my opinion that, for
Parliament's own good, such procedures should be

totally avoided. There is no political contradiction
between the motion by Mr Habsburg and his colleagues and my report. My document basically states
one thing: there is a fundamental problem, and it is
vital that the Communiry should speak with one voice,
that the endre Communiry should sign the documenr.
and that an agreement to do so should be reached.
There is therefore no political contradicdon berween
the two documenm, but for Parliament's own sake
debates should not be cut up pieiemeal. I regret having to contradict my Christian Democrat colleagues,
but I speak not on my own behalf or on behalf of my
group, but as a member of the Legal Affairs Committee. Mr President, pursuant to Article 85 I would
request that Parliament refer the matter to committee.
(Applause
committee)

-

President.

-

Parliament decided to refer the rnotion to

I call Mr Bocklet.

(DE) Mr President, I wish to ask you
Mr Bocklet.
which rule in- the Rules of Procedure you applied in
asking us to vote on referral rc committee. The fact is
that in an urgent debate there can be no referral to
committee. The Commirtee on rhe Rules of Procedure
and Petitions expressly rejected in such cases referral
Rule 85.

as under

President.
I applied Rule 85 in refer- Mr Bocklet,
ring the Habsburg
morion for a resolution back to

committee. There has been more than one precedent
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President

it was a wholly
I think we will get ourselves in
really great trouble if at any moment during the proceedings people can move ref.erral back to committee.
to

committee under Rule 87,

for this. There has already been a vote on the matter

back

and I fail to see how Rule 85 could have prevented it.
Could you please tell us, Mr Bocklet, which rule you

exceptional procedure.

are applying?

'!7'e

(DE) According to the interpretation
Mr Bocklet.
given by the-Committee on the Rules of Procedure
and Petitions tu/o months ago, Rule 85 can be applied
only rc subjects which have akeady been discussed in
committee and does not apply in the case of topical
and urgent debates.

for a ruling. The committee

has

President.

-

I call Mr Blumenfeld.

(DE) Since it is now crystal clear
Blumenfeld,
that we have to-vote on this matter, can I ask Mr
Narjes, who is also down on the list, if he would in

fact speak, in accordance with the motion

I

have

tabled? The vote has not yet been taken.

since

decided that Rule 85 cannot be applied in the usual
way in such instances. I therefore ask you to declare
the vote null and void and to put the motion for a
resolution to the vote.

Let me repeat, Mr Bocklet, that in my
President.
capacity as President of this sitting I am required to
observe the Rules of Procedure, but I also have to bear
in mind the mistakes of the past. Ve have proceeded
previously in the same manner as we have just dealt
with this matrcr. Mr Nyborg is in the Chamber and
perhaps he could explain the position of his committee.

I

voted the other way.

Mr

I know this so well because I was the last person to
table such a motion for referral to committee under
Rule 85. The Bureau then decided to pass the matter
on to the Committee on the Rules of Procedure and
Petitions

must respect the procedural rule which has been
esnblished, even though I personally have to say I

call the Committee on the Rules of Procedure and

Petitions.

President.
Mr Blumenfeld, I cannot give you a
- to that question on the basis of the
clearcut answer
documents I have at the moment in the Bureau, but I
shall attempt to give you a clear answer. I have asked
for immediate verfication as to whether the committee
decided as Mr Bocldet says they did. I have this instant
received confirmation of the fact. I am not doubting

what was said here but I want to see it in writing
that I can then take the appropriate decision.

so

I

have just been handed an official document which
states that Rule 85 on referral to committee does not
apply to motions for resolutions which are on the
agenda for topical and urgent debate. Mr Bocklet is

therefore perfecdy correct and the vote we took
thus null and void.

is

I call the Commission.

Mr Nyborg,

chairman of the committee.
Bocklet is right, Mr President.

President.

-

-

(DA) Mr

Mr

(DE) Mr
Narjes, Mernber of tbe Commission.
- Members
President, I should like to rhank you and the
who have mbled this motion for a resolution for giving
the Commission the chance to set out its views before

I call Mr von der Vring.

the signing of the final act and the Convention in
(DE) Mr President, we still

Mr von der Vring.
the urgent motions- by Mr Habsburg and they can be
dealt with only under Rule 85, because otherwise what
are nre going to do with them?
President.

-

have

I call Mr Johnson.

Jamaica at the beginning of December.
As you know, the Convention on the Law of Sea is a
comprehensive document incoriorating provisions
covering all aspects of the use of maritime waters. It is
an intricate and complicated matter, and because of

the global solutions we have been aiming for, it is
essential to take a differentiated view of the various

of the Convention and
its various chapters. This Convention, the result of the
conference, is intended as a comprehensively codified
work to last a hundred years and, to a large extend, to
advantages and disadvantages

Mr President, I do hope you will take
Mr Johnson.
-

rhis opportunity, notwithstanding what has just happened, to reconfirm the ruling on Rule 85 which has
been confirmed now by Mr Nyborg. Referral back to
Committee cannot. be moved like that during a partsession.

That is quite clear.

On Monday this poinr was reconfirmed by the Chair
when Mr Danken made it quite clear that when he
permitted Sir James Scott-Hopkins to move referral

replace the existing order going back

tius. Our appraisal

to Hugo Gro-

of the results of the

conference

must therefore bear these aims in mind.

I

would also remind you of previous debates conducted in this House and in earlier European Parliaments, and especially of the reservations made with
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Narjes
regard to Chapter 11 dealing with undersea mining. In
effect, Chapter I I creates a dubious precedent for an

interventionist kind of world economic order, and it
would be self-deceptive to dismiss these fears as mere
ideology. They are quite justified in view of the fact
that the kind of deep-sea mining provisions we have at
the moment are in violation of the basic thinking
behind Anicle 1 of GATT.

muniry's decision on whether or not to ratify the Convention will depend on the results achieved by the preparatory committee.
(Applause)

President.

-

The debate is closed.

There are special reservations regarding the proposed
compulsory transfer of technology and the possibility
of the Convention being revised, given a four-fifths
majority in favour. In other words, there is an inherent
risk of a minority being dictated to by the majority.
Nor can we simply dismiss the possibility of Europe's
supplies of raw materials being adversely affected in

the long term by this Convention. For the Third

'!7orld

too
and I am panicularly concerned that this
- be
point should
made
it wouid be conceivable to
have better and more-promising solutions than we
have in mind at present.

On the other hand, it is wonh stressing a number of
to favour appending our signa-

aspects which appear

ture to the Convention. Firstly, the Convention creates
a legal basis for imponant issues such as the delimitation and use of economic zones or the right of ransit.
The provisions regarding fishing and environmental
protection
tv/o chapters which are the responsibility
of the Communiry
are very largely satisfactory. The
imponant thing - and I should like to thank Mrs
is that the signatories
Spaak for making this point
- of
to the convention are members
the preparatory
committee, which is due to take up its duties in the
spring of 1983 and decide on the detailed application
of the Convention before it formally comes into effect.
Only the signatory countries will have the right to
exen influence on this preparatory work, which means
that the system has a built-in right of panicipation. In
weighing up the pros and cons, the Commission therefore came to the conclusion that the weight of argument was in favour of signing the Convention, which
is what we have decided to do, not least in the interests of Community unity.

There are three additional points

I

should like to

make, however. Firstl1., by signing the Convenrion, we
are not committing ourselves to ratifying it. Secondly,
in weighing up the pros and cons, the Commission had
to bear in mind that an artempt rc bring about a betrer
coordination of the standpoints of rhe Member States
and the Community was made only very late in the

d^y

in fact, only over the last 18 months

and

- very'
that -the Member States have therefore tended
largely to adopt different standpoints depending on
their particular national interests. Thirdly, the commission has therefore qualified its recommendation
that the Convention be signed by proposing that the
Communiry and the Member States signatory ro rhe
Convention should make a political statement ar the
signing ceremony stressing our reservarions with
regard to Chapter 11 and sraring that rhe Com-

Voter

Steel crisis

President.
\7e shall now consider the motion for a
resolution -(Doc. 1-855/82) by Mr'S7agner and others
on the European steel crisis.

I call Mr \7agner.

Mr rVagner.

(DE) Mr President, ladies and gentle-

- like to begin by pointing out that I am
should
speaking here today on behalf of my Group and those
Members who, with me, have tabled this morion for a
resolution with request for rcpical and urgent debate
men,

I

on overcoming the European steel crisis.

As a result of the serious deterioradon in sreel

sales,

the European steel industry is now going through the
most serious crisis ir has faced since the founding of
the European Coal and Steel Community, and it is a
fact that, in the steel-producing regions of Europe, the
steel companies are suffering major losses, righr up to
the level of the really big companies of major imponance in the regions concerned, who are having to conduct a veritable fight for survival. More than half of all
steel workers are on shon-time work as a result of the
poor sales situation, in addition to which thousands of
jobs are in jeopardy, due primarily to economic sragnation.
Against this background, our concern
and I am
very grateful for the fact rhat ir proved possible in the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs to
break through the political group barrier
ro creare a
broad consensus so that the European Parliament,
the
Commission, the Council, the trade unions and the
employers' associations in the European Community
could join forces with a view to overcoming this serious crisis and ensuring that rhe burden was not placed
simply on the shoulders of the workers and the regions
affected by the steel crisis.

Clearly, the crisis measures which the Commission has
taken under Anicle 58 and under the auspices of the
voluntary canel EUROFER and EISA are again being
undermined, in addition to which prices are tumbling

I

SeeAnnex.
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in certain product sectors and fixed production quoms
are still being deliberately exceeded. On this point
and chis goes too for the Members who have joined
we
with me in tabling this motion for a resolution
would address a very earnest, appeal rc the producers
and dealers concerned to see that the quotas worked
out on a fair and reciprocal basis in Brussels are complied with in day-rc-day business terms. The important
thing is that honest business principles should once
again be applied and that fixed arrangements should
not be undermined either by negligence or deliber-

crisis on the one hand, and the restructuring programmes on the other, and that these programmes
should be put into effect. S[e are well avrare that this

will

cause problems outside and

will require the maxi-

mum degree of effon from all concerned., Ve have
also put forward the proposal that our Community
debt-funding scheme must be formulated by the Commission in the interests

of those companies burdened
repayments, and our

by heavy loans and interest

ately, with the result that market stabilization and job
conseflation measures are continually being placed in

motion for a resolution also proposes that an attempt
be made to reach a European consensus on ways of
overcoming the crisis by way of a European steel conference involving governments, the Commission, the

jeopardy.

Council, trade unions and steel producers.

In the light of this situation, our motion for a resolu-

I would beg the House's approval for the motion for a
resolution, to enable us to do everFhing in our power
to add the European Parliamant's political weight rc

tion contaim specific proposals going beyond what the
Commission, the Council and the steel producers have
so far come up with in a bid to get to grips with the
crisis. So as not to take up too much dme, I shall confine my comments to the essential points and leave you
to read the text of the motion for a resolution. The
imponant thing is to introduce rigorous checks to enable the Commission and the governments of the Memwell as the EUROFER and the EISA
ber States
-to as
ensure that the fixed prices and quotas
cartels
are complied with. Should these measures be contravfines
and sanctions which have already been
ened,
imposed must be made to bite. That is another thing
we should commend to the Commission's attention,
and it is something on which we will give the Commission our full backing.
ensure that the market is stabilized at long last and
the source of losses for steelmaking companies can be
sealed, we must arrive at a price level similar to that in

the effons being made by the Commission, the Council and the trade unions to overcome the crisis.
(Appkuse)

IN THE CFIAIR: MR
Wce-President

President.

To

Japan and in the USA, and bearing in mind the low
level of steel consumption, we must place a limit on
imports from third countries, which means that
imports covered by existing agreements and new
agreements for imponant supplier countries must be
reduced in volume terms. Another important aspect is
the need to make progress on the restructuring issue
so that the present surplus capaciry is dismantled, with
the acompanying guarantee of social flanking measures for the workers thus affected.

KLEPSCH

-

I call the Socialist Group.

(FR) Mr President, ladies and gentleMr Moreau.
the motion we have before us is
men, in my opinion
imponant in that it is balanced and tackles three
aspects of the srcel problem: pri<:e maintenance, the
need for a viable steel industry, i.e. the problem of res-

tructuring, and, finally, the need for a poliry which
extends beyond the steel industry-to development at
regional level and at the level of the sectors concerned.
Today's debate, which is obviously rather hasty, is
probably only the prelude to a more detailed debate in

this Parliament, since the Comnrittee on Economic

On this point, we are proposing that the range of
financial instruments available to the European Com-

muniry,

in

panicular the non-quota Par"

of

the

Regional Fund, the Social Fund and the facilities available under the auspices of the European Investment
Bank and the ECSC Treaty are coordinated more
effectively with the low interest loans available under
the Ortoli facility, and can therefore be put to better

effecl

and Monetary Affairs has been instructed to draw up a
report on the future of the steel industry and regions.
This report is now in the hands of our colleague, Mr

Vagner.
The problem with which v/e are faced today, that of
the crisis in the iron and steel industry, is, I felieve,
very symbolic for Europe. If we do not manage to
overcome the crisis in the iron and steel industry,

Ve

which is a key industry in Europe as is the car industry, I believe that Europe's weakened position may
well become chronic.

new, jobs and training opponunities and improving
the infrastructure in the regions hard hit by the steel

The European iron and steel industry must live on. If
the Community does not want to have to depend on

also take the view that there must be close coordination between the regional structural Programmes set
up with the aim of conserving existing, and creating
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random oumide influences, it must make every effon
to preserve this industry which meets our needs. As we
know, this can only be achieved if rhe Council of Min-

for a European srarcg.y
in this field, which would apply rc prices, srrucrural
reforms and a consisrenr commercial policy, and if the
temptation for each of us to act alone is eliminated
once and for all. Ve recognize that some results have
been achieved, bur it must be noted that there is still a
isters is convinced of the need

long way ro go, and rhar success is still far from being
assured.

Every effon must be made to improve the operation of
the market. In panicular, Anicle 58 should be applied
to better effect. However, other measures should also
be taken, and it is my opinion that Article 57 of the
Treary should be more strictly applied. Apan from the

difficulties which are mentioned so ofren in rhis
House, it is cenain that despite technological changes,
a boost in demand would make it possible to set price

levels for a certain length of rime which would give rhe
European iron and steel industry brearhing space. '!7e

should use this time to carry our the priority task of
properly restructuring the European iron and steel
industry. As far as I can see, the way for rhis ro be
done is for the Member States, the Commission and
the Council to act with perseverance and for the funds
made available to the iron and steel indusry to be used
rationally and effectively in the way just described by
Mr'Sflagner.

I

would stress rwo poinrs: firstly, if cenain products
are to be selected, we should nor rhen jump to the
conclusion that Europe is not capable of producing
and selling more rraditional producrs. It all depends on
technology and, organization. Secondly, the iron and
steel industry problem is not only a quesrion of rhe
survival of a sensitive sector of our economy; it also
involves the economic revitalization of rhe regions
concerned, familiar to us all. Ve hope that an effort
will be made to develop an integrated poliry for rhis
question

has already been made in some of
- a srarrplans,
the Commission
and we have mentioned the
issue in this motion. Obviously, rhe steps taken so far
cannot even solve [he current problems, let alone those
which we fear will arise in the future.

The

measures which must be mken for the iron and
industry are qr1.ical of the type of measures which
must be taken to prevenr regional imbalances. I personally would like rhis debate ro provide an opporrunsceel

ity for thought on rhe fact rhat the iron ind

steet

industry is not only a secroral problem, and has much
wider implicarions.'!7e would be failing in our responsibilides as parliamentarians if we failed to deal with
the problem which lies outside rhe secroral problem
and which affect the very heart of our Communiry, i.e.
the problem of the industrial revitalization of thl old
industrial regions and present iron and srcel regions.
This motion arremprs ro deal with this problem.
President.
I call the Group of the European people's Parry -(Christian-Democraric Group).

Mr Brok.

(DE)
President, ladies and gentle- of theMr
men, on behalf
Group of rhe European People's
Pany, I should like to express my supporr for this
motion for a resolution. !7e are fully aware that this is
a problem of paramount imponance, and one which
has not exactly made the European Communiry. all
that popular in many regions of the Communiry. And I
say that as someone whose home is in the largest of all
the steel-producing regions of the Community
Nonh Rhine-l7estphalia
and thus knows all the
difficulties at first hand, -

I

should also like to make the point that a dirigiste
steel poliry is dragging us funher and further down
inrc the slough of despond. Despite all the assurances

to the contrary, rhe subsidizing mentaliry is on the
increase, and even those who have so far thought only

in terms of making production viable and profitable
are nonr gerring more and more into the subsidy and
price-fixing business, regardless of the fact that the
only real result of such practices to date has been
higher prices across a broad front, with rhe inevitable
adverse effects on the steel-using indusries.

There is therefore an urgent need for the Commission
to formulate a clear code of conduct on subsidies, and
above all for us to get back to thinking in bona fide
business and economic rerms, which clearly includes
the need to dismantle surplus capacity. That is something which musr be mckled by the Member States, the
European Communiry and, Mr Vagner, the rade
unions and rhe steel-producers; afrcr all, it is an unfortunate fact that the European rade unions have so far
shown no signs of solidariry on rhis issue.
The reason why we need to get rid of surplus capaciry

is because our presenr rare of capacity utilization
quite simply disastrous. The European Community

is
is

today producing less steel than in 1951 and more than
a third less than in 1974. As you can see, rhen, something has to be done. And I should like to make the
point in my ov/n right and on behalf of my colleagues
Mr Mi.iller-Hermann and Mr Konrad Schcin that we
must ensure that no one is placed at a disadvanrage as
a.result of modernizing and dismantling capaciry off
his own bat. That would of course be rantamoun[ ro
striking twice at the unfonunate vicrim.

Ve

also associare ourselves with the proposals made
inter alia in this paper to the effect thit the resources
available from such facilities as the Regional and
Social Fund or from the Onoli faciliry phould be spenr
on new indusries in this sector rarher lhan for pointless job-saving subsidies, as well as on training and

retraining

in regions affected, so as ro offer

new

opponunities ro workers in these hitherto monosrructural cenres. \7e also agree that the agreements on rhe
volunmry restrainrc with supplier countries should be

examined and rhar anri-dumping and anti-subsidy

measures should be introduced and implemented
promptly, ro cover such counrries as Brazil.

morl
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This problem affects us Germans especially acutely
because the German market accounts for 500/o of the

European Communiry's steel imports. It is essendal
that we should get our ideas put inrc practice because
we are getting into entirely new problem areas. Those
areas which used to be regarded as the wealthiest in
the European Community are today witnessing a drop
in incomes and have such a high level of employment
that they have a right to be regarded as just as wonhy
of aid as the traditional problem areas. 'S7'e shall be
giving our support to the motion for a resolution in
the hope that further progress can be made in this sector.

Scotland, the binhplace of the industrial revolution,
be pan of that future. Ve are resolved on that.

will

President.

-

I call the Communist and Allies Group.

(17) Mr President, y/e agree with the
and requirements connected with the serious crisis in the iron and
steel industry but feel that these issues should be
examined in g{eater detail in the general report men-

Mr Leonardi.

of the problems
motion's presentation

tioned by Mr Moreau.

It is obviously necessary to do as much as possible to

(Appkuse)

alleviate the difficuldes caused by restructuring and
will support any action undermken by the Commission which makes use either of
existing instruments or of instrumenm which still have
to be devised.

redevelopment, and we
President.

-

I call the European Democratic Group.

Mr President, it is little realized and lit- what the European Coal and Steel
appreciated
Community and Mr Davignon in panicular have done
to organize an orderly restructuring of the steel industry in Europe, to re-establish orderly marketing and

Mr Purris.

tle

to keep open vital expon markem in
America and elsewhere. There is no doubt that the
British steel industry needed, and still needs, this
pricing and

regime as much as any other European srcel industry.
'l7ithout it the situation would be even more disastrous.

But, in the last three years, of the 110 thousand lost
jobs in the steel industry in Europe, 100 thousand have
been in the United Kingdom and a funher I 300 were
announced this morning. I ask the Commissioner specifically, is the load being evenly and fairly shared?
Are the rules being observed equally?

Mr Commissioner, there is one country in the Community that has now been threatened with complete
closure of its whole steel industry. That is the cloud
over Scotland, the threat hanging over Ravenscraig,
the new modern highly productive nucleus of the
Scottish steel industry, and the main reasons for this
are geographical location, transport costs, distance
from the centre of the European golden triangle. \7hat
value have professions of concern for the regions and
so-called peripheral areas when this can even be contemplated? It would mean the destruction in one fell
swoop of Scotland's heavy indusrial base. The industrial, economic and social implications are unaccePta-

ble. All Scotland is united across all its political

streams. \7e have borne our share of the sacrifices, but
we will not be exterminated.

Mr

Commissioner, could you send this message to
Elsinore, for it is a matter of 'to be or not to be'? Mr
Davignon and the Council of Ministers must ensure
f.air play, fair sacrifice and fair rewards. They must
ensure that Europe has a substantial and competitive
steel industry in the future as the basis for its future.

The main danger will be that, after the crisis is over,
we shall find ourselves with a smaller industry which
has the same faults as the present one. This will be the
result if we try to solve problems one by one, without
taking an overall view.

For years we have, unlike other political groups, voted
against the ECSC budget because of the fact that
resources are little used for scientific research, and
because of the inadequate approach given to the
development of the iron and steel industry and the
apparent inability to use the financial resources which
the ECSC has always had by vinue of its special status
among the Community institutions. The ECSC has
never had an iron and steel poliry or strateB'y, and we
are now paying the price, and those who are bearing
the brunt of all these are the workers who are having
to leave theirjobs!

It is essendal that we change our approach. An overall
view must be reached before individual measures are
'We cannot emerge from this situation with a
taken.
Community iron and srcel industry which still comprises the sum of all the national iron and steel plants
in the various Member States, which may even be efficient now, but which no longer will be efficient in a
proper Communiry economy.
Unless we act in this way" the measures we are taking
now to overcome the current crisis will be completely
futile and will only cause a lot of unhappiness, especially amongst the workers.

To conclude this brief speech of mine, I would remind
you that the European iron and steel industry passed
through a similar crises when the local and regional
iron and steel industries was transformed into a
national iron and steel industry. This enormous transformation followed market rules which were then
based more or less on criteria of efficienry. Today we
wish to transform the national iron and steel industries
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into a Community iron and srcel industry. Market
rules can no longer be used and interventions are
necessary at Communiry level.

The Community has the instruments necessary ro per-

form the task. In the past it has not
men6.:

use these insrru-

let us hope rhat it will do better on

this

occaslon.

President.

-

I call Mr Mtiller-Hermann.

Mr Miiller-Hermann.

(DE) Mr President, no mar- may find here
ter what fine words we
regarding the
steel indusry, one bitter fact we cannor deny is rhat
the Communiry has surplus steel-producing capacity

of between 35 and 40 million ronnes. Before we can
even start to find the right way our of this crisis, we
must be prepared to face the stark facts of life.
That being so, we must address rwo appeals to the
Commission. Firstly, the urgently needed reduction in
surplus capacity must take place first and foremost on
the basis of European macroeconomic considerations
and not of purely narional considerations. Secondly,
the lion's share of the subsantial resources we are
going to spend on restructuring musr go to those
countries which are going rc have to bear the brunt of
this reduction in capaciry, and which are therefore
most dependent on Community funds for rhe establishment of new industries or for the necessary social
measures.

President.

The watchword now is to get moving, draw the necessary conclusions, and the quicker the berter. And
let me say this quite elearly and categorically
we
must not confine ourselves to purely defensive operations and specific measures designed for the steel
industry alone. Ve musr insread continue along che
path on which we have already embarked, rationalizing and restructuring in the steel indusry, bur going
beyond that to use the resources and instruments at
our disposal to foster innovarion and future-orienrated
technologies. Our real task in the long rerm musr be [o
create the potential for fresh growth.

This very d,ay, a meering is aking place in Copenhagen of the ministers responsible for industrial affairs
in our Member States, and we are hoping that rhe
meeting will come ro a concensus supponing the general aims I have jusr mapped out. Of course, we musr
do everything possible in the steel industry irelf to
mobilize our reserves ois-,i-ois rationalization. Our

aim must be

-

I call the Commission.

Mr Haferkamp, Wce-President of tbe Comnission.
(DE) Mr President, ladies and gendemen, the Commission welcomes the inidative mken by the European
Parliament in instituting rhis debarc. On a number of
occasions in the past, we have expressed our concern

at the crisis now affecring this panicular sector of
industry.
As has already been said, the effects of the crisis go far

beyond rhe steel industry iwelf; after all, the steel
industry is one of the key secors in our economy.
Allow me to remind you rhar the steel industry was
one of the two on which the original European Coal
and Steel Communiry was based, in addition to which
there is the special situation whereby steel-producing
is concentrated in panicular regions of the Communiry, which are thus particularly dependenr on rhe
ups and downs in that indusry.

Ve

I think I can rightly say that many of the things we are
now being forced to do in the steel industry
such as
closures, plant conversions and the quest for- new jobs
would have been a good deal less painful if they
-had been done
ar the right time, when we still had real
growth rates of 3, 4 and, 50/0. At the time, though, the
steel industry
like other indusries
took the easy
- rco
- uncomfonable
way out and all
often avoided the
measures by holdings im hand our for public aid. But
at these times of empty public coffers, that kind of
thing belongs ro rhe pasr.

must be sure to view the problems now facing the
steel indusrry against the background of the currenr
world economic recession and of rhe question of
economic growth as a whole, somerhing which makes
our restructuring effons thar much more difficuh

to improve rhe

competitiveness

of

the

European steel industry. The opponunities do exist,
and even in rhis very difficult siruation, it is a fact that
many steel companies and many of their products
remain absolutely competitive on world markets. It is
up to us to ensure that rhat goes for the Community
steel industry as a whole.
'I7'e

are now in a situation of slackening demand right

across the board on world marke6, and a situarion in

which we have a large amount of surplus capacity.
Capaciry udlization is currently between 50 and 600/0,
and thar figure is even lower in the Unired Srates,
where only barely more than 4Oo/o of capaciry is in
productive use. It is up ro us to dismantle this surplus
capaciry within the Communiry, and that will require a
genuinely concerted and Community approach. It will
not do for each Member Stare to expect rhe others [o
make more sacrifices and not be prepared to do irs
own bir.

If

that kind of thing were ro become a habit, we
should never ger anywhere. The imponant thing is to
adopt a genuinely Communiry approach, bearing in
mind of course rhar we shall continue to make fulfuse
of the instruments available to us under rhe Treaties.
Reference has already been made in this debate to the
decision taken by rhe Commission on prices and on
ensuring a fair share-out of the burdens resulting from
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the process of adaptation to the changed circum-

to

stances. Unfonunately, a number of sreel companies
have not shown much in the way of true solidariry in
this process, and by exceeding their quotas or undercutting their compedtors, they are in effect jeopardizing what we ought to be doing in rhe way of a joint
effort. !fle have thrown the book ar [hose who have
been found to be exceeding their allotted quotas, and
on this point alone, we have so far imposed fines
totalling more than 25 million ECU.

made available by the Member States.

Very recently, the Commission has made no

bones

about the fact that the prices fixed under the terms of
Article 50 of the ECSC Treaty must be complied with.
It goes without safng that we shall be taking rigorous
action against violation of these rules roo. As you
know, we have had long discussions and used the
provisions on prices and production quoas to urge a
greater sense of discipline on the question of aid to the
steel industry. You are no doubt aware of the timetable whereby national aid measures have to be reported
by 30 Seprcmber of this year. That has in fact been
done, and our aim is to ensure that no funher aid is
fonhcoming from public funds by 1985.

In the long run there can be no point whatsoever in
using public funds to prolong the active life of outdated plant with no real prospects. It would be far better to use the money to create new and competitive
jobs and here too, we have taken this initiative in
availing ourselves of the opportunities offered under
Anicle 56 (2) on conversion loans.

use

in close conjunction with

Of course, it

similar

resources

goes without saying that all these meas-

ures depend
and this is brought out too in the
motion for a resolution
on the operation not being

- influences, such as excesadversely affected by outside
sive impons into the Community channelled onto our
market because the rest of the world cannor take up
the slack. '!7'e must ensure that our measures are nor
undermined from outside. At the same time, though,
u/e must ensure that our trading relations with our
raditional trading panners are not adversely affected,
because here too we are in a difficult situation.
As you know, we have negotiated agreements with
third countries for steel supplies for years now, and we
shall continue to do so. Discussion is now in progress
on the negotiating directives in the Council, and you
may rest assured that, in the steel industry itself, we
shall implement all the general regional, social and
economic measures I have sketched out here.

The same goes for our external relations, and it of
course goes without saying that the Commission will
continue to work in the closest possible cooperarion
with this House, with a view to ensuring that, in this
difficult operation, we stand politically four-square, so
that the Community institutions can play their important pafl in the interests of the Community as a whole
and of the steel industry, with the aim of helping the

industry out of its current. problems and ushering in

healthy regional and social developments
Under Article 56 (2) b) we have granted large sums in
respect of vocational retraining, in addition to which
we have created additional facilities for social measures by releasing 50 million ECU in the 1981 ECSC

President.

budget.

All this has been made possible by close cooperarion
with all concerned, and more panicularly with the
ECSC Consultative Committee and with this House.
In future operations, and given the difficult task confronting us, v/e must make full use of all our resources
in the social and regional spheres.
The consequences of the regional concenr.rarion of rhe
steel industry are now clear to us, and should give us

the chance to make combined use of social and

regional resources. In panicular, the non-quota part of
the Regional Fund should be made available for areas
undergoing restructuring. That is something rhe Commission has called for in connection with rhe discussion on the mandate. Together with the European
Parliament, the Commission calls for this non-quora
part of the Fund to be increased so as to finance the
creation of new.iobs in these hard-hi[ areas.

The same goes for the utilization of the Community's
other financing instruments. The resources and facilities available to us should be lumped rogerher and put

in

the

affected areas.

-

I call Mrs Lizin.

(FR) Mr President, I should like to ask
Mrs Lizin.
the Commission
why its Member with responsibility
for social affairs did not speak on such an important
matter and also why he is not in Copenhagen along
with Mr Davignon.
President.

-

I call Mr Purvis.

Mr Purvis.
I asked the Commissioner a specific
question, whether
he was satisfied that there was fair
play in the Community. He said he had the intentions,
but the road to hell is paved with good inrentions. Is
he actually satisfied that fair play and fair sacrifice are
to be.found in the steel industry in Europe?
President.
Mr Purvis, you have orher opporruniries
to criticize-the Commission for not giving you a full
enough answer.

I call Mr Rogers.

Mr Rogers. Mr President, under our Rules of Procedure the -Commission sums up and answers the
debate, so I think that Mr Purvis' point of order is a
relevant one and that he cenainly has the right to
come back if he thinks the Commissioner has not, in
fact, answered the points made in the debate. Mr
Purvis' question was a very specific one. It will not
take Mr Haferkamp long to answer it, as he knows all
about the matter.

I am afraid I cannot agree with your
President.
- of the Rules of Procedure, Mr Rogers,
interpretation
because then there would never be an end to supplemenBry questions.
I call the Commission.

Mr PresiMr Richard, Member of the Commission.
dent, I would like to say three things. First of all, it is a
novel experience for me as a Commissioner to be criticized for being here !
(Laughter)

The usual procedure, in the House and in the Sroups
and everywhere else, is that I am criticized for not
being here. So I thank Mrs Lizin for a new experience !
Secondly,
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I did not take the floor in this debate,

Mr Haferkamp, on behalf of the Commission,
emphasized what is the only important point as far as
social measures are concerned, which is that they have

I call Mr Fergusson.

Mr President, it is certainly high
Fergusson.
and the Community turned
time that this Parliament
their attention to the very dangerous developments
Mr

over [he past rwelve months at the southern end of the
Red Sea. The resolution, which is in this group's
name, pinpoints the most militant aspect of the dartger
and is a belated response by this Parliament to an
appeal sent to us late last summer by the President of

the Somali Assembly, following the invasion of

a rdgime and an army now
Somalia by Ethiopia
- and equipped by, the Soviet
under the tutelage of,
Union and supponed by Cuban rroops and advisors.
The appeal I speak of was forwarded by the President
of Parliament to the political groups, the Political
Affairs Committee and the Committee on Development and Cooperation, and it is a matter for concern
that our response has been delayed for so long. Since
the menace to Somalia continues with the build-up of
troops along the Red Sea coast and because a policy of
desabilization is also being pursued beyond Ethiopia's
nonhern, Sudanese, frontier, this is an opportunity,
and none too soon either, to record our condemnation
and, not least, to warn against Addis Ababa's efforts to
reopen its offensive at any moment.

because

\7e obviously do not need a prolonged debate now.

measures for restructuring
that are being aken. That was said by him very clearly
on behalf of the Commission. Frankly, reiteration by
me in another language does not actually add to the
strength of the point.

The aim is rather to awaken us all to what is going on,
and I believe we shall need a report, a much ftrller
report, about the Horn of Africa later on. The whole
thing for the present goes beyond the question of disputed territory; and I hope Mr Hensch will not press
amendments which, by showering blame all over the
area, simply weaken Parliament's voice and abilit'r to

to run in parallel with the

Thirdly, Mr President, I am not in Copenhagen
because at the moment it is an unofficial meeting of
Ministers of Industry. On the other hand, when the
time comes to discuss social measures in parallel with
restructuring, I assure Mrs Lizin that she will be able
on that occasion to get up before the House and congratulate me upon zotbeing here!
(Applause)

President.

-

The debate is closed.

make itself heard.

There are, to my mind, two aspects of the Ethiopian
scene which are of significance to us. One is her membership of the 1981 Tripanite Aden Pact, in which her
pafiners are Libya, the psychopath of Africa, and the
South Yemen, whose principal guidance in matters of,
shall we say, crowd control is supplied by East Germany. The first purpose of this Russian-instigated pact
is the destabilization, prior to domination, of NorthEast Africa and the Gulf, which makes it even more
essential to give our suppon to Somalia, Sudan and

other friendly States in the region
Kenya, to name but two.

-

Djibouti

and

Voter

The second aspect is the humanitarian one. On the
Situation in Somalia

\fle shall now consider the motion for a
resolution -(Doc. 1-873/82), tabled by Mr Fergusson
President.

on behalf of the European Democratic Group, on the
situation in Somalia.

1

See

Annex

one hand, there are the Ogaden refugees. Once more
in the world we have the continuing spectacle of thou-

sands

of

people dislodged from their homelands

through the actions of a Marxist military r6gime. On
the other hand; we have the usual story of political
prisoners, who are the invariable companions to totalitarianism anywhere in the world. The Mengistu
rEgime was a case in point some two months ago, but
there are many more. And what about the repression

18.
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Fergusson

in Eritrea and the half-million Eritrean refugees in the
Sudan?

Ethiopia is not only a member of this Moscow-backed
pact aimed at destabilization, she is also a member of
the Lom6 Convention and, I believe, the largest single
beneficiary of Communiry aid. Although it is not rhe
Communiry's habit to tie political strings to humanitarian aid, we must nevenheless recall the case of
Uganda under Idi Amin. I wonder whether the Com-

mission would agree that aid

to an anti-'S7estern

r6gime now hand-in-glove with a tyrant like Gaddafi,

short-stay visits to alarge country can be steered away
from problems areas. Therefore, I wish to bring to the
House's attention the difficulties that come to light in
other reports. There have been strong and persistent
suggestions that European Communiry aid has been

used by Ethiopia for wrong purposes and that our
food aid has been found on the battle fields of Eritrea,
used by the Ethiopian troops there. I have here a paper
from Rigb* and Justice which tells quite a different
story to that recounted by the Commission and by our
own delegation. It asserts that there has been an enormous increase in the scale and ferocity of human

reconsidered.

rights violations in Ethiopia in the last three years.
This information comes from smuggled letters and
through the testimony of refugees. It asserts that there

I

conditions there are fearful.

(Applaase)

arrest without trial, torture and frequent execution
without rial, and forcible displacement of people from
minority tribes and social groups.

and one which continues directly and indirectly to
cause so much human misery, does need to be

are no less than 260 forced labour camps and that the

commend this resoludon to the House. At its simplest, it states who are our friends and who are not.

President.

-

I call the Socialist Group.

(DE) Mr President, ladies and gentle-

Mr Hlnsch.

- Group deplores the way in which a
men, the Socialist
not to mention a majority of
majority of this House

the Political Affairs Committee

discusses marrers

relating to the major crisis areas in-Africa.

The fact of the matter is that, on 2 Seprcmber, the
President of the Somali Parliament addressed an
appeal to this House. How can something which was
received by this House at the beginning of September
suddenly have become urgent. now, at the end of November? The right course of action, to our mind,
would have been for the Political Affairs Committee to
have produced a proper report on this important issue,
which we could than have discussed carefully and in
detail, because after all what we are alking about here
is one of Africa's most important crisis areas, where
thousands upon thousands of people are in dire trouble. You simply cannot deal with that kind of thing in
a 1O-minute debate. I umerly deplore what is going on
here, and the Socialist Group will react accordingly.
President.

-

I call the European Democratic Group.

Mr President, this week
Jackson.
- in Central America and
we are debating the tensions
what the European Community can do to help. But I
have to say [o the House that the tensions in the Horn
of Africa are of much more immediate imponance to
us, because it controls the strategic access to the Red
Mr Christopher

Sea and

to Suez.

Last year a delegation from the European Parliament
visited Ethiopia, and this year a representative of the
Commission has been there. Their reports found no
abuse of our aid, but I think it has to be said that

It assens that there is

Mr President, how true are these reports which give
names and dates and places? It is a region where ruth
is perhaps hard to come by. But the nature and extent

and persistence of these reports must give us in the
Community grounds for the most lively concern. And
it is for these reasons, Mr President, that I hope Parliament will agree to my request in Amendment No 6
rhat the Community should not commit further aid
that is to say in 1983
to Ethiopia until a full repon
- House by the Commission,
has been made to this
a
repon which must itself be based on investigation of
the repons to which I have referred.

President.

-

I call the Commission.

Mr Haferkamp,

Vice-President of the Comnission.
President, the motion for a resolution-is
addressed essentially to the Council and the Member
States. The Commission has always pursued the aim of
using the resources at its disposal
in panicular
within the context of the Lom6 Convention
to fosrcr stability in Africa and in panicular cooperation
between the countries of Africa, regardless of what
tensions may exist between them. '!7e shall persevere

(DE)

Mr

with these aims.

I

cannot of course commenr on what speakers in this
'We
debate have extracted from press reports.
have so
far received no indications whatsoever that the aid and
facilities supplied by us are not being used for their

rightful purpose. However, we shall of course
investigating this matter.

President.

-

The debate is closed.

be
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late twentieth century, these revolutions look like

Votel

being overshadowed by the third, the electronics revoParagrapb 3

President.

-

-Amendment

lution. \fle are talking not only about informatics or
communications but also about biotechnology and

No 4

I call Mr Fergusson.

Mr Fergusson.
Mr President, I wanted to point out
before the vote - but it does not really matter
that
- substantial difference in wording
there was a .very
between the German text and the English text. The
German rcxt of Mr }{ensch's amendment was in fact
much more acceptable than the English one. But as the
amendment has fallen, it does not matter any more.
President.
The texts should be checked and brought
in line beforehand.

Wdeo marhet
French import restrictions
tapan trade dgreenents
President.
resolutions:-

-

Ve

-

EEC-

shall now consider four motions for

motion for a resolution (Doc. l-864/82),
tabled by Mr de la Maldne on behalf of the
Group of European Progressive Democrats,
on the conquest of the European video market;

-

motion for a resolution (Doc. 1-872/82),
tabled by Mr Moller and Mr Kirk on

behalf

of the European

Democratic
Group, on recent t.*d. rnersu.es takin
by the French Governmentl

-

motion for a resolution (Doc. l-881/82),
tabled by Mr Glinne and others on behalf

of the Socialist Group, on trade

agree-

menrc between the EEC and Japan;

-

motion for a resolution (Doc. l-896/82),
tabled by Mr von 'S7ogau and Mr Herman on behalf of the Group of the European People's Pany . (CD Group), on
impon restrictions in France.

I call Mr Isra6l, deputizing for Mr

de la Maldne.

Mr

(FR)
Isra€I.
President, ladies and gentle- debateMr
men, today's
is of the highest imponance. It
concerns nothing less than the setting up of a Community industrial policy.
Europe has already been the cradle of two industrial

revolutions. First came rhe srcam engine, and rhen
electricity. Now with the extraordinary upheavals of rhe

I

See Annex.

robotics. And just as this challenge has arisen we are
witnessing a worrying decline in indusrialization in
Europe. Yet for years the directors of European firms,
whether in France, Germany or the Netherlands, have
been bemoaning the lack of reaction in Europe to the
Japanese offensive on the electronics front. They have
regularly, and rightly, called for the creation of a Joint
European Fund.

Looked at from this angle, the protectionist measures
recently taken by the French Government appear to be
a mere drop in an ocean of lamentations. In the light
of the different social situations and the lead which
Japan has built up over Europe we should no doubt be
negotiating a genuine agreement with Japan on selfrestrain in the field of electronics. This would give
Europe time
and we would not need as much as
some people believe
to respond to the present tech-

nological challenges- and the demands of the public.
Our leaders need to understand
and this is important
that the battle will be between
black gold and
grey- maller, i.e. between narure's gifts on the one
hand and man's capacity for organization and innovation on the other. For the Communiry, therefore, a

genuine technological revolution is taking shape in the
middle of the present crisis. Vhat is regrettable, Mr
President, is that, intellectually, we are abeady lagging
behind in the basic approach required.

'!7hen

questioned recently the Commission stared chat

it had proposals to make and would do all in its power
to launch an appropriate programme. But that might
well not be enough. That is why we are today insisting
that Europe must adopt an absolutely revolutionary
approach, since it seems to me thar what is at stake,
first and foremost, is nothing less than the freedom of
the individual. l7ithout going into details, we are urging the Commission to use the great financial
resources at im disposal
New Community Instru- Regional Development
ment No 3, the European
Fund and the European Investment Bank
ro promote the manufacture of video recorders- in Europe
rather rhan imponing products from the land of the
rising sun. In the interests of millions of European
workers let us make use of rhe innovative skills of
Thompson, Philips, Grundig, etc. and sran manufacturing to European standards. Independence for
Europe can be bought at this price.

President.

-

Mr Msller.

I call Mr Msller.

(DA) Mr Presidenr, the European
Communities -were founded on the principles of a
common market for agricultural products and a free
trade zone for our indusrial producm, and they
remain the basis of the Communiry rcday.

18.
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Msller
Thus, for many years, the European economy w'ent
from strength rc srength as we moved away from the
import restrictions, the customs dudes and the customs

restrictions on free trade of the 1930s and 1940s.
Now, though, we have suffered a reverse as a result of
the spiralling cost of oil, and we are now seeking to
and that is afrcr all
safeguard our own interests
what the French Government -has been trying to do
by returning to the 30s and 40s brand of isolationism,
thereby turning our backs on the Community ideal
and free trade. The founding fathers of the Treaty of
Rome can hardly have been expected to foresee the
ingeneousness the French Government would display
in finding ways of circumventing the very Community
ideal of a free-trade area. But the imagination the
French
French have always been renowned for
- the
in restricespril- has now found powerful expression

tions and obstacles to rade between the Member
States. That is what we must protest about, and that is
why we must call on this House to issue a solemn

warning to the French Government that we cannot
tolerate the Treaty of Rome being circumvented and
rendered ineffective in this way. It is not as if we are
talking about a mere drop in the ocean. Let me, in any
case, remind Mr Isradl that the ocean is made up of
drops, and for each and every drop you add to the
ocean, the more unfathomable the upshot will become.

\7e already know that the Germans have threatened to
respond in kind, and we also know that any trade war
which flares up between our own countries can spread
to other countries aL any time. That what we must.
avoid, and that is why we have the European Parliament
that the Commission and the other
- to ensure
institutions observe both the letter and the
Communiry
spirit of the Treaty. \flhat this amounts to is the nonin spirit at least
of the Treaty. I
observance
- call on this House- to tackle this affair
would therefore
with all the authority we possess as a popular assembly, to ensure that the Community's fundamenul
ideals are respected, and that we do not fall back into
the kind of protectionism and isolationism and all the
other evils we thought we had done away with by setting up the European Community.

President.

-

141 Qlinne.

I call Mr Glinne.

note that there has been no practical follow-up, or at
least none that we can see, to the decision of the
Council of Ministers of March 1982 to esmblish a
high-level working party to monitor the impons of
five products coming from Japan, the products being
colour television tubes, digital-control machine tools,
video ape recorders, quanz watches and stereo systems. '$7e regret and deplore the apparent lack of
'We
activity by this so-called high-level working party.
are extremely anxious to avoid national protectionist
measures being taken, since these would damage
Community cohesion. Vhat we want to see, and Mr
Moller seems not to have grasped the full significance
of our text in this respect, is a unified trade and indusrial poliry being practiced by the Ten, as was the case

for steel.
Consequently, and this is our final point, we urge that
efforcs be made to negotiate self-resraint agreements
with Tokyo for the products causing the problems. !7e
call on the Council of Ministers to srimularc European
industry and protect it against harmful competition.

Mr President, two days ago, during a debate on protectionism, Commissioner Davignon said it was clear
that any industrial strategies which we developed must
be based on an attacking trading strategy and must
contain rules to protect us against abuses or against a
lack of balance between the commitmenm of the parties involved. This is precisely the objective of the
motion which we have submitted to this House.
(Applause)

President.

-

I call Mr von Vogau.

(DE) I have always fought for the
Mr von Vogau.
- the Community's
principle of keeping
internal market
open, which is why we are all so concerned about
reports appearing in the French press that goods
imponed into France will in future have to bear details
of the country of origin. This is something the European Parliament has twice come out against, and I am
quite sure that it is in contravention of the Treaty of
Rome.

(FR)

Mr

President, this question is
of the new industrial

- the question
inseparable from

policy, to which we really should be paying more
a[tention at Community level. The question has been
debated in France quite recently, the national debate
being marked by significant encounters between major
undenakings representing interests throughout the
Community.

The future of the whole Community depends on the
new advanced technologies, and it is in this context
that our motion stresses the need to restore the balance of trade between the EEC and Japan. \7e also

A further demand is that all documents should be submitted in French, despite the fact that international
trading languages are recognized everywhere else.'S7e
have also received reports that public works and supply contracts should in future be drafted in such a way
that virtually only French products will be considered.
And finally, we have all read the press reports on the
battle of Poitiers, where a solitary official has the job
of clearing thousands of video recorders for customs
purposes. \7e are bound to ask
and it is a question I
would put to the Commission - whether these measures are directed likewise at -Member States of the
European Community.
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von Vogau

As we know, historical events like the Battle of
Poitiers tend to repeat themselves in the form of farce,
but we are bound to wonder vrhether farce does not in
fact contain elements of tragedy, the tragedy in this
case being that these measures, which are after all

reactions provoked by certain decisions taken by the
French Government with respect to imports are perfectly healthy, since these salutary measures have
opened the Community's eyes.

directed at third countries oumide the Communiry
rather than at Member States, may at the same rime be
a nail in the coffin of the Common Market.

Nonetheless, there is considerable irony and a great
deal of injustice in the accusation of protectionism levelled against France, a country which by the end of the

I

year will have an exrernal deficit of 95 000 million
francs. Besides which, have not the countries of rhe
Community also benefited considerably from France's

should also like to take this opponunity to make it
clear that this motion for a resolution is not directed at
any panicular Member State. If you take a close look
at protectionism within the European Community,
you will not fail rc norice that hardly any country in
Europe is entirely blameless.'!fle therefore call on the
Commission to do everFthing in its power to stamp
out such protectionist measures as soon as they rear
their ugly heads. It has become fashionable recently to
refer to the freedom of world trade in a somewhat
condescending tone. One minister in the European
Communiry at least. has referred to the meeting of
GATT Ministers as a meeting of the old guard.

economic policies since June 1981? The balancr: of
rade with her European partners would suggest so.

Vhat we want is for the EEC to strengthen its commercial poliry, to develop a unified, indivisible, active
policy capable of meeting the challenges from outside.
France submitted a memorandum along these lines to
Brussels in April 1982. The memorandum called for
closer monitoring of Community imports and the

introduction

of

new regulations, based on United
to defend

States legislation, ro enable the Community

Ladies and gentlemen, let us be clear about one thing

without the freedom of world trade introduced

-after the Second \Vor{d Var, we should be worse off,
prices in Europe vould be higher and we would still
be working longer hours. lTithout the international
division of work, which is after all based on rhe free
world trade principle, and which GATT is designed m

safeguard,

no country in Europe could afford

a

40-hour week, let alone even shoner working hours. It
is therefore up to all of us to fight to uphold the principle of free world trade and, in panicular, free trade
in the European Community.

The Bible tells us that we should be kind unto rhe
tax-gatherers and the Pharisees, but the European
Community's current. stock of tax gatherers and Pharisees are not exactly making this an easy task.
(Applause)

Vhatweneed......
(The President urged the speaher to conclude)

is for the Common Market rc be opened up, nor
\7e need European standards, we need a
common research policy and we need a common
poliq ais-,i-ois third countries. That is what our
motion for a resolution calls for, and I would ask for
sealed off.

your suPPort.

Peans.

Admittedly that was just before Versailles, where they
were afraid that we would be bringing charges against
them, although in the end we never did.
The measures taken in France are in no way prol.ectionist: they are designed to combat deflections in
trade
rc inject a degree of moraliry inro
- in shon,
international
trading
and to defend the consumer. I
cannot see any causes-for rebuke there.

I would add that France's rules on external trade are
Eansparent. Not all countries can say the same. All the
measures mken have been made public, which is not
the case in many counrries, and the liberal reputations
of cenain of our partners would be greatly dented if
France got wind of the rules being applied there.
I would simply say that rhe Communiry is nor a wideopen free-rade zone. Of course, as Mr Moller, Mr
Kirk, Mr von'S7'ogau and Mr Herman are well alrare,
harnessing the Ten to a prancing, spirited 'Japan
Incorporated Company' is no easy matrer.

(Applause)

President.

its commercial interests more effectively. The discussions, like the procedure initiated in May by the 'Ien
against Japan under Anicle 23 of the GATT, are making no headway. The Members of this House who visited Tokyo with the European delegation in May last
yearwere, like me, struck by the way in which the
Japanese pricked up their ears when we pointed out
that we were speaking on behalf of 270 million Euro-

-

I call the Socialist Group.

(FR)
Mrs Theobald-Paoli.
President, ladies and
- wordsMrhave
gentlemen, a lot of fine
been spoken. The

For this reason I believe it would be ill-placed to adopt
these two proposals at a time when we know that three
large undenakings, from France, the Netherlands and
Germany, are entering into negotiations to create a
major European electronics combine and when two of
these undertakings, the Germans and the Dutch, are
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Theobald-Paoli

calling

for an

and-dumping enquiry into Japanese

video recorders. If the authors of these two proposals
can appreciate my point of view I would like to suggest that we should jointly refer the matter to this
House's Committee on External Economic Relations,
which is the only body capable of unravelling problems of such complexity. It would be a serious gesture
and would bode well for our future. If this suggestion
proves unacceptable, and I sincerely hope it will not,
we shall support the very positive motions tabled by
Mr Glinne and Mr de la Maline.

I call the Group of the European PeoPresident.
ple's Party -(Christian-Democratic Group).
(NL) Mr President, it is perfectly
includfor consumers
normal and understandable
- of their
to buy the products
ing government bodies
it is easier to do so, or
own country, either because
because the place of production is closer or because
they are more to the taste of the consumers. However,
all
as is happening in France right now
when
government
agencies are urged from the very highest
sources rc buy only French products wherever possible, that is a dangerous development indeed. \fle all
make mistakes, but what really matters is when things
are aken too far, and Mr von \7ogau was right to say
that, in this case, the French are going too far. In fact,
this criticism is in the interesrc of France imelf, because
this much-criticized state of affairs can only evoke
countermeasures from the other Member States,
something which neither I nor anyone else would wish
on France. In my opinion the motion for a resolution
is a reasonable one, and I should like to take this
opponunity to ask the Member of the Commission
whether he can confirm that memos are in circulation
in the French army amongst other institutions
-with detailed instructions about giving preference -to
French products. I am sorry that this problem should
have arisen with regard to a single Member State
should similar things come to light in my own countrl,
my reaction would be just the same.
Mr Notenboom.

President.

-

I call the European Democratic Group.

Mr President, ladies and gentleMr de Ferranti.
- alking about today is not the
men, wha[ we are
groyrth or the survival of the telerecorder business in
France. 'S7e are really talking about the survival of all
our industries throughout the Community. \(e can
only enable those industries to survive by having the
market open to all companies trading in the Community and thus having a strong negotiating position
when it comes to negotiations in world markets. So
the action that has been taken, which I think will be
known in hisrcry as the 'Poitiers action', is, in fact, a
sad day for the Community. It is unilateral action,
when what is required so desperately with 11 million

people unemployed

is

European action.

'\7hat

is

required is combined action by the Commission

and it is a good thing that we have three Commissionincludoccasion,
ers representing us on this important
and Parliament to ensure
ing the President himself
that the Council begins -at last to make generalized
decisions which can help not just the electronics industry but all our industries and commerce.
is a sad day, but let us not Bet too depressed; let us
remind ourselves of the context. Trade and industry
has, in fact, done a pretty good job so far in taking
advantage of the open Community market. The inter-

It

penetration of rade is remarkable. \(/e are much more

'S7e
have a
competitive than we often think we are.
great deal going for us. The original removal of the
ariffs when the Treaty was signed 25 years ago has
helped, but that was a relatively simple action which
industry has taken advantage of. Vhat we have to do
now to make a further contribution to the achievements of industry and commerce at the political level is
to remove all the other non-tariff barriers to trade,
and this is very much more complicated It is so easy to
pass these resolutions today and think that action can
be readily taken. It is not simple. The Commissioners
know only too well what they are up against in achieving any results. And it is not simple mainly because it is
not understood. It is simply not realised by ministers in
the Member States, by senior civil servants in the

Member States, by members of the customs services
themselves, by the whole world of people involved in

trade associations and in standards formation, the
whole world of coun procedures and legal action
which affect the non-tariff barriers to trade, how
gigantic is the job that has to be done. I think that
once we recognize how big it is and set about devoting
more resources to it, we will then begin to find that we
make some more progress.
Just take the immediate position that faces the Council. It has 21 directives in front of it which, if they had
been passed, could probably have gone a long way
towards forestalling this unfortunate unilateral action
that we are debating rcday. If those 21 directives had
gone through, we would have in place a Community
procedure for ensuring within the rules of GATT that

there is reciprocity in treatment of goods imponed
from other countries, which is the hean of what we
are talking about today. Those 21 directives would
also ensure that the most difficult barrier of all, the
' quirc aPart from customs
testing procedures
Procewhich products have to go through, could be
dures
- on a Community basis to [he immense benefit
handled
of the market [hat we are talking about and employmeht and prosperity of the industries concerned.

if indusif I might say this to Mr Israel
You see
try is to -survive, if we are going to have -a VTR, an
electronics information technology industry in the
Community, we must have the whole market oPen.

Ve

cannot do

it by this kind of attractive, almost

Ve have got to do it by getting the
whole market open and then ensuring that European
amusing, measures.
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Feranti
companies selling into that market can respond with
speed. This is the most dramatic pan of the new industrial revolution, the speed at which products have to be

developed to remain competitive in the market place. I

will listen with very great interest to what the Commissioner has to say. He has made valiant effons in
this direction, but it is a challenge to the whole Commission, to the whole of this Parliament and to the
whole of the Community to get steady progress in this
field.

yoke of American and Japanese industrial domination.
The Communiry is failing in this respect. Every'one
today agrees that as far as trade goes the Community
is like a sieve, and that the United Stares and Japan are
practising a systematic form of protectionism.

Ve therefore propose that rhe Commission, in preparation for the forthcoming GATT negotiations, should
link up with the Member States to launch an offensive
against such protectionism and thus promorc rhe
development of the Communiry countries.

(Apphuse)
(Applause)

President.

-

I call the Communist and Allies Group.
President.

Mr Fernand

(FR) Mr President, the French
Government has aken certain commercial measures
which we believe to be entirely legitimate at Communiry level for rwo reasons.
The first is that France has a very worrying trade deficit: almost 21 000 million francs with the Unircd
States, 7 000 million with Japan, but also, for 1980,
almost 17 000 million with ![est Germany. This situation is unacceptable. The exclusive prioriry given to

exports over the years has contributed towards

an

industrial decline which must be stopped.
measures to recapture the
domestic market are based on this principle and on the
need to reduce unemployment. Ve believe that restoring a balance in trade, without resoning to protectionism, goes hand in hand with reducing unemployment
and re-establishing a satisfactory level of growth. The
problem is m find genuine solutions to the fundamental question, how to overcome the present crisis. !7e
do not consider that our policy on trade and industrial
development contradicts Communiry principles or the
need for closer cooperation.

The French Government's

The Communiry must give positive support to Member Starcs committing themselves to policies of economic growth. It is a question of polidcal choice. The
second reason is that the Communiry itself has not
been sufficiently firm in its own-dealings. It negotiared
at length with the Japanese in 1981 to persuade them
to exercise self-restraint in their exports of cenain
industrial products, automobiles in panicular. Result:
the Community markets are flooded with Japanese

-

I call the Liberal and Democratic Group.

Mrs Tove Nielsen.
(DA) I should like
say on
- Group that we are to
behalf of the Liberal
extremely
worried about the economic crisis which has beset all
the Member States.

Ve

are also alarmed ar the appar-

ent effects of the economic crisis in many
possibly
- fact
all
our Member States, that is to say, the
that
measures
are being resoned rc which will ser us back
years to a time we would not like to go through again.

Ve

are extremely worried abour the growth of protectionism, and the fact that Member States are resoninB
to national measures which are conrrary to both the
letter and the spirit of the Treaty of Rome.

Ve

are therefore perfectly prepared to call on rhe
Commission and the Council to do something in rhis
respect so that we can live tip to the Treaty of Rome,

because the really imponant thing is a free trade
policy, and competition is our real lifeline, not onll' as
regards our own common market, but also as regards
the market outside the Communiry.

I should like to say on behalf of the Liberal Group thar
we wish to have nothing to do with prorecrionism and
national measures, no marter which Member State
imposes them. I should like m make it perfecdy dear
that we are not atacking any parricular Member Srate
so much as all the Member Stares, given rhar this
increase in protectionism and national measures hits at
what we should be making common cause on
- that
is to say, free trade and an effective comperirion
poliry.

exPorts.

I

The Commission claims to be taking sreps ro promore
the development of new technologies and micro-electronics in Europe. All very commendable, but surely
that means we should be fighting ro prevenr abusive

exports

of

capital and foreign impons rarher rhan

accepdng them, not to say favouring them?

If the Communiry has a responsibiliry, this is where it
lies: in helping the Member Stares to throw off the

should like to point out thar we have naturally
studied these motions wirh interest, and there can of
course be no doubt wharsoever that rhe Liberal Group
will be supponing the amendment tabled by Mr von
'Wogau, Mr Herman and myself. !7e
feel it is important that we should call on the Commission and the
Council to develop a Community straregy so as ro
improve European producers' competitiveness in the
video sector, and so that we can ser up a Community
rade poliry on goods imponed from rhird counrries
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Tove Nielsen

Ve

also attach imponance to what

Mr de la Maldne's

motion for a resolution has to say about setting up

a

common European poliry on the video market. There
is, after all, one thing we must be quite clear about
if we fail to make common cause on this issue, we shall
very quickly get into the kind of situation in which we
shall have rc resign ourselves to the loss of an enormous number of jobs in our Member States. Bearing in
mind that we already have a depressingly large number
of people unemployed in the Community, and are
doing our best to create new nobs, we must of course
a[ the same time do everfthing in our power to conserve the jobs we still have.

'\7e therefore feel that we are faced here with

an

extremely serious attack on the employment situation;
as regards
but at the same time, I should like to add

that we do not think
the motion mbled by the Socialist Group will solve any

the motions for a resolution

problems because their proposal does not dissociate
itself endrely from protectionism. The Socialist proPosal is that we should simply cut down the increase in
protectionism. But what that amounts to is saying that
we are prepared to approve another form of protectionism. \(/e are therefore unable to give our supPort
to the Socialist motion for a resolution, because our
aim is to do away with prorcctionism entirely, along
with the national measures which are contrary to
everything we should be working for under the terms
of the Treaty of Rome.

Allow me to give you one specific example of the
effects that protectionism and national trade measures
can have by telling you about how what has been happening in France over the last few weeks has affected a
robust and perfectly viable firm like the Danish firm of

Bang & Olufsen which, over the last few years, has
made great efforts to establish imelf on the French
market, its competitiveness being based on the fact
that it has developed an extremely viable product in

the video field. Thanks to free trade, the product is
now beginning to capture a large and profitable market, as it is after all more than able to compete with
similar products. However, thanks to the measures
now being imposed by the French Socialist Government, w'e are unfonunately gening inrc a situation
where the French domestic market is being totally destroyed. \fle ought to realize that one of our Member
is being forced into
in this case Denmark
States
- competitive firm is
- in which a viable and
a situation
being forced to scrap jobs. S7hat protectionism is in
fact doing, therefore, is trying to provide and create
security for tottering firms with no future. The result
is that the firms which are competitive, and which do
to the benefit of the Comhave genuine prospec$
munity as a whole

-

-

are being sent to the wall.

Mr President, we are therefore utterly opposed to any
relapse into protectionism and national measures
which violate both the letter and the spirit of the

Treaty of Rome, irrespective of the country seeking to
impose them.
(Applause)

President.

-

I call the non-attached Members.

(NL) Mr President, the common
being seriously undermined by
market is increasingly
all manner of non-tariff restrictions to trade, the latest
being the recently revealed new impon restrictions in
force in France. Complaints about the long waiting
time to import goods and on the requirement that the
import documents should be in French only are just a
couple of examples of how to move diametrically
the eliminadon
opposite to what should be our aim
- kind of thing
of protectionism over a wide front. This
can only lead us further away from our stated aim.
The imposition of measures designed to restrict
imports on the pan of one country evoke only too
quickly reciprocal moves on the part of the country
falling victim to those measures. Now that we have
once ventured onto this slippery slope, it will be difficult to find our way back again to the straight and
narrow of genuinely free trade.

Mr De Goede.

To my mind, the measures taken by the French are a
serious violation of the Community Treaty, and I
should like rc say to our French friends, including

Mr

Fernandez, that a balance of trade deficit is not an
acceptable excuse for such a move. \7e expect the
Commission to move promptly, if necessary by getting
the European Court of Jusdce to condemn the French
measures as a matter of urgency.

Mr President, we shall be giving our support to

the

motions for a re$olution abled by Mr von Vogau and
Mr Herman, and by Mr Moller and Mr Kirk. Ve shall
also be supponing the motion for a resolution ubled
by Mr Glinne on trade agreements berween the Community and Japan. It is very much to be hoped that the
Member States do not introduce any protectionist
measures off their own bat against the excessive
impons of Japanese products, such as television tubes,
television sets, video recorders and hifi equipment.

It is now up to the Commission to waste no time in
eritering into negotiations on agreemenm covering voluntary restrictions. Of course, that will not be enough
'!7hat we
need on a broad front are initiatives
in itself.
which will improve the competitive position of producers of similar products in the Member States, on the
grounds that these are at any rate to be preferred to
import restrictions. After all, tens of thousands of jobs
are at smke, and industrial cooperation is now absolutely essential.
'!7e

believe that Mr de la Malene motion for a resolu-

tion strikes the right note and that too will be receiving our support.
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I call Mr Mtiller-Hermann.

-

Miiller-Hermann.
(DE)
President, the
- causedMr
trouble we are now being
by the Japanese in

the video and communications sector is really nothing
new. I believe we shculd asking ourselves, our businessmen and the Commission whether the Japanese do

not in fafi have the beating of us in rerms of technical
developments, producriviry and flexibility. Should that
be the case
and
thar it is not, alrhough we
- it toI hope
can only assume
be so
protectionist measures
are not going to solve the problem.

I

Against this background, the Commission would make
the point that, in all Member States, national strategies

Mr

also assume

and

I would

ask the Commission to
that the prices the
Japanese are currently charging on the European market in this sector are not dumping prices. I would ask
the Commission to give very careful consideration to
whether or not dumping practices are being applied

reply
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to this -specific point

here.

I believe that the only way ure can effectively respond
to this chaflenge is by way of large-scale intensive
European cooperation on the part of all the companies
involved in this sector, combined with a major effort
in a true.Community spirit. I believe we shall then be
in a position to get ro grips with the problem.

I would therefore ask the Commission ro ensure rhat,
in the light of the cut-throar comperition now going
on in the video sector, we do not respond in a way
which the cartel authorities might regard as excessively
competition-distoning. After all, it is only by cooperating at European level rhat we shall be able ro meer
the Japanese challenge.

for overcoming the current recession and

national
economic poliry strategies are based on the assumption that, in the shon term and panicularly in the long
term, it will be possible to bring about a significant
increase in exports in real volume terms. In other
words, all rhe Member Sates base their planning on

the assumption that the volume of world trade will
increase in real terms.

It

is precisely this basis

of all national

strategies v.hich

would be desroyed if protectionism were to become
rife in the Community and throughout the world. It
would mean in effect that all narional strategies would
simply collapse like a house of cards, burying under
them all the fondly-held hopes and illusions. In this

I share the view of Mr Msller that, in such a
case, a reperirion of the situation of rhe 1930s is by no
means implausible. should also like [o warn those
respect,

I

concerned against mixing up exchange rate and trade
problems. Vhen a counrry gers inro serious balance of
paymenff difficulties, the root problem has ro do with
exchange rates and not with the question of whether
more or less protectionism is called for.

The Commission has recognized this state of affairs
and, prompted by the need to take action, pur forqrard
on 10 November
proposals designed to conrbat
-protectionism
- trade, and
in internal
these proposals
have now been submitted ro the European Pirliament.
They are addressed ro the Council and are aimed at
bringing about a quick decision on a large number of
issues currently in abeyance, if necessary by an ad hoc

In panicular, the way in which, and the
with which, the decisions are raken are intended

procedure.
speed

to help resrore confidence in the internal market.
President.

-

I call the Commission.

Mr Narjes, Menber of the Commission.
(DE) Mr
President, I should like to reply to all rhe -points which
have been made, although I must of necessity be brief.
The Commission shares rhe concern expressed by this
House regarding the increasing trend to prorectionism
both worldwide and within the Community.
The degree to which international and Community
interests are inrcnvined is evident from rhe fac that
the Community and its associate countries account for
something like 400/o of world trade. Ir therefore follows that success or failure in the fight against prorectionism within rhe Community will mean success or
failure in the same fighc worldwide.
The Commission has observed prorectionisr rendencies
in all the Member Stares of the Community, although
we would no[ deny that there are imponant differences from counrry to country in the rigour and num-

ber of measures taken and the form in which rhose
measures have been announced.

The fact is, after all, thar our huge European market
can only have any effect on investment acriviry if rhose

with the money to invesr have confidence in the existence of this internal marker, or if rhat confidence is
restored. And this can only be done by the kind of
measures for which specific decisions are required,
and cenainly not by fine words and communiqu6s. All
the verbiage has now been worked rc death *nd, as a
result of hundredfold reperirion, has long since ceased
to have any effect on rhose with investmenr porenrial.

Moving on ro rhe specific point of the measures taken

by the French Governmenr, on which a number of
questions have been raised, I should like to say rhar
the Commission requested the requisite informarion in
the firsr instance by a deadline ser a[ 3 November.
\fhen no such information had been received by rhe
evening of 3 November, we invoked Anicle 159 of rhe
EEC Treary and set in motion two procedures under
the terms of failure to fulfil an obligation under the

Treaty. One of these procedures is aimed at rhe
requirement thas all accompanying customs dor:uments should be submitted in French; the other concerns the decision

to concentrate customs clearance
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Narjes
procedures for video recorders imported into France
in Poitiers.

The French Government has until the end of this week
to submit its observations under Article 169. In the
light of those observations, the Commission will
decide next week what further action to take.

A number of questions have been raised with regard to
public works and supply contracts. I have said on Previous occasions that this is in any case the most backward element of the internal market because, for a
variety of reasons, there have so far always been virtually insuperable obstacles to effectively opening up
the market for such conracm, and I can therefore
by
confirm that there have been a number of moves
to restrict public contract
no means only in France
to French or British
or publicly-influenced contracts
products or whatever, but the evidence available so far
has not been sufficient to justify proceedings being
mken. If any Members should be in possession of such
evidence, I should be happy to hear from them.

The same applies to what Mrs Theobaldi had rc say
about the lack of ffansparency in the ways in which
decisions are taken and disguised protectionism. Here
again, I would be very grateful rc her if she could let
me have some specific material, in which case we

would of course take up the matter without further
ado. \7e are also keenly interested in the question of
the legitimacy of the introduction of a general obligation to indicarc the country of origin. Usually, the
French Government has rcld us that their textual
material was not available. The obligation to indicate
the country of origin of textile products is a special
consistfor which the Commission has decided
to
ent with previous proceeding of the same kind
bring an action against France in the European Coun
of Justice, and another against the United Kingdom in
a similar vein, the charges being supported by a
reasoned opinion.
case

To round off all these individual measures, I should
like to point out that the Commission regards it as its
to play its
in all other cases
dury in this case
- as of the Treaties, -regardless of
full role as guardian
whatever persons, companies or Member States may
be involved. The reason why I make this point is
because, following the discussion on the report prod-

uced by Mr Prout, I get the impression that there may
be some doubt as to the determination on the pan of
the Commission to make full use of the instruments at
its disposal.

Another motion for a resolution makes reference to
the competitiveness of European producers of videocommunications products. As regards the competitiveness of European producers, I can say that the Commission not only has every sympathy but also shares
[hese concerns and the desire expressed in the motion
for a resolution for a more comprehensive strategy in
response to the Japanese offensive. I should also like

[o say, though, that our observation have revealed no
sciendfic or research lead on the part of the Japanese
in this field, but rather a great".r aptitude on the Part
the Japanese industry to convert research findings
quickly into marketable and competitive products. I
believe that, whatever individual measures we decide
to take, we should always bear this point in mind. If
Mr Miiller-Hermann has any definite grounds for his

doubts on the dumping issue, we should be grateful if
he would let us have them. ![e shall then mke up the
matter, regardless of the source of the information.

To come back rc this subject, the besiresponse to the
danger of the European market coming under
Japanese control is still the existence of viable and
competitive European companies, capable of asserting
themselves on the Community internal market and of
using the Community as a base for operating successfully on world markets.
Generally speaking, the Community's industrial stra-

rcgy must be aimed at retaining existing jobs and
creating new ones because of course, we must never
forget this essential link in all the measures we take, a
link which we have been made particularly aware of in
the current situation. That is why the Commission and
the Community as a whole have done a great deal to
facilitate trans-frontier cooperation within the Community.

However, the Commission deplores the fact that a
such as the one dealing with
number of directives
and- other measures which, if they
company law

had been adopted, could have greatly facilitated cooperation have taken so long making their way through
the various stages of the decision-making process. This
is a case in which the work of all our institutions could
be speeded up so as to provide those pans of business
with investment potential with better and more reliable

outline conditions for trans-frontier mergers and
cooperation than is the case at present.. No doubt
everyone is aware of the fact that a number of instances of inter-company cooperation have been abandoned over the last few years, not least because the
existing legal, tax and social provisions were too different to enable such cooperative effons to survive a
crisis. In this respect, we all have a great duty to create
the right conditions to ensure that such breakdowns in

cooperation remain the exception to the rule and that
provisions are laid down for cooperative enterprise.
Here too, w'e must not lose sight of this matter.
Otherwise, as regards the internal market aspect of the
European consumer electronics industry, I should like
to point out that, in getting the ESPRIT programme
adopted by the Council, the Community hascreated
the right basis for work to commence on a research
and development policy based on long-term and ambitious policy aims. I should also like to point out that, if
we deny the value of a viable internal market, we shall
have nothing to take im place.
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Naries

Mr Haferkamp

has undenaken

to repon ro Parlia-

The scenario could be as follows. The Commission

ment on the foreign policy aspects.

would present a proposal for negotiations in accordance with Anicle 113; we would draft a negotiaring
directive, and the Council would set itself a deadline.
Should the Council fail to discuss the proposal within,
say, 30 or 60 days, the proposal would be regardr.d as
adopted, and we could then proceed with negoria-

Mr Haferkamp, Wce-President of the Comnission.
(DE) Mr President, on a general point, I think the

of protectionism have been brought out
clearly enough in the course of rhis debate. 'S7hat worries me is the spirit behind the rising wave of prorectionism, which is in essence a defensive spirit. But we
have nothing to fear. Europe's economy did not
become great by fighting rearguard acrions, but by
taking up the challenges of the day, and that is the
kind of policy we should continue to pursue. \fle
should nor solerate the imposition of protectionist
measures [o paper over lhe mistakes made in the past
be they entrepreneurial or political.
dangers

tions.
(Applause)

That would be a very simple matter, and the European
Community would be able to negotiare as effecrively
with third counrries as ir did with rhe United States
over the steel issue.
(Applause)

-

Ve

have initiated proceedings againsr Japan in GATT,
Ve have
conducted neBotiations on the sensitive producm men-

President.

and we shall continue to pursue that line.

-

The debate is closed.

tioned by Mr Glinne, with the resulr that exports of
such products to the Community fell by between 5 and
400/o

Voter

lastyear.

President.
I propose
the morions for resolu- disasters rhat
tions on natural
be dealr with withour debate
and put to the vore immediately before the motion for
a resolution (Doc. l-879/82) by Mrs Dury and orhers.

The exceptions ro [his rule, were, however, TV tubes
and machine tools. In this respect, exports ro France
increased, compared with a fall for the Community as
a whole. Ve shall conrinue these negotiations and
stress the need for improved access to the Japanese
market. As my colleague Mr Narjes said just now, ure
shall of course reacr promptly ro any specific cases of
dumping. Indeed, we shall do so with rhe greatest possible haste as soon as rhe requisite evidence is in our
hands.

(Parliament agreed to the proposal)

I call Mr Beyer de Ryke.

Mr

Mention was made just now of the French memorandom on trade policy, to which the Commission responded before the summer recess.'!7'e do not need any
new instrumenr of trade poliry. Ve already have Anicles 113 and 114 of the EEC Treary. Vhar we do need
are decisions on rhe p:rrr of the Council. For instance,
whe-n the Commission presenrs proposals for negotia-

tions in the textiles secror, and the Council takes a
total of eight meetings,_ spanning several months, ro
give us even a negoriaring mandarc, it is hardly surprising that the Community can do nothing effective
on this marrer.
(Applause)

Beyer de Ryke.

-

(FR) Mr President, since you

have referred ro the fact that there is not going ro be a

debate on the motion for a resolution by Mrs Dury, I
'want to take this opportunity of expressing my
amazement
although I am not going ro quesrion the decision of- the House.

You know, ir is surprising and in fact almost ludicrous
that we can have a debate here about Somalia or
Argentina. I am not criricizing in any way rhe subsrance of the motions that were tabled, bur I do think it
is odd that when we get round to a subject involving
the Community we have to decide without a debate. Ii
is not normal, it is not right, it is even ludicrous! The
theare of the absurd would be proud of this.
(Applause)

Let us not pretend we do not have the necessary facili-

ties. lVhat

ir

really boils down

to is quire simply

whether rhe Council has the will to reach a political

President.
Mr Beyer de Ryke, I have said thar there
is no such thing as a topical and urgent debate without

-

decision, to give us rhe chance to enter into negotiations, ro back us as rhe Community's negoriator and
then reach a decision on rhe resulr of the negoriations.
All that could be done very quickly and very effectively.

I call Mrs Veil.

(Apphuse)

I

debate.

Mr Danken

has already made this clear,

someone wishes to speak, he must be allowed to.

See Annex.
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Mrs Veil.

(FR) I think at eny rate, Mr President,
of Procedure and the order of the
that the Rules
urgent items should be respected. The speakers will
have to be asked if they wish to be called to present

Commission is of course very sympathetic to the problems of populations struck by natural disasters. As an
indication of its solidarity it endeavours, within the
limits of im budget, to provide financial or technical

the urgent motions that have been tabled. If we begin
ro ignore the Rules of Procedure, we shall be abling
more and more urgent motions in the morning, perhaps even 40 or 50. They will be put to the vote and
the votes will be meaningless. In the case of urgent
morions, you have to respect the principle of the idea.
I am sorry that there are too many and that we may
not have the time to discuss them all. But they should
not be voted on in any old manner.

aid when such disasters have grave

you that the appropriations available for 1983 amount
to 2 million ECU. Our request for an increase in the
budget was rejected by Parliament itself. Conse-

Natural disasters

quently, Mr President, if every future disaster triggers
off a request for Community aid, and if such aid is
also expected to be extended m third countries, we
shall be faced with serious difficulties.

Ve shall now consider seven modons for
President.
resolutions-on natural disasters:

-

motion for a resolution (Doc. l-852/82),
abled by Mr Puletti and others on behalf of
the Socialist Group, on the eafthquake which
struck the region of Umbria on 17 October
1982;

-

motion for a resolution (Doc. l-858/82),
tabled by Mrs Barbarella and Mr Ippolito on
behalf of the Communist and Allies Group,
on [he consequences of the earthquake in
Umbria;

-

motion for a resolution (Doc. l-855/82),
abled by Mr Barbagli and others on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Party
(CD Group), on the damage caused by the
eanhquake in Umbria and cenain regions of
the Italian Marche;

consequences.

However, I must emphasize, ladies and gentlemen,
that Community emergency aid is, so to speak, symbolic and it is extremely difficult to define, in quantitative terms, a threshold of gravity above which Communiry aid should be provided. I would briefly remind

If certain honourable Members are concerned to know
why we have not reacted to one panicular natural disI believe questions were asked on
aster or another
I would point out
12 October with regard to Italy
that we first need to make enquiries of the government
concerned in order rc establish the extent of the damage and the requirements. In this panicular case we
are sdll awaiting the information promised by the Italian Government.

There is one further point which I would like to make,
a country
and it concerns natural disasters in Spain
which is not a member of the Community. It is a very
delicate business to seek information from the Spanish
Government with a view to granting aid when the
government in question has not even requested our
help. It would almost amount to interference in that
country's domestic affairs. I have been very brief, Mr
President, but that, I believe, was your wish.

motion for a resolution (Doc. 1-85a/82) by

- Mr Lagakos and others on Community aid
for the regions recently hit by the floods in

Votesl

Greece;

-

motion for a resolution (Doc. l-871/82),
tabled by Mr Piquet and others on behalf of
the Communist and Allies Group, on emergenry aid following the violent storms in the
south of France;

-

motion for a resolution (Doc. l-883/82),
tabled by Mr Bangemann on behalf of the
Liberal and Democratic Group, on financial
aid to the storm-hit areas of France and
Spain;

-

motion for a resolution (Doc. l-89a/82) by
Mr Fanti and others on the floods in Emilia
Romagna, Tuscany and Liguria.

I call the Commission.

Fees cbarged

\fle shall now consider the motion for a
resolution -(Doc. l-879/82), tabled by Mrs Dury and
others on behalf of the Socialist Group, on the registration fees charged to foreign pupils and students in
President.

Belgium.

I call Mr Herman on

(FR) Mr
Mr Thorn, President of the Commission.
The
I shall try to be as brief as possible.

a

point of order.

(FR) It is now a quarter past one, Mr
- we have now run 15 minutes over our
President, and
time. I suggest that the matter be deferred until

Mr Herman.

another occasion.

President,

toforeign students in Belgium

1

See

Annex
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President.
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reason why we should not hear the Commission on
the matter I have raised.

I call Mrs Veil.

(FR) I am sorry to have to raise another
Mrs Yeil.
- Mr President,
point of order,
but I do believe there are
Rules of Procedures and these modons were listed in a
cenain order during yesterday's sitting. I must confess
that I do not knov whether I should have voted in
favour of Mrs Dury's motion for a resolution or nor,
although I did vorc for all the resolutions on narural
disasters and for the other two as well.'!7e have to res-

pect the order of priority, and I mean rhis for rhe
future. It is not a good idea to go against the Rules of
Procedure yet again.

f'hat is the only reason

18.11.82

I

am

speaking out.

I do take note of what you have said,
Mrs Veil, -because I agree with you. Howdver, the
House decided this morning that the motions I am
President.

putting to the vote had to be dealt with without debate
before che end of the morning sitting. I grant you it is
an unusual procedure but that was the decision of the
whole House this morning.

(Applause)

Presidcnt.
The situation is now as follows. In
accordance- with the Rules of Procedure I cannor
prevent anyone from speaking. However, the time has
run out. You said, correctly, that it was an unusual
procedure to put to the vote motions for resolurions
which ought to have been taken later on the list, but
this was agreed to by the House rhis morning. I can
make two proposals: either we adjourn the debare unril
three o'clock
which what you do nor wanr
or
- on withis the debate
- all,
else we can get
now. First of
however, I must ask the interpreters if we may continue until half past one.

I call Mrs Dury.
Mrs Dury.
speak but

I am willing to forgo my right to
I- should like to hear Mr Richard and r-o
(FR)

have the motion pur ro rhe vote. Many officials of the
European Parliament are affected by these measures

I call Mr Glinne.

and I would ask those who have ro stay on and work
until halfpast one to support rhem on this.

(FR)
Mr Glinne.
motion is down as being
- That The
without debate.
is what we agreed. If I understand correctly the ruling from the chai4, however, the
Commissioner himself is not entitled to speak
and it
is to the Commission that this morion is addressed.
As
far as the authors of this morion are concerned, the
imponant thing is to have the Commission's answers
to the questions thar have been put to ir. As a resulr, I
should be delighted if we could agree ro the following:
let us restrict the list of speakers to rhe authors of the
motion, the authors of amendments and
so rha[ we
can hear its reply
the Commission.

-

President.
Mr
it is now 1.15. Mrs Dury
- YouGlinne,
wants to speak.
are expecting the Commission to
give a reply. Mr Man has indicated his desire to speak

and Mr Beyer de Ryke, if I understand him rightly,
also wants to say somer.hing. Since there can be no
agreement about not having a debate, I am left with no
choice but to adjourn the item.

I call Mrs Dury.

President.
Are there ten Members who wish ro
move the continuation
of the debate?
(More than ten Members rose)

I call Mrs Dury.
(FR) If the other Members are going to
Mrs Dury.
speak, I just want to explain quickly the reason behind

-

by motion for a resolution. The Belgian Government is
about to take a final decision, and that is why the ma.tter is urgent.

President.

- from Mr Richard. Mr Thorn
nion on the motion
spoke on the subjecr of narural disasters and I see no

I call Mrs Veil on

a

poinr of order.

(FR) Mr President, I think there is comMr Veil.
plete confusion
here, and in view of the imponance of
this matter I want to get things straight. Even if we
accept the idea of not having a debate
and the idea
has sdll

(FR) Mr President, you have already
Mrs Dury.
gone against- the Rules of Procedure by putting to the
vote an item which was lisrcd after my motion for a
resolution. I insist that my motion for a resolution at
least
and I mean, at leasr
be put to the vote, and
I also- want and there are- several people here who
- this 1s hs41 the Commission's opisecond me on

-

to be accepted,

although

of

course each

speaker can decide nor to speak

that the ircms of

does not me:rn
- this debate,
the agenda, without
can be

called before other items, because if Mrs

Dur1,'g

motion had come at the righr time before the motions
without debate, we should not be in rhis situation now.
This is the only reason why I voted just now in favour
of continuing the sitting, even though, on rhis point as
well, I think it is a bad idea to go against the Rules of
Procedure, which is what we are doing all rhe time,
and we are getting in a frighdul mess. '!7e shall deal
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Veil

wirh Mrs Dury's motion for a resolution, but there is
no need to play around with the order of the urgent
debates.

I

President.

agree

with you entirely, Mrs Veil. I

- said so twice. Unfortunately, however,
have already
the House decided differently this morning. !7e shall
ask for a ruling on this matter from the Committee on
the Rules of Procedure and Petitions.
I call Mr Marck.

(NL) I can be brief, Mr President. Mrs
Mr Marck.
- the Belgian Government. has to take a
Dury says that
decision. The Belgian Government has decided, in the
sense that the circular we are talking about has been
withdrawn and an inquiry is to be made, during which
the Commission of the European Communities will be
consulted. I feel that this is fully in line with the
amendments I tabled.

President.

-

I call Mr Beyer de Ryke.

(FR) Mr President, I take the
Mr Beyer de Ryke.
same view as Mr Marck. I feel that Mrs Dury's motion
for a resolution is too blunt. That is why I took the
liberry of tabling two amendments. T,he fact is that
Belgium or the Belgian universities should not become
a kind of Salvation Army hostel for students who are
often well off and who come, in particular, from Ger-

foreign students varies, depending on whether they are
the children of migrant workers, whether those workers are the nationals of Community Member States,
whether they are students \ranling to move from one
Member State to another for the purposes of study,
and so on. The Anicle 169 proceedings concern specific infringements of Article 48 of the Treaty and
Regulation 1612/68 on the free movement of workers.

In general terms, the Commission considers that an
important Community principle is at stake and that
Belgian policy and practice in the matter of the payment of course fees is contrary to the spirit of the EEC
Treaty. Moreover, we consider that discriminatory
attitudes in educational matters towards the children
of resident foreigners are contr^ry to the social poliry
of the Community and to undenakings made by the
Community and the Member States. Vhen attention is
understandably focused on matters such as the appalling unemployment situation and the restructuring of
the steel indusry, there is a risk that problems like this
one, which are perhaps of a less pervasive nature,
receive less attention than is their due. The Commission considers that the principle of non-discrimination
is a fundamental pillar of the Community and is therefore grateful to Parliament for drawing attention to
this matter.
(Applause)

President.

-

The debate is closed.

many.
Votel

Let me say by way of reply to Mrs Van Hemeldonck

who seems to be in disagreement

that

these

do not apply in fact to poor countries or to
'I/orld
pays all
Belgian
State
countries. The
Third
their fees. As a result, we have to know how to be reasonable about this. Of course, we want foreign students; but we do not want to be paying out for the
restricted number of university places in other countries of the Communiry. That is the drift of my amend-provisions

\7e have now come
President.
topical and-urgent debate.

to the end of

the

(Tbe sitting utas suspended at 1.30 p.m. and resumed at
3.30 p.rn.)

ments.

President.

-

I call the Commission.

Mr Richard, Member of the Commission.

IN THE CFIAIR: MR MOLLER
The Com-

mission welcomes the tabling of this motion for a resolution and the debate to which it has not given rise.

Wce-President

Vritten questions on the subject have already been
abled by individual Members. I am glad to see that a

4. Commission statetnent

wider interest is now expressed.

As the draft resolution notes, the Commission has
aheady opened proceedings against the Belgian
Government in accordance with Anicle 169 of the

Treaty, as Belgian policy in praclice infringes Community law. Under Community law the position of

The next item is the Commission statePresident.
ment on measures
to promo[e sales of butter.

I

See Annex.
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President

I call the Commission.

Mr Dalsager, Member of the Commission.

(DA) Mr

- told ParPresident, as my colleague, Mr Andriessen,
liament on Monday I inrcnd today to make a srarement on the Commission's decision ro promote butter
sales. This morning I had an opponunity ro meer Parliament's Committee on Agriculture ro discuss this
matter, so I will keep my remarks to the House brief.

At

im first pan-session in October, Parliament adopted
a resolution on measures to promote butter sales based

on a motion from Mr Bocklet and others. The Commission has studied this resolution carefully, and

I

can

inform Parliament that, at its meeting on 3 November
1982, the Commission decided on a number of measures both for butter and for the dairy sector in general.
Parliament's President and the Chairman of rhe Committee on Agriculture were informed immediately of
these decisions.

Against the background of increasing milk production
in the Community in 1982 and the artendanr inirease
in butter production, the Commission considers rhat in
the short term there is a need for two types of measures, the first to ensure reasonable sales of butter
stocks, and the second ro prevenr excessive stocks
forming again. Firstly, w'e propose that more aid be
given to promote butter consumption in the Community. The Commission has decided to sell 120 000
tonnes of butter as soon as possible at a reduced price.
This so-called 'Christmas butter' will receive a subsidy
of 130 ECU per 100 kg, which corresponds to approximately one-third of the wholesale price. This represents a higher subsidy that the existing export refunds
of 125 ECU per 100 kg. In this uray consumers in the
Community will benefit more from the butrer surplus.

be exponed to the Soviet Union. In agreement wirh
Parliament's resolution we w'ant to ensure that the
Soviet Union does not obtain more favourable conditions than other third countries. Butter expons in general, and hence also any such exports to the Soviet

Union, will therefore be carefully supervised within
the framework of a tendering procedure providing for

the possibility of control with deadlines, quantiries and
selling prices. As regards the timing, the Commission
did not wish to stafi the new exporr scheme until it
had had an opportunity of informing Parliament about
butter sales to the Soviet Union in accordance with an
undertaking given earlier. It was rhe Commissiorr's
wish that the shon-term measures ro promore butter
sales should be followed up by long-rerm measures ro
solve the underlying problem, which is in fact the
increasing milk producrion. That is why rhe Commission independently, and before our proposal on nexr
year's common prices, has proposed a reduction in the
inrervention prices for milk from I April 1983, and in
this way the farmers will contribute towards bearing
the costs of disposing of the rising milk production.

I am pleased to have had this opponunity ro presenr
the Commission's proposal borh to the Committee on
Agriculture and to the House, and I think that, with
this, the Commission has reacted quickly and positively to the Bocklet reporr., as well as fulfilling its earlier undenaking to inform Parliament about any dec.isions to changi expon policy. At the same iime, I
would like to srare that the pracrical administration of
the expon of agricultural products is srill the sole concern and responsibility of the Commission.
President.
This
by Mr Dalsager is made
- withsrarement
in accordance
Anicle 40 of the Rules of Procedure. It will not be followed by a debate, but brief and

In addidon, the Commission proposes an increase of
one-third in the subsidies for so-called 'social butter'

concise questions may be asked.

for persons on social security. The sale of butter at

I call Mr Aigner.

a

reduced price to industry and to institutions is progressing satisfactorily, and we are currenrly investigating whether more can be done in this field.

The use of milk powder in feedingstuffs is also being
promoted by extending the sphere of application of
the financial aid.

Regarding the proposal in Parliament's resolurion that
for each kilogram of burter purchased, one would
receive half a kilogram of intervention butter free of
charge, let me say rhat rhe Commission examined this
possibiliry carefully bur came to the conclusion that for
legal, technical and economic reasons it would be difficult to carry our rhe 'Christmas burrer' campaign
satisfactorily in this way.

of butter
no longer rhink that butter

Mr Aigner.

(DE) Mr President, the Commitree c,n
Budgets last-year unanimously approved the proposal
to reduce the butter surplus by granting our citizens a
pound of free Chrisrmas burrcr, and submitted this
proposal to the Commission for examinarion. Mr Dalsager, you told me personally that the proposal was
very interesting and that you had set up a'STorking
Party. However, I have found no race of this !7orking Parry in the Commission, and when I requeste.d
the competent official ro pur [he Commitree's decision
up for discussion, he told me rhar he had nor evc.n
received Parliament's decision. The Commission h,rs
not examined Parliament's opinion, Mr Dalsager, and
you have misinformed me.

Secondly, v/e propose promoring the sale

through exports.

'S7'e

should be the only agricultural produc which may not

President.
order.

-

I call Mr

de Courry Ling on a point

r>f
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Mr de Courcy Li"g.
Mr President, I am sorry to
interrupt rather serious- proceedings on what is really a
point of procedure, but ir is well-intentioned, I assure
you and I assure the House.

Presidenr, I would like to ask the
- Mr
Commissioner
what he is going to do about Parliament's resolution this morning in regard to full consultation with the parliamenrary commitrees, as was

Mr Hord.

pledged
There was a serious problem here on the occasion of
the voting on the Vredeling proposals a monrh ago
when the Socialist Group v/as nor informed of the
vote. This is an imponanr sr.aremenr by the Commissioner, one of the most imponant statemenff we have
had for some time from rhe Commission with various
serious implications, panicularly for rhe United Kingdom and France, and I suspect, Mr President, thar the
Socialist Group Members have not been informed or
that they have not read their agenda.

I propose, Mr President, that the sirting should be suspended for five minutes in order to permit the Socialist
Group to come. I fear that the Socialisr Group Members are occupied elsewhere and I think we owe ir ro
them that they be given the chance ro come ro rhe Parliament to take part in rhese interesting proceedings.
President.
Mr de Courry Ling, the Socialist Group
is aware of- the agenda for this afterlroon's sitting, and
I cannot postpone the debate because the group has

not turned up.
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to this House by former

Commissioners

Cheysson, Gundelach and Jenkins. And could he
advise this House what the Commission is doing about
reported bilateral sales by the French Governmenr ro
the USSR of agricultural produce? Fufthermore,
would he bear in mind that in the Bockler reporr Parliament stated categorically that funher sales of subsidized butter to the USSR would be an affront to rhe
European taxpayer?
President.

-

I call Mr Bonde.

Mr Bonde.

(DA) Can the Commissioner give us an
- that part
assurance that
of the co-responsibility levy
collected from our farmers is in fact being used for the
purposes for which the money was intended, and nor
for all kinds of other purposes? If this is nor rhe case,
can he assure us that the money is being chanelled
back to the farmers or [har rhere is going to be a
change iri the Treaty, so rhar any special rax on farmers can form part of the general budget on an adequate legal basis?

I call Mr von der Vring on a point of order.

President.

(DE) Mr President, I can
Mr von der Vring.
inform the House that-the Commissioner's answer has
been known to Members since yesterday. Those who

(NL) Mr Presidenr, I have rwo quesMr Voltjer.
tions for the -Commissioner: firstly, perhaps he could

want [o ask questions are present.
President.

-

I call Mr Eyraud on a point of order.

(FR) In my capacity as rapporreur on
Mr Eyraud.
the co-responsibility
levy, Mr President, I should like
to repeat what Mr von der Vring has just said, namely
that the Commissioner's staremenr is known by the
Socialists. I did wonder whether the honourable Member who spoke just now was really well-inrenrioned
as he said he was
or wherher he was simply trying
rc hold up the debate. Let me add thar there was supposed to be a joint debate on the Mouchel repon, my
repon and the statement by Mr Dalsager, and I should
be pleased if we kepr to the agenda as planned.
President.

-

I call Mr Fuchs.

Mr G6rard Fuchs.

(FR) I must confess I have not
quite understood - and this is a question for Mr Dalsager
whether -in fact butter was sold rc the Soviet
IJnion or not and, if so, how much.

-

tell me whar has happened to the Commitree's proposal concerning the introduction of a tendering sysrem.
This morning the Commissioner informed the Committee on Agriculture that rhe tendering system would
be applied in panicular in the case of butter for Russia.
I remember writing a reporr on the Commission's proposal concerning the tendering system and I would
like rc ask what the Commission has done in connection with this repon and if it can let us know wherher
several countries come into consideration for a tendering system or whether the Commission intends to
introduce a general tendering sysrem. This is the firsr
question. My second quesrion is: can the Commissioner tell me how he intends to bring about a reduction in the intervention prices which the Commission
proposes should take effect as of 1 April 1982 when,

on the other hand, menrion is also made of price
increases during the same period? At the same time I
would like to ask why the Commissioner and the
Commission have not reduced the intervention prices
as of now; in my opinion the Commission should
reduce prices now because production is already in
excess of targets.
President.

-

Mr Tyrrell.
President.

-

I call Mr Hord.

I call Mr \7olrjer.

I call Mr Tyrrell.

Mr President, I would like to ask the
I heard him correcrly when he

- whether
Commissioner
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said the Commision had 'decided'l Is he aware of the
difference between consultation before decision and
consultation after decision? I heard him say, I thought,
that Parliament had been informed. Does he know the
difference between information and consultation?
Vhy is this statement being made today, on Thursday
of the Parliament week, when the press were informed
on 4 November? I would like to ask him also whether
this matter has been re{erred.to the management commirtee.

President.

-

I call Mr Bocklet.

going ahead with the scheme because it was unfeasible.
Unfortunately you did not tell us what [he reasons
were. I would therefore ask you to outline the reasons
to the House. You also said the proposal had been
looked at. I should really have liked to know how you
looked at it. There are various ways, you know, of
taking a serious look at such a proposal. Thirdly, I
should like to know the extent of the resources from
the co-responsibility ler.y which are going to be used
for the distribution of Christmas butter.

-

I call Mr Maher.

the Commissioner give- us an
- Could
on dairy farmers' income, Particuidea of the effect
larly that of small dairy farmers, of the reduction in

Mr Maher.

intervention prices which he proposes to make?
Secondly, if he cannot sell this butter to Russia, where
will it be sold? Vill it have to be stored, and in that
situation will it be more or less expensive? And would
the Commission propose to take action to Preven[ the
all
proposed importation of New Zealand butter
which would make for a- very
80 000 tonnes of it
serious surplus within the Community?
President.

-

President.

-

I call Mr Pearce.

!7ould the Commissioner please tell us
Pearce.
how the Christmas butter is going to'be made available
to the public and how the consumers will recognize
that it is Christmas butter when they see it in the
shops? \fhat guarantee will there be that the subsidf is
passed right down through the system to the final con-

Mr

sumer?

(DE) Mr Dalsager, you explained to
Mr Bocklet.
had
considered Parliament's idea for
us that you
Christmas butter but that there were reasons for not

President.

indeed I think is imponant in connection with the
promotion of butter consumPtion.

I call Mr Vernimmen.

(NL) Mr President, I must
Vernimmen.
honestly say that I don't understand what is happening
since it was agreed that any problems and questions
should be discussed during the debate on the repon by
Eyraud and others. Consequently, the questions now
being put require some justification. I agree with the

Mr

Commissioner's standpoint as regards the report
which I wrote last year, in which the Committee on
Agriculture very closely stipulated the conditions for
the sale of butter to the Soviet Union. I would simply
like the Commissioner to clarify what is meant by the
expression 'social butter'. I think that the concept must
be defined somewhere because various Member States
are obviously of unaware of anv such definition, which

President.

-

I call Mr Enright.
How much account has the Commis-

Mr Enright.

sioner taken- of the fact that the United States of
America is likely to treat us in exactly the same way in
the matter of agricultural products as it has over steel?
Is this not going to lead now to the absurd situation in
which the USA and the EEC vie with each other to sell
the cheapest butter to Russia?

President.

-

I call Mr von der Vring.

(DE) Mr Dalsager, in view of
Mr von der Vring.
the findings of the -Court of Auditors for 1979, is it
true that the Christmas butter plan will mean a net
increase of only 40 000 tonnes instead of 120 000
[onnes, because normal consumption has dropped by
80 000 tonnes?

(FR) Mr President, I should like to
PranchCre.
ask Mr Dalsager a very precise question. There can be
no denying, after the statements made by the French
Minister for Agriculture, Madame Cresson, after rer
visit to the Soviet Union, that the Soviet Union brrys

Mr

large quantities of butter. I should therefore like to
know whether he intends, on the basis of the principles
applied to date, to take the necessary steps to ensure
that Community butter can be bought by the Soviet
in
Union or indeed any other country
- I am thinking
countries.
panicular of Algeria and the developing
Also, does he not consider that the time has come to
reject the pressure from the Bridsh Conservatives, $'ho

are more 'Reaganist' than Reagan himself

since

Reagan himself is trying to win back the Soviet market, and does he not funher consider that the Bridsh
have no right to adopt such a haughty attitude to r:his
problem when they themselves prefer to buy
80 000 tonnes of butter from New Zealand rather than
the Community?

I interpret what the Rules of Procedure
President.
- and concise questions as meaning that
say about brief
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President

one should avoid making verbal attacks on orher
Members who are present.

I call Mr Paisley.

Mr Paisley.
Is
Commissioner aware that North- notthebeen
ern Ireland has
able ro Bet recent concessions
on everything from butter ro bakeries because of the
situation in the province? Could he give me an assurance that this concession will be made available rc the
people of Nonhern Ireland? Could he also bear in
mind that the people of Nonhern Ireland, having
more unemployment and more old-age pensioners
than any other comparable part of the Communiry,
are outraged that they cannot, get this butter while
Soviet citizens can?

President.

-

I call Mr Tolman on

a

point of order.

(NL) Mr President, I do have a ques-

Mr Toknan.

- because I must say that I do not undertion to ask you
stand what is going on. My agenda refer to a sraremenl by Mr Dalsager and not ro a debate, whereas
everyone is raking the opportunity to put fundamental
questions. Mr President, could you explain to me what
is meant by 'without debate'? If the Commissioner is
to answer all the questions which have been put to him
to the best of his knowledge it will take him a good
hour. Considering that
in view of the lengthy quesyou have made- it clear to me what 'without'
tions
- I would request you to ask the Commissioner
means,
to answer the questions at one go, immediately afrcr

the two other topics

and Eyraud
- rhe Mouchel
reports
have been discussed.
I hope all those who
- questions will remain seated during this
have asked
debate and learn a lot of new things.
President.

order.

Mr Tolman, that was more of a point of
point out [hat, when rhe agenda was

I would

being drawn up, the Chairmen of the groups agreed
that this should be a statement without debate. However, I cannot let this agreement stand in rhe way of
Rule 40 of the Rules of Procedure, which says:
Unless Parliament decides otherwise, such a statement shall not be followed by a debarc. Members
may, however, avail themselves of a period of 30
minutes in which to put brief and concise questions with a view to clarifying specific points in
such statements.

That

is

what we are now doing. I call Mr Clinton.

other third-country destination. \7ill he confirm also
that it would be quite impossible [o operare a vigorous
expon poliry if he had to come to this House on every
occasion when he wanted ro export butter to cenain
destinations and ask to be allowed ro do so, when it is
the Commission's absolute responsibility on irs own ro
manage the market without coming to this House?

Presidenr.

I call Mr Marshall.

-

Mr Mar;hall.

Has the Commissioner come to this
House irr order- to consult with us, as frequently promised, or lras he come to present us with a fait accompli?
If it is the latter, then his starement is an insult both to
this House and to the people of Europe. Does he realize that rnany people regard subsidized exports of butter to Rtrssia with complete distaste? The question for
many electors in Europe is not whether the refunds on
exports to Russia are the same as refunds to the Third
Vorld; nany people feel there should be no refund at
all on ex,>ons of butter to Russia. I feel he oughr to be
aware of the very intense feeling amongst many people
on that srrbject.
President.

-

I call Mr Friih.

Mr Friih.

(DE) Mr Dalsager, our quesrion covered
three problems:
Christmas butter, butter for small bakeries and expoft bu[ter. I have heard nothing on rhe
second cf these problems, butter for small bakeries.
Have the possibilities been looked inro? I know there
are problems in esmblishing controls, but in the Federal Republic we have large cooperarive wholesale
purchasers such as BEKO. Could not BEKO take
delivery ,>f a large quantity of butter from the Commission on behalf of hundreds of bakeries? BEKO
would th,:n be responsible for controlling the distribution and would be requried ro prove to the Commission that :verything had been done by'the book.
President,

-

I call Mr Davern.

Mr Davern.

\7hile thanking the Commissioner for
the court,:sy -he has extended to the House and to the
Commitr'e on Agriculture, may I ask him whether he
would ge t on with the job of selling this burter to
whoever wants it, in view of the fact rhat this Community olleyed the embargo pur on Russia two years
ago whilt' New Zealand and America, through New
Zealand, sold 100 000 ronnes of butter there? I would
urge the Parliament to give its approval and be a
Europe o1 realiry.

Mr Clinton.

I wonder if the Commissioner,

when

- would, for the benefit of those Memhe is replying,
bers of the House who either have not heard or do nor
want to listen, repeat that expons of butter to the
USSR will get refunds only at the same level as any

In regard to what Mr Paisley said, we in the ruling
in reland will take up his complaint and will

pany

ensure th,rt the people of Nonhern Ireland ger burrer.
(Applausel
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have asked about this that we really did exarhine the
mat[er. Both in my own service and in the Management, Committees on which the national represenl.a-

(DE) Mr Dalsager, can you confirm
Mr Gautier.
- ally of the British Conservatives,
that the political

tives sit, we examined the possibility of carrying c,ut
the Christmas butter sales in the manner you pro-

President Reagan, is subsidizing American grain sales

posed.

to rhe Soviet Union throrigh export credits and other

ble, and cenainly not in the current situation where it
is gradually becoming urgent to market the butter
quickly.

means

?

President.

-

I call Mr t\dam.

Mr Adam. I would like to ask the Commissioner a
- this. FIas he considered, instead of
question about
wrapping this butter in greaseproof paper, wrapping it
with a steel pipe?
President.

-

I call Mr Isradl on

a point of order.

I

was assured repeatedly that

it was not

possi-

Mr Fuchs asked if butter had been sold to the Soviet
Union, and I can say that it has not. I have attached
great importance to ensuring that no arrangements
whatsoever for the sale of butter to the Soviet Union
should be introduced before I fulfil the undenaking
given by former Commissioners that there would be
no sales of butter to the Soviet Union without first
informing and discussing the matter with Parliament.

Mr Hord asked me about full consultation. I do not
know what 'full consultation' is, but I would like rc

(FR) Mr President, I should like to
Mr Isra€l.
- what I suppose I have to call a debate is
know wherher
going to go on. Is this debate going ro last undl five
past, ten past or a quarter past four, until half past four
or five o'clock? !fle should like to know. Some of us
here really want to keep to the agenda and, like Mr
Tolman, we saw that there w'as not supposed to be any
debate on this.

President.
Mr Israel, according to the Rules of Proare entitled to 30 minutes per quescedure Members
tion. '!7e have taken 23 minutes and 40 seconds and
there are no more speakers down on she list.

I call the Commission.

(DA) Mr
Mr Dalsager, Member of the Commission.
President, I am very grateful for the opponunity
to

point out that I have missed no opponunity of keeping
Parliament's Members informed. I have never missed
any opportunity to be available for any form of procedure Parliament wished. On the very day that r:he
Commission took its decision to bring the matter
before Parliament, I informed the Committee on Agriculture's Chairman by telephone, and the followrng
day I informed him in writing. In the same way, rhe
President of the Commission informed the Presid,:nt
it is true it was not posof Parliament by rclephone
- but his cabinetwas avtilsible to reach him personally,
able
and the following day Parliament's President
was informed
in writing of what we intended to propose to Parliament. Later, in a communication,to Parliament's President, I outlined the matter to him once
again and at the same time asked him for an opportunity to present the Commission's views to Parliament.
After that I requested
and was lucky enough to
- Parliament's Committee
a meeting with
obmin
on
- here this morning, so I believe I can quite
Agriculture
rightly say that no opportunity has been lost to keep
Parliament duly informed of the Commission's vir'ws

make this statement to Parliament, and also for chance
to answer the large number of questions which have
been asked. I hope I have noted them all in more or
less the order in which they were asked. I might perhaps add that this morning I had a two-hour meeting

Then Mr Hord asked me about the bilateral

with Parliament's Committee on Agriculture, where

menrc between France and the Soviet Union.

a

large number of the questions asked here were also
raised. There were also other questions which, as far
as I could see, were answered satisfactorily, since I had

the impression that the Committee on Agriculture's
members were very satisfied with the discussion of the
which is now on the agenda.

on this question.
agree-

I cannot
butter in these

confirm that there is anlthing about
agreements. At any rate, the documents available to
me make no mention of burter. The Commission is
dealing with these agreemenff or correspondence, and
only yesterday, at a meeting here in Strasbourg, rhe

Ve

issue

matter was on the Commission's agenda.

Mr Aigner

tinuing tb investigate the matter and to obtain new
information. For that reason, I am not in a position ro
provide any more information on this matter than I

asked me why we did not investigate

or
- the
the possibility of implementing
programme Parliament
suggested, i.e. to give a half a
kilogramme of butter away free with each one kilogramme of butter sold. I am very much in favour of
this idea, because in my view one would sell more butter in this way than through the scheme we are now
proposing. I can assure Mr Aigner and others who
so he maintains

are con-

have already done.

Mr Bonde

asked if the co-responsibility levy was being
used for the intended purposes. I don't know whar Mr

Bonde thought, but it has never been the Comnrission's intention that rhe co-responsibility lery should
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be used solely for specific purposes. Ve use quite a
large amount of the co-responsibility levy for these
special sales measures, but we have always held the
opinion
and
farming organizations and Parlia- been the
ment have
informed of this
that that ponion
- was
of the co-responsibility levy which
nor used for
these special sales measures was included in the normal budget for the sale of dairy producrs, which is still
enormous compared with other expenditure in the
agricultural sector. The Commission has always held
the opinion that this co-responsibility lery should also
be used to promote sales in the normal market for
dairy products.

Mr Voltjer asked what had happened regarding tendering procedures. Nothing has happened, because the
nature of the matter and the Commission's view are
such
and I believe that this is also Parliament's view
- nothing can be done about tenders before the
that
-procedure which we have gone through here today
and in the previous hours and days has been complercd. But it is correct to say, as Mr \Toltjer inrerprets
it, that when we stan this tender procedure, ir will not
necessarily be just countries which can submit bids
other interested bidders may also be considered.
'Vith regard ro co-responsibility and the reduction
in
prices which the Commission has also proposed to the
Council
and which will of course be sent to Parliament for-an opinion
the Commission has envisaged
that the price negotiations
on I April will obviously
produce an increase of one form or anorher for all
products in the light of the various factors involved in
this price fixing. !7hen prices have been formally fixed
they will be reduced by the 2.20/o by which the Commission has proposed reducing the intervention prices,
so as to have a system whereby farmers share responsibility for any increase in producrion which exceeds the

stated production target which the Commission and
the Council will be fixing during rhe price negoriarions
in April/May.

Mr Voltjer also asked why we do not reduce prices as
of now. I do not think it would be possible to obtain
the Council's approval for this, and I doubt very much
if it would be possible to get Parliamenr ro supporr us
in proposing a price reduction in the middle of a dairy
year and in the middle of a year for which prices have
been fixed. I do not rhink this would be at all possible,
and ir was not. my intention to proceed in this manner.
so I really do
not think that this would be Parliament's wish.

It was not the Council's intention eirher,

Mr Tyrrell

says that the Commission has taken its
decision and asks why I came here today when the
press was informed as early as 4 November. Parliament's President and the Chairman of rhe Committee
on Agriculture were informed before the press
by
telephone, it is true, but in any evenr at the same- time
as the press was informed. It is clear that every Commission meeting is followed by a press conference
where the Commission's decisions are made known to

the press. !7hat the Commission decided on 4 November was that it would now go to Parliament with this
decision, as it was obliged to do, and as ir has now
done.

Mr Bocklet asked the same quesrion as Mr Aigner,
and I think I have already answered it. He also asked
what proponion of the funds from the co-responsibility lery would be used for this purpose. It is my
impression that COPA, the farmers organization, does
not feel the co-responsibility funds should be used for
this purpose. For this reason, the Commission will take

the funds from the normal budget, which this year is
fortunately structured in such a way thar it is possible
to find this money without getdng inro budget difficulries.

Mr Maher

asked what effect the reduction in intervenrion prices would have on small farmers. Last year we
introduced special measures to help small farmers who
are subject to the same co-responsibility lery as big
farmers. I do not know if this measure will be conrin'S7e
ued in the coming year.
have not yet finalized our
price proposals, and I therefore cannor say ar this
stage what the Commission will propose or what the
Council or Parliament will decide in due course on

this matter.

Mr Maher also asked what we would do with the butter and what the storage costs would be if the Soviet
Union does not want to buy it
and it is clear that
- Union
we do not even know if the Soviet
is interested
in buying our butter. It is well known that storage

costs for burter are rather high, and the cheapest
method of combating our surplus problems is to sell
the butter as fast as possible, and that means irrespective of whether it is ro the Soviet Union or ro anorher
country. That is the cheapest possible merhod of disposing of the butter. I do not think we should sran rhe
New Zealand discussion again. You are all acquainted
with the situation, and you know whar political obligations the Community has and how useful cooperation
with New Zealand has been for rhe whole third coun-

try market for butter.

Mr Vernimmen asked for more information abour
'social' butter and indeed only this morning, in the
Committee on Agriculture, I gave an assurance rhat I
would write to them oudining ar leasr the extent of the
social butter scheme and why we rhink more use is nor
made of it.

Mr Pearce asked how consumers will recognize the
Christmas butter. I find it rather difficult to imagine
that there are consumers in rhe Communiry who are
not closely following the discussions which have been
mking place and the newspaper anicles and debate
there will be on this proposal, ro rhe exrenr of not
realizing that there is cheap butter in the shops. At
least I am cenain that the shops throughour the Community will do all they can to sell as much of this butrcr as possible, and I do nor believe thar there should
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be any problem in drawing consumers' attention to
this. Previous experience has shown that consumers
are very attentive to phenomena such as Christmas
butter.

A

question was asked about the USA and butter
Ve don't know what the Americans are really
going to do with their butter stocks. The Americans
have not normally been exponers of dairy producm to
third countries and we consider it unlikely that the
USA, which was so critical of the Community for
entering markets where we had not previously been,
should chose to do that. However, I am of course well
aware of the rumours that they will do this, and if
done on a large scale it will destroy the international
stocks.

butter and daifo produce market foi a long time.

'

One speaker asked if Christmas butter meant an
increase in consumption. Ve have always known that
Christmas butter campaigns did not sell substantially
more butter, and that this Christmas butter largely

'!7'e
replaces normal butter purchases.
don't know how
large the percentage will be, but there will be a cenain
effect in the form of extra sales of butter on the mar-

ket when we introduce this measure. However, it is
also to some e4tent a political measure in deference to

under an obligation, also because of promises which
previous members of the Commission had made to
Parliament, and it is this obligation which I now ft:el
that I am fulfilling here.

Mr Marshall asked if I have come here to consult you
or to present a fait accompii. Nothing at all has been
either said or written abou[ commencing sales of butter to the Soviet Union. I have submitted the Commission's decision so as to consult, deliberate with and
inform Parliament about this very special situation.
That is what I have done. I had a long discussion wrth
the Committee on Agriculture this morning. Hencefonh, it is up to the Commission to take whatever further steps are necessary as regards exports erc. to the
Soviet Union or elsewhere.

Mr Frtih asked about
assured

small bakeries.

I

have already

Mr Fruh once today that we are examining to

what extent this is possible; but it is also an administrative and auditing question. The question is how we can
monitor it. Mr Frtih himself maintains that there are
possibilities. Ve will examine if these possibilities do in
fact exist.

Next,

I can confirm to Mr Gautier something which

the oft-expressed wish that the Community's own consumers should also once in a while benefit from the
facr rhar we have some stocks which we would like to
sell. Thus, we have opted again this year, as in previous situations, to offer consumers a price reduction.

we all know. I don't know why he mentions it, nam,:ly
the fact that the USA sells large quantities of grain to
the Soviet Union, just as the Community does in fact,
without this having led to any major debate. \7e sell
all kinds of agricultural product to the Soviet lJni<>n,
'Sf'e

Mr Pranchire mentioned Mrs Cresson and the Soviet

wine, we sell beef, we sell all kinds of fodder and fc,dder grain. Butter alone has been considered a spe<:ial
product which should be dealt with in a special manner. This is what has been done.

Union.

I

have no funher information other than that
have already given about the visit of the
French Minister of Agriculture, Mrs Cresson, to the
Soviet Union. I do not know what they discussed. I
have no intention of becoming involved in Mr Pranchire's rather aggressive remarks to the Conservative

which

I

Group.

Mr Paisley was rather dissadsfied that bakeries in
Northern Ireland did not enjoy this special butter
offer. I have no knowledge of thal I am prepared to

investigate what might have caused this, and I hope
that it will be possible to ensure that our various measures to reduce butter prices are effective in Nonhern
Ireland as well, also in the case of pensioners and the
poor, as Mr Paisley pointed out.

I can answer Mr Clinton's quesrion in the affirmative.
If and when we sell butter to the Soviet Union it will
be on precisely the same terms as to all other third
countries. The Soviet Union will not receive higher
subsidies, and it

will

have exactly the same opportunity

to buy butter in the Community as orher
Next, I will confirm Mr Clinton's opinion

excluding butter.

sell millions

of

hectolitres of

Thank you for allowing me the time to answer, as I
hope I have done, all the questions asked.
President.

-

I call Mr Enright on

a

point of order.

Mr Enright.

President, yesterday evening ir was
- Mr
to alter
the Council Question Time. I would
like to draw to your attention to the facr that un,Ier
Rule 44 that should nor have been possible because
that is a decision which has to be referred to rhe
Bureau. It is only on the basis of a proposal from rhe
decided

Bureau to this House, nor from the acting Presidenr ro

this House, that the times of quesrion time can be
changed. I think that strictly, under the Rules of Procedure I could therefore demand that that vote be
declared invalid. That

I will not do

because

I thinh it

countries.

would be absurd. Nevenheless, rhe reason why we

which I

took the vote on the Sutra report was admirably given
by my friend, Georges Surra, and I would like to propose therefore rhat we be consistent with the argument
that he put forward which was that, because, importanr
agricultural inrerests were going to be absent for
today's vote, we should not discuss thar imponant

- come
share
that the
cannot of course
- ParliamentCommission
and ask
every time we have to introduce a
measure to manage our marke6. This is the Commission's sole responsibility. However, this is a very
special situation, and the Commission naturally felr
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agricultural matter. Therefore, under Rule 87, I would

Gentlemen, I love you all.

like to propose that we defer the repon by Mr
Mouchel and the report by Mr Eyraud, on behalf of
the Committee on Agriculture, to 17 December.

President.
posal.

I call Mr Curry to

-

speak against the pro-

Mr Curry, chairman of the Committee on Agriculture.
Mr President, the Committee on Agriculture is
-trying to move the constitutional authority of this
House one step forward, and we are trying to do so by
taking the initative instead of merely reacting to proposals. S7e are not trying to take over from Mr Dalsager the administration of policy, because administration belongs to administrators: the job of politicians is
to give the guidelines to that administration.

Mr President, we are seeking to introduce the initiative of this Parliament into the political framework of
the Community. Ve are doing this on farm prices, and

President.

have for the very first time done a report on
guidelines. If we do nor vote on it in this pan-session,
Mr President, we might as well not have gone to the
trouble of doing ir at all it would be absurd rc do that
and a great step backwards for this House.

I believe in the power of this House. I do not believe
that this House is ready to occupy the peaks of authority, but I think we should make an attempt, to con,quer the lower slopes of authority, and this Mouchel
repon is a step in that direction. I am'therefore categorically and firmly against a proposal which seems to
me to destroy the whole purpose of the existence of
this Parliament.
(Applause)

I call Mr IsraEl on

a

point of order.

(FR) Mr President, I do not think that
Mr IsraEl.
- Mr Enright's proposal to the vote. Our
you can put
Rules of Procedure, I think it is Rule 85, stipulate that
a debate can be interrupted, but it cannot be interrupted if it has not been staned.

Mr Enright has made a proposal to amend the agenda.
However, this has been adopted and cannot be
amended.

(Apphuse)

President.
Mr IsraEl,
Anicle 87, -paragraph 7'.

I

draw your attention to

or during a debate on an item on the
agenda, any Member may move that the debarc be
adjourned to a specific date and time.
Before

those prices are intended to be published at the beginning of December.

Ve

-

Under this Rule, and before the debate on Mr
Mouchel's and Mr Eyraud's reports, Mr Enright has
proposed that this debate be postponed until
17 December.

That is what we shall now decide.

(Parliament rejected Mr Enright\ proposal)

I call Mr

de Courcy Ling.

de Courcy Liog.- Mr President, I hesitate to call
this a point of procedure but I suppose I must.

Mr

Mr Dalsager failed to answer Mr Pearce on the question of how to identify Community butter. This is a
very imponant point for the public. \7ill the Commission please write a memorandum within the next two
weeks describing the system and describing how consumers in the European Community will be able to

I call Mrs

President.
the motion.-

Boserup to speak in favour of

(DA) Mr President, ladies and gen- a member of the Committee on AgriI am not
culture and am therefore blameless. I support Mr
Enright's proposal because I think that the Mouchel
report is an ill-dmed attempt to exert pressure in an
area where it should not exert pressure. Parliament
thinks that it has some power. It does not have the
power, and it should not have the power. It is the
Commission's task to fix prices on the basis of objective criteria, and for this reason it is my wish that the
Mrs Boserup.
tlemen,

idendfy this Christmas bonus? It has more political
imponance than Mr Dalsager understands, and he has
a responsibility to the public.
President.
Mr de Courcy Ling, you cannot put supplementary- questions.

5. Agricultural prices (1983-84)

President.

-

-

Dairy sector

The next item on the agenda is the joint

debate on two reports:

Commission should do this without Parliament's interference.
( Interruption

from tbe European Dernocratic Group )

report (Doc.

l-837

/82), drawn up by Mr

Mouchel on behalf of the Committee on Agriculture, on the European Parliament's position on
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President

the framing of the price proposals and related
measures for the 1983-84 marketing year;

-

report (Doc. 1-776/ 82), drawn up by Mr Eyraud
on behalf of the Committee on Agriculture, on the
co-responsibility levy in the dairy sector.

The following oral question with debarc (Doc. l-668/
82), tabled by Mr Marck and others to the Commission on behalf of the Group of the European People's
Parry (CD Group), will also be included in the debate:
Subject: Use of the revenue for the co-responsibiliry levy on dairy products

'lfhen the co-responsibility levy on dairy products
was introduced, it was agreed between the Commission and the agricultural organizations that the
producers should be consulted on the use of these
funds.

1.

How have the funds from the co-responsibility levy been used? Can the Commission give
demils of the disribution between the 1981
and the 1982 budgets?

2.

\flhat part have the agricultural organizations
played in this disribution?

3.

How will the Commission consult the agricultural organizations as promised, so that the
growing mistrust, caused panly by the fact
that the money has not been udlized, can be

President rc bring an action against the Council for ;ts
failure to act.'I7'e hope that our Assembly will urge the
Council and the Commission to do their utmost to
avoid a repetition of this situation. The Assembly also
demands that the loss suffered by the farmers during
the last marketing year be taken into account in fixing
the prices for the coming marketing year.

The Committee on Agriculture considers that the
prices must be examined independently of all other
political considerations so as to avoid any delay. One
of the objectives of the common agricultural poliry is

to guarantee farmers a decent income. Unless prices
and measures are adequate a cenain number of farrners may be hit by unemployment, a contingency we are
also trying to prevent. Fixing a satisfactory price level

means, among other things, taking

into account the

trend in production and agricultural labour costs, as
well as the differences in inflation rates and inrerest
rates between the Member States, with a view to
adopting additional measures in favour of the countries which are particularly affected.
The price increase must be sufficient to permit dismanding of the positive monetary compensatory amoun6,
though of course not to such an extent as to penalize
farmers in the countries involved. At the same time it is
necessary to abolish negative monetary compensatory
amounts which have for too long penalized farmers in
countries with weak currencies given that the increase
in the production costs is greater there.

dispelled?

These decisions could finally enable us to bring prices
into line again and to re-establish a single market in
Community agricultural products and would facilitate
the free movement of srtch goods.

I call the rapponeurs.
(FR) Mr President, I find
rdpporteur.
- dilatory
it difficult to understand the
tactics of some of
our colleagues which are eroding the influence of our
Parliament in the only area where a common poliry

Mr Mouchel,

exists.

(Appkuse)

It

is also necessary to adjust price increases for indivi,lual products to make allowances for the penalization
which some products have suffered owing to the delay
in fixing prices for the last marketing year and in order
to encourage deficit products in the Community and
to ensure balanced development in all the Community

regions.

I would like to thank Mr David Curry, the

chairman

of the Committee on Agriculture, for rhe conrriburion
he has just made.

Mr

President, the Committee on Agriculture and, I
hope, the Parliament request the Commission to submit its price proposals by 15 December at the latest.
This is why it was important for us to hold a debate
today, so as to allow the Parliament and the Council
to state their position before l April. This date is the
opening of the marketing year for many agricultural
products. I would like to remind you that this year a
decision was not taken until 18 May, in difficult circumstances as we know. This delay meant. a loss of
ECU 500 million for Communiry farmers.

During its session of

tl

May the Parliament held that

this delay was quirc inadmissible and instructed

its

Moreover we reject the idea that cereal prices should
be brought into line with those of the main comperitors, in panicular the United Stares. Although production costs are coming closer there are still differences
which have rc be taken into account. On rhe other
hand we must also take into consideration the aids
which all exporting countries provide to agriculture.
Finally I would like rc make the point that all price
comparisons are distoned due to the sharp fluctuations in exchange rates.

'!7e

believe that measures musr be raken

to promorc

such products as maize and protein planm, so as ro sta-

bilize or retrench impons of complementary producrs
or subsdtutes. Milk production cenainly makes rhe
major contribution to the maintenance of employment
in regions with high levels of unemployment. It also
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to preserving the countryside. Thus it is
to ensure an adequate price and support

contributes

imponant

level in this sector so as to avoid a precipitate drop in
the number of dairy farms. At the same time we call
for the reintroduction of measures aimed at encouraging the voluntary closure of dairy farms.

The Committee on Agriculture

stresses

the need to

facilitate exports by applying a satisfactory rate of

Ladies and genlemen, dear colleagues, the report
which I am honoured to present you on behalf of the
Committee on Agriculture relates to the motion for a
resolution tabled by Mr Davern and others on the
co-responsibility levy on milk and the motion tabled
by Mr Marshall on competition in the dairy sector,
along with the oral question ro the Commission tabled
by Mr Marck and others on the use of the revenue
from this lery.

refunds and by creating a European expon agency.

The discussion of this report has direct bearings on the

As regards beef and veal we believe the encouragement of its production to be a means of reducing surplus production in the dairy sector, in particular in
larger holdings. But we would also like to point out
that preferential impons place a great burden on the

discussion of Commissioner Dalsager's statement concerning the present situation in the dairy sector. Furthermore it constitutes an interesting contribution to the
debate on agricultural prices with which the co-responsibiliry levy is intimarcly linked.

Community budget.
As regards fruit and vegetables we believe that encouragement should be given to high-quality products.
However, for brevity's sake, I would refer you to the
Parliament's opinion of 15 June 1982.

Special measures must be taken in respect of citrus
fruits to make allowances for the high transport costs
and the possible enlargement of the Community. For
wine I would refer you to rhe opinion of 9 Juty 1982.

However w'e must insist that greater imponance be
attached rc quality and to the reduction of taxes levied
on wine in cenain countries in order to harmonize
them progressively.

Mr President, I would like to have discussed a certain
number of problems concerning all the products but
your call to order tells me that my speaking time is
almost up and thus I would refer you to my written
report as I cannot enlarge on the issue here.

it is necessary to have
commercial relations with the outside world, it is
imponant to draw attention to the dangers of abusive
impons at reduced duty or duty-free for the common
agricultural policy. They compete unfairly with cenain
Generally speaking, although

Community products and create a severe strain on the
budget. Ve also call on the Commission to look for
means to reduce these imports subsuntially.

I would like to
as time is pressing
In conclusions
although it- is necessary to
make one comment:
develop other common policies it would be intolerable
if they were to be created at the expense of the only
common policy that exists, namely agricultural policy.

(FR) Mr President, I too
- disappointment. at the way
would like to express my
some of our colleagues have behaved just now. I doubt
whether the spectacle we are offering to the visitors in

Mr Eyraud, rapporteur.

the gallery will contribute to improving the image of
our Assembly, which after all was elected by universal
suffrage.

This lery was introducedin 1977 in view of the magnitude of the stocks of dairy products which had accumulated in 1976 and in early 1977.This was the time
when the problem of dairy surpluses began to concern
us. Dear colleagues, at the time we did not know that
on Sunday
if you suppressed one milfring per week
milk production- would drop
evening, for example
by 60/0. This is possible- today thanks to new and feasible technologies. \Vhy not consider putting them into
effect as they have helped to compensate farmers to
some extent? This might turn out to be less expensive.

Initially the co-responsibility levy was equivalent to
1.50/o of the target price; it was then raised to 20/o and
later to 2.50/0, being reduced to 20/o for the 1982/83
marketing year. k applies to milk delivered to dairies
and to certain farm sales. Basically it was to be allocated to the search for new markets and the disposal
of dairy products. Thus in its present form it is not
equivalent to 'own resources'. Otherwise the creation
of such a new type of 'own resources' would have to
be approved by all the national parliaments. The very
existence of this lery, its nature, implementation and
the use to which the revenue is put were discussed at
length in the Committee on Agriculture; the result is
the text which has been presented to you today and
which has been approved by a substantial majority. Of
course this text contains a certain number of conclusions which are not necessarily those of the rapporteur, who is a socialist, nor those of a Frenchman.

My repon emphasizes both the importance of milk
production for Community agriculture and the great
diversity in dairy structures. Dairy production provides
the livelihood for a great number of farmers and family farmers in particular.

I

would remind you that pursuant to a Community
directive which mainly concerns the allocation of certain aids, this term is applied to production units which
employ one and a half workers. Originally suppon of
the dairy market was conceived for traditional production methods with limircd possibilities of expansion.
Now new methods of production have made their
appearance thanks to technological progress. They
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bring a complete change of perspective ois-i-ois rhe
initial situation and no longer have much in common
with agricultural production in the strict sense. Hence

Our opinion was not long, it was contained in

the necessity to check unbridled expansion in the dairy
sector. For this reason che Committee on Agriculture,
alrhough it is opposed to the levy in its present form,
as ir has not fulfilled the objectives assigned to it,
agrees that some other form of co-responsibility must

pushing the Committee on Budgets through its debates

be inroduced. The Committee on Agriculture has
atrempted to define what this co-responsibility might

And

look like.

seven

short paragraphs and in one-and-a-half pages. And,
probably because our chairman is uniquely capable of
and voting with maximum speed, our opinion vas
delivered on time. Yet none of our points were taken
into account.

I trust that the rapporteur is listening to what. I
am saying, because I am speaking not in a personal
capacity, but as draftsman of the opinion of the Committee on Budgerc.

It has not accepted the principle of a variable lery as a
which in my
function of the quantities supplied

- On the conview would have been the correct course.
trary, ir proposes an exemption applicable to all producers. The figure it has settled on is 50 000 kilos
annual production, a figure which some may consider
it is up to ).ou to judge. There have been
too low
various amendments
on this point; it has also upheld
the principle of a special lery applicable to holdings
whose production exceeds 15 000 kilos of milk per
hectare. Of course mountain zones and disadvantaged
zones would be exempted. Finally, the Committee has
expressed its desire to iimit the burden on the Community resulting from intervention in the market.
Vhat form could this new

co-responsibility levy

assume if, as I hope, my report is adopted in its present
form? The Committee on Agriculture wants the policy

of holding back the growth in the dairy sector to be
accompanied by an overall poliry on oils and fats and
wants imports of cereal substitutes rc be stabilized.

Finally it hopes that producers will be involved in fixing the rates and will have a say in determining the use
of the revenues from this levy.
Ladies and gentlemen, dear colleagues, these are the
main features of this report in connection with the
questions raised by Commissioner Dalsager whose
proposals
in particular the proposal that the target
price be reduced
by 2.20/o
have thrown producers
into consternation and are- jeopardizing the jobs of
tens of thousands of farmers. Hence I am convinced
that this report will have a positive echo and call on
you to approve it.

President.

-

I call the Committee on Budgets.

Mr Balfour, drafisman of an opinion
Mr President,.
- in my name
the amendmenrc which have been rabled
on behalf of the Committee on Budgets, are evidence
not only of a wide divergence of view between the
Committee on Agriculture and the Committee on
Budgets, but worse, they are evidence of the fact that
the Committee on Agriculture and its rapporteur have
completely failed to take'into account even a fraction
of the opinion expressed'by our committee.

I am therefore resubmitting the paragraphs which
were drafted carefully by the Committee on Budgets
in the form of amendments and this dme they will go
before the whole House.
I would

ask

Mr Eyraud, when commenting on

these

amendments at the plenary voting later on this evening, to point out that they are the amendments of tne

on Budgets and that, unless they are
accepted, the Committee on Budgem as a whole would
find the Eyraud report unaccepnble and vote against
Committee

it.

President.

-

I call the Committee on Agriculture.

Mr Curry, chairman of the comnittee.
Presideni,
- Mr
I do not wish to speak on the substance
of these tvro
reports. I do wish, however, to underline the imporrance of these two reports in the development of this
Parliament, and I would like to invite the Members of
this Parliament to exercise maturity in the way they
regard its constitutional advance. It may be that on
occasions, Mr President, that constitutional advance
takes place by means of votes which individually
Members might not like. The fact of rhe marter is that
the ultimate stakes for which we are playing, which is
a role in the development of this Communiry, are

greater than our individual rericences

on

cenain

points.

The Mouchel report, in particular, but Mr Eyraud's

report in detail, mark the beginning of this process -a process which I described earlier as rying to occul)y
the lower slopes of power in this Community. The
reason we need to do this is that our successors in
future parliaments may embark upon the conquest of
the peaks. Our aim is to give guidance to the Commission and to the Council. Ir may uldmarcly be our job
to give instructions, bur that will be for a Europe ,cf
future generations.

The Mouchel reporr concerns that advice and perhats
an imperative advice and I hope rhat Members when
Mr Presidenr, will remember not merely
that they are concerned with the specific material
issues but with the broader and ultimately extremely
important issue of achieving a democratically account-

they vote,

18.
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able Parliament which means a democratically suuctured Europe.

interest being paid by agricultural holdings is enor-

Mr President, I made some remarks two days ago
which, I fear, have been misinterpreted. I would like to
put that record categorically straight. It is not my role,
it is not my purpose as chairman, to direct this House

This year, however, something has changed. Neither

in its voting, and nothing is further from my mind.
\flhat I wish to do is to appeal to this House that in its
voting it will remember that we give advice and that if
we are coherent in our advice then, as I said, that
advice becomes more imperative. If we give the Commission
and I pay tribute rc Mr Dalsager's willingness to -come to this House and to the committee
because he is exemplary in his willingness to do that

and the Council a choice of advice they
which suits them the most.

will

-

choose

Coherence, Mr President, in this House is power, and
my object is merely to seek that coherence which will
give us the influence which future generations may

mous.

of these two arguments apply anymore since the cost
structure has improved and interest rates have been
reduced so Mr Mouchel is now using new arguments,
which are not all that easy to find. So he quite simply
proposes price increases on the grounds that they will
eliminate the need for State aids and make it possible
to abolish the monetary compensatory amounff. This,
I think, is one of the weakest arguments of all. No
mention is made of the incomes situation in agriculture this year. According to the data available, the
Commission anticipates an increase of 5o/o in real
terms in agricultural incomes in the Community this
year
5olo in real terms while every other group of
in the European Community has seen a
the population
reduction in real terms of disposable income both this
year and last year.

turn in this Parliament to power. May I therefore ask
that Members when they vote will remember that Perhaps in future times people will regard this report,
however modest in its conceptions in all our aims in

Nor does the repon make any mention of the fact that
we also have surpluses. This problem just does not

the committee, as just one small stepping-stone uPon

sugar or cereals sector.

the road to a more democratically

homogeneous

Community.

President.

-

I call the Socialist Group.

(DE) 'We have just been discussing the
Mr Gautier.
question of Christmas butter with Mr Dalsager of the
Commission and this reminds me that Christmas is just
around the corner once more. Otherwise, I would not
have noticed, as Mr Bocklet has just said. Year after
year at this time we get sentimenal films on German
television.
These are almost exclusively repeat showings and the
situation with the report by Mr Mouchel's Committee
on Agriculture is pretty much the same. Year after

year the majority

of the Committee on

Agriculture

comes here and says, 'we need price increases, and we
are not interested in anything else . . .'.

(Interruptions)
. . . Mr Bocklet, we can discuss this later . .

.

The Committee on Agriculture is at any rate the only
lobby for those involved in this field. One could perhaps even speak of a certain bias. Anyone who has
been keeping track of the debates in recent years will
have noticed that, basically, the same tv'o arBumenm
are always used to defend price increases in this Parliament. Firstly, there is the argument that the cost
structure of agricultural production has undergone
substantial changes, since energy and fertilizer costs
have increased, and the other arBument is that the

exist for

Mr Mouchel and no mention

made of the entire market situation, be

whatsoever is

it in the milk,

Ve

take the view, therefore, that this report should be
drastically revised and greater emphasis placed on the
restoration of market equilibrium. Nor can v/e condone the behaviour of the Council year afrcr year,
which could be interpreted as an attempt to pull the
wool over the eyes of the electorate. First of all the
Council makes grand statements as to what it intends
to do should the surpluses increase, but it has never
kept its promises.

I

think, therefore, that this year we should make it

clear

and publicly

that both the Commission and

- to take steps to restore [he
have a duty
the Council
ro
balance of the market and they should not think
that they have to make
make it quite clear for once
use of the surpluses one way or another at all costs.
This year, the upshot of all this is that we are obliged
to use skimmed-milk powder for pig food, via a tendering system and with the aid of subsidies amounting
to hundreds of millions of German marks. This is systematic madness. I should like, if I may, to mention a
few specific aspects. If we consider the milk sector we
see that milk production has increased by 3% and butter productionby 60/o this year. A 6Vo increase in butter production corresponds to 130 000 t. 130 000
tonnes, ladies and gentlemen!

The increase alone in Community production this year
amounts to considerably more than our total imports
from New Zealand and, I am amazed therefore how
many people can Bet up here and not only criticize our
imports from New Zealand but also justify their criticism by saying thar,an increase of 130 000 t is a very
fine thing and that we just need to open up export
markets. Nor is it a coincidence that this 130 000 t
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increase

in production was nor a result of

wearher

the farms. Does this mean you have not read what

conditions or other facrors but of the sysrem. Production increases every year and we must find some way
of calling a halt to rhis srate of affairs.

actually happens? How small the price increases are at
actual farm level? Is your agricultural poliry jusr on
paper? That would be very sad. You should go to
Niedersachsen and ask the farmers whar they actually
get out of these increases.

There are two possibilities: either you approach rhe
problem via the prices or by the amounts produced. As
Mr Dalsager explained earlier, the Commission

intends to propose a price reduction. Mr Dalsager, I
am sure the Commission means well, but I will tell you
what this will probably lead to, as we see it. The
Council will first of all agree to a 20/o price reduction
and then rwo minures later at its meeting it will decide
on a 100/o increase so rhar in the final reckoning we
will get an 80/o increase. This is whar will happen in
practice, but nevertheless people are trying to make
political capital our of this 2.20lo reduction. However,
we no longer believe a word of it.

For this reason w'e have also tabled amendments
according to which the Commission should on no
account agree to any Council decision which fails to
impose strict quantitar.ive restricrions or embody a
strict price policy.

In the cereals secror we have similar problems which
we were able ro discuss in detail rhe day before yesterday during the debate on rhe reporr by the Commirtee

on Budgetary Control and I should like to ask rhe
Christian Democrats this time nor ro change their
mind within rwo days

as

lhey so ofren do

and to

vote in favour of rhe- report by the Committee
on
Budgenry Control on Tuesday and suppon a longterm reduction in cereals prices only to reject the proposal on Thursday when we come ro vote on rhe
Mouchel report on agricultural prices. I hope thar you
will be a litrle consisrenr in your voring this week at
least and supporr a rarional policy in the cereals secror.

The last two points I would like to menrion concern
Mr Mouchel's remarks on inflation in his report.
Obviously, inflation is :r problem which farmers too
have to contend with, but it is a general problem from
which all workers have co suffer. In countries such as
France and Belgium index-linking for wages has been
abolished but the agricultural lobby in these very
countries is trying to introduce an indexing system in
agriculture

as proposed

in this reporr. This is econ-

omically absurd
and we really should nor supporr
these effons.

President.
I call the Group of rhe European People's Pany -(Christian-Democraric Group).

Mr Friih.

Secondly, is your patent remedy really as simple as all
that? Does a price reduction really automatically lead
to a decrease in production or do you perhaps want to
introduce your old system of price reductions and
then, when this has had irc unfonunate consequences
on incomes and the farmers do not know which way
to turn, introduce transfers of income? And where do
you intend to ger rhe funds for this purpose? !7ould
you be so kind as to rell us where you propose finding
the funds for rhis purpose in the current budgeary
situation in the Member Srates and rhe Communiry?

I too have six minutes in
which to put forward the views of my Group. !7e welcome the system whereby Parliament
I should
- andthanks
like in this connecrion ro give my panicular
ro
the rapporteur
takes rhe opponuniry of expressing
its views on the-price quesrion before the Commission
has submitted its proposals since, as rhe saying goes,
once bitten twice shy. Mr Dalsager, I am not
reproaching you in any way since you know yoursr.lf
how difficult things have been over this last year and
we have acknowledged this fact
have
-endeavoured
- how you
to come to some sertlemenr
with the
Council of Ministers, which kept you waiting until the
end of January so rhar we did nor ger the prices unr.il
May and then only as a result of a legitimate and legal
tour de force, i.e. a majority decision. In the hope of
avoiding the same thing happening this year, sre
wanted [o srare our views in good time since there can
be no doubt about the fact that this method resulted rn
losses and uncenainty on rhe part of the farmers, who
afrcr all are businessmen, regarding decisions on rhe
running of their businesses. For this reason we welcomed this initiative, the fact thar we can discuss it
today and the facr that rhe Commission too, we hope,
You had six minutes and

will

take

it

as a guideline.

And now to the price increases. The prices must keep
pace with the average inflation rate, although this in
itself would not ger us very far. It would still mean, Mr
Gautier, that market forces were the determining fa<:tors in many areas. Mention has been made of a wage
freeze
however, haven'r you heard of people having
- make up while
a gap to
other people have managed to
Bet two figure wage demands through? This has nc,t
done much for the economy.
(Laughter)

(DE) Mr President, ladies and gentle-

men, it is a-pity rhat rhere is not enough time left to go
into the various points made by the previous speaker. I
will only deal with rwo or rhree aspects. Mr Gautier,
you talk as if price increases as proposed by us and
adopted by the Council of Ministers directly affected

There is a need for agricultural invesrmenr, and invesrment also leads to the creation of jobs. The rural
regions need purchasing power. \7e rhink we are on
the right lines here. \7e do not wish to jeopardize the
effons being made in rhe individual countries with a
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quite the reverse,
view to achieving greater stability
we deplore the wide-ranging inflation rates. However,
our agricultural policy has a feature which is totally
unknown elsewhere, i.e. the system of monetary compensatory amounts which permits fine differentiation.
In countries with lower inflation rates we can cu[ back
the monetary compensatory amounts while in other
countries we can give a little extra by adjusting the
green currencies. There is no system to equal our agricultural poliry, which mkes account of the particular
situation in the individual countries, and many other
sectors should learn a lesson from it. Then, I think, we
would be getting somewhere.

The prices must be such as to enable this sysrcm of
monetary compensatory amounts to work. Afrcr all,

you are all in favour of eliminating the positive moneand so are we. Howtary compensatory amounts
ever, this calls for a sufficiently wide margin to obviate
the need for direct national aids, and for this reason I

would ask you to bear this in mind quite objectively
and unemotionally so that there will be no recriminations.

Finally, I should like to ask the Commission and the
Council of Ministers one thing, i.e. to be careful with
the agricultural policy so that we will not have a repeat
of this year when, at the end of the year, 1 200 million

ECU of the agricultural fund has been saved as a
result of inaction or some such and the Committee on
I was at a meeting of this committee this
Budgets
morning - still does not know what this amount is to
be used for. If we continue in this way, I will be forced
to agree with the rapporteur, who said that anyone
who thinks that he can use regulations to surreptitiously diven the legally available funds from the agricultural policy in order to finance policies for which
it is not our fault that this
there is no legal basis
- and
legal basis is lacking: we are in favour of legal bases
being created for other policies too, i.e. for regional
policy, social policy and research policy, for example
will destroy the agricultural policy. This is some-thing we would all regret and I hope it will not hapPen.

liament is actually making serious efforts to give it
some guidance.

There is also no doubt in my mind that agricultural
incomes have taken a battering in recent years and that

there is now a greater difference than ever before
between farm incomes and other incomes. On the
other hand one must realize that the industry has had
a good year.'With record yields and a reasonably good
summer for harvesting, there has been an increase in
farm incomes in real terms. There is probably, however, a long v/ay to go to catch up.
Let me turn to one or two aspects that we have got to
take into consideration in this year's price proposals.
First of all, I believe that there is a value in having strategic stores of food supplies. \7e must accept that,
especially when we see the kind of chaos there is in

some other rypes

of

undemocratic systems

in the

world. The cost of the CAP is not insignificant, of
course, but other systems in the world

USA and Japan

basically the

have other ways-of subsidizing

'!7e really must ask the
their agricultural -industry.
Commission to try to investigate some of the ways in
which the Americans look after their farming industry,
because it looks as though we are heading for trouble
with them on that front. I hope the Commission can
help us in this regard.

\fle must

also get some clarity in the budget, and we in

this group have been happy to support Mr Friih in
'what he has been doing in the Committee on Budgets.
However, when we talk about clarity in the budget,
we must begin by talking about clarity of objectives.
The viabiliry of farms is very important, and if we start
mixing up social policy and agricultural poliry, we are
heading for real problems. I believe the time has come
for us to try to make some significant progress in
establishing a clear distinction between the two. Agriculture must fit into the overall economy, and we
must, of course, try to secure incomes in agriculture
that are comparable to incomes in other sectors, as stipulated in the Treary.

Of course, Mr President, it must be pointed out that
our success in doing this depends on the number of
people who have to share the cake. One of the main

IN THE CHAIR: MR NIKOLAOU
Vice-President

President.

-

I call the European Democratic Group.

Mr President, first of all let me thank
Mr Provan.
Mr Mouchel-for his very imponant report. There is no
doubt in my mind that it will have a significant impact,
and I hope that the Commission will realize that Par-

problems that we seem to be facing at the present time
in the Community is differing rates of inflation. Policies must not actively encourage inflation. Policies
must discourage inflation and help convergence of the
Community economies. Farmers are, of course, vic-

tims of inflation and cannot be isolated from it. !7e
need greater effitiency and the maintenance of
employment in the industry by creating extra benefits
for countries with higher inflation. Yet if we did that,
it would create unfair competition for those countries
that have already tackled inflation for themselves and
are presently facing up to severe problems of unemployment. In the long term we must try to move forward in the direction of job creation, and we can only
do that by defeating inflation. I would say to this
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House that this is one of the greatest rhings that the
Community has got to try to do.

The Commission will have various things to take into
account in coming forward with its price proposals. At
this time, with so many millions unemployed, agricultural industry cannot really expec to be given special
treatment. The industry' must be very careful, as must
the Commission, no[ ro make demands rhat could lead
to a backlash against public suppon for our most vital
of industries. I believe that this agriculrural industry
has reached a plateau. The CAP has been successful in

achieving

a

hundred per cent self-sufficiency, and

security of supply has now been achieved. !7e have
gained and maintained public supporr as an indusry
and we must not lose rhat public suppon by making
extravagant demands at [his srage.
'$7e

therefore have to be seen to be aware of the growVe musr ask rhe
Commission and the Council for policies that can
change the emphasis from maximization of production
to production efficiency and balance in rhe market.
Having said that, we musr also recognize the problems
of the less favoured areas and, still more important,
the severely disadvantaged areas. Positive policies are
needed to assist those areas designated as such by the
Community. This need nor be done by price proposals
alone but may be better achieved by increases through

ing problem of structural surpluses.

As far as milk is concerned, Mr Presidenr, my colleague, Kent Kirk, will be dealing with Mr Eyraud's
report, but there we must have free and fair competition. \fle believe that price reducrions, as proposed by
the Commission, are necessary and thar targets musr
be maintained in the future. \7e therefore require a
very much better balance in the market, because a
200/o structural surplus is just nor good enough.
As far as tobacco is concerned,
see

I

am rather amazed ro

in Mr Mouchel's reporr rhe sugges[ion rhat,

even

though there is a strong demand, there should be ,rn
increase in market supporr. I submir that if there is a
strong demand for a producr, it needs less support.

Certainly, the varieries that are not.

in so much

demand should have differenr supporr arrangemenr.s.
In other words there should be a reduction, because if
those varieties are not required, rhey should really be
phased out of production altogether.

To sum up, Mr President, we wanr to see a below
average increase in products rha[ are in surplus. \7e
want to see a below average increase in milk, cereals,
sugar and wine, and we must see some quantitative
control in these sectors.

President.

-

I call

rhe Communist and Allies Group.

the less-favoured areas directives.

Let me turn to the cereals secror. I believe that alignment must constitute rhe main effon to achieve better
balance in Community agriculture. Ve must srop rhe
sucking in of cereal substirures if possible, bur we can
only do that by striking a better balance berween our
cereal prices and world cereal prices. As I have already
said, we should ask rhe Commission to investigarc the
assistance given in orher parrs of the world ro producers who supposedly produce cereals at a lesser cost
than ourselves. However, we must also make cenain
that restrictive agreements are not confined to one
country, because other countries can come in and fill
the gap instead, as far as cereal substitutes are concerned. I believe that the agreemenr we have wirh
Thailand is a good agreemenr, but we must allow them
to expon manioc to this Community so rhat rhey can
gain income for their hard-pressed poor people living

in the nonh-easr border nexr to the atrocious Communist regimes that they have to live close to. They
need our help, and so do the animal producers in rhe
Community, since they need cheaper food for their
animals.

The maize gluten problem is slighdy different, and the
Americans musr recognize that by increasing their
sales to us every year they are encouraging our processing industry and our livestock sector ro produce
more products for the world market. If they expecr ro
send more maize gluten ro us every year, rhey must
expect us ro increase our output onto the world market, either of cereals or of animal production.

Mr Pranchire.
(FR)
months ago, during the
- 1982/83Some
discussion of the
agricultural prices the menu
prepared by the rapponeur, Mr Curry, disagreed with
us. Together with others we managed to change the
seasoning in order to obrain a more presentable dish,
in the form of the final resolution of the European
Parliament.
The Mouchel repon falls in with rhis pattern which rve
consider positive. By supponing rhe farmers' campaign
which we relayed in this Assembly, during the fixing
of the 1982/83 agricultural prices, we helped to deal
the enemies of agriculture a blow which is still ringing
in their ears.

The campaign of the farmers and rheir organizations
has cenainly played a decisive role in overcoming Bridsh obstruction and in going beyond the Commission's proposals, but our resolution has also contributed. It was a subsranrial step forward and helped the
French Governmenr in the Council negotiations.

Our action during the fixing of the 1982/83 agricultural prices helped to stabilize average agricultural
income in France in 1982, after eight years of decline,
but there are still dispariries berween production sec-

tors and between holdings. It is good rhat the Cornmittee on Agriculture has taken the inidative to hold
this debate. Vhar we must do from now on is to exr.rcise pressure on the Commission to oblige it ro present
its price proposals in time and to take closer account
of our opinion.
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Already a number of statements have aroused our concern. I am not referring rc the opinions expressed by
Commissioner Tugendhat, who continues his work of
undermining the EAGGF: this is something we are
accustomed

to.

I

am referring to the statements by

Commissioner Dalsager, who wishes to lower the
intervention price by 2.20/o in 1983 and to review the
market mechanisms by reducing the Suarantees.
Despite our warnings the Commission still wants to
lowir prices, to restrict market support guarantees and

to

exiend co-responsibility. The cutbacks

in

the

EAGGF in 1981 and 1982 illustrate this strategy' It is
rrue that they are due to the recession but only to a
cenain extent; they are also the result of the Commission's decisions: reduction of guarantees depending on
the periods or categories, refusal to Srant export
refunds.

'$fle must redouble our vigilance

to ward off these
blows against farmers. Ve reject this Malthusian
poliry of restricting production and of penalizing

fr....t, which takes no account of the various exemP-

tions from Community preference, which have made
the common market a veritable sieve and is placing a
heary burden on the Community budget: 20 000 million Francs, according to the French Minister of Agriculture.

The Mouchel report takes this situation into account
and is in tune with our proposals, which moreoYer
have been approved by the Committee on Agriculture.

'\7e

endorse ihe tefetence to the objective method for

fixing agricultural prices and call for remunerative
agricultural prices to cover the increase.in production
costs, along with specific measures, such as improvements in the Community rules concerning wine. It is
also desirable to encourage beef and veal production
by increasing and not by decreasing the premiums for
suckler co*i, and by maintaining the premium for
calves. Ve also call for improved market suPPort measures with a view to ensuring effective and complete
coverage

of

increases

in production

prices, without

forgetting particular measures for countries with high

infladon.- Ii is essential to abolish both positive and
negative compensatory amounts, by I April 1983 ar
the latest, in order to re-establish fair competition.

\7e insist as before on the need for greater resPect for
Community preference, which has come under
increasing'attack both from inside and outside the
EEC. Thus we must show absolute steadfastness in the
face of the United States' offensive against European

agriculture. There must be no compromise.as in the
cis. of srcel : Only firmness pays, as the raising of the

oil pipeline blockade shows.
years the prices have rarely been fixed in
time, on 1 April. This is not inevitable, it is a question
of will. To exert pressure on the Community institutions and to oblige them to fulfil their commitments
we propose, in the resolution we have attached to the

In recent

Mouchel report, that compensation be awarded to
producers in the event of delays in price fixing.

True to our electoral commitments and in our concern
for the welfare of family holdings and the development of our agriculture, we will continue our campaign vrith the firm objective of ensuring an increase in
igricultural incomes in 1983, afrcr their stabilization in
1982.
(Applause

from tbe brt)

President.

-

I call the Liberal and Democratic Group.

(FR) Mr President, dear colleagues, I
Mr Delatte.
would like to pay tribute to the quality and importance
of the work done by the rapporteurs of the Committee
on Agriculture, our colleagues Mouchel and Eyraud.
These repons have a certain number of points in common. Thty underscore the need for expansion in the
markets for agricultural products which we must

export, bearing in mind that sales outside the Community help to improve the trade balance of the Community Member States and also that the maintenance
of agiicultural employment and its input and output
secto;s is in any errent less onerous than supporting the
unemployed.

These two reports underline the need to abolish the
monetary compensatory amounts. How often have we
insisted on their perverse effectsl It is absolutely essential that when the prices are being fixed the extent to
which they are raised should be sufficient to allow
countries with strong currencies to achieve a substantial reduction in the positive comPensatory amounts
without having to reduce producer income' At the
same time by abolishing the negative comPensatory
amounts in countries with high infladon these countries could maintain their farmers' income. The price
increases would enable them to cope with the increase
in their production costs. This would mean a substantial step forward towards harmonizing prices.

Another point discussed in the ts/o rePorts concerns
the market for oils and fats. Everyone knows that this
problem must be setded globally and I h"q:- that the
present negotiations will lead to a solution. Ve cannot
k..p on riisi.rg this problem without looking for- a
reaionable solution involving a review of the condi, tions of exemption from impon duties which create
difficulties for European products.

I do not have enough time left to enlarge on these
important issues. My grouP aPproves the two rePorts

which have been presented. The arguments they contain for production, the channelling of production, the
.n.ou.rg.rr.nt of deficit croPs, the need to look for
new markem and to interest farmers in the management of the markets, are imperatives which we have
always defended.
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I would like to add that this year rhe repon on prices
has a cenain originality because it reminds the Commission of our concern for the factors to be raken into
account in fixing rhe agriculrural prices and in particular, on the urgent need ro present rhe proposals in
time so that the time limir ser our in the Communiry

anyway those four years have not been made up for in
one shon year. In fact the incomes of many lrr-e.s

throughout this Community are now 500/o less than
they were before they joined rhe European Cornmunity. That is an important political consequence Ior
many countries in regard to the stability of their orvn

rules can be respecred.

communltles.

I would like to draw the Commission's attention to the
need for vigilance with a view rc avoiding an excessively large Browrh of rhe budget of the guaranree section of the EAGGF. There is a need for a dynamic and
realistic policy geared rowards the expon of surpluses,
while limiting the volume of srocks ro rhe oprimum
level of regulatory stocks. The contribution which
Commissioner Dalsager has just made on the proposals for butter sales tends in rhis direction and I would
like to thank him for whar he has said. Forward markets will have ro be developed. In this respecr I think
that a decision ro ser up a European Export Agency
for agricultural products, whose sole objecdve would
be to encourage the conclusion of multiannual export

\7e talk about the dramatic employment situation

contracts, is essential.

President, dear colleagues, we now await the
Commission's proposals, which should be submitted as
soon as possible.

-

Mr Davern.

I call the European Democratic Group.
First of all I would like to congratulare

Mouchel, who has done an excellent job on his repon
on prices bur also Mr Eyraud for the excellent job he
did on our morion on rhe co-responsibiliry levy. I will
confine myself, however, to the issue of prices, as a
colleague will be speaking larer.

full

agreement with the rapporreur on rhe price
proposals as well as wirh many of the speakers before
me. However, find Mr Provan's remarks
am
am in

In regard to the agriculrural price proposals and the
connected measures for'83 and '84
they will not be

ers need

to maintain

people on the land. Let

rne

remind you rhar ir costs less in the Community to keep
6 farmers on the land rhan I person on unemployment
benefit. Let us not forget rhe important pafi. rhar agriculture plays in the variery of indusrries directly and
indirecrly connecred with agriculrure. I do nor have ro
go into details here.

- and pardcularly my colleague, Mr
both rapponeurs

I

beyond the 1% and increasing rhe Social Fund and the
Regional Fund bur also staning new funds that this
Community should have the courage ro raise?

sufficient if they do not realistically engage
what fann-

Mr

President.

throughout the Community, and righdy so. There is a
serious decline in employmenr, bur we give lirtle
thought to the consequences of increased unemployment in the farming sector. Let us make no misrake
about this
ir does exist in rhe farming secr()r.
Mr Provan -spoke of so many eating from the one
cake: of course rhe real solution is to have two cakes.
But has he the courage ro suggesr this, expanding

I

I

sorry to see thar he has lefr the House
parricularly
- course, that
unacceptable and, indeed, surprising. Of
may be the consequence of doing as mother says. I
find it repulsive rhar some Members of this House particularly would play games with what are essenrially
people's lives and the whole srrucrure of cenain countries of this Community. I would like to know if
Mr Provan would make the same type of speeches and
suggesr rhe same rype

Farmers Union

of amendmenrs ro the Scottish

or rhe Narional Farmers Union of

England.

Many of course will say, as Mr Provan just did, rhat
farmers had a good year in 1982. A good year compared wirh what? Compared with four years of disasrers, with 500/o less income in rhose four years; and
here we are saying that we had a good year. One good
year,- one swallow does not make a summer. One
good year does not make a livelihood for farmers and

I

want now ro say a brief word or rwo abour Cornmunity preference and so as not to disappoint my
friends in the European Conservative Gioup I wiil
mention New Zealand firsr. I think ir is important that
the House should be perfectly clear about UK imports
of duty-free New Zealand burrer, as I have said ,>n
numerous other occasions. On this occasion I will sirnply express my gratirude to Sir Srephen Roberts, President of rhe UK Milk Marketing Board
which is rhe
central body for milk and milk products- in the UK

for publically criticizing the British Governmenr's
policy of importing cheap New Zealand butter. Siir
Stephen Robens asserted very recenrly thar his coun-

try

qras practically self-sufficient

in dairy produ<:e.

\7elf, we know that that is a fact

we know the

- so that impor-rCommunity is more than self-sufficient
ing anything more is merely a selfish acr on rhei; pa.rr
and certainly no[ an act of 'communitarianism'.
Funhermore,
been

I

would like rc point out rhar we have

.threatened by the US who have

no

exporr,irrg

tradition in the world dairy marker and they threatr:n
to dump this year 3 billion dollars wonh of US butter
and skimmed milk powder on the world market. \7hat
is this Parliamenr, whar is this Community going to <lo

about that threar? Give in to it and let our Comhunicy
farmers be destroyed? Ler the whole structure of drl
Community be destroyed? \Vhy have we been electt:d
to this Parliamenr? To defend the interests of the pe,>ple who send us here. To defend the interests of the
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Community. If we do nor have the courage to do that,
then the people at the next direct elections may make
different choices. Then rhose who so much attack this
Community, the admirable solidarity of this Community, may nor be returned.
(Applause)

President.

Mr

-

I call the non-attached Members.

(GR) Mr President, I would like
- panicipation
political
from more members of this House on the lopic under discussion. This
is one of the most imponant topics which the Euroto

Pesmazoglou.

see greater

pean Parliament has to deal with.

I should like to congratulate the Committee on Agriculture and Mr Mouchel for their excellent reporr on
general trends, which will, I believe, be supported by
the majority of this House.
I should like to

stress

three points which I consider to

be of special imponance.

Firstly, there is a need to safeguard Community preference. Any solution or course which weakens the
Communiry preference is contrary to the objectives
and character of the European Community.

My

second observation relares in panicular ro rhe subject of inflation. Mr President, it is my opinion that if
no solutions are found for countries with inflation
rates higher than the European Community average,
the totality of the solutions pur forward for 1983 will
not represent a responsible and intelligent approach to
the problem. If, however, a responsible solution is
found and solutions can be found for rhis problem
this will pave the way for the fight againsr inflation -in
countries with higher inflation and for the convergence of economic poliry within rhe European Communiry. This is also valid for the income problems of
small farmers, and I am of course referring in panicular to my own country, Greece.

President.

I call Mr Isra€l on

a

point of order.

Mr

(FR) On behalf of my group, and in
IsraEl.
accordance -with Rule 85(1) of the Rules of Procedure,
I wish to move the winding up of the debare. The fact
is, Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, that all the
groups have spoken
and in an excellenr manner as a
- round
rule
and a second
of speeches would only
delay- what we are keen to do, which is to vote
through these farm price proposals which have come
from the Commirtee on Agriculture. That is the
imponant thing to do in my view.

On behalf of the Group of European
Democrats,

Mr

President,

I

Progressive

humbly requesr rhar

Rule 85(1) be applied.

President.
You naturally have the right
the debate -to be wound up, Mr Israel.

to ask for

I call Mr Gautier.

(DE) I am against the proposal, Mr
President, essentially
for the reasons that my Conservative colleagues gave. This is a very importanr debare.
You apparently mke the view rhat it ought to be closed
after the firsr round of speeches. On the other hand,
during the second round there are bound to be a lot of
speakers who will wanr ro go into cerrain aspects in
detail, for example milk policy or Mediterranean fruits
or some such thing. In my view, rherefore, the debate
ought to be continued.

Mr Gautier.

- I call Mr von der Vring on a point of

President.
order.

Mr von der Vring.
motion is unfair.

(DE) Mr President, I think the
ask for rhe quorum to be

I therefore

ascertained.

President.
Isra€l

My final observation, Mr President, refers to

-

?

-

Do you wanr rhis to be ascenained, Mr

topics

which are also mentioned in Mr Mouchel's excellent
report, and in panicular to oleaginous products
- and
I am obviously referring to oil. A general conclusion
can be drawn which is that unless a logical price ratio
is established within the Community which will
encourage olive oil consumption, we will continue ro
have serious problems. I am sure thar the Commissioner responsible can find solutions and, Mr President, there must be rhe political will rc emphasize our
part in this.

Mr President, I should like to finish by sraring once
again that I am most impressed with the Commitree on
Agriculture's excellent reporr.

Mr

Isra€I.

(FR)

\7e ask for the quorum to

be

ascenained. -And I wish ro requesr a roll-call vorc on
my request to close rhe debate.
President.
7l of rhe Rules of Procedure srares
- Rule
that a request
that it be ascertained whether a quorum
is present musr be made by ar leasr ten Members.

(More than ten Menbers rose in support of Mr Isradl's
reqaest
The President ascertained ubetber d qaorutl

-

toas present)

The quorum is not present.
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I call Mr

Mr

In accordance with the Rules of Procedure, Mr Gautier, I am required rc rePeat the count if
President.

Israel.

(FR) Mr President,

Israel.

I have the greatest

confidence-and sympathy for your staff and they are
aware of it. But I do think it is somewhat oldfashioned to count Members as though they were
birds in a chicken coop. The best way would be to
have an electronic vote to see how many Members are
Present.

Mr Isra€I, it is not allowed to use the
electronic voting system to ascertain the quorum. In
fact this was decided by the Committee on the Rules
of Procedure and Petitions on 14 May 1982.
President.

Mr

(FR) Can we count the Members by

IsraEl.

standing and siming,

Mr

President, because

I

really

feel the count was not very accurate?

President.

-

Mr Nord.

the chairman

I call Mr Nord.

(NL) Mr President, since Mr Nyborg,

remarked that when we wanted to determine whether
or not there w'as a quorum by means of an electronic
vote, a number of members were far away from this
electronic wonder we have here. For this reason, it was
decided that the counting must be done physically in
the perhaps old-fashioned but panicularly effecdve
way in which you have just done it.

-

I call Mr Isra€I.

President, it would be very
the quorum by not pressing the button, but if someone is here it is difficult to say the
opposite. Consequently, Mr President, and with no
desire to w'aste your time or to try your Patience, may
I suggest that the Members be counted using the
standing-and-sitting method? Perhaps you could also
take the precaution of asking the officials to leave the

Mr

Isra6l.

(FR)

easy to sabotage

Mr

Chamber.

President.

-

Mr Gautier.

I call Mr Gautier.
(DE) 'According to our Rules of Pro-

Mr -President, the matter is over once the
has been made. I do not like these insinuations

cedure,
count

(Tbe Members rose)

Mr Klingenborg, you must stand up as well, please.
Everyone has to be counted. Anyway, you have been
counted in. You cannot be missed out. Unfortunately
for those who made the request, we have no quorum.
As a result, we shall have to continue with the debate.

I call Mr Voltjer.

(NL) Mr President, I am amazed at
Mr Voltier.
this example -of undemocratic behaviour we have just
witnessed. !7hat is this debate about? The chairman of
the Committee on Agriculture has already pointed out
that the intention was that Parliament should be able
to state its views before the Commission came up with
its agricultural price proposals. This expression of
views should not take place merely by means of a vote
on a resolution but, as I see it, by means of a debate
which, incidentally, the groups had decided in favour

of...

of the Committee on the Rules of Proce-

dure and Pedtions, is absent might I explain briefly
why this interpretation is worded the way it is. The
reason is that this House has on various occasions

President.

this is is expressly requested by a Member.

against the integriry of our staff. If you ask me, their
count was correct. They know us all and they even
know all our names. I ask you to reject Mr IsraEl's
request. It is obviously only a tactical ploy.

Mr President, could you just clarify

Mr Provan.

the

- result of that. Are we going to be votposition as the
ing on these reports tonight?
President.

-

It

is

Mr'lfoltjer who

is speaking.

(NL) Mr President, I hope this means
Mr'Voltjer.
- afresh, since it is barely possible to
that I can stan
speak in this chamber with things like this happening,
and if this is the way we have to conduct our dealings
with each other I think this is a very sad state of
affairs. I should like to make at least that point clear.
People may well come rushing in to vote for an end to
democrary, but they are not prepared to keep quiet
while someone else is talking in this chamber. This is
trampling on democrary and something which I find
disgraceful.

I

I

President, had staned rc explain that was
'$7hat
was the oriamazed at what has just happened.

Mr

ginal intention? The chairman of the Committee on
Agriculture responsible for the initiative of drawing up
this repon just explained in his two-minute speech
prior to the debate, that his intention was to inform
the Commission, before it decided on its price proposals, of this Parliament's thoughts on the subject and
what arguments and points they felt to be of relevance.
If people then want to break a debate off abruptly as
has just happened with the procedural motion by Mr
Israel, I really get the impression that this is trampling
democrary underfoot, like the recent treatment of one
of their colleagues by some people here when I began
to speak.
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Mr President, this debate is polarized,

farmers' prices down and hence threatens their

the moment

incomes. Since the farmer now expects future prices as
they have been fixed to come up to the mark again, he
will in the meantime, in order ro survive, arrempr to
protect his income and his exisrence by increasing his
production. In brief, the repon is stating the obvious
on this point.

as ir were, ar
and has been for as long as I have been
following it, -i.e. right from the outser
since it is as if

some

- agricultural
of us were speaking only about

incomes
Mr Fruh devoted considerable artention ro
while on rhe other hand there are peothis question
ple who are alking
about nothing but the market balance, and the swo would appear to be in conflict since
one Broup says that in the interests of agricultural
incomes prices should increase
and rhis is also the

thrust of the Mouchel report at-this time
while rhe
- increase
others come with the artument that if you
prices, surpluses will increase sdll further and one is
caught in the cross-fire, as it were, and nobody can
find a way out.

Obviously,

it

cannot be denied that when

prices

in other words,
the amount people are prepared to produce for that
increase production also increases or

price increases. This is a basic law of economics which
we all learn right at the beginning in school. On the
other hand, there is also a law of Medes and Persians
rc the effect that if prices are allowed rc fall, agricultural incomes are jeopardized, an unofficial restrucruring process gets underway
in the case of
- at least
cenain farmers
smaller farmers
are obliged to leave
agriculture and -employment in the agricultural sector
is threatened.

This is the criticism I myself would make of this agricultural policy and we are evading the issue if we
refuse to discuss this point with each other, since it is
cenral to my view of this question that rhe instruments currently available to [he Commission, i.e. marketing and price poliry, are no longer equal to the two
tasks they are intended to perform. Incomes are under
pressure, the market balance is out of joint, rhere are
surpluses and the budget is coming under pressure.
One may well speak of new addidonal resources, bur
this is no way of solving the problem.
'S7e

have, therefore, tabled amendments proposing a
new solution involving a funher instrument in addition
to the existing price instrumen!, the function of which
will be to control the volume of production in such a
way that this unofficial restructuring will be halted and

the farmers and their wives can look forward rc

a

brighrcr future.
President, I would like to go even more deeply
into the Eyraud report which is basically concerned

Mr

with the co-responsibility levy. This levy in its current
form has not, according to the report, come up to
expectations and we must admit thar, on a superficial
analysis, this is indeed the conclusion which musr be
drawn, since we have increasing surpluses, which
demonstrate that the entire system of co-responsibility
levies, which has already exisrcd for many years now,
has failed to remedy this problem. Nor is the co-responsibility levy in its present form
and this must be
made quite clear
anphing more -than a price instru- price instrument which keeps the
ment, i.e. a negative

As regards the general aims of the co-responsibility
levy, the report is quite clear. However, the shoncoming in this report is that it advocates turning the general' co-responsibility levy into an incomes insrrumenr
aimed at helping the smaller producers by means of
exemption for the first 60 000 I milk. It is proposed to
turn the general co-responsibility levy into an instrument whereby production will go back to depending
to a grearcr extenr on facrors connected with the land
itself by the introduction of a levy designed to discourage production of over 15 000 I per hectare. However,
the original aim of this instrumenr, i.e. coping wirh the
problem of surplus production, is not dealt with and
this is a shoncoming in this repon. The Commirree on
Agriculture has no opinions on this subject. However,
choices must be made in this field too and the Committee on Agriculture would certainly appear to be at a
loss in this respect. I think therefore, that we as Parliament should make our amendments very clear on this
point particularly as, I repeat, the repon fails to reach
any conclusions on this question.

There are rwo possibilities for dealing with overproduction. On the one hand, there is the option proposed
by the Commission, i.e. ro reduce the intervention
prices, and I should like to ask rhe Commission in this
connection why it has now come up with a proposal to
reduce. intervention prices. afrcr.accepting the enormous lncrease ln lntervention prices a year ago. vas
the Commission unaware that if a price increase of rhis
kind was introduced we could also expect a similar
increase in surplus production? This, after all, is a
basic principle of economics and I must say, in rhis
connection, that the Commission's poliry is frequendy
inconsistent.

There is also another possibility, i.e. to inroduce
levy on production over a certain limir, as decided in

a
a

Council decision taken some time ago under Commissioner Gundelach. In this way, farmers who produce
more would have to take the consequences themselves
and would therefore be prepared to accept lower
prices.

Mr President, I think I

musr make my meaning very
clear. My group has spoken in unambiguous rerms on
the Eyraud report. The budget was discussed a monrh
ago and during the budget debate it was stated explicitly that we as Parliamenr were not in favour of the
agricultural budget increasing ro a grearer exrent rhan
the average increase in general EEC expenditure.
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Ve will

have to maintain this position and this Parliament must therefore make a choice regarding these

Prices could and should have been made retrospective
to the start of the marketing year. This is a clear case

rwo reports in the light of these problems.

of the Commission and the Council coming together
to funher deprive the farmers of Europe whose

(Applause)

income had suffered a substantial reduction in the two
previous years. This surely ii something to be ashamed
of and something which should be made good in the
coming year.

President.
calling Mr Clinton, I should like
- Before
question just raised by Mr Provan, who
to answer the
wished to know what has happened so far and what

will happen next. Mr Isra€l requested that the

debate

closed without the remaining thirteen speakers being
called. Mr von der Vring asked for it to be ascertained
that a quorum was present. This was done, and it was
found that there was not a quorum. According to the
Rules of Procedure, we were obliged not to put the

Isra€l motion to the vote, and to continue the joint
debate. The debarc is bound to go on until 5 p.m.
Thus, at 5 p.m. the voting will only refer to those
reports on which the debate has been closed. After the
voting the joint debate on the Eyraud and Mouchel
reports will be continued, and we shall then go on to
discuss Mr Ruffolo's report, for which the original

Farmers in Ireland, where 500/o of the people depend
for their livelihood on agriculture, got a price increase
for the past three years that was less than half our
inflation rate, and their incomes dropped by 50% in
rwo years. \7hoever was responsible for high rates of
inflation, it certainly was not Irish farmers. There is no
point whatever in talking about convergence if we

continue

to ignore these

facts

in our price

fixing

arrangements. Neither can we afford to ignore the
cost of necessary investment in developing regions of
the Community where bank interest rates are usually
rwice the Community average.

rapporteur, as you know, has resigned.

That is what the Mouchel report is all about. It is also
about other things which result in unequal treatment
for farmers in different parts of the Communiry, such

I call Mr Clinton.

as

Mr President, before starting to make
Mr Clinton.
- to this debate, I should like to thank
my contribution
Mr David Curry for the trouble he has taken today to
explain his rather unusual speech at the end of the
Vettig repon the other day which some of us felt was
really meant to influence the vote on the Mouchel
report. I was the person who objected at that time and
I feel very happy about his explanation today.

Mr President, I, like previous speakers in this debate,
feel that it is right that Parliament should express its
opinion on the considerations which guide the Commission in the formuladon of its annual price propo-

fu we know the Commission consults other bodies, so why not [his Parliament? As we know too, last
sals.

year a number of things were allowed to go wrong,
which is something we hope will never be repeated
agarn.

The Commission again unwisely withheld making its
proposals until well after the normal date and then one
Member State was allowed to delay giving its consent
to a price package agreed by all rcn Members, for a
reason not even remotely related to farm prices. This

quite unnecessary failure to fix prices by I April
resulted in a very substantial loss of income for Community farmers. In the case of the weakest Member
State, Ireland, this loss was estimated at 20 to 25 million Irish pounds.
This may sound a small figure for the sronger Member States but for Ireland it was a very large consideration.

MCAs, Communiry preference, a policy on oils and

fats and insistence also that u/e cannot continue

a

policy of taxing Community products with co-responsibility levies while allowing the same or substitute
products to enter the Community free of similar taxes.
It draws attention to the great need for a vigorous

export marketing policy supponed

by

adequate

refunds and without restriction to any market, including Russia, which I believe it would be to the Communiry's advantage to develop rc the fullest possible
extent.

If we have such a policy we will have no problems in
disposing of stocks in excess of Community requirements. !fle cannot continue to ignore the fact that
farmers get prices which represent only 300/o of what

the consumer has to pay. In between an enormous
number of people are employed in the processing and
distribution of these products. These are some of the

important considerations that the rapporteur rightly
emphasizes in this repon to which I hope this House
will give its full support.

Now I have said nothing whatever about the Eyraud
repon which I consider is also an extremely imponant
report, but which has been fairly well dealt with by
previous speakers. I want simply to say rhat it has my
full suppon also.
President.

-

I call Mr Kirk.

(DA) Mr Presidenr,
Mr Kirk.
ar rhe rwo
- us and listening tolooking
reports before
the debates, it is
clear that both Parliament and the Commission still
have not got out of the old bureaucratic rur. There are
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no new ideas and we are still trying to build on

an

agricultural poliry which has become inappropriate in
many areas since it has come to include far too many
misguided elements.

To take the Eyraud Repon on the co-responsibility
levy, for example, it is a fact that one of the reasons
for introducing this levy was to limit milk production.
I should like to ask Mr Dalsager whether this has in
fact happened. Is it not a fact that ever since the

milk producer or group of producers takes advantage
of the intervention stocks and hence the price system.
In this way we could, I think, enable certain market
forces to play a pan in our milk policy and ensure that
the producers become more inrcrested in marketing
their products in accordance with the consumers'
wishes, since we should attend to the interests of the
consumers as well as to those of the producers.

co-responsibiliry levy was introduced, milk production
has increased year after year, including 1982? The
Commission's answer will, I think, be 'yes'.

also think that if the producers are more interested in
marketing their products this may lead rc an increase
in the consumption of dairy products in the Community which in turn will contribute towards solving
some of the problems of overproduction.

Thus, we are in a situation where Mr Eyraud proposes
introducing a number of different rules regarding the
co-responsibiliry levy. Even if we must admit that it
has failed to solve the problems it was intended to
solve, people nevertheless now want to go on trying to
carry out some sort. of social and agricultural poliry
measures with the aid of the co-responsibility levy.

I would, therefore, strongly urge my colleagues in this
House to give some consideration to the amendments
to the Eyraud Repon and the ideas underlying them,
and to vote in favour of these amendments. Since I
think it is high time we revised the poliry, which has

I

should like rc warn Parliament against this idea,
will finally end up, I think, with an agricultural policy within the dairy sector which is totally
incomprehensible to the consumers and the producers
and the point of which understood only by a handful
since we

I

been demonstrably inappropriate for many years now,
that we abolish the co-responsibility levy and that we
simply ensure that market forces and the consumers'
interests come through the principles of supply and

demand,
munity.

to influence milk production in the Com-

President.

-

of bureaucrats in the Commission and perhaps in the
European Parliament. It would be a bad thing for us,
think, if things were allowed to take this course.

I

For this reason I have tabled a series of amendments to
this report since it must be in the interests of the producers and consumers for us to get the market forces to
work within the dairy sector. \7e have an intervention
system which provides a full guarantee for milk producers, and we also know that if production condnues
to increase year after year the way it has been doing,

Mr Vitale.

I call Mr Vitale.
(17)

Mr

President, ladies and gentle-

men, the Mouchel
report. contains some sensible
observations: for example, it states the need to respect
the date set for the fixing of prices, i.e. I April, and
emphasizes the problem posed by the different levels
of inflation. These two observations are positive.

the Commission has only one way out, namely to
reduce the increases in the intervention price with a

However, what is needed to deal with the common
agricultural poliry's basic problems, i.e. surpluses,

view to limiting production.

refunds and Medircrranean products, is that we should
go back on the conclusions contained in the reply to
the 30 May Mandate, as Mr Gautier said a shon while
ago. Similarly the repon rejects the proposal for gradual alignment with regard to cereals, which will mean,
if we have followed the advice of the Committee on
Agriculture and in view of the prices forecast for the

However, is this justifiable if we consider milk production? Is the situation not such that there are a number
of milk producers in the Community who are capable
of producing without having to turn to the intervenwho are capable of selling their prodtion stock
ucts to the consumers
because they are things the con-

This is the situation in the case of cenain milk prod-

next marketing year, that we will once more have
'sky-high'refunds. Hence the Commission and Council proposals that the intervention price for dairy products, when deliveries exceed 0.50/o of the preceding

ucers. However, in other Member States, we have cer-

year,be reduced have basically been rejected.

sumers want.

tain milk producers who turn to the Community intervention stocls in order to get rid of a portion of their
production. It is, I think, a very unfonunate state of
affairs if people can exploit intervention stocks via a
guarantee system and make no attempt to market their

own producs in such a way that there will be

a

demand for them. I therefore propose the introduction
of a tiered intervention system instead of the overall
intervention price system, i.e. a system involving a sliding scale based on the extent to which the individual

In these key sectors, i.e. cereals and dairy produce, an
attempt is being made to re-establish the old guidelines

which were made redundant by Parliament proceedings and decisions by the Council itself. \7e are here
referring rc the following Commission and Council
proposals: progressive alignment of prices with world
prices, and a reduction in milk that, for this year, Mr
Dalsager, should be not less than 2.20/0, since deliveries to dairies have increasedby 2.70/0.
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\7e have funher evidence of the inefficienry of the
co-responsibility levy in itself if it is not accompanied
by a reduction in intervention guarantees. Beyond a
cenain production level, the tlpe of proposal made in
Mr Eyraud's report, however sensible, is not sufficient.

The Commission's role in today's debate is a fairly

Ve

believe that unless v/e continue with this progressive reduction in guarantees, the good inrentions
expressed by the Committee on Agriculture, in the
Mouchel repofl's section on Mediterranean producm

and, yesterday, in the Sutra report,

up an interesting and detailed report, on the framing of
the price proposals, and Mr Eyraud's report on co-responsibiliry in the dairy sector is a clear and useful basis
for discussion. I should like rc thank them both.

will not be very

credible.

Let us not forget today how we voted yesterdayl Can

we seriously think that, in the light of the present
budgetary situacion mentioned by the spokesman for
the Committee on Budgets, a Mediterranean policy
can really be conducted on the basis of costs which are
higher than if we were to follow the advice of the

Committee on Agriculture for both milk and cereals,
in a year for which price differentials are predicted for
world products which will push these farming costs
sky high? This is therefore a question of consistency.
.S7'e

agree with only two of the points contained in the
Mouchel report. In panicular, as I have stared, we
agree with the reference to the need to respecr lhe
date set for the fixing of prices, 1 April, and secondly
on the adoption of special measures to allow for the
different rates of infladon. This year the average inflation rate in the Communiry fell, but the difference

between minimum and maximum infladon rares
increased, making the usual reference to the average
rate less significant.

This year the Commission and Council will have to
intervene with various measures: with regionalized
interventions and proposals which affect not only
profits
and this is a point which I should panicu- to emphasize but also production
larly like
cosrs.
- measures should be drawn
For example, regionalized
up for working assets which would reduce the effects
of the different levels of inflation.

Ve will be able rc go over all these proposals again
when we discuss the Commission's proposals on farm
prices and related measures. '!7hat we are saying now
is that the proposals presented by the Commirtee on
Agriculture seem inadequate in their arrempr to conciliate the admittedly necessary pror.ecrion of farmers'
incomes with the decrease in purchasing power for rhe
Communiry consumer, when rhe world market is
becoming increasingly unstable and turbulent.
'S7e

therefore disagree with these points contained in
the Mouchel report.

Mr Dalsager, Member of the Commission.
(DA) (in
uriting) Mr President, I am pleased that- Parliament
and its Committee on Agriculture have taken the initiative of holding this debate. Mr Mouchel has drawn

limircd one. I am no[ here to make and defend proposals

or argue preconceived

ideas.

I

have come with an

open mind and am ready to listen to Parliament's
views. You have chosen to hold this debate during the
November part-session, precisely so that the Commission would be able to draw up its price proposals on
the basis of your resolution. I cannot promise that we
will follow Parliament's recommendations in all res-

I can assure
account of your views.

pec6, but

you that we will take

due

I should like to say a few words on the
timetable for our price proposals
which is also the
- repon. The
first point dealt with in the Mouchel
Commission intends to do its utmos[ to submit its proposals
before the end of the year, and I very much hope that
we will be able to submit them in mid-December, as
proposed by the Committee on Agriculture. This
would give both the Council and Parliament enough
time to deal with the proposals, so rhar the decisions
can be made and implemenrcd before 1 April 1983.
First of all,

Ar the time of the last price negoriations, the Council
failed to reach a decision until 18 May, to the great
consternation of both Parliament and the Commission.
It would be wrong to believe that this delay resulted
from the proposals not being submitted undl January.
The real reason was that the agricultural prices were
quite unjustifiably linked with other problems, and this
must not happen again next year. Communiry agriculture must not, as it were, be held to ransom again.
President, I cannot, in the short time available to
me, go into all of the fifty poinrs contained in Mr
Mouchel's motion for a resolution.

Mr

I

must say that some of the report is highly technical.
For example, I do not think Parliament would want
me to go inrc denils about the premium for rye of
breadmaking quality. It should also be pointed out
that pan of the report has nothing to do with prices.
'S7'e
must all realize that there are limits to what can
and should be included in a price package.

As regards national aids, I do not think a separare
report. on raxation in agriculture would be useful, as
suggested in rhe motion for a resolution. Questions of
this kind should rarher be included in the general
study, which is currently in progress, of the economic
significance of national expenditure on agriculture, the
results of which will naturally be submitted to Parliament as soon as they are available.

Having said this, I should like ro concenrrare on four
points. Firsdy, the general background ro the price
proposals, secondly, the long-term sraregy for the
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common agricultural policy, thirdly, the cereals sector,
on which I have a few specific remarks to make, and

founhly, the dairy sector, on which

I

should like to

comment in connection with the Eyraud report.

Vhaq in fact, are the general considerations on which

our price proposals should be based? Sometimes I get
the impression that some people, including even some
of the Members of this Parliament, think there is a
mathematical formula for arriving at the agricultural
prices, and sometimes I almost wish it were true since,
if it were, and if we could simply leave the job of price
fixing to a computer, life would be a lot easier for
myself, for you in Parliament and for the Council.

You would have no need to hold these debates, and
the Ministers would not have to spend interminable
days

lnd nights negotiating, which-would

developments in agricultural
incomes have been favourable. Our provisional estimates indicate that the prices received by agricultural
producers in 1982 rose by more [han their costs and
that average agricultural incomes in the Community
will rise by berween 40/o and 5%. This is a turning
point.

On the other hand,

The situation on the agricultural markem is not

so

encouraging. In various sectors, the long-term trend is
sdll for the increase in production to outpace consumption. Producdon is rising while consumption is at
best stagnating and, in a number of cases, falling. The
for example in the case of
record yield in 1982
- demonstrates this underlyclearly
cereals and milk
ing trend.

mean that

we could all make better use of our time.

However, life is not so simple. There is no mathematical formula for calculadng agricultural prices. Even
the so-called 'objective method' developed by the
Commission in the 70s provides only one indicator
among many others.

The situation as regards stocks is not critical for the
moment. Thanks to our effective management the
situation is under control. However, let us not have
any illusions. The coming months and years will be
difficult. There have been remarkable developments in
the export markem in recent years. Our agricultural
exports have increased fasrcr than our imports, but a

of this increase has consisted of
exports to developing countries, which are currently
going through serious economic difficulties as a result
of a lack of economic growth and credit restrictions.
\fle can and must keep our expon market, but we will
not be able to find new markets if there is no demand
or if countries cannot afford our products. There is
also the fact that the stocks of other agricultural
exporters throughout the world are full to overflowing
with sugar, cereals and dairy produce.
large proponion

In the

same s/ay as last year, we

will indicate

the
results of this objective method in the price proposals
in the light of the most recent data. However, in the

final reckoning, the price fixing is a matter of

assess-

ment and choice. Vhat we have to do is to take all the
i.e. the economic, social
various factors together
take a political
and even psychological factors
- and
decision. To give an example, it is easy to say that
agricultural prices in all the Member States should rise
each year by exactly the increase in agricultural production costs. The idea seems straightforward enough

and one which everyone can understand. Indeed, it
sounds like the answer to the problem of agricultural
incomes.

However, what about the realiry? \7hat account does
it take of the fact that technological advances and
increased producdvity enable our farmers to produce
more for less each year? Vhat margin does it allow for
fluctuations in production from one year to another as

a result of weather conditions and size of harvest?
How can the theory be reconciled with the fact that

there are different inflation rates in the various Member States? How does it permit us to solve the problem
of increasing production?

No, there is no magic formula. The Commission, like
Parliament and rhe Council, must try to srike a balance between a whole range of considerations.

The implications for the common agricultural policy
are clear enough. \7e cannot encourage production
for which there is no market, as this would have catastrophic consequences. Instead, we must continue with
the programme drawn up by the Commission over a
year ago, i.e. we must fix realistic guarantee thresholds
for production and see to it that producers also bear
some of the cost of disposing of production in excess
of these thresholds. This is a long-term programme
which was panially inroduced by the Council last
year. Next year we must vigourously and resolutely
continue along the same lines.

I

should also like to remind Parliament that this programme is in fact based on Parliament's os/n recommendations in the Plumb report, which was adopted in
1981. In the resolution, you called on us to fix global
Community quoas for each sector, and we have done
so in the case of cenain important products such as
cereals, rape, milk and processed tomatoes.

Let us therefore consider the general background this
year. Firstly, economic growth has been minimal, even
if the average inflation rate in the Community is steadi.e. from approximately 7lo/o in 1981 to
ily falling
- and, we hope, 90lo or less in 1983. Indus10% in 1982
rial incomes in real terms are stagnating and the
unemployment figures are steadily increasing.

Ve

there-

fore urge you at least to support the measures you
yourself advocated. It is on this point that I find the
Mouchel report, unsatisfaaory. No mention is made of
guarantee thresholds, and at no point does it help us to

promote the long-term strategy which agriculture so
urgently needs. I would urge you not rc disregard this
point when you come to vote.
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I should now like to deal with a few other general
points on which the Commission goes along with the
Mouchel repon and is grateful for the way it has been
drawn up. Yes, we do intend to discontinue both the
positive and negative monetary compensatory amounts
as far as possible, i.e. while taking account of the consequences for both agricultural incomes and the
economic situation. Yes, we are in favour of some differentiation in price increases, so that prices for cenain

products will rise more than the average
as in the
case of certain protein plants and several- Mediterranean products last year. However, this also means rha[
prices for cenain other products will rise by less than
the average, and this brings me, ,obviously, to the
cereals sector.

The Commission's strategy in the cereal sector is quite
simple. It is based on the idea of making our cereal
prices more competitive ois-d-ais our major competitors by reducing the difference between the two prices
over a certain period. As far as we can see, this is the
only rational course of action in a sector where our
agricultural techniques are effective, your harvests are
copious and steadily increasing, and in view of the fact
that we are akeady a major exporter and intend ro
keep things that way.

Another thing we intend to do in our cereals policy is
to gradually reduce the preference for impons of
cereals substitutes such as manioc and, maize gluten,
which have increased rapidly in recent years.

In the meantime
since
will be a long-term mea- the this
we recognize
sure
need for an interim arrange-

ment- [o smbilize impons

of

cereals substitutes,

as

advocated in the Mouchel report. \7e have concluded
an effective agreement regarding impons of manioc
and are currently working on measures for maize gluten. I can assure the rapporteur that I entirely share his
views on these points.

I should now like rc say a few words on the Eyraud
report on co-responsibility in the dairy sector. I realize
that this is the result of a lengthy debate in the Com-

mittee on Agriculture and it is, I think, a valuable
piece of work. The Commission makes no bones about
the fact that it very much symparhized with the doubm
expressed by Mr Eyraud with regard to the co-respon-

sibility levy in its currenr form. The co-responsibility
levy has not curbed the increase in milk production. It
does not distinguish between large-scale producers
and family holdings and, for this reason, there is
definitely a lot to be said in favour of modifying the
arrangement along the lines proposed in rhe reporr. In

fact, we ourselves last year proposed something very

similar to what is suggested in paragraph 6 of the
motion for a resolution in our 'memorandum' on
guidelines for European agriculrure.

However, the Council decided to continue the lery in
its present form, but accompanied by a direct subsidy

of

120 million ECU

rc

smaller milk producers.

Frankly,
changes

I do not think the prospecm for radical
in the co-responsibiliry levy are any more

promising than they were last year, and the same is
true in the case of a supplementary lery.
Having said this, however,.I do not wish to anricipate

the Commission's proposals in this field. \7e must
carefully examine the proposals which have been made
and incorporate them in our global strategy. I will,
however, make the Commission's views clear on one
point. It has never been our intention that the total
revenue from the co-responsibility levy should be
spent on the programme of special measures which is
drawn up each year in consultation. with rhe producers' organizations. Ve have consulted rhem and
used a large proponion of these revenues for these
programmes designed to extend the milk market.
However, revenue from the co-responsibility levy is, in
budgetary terms, negarive expenditure, which means
that that part not used for special programmes is automadcally included under general expenditure in rhe
guarantee section, where we have ma.ior programmes
for extending the markes for milk and dairy products
and disposing of surpluses
and I should like to
- costs for milk, which
remind you thar rhe general
represent. a large proporr.ion of expenditure under the
guarantee section, are always several times greater
than the revenue from the co-responsibiliry levy.

Mr President, I have akeady spoken on the Commission's recent proposals for shon-rerm measures for
disposing of butter and long-term measures which
should be introduced if rhe guaranree rhreshold is
exceeded. I will not repeat all the details now. Suffice
it to say that we are resolved ro continue with, on the
one hand, appropriate managemenr of the market by
means of vigorous sales drives and, on the other hand,
effective measures to presen[ an excessive increase in

production. As we stated during the previous price
negotiations, we sdll rhink that the most effective

thing we could do

which would also consrirute

an

- for the benefit of to the produnambiguous gesrure
ucers
woud be to reduce the intervention price as
- increased.
deliveries

Finally, I should like once more ro remind Parliament
that there are limits to what can be done with a price
package. Indeed, there are limits to what can be done
merely by means of prices alone. 'S7e cannor use price
policy to solve developmenr problems for the underdeveloped agricultural areas, nor can we solve income
problems, eirher in the Mediterranean area or elsewhere. In order rc be able to do this, we will need ro
strengthen our structural policy and, to an even greater extent, we will need an acrion programme for the
Mediterranean regions. The Commission intends to
submit proposals in both these fields.
President.

-

I call Mr Curry.

Mr Curry.
Mr Presidenr, view of the willingness
- of colleagues roinrenounce
of a number
their speaking
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Curry
time, may I ask you to accept that we continue this
debate until 6.30 p.m. and then proceed to the vote.

Mr Curry, the

President.

speakers have so

far not

withdrawn.- That means that there is sdll about one

hour's speaking time left. The vote on this report will
probably take more than one-and-a-half hours, which
means that we cannot finish by 8 p.m., in addition to
which we have still two other reports to vote on. That
is why I wish to proceed according to the agenda as
agreed and vote first on the two reports which we can
vote upon, then we can see what can sdll be done
before 8 p.m. I think there is no other solution.

put to the vote at the earliest at the next sitting.

Mr

(DE) Now that you have made this
Bocklet.
decision, Mr -President, I request pursuant to Rule 86
that the debate be closed. This request was tabled earlier but there was no vote on it since there was first of
all a motion [o ascenain the quorum. There was no
quorum and so this request could not be voted on.
Consequently, Rule 86(4) does not apply in this instance. I accordingly move pursuant to Rule 85 that
the debate be closed, so that we can then get on with
the agenda in a proper fashion.
Are there enough Members
President.
- request?
Mr Bocklet's

President.
This would mean that you are now asking for the -quorum to be ascertained.

Mr Gautier.
that.

-

(DE) No, there is no need at all for

I call Mr Nord, who is an expen on the
President.
Rules of Procedure.
(NL) Mr President, the Rules of Proce- say anywhere that if there is no quorum,
dure do not
the vote must be postponed undl the next sitting.
Instead, the Rules of Procedure say that if the result of
the vote shows that no quorum is present, the matter is
placed on the agenda of the next sitting. Since there
has been no vote, there is no result to show anything. I
therefore request you now, instead of wasting any
more time on this matter, to put to the vote the request
to close the debate.

to

second

President.
Your interpretation is exactly the same as
- therefor. rot. on the matter.
mine. Ve shall
(Parliament agreed to Mr Bochlet\ reqaest)

6.Votesl

(More than ten Members rose)
der Vring.

Mr von der Vring.
supposed

is

Mr Nord.

I call Mr Bocklet.

I call Mr von

It

either this rule or Rule 85(4) which applies.

(DE) Mr President, there

LINKOHR REPORT DOC. t-654/82 RESEARCH)
was

- on this request but it was ascerto be a vote

ained that there was no quorum. The Rules of Procedure state:

If the vote shows that the quorum is not present,
the vote shall be placed on the agenda of the next
sitting.
the procedure because it would
mean, if we did, that we should be voting twice on the

'Sil'e cannot repea[
same motion.

Paragrapb 46

-

Afier the oote

on Amendment

No 23'

Mr Adam.
There is a problem here in that we
should like-rc know what is going to happen to
Amendment No 5, because I understand that it might
be subject to some slight amendment. If that is the
case, we should prefer

to vote for Amendment No

6

instead of No 19. Could that be explained before we
vote on Amendment No 19?

President.
Amendment No 6 is an amendment
which adds- a special element after the paragraph. It

will not be modified

Mr von der Vring, the motion to close
President.
the debate-was not rejected because no quorum was
present. I cannot infer from the Rules of Procedure
that a second motion could not be voted on.
I call Mr Gautier.
(DE) Mr President, I thought Mr von
Mr Gautier.
- made it clear that the Rules of Proceder Vring had
dure state that if there is no quorum, the matter can be

because the mover is not present,
so we have to see it in the text as it is tabled, and on
that basis you have to make up your mind on the other
amendments.

MOUCHEL REPORT (DOC. t-837/82 AGRICULTURAL PRICES)
Afier

I

tbe adoption of recital

See Annex.
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I call Mr Vgenopoulos.

(GR,) Mr President, we have nor
Mr Vgenopoulos.
reached the end of- the list of speakers on the Mouchel
and Eyraud reports. The debate should be continued.
Vhy are voting?

are now faced with the problem that the vore on
the Eyraud repon will take 30 minutes. Shall we vote
today or tomorrow morning?

I call Mr Eyraud.

Mr

I

President.

repeat that we are voting on rhe

- because
Mouchel repon
debate.

All the

it

was decided

Members who are down

to close the
to speak are

affected by the decision, but there was a decision to
vote and that is what ure are going to do.
Paragraph 5, sabparagrapb (a)

-

Anendment No 55

(FR)
Mr Mouchel, rapporteur.
President, rhis
- To Mr
idea was rejected in committee.
get things straight,
it is not a question of being against the aims of the
Treaty of Rome. Here we are dealing solely with agricultural matrcrs and farm prices, and that is the reason
I am against the amendment.
Paragraphs 9 to 13

Mr Gautier.

-

(DE) Mr President,

-

Eyraud, rdpportear.

-

(FR)

report. to be put to the vote now,

I

should like my

Mr President.

President.
Mr Eyraud, according to rhe Rules of
Procedure -it is my job to make the proposal. In view
of the feeling in the Chamber, I do not think it would
be a good idea. I shall not therefore do so. The morion
for a resolurion will therefore be put ro rhe vote ar rhe
next voting [ime.
(Tbe sitting utas suspended dt
p.m.)l

I p.m. and resumed at 9

Amendment No 28

IN THE CHAIR: MR

ESTGEN

as rhe Christian

- for the budgemry control report by
Democrats voted
Mr Vettig the day before yesterday, I should like rc
request a roll-call vote on rhis amendmenr which is
exactly the same in content.
Paragraph 16

18.11.82

Amendment No 2

7. Economic situation in tbe Cotnmunity (annual report)

(continuation)

Prcsident.

-

The nexr irem is the continuation of the

debate on the reporr (Doc..l-822/ 82) by

Mr Mouchel, rdpporteur.- (FR) Speaking personally,
Mr President, I can only agree with regard ro Amendment No 2. The commitree, however, was against it
since it felt that it ought to be in rhe Eyraud reporr.
Paragraph 17

-

Amendment No 40

I call Mr Enright on

a

Mr Ruffolo.2

procedural motion.

Mr Enright.

view
the lack of inrcrest, Mr
- InI moveofunder
President, could
Rule 87(1) that we
adjourn this debate undl rhe December pan-session?

Mr Mouchel,

(FR) I am quite willing to
rdpporter.tr.
Papapierro's- amendmenr if he will just
change one word and substiture increasefor reduction.
accepr

Mr

Afier tbe oote on the amendments and before the explanations of ztote
President.

-

I call Mr Eyraud.

Mr Eyraud.
(FR) Mr President, I wanr to ask the
- wish to
Members who
give explanations of vote to
submit them in writing so rhar we can get on with the
votlng.
President.
The
are aw^re of the rules and
- whichMembers
of this option
is available to rhem. If they do not
use it, it is up to rhem.

lrter

the adoption of the resolution as a utbole

President.

Mr

-

I call Mr Beazley.

Beazley.

Mr President, I would like to

oppose

- is a very importan[ repon. I apprethe motion. This
ciate thar it is a discourresy ro the House that the
Members concerned are not present to speak, but we
must admir that during rhe course of this day and the
whole of this session we have had a very mixed programme and it has been difficult for people to know
just when they would be required.
But insofar as this is an imponant reporr, I would prefer that, given that we have gor some speakeri, it
should conrinue.

I Motion for a resolution entered in the register (Rule
see Minutes.
2 See debares of 17.11.1982.

49):

President.
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Mr Ortoli,

for the most part critical
agreement on the verdict
on the European Monetary System.

I call the Commission.

of the

Commission.

(FR) Mr President, we began this debate yesterday -at
four o'clock. !7e adjourned it at 4.30 p.m. I cancelled

The disagreement hinges on the

engagements.

treement:

Vce-President

my attendance at the Council meeting on steel where I
think I could have been useful. I cancelled all my

I

am willing to follow Parliament's opinion which

is

sovereign. May I, however, remark that this morning
the President of the Parliament said it was important
for your institution to take an initiadve on economic
and social issues in view of the high unemployment in
the Community and that the Council will take a decision in December, if necessary without Parliament's

opinion.

I

therefore regret very much the request made by the
Member and ask you to be good enough to continue
the debate.

(Mr Enrigbt witbdreut bis request)
Presidcnt.

-

Mr Ruffolo,

I call the rapponeur.
rdpporteuf.

(17) Mr President, there

is

- I hope about the fact that
nothing very dramatic
a rapporteur should give up trying to recognize his
own hand in his repon, when that report has been
altered beyond the limits of flexibility that are inherent
in any document that is a joint effon.
I say this so as to remove any suspicion of controverto withsial susceptibility in a decision
- the decision
that stems only
draw my signature from the report
from purely objecdve considerations. Indeed, I wish to
for
of
the
committee
chairman
not
only
the
thank
the manner in which he con-ducted the debate in difficult circumstances, and for undertaking to present the
but also all my colleagues, for their very sinreport
cere and energetic contributions.

assessment

of

the

economic policy measures suggested by the Commission. They do not seem to me to be adequate in their
entirety to the problems made apparent by the diagnosis. Let me give the three main reasons for this disa-

First: the repon of the Commission outlines the need
to define objectives in terms of gross monetary prod-

uct, for which

it is said

there are adequate

instruments available, whereas it would be useless to
define objectives in real terms of growth and employment. \flell now, I do not find this convincing. \flhereas there is no question about the need to fix objectives
in terms of nominal aggregates, and to impose rigorous financial and monetary policies in order to
achieve these objectives, it is necessary to fix objectives
also in terms of real growth and employment. It is
moreover possible to make the two sets of objectives
compatible by means of a prices and incomes poliry
that will sufficiently open up the way to real growth.
Secondly: in the report of the Commission, sufficient
emphasis is not given to the implications of the structural changes that have aken place where employment, growth and investment are concerned.
In the eighties

according to the projections supplied

gross Community
experts
by the Ccimmission's
trends are conproduct will increase, if the present
firmed, by 1.60/o per annum, and productivity by
I .8Vo per annum. Taking the new supply of labour
into account, that will cause an increase of over 6 million in the unemployment figure.

In order to reduce this exceptional level of unemployment, and re-establish a state of equilibrium on the
labour market, Bross Community product will need to
increase, ar constant productivity, by over 40/o per
annum, but that would need very much more intensive
investment than has been the case in the past.

My decision, Mr President, comes from the fact that
the amendments to my rcxt have subsnndally altered
its line of reasoning and have made it, in my view,

Thar means, Mr President, that there are only two
possibilities: either to resign ourselves to massive,

unsuitable for expressing a decisive opinion.

long-term unemployment
is an intolerable prospect -

The nub of the disagreement concerns the appraisal of
the economic poliry line that emerges from the Com-

ment with new structural- policies involving heary
commitments in the investment field and the labour
market.

mission's document.

There is no disagreement regarding the approval of
the first part of the document, which is of a diagnostic
nature. The Commission's report, on this point, takes
a very realistic view of the serious state of the Community's economy.
The crisis, as the report states, is of a long-term ryclical nature, not a short-term one: and also, there is

and this, for us Socialists,

or to tackle unemploy-

The third point of disagreement concerns precisely
after the amendthese policies, all trace of which
has almost disappeared- from the rePort. A
ments

- in growth and in employment. involves, on
resumption
the one hand, the adoption of measures to make the
a reduction in social security
markes less congested
expenditure, the restriction of indexed linking, the restoration of flexibility and mobility to the labour marker On these there are no differences of opinion,
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neither in relation

to the Commission's reporr,

nor

amongst ourselves.

In my texr, however, in addition ro rhe actions
designed to remove congestion from the market there
were other acdons aimed at actively promoring growrh
and employment. To get the machine srarted again, ir
is not sufficient simply to get rid of the rust. Nor is it
sufficient to fill it up with Keynesian fuel, which evaporates with increased prices and impons. Growth has
to be guided by means of income regulation policies,
the promorion of investment, the sharing of jobs.

that denounces the inadequary of the action taken by
the Communiry with regard ro common monemry
policy. How often, Mr President, have we heard the
cries of anguish for the frailry of the EMS, and the
pleas for a less harmful monetary policy than the one
that the member countries of the Community are pursuing with mad determination, and so much injury to
themselve5? The Council of Ministers seems deaf to all
of this. The Commission also appears somewhat hard
of hearing, and its initiative sdll shows a subservience
to caution verging on inertia.

Mr
Incomes policies must be promoted, so thar the race
between prices and wages can be stopped short on the
basis of social consensus and not by pursuing the
natural rate of unemployment, when no-one can tell
us what level that will reach, or wherher, ar that point,
the invalid will still be alive.

Presidens, my decision to withdraw my signature
from the report and submit amendments to the nev

text is cenainly not due to any excessive attachment to
copyright or royalties, but quite simply to the respect
due from all of us ro rhar modest theological vinue
which, even sometimes in politics, deserves some consideration. I mean, of course, consistenry.

The resources that are today directed by the Srate to
the suppon of 'difficult' secrions of industry, and ro
subsidize ever-growing unemployment ought instead
to be diverted towards the promotion of indusrial
investment in those secrors that offer the widesr market prospects; and to investment directed towards the
creation of jobs, especially in those secr.ors of society
that are not exposed, or are less exposed, ro the con-

(FR)
President, ladies and gentle- of youMrI deplore
men, like some
the circumsrances in
which this debate is being held, especially as Parlia-

straints of outside comperirion.

menr wanrs

Even an active investment policy, however, cannot in

the medium-term make possible growth rares suffi-

cient to absorb the labour supply. 'Sfle therefore face
the question of job sharing, and the reduction of
working hours, ro create fresh room for employment
without affecting the employer's cosrs: naturally, job
sharing must be accompanied by income sharing
and this makes negotiation necessary between rhe
social panners that have rc deal with the rwo separarc
problems in a single conrexr.

Mr Presidenr, are a few imponanr questions
that are not adequately dealt with in the new text of
the report and in rhe Commission's documenr
- ima
document that has undoubred merit for many of

These,

recommendations, but which does nor appear [o me ro
outline a proper srrareg'y for dealing wirh this dramaric
crlsls.

Ours is no trifling disagreement, rherefore. It originates from different conceprions of the roles of the
State and the market respectively, in a crisis rhat
becomes more threatening with every month that
passes, and that needs tackling with new, extraordinary measures.

I should like however ro end on a norc of how
- my
could I put it, Mr President
of agreement with
- being
report, in pan at least to avoid
accused of excessive inrellectual masochism. I said that our committee
expressed its almost unanimous approval of rhe final
part of the repon that I submirted: the pan, that is,

President.
I call the Group of rhe European People's Party -(Christian-Democraric Group).

Mr Herman.

to draw

auention

to rhe problems of

unemployment, forgetting, it seems to me, thar unemployment is first and foremost a result of economic
policy. I also deplore the circumstances in which this
report vras drafted and debated in commitree.

First of all we did nor have the Commission's reporr,
and we did not even have the rapponeur's rexr for the
initial debate. That undoubtedly explains why our
committee was unable ro presen[ a worthwhile repon
which represents a large consensus in our committee.
And I regret that we have not bridged rhe gap berween
those who were mainly concerned about a fair sharing
of incomes and sacrifices and those mainly co.rce.ned
with competitivity and investment. I regret ir because I
do not think the differences are all thar marked. I
believe that if we had had time for a longer and more
detailed discussion, we could have reached a conclusion which would have been carried by a larger number of members.
Having said that, I wish to srare rhar we fully endorse
the Commission's repon. 'S7e think the texr is excellent, the analysis perceprive and the polidcal concluslons courageous.

If I may make swo commen$, the first slightly
reproachful. \7e feel that the Commission has perhaps
not tried sufficiently hard to get its ideas across not
only to the Council but also ro rhe various governments. I know that it has submitted its views, that it
has used its power to remonstrate, I am tempted to
say, with the governmenrs, but I rhink that in view of
the serious narure of today's crisis we could have
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expected more spectacular, decisive and persistent action. Rnd my second comment is slightly regretful. The
Commission admits in a very interesting section of im

report that other countries have managed to

create

very many more new jobs, relatively speaking, than the
Communiry. To quote rwo figures from your rePort,
Europe has created 100 000 new jobs since the beginning of the crisis compared with 12 million in the

United States.

you quoted Japan,
but this week's 'Economist' mentions nine countries in
who manage to save 25-300/o of their
the Far East
And there are other countries

gross national

product, to invest almost the same
a high growth rate and to create a
keep
amount, to

significant amount of employmenr And I regret that
*hile *e are deeply divided and very worried and do
not know which saint to Pray to for a miraculous solurion, we have failed to pay sufficient attention to the
performance of those countries who in international
trisis nonetheless demonstrate clearly that growth can
be maintained and employment created. This really,
should teach us some lessons. I shall sum uP these lessons here, as I did not find them in the Commission's
report. \(i'hat distinguishes these countries from ours is

extraordinary flexibility to adapt to external
blows: the oil crisis, monetary fluctuations, soaring

thlir

interest rates. These countries have managed to spread
all these impacts wisely over all their production sec-

tors and not put the brunt on to one only. Thanks to
their flexibility they have succeeded in maintaining
general economic balances which subsequently enabled them to achieve such performances.

In other words, when in our countries - and I am
we find a rate of collecconcluding, Mr President

which exceeds 50%
[ive taxes, fiscal and quasi-fiscal,
whereas our rarc of investment does not exceed 20250/o of our GNP, it is rather, if you will excuse the
comparison, like a boxer who enters the ring with an
injuied knee and one arm behind his back to face an
opponent in fine fettle on both his feet. And that is
rither like the economy of Europe compared with the
others. That is why I feel we have not learned our lesson properly in the Commission's report and that is
my criticism of it.

President.

-

I call the European Democratic Group.

benign and that it goes wrong when governments start

to tinker.

I

said that this was an ideological debate, and no
doubt we could go on for a long time. I would merely
observe, however, that on the whole the track record
appears to be on my side. If one looks at the socialist
eionomies on the other side of the Iron Curtain,
which are paradigms of intervention, and comPares
them with the free market economy of Germany,
which even under the former socialist Bovernment
provided its citizens with the highest standard of living

in Europe with the minimum of government interference, I think one is forced to conclude on the fac6
that, whatever Mr Ruffolo or anyone else may say, we
have not yet seen a better system than the free operation of the market. As rapporteur he produced a draft

which was a \ery clear and lucid statement of the
socialist point of view. I do not think he should feel in
the least bit hurt or upset if that panicular socialist
view is not adopted by the majority of the committee.
Vhat it has done is that it has actually given us a
chance to debate, and perhaps we should do that a [ittle more often,

The second major area of disagreement is that we
believe that the end of economic activity is the creation of wealth, while Mr Ruffolo and his friends
believe, or at least say they believe, that it is the creation of jobs. That is a very fundamental difference
indeed. I recall the very first time I visircd Poland,
when I was told proudly that Poland had an unemployment rate of less than 1%. \7hen I got into the lift
at my hotel I found that there vrere no less than three
Polish workers who rcok it in turns to Press the button
on the lift to take me up to the floor on which I was
staying. Now, of course, they all had jobs, but I. must
ask Mr Ruffolo if that is the end of all economic activiry and if that is really the sort of world he wants to
offer Europe.

'!7e

believe that if one crearcs the wealth, that in turn
will create the activity which will create the employment. Then one will have the benefits which one can
redistribute to improve social conditions and indeed
improve the infrastructures of the poorer pans of the
Community. However, unless one has created that
particular wealth in the first place, there is nothing to
distribute. The entire hisrcry of Europe over the last 5
or 10 years has been one of governments desperately

attempting

Mr President, this issue we are discussMr Velsh.
ing rcnight- is one on which we can have a genuine
debate. It is one of those issues on which our friends
on the left and we of the centre fundamentally disagree. There are two areas of what one might call ideo-

l-ogical disagreement. The first thing is that Mr Ruffolo and his friends believe sincerely that government

inrcrvention is on the whole guaranteed to provide
better economic solutions than the free operation of
the market. My friends and I believe that in economic
rcrms the operation of the market is on the whole

to

distriburc wealth that had not been

created, and for us that is the nub of our problem.
'\7e

believe that there are a number of imponant things
that the Commission can do to justify its mission. \7e
believe, for instance, that it should strenuously reinforce and defend the freedom of the internal market.
\7e believe that it should aggressively and actively
develop new policies in fields where Community policies make sense, such as energ'y, research and develop-

ment; new infrastructures. \7e believe that
promote an expansionist trade policy.

it

should

No
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I must say that I was amazed this morning in the steel
debate to hear a colleague from over there say that
what they were doing in France was nor prorecrionisr
because they had a deficit. Now, I ask you to think
about that, ladies and genrlemen. If you are entirled ro
be protectionist when you have a deficit with a panicular country, what is going to happen with the coun-

nor think that this is the case with us: it does nor
appear to me rhat our counrries have succeeded in
doing this.

\7e supported the first draft of the repon precisely
because it concenrrared on the problem of productive
employment, which is a subject rhar concerns, or

ries wirh which you have a surplus? Is Switzerland,
instance, entitled to take protecdve measures
against France, because France actually has a major
trading surplus with Swirzerland? It is this kind of
illogicalicy rhat one finds in so many quaners, and I

should concern, all of us.

for

think rhe Commission musr be prepared rc attack and
expose it whenever it can. Thar is what I mean by an
expansionist trade policy.
Finally, passively, what the Community can do and
does is to promore cooperarion. One of the great successes, I think, has been the degree to which the
Finance Ministers of the ten Member Stares, irrespec-

dve of their political views and backgrounds,

have

been able to establish a genuine working relationship
together. That is why we have not actually gor inro a
terrible series of comperirive devaluations, as would
have happened in the thirties before the Community

existed. That is the sort of cooperation the Community and the Commission can promore, and rhat is
what is in rheir reporr,. \fhat they cannor do is have
14 men, even if they were all as wise and eloquent and
committed as Mr Ruffolo, produce a set of prescriptions thar would cure the entire spectrum of Europe's
economic ills and enforce the said prescriptions on the
Member States.

President.

-

I call the Communist and Allies Group.

Mr Bonaccini.
(17) Mr President I should like to
- to rhe
add a few points
expressions of regret from
other members. The first poinr is whether this type of
debate is useful. I am one of those who believe that it
is: however, the Commission should help us ro understand whar happened to rhe decisions rhar we rook,
the repons, the choices we have made in the pasr
between alternative lines of acrion, and what their
consequences have been. In this way, Mr \7elsh would
already have some of the answers he is seeking.

I

should like to add that I am in agreemenr with Mr
there is toral disagreemenr here. But I shall
not be -so generous as ro atree that this total disagreement is of an ideological nature, because it is not: ir is
a disagreement about interests and alternatives. The
interests and alternatives thar have animated our
'!7elsh

debate.

Mr'!flelsh may think what he likes, but it is a fearure

of

economic systems
at least modern ones, no[
those of 300 years ago - that rhey are able to provide
- are able, that is to employ,
positive solutions; they
productively, all the resources rhar they possess.-I do

From this point of view I wonder whether rhe repon
provides an answer. The various points are extremely
confused and ambiguous. May I ask you, ladies and
gentlemen, to read points 8, 9, ll and 12.
You will be extremely clever indeed if you succeed in

finding any sense in senrences that teil you you can
have your cake and ear it. There are so many contradictions in what is said. lVhat then is the kind of
choice
I will
it that
can be used ro ackle
- facingcall
- thatthat
problems
Europe roday,
are no longer the
problems of a year ago? The fight against inflation
must be accompanied by a poliry capable of 'reflating,
the economy
reflating it, thar is, for precise produc-tive aims. This- is the investment poliry, and this poliry
must be the central, focal point of our attenrion.
'Reflation', yes, (and I know what misunderstandings,
what ambiguity this word can lead to) but a 'reflarion,
aimed at produoive invesrment, a reflation that is
many-sided and capable of providing effective answers
through control of the cost of living and speed of decision-making in business and industry. This is the only
medicine capable of providing an answer, in the present state of things.

From this point of view the Commission has made
some progress, for example, with the pressure aimed at
raising the ceiling for the various sources of Community finance. Ve know, also, what difficulties rhere
are in this connecrion. I should like to say that the
speech of the President-in-office of the Council yesterday showed once again
and I say this without
any_ inrention of offending - the absolute empriness

of the observations that were- made.

The point is that those thousands of millions of ECU
which may represenr a considerable sum, have so far
been spent so many, many times in words only and, if
I have properly understood what the president of rhe
Council said, we have still got a long time ro wait
before they become operarive; and in rhl end no srimulus will have been provided rowards the developmenr
of a policy of productive invesrmenr which
- I repeat
is the essential thing.

-

Such being the state of affairs, and not for any ideological differences bur because of a differenc. oi inr..ests and political approaches, whilst we will suppon
cenain of the amendmenm now submitted I do'not
tfrink that in the end we shall feel able ro,vore for this
motion for a resolution.
President.
I call the Group of European progressive
Democrats.-

(FR) Mr President, ladies and gentleMr Deleau.
men, our group has quite deliberately tabled an oral
question with debate, pursuant to Rule 42, to the
Council of the European Communiry on strengthening the European Monetary System. The question is
highly rcpical and we welcome im being taken jointly
with the Ruffolo report for it is one of the elements of
the latter.

This is not the first time that our group has shown
special interest in the European Monetary System. Sfe

did so in the February pan-session in the debate on
the Purvis report.

Today we are asking the same questions in view of the
worsenlng economlc crisis in the Community. This
debate on the economic and monetary situation is taking place in a critical international environment and
makes us think hard and ask cenain questions.

Just imagine what would happen

to our

currencies
the present situation if there

ois-,i-ois the dollar in
were no European Monetary System. Anarchy would
reign on the exchange markets and certain countries
could throw all sense of responsibiliry with floating
currencies to the winds. Panic would reign in our
indusrial firms who would then be deprived of the
possibility of forecasting their exports, purchases of
imponed goods or their investmenm abroad.

Of course the EMS is subject to frequent changes in
exchange rates. I think there have been six changes
since it was created. A lot undoubtedly, but fonunately they were decided on jointly and they were not
excesslve.

The European Monetary System offers an escape from
the daily obsession with exchange rates during periods
of stability, which have sometimes lasted longer than a
year, and it provides a less precarious monetary system
than the international system. This stabiliry, although
relative, is imponant because it concerns an intraCommuniry trade of 275000 million ECU, or about
5Oo/o of the total external trade of the ten Member
States.

Undl such time as conditions are present for a return
to a neur sable international monetary system, the
EMS will help us keep a large part of our external
vade away from the present international moneary

disorder which encourages speculation with available
capital and distons condidons of competition. Furthermore the European Monetary System directly
encourages

and even gives the lead 1e

66s11emis

- must be imposed on Member
States.
discipline which
No healthy growth can be reactivated without this discipline in the years ahead.
Finally the EMS shelters us from three major dangers
in the present crisis:

-
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then, the total destruction of the common
agricultural poliry that would ensue;

finally, the threat of seeing the dollar

abuse

even funher its dominant position.

The EMS should henceforth be regarded as one of the
pillars of the Community, a fundamental achievement
of the order of common policies to which it gives great
support. The Commission's proposals to strengthen it,
panicularly in the use of the ECU, are certainly praiseworthy, but insofar as they are set against an institudonal background they will meet with resistance from
the Member States who do not want to risk any transfer of sovereignty.

Any attempt to act too fast, both

as regards transfers

to the European Monetary Fund and the development
of the ECU, would assume that present problems had
abeady been solved. The strengthening that we want is

more an improvement in the existing mechanisms, but
the EMS alone cannot guarantee the necessary monetary stabiliry unless accompanied by a parallel unanimous attemPt at convergence.

The monetary mechanisms, and panicularly the EMS,
should facilitate this convergence and this is the
second series of improvements in the European moneary policy we would like to see. This can be done by a
more balanced distribution of the burden of supporting the currencies, by encouraging free circulation of
capital and not penalizing too much counries in struc-

rural difficulties.
'!7e believe there must be greater Communiry solidar-

iry, bringing all the Community countries into

the

European Monetary System, including of course
Great Britain and Greece, and insisting that if Spain
and Portugal accede to the Communiry they must join
the EMS.

The founh and last improvement we wish is by no
means the least; we must ensure a chain reaction out-

side the Community in the European monetary zone,
by coordinating firstly the European monetary policies
ois-ri-ois the dollar. A poliry of coordination based on
an agreement to end the war between interest rates
and exchange rates would gready help to discourage
movements of capital which follow the slightest gap in

interest rates

or the faintest movement in

exchange

rates.

In conclusion, Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, the
EMS should enable Europeans to speak with one
voice, which the Communiry needs. The Council must
therefore strengthen the system in the interests of a
convergence of European economies. Ladies and gentlemen, that is the contribution we wished to make to
this debate.
President.

I call the Group for the Technical Coor-

firstly the threat of competitive devaluation,

- Defence
dination and

like the last one in Sweden;

Members.

of

Independent Groups and
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Mr Bonde.
(DA) Since 1974 rhe various Member
States have -been exposed to so called binding guidelines.

I

would like ro ask the Commission to what

exrcnt these guidelines have worked?

I would like m take this oponunity to compare Danish
expectations of EC membership with realiry after ten
years in the EC.
'The EC safeguards full employmenr.'
But unemploymenr has grown from 21 800 in 1973 to
263 000 in 1982, plus 63 000, who have been expelled
from the work market to early reriremenr. From 1972
to 1981 the unemploymen[ rare has grown from l.7o/o
to 9.20/o in Denmark. It need not be this way. In the
small countries who did nor join the EC and who are
content with a common trade agreement, the unemployment is less. In Norway it has grown from I .00/o

to l'70/o.In

Sweden it has fallen from 2.70/o to 1.90/0.
In Austria it has risen from 1.90/o to 2.4010. This is

realiry.

'The EC ensures lower interest rates and rhereby

an

increase in the building sector.'

The effective inrerest rate of long-term bonds has
increased in Denmark from 11 .30/o in 7972 to 19.30/o
in 1981. In Norway it has increased from 6.30/o to
12.lo/0, in Sweden from 7.30/o to 13.50/0, in Austria
from 7.40/o to 10.60/0. The number of new flats
erected has fallen from 63 000 in 1972 to 12 000 in
198 1.

ees.'

From 7973 to 1981 productivity per hour has

been

increased by 33 . 60/0, but, the hourly real wages before
taxes for workers who are members of the Danish
TUC have increased by 130/0, and the real wages on a
yearly basis for the same worker has fallen rc 990/o
after taxes. A civil servant's real salary on a yearly basis
has fallen to 93 .90/o afrer raxes in 1 98 I .

The EC should also secure Denmark a large marker.

1972 Denmark's

rade defecit with the

EC

amounted m 3 billion DKR. In 1978-1979 it had
grov/n to 11 billion DKR. During the first years of
Denmark's membership, f.rom 1973 to 1981, Denmark
has reached an accumulared trade deficit with the EC
of zO billion DKR in current prices.

Another claim was, that the EC would safeguard
lower price increases.

From 1972 to 1981 the consumer price index in Denmark grew to 254.2. In Norway it grew to 223.7.In
Sweden it grew to 235.9.In Austria it grew to 176.9.
Last but nor least, the EC would safeguard the future

of Danish agriculture.

has happened rc Danish Agriculture? \7ell, if we

look at the gross income at factor cosr before raxes,
before depreciation, before profits, rhen in 1980 ir
amounrcd to only 870/o of. the gross income ar facror
cost in 7972; and, if we look ar the budget for the single farming families, then the figures are even worse.
In 1980 an average Danish holding earned only 320/o
of what they earned in the year the vote was taken for
EC membership in order to ger higher prices within
the EC. This is reality, even if some in this Chamber
think that, for example, Danish farmers are skimming
the cream off the milk in rhe Common Agricultural
Policy of the EEC.

'In

the popular movement against the EC we do not

claim that

it is the EC membership itself,

or

Mr Onoli's binding guidelines that are ro blame, for
all the disasters rhar have befallen our counrry afrer
our accession to the EC. But we have a righr to state
that at eny rate the EC has not helped us ro solve our
economic problems. And when the EC cannor help us
to solve our economic problems, the conclusion is simple for us: rhen we must solve them ourselves. And
when the EC cannot help us to solve our economic
problems, there exist no argumenrs whatsoever for the
majoriry of the Danish population ro sray in the EC,

ro rhe laresr opinion polls only
of the electorate supporr the development of the
EC as a union with a common foreign policy. The
concept of a political union has never been supponed
in Denmark. It has only been economic expectations,
expectations of economic progress, which has made a
because-, according
130/o

of Danes
in still diminishing numbers,
however
supporr- the EC. \7hen the EC cannot
even safeguard
economic progress, no one in Denmark can come forward with serious arguments for
the continuarion of the Danish membership of the EC,
and we will therefore recommend that the Danes
exchange their fully binding EC-membership with a
common trade agreement like that which all the
number

'The EC safeguards a higher income for the employ-

In

'!7hat
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Nordic countries have with the EC.
President.

-

I call

rhe non-atached Members.

Mr De Goede.
(NL) Mr Presidenr, the annual
report of the European
Commission on the economic
situation and the prospecm for 1983 is, I think, more
realistic than it was in previous years. But then a revival was expected ar any momenrl unforrunately it did
not come about.
Recently there have been some encouraging signs,
such as a less restrictive monerary poliry in il. US ana
the subsequent drop in interest rates, which has also
happened in the Community. Ve have also decided on
a Communiry poliry for trade with rhe Easrcrn block
and I hope we have now staned ro improve coordination in United States and Community policies in other
economic sectors, such as steel and agriculture
- but
the situation is worrying.
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Although inflation has dropped considerably in a
number of countries, the price we are paying for it is
outrageously high, namely the hitheno unknown
unemployment figure of 12 million.
The present economic situation is worrying and dangerous
worrying
of the combination of
- decline andbecause
very grave srrucrural problems,
economic
and serious because of a threatening financial crisis in
international banking together with the insolvabiliry of
an increasing number of developing countries.

The first thing rc be done in my view is rc develop a
Community strategy. Re-nationalizadon and all kinds
of protectionist measures we see hinted at only lead us
deeper inrc the morass. Coordination and convergence
are essential to any solutions. Ve fortunately have the
European Monetary System but it is weak and fragile.
offers inadequate protection against major fluctuations in the exchange rate of the dollar, for example,
and it does not represent a coordinated economic

It

poliry; it is at most a mechanism for coordinating

adjustments of exchange rates in the face of conrinu-

new stimuli to the economy. Even a spectacular
economic recovery would still not provide full
employment. Action is needed in areas of srructural
decline, for example in our competitiveness with

Japan. I think we have the cepaciry provided we display the political determinarion to unite and act.

President.

-

I call the Socialist Group.

(FR) Mr President, by way
intro- oral question which I have had of
duction to the
the honour of tabling, I should like to say that we feel a certain degree of embarrassment, firstly because the
Council of Ministers is today having a special meering
on steel in Copenhagen, and the most alarming, not to
say alarmist nrmours are circulating about a reduction
in productioh capacities of up to a third, it is said, in

Mr Glinne.

the steel sector.

On the other hand, on a more positive note, our
House adopted this morning in an urgent debate a

ing differences in inflation rarcs in the Community
countries. Ve must strengthen the Economic Monetary System. Ve must maintain and develop funher
the internal market and any counter movement such as
the recent French action to restrict imports musr be
rejected outright.

recommendation for optimal organization of consultations on the general aims on steel for 1985, fearing
that the objectives initially agreed upon.were unfortunately over-optimistic. However, the same resolution in paragraph 13 which we adopted this morning
proposes holding a European conference on steel with

Of

representatives of the Council, the Commission, trade
unions and employers in the steel sector. I wish to add
that the regions affeaed by the decline in the steel sec-

course the stringent budgetary measures of some
Member States may be necessary, occasionally even
highly essential, but we must beware of taking measures which despite their good intentions creare more

problems than they solve. lTiping out tens of thousands of jobs in the public sector, destroying some of
the demand which has purchasing power are quesrionable ways of combating unemployment.

'!7e will have
to reconsider the social insurance
tems which were created at a time

sys-

ve must have programmes for retraining

and

funher training of redundant workers and for creating
new jobs. And here we must reproach the Council
once more that despite all declarations of good intent
from Jumbo Councils, European Councils and normal
Councils there have been drastic cuts in the budget
items proposed by the European Commission, for
example in combating unemployment among young
people. Vords and deeds do not match up. It is
socially unacceptable that millions of young Europeans at the end of their professional training only
face a future of unemployment and uselessness, and
measures to improve the situation on the labour market are urgently needed.

In

towns and regions with steel problems held in Terni
on 7 and, 8 February 1980 ar the initiative of the
regional government of the Ombrie. This proves
clearly that the regions suffering from decline in the
steel sector must be involved in all joint consulations,
programmes and action.

of macro-economic

growth and now contriburc to our problems. Simultaneously

tor should be included in this within the Member
States, and I have before me a report of a meeting of

conclusion, Mr President, may

I

say that the

medium-term economic policy should concentrate on
measures rc help industry adapt to the modern
development of technology and competition. Public
expenditure should also be restructured to provide

The problem is serious, as was stressed this morning.
According to the forecasts of the Commission itself,
steel consumption which was very low during the third
quaner of tggZ will remain ar rhe same disastrous level
in the founh quafler and will therefore be at an annual
rare of 100 million i,ons, that is below the lowest level,

it

is claimed, since the ECSC was created

in

1952.

It

is

any rate 60lo less than the Community consumption
forecast for the whole of 1983 compared with 1982.
One could say
and I think in fact it was Vice-President Davignon-who actually did say so
1982
- that
should be the year of assessing the damage,
and 1983
the year of taking strategic decisions.
eL

it may, the crisis is serious. It hirs some steel
areas more than others, bringing heavy redundancies
for all but massive unemployment for some. For some
years nosr our group in Parliament has been calling
for the need to provide funds for accompanying social
measures for victims of the srcel crisis in all areas and
in the most vulnerable areas, and in its extraordinary
Be that as
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budgetary pan-session last October the Parliament
adopted by a majority an amendment to increase funds
for this purpose.

Leaving aside the structural problem of the steel crisis
and before the Copenhagen meeting, I should like rc
recall that the Commission, through Mr Giolitti and
Mr Davignon, has proposed that a considerable sum
be used for reconversion in areas hit by the steel crisis.
conclusion, Mr President, I believe that we must
effectively make the necessary finance available for
creating regional aid programmes if we want in time to

In

create alternative employment, improve infrastructures
and facilitate professional training and retraining. But
press reports contain certain confusing claims and this
evening's debarc should help to shed some light on the
matter; is it 700 million ECU over a period of five
years for the non-quota section of the ERDF for all of
'!7hat is the proponion of this 700
the problem areas?
some newspapers talked about 230 million
million
- is earmarked for steel? How does the Comwhich

-mission communicate with the Council and national

ensure that its judicious Programme
for reconvening the hardest hit steel areas is put into
practice? That, Mr President, is the substance of our
written question.
governmenrs

to

President.

I call Mr Papaefstratiou.

-

economies. I persist on this point because I believe that
a full understanding of the causes is imponant in
ackling situations like the present crisis. It is impossible for us to act if we do not know exactly where we

stand,

if

we cannot find our bearings, and with still

more reason it is impossible for us to tackle the present

economic crisis without making a thorough study of
the causes which brought it about and which continue
it in being. In this respect I must note that in my opinion there are, broadly speaking, two determinants
which mark off the present economic situation of the

or the
scarcity of energy sources, and secondly the observed
Communiry countries. Firstly, the shonage

shift in relation to the industrial 'know-how' which
until quite recently was almost a monopoly possession
of what are known as the industrialized countries. The
first of these determinants is directly linked to conjunctural factors such as, for example, the energy crisis. The second, however, is due greatly to the appearance on the industrial scene of new States, chiefly
from the Third \7orld, able to compete in world markem with considerable advantages, one of which is low

production costs. In order to counter them there is
need for a restructuring of the productive mechanisms
of Member Staes and above all for special emphasis to
be given to new technologies. The effons of all the
Bovernments, and of the Commission as a coordinating body, must be concentrated on this sector. 'S7e
must all contribute in every way possible so that
Europe, which cradled the first two industrial revolutions, does not lose the battle in the new revolution
taking place in the electronics sector where the United

Mr

States and Japan have made rapid progress.

plight of the European Communiry countries. The

Allow me therefore to insist once more on the need
for joint investment undenakings. These will at the

figures themselves speak volumes, and unfonunately

same time assist towards the convergence and coordi-

ro a large extent confute the forecasts made last spring
of an upswing in the latter half of 1982. Unfonunately, those optimistic forecasts have gone awry and
instead of showing a grov/th rate in the order of 2o/o
the current year is marked by smgnating production
and negligible 0.30/o growth. There are just two factors which could be considered positive: inflation has
fallen faster than was expected, and interest rates are
lower. However, in spirc of this, hopes of a general
recovery in the economies of Member States have not
been realized, and this once more raises the question
as to whether the crisis plaguing the European Communiry is not merely cyclical but also structural.

of the economies of Member States which,
since 1973, instead of converging together as circumstances demand have moved funher apart. In addition
the need for an increase in allocation of the Communiry's own resources has become accepted almost

(GR) Mr President, dear colPapaefstratiou.
leagues, the annual -economic report by the Commission gives us a true measure of the present economic

In our view the position mken by the Commission and

likewise the repon by our esteemed colleague,
Mr Ruffolo, leave little doubt that this is the case since
quite clear mention is made of the need for restrucluring of the economies and of the whole productive
mechanism of Member States. This affirmation constitutes a significant step towards full understanding of
the present situation if we recall that at the beginning
of the crisis in 1973 we were under the illusion that it
was just simply a transient conjunctural recession that

would not hinder the further growth of European

nation

unanimously and

I

would like Mr Onoli to make

a

clear statement about this.

In addition to these reflections I would like to refer
briefly to the major issue of unemployment which continues to worsen with no indications of a downturn
occurring during this year at least. Allow me to quote

the view of Mr Hayek, the Austrian free marketeer
economist, that a democratic government can survive
200lo unemployment. for only 6 months and an unemployment level of 100/o for ar rhe mosr 5 years.

In concluding I would like to remark that in the context of this worldwide crisis the free world, of which
all the countries of the European Community are a
part, has thrown itself into a batde there is reason ro
presume can be won. Just because earlier on certain
gloomy predictions were made we should not forget
that a comparative study of EEC economies and those

of the countries of Eastern Europe easily reveals the
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crushing superiority of the former. This consdtutes yet
another reason for strengthening the ties linking coun-

tries of the European Community with each other

because if we smnd together on a common and
tightly-knit front we shall have a far greater chance of
successfully overcoming the complex economic and
social problems we are facing at present.

the European Parliament the governing party PASOK

may well incorporate this into its own poliry. The
Greek Government has a duty to reply to the Communiry's provocative demand in a way that will leave
no margin for misinterpretation. The only reply is: the
statutory safeguarding of automatic index-linked
adjustments, retroactive bridging of disparities that
may occur and panicipation by workers' representatives in the shaping of the cost of living index.

IN THE CHAIR: MR KLEPSCH
Vice-President

President.

-

I call Mr Alavanos.

(GR) Mr President, the very same
Mr Alavanos.
is forced to accept
11
facts that the Commission
million unemployed, stagnating production though
speak better
last year you forecast growth of 2o/o
in the
than any words about the situation prevailing
EEC. You have only one success to show. A curb in
the growth of inflation from 11 . 8% in 1981 to 10.50/o
tn 1982. You have my warm congratulations. But how
has this come about? By limiting increases in salaries
and wages. According to the Commission's report to
the Community the increase in overall labour costs in
the Communiry slowed down sharply in 1982, showing an increase of 8 .50/o as opposed to 100/o in 1981.
Through a huge increase in unemployment from
7 . 80/o in 198 1 to 9. 40/o in 1982, and by massive cuts in
public spending. Thus can rhe Commission pride itself
on an increase in profit margins. The Commission is
attempting to apply the same model of recession and
unemployment, of economic liberalism for the monopolies and austerity for the workers, with withdrawal
of rights they already hold, in its guidelines for 1983.
And even more imponantly, it is attempting to impose
it on our country, on Greece. Indeed, it is clear that in
Greece the Commission's primary objective is the
non-implementation of ad.iustments made in line with
the cost of living index. I shall remain exlusively on
this point. The submission by the Commission is quite
explicit: 'in Greece in 1983 a start must be made
towards achieving a marked deceleration in the level
of infladon-linked adjustments, and above all efforts
to curb income rises must continue through the pursuit
of policies on index-linking designed to avert. the dangers'. It was with great anxiety, therefore, that we listened to the'speech by the representative of PASOK,
disributed beforehand to the press, and which alongside im firm dissension at the general spirit of the
Commission's report stresses that curbs on inflation
and consumption will be pursued through an overall
poliry on prices and incomes. I fear that instead of
categorically rejecting the anti-working class submission by the Commission for the non-implementation
of cost of living-indexed adjustments here and now in

The workers of our country will fight decisively for
automatic index-linking. Their struggle is not directed
against the government but is against the EEC and the

national and foreign monopolies which seek to
implant their own policies and economic whims into
government poliry. The working class of our country
can see where the EEC's edict against index-linking
has led. In Belgium automatic index-linking has effectively been abandoned. In Italy and Holland it has
been watered down. In Denmark the government is
moving towards readjustment of labour costs, and the
EEC is exerting pressure on France to move in the
same direction. The European Federation of Trade
Unions rightly stressed at its conference that the grea-

test post-war attack against the incomes and
entrenched rights of the working class is now being
launched by employers. No austerity on children's

nurseries,
cuts in armament spending
these
fighting slogans
of hundreds of thousands -of Vest
German workers which can be heard these days are
also the slogans of the Greek workers. The working
class of Vestern Europe has its own economic guidelines, and these differ radically from those of the
Commission. It looks towards a way out of the crisis
based on anti-monopolist measures, on the march
towards socialism, on a reduction in the overwhelming
burden of armaments, on East-!7'est cooperation. It
looks towards a Europe of its own making, a Europe
of detente and cooperation.

President.

Mr

-

I call Mr Pesmazoglou.

(GR) Mr President, the issue we
Pesmazoglou.
are debating this evening is the most serious one facing

-

the European Community.

Firstly because by its very nature it is the leading political problem in Europe, and secondly because an adequate response to the problem is possible only within
the Community context. The struggle against unemployment and inflation is a task for the Community
exclusively and I fear, Mr President, that the numerical and political representation at this evening's sitting
in no way corresponds to the importance and gravity
of the problem. That is the first observation I have to
make.

My second observation concerns the impasse in which
the Commission finds itself. I know, Mr President, just
how imponant the Commission's ask is, and how
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clear the assessment of the problem and the range of
possibilities needs to be. I know also of the great
imponance that is attached to [he convergence of
economic policies as a means of helping towards a
solution of the present crisis. Bur thar is not enough.
The Commission is faced by governments which have
no real comprehension of the gravity of the problem
and of the need for them to find agreemenr on concened action. In this matter, Mr President, I think that
between the Commission and the European Parliament there is a community of duty, a community of
responsibiliry. I believe that if we ourselves accord due
importance and gravity to the problem under discussion this evening we shall be able to demand that,
assisted by the Commission and with the full suppon
of the European Parliament, the governments formulate a plan for action on a joint basis to overcome the
problem of the economic crisis in Europe and, I would
say, worldwide. Because up until now, Mr President,
this Parliament has responded to the problem of
unemployment and inflation, and panicularly to the
problem of unemployment, in a passive way and with
defensive means, with measures incapable of providing
a cure. The problem can be cured only by a poliry of
expansion and such a poliry has not yer been drafted
at joint level by the European Community, though the
Commission itself fully understands the need for such
a plan.

It is said, Mr President, as we have heard this evening,
that the problem is structural in character and rhat

there exist ideological differences. \(e cannot stand
passively by when faced with these assenions. Of
course the problem is structural, and this is precisely
why we must frame a policy enabling us to overcome
the structural difficulties which do exist. And in spite
of the ideological differences which divide our governments it is possible for us to find cenain more broadly
acceptable courses of action.

It has been said, Mr President, and it is assened in the
repon by Mr Ruffolo, that there are rwo such basic
courses of action: investments designed to assist structural change, and emphasis on research. Hence if the
joint efforts are concentrated on multiplying the provisions of the New Community Mean, the Ortoli Mean
as it is often called, we should be assured of a good

rate of investment and expenditure in the areas of

I attach particular
regions where non-inflationary

research and regional development.

imponance

to

development is possible, such as the Mediterranean
south, and where the mere announcement of such a
plan would in itself provide an economic boost with
far-reaching consequences for economic assessments
and business iniriatives in Europe and the rest of the

world.

I

believe,

Mr Presidenr, that if the Commission

and

the European Parliament place emphasis on such a
joint plan we shall be able to face up seriously to the
difficulties confronting us and which consdrure rhe
most crucial social and political problem for our peo-

ples and for Europe. The Ruffolo report, like that of

the Commission, is a positive document but timid. It
does not recommed specific solutions, and above all it
makes no proposal for a procedure aimed at mobilizing the Communiry as a whole.

In this latter respect, Mr President, I suggest that Parliament and the Commission should togerher undertake such an initiative.

President.

-

Mr Collins.

I call Mr Collins.
Mr President, I want to concentrale on

the steel industry
again in connection with the Oral
Question by Mr Glinne and others.

No one in this Chamber can possibly doubt that the
whole European steel industry is in the depths of a
very grave crisis. Mr Glinne has pointed out in his
question that steel consumption in the Communiry
may soon reach irc lowest level since 1952, when the
Coal and Steel Community was set up. Crude steel
production in the Com.muniry continues ro decline.
Between 1974 and 1980, the decline was of the order
of 180/o and ranged from a devastaging 490/o in the
Unircd Kingdom to a somewhat surprising and perhaps disturbing increase of l1o/o in Italy. Employment
in the industry has been slashed, and in nearly every
Member State the figures read like the names on a
memorial to the fallen: over 500/o in the United Kingdom between 1974 and 1981, 400/o in France, 30% in
the Benelux countries, and only in Italy did we manage to preserve the level of employment during thar
period.

These are global figures, and of themselves they do
not tell very much of the miseries of the families that
are affected at first hand, of the fears of towns whose
main source of employment is the steel industry, or
come to that, of the bitterness engendered by circumstances that never seem ro be in favour of the men and
women of the work forces that were the hean and soul
of the industry in the past.

At the risk of being parochial, Mr President, I want
this Parliament to consider the plight of Strathclyde.
Most Members will have received from me a sratemenr
from its regional council, and many of the stark and
gloom-laden facts are ser our there. Only a few shon
years ago, there were over 25 000 people in full-time
employment in rhe steel industry in Strathclyde. This is
one of the oldest steel-producing areas in Europe. Iron
and steel have flowed in Lanarkshire since the end of
the eighteenth century. Plates, tubes, sections, strips,
wires, rods
almost any product that you care ro
mention has-been produced in the furnaces and mills
in Strarhclyde. Now, only a few years larer, there are
fewer than 1l 000 people in the industry.
Some of our major plants at Revenscraig and Clydesdale are under threat of closure in response to rhe
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latest downturn in the market, the difficulties with the

Stare of the EEC must lie with the government of that

Unircd States and, frankly,

country but where the government

a United Kingdom

Government and an EEC industrial policy that sometimes seems rc be based on the idea that amputation is
the only treatment that can be used, no matter what
the condition of the patient. If these plants do close,
then a further 15 000 people will become unemployed
and the hean itself will have been amputated.

Now surely other treatments are possible. Surely other
treatments are crucial if the wounds inflicted in the
past are to be cured and if the body of the Strathclyde
steel industry is to be set on the road to a firm recovery.

I want to suggest three very simple notions. First, we
cannot continue to allow a kind of reverse bleeding to
death by the apparently never-ending flow of steel
from outside the Community. In particular, we need
to ask ourselves about the justification for steel
imports from South Africa, the Argentine, Brazil, Bulgaria, Romania and so on. How can we possibly say to
the steelmen of Bellshill or of the Ruhr that their jobs
are to be sacrificed on the altar of relations with South
Africa? At the very least, let us control that flow rather
more tightlyl

I

Secondly,

refer to the variation in production and

capaciry reductions within the Community. It is surely
wroflgr when a whole European industry is in trouble,
that the burden should not be equally shared. How
can my furnaces be allowed m die and my mills grow
silent when at least in one Member State, capacity and
production have increased? Let us therefore examine
the performance of each country carefully.

Thirdly, we need urgent. and massive aid for the

areas

so badly affected. I7e need help for new industry, we
need help to maintain and improve the infrastructure
and, more than anything else, we need help to restore
rhe faith of our workers in the future of these areas
and in the capacity of our political institutions to cope
with the grim realities of unemployment and poverty.

Mr President, the

steel industry lay at the roots of our

successful industrial past in Europe, and they must
surely be central to our future. Plants like Ravenscraig
across the Community cannot simply be allowed to
die, and neither can the planm in these other. . .
(Tbe President urged the speaker to conclude)

Mr President, I simply vant to say to you that the
European Community and the acting President of its
Parliament have a duty to respond to these cries for
help. I hope you will suppon them along with other
Members of this Chamber.
President.

Mr

-

Ryan.

I call Mr Ryan.

Mr President and colleagues, primary

- for economic management of a Member
responsibiliry

of any country

manifestly ignores indisputable economic and financial
realities, there surely lies on the economic community
the duty to apply corrective measures. Seven years ago
it was proposed to the Council of Ministers that the

various EEC financial suppons should be withheld
from any Member State clearly in breach of the
economic guidelines laid down by the Community.
Jealous of the economic freedom of Member States I
fiercely and successfully resisted that proposal but I
am sorry that I succeeded. I speak now with the benefit of hindsight. Vhen I restisted the suggestion that
the EEC should have the veto over a country's economic policies I argued that it should be accepted that
any country's Bovernment would act with responsibility and that it should nor be presumed that all economic wisdom rested in Brussels but seeing now the
deplorable, largely self-inflicted economic and financial mess of Ireland, I am forced to admit that European institutions should be given effective teeth to
prevent any Member State from going financially mad.
The Commission, on page 38 of their report, described
the Irish economy as being out of control and surging
towards even worse conditions. The public finances of
the government of Ireland are in imbalance to the
extent of 160/o ol GDP compared with the Community ayera1e of 6o/0. The current balance of payments deficit is 9% of GDP against a Commmunity
average of.2.2. The rate of consumer price increases
over the lasr 3 years has hovered around 200/o in IJeland against a Community average of 11.7, or 10.2 if
the exceptional increase over the 3years of 710/o in
Greece is excluded. The foreign debts of Ireland have
multiplied 5 times in 5 years. Add to this an unemploymenr rate ol l4o/0, with most of the unemployed under
25 years of age.
Since 1977 the economic benefits of EEC membership

for Ireland have been largely evaporated in an overheated domestic economy. The EEC was not powerless to prevent, or at least modify, the worst of these

self-inflicted wounds. To meet the balance of payments consequences of the mid-7Os oil price increases,
the EEC made available to Ireland in 1976 and 1977
advantageous loans subject to the condition that Ireland would reduce the size of the government's cur-

rent deficit and relate

it to imponant

borrowing

requirements. As Minister of Finance for Ireland at
that time I happily accepted and observed that condi-

don which was in accordance with an undertaking
which I had given in the Irish Government's intentions
ar a time when we crere correctly operating the economy. But since mid-1977 those conditions were not
observed. Instead the government which replaced us
went on a S-year spending spree and apparently was
never pulled up by the Commission or the Council of
Ministers.

It seems ro me, Mr President, that the Coun of Auditors should urBently investigate why and how the con-
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of what it

was

Ryao

ditions attaching to the balance of paymenrs loan to
Ireland were not observed. Did the Council of Ministers vary the conditions? If so, how and why? \7as it
right rc vary rhose conditions? Mosr cenainly nor, as
subsequent developmenm so clearly show. And surely,
too, the,Commission failed in im dury to ensure thar
the conditions ataching to the Community loan be
observed. I would invite the Budgear Control Committee to thoroughly examine this marter. The Commission also deserves ro be criticized for its over-sensitive reluctance

indeed,

I

suspect culpable failure

to use its power-of recommendation under the Council
Directive of February 7974, where a Member State is
pursuing economic, monerary and budgetary policies
departing from the guidelines laid down by the Council of Ministers.

The failure of the Commission ro be more direct and
fonhright in its criticism of serious errors in economic
policy can, and indeed in Ireland's case did, lull its
citizens into a false feeling of well-being. Indeed, mild
words can be worse than silence. The political pany in
Ireland primarily responsible for this state of affairs is
at present advenising in full-page advertisements in
the newspaper, quoting Vice-President Onoli
I sus- their
pect to his grave embarrassmens
snd615ing

-

economic lunacies.

Now the inevitable consequence of ignoring economic
realities and financial prudence is political instability.
In addition to its economic and financial woes, Ireland
is experiencing unprecedenred dangerous political
instability with its third general election in 17 monrhs.
Hopefully, nex[ week's election will furnish Ireland
with a government with an adequate parliamenrary
majority to embark upon necessary, if unpopular, corrective measures bur it is rc be hoped that the institutions of Europe will have learned from the sad and
unnecessary experience of Ireland that the Community
should play a more positive role in intervening in good
time in any economy which is seen ro be running riot.
President.

-

I call Mr

Abens.

(DE) Mr President, ladies and genrleMr Abens.
men, rhe ever-worsening
siruation in the steel sector is
one which has dramaric consequences for all of the
Community Member Sates. For my counrry, Luxembourg, it has become nothing less than a matter of life
and death.

l7ithout wishing to overburden the Members with

steel industry, is no more than half
heretofore.

In the light of the foregoing I am sure thar the Members of the House would agree that, in combating the

crisis in the Community steel indusrry, the crireria
applied to my counrry musr be different to rhose
applied to Member States for whom steel production
is but one of a number of indusrial secors. Given rhe
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs'
motion for a resolution implying that a further scaling
down of exisring overcapaciry in the sector is unavoid-

able I feel that rhe unique situarion referred ro above is
such as to warrant the Grand Duchy being singled out
for special consideration in accordance wirh point 8 of
the motion for a resolution
quore '. . . in attaining
- I in existing
the necessary further reduction
overcapacity, all closures in Member State steel secrors and rheir

resultant loss

of

employment shall be taken into

account'.

Applying this criterium, the Grand Duchy's steel
industry has carried our more far-reaching cunailments rhan mosr of its Community counterparts.
Between 1974 and 1982 employmenr in rhe sreel sector
as a whole slumped by 440/o, from 31 500 to 17 600. In
steel production the shedding of manpower was even
more drastic, from 26 800 to 15 500 or 49.80/0. Since
1974 some 20 blast furnaces have been closed down,

leaving only 10 left. Two of the five cenres have
disappeared, only 6 of the 39 conveners and furnaces
remain and 10 of the 23 rolling mills have been silenced.

Although such closures run parallel with modernization schemes and the associated increase in productiv-

ity, the overall result of the Grand Duchy's

measures

in the steel secror since the beginning of the crisis has
been a sharp reduction in capacity. The relevant
reductions in capacity in millions of ronnes are as follows: 1 .2 for steelworks, or from 7 .5 to 6. 3, and 0.7
for rolling mills, or an annual reduction of. O.7o/o from
5.9 ro 5.2. Accounr musr be taken of the Grand

Duchy's contribution ro an overall Commupiry
streamlining of irs steel sector. It is unacceptable that
the Commission should refuse ro take such measures
of foresight by a Member State into consideration and

to maintain that further remedial measures must be
applied on the basis of rhe Community's existing overcapacity. That would be ranmmount to punishing rhe
actions of those Member States who had the foreiight
to make a dmely realistic appraisal of the plight of the
steel sector.

a

pile of statisrics I would, neverrheless, like rc highlight
several aspecrs of this dossier. The steel indusry in
Luxembourg accounted for 50. 80/o of the Grand

Duchy's toral industrial output in 1980. Moreover it
accounts for some 47.50/o of our total manufacruring
industry-employment, and some 5Oo/o of orr total
exports of manufactured goods. In a more dramatic
form one can say that the Grand Duchy, without a

In closing I would reiterate that we

Luxembourgers

are not asking for any favours in making a special plea

'for our

steel indusry whose impo.tanie

in

'our

national economy is oui of all proponion rc thar of rhe
other Member Stares.
President.

-

I call Mr Van Rompuy.
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(NL) Mr President, the annual
Mr Van Rompuy.
and yesterday's Jumbo
repon of the Commission
Council meetint show how similar thinking is becoming on a recovery policy in the various Member States.
Faced with similar economic circumstances all EEC
countries are now following a poliry of moderation.
Even the French government recognizes that im neoKeynesian poliry of stimulating demand has failed. It
is clear now that the way to economic recovery is to
re-establish the fundamenml balance in the economy.
All counries must realize this. Once again it has been
proved that there is no ready-made ideological solution to the crisis. Electoral slogans do not stand up to
economic realities for long, as the French Socialists,
Mrs Thatcher and President Reagan have discovered.

It is a particularly rude awakening for Europe at the
beginning of the fourth successive year of the recession. People have realized that the economies of the
EEC countries are not sheltered from external forces.
In open economies we must always take our trading
partners' policies into consideration. But here too
there are lurking dangers. Anyone who cuts down on
impons by restricting purchasing power hampers his
neighbours' growth and hence his own exports. In this
way the world economy and the EEC economies run
the risk of becoming entangled in a cumulative deflaand that
tion spiral. Some countries such as France
atrcmpt to escape by adopting protecis worrying

they then come and defend their
tionist measures;
policy at European Council of Ministers' meetings; or
else there are competitive devaluations such as in
Sweden. But this only makes things worse. That is why
more than ever before we need a European vision with

our first task to free internal markets and strengthen
the EMS.

The Commission in its annual report recommends
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without sufficienr emphasis, speaks of re-distribudng
available working time.

In my country there is a unique experiment to

create

additional jobs by wage restraint and shonen working
I am
hours with no increase in costs. I regret
- andJumbo
that yesterday's
concluding, Mr President
Council did not show the way for governments to
encourage reducing working hours; the Community
could act as coordinator here. \7e have thereby missed
the opportuniry of forming an imponant instrument
for creating employment in Europe.

President.

-

I call Mr Gautier.

(DE) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, with reference to [he erstwhile report of my colleague, Ruffolo, and the oral question from colleague
Glinne I would like to stress that the best possible
regional policy for specific steel sectors would be an
Mr Gautier.

all-round economic revival and in this connection I
subscribe wholeheanedly m colleague Ruffolo's earlier statements [o the House. To the conservative side

of the House I would once again reiterate that an
increase in investment cannot be an absract end in

itself but is inextricably bound up with the question:
by which means is financing to be achieved and what is
socially tolerable? For you may rest assured, Mr Velsh
we would not be prepared rc lend our aPproval to a
Community-financed programme of public investment
with the increased indebtedness which it implies with-

out giving consideration to a reallocation of public
resources. At any rate we, as social democrats, would
place particular emphasis on this aspect in any financing of new investment.

a

shon-rcrm demand management. This is a structural
problem. S7'e are in a period of fundamental change in
the world economy which will probably last a full
generation. It is not a passing recession but a revolution which not only represents a challenge for technol-

Secondly we are not interested in stimulating the overall level of investment but, rather those aspects of it
which can assist the Community in a macroeconomic
context, for example, investment in energy-related
areas with a view to reducing energy consumPtion
thereby alleviating the balance of paymenm problems
of many Member States andlor for environmental rea-

ogy but also tests our own ability to adapt.

sons.

One of the basic reasons why the European Com-

Addressing myself to colleague Glinne's oral question
on regional policy I must, in all events, say that my
region, which covers an area greater than the whole of
the Grand Duchy, is also heavily dependent on steel
and would gready benefit from Community measures
to stimulate the building and engineering industries,
among others.

of productive investments based on supply.
This is no normal recession which can be cured by
sffategy

munity is lagging behind such countries as Japan and
the United States in industrial development is the rig-

idity of the economic and social structures where the
top-heaviness of the public sector, 50% of the GNP,
seriously hampers flexibiliry. Our economies have

become politicized; today it is the policies which are
failing just as in the 1930s it was the market economy

which failed. It is this rigidiry which must be changed.

The change, as I said, may well mke a long time. But
in the meanwhile we face the enormous problem of
unemployment. Sociery will not recover its vitality and
grovrth if the younger generation is not given an
incentive. And that is why the Commission rightly, but

\fle should realize that in addition to the various
economic measures outlined in the House tonight the
need for external economic measures may arise. Earlier this morning we heard of the so-called restrictive
import measures practised by France, but we were
forced to the conclusion that individual Member
Srares or, for that matter, the Community, in spite of a
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battery of economic measures, could find ircelf confronrcd with almost irresistible impon pressure on rhe
lines of that which we are currently experiencing in
the srcel sector, for example. Several Members, including colleague Collins, drew attention ro rhe fact that
even an optimum economic and pricing policy was to
no avail in the face of impons from outside the Community whose prices could not be effectively controlled.

My third point, very quickly
with my apologies ro
- to the
the interpreters. \7hile agreeing
necessity for
monetary measures in the context of the European
Monetary System, the latter should not lead to the
total collapse of prices in specific markets, for exam-

ple, steel. I heanily welcome the apparent agreemenr
berween the Commission and the government of
France and the latter's commitmenr to snndardize its
list prices in the steel sector once again and in so
doing, to uke accounr of the currency adjustments

and to refrain from supplying at prices which bear no
reladon to those practised by the orher Member States.
Finally, a ripost to Mr'!7elsh on the free market economy. The latter suffers from the slight disadvantage
that it nkes no account of regional effects, and, as
such, is unacceptable to us socialists. One of the cenual points in our electoral programme on the occasion
of the first ever elections to the European Parliament
by universal suffrage, and one which has permeated
our various interventions in the House over the years

is a belief that an unrestrained free market economy
must be corrected through specific invesrmenr measures. I would also place the oral qu6stion of my
group's chairman, colleague Glinne, in this context,
namely that we must endeavour to assist through
regional policies the declining regions which 'have
fallen victim to the so-called 'free marker economy'.

Personally I would much prefer preventive action in
the form of specific investmenr control and management tailored to regional needs, with the aim of arresting the decline in time.

agreed

to restrucrure rogerher an industry in major

It is even more remarkable thar we have
considered the overall social repercussions of the
problem and that we have ried with you ro ensure
that, forced to wind down the sreel industry, the Communiry showed it was not indifferent to the social
problems involved. It is remarkable too that together
with my colleague, Mr Giolitti, we have managed to
develop the instrumenm of reconversion and show that
another dynamism could be creared with Community
means; and may I say here that we shall send Mr
Glinne a reply ro the questions he asked.
difficulties.

I now move on ro our more general debate this
evening? $7e can bandy about figures, w'e can explain
May

the responsibiliry of the Community, the Member
States, the Commission, the world and all the rest. It is
remarkable today
I was going say somewhat
- has the curerobut
wickedly that everyone
no-one has
the results

rhat unemployment has kept on rising in

the Community,
unstintingly so in some areasl

I

am

talking of the Community average.

It is also remarkable that we still tend rcday rc give in
to the temptation of rhinking that ir is sufficient rc say
to succeed, to want to do. But we know that there will
be no rapid changes because we have ro face a basic
structural alteration.
'!7e

know that we are nor alone and that we alone can-

not change things

because rhe

closely interdependent.

world has become
some exrent

Ve are to

deprived of the opportuniry of doing ourselves some

of the things we would like rc do because today's
world is not insular, it is

a world in which all problems
are common and are reflected in a level of trade such
that even those who talk of our responsibility and the
need for us to act alone say in the same breath, 'But
avoid protectionism!' \fhich means what? That they
recognize ar rhe same dme both their determination
and their interdependence.

In todays monetary world there is one imperial fact

doubts are now being cast on one -of
- and
the regulators
of common action
international
- theworld.
currency, the international monetary
And in
the dollar

Presidcnt.

-

I call the Commission.

Mr Ortoli, Wce-President of the Commission.
(FR) Mr President,

I shall not reply at length to rhe

numerous points made on steel as this was the subject
of an urgent debate this morning and we are now discussing the more general problem of the economic,

financial and monetary situation. I shall simply say
that in that sphere the Commission has devoted much
of its time, effons, courage and sense of responsibiliry
to try to ensure thar what appeared inevitable would
not come about.

It is an unusual thing that we have made in this Communiry, a market organization ro maintain an industry
and support prices. Ir is a remarkable feat that we have

today's world so many problems have accumulated, so
many shocks have been absorbed, so many appedties
have changed, so many prices have developed rhrough
competirion that nothing will happen without our paying the price for it. If we do not recognize that we may
act as economists but nor as politicians. As a politician
I have often thoughr of Cardinal Retz who talked of
'heroic_judgmslg'
he meant the hero's capacity, in

-

sense, of judging rhings and ,ciing.
He said, 'Heroic judgment is the ability to distinguish
the extraordinary from rhe impossible'. In an arremp[
to reduce our present problems to the mundane, ro
believe that with a litde more money or an extra budgetary effon or some tiny little sacrifices we can solve
these problems, we are building the wall of the impossible. Therefore ler us have the ability of the extraordi-

the 17th cenrury
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nary, that is the profound changes being imposed on
us, otherwise we will find ourselves facing the impossible, an impossible we will pay for in terms of employment, certainly in terms of the future, because it is our
young people who for the large pan will pay today for
the problems of employment, in political terms perhaps, if at any time we were rc think that other solutions and other attitudes could produce the answer.

In those circumstances I think that we have to decide
on a small number of objectives and stick to them, as
we have done. I think we know these objectives. I
think we can reach them. I think we should use
Europe to reach them.

The first objective
I would not say the most important because it is a -difficult choice to make
is to set
- activity.
a framework for international economic
There is no world without money. There is no world
in which, with our present structures and main reserve
currencres, we can accept bizzare variations in the
value of the currencies or interest rates. Europe must
fight, even if it does not think it will win, and Europe
has been too shy about using irs own strength ro rhe
full. Europe must fight for organized monetary cooperation with our major panners. It should do so not
only in declarations about what should be done. It

mus[ demonstrate a real determination

to

create

organized monetary cooperation through which major
decisions affecting the fate of the world will at least be
discussed and this anxious world put on a more regular footing.

uniry of our market, avoid competitive devaluations,
give ourselves more strength to face the outside world,
and find the discipline
I do not mean discipline in

- a common determination,
any derogatory way,I mean
what we decide on together
to enable us to face up
to today's problems a little better.
So we made some proposals. \7e proposed that rhe
mechanisms be strengthened. \7e proposed the luxury

of an instrument of

European diversification, rhe
ECU, and we continue to fight [o promote the ECU.
At the momen[, loans in ECU, short-term, medium-

term and long-term loans, amount to more than
2 000 million units of account. The ECU is staning to
live. Ve have asked for convergence. And I refuse to
listen to anyone accusing the Commission of being
inactive in this domain. Some here who have some-

times disagreed with the Commission's action know at
least that in circumstances it thought imponant it said
what it felt had to be said. And it did so on cenain
issues, notably the highly complicated and sensitive
matter of indexation. It did so to certain countries. It
did so on budgetary discipline and the need for convergence. And after all, we talked about invesrmenrs,
saying that that was the nub of development, before
anyone else, I seem to remember, in a spectacular
manner, and no-one will forget that there was as much
symbolism as finance in our struggle to create Community instruments of finance. Let no one think I am
blind to the levels we have reached. '$7e are doing a
lot, but more than that through our shared determination to create instruments of finance w'e are displaying

a common priority.
Secondly, v/e must recognize that one of the dangers
we face is that of widespread deflation. The economic
phenomenon of the last four or five years has been a
deflationary blow for many reasons: the deflationary
blow of abrupt transfers, of the doubling of the price
of oil; the deflationary blow of the dollar, with a 6onsiderable increase in the same. And simultaneously we
have seen international trade, long time support of all
our growth, not only drop but almost come ro a standstill. And we must fix two main objectives
there is
- pursued
no need for eloquent speeches here
to be
- and governin the daily actions of the Community
ments. Firstly the international monetary and financial

institutions must come into play with the necessary
means, and that is the whole problem of the funds of
the International Monetary Fund and the \florld Bank.
Secondly the financial system must be such rhat the
private instrumenm of financing rhe economy are reassured of the necessary combination of security, adjustment of policies but also of suppon of economic activ-

ity.
The second point I wish to make is linked to this, to

wit the need for us to stimularc the European Monetary System; to stimulate it, strengthen it and I was
going to say believe in it. Vhat does that mean, believe
in it? That means realize that progressively and somewhat mysteriously the European Monetary System has
become the mechanism through which we preserve the

I

am convinced that that is an

essential pan of the action we must pursue.

Ve

must also recognize the demands of competitivity.
I would like to find a more
felicitous way of saying -these things
it means that
we are in a fight and that v/e must -have strength to
face the adversary.'S7hen one is interdependent, subject to certain effects of domination, does not produce
everything, has no energ'y, no raw materials, is not
master of one's own demand
I mean of whar our

It

is an unpleasant word

people are demanding today - then one musr be ar
- is show the capaciry
the same time comperitive
thar
to compete with others on one's own marker and with
others on third markem
and modern
that is be
- the changing- world marable to offer products which
ket is looking for at rhe presen[ momenr.

\7ell, I believe that that obviously has certain

consequences and makes us think seriously about our present

situation. \7e are forced to recognize thar the key to
the problem of employment is the creation of wealth
and the development of productive activity, what we
call growth and expansion. But in fact we must be even
more direct. The key to employment is the development of our production and our services, with a certain number of consequences. But we will not find it
without growth
I come back to this old idea, the
idea we all have -in mind
we will not find it if this
growth does not emanate -from a dynamic and funda-
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mental economic realiry. Hence the need

to revitalize

the economy. \(zhy the fight over budgets? It is not
from masochism. It is because at a certain moment for
perfectly explicable reasons the burden of the nonproductive element in the economy tends to become
too heavy and we must avoid finding ourselves with a
basis which has shrunk too much. That is what we are
looking for.

\Vhy do we talk about reducing the deficit? Because it
.want to invest
is unwise to use this money that you

-

pay back interest, for as
or that we want to invest
- to which have a cenain
you know well in those codntries
level of deficit today the budget is not used to create
or improve infrastructures nor a series of real social
advantages, but to pay off the debt.

'!7ell, quite honestly, at a certain moment we no longer have our feet on the ground and we should stop
and think. Fight for investmentl I personally think that
'!7e have, to stand up to two chalthat is fundamental.
lenges. One is that of competition, all other things
being equal, I mean even if the great technological
changes that we are familiar with had not taken place.
The other challenge is that of a new demand expressed
in different terms. Those whom we call consumers

have made the choice of their consumption and this
new consumption is being created through the thousand channels of indusrial specialization, new technologies, new services, this mass of appetites which
create the society we wanted, which we created, and
which I think we must preserve. Then investment
becomes indispensable; it is the'key, it is the type of
demand which we must favour because vre are creating
rhe basis for meeting our own needs. I am not forgetting the general problem of demand. But to forget that
without a determined effort of self-renewal a continent like ours at the end of the 20th century will be
incapable of carrying its own aspirations and needs; it
would be a major political error and a collective act of
suicide.

And so we must fight for investments. That means we
must help the enterprise to be enterprising. Nowadays
self-financing is insufficient. '$7'e must enable the
enterprise to promote itself, in an economy which has
mastered inflation. Two key ideas here: facilitate
invested profit and facilitate invested savings, a whole
series of mechanisms you are familiar with from our
documents.

That also means a budget with more muscle. Investments must become more active, more agressive.
Europe must participate actively in this act. Europe has
a lot to do. Firstly it must accept in international terms
that it exists, as I already said, and believe that it is not

the biggest of our small countries who alone can
represenr this continent. Secondly Europe must.
become an amalgam. There comes a time in difficult
circumstances when spirits must converge a little. Now
we have a Europe where we all know each other and

which offers

^

Ereat opponunicy of recognizing prob-

lems together and of working. out not what the soludon is bur what a group of solutions should be.

And Europe is not devoid of means. I have talked
about steel. Many have alked about the internal market, about interior protection. It is because we have
not completed the internal market, not given ourselves
the internal market we need, that we have put up with
all those obstacles and barries, that we have thought of
ourselves as provinces; it is for all these reasons that
our market has lost its power to stimulate at a time
when it is badly needed.

Secondly, we must somehow or other become more
closely involved in industrial cooperation, industrial
development and technological development; I shall
not dwell on this aspect.

Thirdly, let us set up some common instruments. I
shall not or course attempt to outline a complete programme, but let me say to some of those who spoke
earlier that you should not lay too much emphasis on

doctrinal differences when

in this

Parliament you

recognize so many common causes. In listening to the
debate on the Ruffolo report I must. say, as Mr Herman did, that some confrontations which have arisen
could have been reduced to more modest proportions.
I know that we are all in a hurry, that we have a tremendous amount of work, but I think that there is a
common element much greater and stronger than we
imagined, and I would simply like to say that it is in
the interest of all of us to find and proclaim it. If we
refuse to accept the ineviability of unemployment
then we should equally refuse to believe in miracles
from either national or Community action. !7e must
beware of the cures offered by those who think good
macroeconomic management is enough to solve the
problems at a time of structural change, or by those
who on the contrary believe that everything is strucperhaps the most numerous of all,
tural, or those

unfonunately - who think that things are going
- will continue to do so and that we
pretty badly and
must therefore make the best of it and keep hold of as
much as possible, because no-one knows what will
happen. .

.

these temptations exist in Europe. I personally
hope that we will recognize the type of action we have
indicated, which has been discussed by the committee
specializing in economic poliry and that we admit that

All

the enormous effort we are called upon to make can
prove successful.
(Applause)

President.

-

The debate is closed.l

The vote will be taken at the next voting time.

I

See

Repon of Proceedings ol 16.11.1982.

8. Central America
countri

President.
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Non-associated deaeloping
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President.

-

The debate is closed.

The vote will be taken at the next voting time.

The next item is the continuation of the
(Doc.l-784/ 82) by Mr Michel.

debate on ihe repon

9. Newfinancial protocoh

Southem Mediterranean
countries

I call the Commission.

Mr

Narjes, Member of tbe Commission.

(DE) Mr

- this debate
President, the Commission could not bring
to a close without expressing its deep regret on hearing the news of the death of the rapporteur of this

President.

82) by

The next item is the repon (Doc. l-846/
Committee on

Mr- Filippi, on behalf of the

External Economic Relations, on the
recommendations from the Commission

report, Mr Victor Michel.

of

the

European Communities to the Council (Doc.
l-418/82 and Doc. 1-835/82) for regulations
concerning the conclusion of new financial proto-

Mr Michel was one of the most eminent Members of
this House. His humanity, his political sryle, his kindheanedness and proven abilities will not be forgotten.

In addition I would like to thank the House for the
it has always lent rc the Commission's

-

cols between the European Economic Community
and certain southern Mediterranean countriesl

I call the rapporteur.

support

requests, support which is especially appreciated at the
present time given, we hope, an imminent decision
from the Council of Ministers in the wake of the
European Council's appointment of political experts to
oversee these measures in March of this year.

There is some urgency in the matter, given that this
programme of aid for Central America must be initiated in this year in accordance with budgetary procedures. The Commission is in full accord with the
European Parliament's line of argument on this issue.
Like you, the Commission is alarmed at developments
in Central America. Economic and social factors are at
the root of the political insmbility in this region and
this was also the point of departure of the Commission's recommendation.
Given the enormiry of the task, the Commission hopes
to use rhe relatively modest aid to help those in Cen-

tral America who are ready to help

themselves? The
main thrust of the programme of action is designed to
reinforce existing programmes aimed at reforming and
restructuring agriculture. Consequently it may be considered a project-related programme. Such programmes are currently'foreseen for four countries of
the region. In principle, however, the programme outlined by the Commission is available to all of the States

of Central America.
The Commission's recommendation has already been
expressed on several occasions before the Council of
Ministers. A decision of principle has already been
taken, namely that of increasing the technical and
financial assistance to non-associated developing
countries (Anicle 930) by 58 million ECU. How much

of this will be attributed to Central America depends
on the Council decision of this week or next, hopefully. At any rate, the Commission will lose no time in
promptly following up any budget-related aspects of
the programme.

Mr

(17) Mr President,
Stella, deputy rapportear.
- financial cooperaladies and gentlemen, as you know,
tion, which takes concrete form in the protocols we
are consideringwday, constitutes one of the basic elements
poliry.

in the overall

approach

of

Mediterranean

For this reason, therefore, before proceeding to a
quick examination of the financial protocols themselves, I should like to view them in the wider context
of the Mediterranean policy to which, by definition,
they properly belong.

I think I should limit my observations on the Mediterranean policy of the Community to what is relevant to
the subject we are considering today, and omit many
aspects of the question which, although quite important, are not primarily connected with our debate.

Having said that,

I

should like

to draw

Members'

attention to a point that appears to me to be of primary importance. The .Mediterranean policy of the
EEC, which has been in force since 1977, has failed,
over this l)-year period, to give the results that were
hoped for. The main objective that the Community
hoped to achieve through this policy was to contribute
subsandally to the economic and social progress of its
Mediterranean partners.

Their economic progress was to have contributed to
greater political stabiliry in this region of the world
that constitutes, for the Community, a political and

1

The oral question with debate (Doc. 1-800/82) by Mrs
Fuillet, on behalf of the Socialist Group, to the Commission, was also included in the debate:
Subject: Atgeria-EEC milk agreements
Can the Commission explain the reasons for the delay in
the contractual procedure in respect of rhe agreements on
milk with Algeria?
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srategic axis of obvious imponance. At the same time,
the economic progress of our Mediterranean partners
should have increased the opportunities for exponing
many industrial and agricultural productes. !7e should
therefore have had wider markets, with grearcr scope
for consumption, which, for geographical reasons, and
because of the historical and political ties of the recent
past, should naturally have been oriented towards the
Community.

This then, is the polidcal and economic

concepr

underlying our Mediterranean policy.

Ve

may ask ourselves today, therefore, whether this
objective has been achieved, and whether the Communiry has been true to ir intentions, at both the political and the economic level.

'!7'e

see today that the deficit in the balanc. of tr"d.
between the EEC and the seven countries in question

(A.lgeria, Morocco, Tunisia, Egypt, Jordan, the Leba-

non and Syria) has been constantly increasing, and
that, despite the concessions provided by the various
agreements concluded within the framework of Mediterrean policy, the Community's impons from those
countries have not increased in the way it was hoped
they would. Only from Algeria and Tunis have the

of the EEC

increased during the period
1976-1980, rising from 2 152 to 4 026.8 million ECU
in the case of Algeria and from 408.66 to I 090.66 million ECU in the case of Tunisia.

imports

Bearing in mind the average annual rate of inflation,
which is 13.30/o in the case of Algeria, and 7.50lo in the
case of Tunisia, these impons have fallen considerably
in real terms.

From the commercial point of view, therefore, it can
be said that the Mediterranean policy has enjoyed very
limited success. It must also be remembered that these

countries' exports to the EEC sdll refer to a small
number of basic products. The acdon which was
intended by the Community to diversify the industry
of our Mediterranean partners and open up, as a
result, greater opponunities in the markets of the
Community, does not appear to have been successful.
Indeed, the items exponed are agricultural and indusrrial products that compete, on rhe Communiry market, with similar products from the Mediterranean
regions of the EEC (the Mezzogiorno, in Italy; the
Midi, in France; and Greece).

If we look to the near future, when the warmly
awaited membership of Spain and Ponugal will
become a concrete fact, it is obvious rhat the problems
that we are akeady faced with roday, concerning competition from the products of the southern Medirerranean countries, and the actual capacity of the Community market to absorb rhose products, will become

the majority of agricultural products that are rypical of

the Mediterranean region (citrus fruits, olive oil,

tomatoes, wine, and so on). One wonders how the
Community will actually be able to honour the commitments entered into with its Mediterranean paftners,
seeing that the agricultural part of the agreemenm
entered into with them is essentially about the opening
up of Community markets to the products narive to
these countries.

\7e are, in shon, faced with the following dilemma:
how can the Community commit itself to opening up
its frontiers to agricultural products when, as we
know, within a short time the Community will be
100% self-sufficient in these products?

This, then, is the imponance of the financial assistance

provided by the Community which should be used,
amongst other things, to restructure the manufacturing and farming industries of its partners.

In this way we should resolve, within the bounds of
what is possible, the dilemma that faces us today.
The Community's action in allocating the new financial protocols does not seem, however, to have taken
adequate account of the immediary and magnitude of
this dilemma.

Vith

regard to the amounts of the first financial protocols, bearing in mind the constantly falling value of
money it can be seen that the overall new aid proposed
for the seven countries in question over the next five
years is appreciably less, in rcrms of purchasing pover,
than it was for the previous period.
'We

are talking today abour an amounr of 975 million
ECU, against 639 for the previous protocols. This
amount is absolutely inadequate, whether viewed com-

paratively

in relation to the

previous prorocols or

whether considered in the light of the serious problems
that will arise in trade relations between the EEC and
im Mediterranean panners, in view of the entrance of
Spain and Ponugal into the Community.

At this point I consider it essential to emphasize that,
in practical terms, the main burden
the biggest
- and
arising from the opening
of rhe Com-

sacrifices

munity market

to the agricultural products of the
North African counrries, to which I am now referring,
is borne solely by the Medircrranean regions of the
EEC, which produce absolutely similar products. No
sacrifice is however borne by rhe farming industry of
northern Europe which, as we are all aware, and as
has already been repeatedly pointed out even in the
European Parliament itself, has benefited the most
from the workings of the Communiry's agricultural
poliry.

worse.

Suffice it to say that, when Spain enrers the Community, the EEC will reach vinual self-sufficiency in

If care is not taken in implemenring rhe Mediterranean
poliry, rhere is a danger that the Mediterranean
regions of the EEC will suffer, thus widening the gap
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the northern and southern regions of Europe
where economic and social development are concerned. Thus a Communiry action, such as the Medircrranean policy, that was conceived as an advanced
example of international collaboration could, if not
implemented with care, make the level of regional
development within the EEC even more uneven,
whilst sdll not resolving the problems that exist with
the EEC's partners in Nonh Africa.
begcreen

I want, therefore, to appeal to the political conscience
of our Assembly, with a plea for this Assembly to stress
how urgent and serious a matter it is that the problems
connected with
and they are today's probelms
-Mediterranean poliry be solved, especially
in view of
the fact that the Community is soon to be enlarged.

I

want everyone properly to appreciate the need to
allocate new forms of financial aid to our Mediterraexcluding, however, forms of coopnean parmers
- harm the Mediterranean regions of
eration that could
the Community.

By this I mean that if

the Community decides to
strengthen its aid to the countries of the southern
Mediterranean this should be done using forms of aid
the cost of which is borne by the Community budget.
Such forms of aid will be borne by all the member
counries of the EEC, and will not penalize solely the
Mediterranean regions of the Communiry.

I want to emphasize the need to contribute
more substantially to the aid inrcnded for these North
African countries, within the framework of the EuroArab dialogue and the Nonh-South dialogue.
Finally

These are of course quite separate actions from the
Mediterranean policy, but they have similar and convergent aims.

I should like, finally, to recommend that the European
Parliament be allowed to play its proper part, as provided for by the appropriate clauses in the agreements,
in the process of perfecting and negotiating the finan-

President.

-

I call the Socialist Group.

(GR) Mr President, soul-searching
Ziangas.
about these new financial protocols in panicular and
about any similar ones reladng to the Mediterranean
area in the future, should be seen in the context of the
Communiry's more general thinking on Mediterranean policy. But seen in the context of precisely which
Mediterranean policy? Of the so-called 'global Mediterranean policy'? Of a Mediterranean poliry in an
enlarged Community? Of a Mediterranean policy
based on enhanced Communiry solidarity?

Mr

'!flithout doubt there is a need for precise orientation
of the Community's strategic and politico-economic
relations with the whole Mediterranean area so that
these protocols and similar financial and economic
steps taken by the Community are integrated into a

democratically phased medium

and

long-term

for the whole area. An area
having an effective role in the North-South and
development perspective

Euro-Arab dialogues and where Europe, with its present members and those likely to join it in the future, is
an intrinsic part of the existing economic and political
milieu notwithsmnding the strong historical and cultural bonds that exist between Europe and the whole
Mediterranean area.
The fundamental objective of the Community must be
to participate in the multi-facercd development of its
Mediterranean paflners, while respecting their internal
and foreign policy courses, by ascenaining in conjunction with them the measure of the part it can play in
helping towards the realization of their development
objecdves through diversification of their economic
structures and the achievement in parallel with this of
the greatest possible production dovetailing so as to
create conditions for the harmonious development of
trade between not only the partners and the Community but also between the partners themselves.

In its inter-related dealings with im own Mediterranean regions, with the countries aspiring to member-

In reality there have only been a few contacts with the

ship and with its Mediterranean panners the Community must avoid letting its actions culminate in
squabbles which instead of helping to reconcile con-

representatives of Morocco.

flicts of interest can only make the situation worse.

I therefore appeal to this Assembly for due regard to
be paid to the political needs and motives involved, so
that in future there is the necessary conlact between
the representatives of this Assembly and those of the

These objectives presuppose will on rhe part of the
Community, a willingness to cooperate by the countries aspiring to Community membership and active
cooperation amongst the Mediterranean countries.

cial protocols.

peoples of Nonh Africa.

These meetings will constitute a further guarantee of
the political impanialiry of relations between the EEC
and its Mediterranean partners who, for historical,
economic and political reaso-ns, are linked to Europe
by bonds of reciprocity whose importance is obvious.
(Appkuse)

However, it should be fully understood from the outset [ha[ without the requisite means, particularly the
financial means, this cooperation on which our panners are pinning so many hopes could in fact lead to
total disappointment.

The Community ought therefore to

significantly

increase its financial assistance, chiefly through finan-
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cial protocols more generous in cash terms

and

encompassing a wider range of application.

is free access to the Communiry market for all the
indusrial producm that these countries expoft, and
mriff concessions for the main agricultural exporrs.

That, Mr Presidenr, is our position.
The Socialist Group will vote in supporr. of rhe motion
for a resolution laid before Parliamenr by the Committee on External Economic Reladons concerning rhe
of new financial protocols berween the
EEC and countries of the Maghreb and the Mashreq.

conclusion

However

in the conrext of the views we have

expounded we would

like to make the following

observations.

The consultation procedure involving the European
Parliament takes place after the amounr of aid to be
made available has been finally decided and in effect
after the agreements have been.signed.

The disappointing aspect is that in succumbing, as it
were, to the remptation to distribute largesse the Community has come up. wirh the least satisfactory compromise, a compromise our partners are compelled to
accept because of their immediate pressing difficulties.

it is right and just that all rhe signatory
countries have expressed dissadsfaction and dismay at
the level of economic aid being offered which in some
cases entails no step forward and cannot be seen as
contributing effectively ro the materialization of the
definitive objectives of this cooperation.
Therefore

Mr President, as anyone should conclude from reading the quite remarkable explanatory memoranda the
open Mediterranean policy being pursued by the
Community through the conclusion of rhese financial
protocols aimed at diversifying rhe economic srrucrure
of the Mediterranean countries in general must nor be
allowed to operare ro rhe detriment of the Community's own less developed areas, and it must not
aggravate problems relating ro the production and
marketing of produce in these countries bearing in
mind the future enlargement of the Communiry.
President.

-

I call the Commission.

Mr Giolitti, Mernber of the Commission.
(17) Mr
- cooperPresident, in the Commission's view, financial
ation undoubtedly constitutes an inseparable pan of
the agreemenm for cooperation signed by the Community with the counrries of the southern Mediterranean. In signing these agreemenr, in fact, the aim of

the contracting pafi.ies was ro promor.e a form of
cooperation thar could make a contribution to [he
economic and social development of e;ich of rhe panners of the Community.

To achieve this objecdve the agreements provide for
measures of various kinds. One of the most imponant

However, such measures are not sufficient in themselves, because they are only an incentive and a means
of assisting sales on our marker. In addition r.o rhese
measures, the Commission musr help the Mediterranean countries to develop their economic infrastructure, and diversify and modernize their production in
every sector. The raison d'€tre of financial cooperarion
is, in fact, precisely this.

The Commission is therefore in full agreement with
the motion for a resolution presented to Parliament,
which emphasizes the need to guaranree the continuity
of financial cooperation. The Commission is anxious
to make it clear that it has ser rhe wheels turning so
that the new financial protocols can be applied withour
waiting for them ro come officially into force, and the
European Invesrmenr Bank has done rhe same. !7ith
this in view, rhe Commission and the Bank have
abeady sent missions ro rhe majority of rhe counr.ries
concerned, and these missions have already stafted or
made arrangements to examine the projects rhat are to
be financed by means of the new financial protocols.
Undoubtedly, rhe financial resources allocaied by the
Community are limired, compared to the massive sums

our partners would need to implemenr their development programmes. Undoubtedly, too, the financial aid

provided by the Community budger
which is the
most advantageous aid, because it is- granted in the
form of gifts and special loans
has not been
increased by as much as was hoped-for, in relarion to
the first financial prorocols, because of the cuts in
expenditure conrained in rhe Community budget
which, however, as y/e are all aware, has other commitments in other pans of the world. Vhen sharing
out the new aid appropriations berween the various
countries, the Community has endeavoured to bear in
mind the panicular situarion of each counrry.
These aspects

of the new Community aid ro

rhese

countries make it essenrial for us to seek all orher suirable means of developing cooperarion with our Mediterranean panners.

The Commission has already declared itself in favour
of impaning a new impetus ro cooperation: see, for
example, its note ro rhe Council, dated 24 June 1982,

in which the Commission

expressed

irs own views

regarding the implementation of an enlarged Community's global Mediterranean poliry. The Commission unreservedly agrees wirh the line expressed in the
last point on rhe morion for a resolution, in which it is
recommended that
I quote 'when the EEC's
- comes under
Mediterranean poliry
review . . . the
extreme political and economic imponance of these
countries for the Community should be kept in sight,.

This is the thinking underlying the guidelines indicated by rhe Commission in irs above-mentioned note
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on the Mediterranean poliry of the enlarged Communiry. One of rhese guidelines relates to financial
cooPeration.

On this subject the Commission, it its note, considers
that the Community should make a greater financial
effort, so as to take account of the real importance of
its relations with the countries in the southern Medilerranean. The amounts provided for in the protocols
must cenainly be increased in future, but at the same
time it is necessary to bear in mind that there is a limit
to what can be done in this field. A great deal of
ingenuity will therefore be necessary, to make effective not only straightforward financial aid but all the
instruments that can increase the flow of finance to the
Mediterranean countries: in particular, the mobilizadon of resources on the international capital market
must be encouraged.

Encouragement must also be given within the Community to any measures likely to facilitate cooperation
between the financial, commercial and industrial sectors in Europe, and those in the countries of our
southern Mediterranean partners. There is aheady
some cooperation of this kind, but it needs to be
developed funher. This also is one of the objectives
laid down in the agreements.

Mr President, I would

ask you at this point whether

I

must reply to the question from Mrs Fuillet that I can
see on the agenda, coupled with this resolution. Since
I cannot see the honourable Member in the chamber,
perhaps I might give a written answer?

much in paragraph 1 of the motion for a resolution.
But a number of conditions must be met. Firstly harmonization should help to reduce distortion of competition, encourage free movement and free price formation.

Mr President, the tobacco market which we are discussing is no simple market. On the one hand there are

national monopolies, on the other hand there are large
companies; funhermore the type of product varies
considerably. But it is imponant that we ensure free
price formation, and our Committee would appreciate
some details on this. Vhen we see some markets operate with low prices and at the same time suffer losses,
then we could well assume that it is being subsidized;
we are glad that the Commission is seeking clarity
here and taking appropriate measures. It is also impor-

tant that all tobacco manufacturers comply with
Article 37,.Para. 1 of the Treaty. The Commission is
intensifying its pressure here as some Member States
have exceeded the agreed deadlines.

An imponant aid, and the Committee

makes this

point, would be the implementation of a directive on
greater transparency in financial relations between
Member States and public companies. The Commission says in its repon that interpenetration of the markem is relatively weak. On the other hand it is difficult
to assess the degree of interpenetration in view of the
production in countries to which we used to export.
'!7e
ask.the Commission to take this into consideration. Ve cannot say that there is absolutely no
interpenetration.

In a number of countries there

has

indeed been an increase in import quotas.
President.

In cenain other countries the number of firms on the

The debarc is closed.

-

The vote will be taken at the next voting time.

lO. Manafactured

to

bacco

next ircm is the third report by Mr
President.
- The
Beumer (Doc. l-789/82) on behalf of the Committee
on Economic and Monetary Affairs, on the

of the European
Communities to the Council for a directive
amending Directive 72/464/EEC on taxes other
than turnover taxes which affect the consumption
proposal from the Commission

of manufactured tobacco (Doc. 1-328/80)

I call the rapporteur.

The Committee also asks the Commission to consider

(NL) It would be wrong to
- simply with a technical tax
think that this report dealt
Mr Beumer,

rd?Porteur.

matter. The whole subject can only be approached in
the light of the imponant political objective of creating
an internal market. Harmonization is an important

instrument

rc this end, and the Committee says

market has also risen, thereby confirming that the earlier stage of harmonization has had some effect. But
the majority of the Committee nonetheless believes
that the Cornmission's report does not enable us to
make a proper assessment of what the ideal relation
should be between the specific component of the toml
tax and the ad ztalorem pan. The conclusion at any rate
is that if we have 200/o for the specific component with
then all too
as in Denmark
increasing taxes
- component must- rise to above
quickly the specific
20010. Otherwise you find yourself with multipliers of
more than three, which obviously is unwanted. The
result of the Committee's deliberations is that s/e cast
serious doubt on the criterion of comparable effons,
for if we push the specific component beyond 200/o
then it becomes difficult to apply the criterion of comparable efforts. 'S7'e must realize rhat

as

in future proposals an alternative harmonization of the
ad ztalorem part as this would at least contribute to
more uniform competition. At all events all Member
States must have at least completed stage two.

In conclusion, Mr President, the Committee gives a
clear-cut no in paragraph 7. In no way can we accept
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the Commission's proposals on stage threel we believe
they should be accompanied by other proposals covering all aspects of harmonization including collection
of duties. And we consider thar the presenr proposals
do not constitute an acceptable alternative for continuing harmonization after stage rwo. I think that the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs at any
rate has given an indication in that direction. Bur let
there be no misunderstanding, the Committee does
want further harmonization as this helps the crearion
of one single internal market which is to be warmly
welcomed.

President.

-

I call the Commission.

Mr Tugendhat, Vce-President of tbe Commission.
Mr President, it would have been a sad fate to have
stayed here all day and to have missed my opportuniry
at the last moment, so I am grateful ro you for giving
me the opponunity to speak. I would also like ro commiserate with Mr Beumer on the fact that, after the
enormous amount of work thar he has put into this
subject over a very long period, the repon should be

coming up at the fag end of a long day and
likely indeed to be divided by the night as well.

seems

Mr President, in fulfilment of the undenaking given
on 18June 1981 the Commission presented its report
on the implications of funher harmonization of the
excise on manufactured tobacco on 24 February of
this year. My agreement rc present a report. was given
on the understanding that 'when the conclusions of
that study are ready Parliament will deliver an opinion
without delay'. Those words are a quorarion, because
this, of course, is the Commission proposal for a third
stage of harmonization. Now the Commission was
anticipating thar after almost 2r/z years and three
reports from the Committee on Economic and Moneary Affairs Parliament would now be in a position ro
give a clear view as to rhe way forward. Afrcr 2r/z
years and three repons it is perhaps not asking too
much to hope for a decision of one sorr. or anorher,
even in the Community! Bearing in mind thar under-

standing, Mr President, the Commission norcd wirh
panicular satisfaction Parliament's remarks in its opinion of 18 December 1981 on the proposal to prolong
the second srage ro the end of this year, to the effect
that its approval of the prolongarion vras
and again

- is the lasr
661dition that this extension
and that in the meantime decisions are taken on further harmonizatton'. That is what Parliamenr said.
I quote

(sn

The Commission is therefore all rhe more surprised
perhaps not surprised, as we are used to it, but
nonetheless a trifle taken aback
rc find that the
present draft resolution, notably paragraph
Z, not only
expresses disagreement with the third stage proposals
but also envisages funher prolongation of the second
stage pending the submission of final proposals. This
is, of course, in apparent conflict wirh Parliament's

own resolution adopted less than a year ago. Moreover, no amendments or counter-proposals are put
forward, so that there is no indication of Parliament's
own intentions for the rhird stage. The Commission,

Mr President,

has already found

it

necessary, as a pre-

cautionary measure, to propose extension of the
second stage for a further year ro the end of 1983. Ve
will, of course, now have to consider our stance as to
the third snge.

Now as regards the final srage, paragraph 8 offers
some guidance, srressing thar a specific component
higher than 200lo would then be desirable. However,
as the third stage proposals are for a specific component ranging from 100/o to 350/0, they leave a considerable margin of manoeuvre in determining the final
stage, on which the Commission has yet ro make formal proposals, having made it clear that the 200/o
figure serves at present only as a reference point. The
third stage proposals are not therefore incompatible
with a specific component at rhe final stage of more
than200/0. However, they are nonerheless rejected.

It

could, of course, be held, Mr President, that the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, in
rejecting a third stage of 100/o ro 350/o and in seeking a
final stage higher than 200/0, is in realiry signalling a
preference for a final stage higher than 35%. But if
that were the case I cannot help feeling that the committee would have chosen a less Delphic manner of
expressing itself and would have chosen precise
figures. Taken rcgether, therefore, paragraphs i andg
offer nothing to replace the rhird stage proposals,
except prolongadon of rhe second, and offer no precise figures for the final stage. On the basis of these
paragraphs the Commission could have no realistic
expectation that replacement of the present proposals
by other proposals would have any chance of meeting

with Parliament's approval.
These remarks, Mr President, I hope, do not sound
unduly harsh, but rhese remarks are in fact considerably reinforced by the amendmenrs which have been
put forward. The divergence of views wirhin Parliament is highlighted by a comparison berween Amendment No 1, which is moved by Mr Beumer himself;
Amendment No 2, moved by Mr Berkhouwer; and
Amendments Nos 5 to 8, moved by Mrs Poirier and
others.

On the one hand Mr Beumer's amendment

consis-

tently with all the effons he has made as rapporreur
and I would like rc pay tribute ro rhose
over rhe
- stage and
past 21/2 years both endorses a modesr third
puts forward a precise objective: that of a total multiplier of 2.5 at most for the final stage. This amendment has the great merit of both continuing harmonization and of offering a precise view on the final stage.
Moreover, it is not so far removed from the Commission's own thinking, that is to say a total muldplier of
abour 3 at the final stage.
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By contrast, Mr Berkhouwer's amendment appears to
favour a relatively low multiplier at the final stage.

I should add that in the absence of precise figures this
amendment would still leave us all in considerable
uncertainly as rc the final objectives. Moreover, this
amendment ignores the fact that cigarettes can hardly
be reated like other consumer goods precisely because
of the combination of high tax incidence with the relatively limited differences in their production costs.

undenaking not to pursue the proposals funher until
Parliament had given its opinion. As you know, Mr
President, that undertaking was also formally communicated to the Council.

Now, whatever our respective views on the more
recondite aspecr of tobacco mx harmonization, I
therefore think

we can regard this consultation,

viewed in the wider institutional context, as an impor-

to Mr Berkhouwer and Mr Beumer. Moreover, Mrs
Poirier's amendment, No 7, is also at odds with Mr

tant step forward in our joint effons rc obtain for Parliament as full a role a possible in the Communiq/s
legislative process. In these circumsrances, Mr President, I can only express regret that Parliament has not
felt able to provide clear guidance on funher work on
the subject under debate.'$7e are, I think, in as much
of a cloud of smoke, if I may put it that way, at the
end of all this work as we were at the beginning abour
what exactly, if anything, Parliament would like to see

Beumer in that ic seeks maintenance of the status quo.

done.

Even more confusing is Mrs Poirier's Amendment
No 8 which asks the Commission to abandon its proposals and reconsider its approach in the lighr of Par-

(Applause)

Amendments 5 to 8, tabled by Mrs Poirier and orhers,

do not give us any betrer guidance, wherher on rhe
third or on the final snge. I believe, Mr Presidenr,
from the terms of these amendments that Mrs Poirier
favours the highest possible multiplier in contrast both

liament's resolutions.

But, as I have already pointed out, Parliament's resolution of 18 December 1981 explicitly insisted on decisions on funher harmonizadon before rhe end of this
year, and the draft resolution now before Parliamenr
gives no guidance on the third stage and very little on
the final stage. Moreover, I do not think rhere is very
much chance of my being any wiser at the end of this
debate about all these amendments because I see that
Mrs Poirier is not on the lisr of speakers.

Now, Mr President, turning to the choice between the
present method of harmonizing the excise by fixing
the specific componen[ as a proportion of total rax, or
by fixing the ad oalorem elements as a proportion of
retail price, the Commission, in conclusion 20 on
page 128 of our report, made it clear that it does not
rule out the possibility at rhe final sage of sffuctural

harmonization then converting from the present
approach to one based on a harmonized ad oalorem
element
a point which
on in his-speech.

I think Mr

President.

-

I call the Socialist Group.

(FR) Mr President, ladies and
Dcsouches.
I
consider
the motion.for a resolution from
tentlemen,
the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs on
the whole sensible, although I disagree with cenain
points in it.

Mrs

There is no doubt that the harmonization of excise on
manufactured tobacco, and especially cigarettes, is one
element of a common market, and as such is an aim to

be pursued. But the situation is not srraightforward.
On the one hand the effects on health of this product
are far from negligible. On the other hand we must
not forget that this sector is of considerable economic
imponance as the industqy employs 100 000 persons in
the Community; there are also 250 000 planters of raw
tobacco employing 500 000 persons, and 500 000 persons involved in the distribution.

Beumer touched

The Commission reads paragraphs 11 and 14 of the
draft resolution as going in that direction. It would, I
think, be premature to give any firm undertaking at
this time, but I am pleased to record a cenain convergence of views on this point, subject, of course, to arry
funher developments in the future.
Finally, Mr President, I cannot let this occasion pass
without notint that the exchanges besween Parliament
and the Commission on this issue have established
imponant precedents in our institutional relationships.
You will recall that the debate on this quesdon in May
1981 was the first occasion on which Parliament made
use of Rule 35(3). The Commission responded first, by
proposing amendments in committee and subsequently
by carrying out our study and by giving a formal

The aim of harmonizadon is to improve comperirion.
On compedtion, the Commission makes some interesting points in its remarkable document on the impli-

of

harmonizing excise on manufactured
states that no tax achieves neutraliry and
that irrespective of the system or structure chosen for
taxing one category of goods, the very levying of the
tax inevitably changes ro some extenr rhe preferences
enjoyed by consumers before taxarion. The structure
of the tax obviously favours one or other category.
cations

tobacco.

It

Therefore the structure of a given tax is a polirical
choice which reflects social and economic priorites.
Although it is difficult to estimare rhe elasticity of
demand of cigarettes, because of the price, the Commission recognizes that harmonization of tax sffuctures may trigger off changes in the pan of the production in the hands of the manufacrures, even if the
overall effect is marginal.
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The overall level of production or employment in the
Community is an absract idea, perhaps even irrelevant, to the small Greek or Italian tobacco producer

who may face the loss of outlem or jobs. Indeed the
Committee on Budgets puff the drop in consumption
of tobacco produced in the Communiry at 1 300 tons,
giving rise to 2.94 million ECU additional expenditure from the EAGGF. To offset this, additional
impons would amount to 2 050 tons and only produce
0.40 million ECU. Need I remind you that the Community has a tobacco production which covers 450/o of.
its needs, has a surplus of oriental tobaccos and a deficit of other kinds. Funhermore, tobacco producers
most often live in the poorest regions of the Communiry, expecially in Greece and Italy.

In view of all that I do not think it urgent to take the
proposed measures to implement the third stage of
harmonization. Vhy upset the tobacco market, with
rhe inevitable loss of jobs, at a time when the Community has already trouble on so many fronts? Are
chere not more urgent jobs to be done? Should we not
rather wait, and concentrate on retraining the Community producers of a tobacco which is no longer in
demand? Should we not preferably wait for the accession of Spain and Ponugal before harmonizing further
a market which is of direct interest to these two countries

?

For all these reasons I approve the motion for a resolution, especially paragraph 7, which rejects the Commission's proposals

for

implemendng

a third

stage,

and request the extension of the second stage.

which Commissioner Tugendhat has qualified as being
not so far removed from the Commission's own thinking on the subject, which, however, it has not heretofore made public. Perhaps it would have clarified matters if the Commission had presented its paper in
advance. But this was not the case. The fact that the
rapponeur has himself tabled an amendment is sufficient proof that he is less than toally satisfied with the
motion for a resolution in its present state.'

I fully

appreciate that there are very real grounds for
hesitation to induce the Commission rc hold, at least
for the dme being, the introduction of the third stage
in abeyance until it has had time for reflection and for
the eventual elaboration of a new proposal which
would be similar to colleague Beumer's amendment.
'!7e

shall, therefore, lend our support to the broad outlines of the report of the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs and look forward to colleague Beumer's amendment finding majoriry support in this
House.

President.

-

I call the European Democratic Group.

Mr Hopper.

Mr,President, the problem that has
Communiry in the past decade
faced the European
relates to one single word. The word which appears in
the original basic directive on this subject which laid
down that the range of retail sale prices for cigarettes
should reflect to afair exrent the difference in delivery
prices.

European People's Parry
President.
- I call the
(Christian-Democratic
Group)

Now, because the word 'fair' is exceedingly difficult to
understand and interpret, five of the Member Sates at
that time and the Commission tabled a minurc safng
that in their view the word 'fair' was to be taken as

Mr

meaning that cigarette taxation should be harmonized
on the basis of a high rate of proportional tax.

(DE) Mr President, ComMiiller-Hermann.
- just stated
that, in tabling
missioner Tugendhat has
this motion for a resolution, the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs was stabbing the Commission in the back. I am not so sure that this is a correct
assessment. Indeed one could put forward quite the
opposite viewpoint: herercfore the Commission has
not displayed any deft touches in the area of tax harmonization, surely a formidable problem

in

sectors

other than that currently under discussion.
The committee had specific grounds for holding that it
would not, at present, be judicious to make recommendations for the third sage for as long as doubt
persists over the degree to which the first and second
stage proposals have found application in the Member
States, or that the operations of State-run monopolies
in this sector have been revealed and stripped of their
inherent discriminatory trade practices and the resultant subsidy-related distonions to free competition.
Colleague Beumer has conducted an unusually intensive study of this matter and has reached a solution

At that time, Mr President, this was an understandable
interpretation. The relationship of proportional taxation to a condition of competition was little understood. But a Breat deal has occurred in the past decade. S7e have had an extremely imponant series of
judgments by the European Coun of Justice. The
Economic and Social Committee has produced an
extremely important report on that subject. In my own
country, the committee of the House of Lords which
deals with European legislation and which has gained
very considerable authority has also issued a report.
For the first time this very year there has been a thorough academic study of the nature of the problem. In
other words, we know a very great deal more today
than we did rcn years ato and it is this that has led the
Commistee on Economic and Monetary affairs, not
once but three times, and this Parliament wice so far
and probably three times if one includes tomorrov, to
take a view radically different from the view expressed
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in the original minute
so-called mandate by
-'theitself
which the Commission feels
bound
1972.
- of is
So it would appear tl-rat the European Commission

'

the one soldier who is in step. The entire regiment is in
a different step. But no[ even the European Commission is in step with itself because only two years ago
the Commission ruled in the case of alcohol taxarion
in Denmark that ad aalorem taxation, that is proportional taxation, at a high rate was injurious ro competition, which is precisely the position of the Committee
on Economic and Monetary Affairs.

Now

I

must thank Commissione, Tugerrdhar fo.
achieving a number of things. He has, working with
us, achieved a constitutional advance which is of very
considerable importance for this Parliament and also
for the European Communiry as a whole. He has also
succeeded in making a very funny speech which I
think we all enjoyed
which is quite an achievement
at this late hour. But -I think he has made a number of
very unfair criticisms. First of all we considered putdng a precise proposal in our text. \7e decided not to
because we felt it is not the business of Parliament to
make precise proposals. It is the business of the Commission to come to us. He has also made a little fun of
us for the divergence of the amendmenrc tha[ have
been moved but, Mr President, all these amendments
had been rejected in committee and the likelihood is
that all of them will be rejected tomorrow morning.

In conclusion may I say, Mr President, the Parliament's message is clear and totally unambiguous. S7e
believe that for ten years the Commission has been
proceeding obstinately upon the same and upon the
wrong tramlines and that it is necessary now to have a
change of direction.

tion in the surface area under plantation and the number of planters has dropped from 41 700 in 1970 a
36 000 in 1976, to 24000 today; then our national
industry has crumbled with thousands of redundancies
and a worsening of our trade deficit.

The Commission's proposal for a directive to move ro
the third sage of harmonizing taxation of manufac-

tured tobacco would accelerate this dangerous
development. lfhen implemented, and the Commission admim as much in its document, the directive

would favour the muldnationals dominating the Community market, give an additional spur to impons and
encourage a funher drop in the use of Community
tobacco and therefore in the areas under plantation
and the number of tobacco producers who mostly
have family businesses.
Last year, during the debate on the previous Beumer
reports we helped to maintain the status quo by rejecting the proposals for a directive. This year the Commission returns to the attack without having changed
one iota of its inirial proposals.

Under these circumstances, since the same

causes

produce the same effects, we have no intention on our
pan of changing our mind. That is why we welcome

the repon from the Committee on Economic

and

Monetary Affairs which, contrary to the initial wishes
of its rapponeur, Mr Beumer, rejects the third stage of
harmonization.

Ve wish however to express certain reservations since
we hold that it interferes wrongly in the affairs of our
country by unjustifiably atacking Seita.

The aim of our amendments, Commissioner, is prePresident.

-

I call the Communist and Allies Group.

(FR) First of all I should like to inform
who remarked ironically
- was not on the list of
that my friend Mrs Poirier

Mr Vurtz.

- Tugendhat
Commissioner

speakers even although she had tabled some amendments
that Mrs Poirier had m leave Strasbourg ear- she had intended. But I can reassure the
lier than
Commissioner that she fully shares the opinions I am
about to express.

The measures aken by Brussels since 1975 under pressure from and in the interest of multinational firms led
to a continued drop in the use of Community tobacco
and a parallel development of impons in flagrant
breach of the principle of Community preference. In
1972 imports only accounted for 7 .70/o of the Community market. Until 1976 they rose by 100/o per
annum. As of 1976 when the French governmenr
under Mr Giscard d'Estaing gave in to Brussels by
ending the tobacco monopoly these impons soared to
300/o per annum. The consequences are very serious
for my country, France; firstly there has been a reduc-

cisely to counteract this trend as pafl of our attempt ro
regain the internal market. This can only be done by
our national industry making better use of our production and reducing our trade deficit, by offering
more effective resistance to the penetration of the
market and to the pressure of multinationals whose
representatives, I believe, are extremely interested in

this debate.

President.

-

I call the non-attached Members.

Mr Paisley.
Mr President, I rise to speak briefly in
this debate -because of the vital imponance of this
directive on tax harmonization for Nonhern Ireland

jobs. Ve have in Nonhern Ireland hundeds of jobs in
the tobacco industry. The two firms of Gallagher and
Carreras make a crucial contribudon to employment,

panicular in the towns of Ballymena and Carrickfergus and in the city of Belfast. I am convinced that the
Commission's proposal if implemented would do severe damage to those jobs in Northern Ireland and
indeed to jobs throughout rhe UK. I therefore welcome the opposition of today's resolution rc the Com-
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mission's proposal and the stand aken by the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs. It is unacceptable rc be told by the Commission rhat we should
proceed to the third stage of harmonizacion when all
Member States, panicularly Italy, have not complied
fully with the provisions of the first and second stages.
In these circumstances the only realistic course in my
opinion is to prolong the second stage of harmonization. To do othen ise would be premature and irresponsible.

Prcsident.

-

I call Mr Paulhan.

Mr

Paulhan.

-

(FR)

Mr

President,

Mr

Deleau has

been taken unwell and I was surprised a short time ago
when I saw his name on the list of speakers that I was
not called in his place. \Zould you please tell me why
you failed to call Mr Deleau? I was asked to replace

him.

Presidcnt.
Paulhan, you will have the honour of
- Mr
being the very
first speaker tomorrow on this subject.l

(The sitting uas closed at nidnight)

I

Agenda for next sitting: see Minutes.
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ANNEX
Votes

Thc Annex to the Report of Proceedi.gs contains the rapporteu/s opinion on the
various amendments and the explanations ofvote. For a dctailed account of the voting, see Minutes.

MOORHOUSE MOTION FOR

A RESOLUTION

(Doc. t-Esr/s2Eurocontrol):

ADOTJ'TED

A RESOLUTION (Doc. l-t63/t2 'Desaparecidos')
PEDINI MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (Doc. t-t6s/B2Argentina)

SEGRE MOTION FOR

-

The two motions for resolutions were replaced by a COMPROMISE AMENDMENT,
tabled by Mr Segr6 and others on behalf of the Communist and Allies Group, Mr Pedini
and Mr Barbi on behalf of the Group of the European People's Party (CD Group), Mrs
Van den Heuvel and Mrs Macciocchi on behalf of the Socialisr Group and Mr Berkhouwer and others on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group, which was ADOPTED.

*+
LEZZI MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (Doc. t-8et/l2/rcv. Urusuay):
ADOPTED

+r+

HABSBURG MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (Doc. t-869/82 Lawof the Sea):
REJECTED

**
VAGNER MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (Doc. t-8s6/t2 Steel): ADOPTED
+

++
FERGUSSON MOTION FOR

A RESOLUTION (Doc. t-t7r/t2 Somalia):
ADOPTED
lr

+*
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DE LA MALENE MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
(Doc. l-864/ 82 Video market)

:

REJECTED

rl.

*rr

MOLLER MOTION FOR

A RESOLUTION

(Doc. t-872/82 Trademeasures):

ADOPTED
+

++
GLINNE MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (Doc. t-881/t2 EEC-Japan):
ADOPTED
*
r+*

VON IIOGAU MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (Doc. t-8e6/82 Frenchimports):
ADOPTED
vr

**
O'HAGAN MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (Doc.1-t97/t2 Butter): ADOPTED
:t

*rt

SHERLOCK MOTION FOR

A RESOLUTION (Doc. t-882/82\flhaling):
.ADOPTED
*

,+*

PULETII MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (Doc. t-8s2/s2Earthquake):
ADOPTED
*
*tr

BARBAGLI MOTION FOR

A RESOLUTION

(Doc. t-8ss/82 Earthquake):

ADOPTED
la

/.

BARBARELLA MOTION FOR

lc

A RESOLUTION
ADOPTED

(Doc.1-ts8/82 Earthquake):
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LAGAKOS MOTION FOR A RESOTUTION (Doc. t-854/t2 Floods): ADOPTED
>l

PIQUET MOTION FOR

A RESOLUTION

(Doc. t-871/82 Storms): ADOPTED

*

**
BANGEMANN MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (Doc. t'883/E2 Storms):
ADOPTED

FANTI MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (Doc. t-8e4/82 Floods): ADOPTED
*

+*
DURY MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (Doc.l-879/82 Foreignstudentsin
Belgium): ADOPTED

LINKOHR REPORT (Doc. t-654/82 Research): ADOPTED
The rapporteurwas:

-

IN FAVOURof Amendments

Nos 1, 2,3,4,10, 11, 14,15,17,21,22and26;

AGAINST Amendments Nos 5,6,7,8,9,12, 13,16, 18,19,20,23,24,25 and27.
Explanations ofaote

(GR) Mr President, although we agree with cenain positive points, we
- the entire Linkohr motion for a resolution for the following reasons:
cannor agree with
firstly, rhe EEC common research policy caters exclusively for the interests of the monopolistic capitalist system of Vestern Europe, so as to enable the EEC to be in a position to
meet the challenge presented by compedtion from Japan and the USA. It almost completely ignores the problems of the less developed countries of the EEC, which are precisely the counrries where there is most rcchnological stagnation: Greece is an example of
such a country.
Mr Alavanos.

Secondly, the repon basically ignores the problem connected with technology transfer
from the developed ro the less developed countries of the EEC. This rype of assistance
could be given by the EEC to other countries such as Greece without causing the EEC
very much exra expense. But the EEC has been in existence for two decades and enlarged
for almost ts/o years, and as far as Greece is concerned, such efforts have basically been
confined to the development of Greece's potential in the field of experimentation in
enery research, not because rhere is a political desire to assist Greece's development, but
because the climare and other conditions in Greece favour experimentation in this field.
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In addition, now that scientists can move more freely and there are increased Community
funds for research, Greece is basically expected m pay an even grearer price for the
research work of the large Vestern European monopolies.
Thirdly, the repon ignores the fundamental question of the transfer of funds from miliary
to productive research. On the contrary, it is definitely demonstrated in paragraph 18 that
preference is given to military research, and for this reason we vorc against the report.

(m Mr President, the Italian members of the Communist and Allies
- in favour
Group will vote
of the Linkohr report, and would like to emphasize the imponance which the group attaches rc energy problems, panicularly with regard to the gradual
formation of a common energy poliry in the Communiry. The only possible suppon for
this common policy is a common research policy and we are therefore very grateful ro Mr
Linkohr for his detailed and accurate report.
Mr Ippolito.

Common scientific technical research is, for our countries, one of the sectors of activity
for which Breater Communiry cooperation is vital. It is absurd that the Communiry should
spend on common research only I .570 of what the ten Member Countries spend on overall research. This figure shows that genuine cooperation has hardly shrred, after 30 years
that the Communiry has been in existence. This also means that energy and resources are
being wasted, programmes are being duplicated and there is an absolute lack of coordination. $7e hope that, by voting in favour of this motion, although we realize that really
there is no hope, the Council of Ministers and the Commission will realize the significance of the approval given by Parliament to this motion.

(GR) Mr Presidenr, as we have already said, we believe this repon
Mr Markopoulos.
to be of Breat importance
for the progress of Europe and for its competitiveness with large
and rcchnologically very advanced countries such as Japan, the Soviet Union and the
USA.
'$7e

would, however, emphasize that the Communiry will win its struggle only

if

a) it

makes an attempt to bridge the gap which exists between the various Member States with

regard

to

cechnological development,

b)

if it

develops

all its regions so rhar proper

research centres can be established and c) if it makes use of all the scientific porenrial of
the Member States on an equitable basis without scientists being exploited by the Communiry, so as to put a stop to the brain drain, especially from the lesser developed countries of the Community, to America.

'!7e

believe that Amendments Nos 23, 24 and 25 are vital for these objectives. Unfonunately, since they have been rejected by this House, the repon takes the Communiry further away from these objectives and contributes to the protraction of a situation where
two groups are forming in the Community, consisting of the technologically developed
large States and, on the other hand, the technologically underdeveloped countries, and it
increases the distance between the rwo groups. 's7'e are rherefore opposed rc rhe final
report, but since we do nor wish in any way rc oppose any sorr of development in European research and developmenr, vre members of PASOK wish to abstain from voting.

(DA) Mr Presidenr, I had tabled rhree amendments to the repon, and I
Mr Petersen.
was extremely pleased to note that Parliament accepted the first one on the establishment
of semi-permanent research institutes instead of Ispra-rype institutes and suchlike. I was
extremely pleased with that. However, the two other amendmenm which I had tabled concerned paragraphs 48 and 50, where there is talk of a change to rhe Treary, and I pointed

-

out to my good friend and respected colleague, Mr Linkohr, that I regard it as totally
unrealistic to introduce this into an otherwise outstanding and well-prepared repon. I
think it is wrong rc approve something which anyone with only an inkling of the poliry of
the national governments can see will never come to anything, since it deeply conierns the
whole. constitutional question. Since we Danish Social Democrars are federalists and not
unionists, we are extremely uncomfonable with views which concern the constitutional
issue. For these reasons I shall absmin from voting, despite the fact that, apan from these
two points, I regard the repon as an excellent piece of work.
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Mr President, during the debate I said that the group would vote against Mr
Mr Adem.
No21, because we did not consider it relevant to this particular
Pedini's Amendment
report. On reflection, however, we thought that this would give the wrong impression of
rhl group's attitude towards the work of the JRC cenre at Ispra, and that is why the
group voted for the amendment a few moments ago.
+

t*

PROUT MOTION FOR

A

RESOLUTION

(Doc. 1-899/t2 Commission's failure to act): ADOPTED
,h

**
MOUCHEL REPORT (D oc. l't 37 / t2 Agricultural

prices) : ADOPTED

The rapporteur was:

-

in

faoourof Amendments Nos 3, 17, 30, 31, 32, 42, 43, 44, 53, 54, 7 1, 72, 7 3 and

7

6;

againstAmendmentsNos4,5,6,7,8,9,10,ll,12,13,14,15,16,18,19,22,23,24,
25,26,27,28,29,33,35,36,37,38,39,41,45,47,50,52,55,57,58,59, 60,61,63,
67,68,69,74,75 and77.
Explanations ofoote

Mr Gautier.

(DE) I wanted ro make it clear for the benefit of the House and of

the

general public- that it is a good idea to have roll-call votes. In Tuesday's roll-call vote the
Chrisdan Democrats voted in favour of this:
\Telcomes the Commission's decision to bring EEC cereals prices more into line with
those of its main competitors.

That is in Tuesday's minutes.
(Interruption)
am telling you th"t you can find it in Tuesday's minutes.
there. Today the same group has decided the following:

I

I am not lying; you can find it

Reaffirms thar it is neither realistic nor desirable to seek to bring the prices of Community cereals into line with those applied by major producer countries.

That is the kind of woolly thinking we have to put up with. Apan from that, the report
so unbalanced in my view that personally

is

I intend to vote against it.

(NL) Mr President, I should like to state very clearly that we have made
the objection- against this repon that it does not reflect any clear position on the part of
this Parliament. The only improvement we have now made is that we have put the problem to the Commission, which has been aware of it for some time already. However, the
solution has been left by the wayside. \fle have not used the price mechanisms to tackle
the problem of overproduction and we have failed to propose any other means of doing so
either. My troup continues, therefore, to oppose this repon even lhough it has now been
improved ro some exrenr, since it does not in fact really represent guidelines for the Commission from this Parliament, which has, as Mr Gautier pointed out, discussed this question on several occasions this week from various points of view.
Mr Voltjer.
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Mr

Pranchcre.
(FR) Mr President,
my speech I approved the general direcrion of
- which incorporatedincenain
the Mouchel report,
of our proposals.

I now find that the scope of the report has been diminished by the adoption of cenain
amendments, in particular those proposed by Mr Voltjer. There are cenain irems with
which we disagree, for example an opinion by Mr Plumb fixing production targets. There
is the pegging of EAGGF expenditure at a level below the rate of growth in income. There
is the abolidon of mx on substitute products. In addition, our own amendmenr.s y/ere nor
approved.
However, the repon still contains a number of posirive points, which we supponed and
for which we voted. It is true that there are various risks and uncertainries whlch give us
grounds for concern. Nevenheless, in the light of what we have heard from Mr Voltjer,
who is not satisfied, and on the understanding that we shall be fighting to defend rhe
interests of small and medium farmers when the time comes to fix the agricultural prices,
we intend to vote for the report.

Mr Dalsass, (atitten explanation).
(DE)
the Commission submimed its price
- able toLastyear
proposals so late that Parliament was
adopt a position on rhem only under sivere
pressure of time if it was nor ro go over rhe deadline.
Legally speaking, the price proposals should be submimed by summer. However, this
makes the forecasting somewhat difficult since the year in progress has not yet indicated
next year's probable trends.

If, for this reason, we accept the proposals being submitred later, the Commission should
nevenheless submit them to Parliament at least in October or in November a[ rhe laresr.
Since this has not been the case this year either, and since we were afraid thar they might
be even later than they were, it was quirc the right for this Parliament and its Commitiee

on Agriculture to draw attention to the fact that swifter acrion is called for and for this
Mr Mouchel.

reason I welcome the repon by

However, I am not so enthusiastic about the fact thar, apan from calling on the Commission to act swiftly, this repon deals with enough demils to provide material for rwo
debates on the price fixing and this, I think, is something which should be avoided. I only
hope that we will be able to avoid similar things happening in the coming years so as ro
relieve Parliament of some unnecessary and, to a certain extenr, useless woik.
As regards the report before us, I suppon it this year even in this rather diffuse version.

Mr Marck" (uiuen exphnation).
(NL) The co-responsibility levy for dairy produce
- issue among
continues to be a very controversial
the producers who are ar the iame time
those who pay it..Nowadays this controversy is not so much a result of the levy itself,
since this is regarded as a_necessary but temporary evil. There is however, growing irritation with the way in which the Commission organizes or fails to organize producel participation and the way in which this money is used
and above all nor used
- for its
original purpose.
The Group of the European People's Pany has accepted the idea of maintaining the
co-responsibility levy'both in this debate on the Eyraud report and in other price d$ates
in the past. However, this acceptance has always been su-bject to the following reservations:

firstly, the co-responsibility levy musr be a remporary measure, to be reviewed as soon as
the surplus siruation is rectified;
secondly, the money must be used exclusively. with a view to finding neat outlets for dairy
produce, either on the inrcrnal market or on the world market; -

thirdly, the producers' organizations must

be permanenrly involved in

poliry-making.
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is becoming more and more difficult for the Group of the European People's Parry to
for which, incidentally, the producers have not always
maintain our staunch supporr
in the light of the Commission's behaviour.
been grateful

It

-

Firstly, only very limited use is made of the money with a view to finding new market
outlets. It ii being used more and more to bolster up the budget byusing it as a substitute
for rhe normal budgeary amounrs allocated for refunds. Even if interesting .proposals
such as the Christmls butter proposal are considered as likely candidates, the use of
money from the co-responsibiliry levy is rejected. !7here is the concrete programme for
finding new ourle$ which we have been waiting for? Doesn't the Commission plan at.all?
Or is all this just an alibi? Could not the expon agency which Parliament has been advocating for some time be of use here?
Secondly, as regards panicipation by the producers'organizations, all one can-say is that
ir is a sporadic affair io say the leasr The procedure originally decided on is- d.isregarded
in mosi cases and is subject ro considerations of expediency in the light of the type of
measure envisaged. I should be grateful if the Commission would tell us to what extent the
producers' organizadons were consulted on the use of money from the co-responsibility
i.r'y to pay foi refunds insread of the amounts allocated for this purpose in the ordinary
budget.

If the Commission is unable to give a satisfactory and factual answer to these two questions, it will be very difficult for those who are in favour of the co-responsibility levy to
continue supporting it.
The persons who actually pay the coresponsibility levy, i.e. the pro.ducers, are wondering
mo.e and more whar happens to their money, particularly now that the Commission is
'!fle urgently need a more clearly defined
threatening to reduce thi-intervention prices.
poliry and, above all, a specific programme for extending our market outlets. It is in this
ipirii that the Group of the European People's Parry intends to support the resolution by

Mr Eyraud.
(FR) Certain colleagues, cenain members of the
Mr.Ttareau, (witten expknation).
Commission or rhe Council consider an excess of foodsruffs to be a calamity, a catas'
trophe even. However, Europe needs to produce in order to tuarantee_ her domestic safery and her place in the world. Foodstuffs play a strategic role in the world balance.
Europe must make full use of her vast agricultural potential. It is indefensible that she
should import a quarrer of the world impons of agricultural products.'![e need agricul'We therefore need
ture in orJ.. to develop our rural spaces and maintain employment.
agricultural prices which will allow farmers to live as well as anyone else and attract young
people to farming. The Mouchel report underlines all these points.

is claimed rhat the EAGGF is oriented mo much towards agriculture. This is quite
narural, since agriculture is the only field in which an integrated poliry exists. Moreover,
agriculture is not rhe only domain to benefit from EAGGF expenditure. Finally, it is difficulr to make forecasts because of the fluctuating dollar, speculation on the world market
and production levels.

It

In fixing prices the Council of Ministers should take account of

increases

in production

cosrs and the farmer's right to fair recompense for his work. Some people believe, or want
to believe, that the Common Market consists of just one type of agricultural holding.
Everyone knows that with inflation rates differing from country to country and with such
a variety of agricultural structure a single price has so significance and only serves to
rhe inequalities. Hence the need to make special provisions for counries with
"i. of inflation and to abolish MCAs, the source of new imbalances. It is a question
"ggr.t
high rates
of-fair-play berween farmers, with large farmers at present, benefiting excessively from the
EAGGF. Ve will not accept a 2.20/o drop in the support price on all dairy products for all
producers. Mr Eyraud's risolution makes a positive contribution by urging greater suppo.t from large farmers while not penalizing smaller farmers supplying less than 150 000
lires of milk per year.

No other profession sees its selling prices fixed in Brussels. But this is the case for farmers.
If Europein development is to be achieved on a fair basis agricultural income will have to
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be acknowledSed and the.concept of differentiation according ro counrry, region, product
a.nd holding will-need to be taken into account. This is an esiendal ,.quir.rn-=.nt, both for
the present and the future.
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-
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7
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Rogers

Report (Doc. 1-821/82) by Mrs

nette;
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Mr

-
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ronment
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-

Rule 99): see Minutes.

President.

I

-

See Annex.

I call the rapponeur.
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Eyraud, rdpporteur.

(FR)

Mr

President, I

- wherher or not there is a
request that it be esmblished
quonrm.

udt not d quorun

present)

Mr

Beumer repon together with the repon by the Commlssron.

'!7e

(The President establisbed that there

President.

19. 11.82

-

In fact retail prices are fixed by the public authorities
or with their consent, and this decision in general
takes account on lhe one hand of the budgetary

I call Mr Gautier.

Mr President, did you ask
whether in fact- ten members supported the motion to
(DE)

Gautier.

establish whether or not a quorum was present? Orherwise I could cable such a motion on my own. There
is no doubt that there are always many Members who
would like m do that. Yesterday, when the Mouchel
report. was being debated, we could have tabled such a
motion and left the Chamber with a few people.

Presidcnt.
I believe tha[ rcn members supponed the
- that
request, but
can be checked.

I call Mr Van Minnen.

Mr Van Minnen.

(NL) Mr Presidenr, in the first

- that rhere were nor 10 Members,
place I am convinced
even if now there might be. And in the second place
you as President musl resr this, by coundng 10 Members, and say: 'Ten Members have made a request ro
this effect', or note that there were nor 10 Members.
You did not do this.
(NL) Yes, I ought to have done that, but
President.
assumed- rco quickly that there were actually 10
Members. However, I agree with you that we should
check this.

I

I would ask the

10 Members who suppon

wish to state that we disagree with the Commission's claims that the distonions in retail price are rhe
result of distonions in excise duty.

Mr Eyraud

to stand.

requirements of the States concerned and on the other
considerations of public health. Harmonizing the remil
price of tobacco and cigarettes would mean imposing
identital fiscal revenue on all the governments, whereas the distonions pointed to in these countries are rhe
result of budgetary and social policy.

Although rhis aspect clearly exisrs, it was nor clearly
brought out in the reporr. More serious is the fact rhat
the consequences of allowing any delay where this
harmonization is concerned for the free circulation of
travellers within rhe counrries of the Communiry so
that I am led to ask whether this is simply a tacdc to
tip the scales in the direcdon the Commission wants.
\7e cannot accept rhe unacceptable, that is r,o say lhe
compledon of a third harmonization phase when no
manufacturer, no retailer in the counrries of the EEC
and indeed no government administration wants it.
There is reason ro fear that this will have very serious
consequences for planters ar a time when, because of
the current economic situation they are experiencing
exreme difficulry in continuing to make a profit. They
are currently trying to convert to other varieties to
ensure that their products keep step with the developmenrc in smokers' tastes but this conversion in addition to requiring invesrmenr is very time consuming.

'!7e

should therefore retain the srarus quo for a few
years before considering examining the problem, since
imponed brands have their own supplies of leaf
tobacco outside the Community. Let us give planters
time to adapt their crops ro the needs of the market.

(More than 10 Members stood up)

Let us hold off signing rhe third stage of harmonization ar rhe moment since such haste runs the risk of

The vote is therefore held over until Monday of the

forcing many Community planters our of business and
thereby increasing unemployment still further.

next part-session.

2. Manufactured tobacco ( continuation)

President.
The nexr irem is dhe continuation of rhe
debate on-the third report (Doc. l-789/82) by Mr
Beumer.

I call the Group of European Progressive Democrars.

In his repon Mr Beumer goes on criticize the systems
for selling these products in France and Italy, claiming
that they depend on the State but failing to stress in
the interesm of a clear debate that in rhose countries
where sale is allegedly free a genuine monopoly of
brand exists, which does considerable damage ro small
businesses. In fact only a small number of products
account for 80% of the sales from auromatic dispensing machines or large surface sales whereas in fact,
for example, 800 Communiry products are offered to
customers on an equal foodng.

Mr Paulhan,

(FR) Mr Presidenr, rhe Group of the
European Progressive
Democrars will not suppon the

President.

-

I call Mr Beazley.

President, I sincerely hope that the
Mr Beazley.
- Mr
Vice-President of the Commission will not take it
amiss when I say that I found his presentation on the
Beumer repon last night most extraordinary' Many of
us on the Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs have had to become, willingly or unwillingly,
quite expen in analysing the situation in the different
Communiry markets of the Six and then of the Nine in
order to evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of
different levels and combinations of specific and ad
valorem taxation. It was extraordinary for us to be cridcized for not exceeding our parliamentary comPetences and authorities and to be asked to do the work
of the Commission when we have consistently in many
reports rcld the Commission's representatives why we
believe that their proposals are bad ones and what we
believe would be preferable.

Even more extraordinary were his remarks on an
amendment by our rapporteur to the committee's
report; however much we admire the goodwill and
tenacity of our rapporteur, he has never been able rc
get his own report through our committee but, nevertheless, has consistently moved closer and closer to the
committee's views and unless we have to choose a dif-

ferent rapporteur in future, he may next time put for-

ward a repon which meets with the committee's

favour first time. But what was beyond belief was that

the Vice-President should have imagined that three
amendments written by people who are not members

of our committee, who

have never

to my

certain

knowledge panicipated in discussions on tobacco taxation, should find our approval.

Our concern is that our attempts to discuss these serious matters with the Commission officials have fallen
on deaf ears. Despite the Commission's massive tome
produced on 18 February and our visits to the Commission, we have not been able to have objective and
serious discussion on the reasons why the Commission
consistently rejects our views, however well-founded,
which do not form pan of the original considerations
of a system designed by the Commission for a market
of Six which contained only one country which had a

relatively high level

with the tablets, but without the dancing, or the calf.
\fhere is the analysis of the siuation of the three markets of 1973? \//hy should the original assumPtion

remain true? Vhy the implication that what may Possibly be true of a commodiry is not necessarily true of
a highly sophisticated and highly differentiated product in a highly compedtive market? \7hy should multipliers of three be favoured and even Mr Beumer's 2.5?
Surely we all know too much about the real world to
make such an oversimplified satement.

My own independent

leader can lose 250/o of the market to a new entrant,
firms which from a single country export worldwide
more than the total production of Belgium and Holland.

submit, Mr Vice-President of the Commission, that

to consider today in your report that'fair' means what
was written in the Council minutes of 2l Aprll 1970,
that when the harmonization exercises were complete
the proponional component should be predominant, is
reminiscent of Moses descending from the mounain

analysis of the multiplier and tax

joint analysis which Mr Beumer and
myself undenook take us a lot further forward than
that and we did, of course, all read the excellent dissystem and the

sertation on this subject in the House of Lords rePort,
which takes quite the opposite views to Berlaymont.
\fhere we do agree with the Commission is in the aim
that the sysrcm of taxation should permit free price
formation, free choice for the public, arm's length
competition, no subsidies to state monopolies or agencies and respect for the Community's competition
laws. Is that the experience of some ten years of
attempts at tax harmonization under the Present system with its preconceived ideas of the end point? No
wonder we want to stop it before it damages that part
of the market where free competition and free choice,

market research and market development and product
research and development, take place to the satisfaction of the public to provide an excellent level of
exports and employment and where the governments
ha-ve securiry of tax collection and take very much
more tax in industry than where the opposite condidons exist and the couns of justice have rc be brought
in and even then do not tet ready compliance'
Please be more self-critical in the Commission. Look
at the market. Talk to the people who are in free com-

petition and if we can help you in devising better ways
of achieving your objectives, you can count on us to
do so.

President.

of specific taxation. This system

has been applied to a market of nine, and now ten, in
which the three entrants of 1973 operate in free competitive markem who maintain a vigorous tobacco
industry with a very high level of marketing innovation, of research inrc health problems and their avoidance, firms based on independent finance where a

I
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-

I call MlRyan.

Mr President, to understand the comRyan.
plexities of the taxation of tobacco I think you must be
either very intelligent or half-mad. I of course put Mr
Beumer, Vice-President Tugendhat, Mr Beazley and
the other members of the Committee on Economic
and Monetary Affairs in the first category.

Mr

But what happened last night? The Commissioner
chastised Parliament because Parliament was slow in
endorsing the Commission's opinion and because Parliament had considerable reservations. Now I do not
think that attack on Parliament by Commissioner

'$7hat Parliament has
Tugendhat was good enough.
said is that we have watched with some concern the
manner in which developments towards tax harmonization have interfered with the tobacco industry in
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Ry*
Europe. \7e are saying to the Commission, 'hold on,
hasten slowly'. It is not acceptable thar profitable, efficient, private enterprise tobacco manufacturers who
operarc without srate aid or prorecrion, should be sacrificed on the altar of tax harmonizarion in favour of
inefficient, loss-making, subsidized, prorecred, stare or
other monopolies. It is also not acceptable as we proceed towards tax harmonization, which is a desirable
end, that there should be an unequal burden thrown
on various Member States. And therefore I think that
Mr Beumer is quire right in the amendment which he
has tabled which includes rhe sraremenr rhar any rax
harmonization must take into account the currenrwish
for approximately equal effons on rhe pan of the various Member States.

Mr Beumer deals in his repon wirh the slow progress
on the part of the Commission and some Member
States in removing the distonions by national manufacturing and trading monopolies. I do not find myself
in entire agreement with Mr Beumer when he says thar
the delay in removing these distortions is no reason
not to accelerate the movemenr towards tax harmonization, but that is a debaable point. Vhat is imponant
is that we ensure that the efficient enterprises in our
Communiry are not made to suffer simply through the

of an ideal, which out of an attempr ro
accomplish too much too quickly may do irretrievable
harm.
pursuing

President.

-

The debate is closed.

Voter

President.
I must formally invite the Commission to
- proposal.
withdraw its

President.

Mr

-

-

(FR) Ve

I call the rapporteur.

Beumer, rapporteur.

(NL)

for a

matter back to rhe committee responsible.
tion is: which does the rapponeur prefer?

My

ques-

Mr Beumer, rapporterlr.
(NL) Mr President, in
view of the indications in- the reporr ir seems [o me
quite all right that we should vore on the repon. That
would be my advice.
President.

Mr

-

I call Mr Bangemann.

Bangematrn.

-

(DE) Mr President, would you

please explain ro rhe House again what effect this will
have from the point ofview of the Rules of Procedure.
If I understand the Rules of Procedure correctly, once

we vote on Mr Beumer's motion for a resolution our
consultation is complere. The Commission can then
present the proposal which we have jusr rejected m the
Council.

On the other hand, if we approve the rapponeur's
proposal to refer the report back to committee the
consultation procedure will not have been completed
and, in line with rhe isoglucose judgmenr of the European Coun of Justice the Commission cannor presen[
the proposal to rhe Council. \7ould you therefore nor
ask the rapponeur whether he would not prefer ro
request referral back m committee since this seems ro
me to be the correcr procedure.
President.
You have given us a very sensible interpretation of- Rule 35(3), Mr Bangemann. That is why I
offered the rapponeur rhe rwo possibilities. He did not
say that we should not vote on the motion for a resolution, so therefore we must vote on it.

After the rejection ofthe proposalfor a directioe

Mr Giolitti, Member of the Commission.
maintain our proposal for a directive.

directive. '!7'e have
rejected that proposal and we are now faced with the
choice either to vote on the resolution or to refer the

withdrawing its proposal

I call Mr von der Vring.

Mr von der Vring.

(DE)

Mr

Presidenr,

it

has

become quite clear-that, although Parliament is
opposed to the Directive it has no alternative ro propose and is rherefore giving the Commission a free
hand.

Mr

President, I

- vore on the repon. It had
understand that we can noyr
escaped my memory rhar we would first be voting on
the directive. As far as I am concerned, you can carry
on with the vote.

President.

-

I call Mr Hopper.

Mr Hopper.
Mr
may I say on behalf of
- it isPresident,
this group that
our desire ih"t the parliament
should express an opinion on this subject today.

President.

No, Mr Beumer, the situation is a lictle

more complicated
than that. The Commission is nor
1

See Annex.

President.

That means thar cre vote now on the

motion for -a resolurion.

I call Mr Marshall.
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Mr President, it seems to me that we
are in a complete impasse. The Commission has said it
will ignore our opinion if we deliver it. I therefore
would like to move that the matter be referred to committee so that the Commission can have some thinkMr Marshall.

ing-time.

Procedure and also the grounds for decision set out in

then Parliament has
Therefore, the vote
recourse.
of
all
means
exhausted
was false; it is something we cannot do. \7e cannot

the

isoglucose judgment,

simply hold back a repon since in that case the report
would be completed.

In his report Mr Beumer simply says that we are
opposed io this Commission regulation. I- feel that

(Appkuse)

Are you making a formal proposal to
President.
refer the report to committee, Mr Marshall?
Mr Marshall.

-Yes.

(Mr Amdt rose to

ask

Pailiament is making itself look ridiculous. If all Members had read the explanatory statement in advance
then no one would have again voted for PostPonement
but for voting on the motion for a resolution.

Ve are not talking about the substance
but about the procedure. I indicated the
matter
of the
ways in which we can proceed. Mr Bangemann in turn
echoed what I had said, and it was perfectly clear to
everybody what we were voting about. In addition, no
debarc had been envisaged on any preliminary question of this kind. I was able to proceed therefore,
because Rule 85 lays down that
President.

I put to the vote the proposal by Mr
President.
Marshall to- refer the report to committee.
for

the

to Mr Marshall\ request)

floor

-

Parliament agreed

I call Mr Arndt.

referral back to committee may be requested by

a

Mr President, procedural
Mr Arndt. motion has been tabled and I asked to speak on it in
(DE)

time. You did not call me to speak. Although you
cleady noticed that I wished to speak on this procedural'motion you nonetheless proceeded with the vote.
(Appktse)

any Member at any time.

I call Mr von der Vring.

(DE) Mr President, I must prorcst in every way possible against the way you have
applied the Rulis of Procedure. Under the Rules of
Mr von der Vring.
Procedure

admissible. 'S7e have

I

believe that this vote was not
already done everphing that our colleague has proposed. \7e have done exactly the same thing. Do we
h"rre to repeat it a hundred times? Must we keep on
turning around in circles?
(Criesfrom the European Demooatic Group)
possible under our Rules of
keep on making the same proposals. It is smted clearly in the motion for a resolution
ihat Parliament is opposed to it. Under our Rules of
Procedure we have the possibiliry of saying to the
Commission that we have rejected this proposal
'!/e can then ask the
because we do not agree with it.
Commission whether it is prepared to change its proposal. The Commission has taken a position on this.
The Committee dealt with it several times and stated
that we retain our position and that is what is stated in
the repon here before us and Parliament must finally
get round rc vodng.

No, I am sorry, that is not
Procedure.
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Ve cannot

Mr Bangemann is quite correct. If Parliament delivers
no opinion then, in normal circumstances the Commission cannot forward the repon rc the Council. But
in this case it can, Mr Bangemann. If Parliament has
aheady taken a decision and the Commission has presented its position and Parliament then simply refuses
to vote on the matter, then according to the Rules of

a motion to refer back to

committee

requires one speaker for and one against since there
are arguments for and against it which deeply concern
Parliament. You suggested that someone could table

it was tabled, although the
majority of the committee were against tabling it, yo-u
immediately proceeded to put it to the vote. Mr Arndt
clearly raised his hand to indicate that he wished to
speak. You cut him off. In this way you one-sidedly
influenced the voting. I regard this as bad procedure

rhis motion, and after

and ask you to correct it.

Mr von der Vring, it was by no means
President.
apparent, when we were voting, that Mr Arndt wished
m speak either for or against.
I call Mr Kellett-Bowman.

Mr President, the
Edward Kellett-Bowman.
Parliament has gone through the tiresome task of
remodelling its Rules. They were approved by ParliaMr

ment and they were very much leaning on the isoglucose case. The problem is that Members have not

learnt

of the constitutional

advance which was

achieved thereby, and you very properly reminded the

House of it this morning. I think it would be helpful if
you and the Bureau could circulate Members with a
paper which details our constitutional position arising
out ot the new Rules.
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Mr

-

Rogers.
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I call Mr

Rogers.

Mr President, I think you can have

as

- you like bur one thing that people have
many rules as
got to learn is good manners.
(Cies of 'Pat a tie on!')

If I put a tie on I may land up

as much strangled

in my

vrews as you are.

(Noise)

cult to make this speech when everybody else seems ro

Mr President, what I find appalling is thar people with
loud voices can tet up in the middle of a period when
you have declared a vore. It has never been the prac-

of this Parliamenr or any body that I

have

belonged to ro allow people to speak between your
calling the vote and declaring the result of the vote.

There is aoually a vore

in the box waiting to

(Applause
Parliament adopted the proposal to refer the
report to committee)

-

3. Sealpups

Prelident.
The nexr irem is the report (Doc. 1-831/
82) by Mr -Collins, on behalf of the Committee on the
Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protec-

tion, on
the proposal from the Commission to the Council

(Doc.l-829/82

COM(82) 639 final)

for

a

- for a prohibition to impon
regulation on rules
skins of cenain seal pups and products derived
therefrom into the Communiry.

I call the rapporteur.
President, I must say
that this morning I feel rather
like the owner of a picture gallery; an exhibitor of a work that has in fact
been fashioned by orher people. I have had only a very
limle pan in fashioning this repon myself because I
have had the honour to be the chairman of the Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection during rhe time that others prepared
the ground for the proposed regulation that is now

Qsllins, rapporteur.

be discussing somerhing else and perhaps it is that
there are four or five meetings going on here this
morning instead of just one.

President.
Order in the House, please! Mr Collins,
- floor.
you have the

be

and people are speaking ! If this procedure
is to be followed
every time and a dangerous precedent is to be set like this, rhen we really shall be in
great difficulties. Vhen the Presidenr has called a vore,
I think that whar everyone must do is to sit down, shut
up and let him get on with his job.
declared

111r

questions, tabled resolutions, lobbied and argued rhat
the shameful, cruel commercial slaughrcr of seal pups,
not for the good of the species and nor for the sake of
the fish, but simply for their valuable skins, should be
ended and that rhe European Communiry should be
one of those organizations playing a leading role in
this particular struggle.

Now, admittedly, Mr President, it is singularly diffi-

(La*ghterfrom the European Democratic Group)

tice
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Mr

before us.

For many years, going back indeed rc abovt 1974,
Members of the European Parliament have asked

Mr Collins,

rdpporteur.
Yes, even some very eminent Members of this Parliament,
Mr President, fail rc
recognize that private debates should take place outside the Chamber. I can see several front-benchers, a
former presidenr of the Parliament, a deputy leader of
a political group, a whip, and several other people all
having separare little debates in this Chamber at the
moment. And I am sure rhar the seal pups would be
very impressed at the concern being shown.

But at any r^te rhe European Community has been
playing a leading role in the struggle to end the
slaughter of the pups. And my own pafticular double
good fonune is to have been part of this just at the
time when the European Parliament put irresistible
pressure on both the Council and rhe Commission so
that the regulation would be produced. So I am able to
present this repon.

In presenting it I want ro pay tribure to Mrs Maij-

'lTeggen

and to Mr Johnson for their crucial work in
the area, producing the resolutions and the other

major repons a few monrhs ago. I also wish m thank
the other committee members who have worked very
hard indeed to produce this final reporr so quickly.
The staning point for the report is, of course, the horror expressed by world opinion ar the merhods
employed to kill the seal pups. The method is brutal,
callous, it-achieves very little, it is not the best way rc
conserve fish stocks and it is nor rhe besr way ro control the_ seal populations. There is, of course, an argument about whether these species of seal are threatened or nor. I musr say rhar in this panicular regard
the commitree had conract wirh the Nature Conservancy Council and the Committee v/as very impressed
by the repon produced by the Nature iorse*.rry
Council. Of course, that report specifically deals witl
the question of whether or nor these seali are indeed
threatened.
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Collins

Mr President, in future you will make cenain that any
proposals from the Commission will be directed certainly to the committee responsible, but also for opinions to all the parliamentary committees that might
have interests in the matter. That is not the way it hap-

By and large the regulation which we have before us
does not conform entirely to the wishes of Parliament
as expressed in March of this year. Ve would want,
however, to award it a very reasonable beta plus for

effort and intent. There are, however, one or

uwo

pened this time undl a request was made by the chairmen of the two committees concerned.

points I think that have to be strengthened.

There is a difficulry in the translation, when we are

My other dury is to alen Parliament to some possible

dealing with what is described in the English version as
'white coats'. I undersmnd that there is a cenain lack
of clarity here and that some other languages simply
refer to pups or to baby seals etc. . . I want to make it
clear that my own amendment seeks to delerc the
word 'white coat' simply because it seems to me to
inroduce an unnecessary distinction and one which
would cenainly restrict the operation of this panicular
regulation. Ve want to be sure that all young puPs are
protected and not simply pups which are a few weeks
old. So we recommend the deletion of the term 'white

consequences of these Commission proposals being
sustained in the Council. Ve are at the present time

trying to achieve a common fisheries policy in the
European Community. Now if there is any retaliation
' by the Canadians, by reason of their no longer being
able to maintain their agreement with the Community

on fisheries, then that could have serious consequences.

coal'.

Of course, we also recognize the problems of trade,
not just in whole seal skins but also in pieces of skin,
of skin in the form of ornaments or jewellery. Again
we have tried rc set this m rights in the amendment
that we have suggested.
One funher thing, because I think most of the talking
has already been done on the question of seals and it is

not necessary for me to make a very long or a very
deailed speech. But one thing that I want to,make

clear, if I may paraphrase, is that we do recognize in
the committee that no seal is an island and that they
live in a world of trade and a world of fisheries. S7e
believe that we have already given a great deal of
thought to this. Ve have come to the conclusion that
the European Community has got to give a very
important lead. \[e are very happy to have been able
to give that lead, we are very happy that the Commission has followed it, and we now' look forward to
seeing the Council, on 3 December, taking the historic
and moral step towards putting an end to the barbarous and needless killing of these very beaudful animals.

President.

'

The point is that at the present time we have an allocation of fish in Canadian waters that is equivalent to
15 000 tonnes of cod. There are German fishermen in
those waters who are able to catch this fish. If that
agreement falls, we will no longer have that capability
in Canadian waters and those fishermen would require
to find an equivalent amount of fish in the Nonh Sea.
It is difficult enough at the present time to reach
agreement, Mr President, and hopefully this situation
will not arise, but Parliament must be aware of the
possible consequences in this area.
There would also be consequences as far as Norwegian waters are concerned. But having made Parliament aware of the position, my duty is done and I pass
the matter back to the House.

I
the Committee on External EconoPresident.
- call
mic Relations.
Sir Fred Catherwoo{ drafisman of an opinion

Mr

President, the Committee on External Economic Relations met on Tuesday and asked me to deliver orally
its opinion on this report.
'$7'e

-

I call the Committee on Agriculture.

Mr President,
Mr Provan, drafisman of an opinion
- to deliver two
I have the very simple task this morning

respect the view of the vast majority in Parliament
that the overriding consideration has to be the humanitarian one and that the trading interests of the Com-

munity have to be subservient to this. It is not and
cannot be our view that any commodity can be freely
uaded regardless of moral or humanitarian imperatives.

views from the committee.

The first one is really a procedural one, a constitutional one, Mr President, because in this instance we

feel that the two parliamentary committees which
should have been asked originally for their opinion
were denied that right because of the way in which it
was dealt with by Parliament's services. As a result the
Committee on Agriculture and the Fisheries \Torking
Group of that committee were not able to examine this

proposal from the Commission

in deail. Hopefully,

If we wish the trading interests to be noted in passihg,
it is only to say that when we take decisions like this,
there are interests within the Community, as my colleague, Mr Provan, has said, as well as outside it
which have nothing to do with the trade in sealskins
but may nevenheless be affected. They should at least
know that we in this House recognize that there are
those in the Community whose livelihood does not
depend on the ffade but may nevertheless be at some
risk.
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Fred Catherwood

The Canadian case, as we all know, is that the seals eat
fish which would otherwise be caught by all who fish
in those w'arers. Canada, however, is one of our major
rading panners. The rade in sealskins is tiny. Not
only the Community but the United States objects to
the trade. So we expecr our Canadian parrners ro
recognize the righr of a trading parrner of theirs rc
limit a trade which it finds objectionable. !7e therefore
do not expect the Canadians ro try ro maintain their
fish srccks by any limitation on Communiry fishing
and we would object most strongly, of course, if they
did so. However, we also have to recognize that our
confidence in this may nor prevenr anxiery in the German fishing ports like Hamburg and Bremen which

Canada must realize this. I acrually believe that Canada does realize this fact. I do not believe that rhe fear
of Sir Fred Catherwood and Mr Provan that fishermen in Hamburg will be thrown out of work is justified nor that the Canadians will allow things to go so
far. In my opinion this is no more rhan an arrempr by
the Canadians rc pur pressure on rhe Community in

order to get its ov/n way. Moreover, I fail to understand what all rhe fuss is about, for it is well known
that it is mainly the Norwegians who slaughrer the
whitecoats and bluebacks and the Canadians only
accounted for 200/o of these and last year, I believe,
f.or 300/0. Thus it is more detrimental to Norwav than
to the Canadian economy.

depend on these warers.
a word, Mr Presidenr, I think that the Commission
has done well to submit this proposal and I feel that

In
So,

Mr

President, we supporr the repon.

\7e do not

think that any counreraction on the pan of the Cana-

dians would be reasonable, especially since other
major trading partners of the Canadians have taken
the same view as ours. Nevertheless we should recognize some risk, however remore and unjustified, to at
least one group in the Community.
President.

-

I call the Socialist Group.

Mr Muntingh.
(NL) Mr President, on behalf of the
- I would
Socialist Group
begin by saying that our
Group is very grarcful ro the Commission for the fact
that, albeit under heavy pressure from Parliamenr,
applied in this case by Mr Johnson, of which again we
are extremely appreciative, its has submitted this regu-

lation.

A

regulation which has finally come into being

because public opinion in Europe has demonstrated its
opinion that the way in which seals in Canada are
killed is not to be tolerated. Now a number of amendments to rhis regulation have been tabled which are

almost all concerned
and this is
our by the
-with drawing borne
previous speakers
atrenrion ro rhe
fisheries aspecr. In- our opinion there is somerhing
wrong here. This regulation was produced because we
feel on moral and erhical grounds, and out of concern
for the environment, thar impons should no longer
take place.

In

Canada, however, other argumenrc, trade argumen6, are used. These are rwo different rhings. I must
say that I find this worrying because if Canada says
that we are concerned here with a mart€r of trade and
is thus .suggesring that we are beginning to apply
economlc sancrions up ro a cenain level, this could be
the smn of an infernal spiral of unending sancrions.
This supposirion is false, there are rw'o matters we
have to deal with here and they have nothing to do
with one another. Ve are arguing here in Euiope on
ethical and moral grounds and, insofar as the hooded
seal is concerned, on environmental protection
grounds, but not on trade-argument grounds. And

it clear that in the first
instrnce this is certainly not a matter of trade or econthe Commission musr make
omlcs.

Mr President, I should like ro make a second observadon. If we in Europe are ro concern ourselves with
affairs in Canada, making reproaches and advancing
all manner of arguments for animal prorection in Canada, we must do this on a solid basis, namely that we

in

Europe have a clear conscience.

Vell now, Mr

President, this is not the case. The seal mosr under
threat in the world, the monk seal, lives in the Mediterranean region yet here we are making an enormous
fuss over seals in Canada. Here in Europe our own
monk seal is going under, it is dying on our doorsrep. I
say this again with emphasis because this week it came
to my attention that on rhe Greek island of Samos,
where with great difficulry an area had been marked
off in which three to five of these seals had found
refuge, a final refuge, in violation of rhe decree issued
by the central government in Greace a tourist development had been staned, apartmenm built, houses demolished, roads consrrucred, and as a result the habitat of
this animal has been completely desroyed. I have even
been told that the situation is so bad now in Greece
I do not know if this is true
animal is being shot
- thewitnessed
at. There are people who have
how a few

months ago men with boam and guns wenr inro rhe
caves where the lasr remaining seals are living and

hunted these animals. Vell now, Mr Presidenr, if this
is the case, if we are unable [o protect our own monk
seal, of which there are ar mosr 500 individuals world-

wide, then

it is really rarher hypocritical

that we

should be concerning ourselves with 750 000 to 2 mil-

lion animals in Canada.
So,

Mr President, I am

pleased

with this regulation.

Our Group will suppon ir, but at the same time we
wish to make ir very clear that we musr do somerhing
very quickly ro prorecr our own seal in the Mediterranean, the monk seal.
President.
I call the Group of the European people's Parry -(Christian-Democraric Group).

(NL) Mr President, ladies and
were the crowning
gentlemen,
achievement of the work of the Committee on the
Mrs Maij-\fleggen.

- is as it
this report

Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection
in favour of seals. Almost two years ago work was
started by Mr Johnson, who presented a first resolution on the question. One year ago the Committee on
the Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection brought out a rePort in my name on the situation regarding seals with a large number of recommendations and now this parliamentary work can be
concluded with a positive opinion from Mr Collins in
respect of the present regulation. I also think it is
worthwhile pointing out that well nigh all the groups
are concerned with this matter.

My group is fully behind this regulation and we congratulate Mr Narjes on the positive step he has taken.
But this does not mean to say [hat we have no criti-

cisms

to

make

of the proposal. The Commission

knows that in the March resolution there was much
more than what is now contained in the regulation. I
am thinking here, for instance, of the wish to see all
varieties of seal included in the agreement on internadonal trade in species of animals and plants threatened
with extinction. I am thinking too of the special pro-

for the traditional hunting by the
Inuits in Labrador and in Greenland. I am thinking,
and here I agree with Mr Muntingh, of the require-

that in the Annex it should be very clearly stated what
exacrly is meant in all languages by the rcrm wbite coat
and we will therefore adopt Amendments Nos 7 and 8
by Mr Collins to this effect.
Finally, Mr President, it is a pity that after 20 years of
prorcst Canada has not Put an end to this barbarous
hunting on its own initiative. I must say I am amazed
that Canada is now making such a fuss and applying
so much intimidation that it is threatening to suspend
fishery agreements with the Community. Earlier, and
Sir Fred Catherwood rightly poinrcd this out, there
were impon bans by the United States, the Netherlands, Italy and Sweden, and in all these cases there
were threats of reprisals but they were never carried
out. It urould therefore now be hypocritical to threaten
the European Community with such action. Mr President, I think that the Community can be proud of this
step, I think that we can count on being supponed by
millions of European citizens and I trust therefore that
this Parliament will give great support to this regulation and thus back up the support of the millions of
European citizens.

President.

rcction requested

ment to launch a special European action in favour of
this point I would point out that
the monk seal
- at of monk seals are to be found
only a small proportion

in the
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of the Mediterranean

and

that the Breater number are found in the North African part of the Mediterranean. The question remains
whether we can have any influence on [he latter.
These three requirements, which are just as important
for the seals as the proposed impon ban, have not yet
been met and we have therefore tabled amendments to
keep the Commission in mind of them and once again
to forcefully ask the Commission to comply with these
three important requirements.

A second critical remark concerns the text of the regulation. In the proposed texts the Commission has used
the rcrm white coat and stated that impons of products
of utbite codts mvsL be banned by 1 March 1983. But
rhe term white coat is extremely confusing since it is
actually a popular name for a white-haired young saddle-seal. It is confusing because it does not mean
exactly the same thing in all languages. In German it
means a jungtier i.e. an animal several months old. In
French it means a btb6-pboque, and this is an animal
only a few weeks old. In Dutch is refers to newly born
animals, and these are only a few days old. Mr President, I think that the Commission ought to recognize

this and the Committee on the Environment, Public
Health and Consumer Protection was right to able
amendments to make the situation clearer. My group
does not consider it necessary to remove altogether
the term white coat from the regulation but we feel

Mr

-

Johnson.

I call the European Democratic Group.

I

would like to add my voice, Mr

President, to -[hose who have thanked the Commission, and in panicular Mr Narjes, for coming forward
with the draft regulation that Parliament requested
when we voted in March this year.

I want to
am concerned that
the Commission has not stressed as it might have done
the conservation basis for this regulation. !7hen Parliament voted in March, the Commission took note of
that vote and said it would consult its expen adviser,
the Nature Conservancy Council. Mr Collins has
referred to the Nature Conservancy Council, and I
would like, because it is a matter of imponance, to say
very briefly what the conclusions of the Nature Conservancy Council were. I would like them to actually
feature in the record, because it has been put about
that these conclusions are not clear and not specific
for some reason or other. The NCC conclusions and
recommendations were, in fact, very clear and very

There are a number of amendments down.

talk about one or two of them.

I

specific.

The first conclusion was thar the populations of the
f,wo species, harp and hooded seals, have declined subsandally over a long period. In the case of the harp
seal the

population has fallen to less than half its unex-

ploited size, i.e. to considerably below its maximum
sustainable yield level (MSY). The position of the
hooded seal is in every respect more serious. The
second conclusion was that the available information
about the current status of the population is insufficient to say that they are capable of sustaining the current rate of exploitation. The third was that there was
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a risk that the populations would be endangered by a
continuation of the presenr rates of explointion.
Founhly, in the light of the present uncenainry about
the current status and future prospecrs of these populations, the NCC advises the European Commission ro
mke all action within its comperence to reduce the
level of exploitation of rhese species and to ensure the
future securiry of these populations. I quote: 'A particularly relevanr measure would be to impose a ban on
trade in hooded seal products undl scientific evidence
shows the ban to be no longer necessary.' I read that
out because I rhink it imponant that we don't ignore
the conservation argument, though of coursi the
Commission has also acted, and wisely, on the moral
and erhical

considerations.

,

panicular for his clear sraremenr that there have to be
times when the inrcrests of trade mus[ be subservient
to [he interests of moraliry and conservation. That is
something we have to recognize, and of course it does
not just apply to seals. There will be other issues where
this Community will also need to take a stand an even
give a lead.

I close my remarls by thanking everybody for their
continued suppon, and I am really sorry rhat this has
gone on so long. I hope this will be the last word for a
while which the Parliament speaks about seals. I certainly hope it will be the lasr word I speak about seals.
(Cies of 'Hear, hear!')

Let me say a word about those, because they do relate
to the regulation. Mrs Maij-Veggen and Mr Collins
have borh pointed out rhat we cannor be satisfied with
the precise proposal of the Commission, though of
course we do approve the board thrust of it. If you are
arguing, as the Commission also argues, on moral
grounds, it doesn't make sense to say that we cover all
hooded seal pups, that is to say, pups up ro one year
but that as far as the harp seal pups are concerned, *e
are only going to cover whitecoars, i.e. pups of a few
-if

days old. You can't make a discinction,
you are
arguing on moral grounds, berween the two species.
The commirtee has recommended that the regulation

IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN
Vice-President

President.

-

I call Mr von der Vring.

apply to all pups, both harp seals and hooded seals.

Mr von der Vring.

'S(/e

rageous to say somerhing cridcal in this debate, but the
fishermen of Bremerhaven and Cuxhaven have asked
me to say cenain things and to put certain questions.

also believe, as Mrs Maij-!/eggen said that it is
imponant to have a definirion of 'white coar'. Ir would
be quite cynical if, in the interesrs of keeping people
happy or minimizing the impacr on the Canadians-or
wharever, the Commission were ro promorc ih its discussions with the Council a very limircd interpretation
of the word 'white coat', because there are some rade
interpretarions which limit'white coar' ro animals nine
days old. Are we really to say, \7ell, just wait until
they are nine days old and then you can harvest them
to use
rather sinister word? There is a defini-tion downthat
in rhe name of rhe commirtee for .white
coat', and I beg the Commission, whatever happens, to
make sure there is a useful definition when ir discusses
this with the Council.
As far as I am concerned, of course, the moral argument is nor jusr to do with the method or eue., ihe
dme of killing. It is to do with exploiting this spectacu-

lar wildlife resource
numbers of it
bla- vasr
--for
mntly trivial purposes,
purposes which we
all know
and which I need nor go into now. They are to do
with apris+hl boots, bath-srools, etc. I have a list from
the rrade commirtee of all the things which these skins
are made into, and none of them can in any way be
regarded as essenrial for the well-being of mankind.
So the moral argumenr is much wider than merely the
humaniry of rhe killing merhod: it is to do with the
way we look at the world and the way we exploit it.

Mr President, I wanr to pay tribute to the chairman of
the Committee on Exrernal Economic Relarions in

-

(DE) Perhaps it will sound out-

These fishermen, without a doubt, supporr the European Parliamenr's goal of putting a srop ro this horrifying method of killing yorng seils. Thire is no question about that. Nonetheless, they do not wish to be
made suffer for the sake of inreres$ which do nor conc€rn them. The-y are asking why it is that every rime
there is a conflict, the German deep sea fishermen
have to pay the bill. Every time a conflict arises in fish-

ing, others get off scor-free while German ships are
grounded, German fishermen are threarened by the
police and are made unemployed. They are siowly
coming to believe thar this is pan of a sysr,emaric Com-

munity policy and rhey are gradually coming to feel

that they have enough.

It has already happened during rwo phases of the Canada Agreemenr rhar boats were laid up, a deal made
here and a veto imposed there. It happened again in
summer when rhe Danish aurhorir.ies *ere unwilling to
comply wirh Communiry law and threatened to arrest
our fishermen. Now Canada, in violation of the agree-

ment, is threatening to withhold licences until I. 1.
1983 if a decision has to be raken here. Therefore, we
ask the Community what they intend to do in this
case.

I have been asked to pur six precise

quesrions ro rhe
Commission and ro ask them for an answer.
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Commission's answer to the Canadian
contention that the planned ban on impon contravenes the rules of GATT? \7hat sanctions will the
European fishermen in Canadian waters have to
expect after the Commission has held talks with the
Canadian authorities? Vhat has the Commission done
to prevent such sanctions?

Vhat is the

'\7'hat

protection and what help will the Community

give to European fishermen in Canadian waters if they

are prevented in any way from catching fish even if
it simply takes the form of refusing to issue certain
papers?

Vill

the Commission give these fishermen compensa-

Commission always knew was rather dangerous
ground. Here, I must say, I disagree with Mr Johnson.
He quotos some lines from a report from the Nature
a report he knows all about
Conservancy Council

-

because he was at the meeting where it was finalized.
He does not, howeverr Quot€ the report that has come

out this week commissioned by the Canadian GovernICES report
ment joindy with the Commission
- the
which actually shows quite considerable groq/th in

-rhe population of the harp

seal. It is therefore
extremely imponant that we put the conservation issue
on one side here, and I think the Commission has to
tell us now what its reaction is to this report, particularly in the other part of the proposals relating to what

we will or will not put forward on the Vashington

tory quotas in Communiry waters?

Convention.

\fhat

I go back to what Mrs Maij-\Teggen said. I thought

advice does the Commission give to my German
fishermen 04 the concerns that are expressed here? I
would like to take some items of advice back home
with me. The communiry which owns these ships have
already suffered several serious losses because they
have been waiting for the Community decisions for

three months and more. These communities have
decided not to do this again but if there is any doubt
about the issue of licences in Canada until I January
1983 they should tie up their ships in the harbour. In
this context there is no more short time work and
crews have rc be laid off.

\7hat my friend Mr Muntingh so shyly and hesitatingly said was, I feel, extremely naive. Even the reference to moraliry is sometimes a little questionable on
'!7e have received mountains of statements
one side.
from the people of Europe about this action. But when
it comes to employment in Europe, the Community
keeps silent and Europe doesn't want to know. Moreover in another case, Mr Muntingh, namely when
President Reagan introduced the pipe embargo economic considerations were not invoked. Ip my view what
he did was a moral act. In any event one can have different views on morals

!

(Appkuse)

President.

-

I call Mr Moreland.

Mr President, I shall be voting
Moreland.
and the resolution, because I
against the regulation
regard the whole issue as hyprocritical. But I will leave
that argument to my explanation of vote: I want to use
this opponunity just to put one or two points to the
Mr

Commission.

I

and some Members may be rather
have to say
I, frankly, agree with
appalled when I say this
- that
most of what has been said so far, except for one point
made by Mr Johnson. I welcome the Commission's
proposal in that it relates the ban solely to the moral
issue and not to that of conservation, which I think the

she made an imponant point when she stressed that
the Commission has not followed all of what was in

her report. She,,for example, had there a clause relating to exemptions for the native and indigenous Popuin other words, the Eskimos and the Indilations
ans. In -this regulation, we have no such exemption,
but we do in effect have an exemption for Greenland.
Are we to follow the example of the United States,
it is
which banned the impon of young mammals
often quoted, incidentally, as 'young seals' but they
but quite hapactually banned all young mammals
pily go on, if I may say so, bonking- seals within and
off the shores of the United States. Are we to have that
sort of hypocaisy?

I thought was a very
imponant question raised by Mr Muntingh and others
whole question of what is going on as regards
-thethe
Mediterranean monk seal, which is cenainly an
endangered species. The Commission has indeed
promised action, but I wonder what is happening. !fle
have a constituent living in Birmingham who is responsible for a project in Samos and who has been
thrown out of Greece because of a lot of resistance by
the Greeks on Samos to doing anphing about the
Mediterranean monk seal. So are we going to be
hypocritical again? Are we going to treat third countries differently from the way we treat animals within
our own Community?
Finally, I would touch on what

I do appreciate the strong feeling
behind this whole issue. I personally have always had a
revulsion for the issue, but my primary objection is
that there are many domestic issues also which we
ought to be tackling as well as tackling this. If the
Commission dodges the other issues and simply goes
on bashing Canadians or Norwegians, then I think it
will make us look hypocritical rc the Canadians and
Norwegians; and to some extent they may be jusdfied
Having said that,

in retaliating, particularly
crisy.
(Applause)

if

they point to our hypo-
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President.

-

I call the Liberal and Democratic Group.

(FR) Mr President, ladies
Mrs Scrivene r.
gen- of the Liberal Group I shouldandlike rc
tlemen, on behalf
associate myself with the congratulations addressed to
the Commission by my colleagues on the action taken

on the resolution of our Parliament on imports of
products derived from seals.

I

shall not go into again here, both ecological
and humane. Reasonable, since this proposal is concerned with those baby seals whose species are the

most under threat and will later permit a uniform
application of the rules of free movement and the
adopdon of a common attitude towards third counries.

I believe that the Commission
will back its proposal.

'We

President.

-

has made a great effort.

I call Sir John Stewan-Clark.

Sir John StewartlClark.
Mr President, I hope I can
- and as someone who is
speak as a friend of Canada
sympathedc rc the Canadian case when it is argued,

firstly, that there is a need for the continued cull of
seals and that a ban would effect the living of sealers.
But humanitarian views against the cull are also very
strong. There is widespread revulsion in Europe, panicularly about the method of the kill. The vote of this
Parliament is absolurcly clear.'Sf'e have asked the Canadians to stop the use of the club and to make use of a
gun, to make sure that sealing takes place only from
offshore and never from onshore and to ensure thar
there is an increased objective control of the hunt.

I therefore ask that the Canadians take immediate and
specific measures to improve the method and control
of the kill, rc recognize the vorc of this Parliament and
not to resort to retaliatory measures against our fishermen. The Commission is asked to have further and
urgent consultations with the Canadians in order to
reach a sensible and acceptable solution. If no such
solution is possible, then a ban on impons will follow.
The Canadians will have brought ir upon themselves.
It will damage relations beween this Community and
the Canadians. That is damage to a good friend, and I
urge that this should not take place.

May the Canadians take heed and may the Commission take immediate action!
President.

-

I call the Commission.

Member of the Conmission.
(tI) M,
President, the parliamentary committee -has moved

Mr Giolitti,

with such speed that the Commission, on whose behalf
I speak, has been very impressed and would like to
voice its appreciation. This should enable the Council
to take a decision on the measures proposed urithin the
very near future, and certainly before the beginning of
the next hunting season.

The remendous impact that the problem of the

seal

pups has had on public opinion and the influence that

This proposal is timely and reasonable. Timely, as I
myself poinrcd out during the debate last March, for
reasons

19.11.82

this entire matter has had upon the Communiq/s
external reladons make it essential rhat an uneqtrivocal
position be taken up with regard to the amendmenm to
the Commission proposal that have been submirted to
the Council for its considerarion. First of all, Mr President, I must remind the House of the difficult position
in which the Commission has been placed by the pressure of conflicting interests. From March onwards the
Commission has reported vinually every monrh rc rhis
House on the delicate and difficult negotiations being
conducted by the Commission with the governments
of Canada and Norway. On more than one occasion
the Commission has warned that any unilateral measures that might be uken could have unfavourable
repercussions on our relations with these rwo countries.

Having exhausted all the avenues of negotiarion open
to it with the countries concerned, without achieving
the hoped for success, the Commission has decided,
before the opening of the 1983 hunting season and in
line with the provisions of international agreemenrs, to

propose a ban on the imports of the skins and
by-products of the white coat and blueback seals.
From the information we were given at the March
meeting and from all the letters we have received from
private citizens and organizations for animal, prorection, it would appear rhat the annual seal pup hunt and
the methods employed therein are viewed by the general public with disgust and disapproval.

The Commission considers that it has lent as willing an
ear as possible to rhe wishes expressed by this Parliament. Nevenheless, neirher Commission nor Parliament would be anxious to see an extension of the ban
on impons causing unnecessary difficulties for the
third countries concerned. For a variery of reasons the
proposals designed to extend the ban on imports to the
skins of all seal pups are, in the Commission's view,
ill-advised and inadmissible.

In the first place

and this is something that not

everyone is aware -of
seals. can no longer be
- theadult
killed with clubs, i.e. by
method which has aroused
such general disgusr and given rise to the proposed
measures. In the second place the exrension of the ban
to the skins of adult seals could pose insurmountable
technical problems that would make rhe ban impossible to enforce, since it is not possible to distinguish
these skins and by-products from rhose of other seals.

On the other hand, for the same reasons of applicabil-

ity the Commission has extended the derogation to
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hooded seal pups up to one year of age, since their
skins, unlike those of Greenland seal pups, can no longer be distinguished within this period, thus making it

Voter

impossible

to keep a check on implementation. The
one certain fact is that the hooded seal may be

Proposal

regarded as an endangered species, so that a reduction
in the permitted quota may be justified, and even made
desirable, from the point of view of the protection of
the species. As was pointed out in this House on
11 October last, the Commission has been at pains to
work out a proposal that will be as evenly balanced as
possible. The proposed extension would have seriously
shaken this delicate balance and would undoubtedly
have had unfavourable consequences for friendly relations with the third countries concerned, as well as
making it extremely unlikely that it would be adopted
by the Council. The Commission therefore invites the
Members of this Parliament to adopt the Commission
texr without the amendmenm that have been tabled to

Article

it.

the committee responsible in the Council, have not yet
been concluded and that the Commission will bend all

its energies to push through the measures akeady
referred to for the protection of the Mediterranean

Amendments Nos 24, 10, 8, 7, 4

-

Mr Johnson.
Mr President, you said that Amend- fallen
ment No 8 had
as a result of the adoption of an
earlier amendment. That is not strictly correct because
in any event we vant, a definition of whirc coat to
appear amonB the definitions. Because of the way the
regulation will be operared you will need a definition
of white coat. It is all the more imponant in the light
of the statement we have just heard from the Commission to the effect rhat they will not accept the extension of the regulation to all pups. So it is even more
imponant that we insist on the definition of white
coat. I therefore beg you to put Amendment No 8 to

Finally, I should like to make two points with regard
to specific questions that have been raised. The first is
the Commission feels that
on Article 20 of GATT

- proposed measure
this anicle does enable the

sion will leave no stone unturned to prevent the Canadian measures that have been referred to by some

Members, and panicularly any

link

between these

measures and the fisheries agreement.

Mr President, are the views and the
explanations that the Commission wishes to put before
Parliament at the end of this debate.

These then,

I call Mrs Lentz-Cornetrc.

Mrs Lentz-Cornette.

(DE) I wish to move that the

- as the definitive one and that
English text be regarded
all other translations be brought into line with the original English text.
_Y"ry

well, Mrs kntz-Cornette.

The debate is closed.

-

Afier tbefifih indent

Mr Provan.
Mr President, may I withdraw my two
Amendments,- Nos 12 and 13, please, because I do not
think there has been adequate consultation with those
committees.

I

would like to maintain them, Mr

Johnson.
President.

-

President.

I call the rapporteur.

-

to be put

into effect. \7ith regard to consultations with Canada,
these have not yet been conclucled, and the Commis-

-

Proposalfor a resolution

Mr

monk seals.

President.

1

the vote.

\7ith regard to paragraph 2 of the motion for a resolution, I would like to inform the House that negotiations with the Member Sates on possible proposals to
the Vashington Convention for the protection of
endangered species, which are being pursued within

President.

for a regulation

Mr Collins, rdpporteur.
As rapponeur, Mr President, I do think we have- to have them in. There was
consultation over many many months in fact before
it is perfectly reasonable to

we arrived at this so
include them.

Mr Moreland.

-

Don't tell lies!

(Mixed reactions)

President.

-

I call Mr Provan.

Mr President, I listened to what Mr
Collins said, -but we have not had the opponunity to
go in depth into any figures to make cenain about
tonnages of fish or the number of seals or anything
Mr Provan.

likethar...
President.

1

-

See Annex.

Mr Provan, the position

is clear.
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as

long as it is understood by Par-

liament, Mr President, that there has not been adequate consultation and a proper written draft opinion.

Mr Collins, rdpporteur.
Mr President, I van[ to
register a protest. There-is a gentleman over there, I
very
think it is Mr Moreland
- it certainly sounded
like his voice
he has a distinctive voice
a whining
kind ofvoice - and he

-

says . .

.

-

Please, Mr
let us not start the
President.
- all over again.Collins,
q/hole debate

rapporteur.

my point of order, Mr
it is quite ourageous for any Member to use the word 'lie' rc describe any statement by
any other Member of this House. It is quite outra14r Q6llins,

19.

tt.

82

for a roll-call vote, because we were given
inaccurate information. This is something you should
satisfy yourself about at the very least, Mr President.
request

President.
Mr Fonh, your remark is very much to
the point. However,
I would only say to you that I am

I am given. I
that a request for a
- had been made on behalf
- of the Group of
roll-call vote
the European People's Party. Perhaps there was a mistake. Nevertheless, in the circumstances I could not do
anything else but go ahead with a roll-call vote. There
can be no question of cancelling a vote which was,
after all, carried out in due form, even if the request
v/as not made in accordance with the Rules.
obliged

to depend on the information

was told

in both cases, in fact

President, is that

geous.

(Mixed reactions)
President.

point of order.

Vhy then

President.

order.

lfier

-

are these amendments not valid?

Mrs Mai.i-Veggen, that is not a point of

explanations of oote

(NL) Mr President, I would
Mrs Maii-!/eggen.
- for a roll-call vote was made
only say that the request
in my own name and not on behalf of the group. I
should like this to be starcd in the minutes.

President.
minutes.

-

Your statement will be included in the

I call Mr Fonh.

Mr Forth.

Mr President, I accept that reluctantly. I

- asking if you or the sessional services
am, however,
could investigate this matter, satisfy yourselves as to
how it has happened and do your best to ensure that it

because it makes the House
very vulnerable to invalid requesm for roll-call votes.

will not happen again,

I call Mrs Maij-Veggen to speak on a

(NL) Mr President, I should
Mrs Maij-Veggen.
like some guidance because
there have been statements
on behalf of the Committee on External Economic
Relations and on behalf of the subcommittee on fisheries.

Mr Forth.

Mr President, this is a serious matter. If

President.
Mr Forth, I would be perfectly happy to
have this ma[ter
checked. You will understand, however, that in carrying out such complex procedures
mistakes will happen from time to time. Indeed, I feel

we should pay tribute to Mrs Maij-\Teggen who was
honest enough to make that correction.

I call Mrs Kellett-Bowman.

Mrs Elaine Kellett-Bowman.
Mr President, may I
- Maij-Veggen has sat
differ with you on that? Mrs
throughout these proceedings. She heard you say rhat
a vote had been asked for an behalf of the European
People's Party. That was the point at which she should
have corrected you. Her conscience has clearly struck

her now, but it didn't srike her at the appropriare
moment. I think it is reprehensible that having sat here
she should have allowed us to vote under the impres-

sion that the request for a roll-call vote was a European People's Party request, when it was in fact no
such thing.

4. Barcelona Conoention of tSZe @ollution)

you recall, -when you announced originally that there
had been a request for a roll-call vote
I think that
- you
Mr Enright asked for
we did ask
specifi-

President.
nexr. irem is the repon by Mr Bom- The
bard, on behalf
of the Committee on rhe Environment,
Public Health and Consumer Protection on

cally on whose behalf and in whose name it. was being
requested. You told us thar ir was on behalf of the
European People's Pany, and we accepted your sratemenr on thaL I think it is a very grave matter if Mrs
Maij-Veggen now tells us that it was only in her
name. That, I would suggesr, renders invalid the

the proposal from the Commission to the Council

(Doc. l-937/81)

COM(81) 780 final), for

a

- the Protocol to the Barcelona
decision concluding
Convention of tgzO for the prorccrion of the
Mediterranean Sea against pollution from landbased sources.
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President

I call the rapporteur.

Mr Bombard,

rdpporteur.

(FR) Mr President, ladies

should -like to begin by saying how
happy I am to be speaking today against pollution and
in panicular against pollution of the Mediterranean
against which I have been struggling for 30 years and
which has only been taken seriously by international
authorities over the last ten years. I recall a French
Minister, in fact Mr Poniatowski, stating five years
ago that polludon was a sign of prosperity. Today, I
am happy to say, international authorities are conand gentlemen,

I

cerned at the problem.

The protection of the Mediterranean against land-

For this reason I ask you, Mr President, and the
House to adopt the resolution which will directly associate this Parliament in an act which I would describe
as revolutionary: saving that sea which has seen the
binh of great civilisations which have formed this

society to which we wish to give tangible reality,
Europe and the people who live in it, who work in it
and where people find a centre of recreation which
modern life has made indispensable.
Parliament should panicipate in trying to protect it. By

voting for this resoludon it is important for your
future and that of your children, you will be preserving the future of everyone.
(Applaase)

that is to say, heavy pollution which

based pollution

- and which at best impedes the
falls rc the seabed

seabed laboratory from doing its work, thereby faulting the biological processes and interrupting the food
chain, and at worst enters the food chain and poisons
living organisms
is a task that is at once imperative

President.
I call the Group of the European People's Parry -(Christian-Democratic Group).

and urgent.

(17) Mr Presidenr, ladies and gentleMr Ghergo.
men, in 1976- fikeen riparian states of the Mediterra-

-

products.is multiplied tenfold and this ultimately has

nean and the Community signed the Convention on
the Protection of the Mediterranean against Pollution
in Madrid on 15 February and 13 Seprcmber respec-

repercussrons on man.

tively.

Although international bodies have only recently

This Convention, known as the Barcelona Convention, contained additional protocols on the main
sources of marine pollution. The first of these, concerning the dumping of waste from ships and aero-

Everyone knows that when a higher species consumes
a species immediately below it the amount. of toxic

recognized the problem it has changed dramadcally
since the 18th century. Since this time man has created
cumulative and irreversible pollution. There is no longer arly question of the great cycle in which, according
to Lavoisier, 'nothing is created, nothing lost, everything is transformed'. Transformation, the last term of
the proposition and the most important, has been lost.
For this reason those counries which recognize that
pollution is becoming more and more obvious and
more dangerous met in Barcelona. The Mediterranean
is in fact a test-tube sea; it is semi-closed, it is a highly
sensitive zone and it is a European see pdr excellence.

From a military point of view, as Klausewitz said:
'Vhoever holds the Mediterranean holds Europe'. If
the Mediterranean dies, Mr President, rhe life of all
the oceans will be threatened. If we succeed in freeing
the Mediterranean of pollution we will learn the techniques which, in the future, will enable us to save all
the oceans of the world. The oceans are life. They
provide food and preserve the oxygen in the atmos-

planes, was signed at the same time as the Convention

itself.

By vinue of the decision of 25 JuJy 1977 rhe Council

of Ministers ratified the Convention and the aforementioned protocols. In 1978 and 1979 negotiations
took place on the conclusion of the protocol rc the
Convention concerning land-based pollution. These
negotiations, in which the Commission took part, acting on a mandate from the Council, Ied to the drawing
up of the protocol on land-based pollution which was

signed

on

17

May 1980 by eleven riparian

states,

including France, Italy and Greece, and by the Commission on behalf of the EEC.

The Commission decided to submit to the Council

a

proposal for a decision on the conclusion of this pro-

phere.

tocol, and this is, in fact, the proposal on which Mr
Bombard has drawn up his report and which we are

The Barcelona Convention which is now before you
was ratified by those States which took part in the
meetings in Barcelona, Athens, Geneva and New
York. All ratified it with the exception of Albania. The
Commission itself ratified it. Parliament is now being
called on w ratify it in its turn. It is an opponunity
which we should not let pass since it enables us to
affirm the determination of the directly-elected Parlia-

now considering.

ment to defend man by defending the sea, an environment without frontiers.

In view of the wide-ranging significance of rhe decisions which the Council is called upon to take in this
matter, the European Parliament cannot but approve
of the Commission's proposal, in the light both of the
immediate historical precedents and of the reasons ser
out so compellingly in the repon on this proposal for a
decision. I should like to express my deepest appreciation to Mr Bombard for his report. He has applied
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himself to these problems of the sea with great ability
and conviction.

The favourable opinion on the conclusion of the protocol in question is funher backed up by the subsnntial amount of agreement berween the environmental
protection objectives set out in the protocol and those
stated in the Council Directive No 76/464/EEC of
4May 1976 on pollution caused by the dumping of
cenain harmful substances in the aquatic environmen[
of the Communiry. Not only does the ultimate goal of
the measures envisaged in both documents seem to be

the same, namely, to reduce the risk of irreversible
damage to the marine environment, but in addition the
accession of the Community to the Barcelona Conven-

tion places an obligation on the Community to
develop a comprehensive package of specific measures.
These measures must be streamlined and coordinated
with each other so as to achieve both a prevention of
the causes of pollution and a decrease in the incidence
of this phenomenon, which is linked with various
causes of environmental disturbances (dumping in the

of pollutant substances of various nature and origin which get into the marine environment in many
different ways, the exploration and exploitation of
natural resources present in the marine environment).
All these factors are frequently closely linked one with
sea

the other.

I should also point out

and in this connection

I feel

that Parliament must impress
upon the Council that
there is need for a very careful consideration of this
problem
that some of the provisions in the proto- are at present formulated, leave open the
col, as they

possibility of checking on certain shoncomings in the
protocol which may be eliminated or reduced by
means of an adequate Communiry policy.

I

should like to refer specifically to Article 7 in the

protocol.

I need hardly remind the House that even though the
Mediterranean, being to all intents and purposes a
body of water that is entirely sourrounded by land,
obviously has special features that are not found in
other marine environmenm, it does not present the
very same conservation problems over its entire surface. Some areas of the Mediterranean have a parricularly high risk level caused by the morphological features of the coastlines and coastal shelves, the differences in saliniry, surface temperature and wind velocity and also the varying rates at which the warers in

The regulation does not specifically lay down, though
this would have been preferable, that the measures
should be carried out in accordance with the criteria I
have mentioned, but in practice this can be done, inasmuch as on the basis of Article 7 the panies to the
Convention have worked out progressive guidelines
and common standards and criteria with regard to the
practical measures to be taken. If the Community
allows itself m be guided by these, it should be able to
meet the priorities that have been outlined.

The ample margins of discretion accorded by the
second and third subparagraphs of Anicle 7 to
national governments, however they may be justified

by legitimate political considerations, could in fact
vitiate the effons being made to contain and reduce
land-based pollution levels that have been launched by

various countries with coastlines on the Mediterranean.

Our concern in this matter all the more understandable when one bears in mind the difficulty of reconciling the demands of adequate development with those
of a credible poliry for sensible management of environmental resources. It would be very desirable therefore that the suppon traditionally given by the Community to national environmental policies relating to
the physical environment should find expression in this
specific case in a broad package of measures aimed at
eliminating the underlying causes for possible divergences in the attitudes of the signatory starcs ro the
Barcelona Convention, so as to reduce to a minimum
the difficulties that might arise from a possible 'permissive' interpretation of Anicle 7.

'!7ith

these recommendations I reaffirm, on behalf of
my group, that we are in favour of the Commission's
proposals, since the protocol in land-based pollution is
merely the logical extension of the programme of action launched five years ago with the Barcelona Convention and the reaffirmation of our political resolve
to master the various phenomena that are capable of
disrupting complex and delicate ecological balances.
This political resolve is voiced in the various Community action programmes on environmental prorcction that have been launched in these last years and
will be confirmed by those thar are yet to come.
(Applaase)

President.

-

I call the non-attached Members.

these areas empty and refill.

Mr Eisma.
The Community institutions must bear these very real

if it is ro put into effect a programme
within the framework of an overall sua-

factors in mind

of

measures

tegy for marine environmental protection in the MediLerranean that will achieve the final objectives that are
being aimed at in the light of the seriousness and
urgency of the dangers involved.

-

(NL) Mr Presidenr, the Mediterranean

Sea is not a typical European sea, as some Members,

including the rapporteur, would have us believe; it is
just as much an African and even an Asiatic sea. May I
remind my colleagues thar a renrh of Africa's drainage
flows into the Mediterranean through the Nile. Naturally Europe is very concerned that the Mediterranean
and its coasts should be clean. After all, hundreds of
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millions of people, mostly European tourists, spend
their holidays there. The Medircrranean is also one of
the world's most vulnerable seas as far as polludon is
concerned. This is so because it takes 80 years before

The conclusion of this protocol will undoubtedly mark
a very important milestone on [he road towards renewal of this sea, which is a priceless natural resource as
well as being an enjoyable tourist area.

the water is fully changed. In the Nonh Sea, for instance, this happens several times a year.

Ve

are very pleased about the implementation of the
Barcelona Convention, concluded by 17 coastal sates,
with the participation of the EEC. The first two protocols are also of great importance. As a consequence of
the second protocol the Regional Oil Pollution Combating Cenre (ROCC) was esmblished in Malta. The
tasks of this centre are limited and the responsibilities
of the institute are narros/. This is because the coastal
states lack the political will to give up even a few of
their national powers to a collective body. It is desirable that the Communiry put pressure on its Barcelona
Convention partners to extend the terms of reference
of the ROCC so as to include centralized action
against pollution, coordination of regional inspection
activities, promotion of the security of the Mediterranean and policy development in respect of the implementation of the BarcelonaTreaty.Is the Commission
prepared to apply this pressure on the Member States?

The purpose of the Athens Protocol is to take all the
necessary measures to avert, reduce and combat the
pollution of the Mediterranean caused by wastes
emanating from tributaries, coastal establishments,
drainage systems and any other landbased sources. I
should like to assure Parliament that the Commission
will be following very closely the activities of the Barcelona Convention and

will do its

share

to

see [hat

wonhwhile results are achieved as rapidly as possible.
The Commission will not hesitate to take any measures that prove to be necessary, and I believe that in
this we can count on the support of Parliament.

Vith

regard to the point raised by Mr Ghergo in his
speech, I can give an assurance that the Commission
will be paying very special attention to the implementation of Article 7 of the Protocol. I should also like to
give a further assurance that the Commission, as I
think Parliament already knows, will take part, in
cooperation with the Malta Centre, in the campaign
against hydrocarbons.

And now, Mr President, we are confronted with the
question of whether the Community should panicipate

in the third protocol on- land-based pollution. My

President.

ansver, our answer, rs: of course! My thanks to Mr
Bombard for his succinct report with which I am in

full

-

The debate is closed.

agreement.
Votel

Finally, I note with satisfaction the adoption of the
Commission proposal for the signature of the fourth
protocol on specially protected areas of the Mediterranean. \7e admire the Commission's persistence in this

5.

Noise emi.ssionsfrom subsonic aircra.frs

matter.

President.

-

President.
The next item is the repon (Doc. l-294/
82) by Mrs- Squarcialupi, on behalf of the Committee
on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer
Protection, on

I call the Commission.

Mr Giolitti, Member of the Commission.

(17) Mr

President, since we are in full agreement with Parliament on this matter, the remarks that I shall make on
behalf of the Commission will be very brief.

the proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. l-632/ 81-COM(81)512 final) for a directive amending Council Directive 80/51/EEC of.
20 December 1979 on the limitation of noise emissions from subsonic aircraft.

First of all I should like, on behalf of the Commission,
express our admiration and our gratitude to Mr
Bombard for the zeal, persistence and enthusiasm with
which he has devoted himself rc this problem of the

to

protection and purification of the Mediterranean. I
extend my thanks also, of course, to all the Members
of Parliament who have collaborated in this report on
the conclusion of the Protocol on the protection of the
Mediterranean from land-based pollution. I can assure
the House that the Commission and its services will
follow very closely the projects that have been undertaken to protect the Mediterranean, which is certainly
one of the most important areas for Community environmental poliry.

I call Mr Bonaccini, who is deputizing for the rapporteur.

(17) Mr PresiBonaccini, deputy rd?porter,tr.
- are very happy
dent, my remarks will be very brief.'Sil'e
with the proposal submitted by the Commission
designed to combat one of the many sources of noise
pollution, which is one of the factors most injurious to
human health in our time.

Mr

1

See Annex.
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The rapporteur would refer the House to the document itself, pointing out that no proposal for an
amendment was submitted in committee.
President.

-

I call the Commission.

Mr

Contogeorgis, Member of the Commission.
(GR) Mr President, first of all I would like to congratulate the rapponeur, Mrs Squarcialupi, and the Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection for this excellent report on such a
complex and technical subject as the discomfiture
caused by noise emissions from subsonic aircraft. The
Commission shares the view of the Committee on the
Environment that funher limitations should be placed
on this form of noise pollution. The present directive is
based on Directive 80/51 of 20 December 1979. The
draft resolution in Mrs Squarcialupi's repon takes
account of the measures most recently instituted at

international level and which do not alter the basic
provisions of Directive 80/51. Panicular attention is
being given to the amendments involving technical sti-

pulations concerned with aircraft noise emissions
which have been adopted by the International Civil
Aviation Organization, and likewise to the most recent
recommendations of this organization and of the
European Civil Aviation Board. In accordance with
Directive 80/51 it will be compulsory from 31 December 1986 for Member States to prohibit the use of their
airpons by aircrak not registered within the Com-

muniry which in some way fail to comply with the
required stipulations on noise emission.
President.

-

The debate is closed.

Voter

I call the rappofleur.
(DE) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, there is -one brief preliminary remark
that I should like rc make. The Bureau of Parliament
could perhaps give some thought to the question'of
Mrs I/eber, rdppofterlr.

whether the repons from the various committees
ought not sometimes to be taken in a different order.
By Friday noon enthusiasm is waning, as one can

see

without any difficulty if one looks around the Chamber.

It should at least be possible to move a panicular
up by one place in the batting order

committee

between one pan-session and another. After putting in
so much hard work on their reports many rappofl,eurs
would find it very enjoyable to be able rc speak occasionally at some time other than on Friday morning or
late on Thursday night.

Anyway, let us get down to cadmium. Protection of
the aquatic environment. is one of the most imponant
msks confronting the European Community in the
area of environmental protection. This is already clear

from the Community's environmental

programme.

The Community got to grips with this problem already
ir 1976 when it adopted an outline directive on pro-

tection

of the

aquatic environment. This directive

listed the most harmful substances, which would subsequently be dealt with in separate directives. They
included mercury, the directive on which was adopted
by the Council in 1981, aldrin, dieldrin and endrin,
which are at present before the Council for adoprion,
and the directive on cadmium thar we are discussing
here today.

They heavy merals given pride of place in this outline
directive are particularly dangerous, mainly for the
reason that normally they do not cause acute harm but
are absorbed only very slowly into the body and in

nature and thus lead

to chronic toxicopathy.

Since

they are absorbed so slowly, they accumulate and
come into the human organism through the normal
6. Discharges of cadmium into the aquatic ewironment
President.
The next item is the repon (Doc. l-821/
82) by Mrs- Veber, on behalf of the Committee on rhe

Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection, on
the proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. l-37/81-COM(81) 55 final) for a directive
concerning the limit values for discharges of cad-

mium into the aquatic environmenr and qualiry
objectives for cadmium in the aquatic environment,
and

on the motion for a resolution on rhe expon to
Sweden of products containing cadmium.

I

See

Annex

food chain. They lodge in the kidneys and can lead m
chronic impairment of kidney function. High-risk sectors of the population, such as elderly women, are particularly affected by them. It is true, of course, thar

these substances come into our bodies not only
through water but also through food and especially
through smoking.

It is our job therefore to cur down the intake of cad-

mium. It is estimated today, though estimates differ,
that actual intake levels range between 50 and 80 percent of the maximum tolerable intake laid down by the
'!7orld
Health Organization. Research currently being
carried out has as im first prioriry to analyze the present situation and to determine whether there is possibly some deterioration in this siruation. On the basis of
this research it is being urged that we should ser up an
integrated system of protection for nature and for
human beings, i.e. over a period of five to ten years we
must observe cadmium levels in air, soil and water and

19.
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Veber
consequently in plants, animals and human beings,
bio-indicators being used to amass the necessary information. Monitoring of the population for dangerous
directive on lead has already
lead intake levels
- the be
extended to cadmium and
been adopted
should
- The Commission has already given
other heavy metals.
an assurance in reply to a question nbled by me lhat
this is being done. Furthermore, it is intended to carry
out epidemiological research and investigations.
The purpose of this directive is to cut down the circulation of cadmium, but it must be set in the framework
of other directives that we have already adoprcd or
have yet m adopt. In doing this we must take heed in
particular that we do not simply shift the dangers from
one medium to another. In cutting down on the danger of cadmium intake through water, for example, we
could be increasing the danger of such intake through
the air. Closely linked with this is the need to reduce
water pollution and to draw up guidelines for the
trearment of sewage sludge. There is a draft Commission proposal on this latter topic akeady on the table.

However, we must also work out guidelines for
dredged sludge, since particularly high levels of heary
metals are to be found in river sediments, especially
when combined with low acid levels. You are all fully
ac/are of the problem of 'acid rain'. Vhere you have
these low acid levels, the heavy metals can get back

into the water again.
The uniform measuring ar,d analyzing techniques proposed in this directive are a particularly imponant factor in getting a clear picture of the existing situation in
this matter. Cadmium levels in water can be cut down
in various ways. One of these ways would be by means
of technical improvement in manufacturing methods,
for example, by improved galvanizing technology in
the production of batteries or by storing the water lost
in battery production. Another way would be through
the re-rycling of cadmium, e.g. putting batteries containing cadmium back into circulation after re-rycling.
There is still room for much improvement in all these
matters.

Intake levels can also be cut down by imposing restrictions on the use of cadmium, that is to say, by replacing cadmium altogether where that is already feasible
rcday, so as to reduce intake levels as rapidly as possible and eventually arrive ac a situation in which we can
entirely forego the use of this dangerous substance.

separate directive. I should like
sion's views on this point.

to hear the Commis-

At this point I should like rc urge the indusries in
question, particularly the fertilizer industry, to really
get down to improving their rcchnology as quickly as
possible, so as to cut dovn the cadmium level in phosphate minerals, and if possible before they are funher
processed.

A funher imponant task for our committee was to
adapt the cadmium directive as closely ai possible to
the mercury directive already adopted by the Council.
The result of this is that there are, panicularly in
Annex II, some additional fine points which involve no
substantial change in content but should make it easier
for the Commission and the Council to accept the
result of the vote in the European Parliament.

The reduced effluent values that

I

had originally

intended to put in my draft report were unfortunately
rejected in committee. I have put them in a separate
amendment.

Finally, I should like to say a word about the motion
for a resolution abled by Mr Moreland and others on
the export to Sweden of products containing cadmium. I disapprove in principle of the situation where
a country that is not a Member Starc of the European
Community adopts environmental protection legislation and is then warned that by doing so it is damaging
good trade relations. Ve will shonly have the same
situation when Swirzerland adopts legislation on the
reduction of automobile exhaust fumes, and I think it
would be deplorable if Parliament or rhe European
Communiry as a whole were to adopt a similar
approach on that matter. For this reason I am glad that
amendments to this effect were rejected in committee,
and I am also opposed to the amendments tabled to
paragraph 21 of the motion for a resolution.

In conclusion, I should like to point out once

all our efforts to putting them down

immediately.

Heavy metals are like time bombs. $fle should defuse
the ones we have as quickly as possible and produce
no more of them.
(Applause)

committee we drafted some amendments to the
Commission's proposal, and I should like to explain

In

them briefly at this point. The most important and
most difficult point discussed in committee was the
exclusion of the manufacture of phosphoric acid and
fertilizers from the field of application of the directive.
It was only after lengthy discussions and with certain
reservations that I as rapporteur found myself able rc
accept Mr Sherlock's proposal, and the compromise
thar we worked out was that effluent from these
industries should be dealt with as soon as possible in a

again

that we are responsible not only for our own time but
also for all the years that lie ahead. \7here environmental dangers raise their ugly heads, we should bend

IN THE CHAIR: MR

ESTGEN

Vce-President

President.

-

I call the Socialist Group.

No

1-2911288
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Mr Collins.
Mr President, I shall be very brief. I do
not need to -speak for very long because the rapponeur
has put considerable work into this repon and I think
the issues have been Iaid before Parliament very clearly
indeed.

I

in rhe committee the
resolution was adopted unanimously in the end,
should simply point our rhar

although there was considerable debate on the amendment's.

The rapponeur has already outlined im point of view
and the reaction to [he amendments tabled and so
again there is no need for me to repeat this. The fact is
that the Community has a legitimate place in pollution
conuol at international level and it is good to see
another piece of the Community's environmental programme drop into place. The Socialist Group therefore welcomes the declaradon of inrcnt by the Commission to extend biological screening used for lead to
cadmium and other heavy metals. It is a natural progression, of course, entirely logical but, nonetheless, it
is imponant that we make it clear rhat we support rhe
progress that is being made.
'Sfle also welcome the Commission's proposal

rc deal
with sewage sludge. Sewage sludge has a high cadmium content and it may pose problems by reason of
its use in agriculture. Again this is a matter which
recognizes the link between different areas of poliry,
and we think it is very welcome because it does not
confine the care of the environment to one narrow,
dny litde pan of the Community's activities. It recognizes that there is a link between environmental poliry
and other areas of Communicy policy. That means that
we have to recognize that the whole Community cares

about the environment and looks afrcr it. That seems
to us to be very important.

The Socialist Group considers it imperative that

the

Commission should come forward as soon as possible,
however, with a separare proposal dealing wirh cadmium discharges from the phosphate-rock processing

industry.
'!?'e

accept the difficulty that arose in this particular
of the exemprion. However, we would like to see a new directive as soon as
case and we accept the logic

possible.

Finally, I would simply like ro say rhar the Socialist
Group warmly recommends adoption of this impor[ant report. The European Community depends for its
future not only on debates and proposals in the great
glamorous issues that preoccupy us for the rest of the
week when this Chamber is rather more full than ir is
at the moment. The European Community depends
for its future also on urgenr mauers that affect the
lives of the ordinary people. Ve think that this is such
a proposal and that is why we supporr it so strongly.

19.11.82

(FR) Mr President, ladies and
Mrs Lentz-Cornette.
gentlemen, cadmium -should be considered from three
points of view: first, its origin; secondly, its usefulness,
and thirdly its toxicity.
In the first place cadmium is found in nature combined

with zinc, lead and copper. It is almost never found in
a pure state. It is therefore a by-product of the extraction and funher refinement of various metals. For
example, zinc contains one percent cadmium. '!7orld

cadmium production which only amounred ro
80 tonnes in l9ll
has increased rapidly ro
20 000 tonnes a year. In 1980 'lf'estern Europe consumed 6 500 tonnes of which it only produced 5 000.
This will give you some idea of the quantities used
worldwide.

Cadmium is also found in phosphate rocks which are
used for fenilizer or as a basis for the production of
phosphoric acid. However the cadmium content of
various phosphates varies. Thus Russian phosphate
and American phosphate only contain a few grammes
of cadmium per tonne whereas the majority of phosphates from Central Africa, for example Senegal or
Togo, contain up to 70 grammes a ronne. On the average the phospharcs contain 20 to 30 grammes per
tonne.
'We are all in favour of a directive
regulating the use of
these fenilizers, but I find it difficult to see how the

cadmium content can be reduced. To do this ir would
be necessary to heat these fertilizers ro a very high
temperature. But this would mean releasing it into the
air where, as Mrs Veber has said, it would contaminate rain and therefore ultimately find its way back to
the soil and water. It is therefore almost impossible,
and for this reason we are insisting on excluding rhe
production of phosphoric acid and the manufacture of
phosphate fenilizer from rocks from this proposal.
Secondly, cadmium is an element useful to merallurgists. It impans special qualities to certain memls and
for this reason is used in galvanization: cadmiumized
plates are more resistanr to corrosion. It is used in the

manufacture of alloys, accumulators, the same as
nickel cadmium batteries which have already been
mentioned. Recently it has also been used in the fabrication of solar cells and it is also used in electronics in
measuring and regulation equipment. It is also used in
the fabrication of stabilizers for PVC and in pigments
and if cadmium could no longer be used ir would have
to be synthesized.h is therefore difficult to replace it,
panicularly in metallurgy. Sweden, for example, has

banned the impon of cenain cadmiumized produc6,
but this has been more for economic than for ecological reasons since ir itself uses cadmium in its productions.

Thirdly, cadmium is unfonunately

a very toxic metal.
know that ever-increasing quanriries of cadmium
are being used in all industrialized products and we
are au/are of the hazards of cadmium waste. For this

'!7e
President.
I call the Group of the European People's Party -(Christian-Democraric Group).

Parliament
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reason it is urgent to esmblish the lowest technically
possible acceptable limits and qualiry goals. For this
reason the EPP approves the lowest acceptable limits
set by the Commission and is opposed to the amendments tabled by the Members of the Socialist Group,
which were also rejected by our committee.

It

it is so. It is unfonunin that it occurs principally as a contaminant of
substances of greater commercial use, especially zinc
is toxic and everybody agrees

ate

and phospharcs, as has akeady been mentioned. But
those who profess to think in terms of banning should
also consider that its perhaps unique use is in solar
energy systems, which with another breath many of
them will be vaunting as suitable alternatives to, for
example, nuclear power production.

It would be useless to fix limits if the Commission
were not kept up-to-date of the results obtained at
various national levels. For this reason the analysis and
reference methods for cadmium must be harmonized
throughout the Community. It is also desirable that
there should be a European conrol body in view of
the fact that cenain Community countries have set
lower limits than those contained in the directive. In
this way controllers from one country could carry out
checks in another country.

I would like to rub in also that little is understood at
the moment of its toxicology, especially the mechanisms of bioaccumulation which may sound an awful

lot

to you at this time of day but are significant. And we
also do not truly understand why some people seem to
get seriously ill, such as rhe ourbreakof itai itaidisease

lssue.

in Japan, which is under dispute, while the villagers of
Shippon have lived on a cadmium rubbish dump left
behind by the Roman invaders in Britain centuries ago.
Evidence of absorption is there and is definite and it is
quite higher than generally acceptable levels. But in
addition these good Somerset folk are in no way epidemiologically, intellecutally or genetically different
from those in other villages.

(Applause)

Ve

In conclusion, we are all convinced of the hazards of
cadmium and we all hope to help in the future rc limit
the discharge of cadmium into the aquatic environment. since the health of the aquatic environment,
plant life, animal life and ultimately of man are at

President.

Mr

I call the European Democratic Group.

-

Shedock.

Mr

President,

I

must join with the

rapporteur in -regretting that yet again we find an
important environmental topic relegated to the milend of the proceedings. \7e find ourselves addressing
an audience that in the most polite of terms could only
be described as sparse and we shall possibly have a

vorc which numerically is of very little significance,
and could easily, by somebody just happening to be
here or not happening to be here, go in either direction.

I

notice that the entire three years plus that

been talking on environmental topics, if

it

has

I

have

not been

at this time on a Friday it has been at approaching
midnight on

a

Thursday.

(Appkuse)

If the Bureau cannot

take heed of the imponance of
these things, perhaps it is time we changed the Bureau.
(Appkuse)

From our chemically qualified expert from Luxembourg, you have already heard enough about this
curious element. And at this time of the day I am inclined like Achilles to sulk in his tent and say nothing.
But there are one or tw'o things I must rub in.
(Interruption)

It would, Eric, in the right places do a lot of good.

-this

are all agreed, however, that accumuladon of
undesirable element, which is distriburcd by indusry,
should be kept to a minimum m shield future generations against possible risk. I do dispute the alleged
urgency and I cenainly dispute some of the proposed
levels, which would be attainable only at enormous
cost. And I must rub in that a drive against the phos-

'

phate rock indusry, where no economical process
exists at present to reduce cadmium discharges rc
desirable limits, would have disastrous results on
employment in the fenilizer industry and on such
excellent Lom6 panners as Senegal and Togo whose
budgerc depend heavily on phosphate exports.

Finally, I must draw your attention ro the fact that a
whole emerging family of pigments could be smothered at birth by a mindless general ban on cadmium
pigments. The new generation of pigments will be of
such low solubility as to be even less of a risk than the
present ones. I askyour support for the mature recommendadons of the Committee on the Environment,
Public Health and Consumer Protection and for the
amendments

of Mr Alber and Mrs

Schleicher.

'S7'e

have tried to ensure early acceptance by the Council

of

these proposals by bringing them into line with the
mercury directive abeady mentioned by our excellent
rapporteur, because that has been approved by that
august body, the Council.
(Applause)

President.
Thank you, Mr Sherlock. I must tell you
that I am entirely
of your view insofar as the criticisms
you have made relating to the agenda. But I must tell
you that the Bureau is in your hands for the agenda
and also for the composition of the Bureau. I think we
must think about it.
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President

I call Mr Msller to

speak on a point of order.

(DA) Like the President, I feel that my
Mr Msller.
- Dr Sherlock, should be reminded that
learned friend,
it is not the Bureau which fixes or draws up the draft
agenda for our pan-sessions but the group chairmen
togerher with the President and that the final adoption
of the draft agenda takes place at the plenary sitting. I
do not know whether my learned friend has voted for
it but, in any event, he knows that it was discussed in
his group before being put to the vote here on Monday afternoon
President.

-

You are perfectly right, Mr Msller.

the exceptions and I also think that the Council too
should reflect when it should vote on it. It has happened before that nine united ministers in the Council
can 'rwist the arm' of the tenth if necessary and I also
think that in this case it would be necessary though I
may later come to retret. having said so. But that is
somethinB else entirely.

Finally, my enthousiasm for Mrs'S/eber's work is coloured by the fact that it has been so clearly stated that
the Swedish measures should not be, regarded as an
obsacle to netotiation with Sweden. I believe that we
should seize the occasion, and I am happy about this.
It could provide reason to hope that countries which
have made the wise choice of dealing with the common market without being harnessed to the yoke of

the Rome Treaty can adopt favourable conditions.
That could also apply to Denmark so for that reason I

I call Mr Fonh.

welcome the last passage in paragraph 21.

just to clarify it,
rc that point
Mr Forth.
- Further
Moller
I am sure that Vice-President
Mr President

-

is aware of Rule 55, which says:

Before each part-session, the draft agenda shall be
drawn up by the enlarged Bureau on the basis of a

programme prepared by the Presiddnt after consulting political groups and the committees.

Now that says to me that several people should be
involved in the preparation of the agenda. I point out
rc Vice-President Msller and indeed ro you, Sir, that
there are more vice-presidents in the enlarged Bureau
than there are troup chairmen and that vre therefore
look to the vice-presidents to exercise their discretion
and common sense when setting up the agenda in
accordance with Rule 55. I will leave that thought with
you, Sir.

Mr President, I will not take issue with it too much. I
am also opposed to many things about cadmium. In
fact I was once a chemist but in that machine down
there they tend to forget everything they knew before
and to learn precious little that is new.

President.

-

I call the Liberal and Democratic Group.

(FR) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I should- just like to make a few remarks.
Mrs Scrivener

The Commission ought to be rclling us shortly, provided of course that Parliament adopm this amendment,
whether it will exclude phosphate fenilizers from the
directive's field of application. These fenilizers are at
the present time essential to agriculture and unfortunately it is not possible, in the present state of scientific,
knowledge, objectively rc fix limit-values for the dis-

President.

-

of this industry. The Commission must
encourage research in this area and formulate a proposal as soon as lhe relevant technology makes checks

I note what you have said.

charges

I call the Communist and Allies Group.

possible.

Mrs Boserup.

(DA) Mr President, it is a great pity

- return to cadmium after that interestthat we have to
ing discussion on whether it is the group chairmen or
deputy chairmen or someone else who decided what
we do here. As you well know, it takes one and a half
hours of our valuable time to adopt the agenda. That,
to my mind, is a scandal. Turning now to cadmium I
am not usually a very enthusiastic supponer of anything that looks like a proposal for a directive. I had
decided to make an exception in this case. I entirely
support Mrs Veber. Nonetheless, I regret that it was
thought necessary in the committee to avoid attacking
the exemption clauses laid down in Directive No 75l
464. This is mentioned in Amendment No 8 to
Annex 2 but there is nothing there which stares rhat
one should find a way

of putting an end to

these

exceptional circumstances. If what is meant is harmoniza;tion, it cannot be the Member Sates who avail of

Furthermore, the Committee on the Environment has
adopted an amendment, which I myself tabled, asking
that the Community give financial aid to older establishments so that they might udlize as early as possible better techniques for eliminating cadmium. This
proposal has already been approved on two occasions
by our Parliament within the framework of the repons
on the protection of workers exposed to lead and
asbestos. As I have aheady indicated, measures such as
these would enable small and medium-sized undenakings to meet at an early date the obligations imposed
by the directive.
'S7'e

must realize that the acquisition of the most advanced technologies entails a heavy financial burden
for these undertakings and that if we do not move in
this direction, they would quite simply be unable to
apply Community provisions.
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Scrivener

It

therefore seems to me that this Parliamen[ musr

endorse the decision of the Committee on the Environment so as to effecdvely ensure a better protection
of the environment and of the population against cadmium discharges. My final observation
and it will
not be the first time I have said this
concerns
measuring methods. All dangerous subsmnces
should be

measured uniformly throughout the Community. I
emphasized this in the debates on lead and asbestos
and I stress the matter again here. \Tithout comparable
methods of measurement our work on a European
scale will be totally ineffective. In conclusion, and sub-

ject to the remarks I have made, the Liberal Group
will vote in favour of the report by Mrs \7eber.
President.

-

I call the Non-attached Members.

(NL) Mr President, it was 7975 when
Mr Eisma.
the framework-directive
on dangerous substances was
adopted. Since then only a directive on mercury and
anhydrides has been submitted by the Commission.
Cadmium is the third in the series. The pace at which
the framework-directive has been translated into specific directives is cenainly not a fast one. Ve are nor
eritirely satisfied with the situation. On 129 substances
on the so-called 'black list' directives will have to be
produced. At this rate, i.e. five directives in six years, it
will be well into the twenry-second century, or ro be
precise in the year 2l3l,belore we have all the directives in our possession. The question is whether all this
will still be necessary; in other words will we make it
to the year 2131? Might I respectfully ask the Commission in this connection to step up the pace a little
on the many fonhcoming directives in relation to the
subsmnces included in List I of the 1975 frameworkdirective?

'!7ith respect to cadmium we are of the opinion that
replacement of cadmium by other products is the best
solution or, if this is not possible, filtering out cadmium or rerycling cadmium-containing products. Ve
believe that cadmium limit-values for specific industrial tasks can be set at a lower level than those indicated in the Commission draft directive, and we shall
therefore support all the amendmenrc to this end.
President.

-

I call Mr Moreland

Mr Moreland.

Mr President, I shall deal with

pan of this resolution

-

paragraph 21.

eral of the situation as regards cadmium, I think that
the section regarding the Swedish ban is misleading
and indeed now out-of-date. First of all, paragraph 21,

to the Swedish ban, and rhe commenrs
it

and what perhaps is more imponant
paragraph- 21 is now out-of-date because to some
extent the Swedes have conceded the case rc the Community, thanks to a considerable extent to negotiations
with the Commission, and have now allowed a number
of exemptions to their ban.
Secondly

I would therefore suggest that it is much more appropriate to support the amendment of Mrs Lentz-Cornette replacing paragraph 21. After all, this is a clause
that is panicularly important for a number of industries, panicularly the tableware industry. I was somewhat surprised to hear Mrs Boserup support paragraph
21. I would suggest that, if she had a word with Royal
Copenhagen, she might find that her comments were
not entirely appreciated. Indeed, if one follows the
logic of the Swedish approach, we should not be earing food off a large number of the plates we eat off in
Strasbourg. The approach of the Swedes has gone way
beyond scientific standards recognized by international institutions such as the !florld Health Organization. So, if people wish to give a kick in the teeth ro
the ceramic industry and also the paints and plasdc
industries in the Community, they can happily vore for
ptragraph 21.
Apan from anything else, I would suggest to the rapporteur that it is now out-of-date because the position
has changed since my original resolution, which was
tabled three years ago. So I hope that Parliament will

replace that clause and in panicular support the
amendment that has been put down by the ChrisdanDemocratic Group to replace it.
President.

are not consistent with the rest of the

-

I call the rapporteur.

(DE) Mr Moreland, if you
Mrs Veber, rapporter.tr.
feel that your resolution- is out of date, I feel that you
should then vote to delete the paragraph. Otherwise, I
believe that this paragraph 21 has been so carefully
drafted that it should be retained.
President.

should like to support. the remarks made by Mrs
I-entz-Cornette, because, although the rest of this
report is excellent and I think a fair refelction in gen-

attached to

inconsistent.

one

I

relating

opinion, because, of course, the point about Sweden is
that it has gone way beyond the kind of approach that
characterizes the rest of this opinion. So if Parliament
passes this resolution, it will, strictly speaking, be

Mr

-

I call the Commission.

Contogeorgis, Member

of the

Commission.

(GR) Mr President, first of all I would like to thank
Mrs Veber for her detailed and careful repon and
also the other speakers in this debate for the care they
have taken in examining the Commission's proposal.
You are well aware of the great imponance the Commission attaches to the implemenrarion of the measures contained in the Directive of + May 1976 concerning pollution caused by cenain dangerous subst-
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Contogeorgis
ances.

In its first schedule this directive

ues and

sets

limit val-

quality objectives for cenain substances.

Funhermore, the Council of Ministers recently
adopted a directive concerning certain discharges of
mercury. Cadmium is an equally dangerous substance
and its presence in our environment has shown a constant increase in the.past few years..Th.e draft.directive
you are now examining deals with the discharge of
cadmium into the aquatic environment in nearly all
industrial processes except in the manufacture of phosphoric compounds. In addition it lays down guidelines

for the monitoring and measurement of discharges
with a view to harmonizing the methods used by
Member States to ensure adherence to the directive's
stipulations. \Tithin a short space of time this directive
should make possible a substantial reduction in much
of the cadmium discharge stemming from specific
industrial sources. The view expressed by Parliament
contains no substantive objections to our proposal. It
clarifies and supplements certain points which the

Commission had not examined in depth. In my opinion your comments'are constructive. The Council's
recent adoption of the direcrive on mercury prepares
the way for action on other subsances. The Commission agrees that the textual framework and provisions

contained in the directive on mercury should be
included in the directive on cadmium and is therefore
prepared [o concur with the opinion of your Committee on the Environment. In accordance with the
procedure laid down in Anicle 149, paragraph 2, of
the Treaty of Rome it is incumbent on the Commission following this debarc to amend im initial proposal
to the Council. As you know the Council is due rc discuss this draft directive on 3 December, that is in two
weefts time. The Commission will do its utmost to submit its amended proposal before that date, but time is
running very short. My colleague, Mr Narjes, who is
responsible for this issue, will in any case present
before the Council orally those amendments which
have in the meantime been accepted by the Commission. Of the amendmenrc which have been tabled I can
say that I accept those which aim at bringing this proposal into line with the text of the Directive on mercury of 22 March 1982, and those relating toAnicles
2,3 and 5 and annex 2. I refer to Amendments 5, 1628, 32-35 and 37.I also accept the amendments which
precisely delimit the phosphate fenilizer manufactur-

ing sector, namely Amendments

for dealing with discharges arising out of this
form of manufacture.

posals

On the commenr made by Mr Collins I would like to
say that the rerycling of dredged sludge containing
cadmium poses special problems in some Member
States. If this problem is tackled in the Communiry
framework the Commission, by vinue of the means at
its disposal, would be able to put forward proposals
for controls in this sector as it did recently on the use
of sewage sludge in agriculture.

In response to another

ted from the draft directive. New technical and economic studies will be carried out in this sector and following these the Commission will prepare special pro-

Mrs

in this field, panicularly through the use of
item 5512 of the budget. In this way, and with the
information conveyed back to it by Member States as
they implement the directive, the Commission will be
in a position to assess the purification techniques in
use at regular intervals of say every five years.
On the observation by Mr Eisma I wish to say that the
Commission is already preparing a proposal on the
insecticides HCH, LINDAN, RENTACHLOKOR-

HENOR, DDT and on many other insecticides.
will be presented at a Council meeting in the near future. Technical aspects, the sheer

These proposals

complexity of the subjects and, unfonunately, limitations on staff numbers prevent the Commission from
proceeding more quickly.

That is what I have to say, Mr President, on behalf of
the Commission in reply to the observations which
have been made. I thank the speakers, and likewise
Parliament yCt again for the attention it has given to
this matter.

President.

-

The debate is closed.

Votel

Proposal

for

a

directive

II Amendments Nos 18, 19, 20, 27,22, 23,
29, 30, 24,- 25, 26, 27, 29, 32, 34.

Annex

I now wish to refer to industries manufacturing phospharc fenilizers and panicularly to the observation
made by Mrs Scrivener. These planm have been omir-

by

tiatives

I

and 2. Unfonunately I am unable [o accept Amendments 4-7, 13-15,
29,30 and 36. I do not wish to refer to each of these in
detail but I think that these amendments would generally weaken the effectiveness and the clarity of the text
of the Commission's proposal.

observation made

Scrivener I wish to state that the Commission is willing
to promote the use of the optimum available techniques for eliminadng cadmium from the environment.
On the basis of the pollurcr pays principle and Article
92 of the Treaty, and assuming it has sufficient funds
at irs disposal, the Commission is ready to suppon ini-

President.

I

-

See Annex.

I call Mrs kntz-Cornerre.

19.

lt. 82
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\7ith regard to Amendments
Nos 23 to 34 inclusive, could I suggest that they be all
taken together? If I have understood correctly, the
rapPorteur agrees.
Mrs Lentz-Cornette.

Mrs Scrivener's amendment was worded as foflows:
'. . . Considers it essential that the Commission should,
according as progress is recorded, state exactly what it
regards as the best technical aids that must be installed

by new industries, with a view eventually to introThere is no provision for that in the
President.
The amendments must be taken
Rules of Procedure.
one after the other.

ducing uniformity throughout the entire Community
in order to prevent. discrimination of any kind whatsoever',

I
But the regulation also lays
Mrs Lentz-Cornettc.
- be a quorum in the Chamber.
down that there should

should like to point out to you, if I may, Mr Sherlock, that your group wholeheartedly supported this
amendment.

That is why it is called a 'plenary sitting'.
President.
President.

I call the rapponeur.

-

-

I call Mr Sherlock.

amendments.

Mr Sherlock. Suppon is one thing, Mr President,
but circulation -of approved documents in the approved
form is yet another. I have no copy of any amendment
or change or alteration in any language. I have not
received it, Mr President. I cannot support. it. If it
could have been done somewhere in the editing stages
it could well have helped. '

Motion for a resolr4tion.

Mrs 'S7'eber,
President.
- I here.
gendum No

am sorry that I am
- many Members as would be
not being supported by as

Mrs !/eber, rapporteilr.

(DE)

I

the case if I belonged to another group. However, I
should like, by way of making a political demonstration, to be able rc show that I am in favour of cenain

Mr Rogers. Mr President, could I, through the
- shadow Socialist Group leader if he
Chair, ask the
would move down to the front, because it is so full
here I cannot see which way to vote.

I

also have only got Corri-

(DE) This corrigendum
contains three paragraphs -which were wrongly printed
in the secretariat by mistake.

Mrs Veber, rapporteur.

(Laaghter)

After tbe adoption of tbe motionfor a resolution

Rogers, in future when you have
President.
- Mr to
personal remarks
make, I must ask you to either
send them by an usher or make them directly rc the

President.

person concerned.

Mr Hord.

(DE) In this paragraph two
Mrs Veber, rdpporteur.
- asked, which in my opinion
different things are being
contradict each other. It is true that this paragraph was

in

committee, but

I

feel that one

cannot.

requesr Community financial aid for industry and then
go on to say in the second part of the paragraph that
the 'polluter pays' principle should operate. Either the

polluter pays or the State makes aid available. You
cannot have both at the sqme dme.

Afier tbe oote

I call Mr Hord.

Mr President, I think it is in order in all
- that a vote of thanks be accorded to
circumstances
Madam'!7'eber, our rapporteur, because, as we can see

Before the note on pdragraph 14

adopted

-

on pardgraph 14

(DE) Our committee was
Mrs Veber, rd?porteur.
- by Mrs Scrivener which,
in favour of an amendment
due to a technical hitch, did not appear in the report.

quite clearly, she has battled on with her report
notwithstanding the fact that she has virtually no support whatsoever from her group other than the gallant
Mr Enright and the semiblind Mr Rogers.
(Laugbter)

Mr Hord, the latter part of your remarks
- responsibility. However, as to the first
is your own
pan, I should like to associate myself with it.
President.

Parliament has now got through its agenda . . .

Mr Hord.

Mr President, with respect that is what

Mr Rogers -told us.
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7. Dates of the next part-session

President.
The enlarged Bureau has agreed that
Parliament -will hold its next pan-session from 13 to
1Z December. . .

Mr Forth.

Mr

for the House's opinion on this in order that the

enlarged Bureau may make appropriate arrangements
for the next sitting.

[

g2nne1 accept your recommendation,
of a decision by this Assembly,
the enlarged Bureau has agreed that Parliament will
hold its next part-session from 13 to 17 December
1982 in Strasbourg.

-

-

tt.82

I call Mrs Veil.

(FR) Mr President, you have already
announced -that we have come ro the end of the proceedings. I feel therefore that all proposals must be
held over until the next part-session.

Mrs Veil.

President, you are just announcing

that the enlarged
Bureau is suggesting that Parliament
meets in December, presumably here in Strasbourg. I
would like to propose, and perhaps you would like to
put it to the House now', thar the venue for the next
sitting in December be changed from Strasbourg ro an
appropriate place in Brussels. I would like you to ask

President.

President.

19.

because, on the basis

I call Mrs \7eber.

Mrs Veil, I am grateful ro you for your
- have
remark. '!7e
indeed come to the end of our proPresident.
ceedings.

I would only say to Mr Forth that Parliament holds its
plenary sittings and its committee meerings in rhe
place where its seat has been fixed under the rerms of
the agreements conmined in the Treaties. Exceptionally, however, and on the basis of a resolution adopted
by a majoriry of its sitring Members, it may decide to
hold one or more plenary sittings in a place other than
where it has its seat. Now Parliamenr has already
stated its views on this subject, and the enlarged
Bureau has decided that the next meeting will be held
here in Strasbourg. Nevenheless, it is, of course, quite
clear that the Assembly has the sovereign right to take
another decision.

I call Mr Enright.
Mrs Veber.

-

(DE) Mr President, after the vore we

have just had I should like rc ask you in all seriousness

to

with the Bureau the question of whether
items on the agenda, which come from cenain committees, must always be dealt wirh at this panicular
time. I am aware that my group must shoulder a large
part of the blame for the fact that so few Members
were present in the House, and I propose to raise the
matter with my group. I also feel, however, that it is
a question of procedure as well and that this procediscuss

dure could be changed.

Mrs'Weber, you are aware of the kind of
argument -that goes on in the groups and in the
enlarged Bureau with regard to the order of the items
on the agenda. I do, however, also share your concern
President.

Mr Enright.

behalf of all the French Commun- OnI would
who are here,
like ro protesr ar thar ruling.
It seems to me that you are quite wrong. A Bureau
proposes to the Parliament its venue and we had not in
fact completed the agenda because you had nor yer pur
forward the Bureau's proposal to us thar we should
meet in December in Strasbourg.
ists

President.
I would propose therefore to all those
who would- like rc see rhe Assembly mke a different
decision that they should table a motion for a resolu-

tion on which the House can then deliver its opinion.

I call Mr Fergusson.

on this point.

I call Mr Fonh.

Mr Forth.
Mr President, you
ruled out
- for reasons that I apparendy
my suggestion
believe I can understand, but can I ask you ro consider this? \7hat you
appear to be saying is that once Parliament has made a
decision it is immuable, fixed and unalterable. Now I
think that if that is what you are saying, ir is a dangerous precedent. I would have thought that this House
may be quite able, in the lighr of perhaps changed circumstances, to alter a decision ir had made before. In

the light of that I would like you to explain to me
again why it is that you are unable to put this quesrion
to the House at rhis stage.

Mr

Fergusson.
Mr Presidenr, I wonder if you could
- status
explain to us the
of the remarks you have just
made considering that before them you said that the
agenda of the House was complered.

President.
Mr Fergusson,
- in your hand! you have rhe agenda for
today's sitting

I have formally sated that this agenda has been completed.
Mr Fergusson.
I
the fact is rhat you have ried
- mean,
yourself into knots.
I rhink we will leave it ar thar.

President.
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-

I call Mr Kellett-Bowman.

Mr Kellett-Bowman.

your vote of thanks, because I
President.
- I accept
have not yet closed the sitting, but I shall do so now.

Mr President, I rise to your

- actually putting the dates of
defence. I think you were
the plenary session to the House for agreement and it
8.

would be possible for the House to disagree those
dates, very inconvenient though that might be. But I
think it would have been possible to put those darcs
for approval. I do not believe that where the House
meet,s next time is open to instant vote by the House. I
am sorry if you have concluded votes on the proceedings because it was my intention to move a vote of
thanks to the chair.

Adjoumrnent of the session

declare the session
President.
- I
Parliament adjourned.l

of the European

(Tbe sitting was closed at 1.10 p.n.)

1

Motions for resolutions entered in the Register (Rule 49)
Forwarding of
Deadline for tabling amendments

-resolutions

-

adopted during the sitting: see Minutes.
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ANNEX
Votes

This aanex indicates rapporteurs'opinions on amendments and reproduces the texts
of explanations of vote. For further details of the voting the reader is referred to
the Minutes.

SEEFELD REPORT (Doc. 1-83al8

2

Ceria;ge of goods by road)

-

: ADOPTED

EYRAUD REPORT (Doc.t-776/82-Milkscctor): HELD OVER UNTIL NEXT
PART.SESSION

*

**
RUFFOLO REPORT (Doc.l-t22/82
- Economic situation in the co--unity):
ADOPTED

The Chairman of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, Mr Moreau,
referred all the amendments to the judgment of the House.
Exphnation ofoote

(DA) The reason I asked to give an explanation of vote is that, yesterday
- of what clearly .was
evening, because
an unfonunate misunderstanding no one spoke on
behalf of the Liberal and Allies Group. This definitely does not mean that the Liberal and
Allies Group has no position on this question. On the conrrary, I wish to say, on behalf of
my group, that we welcome the views set our in the repon which, we feel, sresses what is
really needed in economic policy. Despite the fact that Amendment No 8 by Mr Ruffolo
Mrs Nielsen.

which calls for a poliry of adapting working hours including a reduccion in working
hours, which is something I definitely am opposed ro, this reporr is so sensible and so
good that we in the Liberal and Allies Group will nonetheless vote for ir. It genuinely
mobilizes the productive forces ztis-i-ais the private sector, and in line with liberal policy,
ure sffess the value of competition which is what we in the Liberal and Democratic Group
stand for.
Despite what happened yesterday when no one spoke, we naturally have a point of view
which is that set out in this report; and we shall now vore for it.

Mr Bonaccini.
U7) Mr President, we Italian communists will be voting against for the
reasons given yesterday evening. I should like rc say that our convictions on this marrer
are only reinforced by the way in which some amendments c/ere dealt with this morning.

-

I take this opponunity of asking the Commission again, as indeed I asked it yesterday
evening, if, when w'e meet agairt at the end of next year,we could meet not for the purpose of making the usual forward analysis but to carry out a post-mortem, in other words,
to see how we managed. Many of the big names in rhis Parliamenr were opposed to my
idea, and I qrould naturally like rc see their hopes for the coming year come to fruition,
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but

if
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they do not, we shall be only too ready, to draw the appropriate conclusions,

because this is a matter

which has

a

vital bearing on the lives of all the citizens of Europe.

(17) Mr President, the debate we have held on this repon only confirms
Mr Ruffolo.
matter. Ve, the Socialist Group, will be voting against this repon,
whole
view
of
the
my
rhough with much regrer because this could have been a marvellous opponunity to Present, ;s a Parliament, a united front in adopting a unanimous opinion on the exceptional
gravity of the economic situation in the Community. Indeed, the Commission's repon
illustrates only too vividly the graviry of the situation.

However, in view of the 12 million unemployed and the prospects of a funher calamitous
deterioration in the unemployment situation, the Commission proposal, which was
adopted by a majority in the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, does not
map out a sra[eB'y commensurate with the gravity of the crisis. \7e sdck to our view
therefore and, foiihe reasons I have outlined, we shall be consistent and vote against this
rePort.
(Applause)
Fernande z (in utiting).- (FR) The 1982/1983 annual economic repon of the C-ommission is characterized by a deep pessimism as to both the present and the future. It forecasrs rhar 1983 will be a founh year of recession in the context of a long-term crisis. $(i hile
'we may be in agreement with this prognosis, we are more cautious about the solutions
should
and its link-with productiviry
proporld. Cenainly we agree that employment
Le made the cenre of management, concerns, but the lines of the Commission proposals,
largely reproduced in the Ruffolo report, do not seem tb us to meet the case. It is right
rhai paniiular arrenrion should continue to be focussed on investments and it is true that
an improvemenr of productivity (notably by raising the level of skills and reducing working hours) can help io p.o-ot. both productive investment and the creation of jobs. Howevir, the'Commiision reporr suggests a switch from consumption to investment; this
might well be rc the detriment of public spending on social benefits and schemes.

Mr

cannot approve rhis approach since it aims at sacrificing social revenues and wage
incomes and this is neither just nor efficacious. There can be no recovery without joint
action on growth and investments, on the one hand, and on incomes and consumPtion on
rhe other. Vell, this approach characterizes the whole of the Commission report and Mr
Ruffolo's. Consequently, Mr President, vre cannot aPProve the Ruffolo rePort.

Ve

'![e

shall vote against it.

(GR) There are two alternative strategies for bringing
about ihange in industrial structural relationships. The first of these, which is being practised in ,rriour forms by conservatively-minded governmenff and which looks like being
espoused by the Commission, puts its faith in a reduction of the public sector borrowing
raie and in'curbing inflation through the exercize of tight fiscal and monetary policies and
the creation of mass unemployment.

Mr Papantonioq (in witing).

carries serious dangers. Economically there is the danger of a leap in inflaThis strategy'event
of an economic recovery because of the loss of productive capacity
tion in rhe
caused by prolonged recession, of rising demand coinciding with inadequate supply

resulting in heightined infladonary pressures. But the main danger, however, is political.
The mais unemploymenr and severe cuts in public spending entailed in a deflationary
economic policy pose a threat to social calm and political sability.
'!7e

socialists believe in the second of the two strategies for industrial restructuring' a strategy which is based on rhree fundamental teneff. The first of these tenets is that re-covery
in-ihe level of producdve invesrment should not be left exclusively to the good offices of
the private sector. The second tenet is that creation of the conditions conducive to investmenl growh should nor involve methods which deepen the r-ecession and create unem-

ployment. And, finally, the third tenet is that the problem of unemployment should be
tackled by direct intervention in the labour market.
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It is clear that the motion for a resolution under debate

veers towards the strategy
favoured by conservative forces within the Community. In panicular it supports without
any reserve the Commission's proposals recommending exclusive reference to nominal
magnitude targets (National Monetary Product), something which threatens [o leave no
scope for the genuine growth of national product and thus worsen the recession. Also it
makes no references to the role of the State in the investment process or to the need for a
prices and incomes poliry, while its references to the problem of unemployment are restricted. For the Greek Socialis$ the report presents an additional problem concerning the
EMS. It is essential for us to fully understand that coordination of economic poliry cannot
be forced on the governments by the introduction of new political means, but that the
prerequisite for this is the perception by all the Member States thar the Community operates to their advantage thus engendering a willingness on their part to panicipate in joint
ventures for the promotion of Community objectives.
For this reason the Greek Socialists will vote againsr the resolution.

MICHEL REPORT (Doc

1-784(82

Non-associated developing countries):

ADOPTED

(FR) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, ir was with much interest and
Mr Isra€I.
admiration -that we read and studied the report of our late dear colleague, Mr Michel His
report, is imbued with all the generosiry that marked his work amonB us and I should like,
on behalf of my group, to pay our last respects to him.

Mr President, any operation that consists in giving economic aid to the non-associated
countries involves a risk. Should we globalize European Community aid and in this way
reduce the force of the Lom6 agreement and weaken our relations with the associated
countries? The answer is: Ve have no choice.'Sf'e cannot live in an economic paradise and
content ourselves every now and again with distributing the crumbs of development to
those countries that do not have the good fonune to panake of the banquet of humanity.
The Commission proposals, approved by Mr Michel, will therefore be accepted by

us.

Naturally we shall continue to look very keenly at the nature of the schemes we are going
to help. \7e are no[ unaware that we risk being accused on each occasion of interference
in the internal affairs of other Srates, panicularly when we pass judgments on their
regimes, but there is one point on which will not compromise, Mr President: the observance of human righm in all these countriesl we shall demand compliance with human freedoms even if we realize that we must always aid these countries while closing our eyes a
little for there can be no question of avenging ourselves on these people for the errors
committed by their regimes.

I conclude, Mr President, with a final thought in memory of Mr Michel.

Mr Deschamps (in utiting).- (FR) Mr President, ar rhe start of this session you paid a
fine and well-deserved tribute to our much-loved late colleague and friend Victor Michel.
\7e wish to thank you: nor only on behalf of our group, but also on behalf of his many
friends, his family and, in panicular, his wife, always so closely associated with his ideais
and his work.

You rightly stressed the remarkable continuiry in the concerns and activities of Mr

Michel, who was educated at the establishment of the admirable Cardinal Cardijn in ideas
of greater social justice.

'!7hen

he arrived in this European Parliament, Victor Michel's main aim was ro conr,inue
this same struggle on a scale now assumed by the fight for social justice, i.e. worldwide.
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was this that led him to play such an active and ofrcn decisive role in the Committee on

Development and Cooperation. Most especially_within the framework of the Lom6 Convention and the fight against hunger in the world.

The repon we have discussed rcday was his last parliamentary work'

No amendment has been tabled to his text, which goes to show once again how skilful he
was in reflecting the unanimous thinking of his colleagues.

I cannot but associate

myself completely with both the repon and the Presentation Put

before us by Mr Bersani.

If I might
motioior

srress one point, it would be that covering paragr-aphs.10, 11 and 12 of the
a resolution. These concern a close coordination of the instruments needed to

finance the special programme advocated by the Commission. They also concern a gen,i.r. .oordin"tion, *ith-i., the framework of ihis special Programme, of Community policy
and the bilateral policies conducted by the various Member States'

Victor Michel who, like us, wished to see development cooperation become one of

Europe's major policies, was cerrainly aware of these difficulties. But his essendally active
and optimistic rcmperament led him io enrisage. the future with confidence and he saw in
this new Commission proposal the opportuniry for a funher srcP on the road to a genuine
European development poliry.
By voting the Michel repon and the resolution we are not only paying a final homage to
oir a.pir.a friend bui we are also placing ourselves more wholly in_ the service of the
least developed countries and promoting Euiope and its image around the world'

Mrs van Hemeldonck (in uriting).

Mr Michel, is deserving

(NL) The report by our late much-loved collea-gue,
of the

- since it so clearly illustrates the dependence
of acJaim

southern hemisphere ois-a-ttis the north.

canno emphasize strongly enough this economic inequitn the.cause of all injustice.
ih. -.rnr of producdon, the- capital the rcchnology and the
The nonh porr.r., almost
"Il
the prices not only of what it produces and exports
kno*-ho*. The north determines
imelf but also of what the south produies in minerals and agricultural products and of
what the south must import.

Ve

On top of rhis the multinarional undenakings and banks control all the rade structures
th. processing of the mosr important raw materials in South and Central America,
"nd
from bhnanas ro r;, from coffee to-sugar and zinc. The giants share out the world market
themselves. Thus, for .*.rp1., a single Swiss firm controls some 600/o of the

"-org*
European

market in soluble coffee . . .

price manipulations raise profits even further. A very high value is set on the technology
introduced by the principal undenaking and a low value on the products made in the local
subsidiary u.rd.rr"kingr. In this *"ylh. real profim are concealed..A UN-study has
revealed ihat fifteen pf,a.-acertical lirms in Colombia on average declare profits of 5010,
whereas in f.act 790/o profir are made by means of transfer dodges'
The banks, for their part, speculate on future markem in sugar and coffee, which are often
handled rcn times over before ultimate exPortation.
Even consumption is manipulated by the multinationals by means of advenising, through
the media, schools, y., .rrin the social and development Programmes which the \Testern
,od.l ,ni 'Ir'esrern ,alues impose. In South and Central America the woman is often the
the person whose
-ri.rrt"y of the family, and not just the emotional anchor, but usually
members. Howolder
and
children
for
the
existence
."ono*i" activity ensures a meagre
a division of
make
to
is
used
breadwinner
sole
as
thehan
of
model
Vestein
ever, rhe
irbo,r, forrible in which only the man's work is paid for and the work of the woman and
other family members goes unPaid'
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All

these facr were known to Mr Michel and his recommendations, which we as Socialists
supPort 1000/0, are intended to restore economic and culrural power where it belongs: to
the peoples of Central and South America.

Mr skovmand (n aniting).-

(?ll

It is probably weil-known that the EEC's foreign aid
is relatively small; smaller than that given by the UN bodies and smaller than the biiarcral
aid given by rhe Nordic counrries.
The EEC Commission has now proposed to extend this aid so rhar aid ro countries outside the Lom6 Convention will be more than doubled. Vhere Denmark is concerned this
aid will be subtracted from that given to orher more deserving causes.
The Popular Movemenr Against the EEC is opposed to the resolution.
+

FILIPPI REPORT (Doc. r-E46lE2
Mr Stella, deputy rapporreur

-

New financial protocols):

-

ADoprED

vras:

in favour of all the amendments.

*

BEUMER REPORT (Doc. t-7te/t2

-Tobacco):

REFERRED

To

COMMITTEE

*tr

COLLINS REPORT (Doc.

1-83 1/82

-

Seal pups)

:

ADOpTED

The rapponeur was:

-

in favour of Amendments Nos 4, Z, 8, 70, 12, 13,14, 16,20,21 and 22;
against Amendmen$ Nos 2, S/rev.,6,

1

1, 1 5, 17,

lg, 19,23

and 24.

Explanations ofoote

Mr Seligman.
I would like first to congratulate Stanley Johnson on a
- MrandPresident,
very well-organized
very well-financed campaign.
(Intenuptions)

I was one of the ten who voted against Mrs Maij-lTeggen last time because it did not give
Canada time to nke the necessary measures to sto1il. inhuman merhods
of slaugfi...
Now I say that Canada has. had time at.least to promise changes in rhe method
of ,liugt -

!.I. !y, theyhave not satisfied me thar

t-hey have taken any ,d"equate

I shall now change and vore in favour of the ban.

,r.f,

,o change

it.'io

Mr Moreland.
before I go on ro my explanation of vore, I would smte
- Mr toPresident,
that I am quircha-ppy
apologize and toi,irhdr^*
atrsi,re *..J *", may have been
caugit by Mr Collins. I would suggest to him that I ^ny
do not rhink that one abuse deserves
an abusive response back. I hope [e will agree with me ttat, p"rtl"rtirly

^,

-y ^urri".
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remark was not actually recorded, his original remarks and my remark that was not on the
record and the ones that I have not made should not in fact now be recorded'
( Laughter,

interruptions )

Mr Presidenr, I think afrer that last remark, I have got lots of
think I will get on to what is a more serious speech.

cause to claim abuse, but

I

Mr President, I shall vote against this resolution because I have always believed the issue
and,
to be hypocritical. Ve harJmany abuses of animal welfare within the Community
'!7e
are
indeed,'where other products that we impon into the Communiry are-concerned.
Communiry.
within
the
not
abuse
but
countries
in
third
quite happy to deal with abuse

might, for example, mention that seal products, I undersnnd, are m_ainly sold in Vest
Ge.,iarry. \rest Germany also has alargi market in fox producm which come from foxes

I

caught in steel traps elsiwhere in the Community. There was 1l-.^ryi:I.' for examp_le, in
the Lndon Times in August which reponed that mallards were killed !f dogs in Holland.
Now rhere are lots of thise, and I think it is to some extent. not right for the Community
ro vore for rhis unless it is prepared to go further. That is, I think, the important point. I
am prepared ro vore for ir if I have the assurance that every Member here is prepared to
support investigation into abuses within the Community.
(Cries of 'hear, hear'!)

That seems [o me to be the important point. Somebody shouted pati de foie gr1s, Mr President, I had better not continu; on that. But I will end by saying, first of all, that I congrarul"te Mrs Maij-\Teggen and MrJohnson. Although I do not agree.with them, I think
they have waged a riagnificent campaign. But if I could end on perhaps a slighdy sour
'Let him who is without sin cast the
nor., I think in the *oids of the New f.strtn.nt
first stone'.

Mr Gautier.

(DE) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I shall vote against the repon,
i did not vote in favour of Mrs Maij-Veggen's repon. I have three

- time
just as at that

reasons for voting against this repon.

In the first place the Commission gave no answer to the very practical questions put by Mr
von der Vring.
Secondly, last month we adopted by a large majoriry a_rePort_by Mr Seeler on trade
e-ba.goes which stipularcd that the burdens imposed by the. implementation of economic
sancri;s should noi weigh on particular groups but should be shared equally by {1. In
spite of that this morning-'s vot; saw the rejection by this House.of Mr von der Vring's
,r.nd-.rt which soughi ro ensure that the fishermen would not be the only ones to sufbur that the burdens would be equally shared-by. all. In this. matfer by such ,,
"gr..-.nt
that the House is not prepared rc draw the conclusions that should
t.. it i, quite obiious
be drawn from the Seeler repon.
is linked with the remarks that have just
and this is my real reason
My third poinr
been made by Mr Moreland. I'feel that we are treading on very dangerous grou.nd in
evoking rhe piovisions of GATT for moral purposes, because a one-sided inrcrpretation of
rhese p-rovisions can have consequences for miny countries. I also regard this manner of
pro..iding as somewhat ,tt.ngC in that.we in our Community have so many problems

ihrt *e tend to look mainly

at those that hurt us least.

The repon by the Commirtee on rhe Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection on the forceable feeding of geese for the purpose of producing pate de foie gr*s w.as
adopted without any vores against, and the committee saw no reason to limit or ban this
trade in any way because of the differing moral and cultural attitudes to this Practice.
'\flell,
when I see rhis kind of thing happening, it seems to me that we are definitely applying double standards. I am not prepared to go along wirh this kind of farce.

Mr von der Vring.

I am not going to speak on moral issues,
well coming from this Parliament. I have tried

(DE) Mr President,

because rhat does nor sound so wonderfully
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by means of amendments and by asking for various concessions ro have the documenr
worded in such. a way that I also could accept it. The fishermen whom I represent would
actually be in the forefront of any movement againsr cruelry to animals
unn.".rr"ry
slaughter. However, this House has shown by the way in which it voted".ri
that it is completely indifferent to the consequences of its action.
I asked that the adverse consequences of this decision should not be simply offloaded onto
the shoulders of a handful of fishermen, but you simply voted this down. The alternarive
would have been, for example, a reallocation of catch'quotas or somerhing like this, bur
the committee did absolutely nothing about this. The committee said thatlt had considered all aspects and covered all eventualities, but it jusr did not go into this question. It is a
case of 'the devil take the hindmost'.
The text of the amendment read: '. . . urges the Commission to ensure beyond all manner
of doubt that Cpmmuniry fishermen who have been given agreed fishing rights off the
coast of Canada should not become innocent victims of
tiade conflici wilh Canada'.
Vhy does this Parliament reject this? It just does not fit in,"ry
in my opinion. For this reason,
a.nd please forgive me for saying this, I cannot vote in favour oi this morion for a .esolutlon.

Mr Patterson.
Mr President, I think it has been generally agreed in the debate and by
the Commission- that this is pre-eminently a moral isiue, and t ihint that rhe most serious
thalqe made against those who support the regulation contained in this report was made
by Mr Moreland when he charged us with hypocrisy, and it is a' .rr.ry ,.rious marrer ro
have to take into accounr.
He did quote from the Bible: 'Let him who is without sin cast the first ,rorr.'. I think rhis
is apt but also misleading. The message in thar panicular phrase from the Bible is rhar no
stone should be thrown, because ev,erybody is with sin. In other words it is an argument
for doing nothing abour anything. Thar is why I do not think it is an apt quotation.

It is true that foxes are caught in traps. It is true thatfoie grasis, maybe, not all we should
desire it rc be. It is also rue, as was stated from the socialisr benches, that we perhaps care
more about seals than unemployment or South Africa. That is not an argument for'voting
against this regulation and for doing nothing. It is not an argumenr th-at because we di
not Protect the monk seals we should not protect the harp and hooded seals. It is an argument_for doing something about the monk seals and I am gald that the Commission Jaid
that they would do so.
So the charge of hypocrisy, I take it, is real. But what it means is that we should vote for
this regulation and this repon and then go on and do something about the resr. I am sure
MrJohnson will do so.
(Applause)

Mr

Beazley.
Mr President, we have heard a lot about hypocrisy. could I just draw to
the attention -of the House that all those who have talked aiow
foi, gras mig(t be advised
to read a very eminent and interesting repon which the commitiee .irr".r.rid has written
abour ir?

Gautier.

*:

-

I voted for it!

la.Y fin utiting).

(FR) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, the hunting of baby
a matter of deep- concern to the vast majority of thi general public, and ilis some'thin-g we must take account of. It is also true shai the filris we have been shown have
profoundly shocked us. I would like nonetheless to see agreemenr between Canada and
the EEC rather than a trial of force initiated by a ban on batyseal skins from March 19g3.
seals is

The Canadian Government must protect those species of seals that are threatened and ban
theirhundng. These species musLbe included in the'l7ashington Convention on inrernational rrade in species of flora and fauna threatened with exriicrion.
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To wish to ban the hunting of all young harp seals, as sought by the repon, seems to me
premarure. A scientific study is needed to d-etermine the likely biological consequences.
Th. s.rl has always been hunted. Its proliferation would result in a reduction in fish
consequences
srocks and perhaps'a degeneration of the species. Added to these biological
'IU'e
bear these
must
concerned'
regions
Canadian
the
for
are the econo-ii
for iti pan, is threatening to break certain trade agreements with the
in mind. Canada, "onr.{r.rr..,
EEC and notably the fishiries' agreements. Many European fish.ermen would be affected.
In France alone 8OO fishermen ar1 urrder threat ind with them the major fisheries of Bordeaux and San Malo.

Let us negotiate rherefore with Canada. Economic considerations must not prevail in this
Bftween rhe forces of money and the survival of the seals, my choice is made. But,
on rhe other hand, there is also the iife and livelihood of men. Let us remember this in our

debate .

srcadfast search for an agreement with Canada.
Skovman d (in writing).- (DA) Most people are shocked and appalled at the slaughrer of newborn'seal pupslhat is carried oulin'S7'estern Canada for the sake of their beau-

Mr

tiful white skins.
The Commission has proposed that a ban be placed on imports of these skins, though, this
will only have the .eiuli of furthering the iale of other -Orpep of sealskins. It is a wellknown i^ctthatthis campaign against trade in the skins of seal pups.has disastrous consequences, panicularly fo.ihJse"l hunrers of Greenland. Their sales have been reduced to
such a point that their very existence is threatened.

Ir would seem rhar Mr Collins has attached no importance to this problem. He would like
see a ban on the import of all skins of seal pups from Greenland without any thought
this will have for the people of Greenland.
for rhe disastrous

to

"onriqu.n".r

The Popular Movement against Membership of the EEC will therefore vote against this
proposal.
tr
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BOMBARD REPORT (Doc. 1-655/82

-

Land-based pollution):

ADOPTED

The rapponeur was:

-

in favour of Amendment No I
Explanation ofoote

Mr Kallias.
salvation
East. But

(GR) The salvation of the Mediterranean is in effect tantamount to the

of -a large part of Europe, as well as of Nonh Africa and a pan of the Middle

it is also dury we have ro the sea which has been the cradle of the greatest
civilizations. In the "Mediierranean basin realism, idealism and also, I would say, romanticism met with each other. I warmly congratulate Mr Bombard on his fine report and gallant sentiment and I shall vote for ihe motion for a resolution with great satisfaction.

'**
SQUARCIALUPI REPORT (Doc. t-2s4/E2ri
lc

la

Subsonic aircraft):

ADoPTED
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I/EBER REPORT (Doc. t-B2t/82

-

19. 11.82

Cadmium) : ADOpTED

The rapponer was:

l, 5, 17,18, 19, 20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,2g,

-

in favour of Amendments Nos

-

againstAmendmenm Nos 2/rev., 3/rev., 4,

33 and 34;

*tr

6,7,8, 9, 10,

29, 30 and 31.
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